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Foreword

Ada is the result of a collective effort to design a common language tor programming
time systems.

large scale and reek

The common high order Jmtguege program began in 1974. The requirements of the United States Department of Defense were formalized in B series of documents which were extensively reviewed by the SerThe Ada language was
vices, industrial organizations, universities, and foreign military departments.
designed in accordance with the final (1978) form of these requirements, embodied in the Stedman
specification.
Bri8n A.
The Ada design team was led by Jean D. Ichbiah ●nd has included Bernd Krieg-8rueckner,
Wichmmn, Henry F. Ledganf, Jean-Claude
Heli8rd Jeen-loup
Geilly. Jean-Raymond
Abriat. John G.P.
Barnes. Mike Woodger, Olivier Roubine, Peut N. Hiffinger, and Robeti Firth.
At various stages of the project, several people ciosety associated with the design teem mode major contributions. They include J.0. Goodenough, R.F. Brender. M. W. Devls, G. Ferren. K. Lester, L. MocLaren, E.
Morel, t.R. tVassi. I.C, Pyle, SA. Schumen, end S. C, Vestal.
TWO paraJJet efforts that were stetied in the second phase of this design had a deep influence on the
language. One wus the development of e formal definition using denotationel semantics, with the participation of V. Donzeau-Gouge,
G. Kahn, and B. Leng. The other wtrs the design of a test translator with theputicipation of K. Ripken, P. Boullrnrt P. Cadiou. J. Hdden. J.F. Hueras, R. G. Lenge, ●nd D. T. Comfdlf. rb
entire effofl benefitted from the dedicated assistance of Lyn Churchill and Marion Myers, ●nd the .fictivo
W.1. #telmordinger, ●nd P. Cfeve. H. G. Schmitz sewed ●s pm~rn
technical SUPPLW of B. Gravern,
manager.
Over the five vears spent on this project, several intense week-long design reviews were conducte~ wfth
the participation of P. Behnont, &3.Brosgol, P. Cohen, R. Dewar, A. Evans. G. Fisher, H. Harte. A.L. Hisgm.
P. Knueven, M. Kronentai, N. Lornuto, E. Ploedereder, G. Seegmueller, V. Stenning, D. T@ffs, ●nd 8J80 F.
Betz, R. Converse, K. Correil, A.N. Habermenn, J. Sammet, S. Squires, J. Teller. P. Wegner, and P.R.
Wetherall.
Severel persons had a constructive influence with their comments. criticisms and suggestions. They include
P, Brinch Hansen, G. Goos, CA.R. Hoere. Mark Rain, WA. WUJf, and also E. Boebe~. P. Bonrwrd, H.
Clausen, M. CoX, G. Dismukes. R. Eachus, T. Froggatt, H. Ganzinger. C. Hewitt S. Kamin R. Kotler, 0.
Lecarme. JAN.
Lee, J.L. Mansion. F. Mine!. T. Phinney. J. Roehrich. V. Schneider, A. Singer, D. Slosberg.
i. C, Wand, the reviewers of A de-Europe, Ada TEC, A feet, those of the LMSC review team, end those of the
Ada Tokyo Study Group.
These reviews and comments, the numerous evaluation reports received et the end of the first and second
phase. the nine hundred langu8ge issue reports and test and evaluation repofis received from ftieen different countries during the third phese of the project, the thousands of comments received during the ANSI
Canvass, and the on-going work of the IFIP Working Group 2.4 on system implementation langu8ges ●nd
that of the Purdue Europe LTPL-E committee, ell had e substantial infJuence on the final definition of A da.
The Militery Oepatiments and Agencies have provided e broad base of support including funding. ●xtensive
reviews, and countless individual contributions by the members of the High Order Lwtgu#ge Working Group
and other interested personne!. h?particular, Williem A. Whitaker provided leadership for the program during the formative stages. David A. Fisher was responsible for the successful development ●nd refinement of
the language requirement documents that led to the Steelman specification.
This Ianguege definition was developed by Cii Honeywell Bull ●nd later Alsys, and by Honeywell System
and Research Center, under contract to the Unhad States Depatiment of Defense. William E. Cadson. ●nd
later lar~ E. Druffe{ and Robert F. Methis, served as the technical represent& tives of the (Jnited-Wt@8
Government and Mectivefy coordimted the efforts of 811participants in the Ada pm$ram.
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This reference manual was prepared with a formatter specialized for Ada texts, It was dewloped by Jon E
Wstem.
Hueres for Mu!tics, using the Cfi Honeywell Bull photocomposition
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1. Introduutlon

Ada is a programming language designed in accordance with requirements defined by tfw United
States Department of Defense: the so-called Steelman requirements. Overall, these requirements
call for a language with considerable expressive power covering a wide application domain. As a
result, the language inciudes facilities offered by classicai languages such as Pascal as well as
facilities often found oniy in specialized languages. Thus the language is a modern algorithmic
ianguage with the usual control structures, and with the ability to define types and subprograms. It
also sewes the need for modularity, whereby data, types, and subprograms can be packaged. It
treats modularity in the physical sense as well, with a facility to SUPPOR separate compilation.

I

In addition to these aspects, the language covers real-time programming, with facilities to modei
this requires
parallel tasks and to handie exceptions. It aiso covers systems programming:
of data and access to system-dependent propetiies. Finally,
r)recise controi over the representation
both application-ievel
and machine-level input-output are defined.

a

1.1

Scopo of tho Standard

This standard specifies the form and meaning of program units written in Ada. Its purpose is to
promote the pcmabillty of Ada programs to a variety of data processing systems.

1.1.1

I

Extent of the Standard

This standard

1

specifies:

(a)

The form of a program

(b)

The effect of translating

(c)

The manner in which program

(d)

The predefine

(e)

The permissible
specified.

they must be

c

(f)

Those violations of the standard that a conforming implementation Is required to detect, and
the effect of attempting to translate or execute a program unit containing such violations.
.
Those violatlorw of the stand&d that a conforming implementation is not required to detect.

7

(g)

program

unit written

in Ada.

and executing

such a program unit.

unite may be combined

units that a conforming

variations

2

within

the standard,

3

to form Ada programs.

implementation
and the manner

must supply.
in which

4
5

8
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This standard does not specify:
(h)

The mums whereby a program unit written in Ada is transformed into object code executable
by a processor.

(1)

The means whereby translation
units are controlled.

(j)

The size or speed of the object code, or the relative execution speed of different language constructs.

(k)

The form or contents of any Iiatings produced by implementations;
contents of error or warning messages.

(1)

The effect of executing a program unit that
irnplementatjon is not required to detect.

or execution of program units is invoked and the executing

contains

in particular, the form or

any violation

that

a conforming

(m) The size of a program or program unit that will exceed the capacity of a particular conforming
implementation.
Where this standard specifies that a program unit written in Ada has en exact effect, this effect is
the operational
meaning of the program unit and must be produced by all conforming implementations. Where
this standard
spec{fies permissible
variations
in the effects of constituents
of a
program unit written in Ada, the operational meaning of the program unit as a whoie is understood

to be the range of possible effects that result from all these variations, and a conforming
implementation is allowed to produce any of these possible effects. Examples of permissible variations are:
●

The represented
upon them.

.

The order of execution Of statements
chronization.

1.1.2

Conformity

of

vaiues of fixed or fioating numeric quantities, and the results of operatlon$

●n

hnplomontation

implementation

in different peraliei tasks, in the absence of expl)cit syn-

wtth the Standard

1

A conforming

2

(a)

Correctly trenslate$ and executes legal pmgr~m units written in Ada, provided that they cr.
not so large aa to exceed the capscity of the implementation.

3

(b)

Rejects all program urdts that are so iarge as to exceed the capacity of the implementation.

4

(c)

Rejects all program units that contain errors whose detection Is required by the standard.

s

(d)

Supplies

t

(e)

Contains no variations

7

(f)

Specifies all ouch permhtod

ail predefine

is one that:

program

units required by the stsndard.

except where
variations

the standerd permits.
in the manner proscribed by the standard.
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Introduction

1.2 Structure

of tho Standard

This reference manual contains fourteen chapters, three annexes, three appendices, and an index.

I

Each chapter is divided into sections that have a common structure. Eactl section introduces its
gives any necessary
syntax rules, and describes the semantics of the corresponding
language constructs. Examples and notes, and then references. may appear at the end of a sec-

2

subject,
tion.

Examples are meant to illustrate the possible forms of the constructs described.
to emphasize
consequences
of the rules described
in the section or elsewhere.

Notes

are meant

3

References are
meant to attract the attention of readers to a term or phrase having a technical meaning defined in
another section,

The standard defir!ition of the Ada programming language consists of the fourteen chapters and
the three annexes, subject to the following restriction: the material in each of the items listed
below is informative, and not pan of the standard definition of the Ada programming language:

4

●

Section

1.3 13eslgn goals and sources

s

●

Section

1.4 bnguage

6

●

The

●

Each section whose title sta~s with the word “Example” or “Examples”

1.3

examples,

summary

notos, end references given at the end of each section

7

0

Design Goals ●nd Sourcoa

Ada was designed with three overriding concerns: progrem reliability and maintenance,
ming as a human activity, and etilciency.

program-

The need for languages that promote reliability and simplify maintenance is weli established.
Hence emphasis was placed on program readability over ease of writing. For example, the ruies of

1

2

the language require that program variables be explicitly deciared and that their type be specified.
Since the type of a variable Is invariant, compilers can ensure that operations on variables are compatible with the properties intended for objects of the type. Fu~hermore, error-prone notations

have been avoided, and the syntax of the language avoids the use of encoded forms in favor of
of
Finally, the language offers support for separate compilation
more English-like constructs.
program
provides

units in a way that facllitatos
program
development
the same degree of checking between
units as within

and maintenance,
a unit.

and

which

Concern for the human programmer
was also stressed during the design. Above all, an attempt
was made to keep the language os small as possible, given the ambitious nature of the application

3

domain. We have attempted to cover this domain with a small number of underlying concepts
integrated in a consistent and systematic way. Nevertheless we have tried to avoid the pitfalls of
excessive involution, and in the constant eearch for simpler designs we have tried to provide
language constructs that correspond Intuitively to what the users will normally expect.
Like many other human activities, tho dcvolopmont
of programs is becoming ever more
decentralized and distributed. Con$aquently, the ability to ensemble a program from independently produced software components has been a central idea in this design.
The concepts of
packages, of private types, and of generic units ore directly related to this idea, which has ramifications in many other aspects of the language.

●
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5

No language can avoid the problem of efficiency.
Languages that require over-elaborate compilers, or that lead to the inefficient use of storage or execution time, force these inefficiencies on
all machines and on all progmma. Evew construct of the language was examined in the light of
preeent implementation technlquoc. Any proposed construct whose implementation was unclear
or that required excessive machhw resources was rejected.

6

None of the above design goals was considered as achievable after the fact. The design goals
drove the entire design process from the beginning.

7

A perpetual difficulty in language design is that one must both identify the capabilities required by

the application domain and design language feetures that provide these capabilities. The difficulty
existed in this design, although to a lesser degree than usual because of the Steel man requirements, These roquiremento often simplified the design process by allowing it to concentrate on
the design of a given system providing a well defined set of capabilities, rather than on the definition of the capabilities themselves.
8

B

Another significant simplification of the design work resuited from eariier experience acquired by
several successful Pascal derivatives developed with similar gods.
These are the ianfwages
Euclid, Lis, Mesa, Maduia, and Sue. Many of the key ideas and syntactic forms developed in these
languages have counterparts in Ada. Severai existing languages such as Aigol 68 end Simula, and
also recent research languages such as Alphard and Clu, influenced this language in severai
respects, aithough
to a lesser degree than did the Pascal family.
Finaliy, the evacuation reports received on an earlier formulation (the Green language), and on
alternative proposals (the Red, Biue, and Yeliow languages), the language reviews that took place
at different stages of this project, and the thousands of comments received from fifteen different
countries during the preliminary stages of the Ada design and during the ANSI canvass, all had a
significant impact on the standard definition of the language.

t

An Ada program is composed of one or more program units. These program units can be compiled
separately.
Program units may be subprograms (which define executable algorithms), package
units (which define coiiactions of ●ntitie$), task units (which define paraliel computations), or
generic units {which define pararneterized forms of packages and subprograms).
Each unit norrnaliy consists of two parts: a specification, containing the information that must be visible to
other units, and a body, Containing tho impiornentation detoils, which need not be visible to othor
units.

2

This distinction of the specification and body, and the ability to compile units separately, allows a
program to be designed, written, and tested as a set of Iargeiy independent software components.

3

An Ada program wili normally make use of a iibrnry of program units of general utility, The
language provlde$ means wh.reby individual organizations can construct their own libraries, The
text of a separately compiled pro~am unit must name the iibrary units it requires.

4

5

Program

Unks

.

A subprogram Is the basic Wt for ●xpreaai~ ●n slgorithm. The
are two kinds of subprograms:
procedure% and functions, A promdure IS tho means of invoking a eeries of actions. For example, h
may read data, upcfetQ voriables, or produce some output. it may have parameters, to provide a
controliad means of paasing information between the procedure and the point of caii,

——
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A function is the means of invoking the computation
oddition will return o result.

of a value.

lx

It is similar to a procedure, but in

c

A package is the baaic unit for defining a collection of logically related entities. For example, a
package can be used to define a common pool of data and types, a collection of related subPortic)ns of a package can be
progmms, or a set of type declarations and associated operations
hidden from the user, thus allowing access only to the logical propenies oxpf’essed by the package

7

specification.
A task unit is the basic unit for defirdng a task whose sequence of actions may be executed in

.

perallel with those of other tasks, Such tasks may be implemented on muiticomputem, multiprocessors, or with interleaved execution on a singie processor. A task unit may define either a
singie executing task or a task type permitting the creation of any number of simiiar tasks.
Declmvtions

#

and Statements

The body of a program unit generaily contains two patls: a declarative pan, which defines the
logical entities to be used in the program unit, and a sequence of statements, which defines the
execution of the program unit.

n

The declarative part aaaoclatos names with declared entities. For example, a name may denote a
type, a constant, a variable, or an exception. A declarative part aiso introduces the name8 and
parameters
of other nested subprograms, packages, task units, and generic units to be used in the
program unit.

1$

The sequence of rntaternents describes a sequence of actions that are to be performed. The statements are ●xecuted in Duccossion (unless ●n ●xit, r.turn, or goto statement, or tho raising of ●n
exception, causes execution to continue horn another place).

u

An assignment statement cha~$
tho VSIUOof a VW’W..
A pfocedure cell if’wokes execution of ●
procedure after associating any actual parameters provided at the call with the corresponding formal pammetem.

Q

Case statements and if statements allow the seiection of an enclosed sequence of statements
based on the value of an expression or on the value of a condition.

\Q

The loop statement provides the beslc Itemtive mechenh’n In the language. A loop statement
specifies that a sequence of statements is to be executed repeatedly as directed by an Iteration
scheme, or until an exit statement Is encountered.

s

A block statement comprises o sequence
entities used by the statements.

of local

M

Cetiain statements are only applicable to tasks. A delay statement delays the execution of a task
for a specified duration, An ent~ call statement is written as a procedure call statement;
It
specifies that the task issuing the call h ready for a rendezvous with another task that has this
entry. The called task is ready to accept the entry call when its execution reaches a corresponding
accept statement, which apeclfles the actions then to be performed,
Atier completion of the
rendezvous, both the calling task and the taak having the ent~ may continue their execution in
parallel. One form of the SOM statement allow8 a selective wait for one of several alternative
rendezvous. Other forms of the select statement allow conditional or timed entry calls.

n

of statements

preceded

by the declaration
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Execution of a program unit may encounter error situations in which normal program execution
For example, an arithmetic computation may exceed the maximum ●llowod
csnnot continue.
value of a number, or ●n attempt may be made to access en array component by u,ing an incorrect
Index value. To deal with such ●rror situations, the statements of a program unit can be textually
followed by exception handlem that specify the octions to be taken when the error situation ari8e$.
Exceptions can be raiaed explicitly by n mise statement.

Te

Data

m

Types

Every object in the language has a type, which characterizes
a set of values and a set of appiicebie
The main ciasses of types are scalar types (comprising enumeration and numeric
types), composite types, access types, and private types.

operations.

n

22

22

24

29

20

27

28

29

30

An enumeration type defines en ordered set of distinct enumeration iiterals, for example a list of
states or an 81phabet of characters. The enumeration types BOOLEAN ond CHARACTER m
predefine.
Numeric types provide a means of petiorming exact or approximate numerical computations.
Exact computations u-e integer types, which denote sets of consecutive integers, Approximate
computations use either fixed point types, with absolute bounds on the error, or floating point
types, with reiative bounds on the error. The numeric typos INTEGER, FLOAT. end DURATION are
predefine.
Composite types allow definitions of structured objects with related components. The compodto
types in the language provide for arrays and records. An army is an object with indexed components of the same type, A record is on object with na mod components of possibly different types.
The array type STRING is prodefined.
Alternative record structure.
A record may have special components called dlscriminants.
depend on the values of diecdmirwnts can be dofinod within a recqrd typa.

that

Access types allow the construction of iinked data structures created by tho mtdueth
of
allocators. They aiiow several variables of an access type to designate the same object, and components of on. object to designate the same or other objects. Both the elements in such ● linked
data structure and their relation to other elements can be aitered during program execution.
Private types can be defined in a package that conceals structural details that are externality irrolowmt. Only the logically nocesaery properties {inciuding any discriminants) are mad. vlsiblo to th.
users of such types.
The concept of a type is refined by the cormopt of a ●ubtype, whereby a user can conctmln tha aet
of allowed values of a type. Subtypes can be used to define subran~s of scalar types, arrays with
a limited set of index vaiues, and records end private types with particular discrlminant values.
Other

F&c;//ties

Representation clauses can b. used to epecify the mapping between types ●nd features of an
underlying r?mchine. For ●xamplo, tho mar oan epocify th~t objoots of Q ghton t~
must b.
are to be ropreaonted
reproeentod with a given number of bits, or tk; the componmts of a rood
using a given tiomge layout. Other foeturet allow tho controlled uee of low level, nonportablo, w
implementation-dependent
aspectc, Includino tho direct in~flion of maahine code.
Input-output is defined in the language by means of predefine
library packages. %cilitbs afo
provided for Input-output of values of user-defined as weil as of predefine types. Standard means
of representing vaiues in display form me @iso provided.
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finally, the language provides o powetiul means of pmameterizatlon
of program units, called
genodc program units. The generic parameters can be types and subprograms (as well as objects)
to be applied to eil types of a given class.
and so allow genernl algorithms

1.5

Mathod

0(

f30swiption

and Syntax Notatton

The form of Ada program units is described by means of 8 context-free
context-dependent
requirements expressed by narrative rules.
The meaning of Ada program units is described
effects of each construct and the composition
technical terms whose precise definition is given
the definition of a technical term appear at the

(a)

with

by means of narrative rules defining both the
This narrative employs
rules for constructs.
in the text (references to the section containing
end of each section that uses the term),

Ail other terms are in the English language and bear their natural meanhg,
Third New international Dictlona~ of the English Language.

The context-free
In particular,

syntax together

as defined In Wobstor’s

syntax of the ianguage is described using a simple variant of Backus-Naur-Form.

Lower caae words, some containing
categorle9, for example:

embedded

underlines,

are used to denote

syntactic

@ddinWr.tor
Whenever the name of ● syntactic catego~ [s used apart from the syntax rules thernsetvos,
OIMCeS take the piace of the underllneu (thus: adding operator).
{b)

Boldfaco words are used to denote

resewed

words, for example:

sway

{c)

Square brackets enclose optional
r.tum_statern.nt
return~tatemmt

(d)

items.

Thus the two foilowing

rules are equivalent,

::= return [expression];
::= r.turn; I return expression:

Braces enclose a rapeated Itemo The item may appeer zero or mom times; the mpetitlons
occur from loft to right as with an equlwdent left-recursive ruie. Thus the two foilowlng ruios
are equlvaiento

*

term ::=8 factor {multlplying_opOrater factor I
factor
term ::=8factor I term multlplylng_operator

.

a—l
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A vertical bar separates alternative
in which case itstands for Itself:

items unless it occurs immediately

letter_or_digit
::= letter I digit
comoonent.. association ::= ~choice {1 choice I =>]

n

(f)

1875A

Ada
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efter an opening brace,

expression

If the name of any syntactic categom starts with an italicized part, it is equivalent to the
category name without the italicized pan. The italicized part is intended to convey some
For example rype_name and rask_name are both equivalent to name
semantic information.
alone.

Note:
la

The syntax ruies describing structured constructs are presented in a form that corresponds to the
For exampie, an if statement is defined as
recommended paragraphing.
if_statemernt ::=
If condition then
sequence_of_statements
I okif condition then
sequence_of_statements)
[ else
sequence_of_statements]
end if;

u

Different
lines are used for pefls of a syntax rule if the corresponding pans of the construct
described by the ruie are intended to be on different iines. indentation in the rule Isa recommendation for indentation of the corresponding part of the construct. It is recommended that aii indentations be by muitiples of a bssic step of indentation (the number of spaces for the basic step is not
defined). The preferred piaces for other line breaks are ~fier sumico~ons On the other hand! If a
complete construct can fit on one iine, this is aiso aliowed In the recommended paragraphing.

1.6

Classification

of Errors

1

The language definition

?

(a)

s

Errors that must be detected

at compilation

categories:

time by eveW Ada compiler.

These errors correspond to any vioiation of a rule given in this reference manuai, other than
the violations that correspond to (b) or (c) below. In particular, violation of any rule that uses
the terms must, a//owed, /ega/, or Wega/ beiongs to this categoW. Any program that contains
such an error is not a iegal Ada program; on the other hand, the fact that a program is Iegai
does not mean, per se, that the program is free from other forms of error,

3

4

classifies errors into severai different

(b)

Errors that must be detected

at run time by the axecution of an Ada progrem.

The corresponding error situations are associated with the names of the predefine
exceptions. Every Ada compiier is required to generate code that raises the corresponding exception
if such an error situation arises during program execution. If an exception is certain to be
raised in every execution of a program, then compiiers are aiiowed [although not required} to
report this fact at compilation
time.
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Erroneous oxecutlon.

s

The language rules Qpocify certain ruhm to be obeyed by Ada programa, although there Is no
requirement on Ada compllora to provldo .ithor a compilation-time or a run-time detection of
the violation of such rules. The ●om of this catego~ ore indicoted by the use of the word
erroneous
to qualify tho exocutlon of the corresponding constructs, The effect of erroneous
execution is unprodictabie.

7

Incorrect order dependoncem.

a

Whenever the reference mwwel specifies that different parts of a given construct are to be
executed in some order that k not defined by the /anguoge, this means that the implementation is allowed to execute these pa~a in any given order, foliowing the rules that result from
that given order, but not in parallel. Fu~hermore, the construct is incorrect if execution of
these parts in a different order would have a different effect. Compilers are not required to
provide either compilation-time
or run-time detection of incorrect order dependencest The
foregoing is expressed in terms of tho process that is called execution; it appiies equally to the
processes that are cdlod ●valuation ●nd elabomtion.

g

if a compiler is abie to reoognizo at compilation time that a construct is erroneous or contains an
incorrect order dependence, then the compiler is allowed to generate, in place of the code
oode
that
raises the predefine
exception
otherwise
generated
for the
construct,
PROGRAM_ ERROR. Similarly, compllore ● re allowed to generate code that checks at run time for
erroneous constmcts, for incorroct ordor dependoncea, or for both. The predefine
exception
PROGRAM_ERROR is raised if such s check fails.

~

(d)

——
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2. Lexical

Elements

The text of a program consists of the texts of one or more compilations.
is a sequence

of lexical elements,

in this chapter.
this chapter.

each composed

of characters:

The text of a compilation
the rules of composition
are given

I

Pragmas, which provide cetiain information for the compiler, are also described in

/t#twe?r?ces.’character 2.1, compilation 10.1, lexical element 2.2, pragma 2.8

2.1

Character

Set

The only characters allowed in the textof a program are the graphic characters and format effectors. Each graphic character corresponds to a unique code of the /sO seven-bit coded character
set (/S0 standard 646), and is represented (visually) by a graphical symbol.
Some graphic
characters are represented by different graphical symbois in alternative netional representations of
the /S0 character set. The description of the language definition in this standard reference manual
uses the ASCII graphical symbois, the AtVS/ graphical representation of the /S0 character sot.
graphic_character
::= besic.graphic-cheracter
I lower-case-letter
I othor.speciai-charamer
besic_graphic_chamcter
upper_case_letter
I special_cht#ractor

I forma~effector

The basic character set is sufficient for writing any program. The characters included in each of the
categories of basic graphic characters are defined as follows:
upper case ietters
ABC
DE FGHIJKLMNOPQ

(b)

digits
0123456789

(c)

special characters
-#&
’(}*+,-./:;<=>

(d)

2

::=
I digit
I spaca.character

basic_charactor
::=
basic_graphic_charactor

(a)

I

~

RSTUVWXYZ
s

-1

the space character

Format effecters are the /S0 (and ASC//) characters called horizontal tabulation, vefiical tabulation, carriage return, line feed, and form feed.
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The characters
follows:

to

(e)

II

(f)

included

In each of the remaining

lower case letters
abcdefghijklmno
other

special

!$%?
!2

ANS1/MfL-STD-
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characters

are defined

as

pqr$tuvwxyz

characters

@[\]”’{

Allowable
replacements
defined in section 2.10.

*
for the special characters

vetiical bar (1), sharp (#), and quotation (-) are

Notes:
13

The /S0 character
that corresponds
to the sharp graphical
symbol in the ASC// representation
appears as a pound sterling symbol in the French, German, and United Kingdom standard national
representations.
In any case, the font design of graphical symbols (for example, whether they are in
italic or bold typeface)
is not part of the /S0 standard.

14

The meanings

15

The following names are used when referring to special characters and other special characters:

of the acronyms
used In this section are as follows: ANS/ stands for American
National Standards
Institute, ASC//
stands for American Standard Code for Information
Interchange, and /S0 stands for International Organization for Standardization.

symbol
“

#
&
(
)
+
/

<
=

2.2

1

name

symbol

quotation

>

sharp
●mpersand

i

apoetropho
left parenthesis
right parenthesis
star, multipiy
plus
comma
hyphen, minus
dot, point, period
slash, divide
colon
semicolon
less than
equal

Lexical Elomonts, Separators,

k
%
~
\
1

.

t
{
}
-

neme

than
underline
vertical bar
●xclamation mark
~reater

dollar
percent
QU8StiOn mark
commercial at
left square bracket
back-slash
right square bracket
circumflex
grave accent
left brace
ri~ht brace
tilde

●nd Delimiters

The text of a program consists of the texto of one or more compilations.

The text of each compilation is a sequence of separate Iexlcal eioments,
Each lexical element is either a deiimiter, an identifier {which may be a resewed word), o numeric literal, a character literal, ccstring literal, or a COmment,
The effect of a program depends only on the particular sequences of lexical elements that

form its compilations,

---—-——.
—.—.——
—
----- -.—

excludlng the comments,

if any.
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L.xicel Eiements

in some cases an explicit separator is required to separate adjacent Iexlcal elements (namely,
when without separation, interpretation as a singie Iexicai eiernent is possible). A separator is any
character, a format effecter, or the md of a iine. A space character is a separator except
of a space
within a comment, a string iiterai, or a apace character iiterai. Format effectora other than horizontal tabulation are aiwttys separators. Horizontal tabulation is a sepsrator except within a comment.

z

The end of a iine is always a separator. The ianguage does not define what causes the end of a line.
However if, for a given impiementation, the end of a iine is signified by one or more characters,
then these characters must be format effecters other th8n horizontal tabuiotion. In any case, a
sequence of one or more format effecters other than horizontal tabulation must cause at least one

s

end of line.

One or more separators are aiiowed between any two adjacent iexicai eiements, before the first of
each compilation, or afier the last. At least one separator is required between an identifier or a
numeric iiterai and an adjacent identifier or numeric iiteral.
is either one of the foiiowing

A delimiter

& ’()*+,-./:;<=>

..

set)

s

I

or one of the foliowing compound
=>

speciai characters (in the basic character

4

**

:=

/==

delimiters

>=

each composed

<=

<<

>>

of two adjacent spociai characters
<>

Each of the speciai characters
iisted for singie character delimiters
is a single delimiter except if
this character is used as a character of a compound deiimiter, or as 8 character of a comment, str-

ing literal, character

6

t

literai, or numeric iitera~.

The remaining forms of Iexicai eiement

are described

in other sections of this chapter.

Notes:

Each iexicai eiernent must fit on one iine, since the end of a iine is a separator. The quotation,
sharp, and underline characters, iikewise two adjacent h~phens, are not delimiters, but may form
pan of other Iexicai elements.
The following
delimiter

=>
..
, ,~
:=
/=
>=
<=
<<
>>
<>

names

are used when

referring

to compound

delimiters:

n8me

arrow
double dot
double star, exponentiate
assignment (pronounced: ‘becomes”)
inequality (pronounced: ‘not equal”)
greater than or equal
less than or equal
left label bracket
dght label bracket
box

References: character literal 2,5, comment 2,7, cornpil~tiam 10.1, format effecter 2.1, identlfh
24, reserved word 2.9, space character 2,1, special cherecter 2,1, string literal 2.6

.__
.——.—

g

2.3, mmoric Ilt.rd

n
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2.3

1

identifier
letter

letter

4

Ade Reference Mwwal

are used as names and also as reserved words.
::=
I[underline]
::=

letter_ or_digit

3

1815A

Idontifiors

identifiers

?

ANSt/MIL-STD-

letter_or_digit}

letter

{ digit

::= upper-case-letter

I lower_case_letter

All characters of an identifier are significant, including any underline character inserted between a
letter or digit and an adjacent letter or digit, Identifiers differing only in the use of corresponding
upper and lower case letters are considered as the same.
Examples:
COUNT

x

get_symbol

Ethelyn

SNOBOL4

xl

Page Count

STOR E_fUEXT_lTEM

Marion

Note:
s
b

No space is allowed

2

Literals

numeric_literal

::= decimal_literal

I based_ literal

References $literal 4.2, universsl_integer type 3.54, universal_reel type 3.5.6

2.4.1

1

Numeric

There are two classes of numeric Iiterals: real Iiterals ond integer Iiterals. A reei iiterel is a numeric
literal that includes a point; an integer literal is a numeric literal without a point.
Real iiterals are
Integer Iiterals are the Iiterals of the type universal~”nteger.
the Iiterals of the type un&ersu/~ea/.

2

3

since a space is a separator.

References.’ digit 2.1, lower case letter 2.1, name 4.1, r.serv.d word 2.9, separator 2.2, space character 2.1, upp.r
case letter 2.1

2.4

1

within an identifier

Decimal

Litor@ls

A decima[ literal
base is implicitly

is a numeric
ten).

decirnal_literal

literal

expressed

in the conventional

::= Integer [.integerl [exponent]

integer

::= digit {[underline] diglti

exponent

::= E [+) integer

I E - integer

decimal

notation

(that is, the
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An underline character inserted between adjacent digits of a decimal literal does not affect the
value of this numeric literal. The letter E of the exponent, if any, can be written either in lower case
or in upper case, with the same meaning.

3

An exponent ]ndic8tes the power of ten by which the value of the decimal literal without the exponent is to be multiplied to obtain the value of the decimal literal with the exponent. An exponent for
an integer literal must not have a minus sign.

4

Examples:
12

0

1E6

123_456

--

integer

12.0

0.0

0.456

3.14159-26

--

real Iiteraki

1.34E-12

I,0E+6

--

red

Iiterals

with

Iiterals

exponent

Notes:
Leading zeros are allowed.
No space is allowed in e numeric literal, not even between constituents
of the exponent, since a space is a separator.
A zero exponent is allowed for an integer literal.

References.’ digit 2 1. lower case letter 2.1, numeric literal 2.4 separator 2.2 !mace character 2 1. u~mr case Iener
21

2.4.2

Based Utorals

A based literal is a numeric literal expressed in a form that specifies the base explicitly. The base
must be 8t least two 8nd at most sixteen.
based_literal
::=
base x based_integer
base

[.based_integer]

#

[exponent]

::= integer

based_integer
::=
extended_digit
{[underline]
extended_digit

::=

oxtended_digit )

digit ] letter

An underline character inserted between adjacent digits of a based literal does not affect the value
of this numeric literal. The base and the exponent,
if any, are in decimal notation. The only letters

3

allowed 8s extended digits are the letters A through F for the digits ten through fifteen. A letter in a
based literal (either ttn extended digit or the letter E of an exponent) can be written either in lower
case or in upper case, with the same meaning.
The conventional meaning of based notation is assumed; in pafiicular the value of each extended
digit of a based literal must be less than the base. An exponent indicates the power of the base by
which the value of the based literal without the exponent is to be multiplied to obtain the value of
the based

2-5

literal

with

the exponent.

Based

Literals

2.4.2

●
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5

6

2#11

16#F.FF#E+2

2#1.111

3

O16#OFF#

l_llll-lll#Ell

letter 2.3, 10werc8se

-

integer

-

integer Ilterals of wdu. 224
real Ilterals of value 4095,0

-

letter 2 l, numeric litera12.4,

Iitemls

of value

uppercase

265

letter 2.1

Lltarals

::= ‘graphic-character’

chamcter_literal
Examples:

‘v’

‘“’

/?eferences:charactor

‘ ‘
typo 3,5.2, graphic character 2.1, llterel 4,2, space character 2.1

String Llterda

A string

literal

is formed

two quotation
2

2,4.1,

Io-ooocw

A character literal
is formed by enclosing one of the 95 graphic characters (including the space)
between
two apostrophe
characters.
A character
literal has a value that belongsto
a character
type.

2.6

1

digit 2,1, ex~nent

Character

‘A’
4

18#FF#

2#llll_llll#
16#E#E 1

fiefef@nces:

2
3

Ada ReferenceManual

Examples:

2.5

t

AtVS1/tUIL -STO-1815A

characters

string_literOl

::=

by a sequence of graphic characters (possibly none) enclosed between
used as string brackets.

‘{graphic_charactar)-

A string literal has 8 value that Is a sequence of character values corresponding
to the graphic
characters
of the string literal apati from the quotation
character itself. If a quotation
character
value is to be represented
in the sequence of character values, then a pair of adjacent quotation
characters
must be written at the corresponding
piace within the string literal. (This means that a

string iiterai that inciudes two edjacent quotation
string Iiterals.)

characters is never interpreted OStwo adjacent

4

The length of a string Iiterai is the number of character vaiues in the sequence represented.
doubled quotation character Is counted as a single character.)

5

Exemples:
“Message

of the day:”

an empty string literal

““

0$.

“A”

“Characters

“--”

-

thrs.

string

Ihwals

of length 1

such as S, %, and } are allowed in string Iiterals”

(Each
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Note:
A string literal must fit on one line since it is a lexical element
(ace 2.2). Longer sequences
graphic character values can be obtained by catenation of string Iiterals. Similarly catenatlort

of

of
constants declared In the package ASCII can be used to obtain sequences of character vahms that
include nongraphic character vaiues [the so-called c~tml characters). Examples of such U~S of
catenation are given below:
‘FIRST
“THAT

PART OF A SEQUENCE
OF CHARACTERS
CONTINUES
ON THE NEXT
LINE “

“sequence
l?ete~ences:
declaration

2.7

that

ascii

includes

the”

& ASCII .ACK

&

“ ~

“control

package C, catenation operation 4.5.3,

predefine

3.1, end of a line 2.2,

graphic character

2.1,

Ioxical el.ment

character”
character value

3.5.2,

constant

3.2.1,

2.2

Comments

A comment starts with two adjacent hyphens and extends up to the end of the line. A comment
can appear on any line of a program. The presence or absence of comments has no influence on
comments do not influence the effect of a
whether a program is Iegai or iliegal. Furthermore,
program; their sole purpose is the enlightenment of the human reader.
Examples:

the last sentence

–

end;
--

--

processing

above

of LINE

echoes

the Algol

68

report

is complete

a long comment may be split onto
two or more consecutive IInoo

--

—--—

—

the first two

hyphens

start

the comment

Note:
Horizontal

tabulation

can

be used in comments,

after the double hyphen, and is equivalent to one

or more spaces (see 2.2)0
/?efew?nces: end of a line 2.2, Illegal 1.6, Iogal 1,6, sputa oharmcar2.1

2.8

Pragmas

A pragma is used to convey information to the compiler, A pragrna statis with the resented word
pragma followed by an identifier that is the name of the pragma.
Wwma ::=
pmgma identifier [(argumen~meociatlon
argumenUmsoclatlon
::=
(aqpment_identifier
=>]

I

hwgument-identifier

=>]

name
expression

{, argumenutssociation ])];
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Pregmas

Aivst/lufL-sTD”

are only allowed

4

●

After

a ~micolon

5

●

At any pIace where

at the following

dellmlter,

places

but not within

restrictions

pan

or dlscriminant

part.

rules allow a construct

the syntax

exist

Manual

in a progrem:

a formal

defined by a s~ntactlc catego~
whose
or “’alternative”, or one of the syntactic
but not in plac~ of such a construct
Also et any
“clause”,

name ends with “declaration”,
“statement”,
categories variant and exception
handler;

place where a compilation

AchI Reference

?815A

unit would be allowed.

for the placement

of specific

pragmas.

6

Addition~l

7

Some pragmas have arguments,
Argument
associations
can be either positional or named aa for
parameter associations of subprogram calla (see 6.4). Named associations are, however, only possible if the argument
identifiers are defined. A name given in an argument must be either a name
visible at the place of the pragma or an Identifier specific to the pragma.

8

The

language are described in Annex 6: they must be supported by every
an implementation
may provide implementation-defined
pragmas,
which must then be described in Appendix F. An implementation is not ailowed to define pragmas
pragmas

defined

implementation.

by the

in addition,

whose presence or absence influences the iegalky of the text outside such pragmas. Consequently,
the legality of a program does not depend on the presence or absence of implementation-defined
pragmas.
9

A pragma that is not language-defined

has no effect if its identifier is not recognized by the (cura pragma (whether ianguage-defined or impiementation-

rent) implementation.
Furthermore,
defined) has no effect if its placement
the pragma.
to

The

region

or its arguments

do not correspond

to what

is allowed

for

which a pragma has an effect depends on the pragma.

of text over

Examples:

pmgma
pmgma
pmgma
pmgma

LIST(OFF);
OPTIMIZE(TIME);
INLIIUE(SETMASK);
SUPPRESS(RANGE_CHECK,

ON =>

INDEX):

Note:
11

Itis recommended
(but not required) that
and therefore Ignorad.
not recognized

12

References:

compilation

formal part 6 1, identifier
resewed
13

Categories

15

ending

with

9.5, generic

2.2, discrlminant

2,3, implementation-dofinod

word 2.9, statomont

declaration
14

unit 10.1, dallmlter

implementations

5, static

●xprossion

‘declaration”

parameter

progm.
4.9,

comprise:

decl.ration

issue warnings

part 3.7.1,

exception

F, language-defined

variant 3.7.3,

for pragmas

handler

pragma

that are

11.2, expression 4.4.

8, Iegel 1.6, name

4.1,

visibility 8.3

basic declaration

3.1,

component

declaration

3.7,

entry

12.1

Categories ending with “clause” comprise: allgnmont clause 13.4, component clause 13.4, context clause 10.1.1,
represenfetion clause 13.1, use clause 8,4, with clause 10.1.1
Categories
alternative

ending with “akematlw”
9.7 1, soloct altornstiv.

9.7.1,

comprise:
sokcthm

acc.pt alternative 9,7.1, case statement alternative
wait .Iternative
9.7.1, terminate alternative 9.7.1

6,4, doloy
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2.9

Reserved Word#

The identifiers listed below arecalled reserved words and are resewed forspecial significance in
the language. For readability of this manual, the reserved words appear in iower case boldface.

abon

nbs
accept
access
all
and
array
at

begin
body

Caw

constant

d.clare
delay
delta
digits
do

generic
goto

of
or
others
out

Select
separate
subtype

package
prsgme
private
prooeduro

tormirwto
then
typo

I

2

task

oh
ddf
●nd
●ntry
●xcoption
●xit

Iimitad
loop

raiso
rang.
record
mm
ranames
return
reverse

mod

new
not
null

for
function

A resewed word must not be used as a deciared

when
Whllo

nor

identifier.

3

Notes:
upper end lower case letters are conResewed words differing oniy in the use of corresponding
sidered as the same (see 2.3). In some attributes the identifier that appears after the apostrophe is
identical to some reserved word,
/?efamr?cus: attribute 4.1.4, declaration 3.1, Identifier 2.3, lower case letter 2.1, upper caae letter 2,1

2.10

Allowable

Replacements

The foilowing replacements
.

5

of Characters

are aliowed for the vertical bar, sharp, and quotation basic characters:

A verticai bar character

●

(1) can be replaced by an exclamation

mark (!) where

used as a

I
2

delimiter.

I

●

The Sharp characters
(#) of a based literal can be replaced by colons {:) provided that the
replacement is done for both occurrences.

.

The quotation characters (“) used as string brackets at both ends of a string literal can be
repiaced by percent characters (%) provided that the enclosed sequence of characters contains no quotation character, and provided that both string brackets are repiaced. Any percent
character within the sequence of characters must then be doubled and each such doubled
percent character is interpreted as a single percent character vaiue.

_l-----l-----,

-----,

,--—––,

I

I

I

--,

3

4
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do not change

the meaning

of the program.

Notes:
c

that uae of the replacements for the vertica{ bar, sharp, and quotation
It is recommended
characters be restricted to cases where the corresponding graphical symbols are not available.
replacement
is not recomNote that the ve~ical bar appears as a broken bar on some equipment;
mended

in this case.

and numeric Iiterals are such that lower case and upper case letters
can be used indifferently; these lexical elements can thus be written using only characters of the
basic character set, If a string literal of the predefine
type STRING contains characters that are
not in the basic character set, the same sequence of character values can be obtained by
catenating string Iiterals that contain only characters of the basic character set with suitable
character constants decJared in the predefine
package ASCII. Thus the string literal “AB $CD”
could be replaced by “AB - & ASCII .DOLMR & “CD”. Similarly, the string literal “ABCd” with lower
case letters could ba replaced by “A8” & ASCII .LC_C & ASCII .LC_D.

7

The rules given for identifiers

a

References: asciipredofinedpmcksg.C, bssodIltarai2.4.2, basicchomc?or2.1, catenationopomtion4.5.3, character
value 3.5.2, delimiter 2.2, gmphic chamctor 2.1, gmphicoi symboi 2.1, identifier 2.3, iexicai eiement 2.2, lower case
ietter 2 1. numeric iiteret 2,4, string &racket 2,6, string M.mi 2.6, upper case ietter 2.1

.“

.a
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3. Declarations

This chapter

describes

the types

in the language

and Types

and the rules for declaring constants, variables,

I

and named numbers.

3.1

Declarations

The language defines several kinds of entities that are declared, either explicitly or implicitly, by
declarations, Such an entity can be a numeric literal, an object, a discriminant, a record component, a loop parameter, an exception, a type, a subtype, a subprogram, a package, a task unit, a
generic unit, a single entv, an entry family, a formal parameter (of a subprogram, entry, or generic
subprogram), a generic formal parameter, a named block or loop, a labeled statement, or an operation (in particular, an attribute or an enumeration literal; see 3.3.3}.

I

There
lows.

as fol-

z

Certain forms of declaration always occur (explicitly) as part of a basic declaration; these forms are
discriminant specifications, component declarations, entry declarations, parameter specifications,
generic parameter declarations, and enumeration literal specifications. A loop parameter specification is a form of declaration that occurs only in certain forms of loop statement.

d

The remaining forms of declaration are implicit: the name of a block, the name of a loop, and a
statement label are implicitly declared! Certain operations are Implicitly declared l$ee 3.303)~

s

For each form of declaration the language rules define a certain region of text called the scope of
the declaration (see 8.2). Several forms of declaration associate an identifier with a declared entity.
Within its scope, and only there, there are places where it is possible to use the identifier to refer to
the associated declared entity; these places are defined by the visibility rules (see 8.3). At such
places the identifier is said to be a name of the entity (its simple name); the name is said to denote
the associated entity,

a

Certain forms of enumttratlon literal specification associate a character literal with the corresponding declared entity. Ce~ain forms of declaration associate an operator symbol or some
other notation with an explicitly or implicitly declared operation.

7

The process by which a declaration achieves its effect is called the dubomtion
this process happens during program execution.

8

are several

forms

of declaration.

basic_declaration
::=
tijec~declmation

I tYPe-declaration
I
I
I
]

UAW

subprogram.deckstion
tas~declaration
exceptiondeclaration
renamin~dectaration

A basic declaration

is a form of declaration

defined

I numberdeclemtion

I
I
I
I
I

subtype_declaration
peckage_daclamthn
generic_declaratlon
genertc_instantlation
deferred-constanudaclaration

of the declaration;

.-.

–-AL—

a*-

9---
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Afier its elaboration,
a declaration is said to be e/eborated.
Prior to the completion of ito etlaboration (including before the elaboration), the declaration 18not yet elaborated. The eiaboretlon of any
declaration has always at ieostthe effect of achieving this change of state (from not yet eiaboratod
to elaborated), The phrase “the e/81xmtkM has no other effect” is used in thin manual whenever
this change of state is the only effect of ehsborotlon for some form of declaration. An elaboration
process is alSO defined for declarative ports, declarative items, and compilation units (see 3.9 and
10.5),
Object, number, type, and subtype declarations are described here. The remaining
tions are described in iater chapters.

basic declara-

Note:
11

Q

The syntax rules use the term identifier
for the first occurrence of an identifier in some form of
declaration; the term simp/e r?errw Is used for eny occurrence of an identifier that elready denotes
some declared entity.
~efwencets: attributo 4.1.4, block neme S.6, block statement
declarative

item 3.9, declamtiva

tion 3.9, ent~

declaratbn

9.5,

12.1. genur}c hwtentiatJon
parameter

spacificatlon
3.2.1,

component

3.7, renaming

6.3, subprogram

3.2

1

Ot#octa

●numoratbn

12.3, gorwric

5.5,

declaration

literal 2.5, component

7.4, discriminant

Ilteral apacifkation 3.5.1, exception declaration
pararnotw

loop statement

dacleratlon

6.S, name

4.1,

12.1,

numbar

identifier

2.3,

declaration

daclarstion

8,6, roproaentstion

6.1, subtype declaration

3.2.2,

numeric

literal 2.4, objact

specification

6.1, mod

clause 13.1, scope 8.2, simple name 4.1, subprogram

3.3.2,

task declaration

3.7,

elabora-

11.1, generic declaration

9.1, type declaration

3.3.1,

body

visibility 8.3

●nd Named Numbers

An object is en entity that contains (baa) a value of a given type. An object is one of the following:
●

an object declared by an object declaration

or by a single task declaration,

3

●

a formal para~otor

or generic subprogram,

4

●

a generic

5

●

a loop parameter,

6

●

an

7

●

@ component

9

3.7.1,

label 6.1, loop name 5.5, loop

2

0

declaration

specification

3,3, opamtor symbol 6.1, package declaration 7.1, parameter

opemtlon
declaration

6.6, character

part 3.9, deferred oonstant declaration

of a subprogram,

ent~,

formal object,

object ciesigrtated
by a value
Or a

of an acceaa type,

slice of another objeti.

A number declaration is a special form of object declaration
value of type unlvers81_/nteger or unkwsd>eal.
objec~declaration
identifW_lkt
I idontifier_lkt

::=
: (aonetant]
: [eonatant]

number_daclwatIon ::=
identifierJat : aorwtmt
ldentlfler_liat ::=

Idontlfler

.. . . .

that associates an identifier with a

[:== axpreaskm]:
conatrakwd_array_definition [:= expression];

subtype-indication

:= un/vem8/Jt8tlc_oxpreasion;
{, ldontffler~

... ... - ..-...*.,

.
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Declarations and Types

declaration
is called a sing/e object dec}arstion
if its identifier list has a single identifier; it
if the identifier list has two or more identifiers, A multiple
is called a mu/tip/e ob~ect dec/ar8tion
object declaration is equivalent to a sequence of the corresponding number of single object
declarations. For each identifier of the list, the equivalent sequence has a single object declaration
formed by this identifier, followed by a colon and by whatever appears at the right of the colon in
the multiple object declaration; the equivalent sequence is in the same order as the identifier list.
An object

A similar
equivalence
applies also for the identifier
lists of number declarations,
declarations,
discriminant
specifications,
parameter specifications,
generic parameter
exception declarations,
and deferred constant declarations.

component
declarations,

for declarations
with a single
In the remainder
of this reference
manual, explanations
are given
identifier;
the corresponding
explanations
for declarations
with several identifiers follow from the

equivalence

stated above.

Example:
--

the

JOHN,
--

multiple
PAUL

References:

declaration

: PERSON_NAME

is equivalent

JOHN
PAUL

object

to

the

: PERSON_NAME
: PERSON_NAME

two

:=
single

:= now
:= now

access type 3.8, constrained

deceleration 7.4, designate
formal parameter

3.8, discriminant

new PERSON(SEX =>

M):

--

see 3.8.1

object declarations in the order given
PER SON{ SEX =>
PERSON(SEX
=>

array definition
specification

6.1, generic formal object 12.1.1,

M);
M):

3.6, component

3.7.1,

3.3, declaration

entry 9.5, exception declaration

generic parameter

declaration

3.1, deferred

constant

u

11 ~1, expression 4.4,

12.1. generic unit 12, generic sub-

program 12.1, identifier 2.3. loop parameter 5.6. numeric We 3.5, Pmmeter specification 6“1~ scope 8Q21simpie
name 4.1, single task declaration 9.1, sJice4.1.2, static expression 4.9, subprogram 6, wbtype indication 3.3.2, type
3.3, universal_integer type 3.5.4, univomab.al type 3.5.6

3.2.1

Objact Declarations

An object declaration declares an object whose type is given either by a subtype indication or by a
constrained array definition. If the object declaration includes the assignment compound delimiter
followed by an expression, the expression specifies an Initial value for the declared object; the type
of the expression must be that of the object.

1

The declared object is a consttmt if the reserved word constant appears in the object declaration;
the declaration must then include an explicit initialization. The value of a constant cannot be
modified after initialization. Formal parameters of mode In of subprograms and entries, and generic
formal parameters of mode in, are also constants; a loop parameter is a constant within the corresponding loop; a subcomponent or slice of a constant is a constant.

2

An object that is not a constant is called a vm’eb/e On particular, the object declared by an object
declaration that does not include the reserved word constant is a variable). The only ways to
change the value of a vedable are either directly by an assignment, or indirectly when the variable
is updated (see 6.2) by a procedure or ent~ call statement (this action can be performed either on
the variable itself, on a subcomponent of the variable, or on another variable that has the given
variable as subcomponent).

3

:,”,

,,,

,LLI.

..8s’
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4

The elaboration

s

(a)

The subtype indication or the constrained erray definition is first elaborated.
the subtype of the object.

6

(b)

If the object declaration includes an explicit initialization, the initial
value
IS obtained
by
evaluating
the corresponding
expression. Otherwise
any implicit initial values for the object or
for

its

of an object declaration

1815A

subcomponents

are

(c)

The object is created.

(d)

Any

initial

value

(whether

proceeds as follows:
This establishes

evaluated.

explicit

or implicit)

is assigned

to the

object

or to the

corresponding

subcomponent.

Implicit initial vaiues are defined for objects dec}ored by object declarations, and for components of
such objects, in the following cases:
●

.

●

If the type of an object is an access type, the implicit initial value is the null value of the access
type,
If the

type

of an object

responding

task,

If the type

of an object

iS a task type,

the implicit

is a type with

discriminants

initiui

(and

and the

oniy)

value

subtype

designates

of the object

a cor-

is con-

strained, the implicit initial (and only) value of each discriminant is defined by the subtype of
the object.
.

If the type of an object is a composite type, the implicit In)tial vaiue of each component that
has a default expression is obtalnod by evaluation of this expression, unless the component is
a discrimirmnt of a constrained object (the Previous case),

in the case of a component that is itself a composite object and whose vaiue is defined neither by
an explicit initialization nor by a default expression, any implicit initial values for components of the
composite object are defined by the same ruies as for a declared object.
The steps (a) to (d) are performed in the order indicated. For step (b), if the default expression for a
discriminant is evaiuated, then this evacuation is petformed before that of default expressions for
subcomponents that depend on discriminents, and aiso before th8t of default expressions that
inciude the name of the discriminant. Apart from the previous ruie, the evaluation of default
expressions is performed in some order that is not defined by the language,
16

of an object (the declared object or one of its subcomponents) checks that the
The initialization
initial value beiongs to the subtype of the object; for an array object deci8red by an object declaration, an impiicit subtype conversion is first appiied as for an assignment statement, uniess the
The exception
whose
subtype
is an unconstrained
array
type.
object is a constant
CONSTRAllUT_ERROR is raised if this check fails.

The vaiue of a scaiar variable
uniess

an initiai

vaiue

is undefined

after elaboration

to the variable

is assigned

of the corresponding

by an initialization

object declaration

(explicitly or impllcltly).

If the operand of a type conversion or qualified expression is a variabie that has scalar subcomponents with undefined values, then the vaiues of the corresponding subcomponents of the result are
undefined. The execution of a program is erroneous if K attempts to evaluate a scalar variable with
an undefined value. Simiiarly, the exeoution of a program is erroneous if it attempts to appiy a
predefine
operator to a variabie that has a ucaiar subcomponent with an undefined value.

-..
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Examples

of variable declarations;
:
:
:
:
:

COUNT, SUM
SIZE
SORTED
CO LOR_TABLE
OPTION
Examples

of constent

INTEGER;
INTEGER rang. O .. 10-000
:= O:
BOOLEAN := FALSE;
●rmy{ 1 .. N) of COLOR;
BIT_VECTOR(l
.. 10) := (OthO~ =>

TRUE);
20

declarations:

: constant INTEQER := 10_OOO;
: oonstant INTEGER := lJMIT/1 O;
: constant REAL := DISPERSION(1!15):

LfMIT
LOW_ LIMIT
TOLERANCE
Note:
The expression

initializing a constant object need not be a static expression (see 4.9). In the above
examples,
LIMIT and LOW_ LIMIT are Initialized
with static expressions, but TOLERANCE
la not if
DISPERSION is a user-defined
funct(on.

type

References: access
3.3,

constrained

3.8, assignment

array definition

3.6,

5.2,

●ulgnmont

constrained

compound

eubtypa

3.3,

dollmlt.r

conctrslncermr

cof’npodto
typa

6.2, Componont 3.3,

●xception

11.1,

oonwreion

u

n

4.6,

declaration 3.1, default exprewion for a discrimin.nt 3.7, default Initisi wk. for ● .coaee typ. 3.8, depend ons dboriminant 3.7.1, designate 3.8, diaorlminant 3.3, ●laboration 3.9, .ntv 9.5, ewluatlon 4.S, .xpreaelon 4.4, formal
parameter 6.1. generic formal parameter 12.1 12.3, g.n.ric unit’ 12, In come ord.r 1.6, Ilmltad typ. 7.4.4, mods In
6.1, package 7, r.mdefined operator 4.6, Primow 4-4. private tvp. 7.4, ~~iifiod .xPr@W~ 4-7, rc~~
*
2.91
scalar tvpe 3.5, siice 4.1.2. wboomponent 3.3, subprogram 6. wbtvp. 3.3, subtvm Indkation 3.3.2, tmk S, tuk type
9.2, we 3.3, viBti part 7,2

Number

3.2.2

Declamtlona

A number declaration is a special form of constant declaration. The type Of the static expresalon
given for the initialization of a number declaration must be either the type univers8/Jnteger
or the
The constant declared by a number declaration is called a named number and
type universa/~ea/.
has the type of the static expression.

1

Note:

expressions of a universal type are explained In section 4.10. It is a con$eThe rules concerning
quence of these rules that if every prlma~ contained in the expression is of the type universa/~”nteger, then the named number is also of this type. Slmilady, if eve~ primary is of the type
universa/~ea/,
then the named number is also of this type.
Ex8mp/es

of number

declarations:

conatsnt := 3.14159_26536;

PI

:

wo_Pl

: oortstant := 2,0* PI;

MAX
POWER_l 6
ONE, UN, EINS

: constant := 500;
: oonstsnt := 2*x18;
: oonstant := 1;

Referer?ces.’
type 3.5.6,

identifier
universal

~

2.3, primary
type 4.10

4.4, static expreaaion

--.
---

a real number
a reel number
an integer number
the integer 86_636
three different names for 1

4.9, type 3.3, univereai_intoger

type 3.5.4,

uniwmsi.rsai

Q
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Types and Subtypes

1

A type

1

There

is characterized
exist

several

by enumeration
types

by

c/asses

of

are composite:

their

e set

of

of types.
values;

a value

values

and

Sca/ur

values

a set

types

are

of operations.
integer

tvpes,

real

twles

and

twes

defined

have no components.
Array and record
type consists
of component values. An access type is

of these

of a composite

types

a type whose values provide access to objects.
Private types are types for which the set of possible values is well defined, but not directly available to the users of such types. Finally, there are
task types. (Private types are described in chapter 7, task types are described in chapter 9, the
other classes of types are described
in this chapter. )

3

Certain
tinguish

record

and private

alternative

are known

forms

to users

types

0

called d;scriminants whose

components

of these

types.

If a privale

type

values dis-

has discriminants,

they

if

set of operations.

for an object of a given type can be subjected to a condition that is calwhere the constraint imposes no restriction is also included); a value is
said to satisfy a constraint if it satisfies the corresponding
condition.
A subtype is a type together
with a constraint; a value is said to be/ong to a subtype of a given type if it belongs to the type and
satisfies the constraint;
the given type is called the base type of the subtype.
A type is a subtype
of itself: such a subtype is said to be unconstrained: it corresponds to a condition that imposes no
restriction. The base type of a type is the type itself.
The

set of possible

led a constraint

s

of one

Hence a private type is only known by its name, its discriminants

of the type.

any, and by the corresponding
4

have special

of values

(the

values

case

The set of operations defined for a subtype of a given type includes the operations that are defined
for the type; however the assignment
operation to a variable having a given subtype only assigns
values that belong to the subtype.
Additional
operations,
such as qualification
(in a qualified
expression),
are implicitly defined by a subtype declaration.
Certain types have defmdt inhid values defined for objects of the type; certain other types have
defau/t expressions defined for some or all of their components.
Certain operations of types and
subtypes are called attributes; these operations are denoted by the form of name described in section 4.1.4.
term subcomponent is used in this manual in place of the term component
to indicate either a
component,
or a component
of another component
or subcomponent.
Where other subcomponents are excluded, the term component
is used instead.

7

The

8

A given type must

B

The name of a class of types is used in this manual as a qualifier for objects and values that have a
type of the class considered.
For example, the term “array object” is used for an object whose type
is an array type;
similarly, the term “access value” is used for a value of an access type.

not have

a subcomponent

whose

type

is

the given

type

itself.

Note:
10

The

set

proper

11

of values of a subtype is a subset of the values of the base type. This subset need not be a
subset;
it can be an empty subset.

I?eferer?ces.’ access type 3.8, array type 3.6, assignment 5.2, attribute 4,1,4, component of an array 3,6, component
of e record 3.7, discriminant constraint 3,7.2, enumeration type 3.5.1, integer type 3.5.4, object 3.2.1, private type
74. ~uslif)ed exprosdon 4.7, r.al typs 3.6.e, r.cord type 3.7, subtype daclsration 3.3.2, taak type 9.1, type declaration
33.1

.-
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Type Declarations

3.3.1

A type

declaration

declares

a type,

tvpe_.dec18ration
o:=
full_type_declaratlcm
I incomplete_type_declaration
I privata_type_declaration
full_ type_declaration
type identifier

::=
[discriminan~art]

type_definition
::=
enumeration_type_def
inition
I real_type_clefinition
I record_type_def
inition
I derived_type_definition

2

is type_definition;

I integer_ type_ definition
I array_type_definition
I access_type_definition

The elaboration of a full type declaration consists of the elaboration of the discriminant part, if any
(except in the case of the full type declaration for an incomplete or private type declaration), and of
the elaboration of the type definition.
The types created
elaboration

by the

elaboration

of distinct

type definitions are distinct types.

Moreover,

the

f

of the type definition for a numeric or derived type creates both a base type and a sub-

of the base type;
array type definition).

type

the same holds for a constrained array definition (one of the two forms of

The simple name declared by e full type declaration denotes the declared type, unless the type
declaration declares both a base type and a subtype of the base type, in which case the simple
name denotes the subtype, and the base type is anonymous. A type is said to be anonymous if it
has no simple name. For explenato~ purposes, this reference manual sometimes refers to an
anonymous type by a pseudo-name, written In italics, and uses such pseudo-names at places
where

s

the syntax

normally

requires

5

an identifier.

Ex8rnp/es of type definitions:

6

(WHITE. RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN,

BIACK)

range 1 ., 72
array( 1 .. 10) of INTEGER
Examples

of type declarations:

typa

COLOR

typa COLUMN
type TABLE

Is (WHITE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BROWN,
Is rongo 1 .. 72;
is ●ray( 1 ., 10) of INTEGER;

BLACK);

Notes:
Two

array

definitions

type

type

A
B

definitions

always
given

define two distinct types, even if they are textually identical. Thus, the
in the declarations
of A and B below define distinct types.

: wmy( 1 ., 10) of BOOLEAN;
: ●way(1 .. 10) of BOOLEAN;

If A and B are declared by a multiple object declamtlon as below, their types are nevertheless different, since the multiple object declaration is equivalent to the above two single object declamations.

A,B:

8

array( 1 .. 10} of BOOLEAN;

Q

.-
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Incomplete
type declarations
are used for the definition
of recursive
and mutually
dependent types
(see 3.8. 1). Private type declarations are used in package specifications and in generic parameter
declarations (see 7.4 and 12.1 ).

11

~eferences:

suhtypn

elaboration

3.9,

definition
3.5.6,

3.3.2

1

access type definition

constrained

3.5.4,

reserved

word 2.9,

tvpe definition

object declaration

declaration

type_mark

3,5 1, identifier

3.6,

base ~pe

derived
2.3

3.3, constrained

type definition

incomplete

34,

tYpe declaration

3.2, numeric type 3.5 priva’e type declaration

array definition

discriminant
74,

3,6,

part 3,7,1,

3.8 1, integer

tvpe

real type definition

tvpe 3.3

declares

::=

a subtype.

type_mark

::= type~ame

constraint ::=
range_constraint
I inde~constraint

[constraint]

I subtype_name

I floating_poin~constraint
I dkrirninan~constraint

A type mark denotes a type or a subtype.
denotes this type and also the ocmmponding
is, by definition,

5

type 34

Doclaratlorm

subtype_indication

4

array type definition

3 1 derived

subtyp&declaration
:;=
suMvpa identifwr & subtypdndication;

2

3

3.8,

declaration

enumeration
multiple

Subtype

A subtype

3,3,

A subtype

the base type

indication

defines

I fixed_poin~cortstraint

if a type mark is the name of a type, the type mark
uncorwtrained subtype. The base type of a type mark

of the type or subtype

a subtype

of the

base

denoted

type

of the

by the type
type

mark.

mark.

If an index constraint
appears
after a type mark in a subtype indication,
the type mark must not
already impose an index constraint. Likewise for a discriminant constraint, the type mark must not
already impose a discriminant constraint.
of a subtype declaration
consists of the elaboration of the subtype indication.
The
elaboration of a subtype indication creates a subtype. if the subtype indication does not include a
constraint, the subtype is the same as that denoted by the type mark. The elaboration of a subtype
indication that includes a constraint proceeds as foiiows:

6

The elaboration

1

(a)

The

8

(b)

A check is then made that the constraint is compatible with the type or subtype denoted by
the type mark.

Q

constraint is first elaborated.

The condition imposed by a constraint is the condition obtained 8fter elaboration of the constraint.
[The rules of constraint elaboration
are such that the expressions and ranges of constraints are

evaiuated by the elaboration of these constraints.) The rules defining compatibility are given for
each form of constraint in the appropriate section. These ruies are such that if a constraint is compatible with a subtype, then the condition imposed by the constraint cannot contradict any condition already imposed by the subtype on its values, The exception Constraint-ERROR
is raised M
any check of compatibility falls.

a-----

n-

---
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Examples

of subtype

declarations:

subtype
eubtvpe
subtypo
subtwo

RAIN BOW
RED.BLUE
INT
SMALLNW

subtype
subtype

U P.TO_K

10

we

COLOR mnge RED ,. BLUE;
RAINBOW;
INTEGER;
INTEGER rengo -10 .. 10;
Is COLUMN range 1 .. K;
is MATRIX(1 .. 10, 1 .. 10);
is PERSOfd(SEX => M);

Is
1$
is
10

SQUARE
subtwM MALE

--

3.3.1

see 3.3.1
see 3$6
see 3.8

Note:
A subtype

declaration

does

not cktfine a new type.

It

base tvpe 3.3, wmpstibllhy of cilccrimin.ntconstraints3.7.2. oornpatlbllltyof fixed Po?mconstraint
3.5.9, compatibilityof floatingpo)ntconstraints3.5.7, compatibllltvof index constraints 3.6.1, compatibility of rs~
constraints 3.5, constrain~nor
exoaption 11.1, dachration 3.1, dkrhlnmt
3.3, dhcrlmlnant conotrsint3.7.2,
oloboration3.9, ovahmt{on4.S, .xproeeion 4.4, floating point constraint 3.6.7. fixad pointcanmraint3.!5.9.wax con-

Rufmwces:

straint 3,6.1,

range constraint

3.5, rsserved word 2.9, subtypa 3.3, We

3.3, tvpe namo 3.3.1,

unconstrained

n

subtype

3.3

3.3.3

Classification

of Oporationo

The set of operations of a type includes the explicitly declared wbprograms that have a parameter
or result of the type; such subprograms are necessarily declared after the type declaration.
The remaining operations are each Implicitly d~clared for ● given type declaration, immediately
after the type definition. These impiichiy declared operations compdse the baw’c operations, the
predefirwd operators (see 4. S), and onumeratlon Iitoraia. In the case of a derived type declaration,
hnpii~tiy
the knplidtiy deckmd operation
include ●ny ~orivad au@rqMBrns. The Iope@ons
declared for a given type ticlaratlon
occur tier tho tVPO declwatlon end btha next expiiclt
declaration, if any. The Impliclt daclaratlons of dotlved subpmgr8ms OGCUrlast.
A basic operation

is an operation

that

is inherent

.

An assignment
(in assignment
statements
or a sho~-circuit
controi firm.

●

A selected

●

A qualification (in qualified 0Xpr8SSiOn8), an
version of a value of type un/wwsa/~”nteger
another numeric type.

.

component,

in one of the following:

and initializations),

an indexed component,

an allocator,

a membership

test,

TBASE

attribute

a

to the corresponding value of

A numeric literal (for a universal typo), the Iiterai nutl (for an access type), a string Ilterai, an
aggregate, or an attribute.

For every type or subtype T, the following

4

5

type COnv8r8iOn, or an implictt type con-

or universa/~a/

2

3

or 8 alic@.

●xp~icit

1

Is defhed:

The base type of T. ThltJ attribute is aiiowed oniy as the prefix of the name of
another attribute: for example, T’8ASE ‘FIRST.

7
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Note:
10

Each literal is an operation whose evaluation yields the corresponding value
aggregate is an operation whose evaluation yields 8 value of a composite
operations of a type operate on values of the type, for example, predefine
subprograms and attributes. The evaluation of some operations of a type
type,

for example,

is an

operation

responding
denoted

!1

References.’

to a selected
by

this

form

aggregate

and

certain

operates

on

component,

an

functions,
object

4.3, allocator

4.8, assignment

ponent 41

1, initial value 3.2.1. literal 4.2, membership

3.5, object 3.2.1,

6.1, predeflned

trol form 4.54,5.1,

slice 4.1,2,

3.4

and

a value.

predefine

The

component

operators.

evaluation

or a

of the

slice, yields

the

Assignment
operation
object

cor-

or value

of name.

4.6, derived subprogram

type 3.5.4,

attributes.
and

an indexed

conversion

sal_integer

!

Iiterals
that

(see 4.2). Likewise, an
type (see 4,3). Some
operators and certain
returns a value of the

3,4, enumeration

5,2, attribute

4.1.4,

test 4.54.5.2

string literal 2.6, subprogram
type 3.6.6,

literal 2.5, composite type 3.3,
6, 1, function 6.5, indexed cont-

null literal 3.8, numeric literal 2.4, numeric type

operator 4.5, qualified expression 47,

universal_real

character

Iiterat 3.5, 1, formal parameter

selected component

4.1.3,

short-circuit

6, subtype 3.3, type 3.3, type declaration

3.3.1,

con-

univor-

universal type 4.10

Derived Types

A derived
a parent

type definition defines a new (base) type whose characteristics
are derived from those of
type; the new type is called a derived type. A derived type definition further defktes e

derived subtype, which is a subtype of the derived type.
2
3

darhwd_type_definMon

::= now subtypet_indicetion

The subtype indication that occurs after the reserved word new defines the parent subtype. l%e
parent type is the base type of the parent subtype. If a constraint exists for the parent subtype, a
similar constraint exists for the derived subtype; the only difference is that for a range constraint,
and likewise for a floating or fixed point constraint that includes a range constraint, the value of
each bound is replaced by the corresponding
value of the derived type. The characteristics of the
derived type are defined as follows:
The derived type belongs to the same class of types as the parent type. The set of possible
values for the derived
type is e copy of the set of possible
values
for the parent
type, If the
parent type is composite,
then the same components
exist for the derived
type, and the sub-

type of corresponding

components

is the same.

For each basic operation of the parent type, there is a corresponding basic operation of the
derived type. Explicit type conversion of a value of the parent type into the corresponding
value of the derived type is allowed and vice versa as explained in section 4.8.
o

●

For each enumeration literal or predefine
operation for the derived type.

operator of the parent type there is a corresponding

7

●

If the parent type is a task type, then for each ent~ of the parent type there is a corresponding
ent~ for the derived type.

8

●

If a default expression exists for a component of an object having the parent type, then the
same default expression is used for the corresponding component of an object having the
derived type.
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If the
lection;

parent

type

there

is an access

is a null

access

type,
value

then
for the

the

parent

derived

and
type

the derived
and

type

it is the default

share
initial

the

1983

same

value

col-

9

of that

type.
●

●

If an explicit representation
clause exists for the parent type and if this clause appears before
the derived type definition, then there is a corresponding representation clause (an implicit
one) for the derived

type,

Certain

that

subprograms

are operations

of the

parent

type

are

said

to be derivab/e.

For each

10

11

derivable subprogram of the parent type, there is a corresponding derived subprogram for the
derived type. Two kinds of derivable subprograms exist. First, if the parent type is declared
immediately within the visible part of a package, then a subprogram that is itself explicitly
declared immediately within the visible part becomes derivable after the end of the visible
part, if it is an operation of the parent type. (The explicit declaration is by a subprogram
declaration, a renaming declaration, or a generic instantiation. ) Second, if the parent type is
itself a derived type, then any subprogram that has been derived by this parent type is further
derivable, unless the parent type is declared in the visible part of a package and the derived
subprogram is hidden by a derivable subprogram of the first kind.
Each operation of the derived
tion. The implicit declarations

type is implicitly
of any derived

declared at the place of the derived
subprograms
occur last.

type declara-

The specification of a derived subprogram is obtained implicitly by systematic replacement of the
parent type by the derived type in the specification of the derivable subprogram. Any subtype of
the parent type is likewise replaced by a subtype of the derived type with a similar constraint (as
for the transformation of a constraint of the parent subtype into the corresponding constraint of
the derived subtype). Finally, any expression of the parent type is made to be the operand of a type
conversion that yields a result of the derived type.
Calling a derived subprogram is equivalent to calling the corresponding subprogram
type, in which each actual parameter that is of the derived type is replaced by a type
this actual parameter to the parent type (this means that a conversion to the Parent
before the call for the modes in and in out; a reverse conversion to the derived type
the call for the modes in out and out, see 6.4.1). In addition, if the result of a called
the parent type, this result is converted to the derived type.

of the parent
conversion of
type haPPen$
happens after
function is of

If a derived or private type is declared immediately
within the visible part of a package, then, within
this visible pati, this type must not be used as the parent type of a derived type definition.
(For
private types, see also section 7.4. 1.)

For the elaboration of a derived type definition, the subtype indication is first elaborated,
derived type is then created, and finally, the derived subtype itt created.
Examples:
type
type

LOCALCOORDINATE
is now COORDINATE;
MIDWEEK
Is now DAY mngo TUE .. THU;

type SPECIALKEY
.- the derived

i. now
subprograms

-- procedure GET-KEY(K

qll

16

17

type COUNTER is now POSITIVE;

--

the

15

function

--

two

--

see 3.5.1
same range as POSITIVE

different

KEY_ MANAGER. KEY;
-see 7.4.2
have the following specifications:

: OUt SPECIALKEW;
ratum BOOLEAN:

●< “(X,Y : SPECiAl_KEY)

types
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Notes:
18

of basic operations
and enumeration
Iiterals imply that the notation for any
literal or aggregate of the derived type is the same as for the parent type; such Iiterals and
Similarly, itfollows that the notation for denoting a compoaggregates are said to be ovef/oachY.

The rules of derivation

nent, a dhscdminant,
parent type.
19

Hiding

art ent~,

of a derived

A generic

declaration

is not derivable

On the other hand, an instantiation

program,

which

for the derived

type as for the

is allowed even within the same declarative region (see 8.3). A
hides a predefine
operator that has the same parameter and result type

subprogram

program.

is the same

subprogram

derived subprogram
profile (see 6.6).
20

o slice, or an attribute

is derivable

if it satisfies

since it declares a generic unit rather than a subof a generic subprogram is a (nongenoric) sub-

the requirements

for derivability

21

If the parent type is a boolean type, the predefine
relational
result of the predefine
type 800LEAN
(see 445.2).

22

If a representation clause is given for the parent type but appears after the derived type declaration, then no corresponding representation clause applies to the derived type: hence an explicit
representation clause for such a derived type is allowed.

23

For a derived subprogram, if a parameter betongs to the derived type, the subtype of this
parameter need not have any value In common with the derived subtype.

2*

Rtr&rw’?ces:
3.3.3,

access value 3.8, actual parameter

boolean tvpe 3.5.3,

6.4.1,

eggregate

an access type 3.8. diacrlmlnant
357

fixed point constraint

within

8 1, implicit declaration

parameter

association

constraint

3. S, repreeentetion

3,5

1

subtype

4,1.4,

base type 3.3, basic operation

3.3, .Wmrstlon

3.5.9,

formsl

psramoter

3.1, literal 4.2, mod.

6.4, predefln.d
3.3.2,

3.9,

roglon 8.1, def~ult .Xpmsdon

●nt~ 9.5, enumeration
6.1, function

3.2.1,

literal 3.5.1,

call 6.4. generic doclsrstlon

8.1, owr!oading

6,6 8.7, package

7, pachg.

opemtor 4.6, private type 7.4, procedure 6. procodur.

ciewe

13.1,

●ubtype

3.3,

meowed

dsfault initial vW.

word 2.9, oIlce 4.1.2,

type 3.3, type definition

subprogram

3,3.1,

for

floating point constraint
121,

immediately

specification

CM st.temertt

6, subprogram

7.1,

6.4, rang.

qxwtflcat{on

visible peti 7.2

Scalar Types

Scalar types comprise enumeration types, integer types, and real types. Enumeration trees ~~d
integer Wpes are called discrete types: each value of e discrete type has a position number which
is an integer value.
Integer types and real types are called numeric types. All scalar tne$ He
ordered,

?

indication

4.3, attribute

of the derived type deliver a

bound of o rsnge 3.6, class of type 3.3, collection 3.8, compon.nt 3.3, composlt. type 3.3,

constraint 3.3. conversion 4.6, doclarsticm 3.1, docW.tiv.

6.1,

operators

of subprograms.

that

is, all relational

range_constraint
range

::=

::=

operators

are predefine

rsnga range

range_attribute

I simple_expression

.. simple_expression

for their

values.
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A range specifies a subset of values of a scaler type. The range L .. R specifies the values from L to
R inclusive if the relation L <= R is true. The values L and R are calle~ the lower bound and upper
bound of the range, respectively. A value V is said to satlsti a range constraint If it belongs to the
range; the value V is said to be/ong to the range if the relations L <= V and V <= R are both TRUE.
A nu// range is a range for which the relation R < L is TRUE; no value belongs to a null range. The
operators <= and < in the above definitions are the predefine
operators of the scalar type.
If a range constraint is used in a subtype indication, either directiy or as pan of a floating or fixed
of the bounds of a range attribute)
point constraint, the type of the simple expressions (likewise,
must

be the same

as the

base

type

of the

type

mark

of the subtype

indication.

A range

constraint

3

4

is

compatible with a subtype if each bound of the range belongs to the subtype, or if the range constraint defines a null range; otherwise the range constraint is not compatible with the subtype.
The elaboration of a range constraint consists of the evaluation of the range. The evaluation of a
range defines its lower bound and its upper bound. If simple expressions are given to specify the
bounds, the evaluation
of the range evaluates these simple expressions in some order that is not
defined

5

by the language.

Attributes

6

For any scalar type T or for any subtype

T of a scalar

type, the following

attributes

are defined:

7

T’FIRST

Yields the lower bound of T. The value of this attribute has the same type as T.

8

T’LAST

Yields the upper bound of T. The value of this attribute has the same type as T.

9

Note:
Indexing

and iteration

rules

use values

of discrete

types.

10

l?efemnces.’ attribute 4,1,4, constraint 3.3, enumeration type 3.5.1, erronoous 1.6, evaluation 4.5. fixed point
constraint 3.5.9, floating point constraint 3.5.7, index 3.6, integer type 3.5.4, loop statement 5.5, range attribute
3.6.2. red type 3.5.6, relational opomtor 4.54,5.2,
aatiufy a conatrarnt 3.3, aimplooxpraa%ton
4.4, subtype indication
3.3.2,

type mark 3.3.2

3.5.1

Enumeration

An enumeration

Types

type definition

defines an enumeration

enumeration_type_definition
::=
(enumeration_iiteral_epecification
enumeretion_literal_specNication
enumeration_literal

::=

identifier

type.

1

2

{, enumeration-iiterai_specification])
::=

enumeration_literel

I character_literai

The identifiers and character Iiterals listed by an enumeration
type definition must be distinct. Each
enumeration
literal specification
is the declaration
of the corresponding
enumeration
literal: this
declaration
is equivalent
to the declaration
of a pmtmeterless
function, the desi~ator
being the
enumeration
literal, and the result type being the enumeration
type,
The elaboration
of an
enumeration
type definition creates an enumeration
type; this elaboration
includes that of every
enumeration
literal specification.

3-13
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Each enumeration literal yields 8 different enumeration value. The predofhwd ordor rolatlon$
between enumeration VOIU08 follow the order of corresponding @altion numbers. The poeitlon
number of the vaiue of the first iisted enumeration
literal is zero; the posltlon
other enumeration
literal is one more than for its predecessor in the iist.

number

for each

3

If the same identifier or character Iitorol 1$specified in more than one enumeration type definition,
the corresponding Iiterals are said to be over/ouded. At any place where an overloaded enumeration literal occurs in the text of a program, the type of the enumeration iiteral mum be determinable
from the context (see 8.7).

a

Examples:
type
typo
typa
typa
typo
type

(MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN);
b (CLUBS, DIAMONDS, HEARTS, SPADES);
h (M, F):
URGENT);
h (LOW, MEDIUM,
h (WHITE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, 6ROWN, BUCK):
h (RED, AMBER, GREEN): - RED and GREEN me overloaded

DAY
SUIT
GENDER
LEVEL
COLOR
LIGHT

b

b (-A’, ‘BO, ‘C’, ‘D’, “E”, ‘F”):

typo HEXA
type MIXED

b (“A’, “B’, “*’, B, NONE, ‘?”, ‘%’);

mhtwm

WEEKDAY

&

DAY

rmwo

MON

s@&

MAJOR

b

SUIT

mm

b COLOR

ran-

.. SPADES:
RED .. BLUE; -the mlor RED, not the light

SUbtYPe RAINBOW

.. FRI;

HEARTS

Note:
1

If an enumeration
literal occurs
of the literal, then qualification
ambiguity
(see 8.7).

6

fl~a-

uhomd%sr Mwrd 2,6, daclamtlon

name 4.1, overloading

type definition

3.5.2

I

2

in a context that doss not otherwise suffice to determine
the tvpa
by the name of the enumeration
type is one way to resolve the

6,68.7,

po.ltb

3.1, ~@8tor

8.1. olabor9tb

number 3.5, quallfiod cxprouion

4.7,

3+9, 6.1, fuWh

6.6, Mu’WU

fehtlonsl opwstor 4.64.6.2,

2.3,

typs 3.3,

3.3.1

Character

Types

An enumeration type is said to be a character type if at ieast one of its enumeration
iiterds h a
character iiteral. The predefine
type CHARACTER is a character type whose vaiues ● re the”128
characters of the ASC// character set. Each of the 95 graphic charactem of this character set is
denoted by the corresponding character literal.
Example:
typa

ROMAN-DIGIT

la {’l’, ‘V’, ‘X’, ‘L”, ‘C’, ‘D”, ‘M’);

Notes:
3

The predefine
package ASCII Includes the declaration of constants denoting control charactora
and of constants denoting graphic characters that are not in the basic character set.

3-14
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Osclwetions end Tvpes

A conventional character$et
such as E#CD/C can be declared as a character type; the internal
codes of the characters can bespeclfied by an enumeration representation clause as explained in
section 13.30
R8fwences:

ascii predefhwd

enumeration

type 3,5.1,

3.5.3

package

graphic

C, basic character

charecter

2.1, identifier

2.1, charaoter
2.3,

literal 4.2,

literal 2,6, con.ttmt
predefine

3.2,1,

deckstion

3.1,

~

9

type C, type 3.3

Boolean Types

There is a predefine
enumeration
type named BOOLEAN. It contains the two iiterais FALSE and
TRUE ordered with the relation FALSE < TRUE. A booiean type is either the type BOOLEAN or a
type that is derived, directly or indirectly, from a booiean type.
Rt!?fere?nces.’
derived type 3.4, enumeration Iit.ral 3,6.1, enumeration type 3.5.1, relational operator 4.54.5.2,

typo

3.3

3.5.4

Integer Typ88

An integer type definition defines an integer type whose set of vaiues inciudes at ieast those of the
specified range.
in*r_typOAofinition

;:=

ra~straint

If a range constraint is used as an Integer type definition, each bound of the range must be defined
by a static expression of some integer type, but the two bounds need not have the same integer
type. (Negative bounds are aiiowed.)

A type deciarat}on of the form:
typo Tbrango

L..

4

R;

is, by definition, equivalent

to the foliowhtg declarations:

typs /nteger_typ8 b new
~
T la ~ntegw~pe

predsfinedJt.ger_type;
range /ntegerJype(L)

s

,. integer_type(R);

where lmeger_type is an anonymous type, and where the predefine
integer type is implicitly
selected by the impiementation,
so as to contain the vaiues L to R inciusive. The Integer type
declaration is illegal if none of the predefine
Integer types satisfies this requirement, excepting
universa/~”nteger. The elaboration of the declaration of an integer type consists of the elaboration
of the equivalent type and subtype decimations.

o

The predefine
integer type8 include the type INTEGER.
An impiwnentation
may ●lso have
predefine
types such as SHORT-iNTEGER ●nd LONG_iNTEGER, which have (substantiaiiy) ehorter
The range of each of the$e types muet be
and ionger ranges, reapectivoiy, than INTEGER.
coopthq an Mm rwgdvo VOIUOwhkh may exist in aomo implomentsoymnwtdc about aero, ●
tiotw. The base typa of each of theee typos is the type Itself.

7
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Integer literais are the iiterals of en ertonymous
predeflned
integer type that is called univerHowever, for each
sa/~”nteger
In this reference manual. Other Integer types have no Iiterals.
value into the corinteger type there exists an impiicit conversion that converts a universd..”nfeger
responding
value (if any) of the integer type, The circumstances
under which these implicit conversions are invoked

9

Ada Fieference

The position
The

same

are described

number

Of an integer

arithmetic

NUMERIC_

ERROR

in section
value

Operators

is raised

are

by the

is

4,6,
the corresponding
for

predefine

execution

value

all integer

of an operation

of the
types

(in particular

type
(see

urrjversa/_jnteger,

4.5).

an implicit

The

exception

conversion)

to the mathematical
result
cannot
deliver
the correct
result (that is, if the value corresponding
is not a value of the integer type). However, an implementation
is not required to raise the excepERROR
if the operation is part of a larger expression whose result can be computed
tion NUMERIC_
correctly, as described in section 11.6.
that

11

Examples:
~pe
type

PAG E_NUM

is rang.
is rang.

LINLSIZE

NT

1 ,.2_OOO;
1 ,. MAX_ LINE_SIZE;

sub~pe

SMALl_l

range

-10

subtype
subtype

COLUMN_PTfl

h

LINE_SIZE

range

1

BUFFER_SIZE

is INTEGER

rang.

O .. MAX:

is INTEGER

.. 10:
..

10;

Notes:
12

13

On the other hand, the
The name declared by an integer type declaration
is a subtype name.
predefine
operators
of an integer type deliver results whose range is defined by the parent
predefine
type; such a result need not belong to the declared subtype, in which case an attempt
to assign the result to a variable of the integer subtype raises the exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR .
The smallest

(most

negative)

tion is the named number
SYSTEM. MALINT (see 13.7).
n

value

supported

by the predefine

SYSTEM .MIN_l NT

and

integer

the

largest

types of an implementa-

(most

positive)

value

is

References.’ anonymoustype 3.3.1, belongto a subtype3,3, boundof e range3.5, constraincerrorexception11.1,
conversion4.6, identifier2.3, IntegerIlteral 2,4, literal4.2, numeric_errora~ception11.1, parenttype 3.4, predefine
operator4.5, rangeconstraint3.5, static expression4.9, subtypedeclaration3.3,2, swtern Predefine package13.7,
type 33, type declaration3.3.1, tvpe definition 3.3.1, universaltype 4.10

3.6.5

Operations

of Discrete Typo.

1

The basic operations of a discrete type include the operations involved in assignment, the
membership tests, and qualification; for a boolean type they Include the shoti-circuit control forms;
for an integer type they include the explicit conversion of values of other numeric types to the
integer type, and the implicit conversion of values of the type universa/Jnteger
to the type.

2

Finally, for eve~ discrete type or subtype T, the basic operations include the attributes listed
In this presentation, T is referred to as being a sub~e
(the subtype T) for any prope~
that
depends on constraints imposed by T; other properties are stated in terms of the base type of T.

below.

.

,

I

..

——

--

-----

-----

1 ----

-----

-—-——

.-

——,

,
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,

The first group of attributes yield characteristics of the subtype T. This group includes the attribute
BASE (see 303.2), the attributes FIRST and LAST (see 3.5), the representation attribute SIZE (ace
13.7.2), and the attribute WIDTH defined as follows:
TWIDTH

Yields the maximum image iength overall values of the subtype T (the /rnage is the
sequence of characters returned by the attribute IMAGE, see below). Yieids zero
for a nuil range. The value of this nttribute is of the type universa/Jr?teger.

Ail attributes of the second group are functions
parameter
is indicated
beiow by X.
T’POS

with a single parameter.

The corresponding

actual

This attribute is a function.
The parameter X must be a vaiue of the base type of T.
The result is the position number of
The resuit type is the type universa/~”nteger.

3

4

5

6

the value of the parameter.
T1/AL

is a special function with a singie parameter which can be of any
integer type, The result type is the base type of T. The resu[t is the value whose
position number is the universah”nfeger vaiue corresponding to X. The exception

This attribute

7

COhlSTRAINT_ERROR is raised If the unkmd-h?teger
vaiue corresponding to X is
T’POS(T’BASE’LAST).

not in the range TPOS(TBASE’FIRST)..
T’SUCC

This attribute is e function.

The parameter X must be a value of the base type of T.

0

The result type is the base type of T. The result is the vaiue whose position number
is one greater than that of X. The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised if X

equais rBASE’LAST.
TPRED

This attribute is a function.
The parameter X must be a value of the base type of T.
The resuit type is the base type of T. The result is the vaiue whose position number
is one iess than that of X. The exception CONSTRAINT-ERROR is raised if X equais
7“BASE’FIRSTo

T’IMAGE

This attribute Isa function. The parameter x must be a value of the base type of T.
The result type is the predefinod typa STRING. The mault ia tha /M~#@ of the value
of x, that is, a sequence of characters representing the vaiue in dispiay form. The
image of an integer vaiue is the corresponding decimal lheral; without underlines,
ieading zeros, exponent, or trailing apacea; but with a singie leading character that
is either a minus sign or a space. The lower bound of the image is one.

TVALUE

9

m

The image of an enumeration vaiue is either the corresponding identifier in upper
case or the corresponding character literal (inciuding the two apostrophes);
neither leading nor trailing spaces are inciudadt The image of a character C,other
than a graphic character, Is implementation-defined;
the only requirement is thot
the image must be such that C equals CHARACTER’VALUE (CHARACTER’IMAGE (C)).

11

This attribute is a function. The parameter X must be a value of the predefine
type
STRING. The result type is the base type of T. Any leading and any traiiing apaceof the sequence of characters that corresponds to the parameter are i~nored.

12

For an enumeration
type, if the sequence
of characters
has the syntax of an
enumeration
Iheral and if this literal exists for the base type of T, the result is the

corresponding enumeration
value. For an integer type, if the sequence of
characters has the syntax of an integer literal, with an optional single leading
character that is a pius or minus s[gn, and If there is a corresponding value in the
base type of T, the result is this voiue. in any other case,, the exception
CONSTRAINT_ERROR !s raised,

13
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In addition, the attributes
(see 13.7.2).

A’SIZE

and A’ADDRESS

are defined

forum

object

A of a discrete

type

Besides the basic operations,
the operations
of a discrete type include the predefine
relational
operators.
For enumeration
types, operations
include enumeration
Iiterals. For booiean types,
operations
include the predefine
unary Ioglcal negation operator not, and the predefine
logical
operators
For integer types, operations include the predefine
orithmetk
operators:
these are the
operators, the unary operator ●lto, and
binary and unary adding operators
- and ~, all multiplying
the exponentiating
operator,
operations
of a subtype
are the corresponding
operations
of its base type except for the following:
assignment,
membership
tests, qualification,
explicit type conversions, and the attributes
depends on the subtype (assignment,
of the first group: the effect of each of th~se operations
involve
a subtype
check; attributes of the first
membership
tests, qualifications,
and conversions
group
yield
a characteristic
of the subtype).
The

Notes:
For a subtype of a discrete type, the results delivered by the attributes
SUCC, PRED, VAL, and
VALUE need not belong to the subtype; similarly, the actual parameters of the attributes POS,

SUCC, PRED, and IMAGE need not belong to the subtype. The following relations are satiti}ed (In
the absence

of an exception)

by these

attributes:

TPOS(T’SUCC(X))
T“POS(T’PRED(X))

=

T“POS(X)

+

1

=

TPOS(X)

-

1

TVAL(T’POS(X))
T’POS(TVAL(N))

=
=

X
N

Examples:

--

For the types

---

COLOR’FIRST
RAINBOWFIRST

----

COLOR’SUCC(BLUE)
COLOR”POS(BLUE)
COLOR”VAL(0)

References.’
adding

stram~error
4.5.6.

abs operator

operator

test 4.54.5.2,

=
=

declared

WHITE,
RED,

=
=
=

4,54.5,6,

4.5 4,5.3, boolean

exception

function

and subtypes

in section

COLOR’LAST
RAINBOWIAST

RAINBOWSUCC(BLUE)
RAINBOW’POS(BLUE)
RAINBOWVAL(0)

aaaignment
typo 3,5.3,

we

=

BLACK

=

BLUE

4,1.4,

baae type 3.3, basic operation

of o mngo 3.6, character

11,1, conversion 4.6. dhcroto type 3.6, onumomtion

6.5, graphic character

2.1, identifier

muitiptying operator 4.54.5.5,

2.3, intager type 3.6.4,

not operator

have:

= BROWN
= 4
= WHITE

5.2, attribute
bound

3,5.1

4.64.5.6,

literal

Iitwsl 3.5.1,

2.5,

.xponontiating

Iogicai operator

3.3.3,

constraint

4.S 4.5.1,

binary

3.3, con-

operator 4.5
mombemhip

numeric iltomi 2.4, numeric type 3.6, obj-

3.2,

expression 4.7,

reistkmal
operator4.54.5.2, short-circuitcontrolform 4.54.6,1, stringtype 3.6,3, subtype3.3, type 3.3, um~ addingopemtor
4.5 4.5.4, univarsal_intogertype 3,5.4, univ.mai type 4.10
operation

3.3, position

number

3.6,

predefine

operator

4.6,

predefinad

type C, quaiified
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Reel Typos

Real wpes provide approximations to the real numbers, with relative bounds on errors for floatlng
point types, and with absoiute bounds for fixed point types.
reaLtype_definition ::=
floating_poin~constraint

I

2

I fixed_poinLconstraint

A set of numbers caiied mode/ numbers is associated with each reai type.Error bounds on the
predefine
operations are given in terms of the modei numbers. An implementation of the type
must include at ieast these model numbers and represent them exactly.

3

An implementation-dependent
set of numbers, ceiled the safe numbers, is also associated with
each resi type. The set of safe numbers of a real type must inciude at least the set of modei
numbers of the type. The range of safe numbers is ailowed to be larger than the range of model
numbers, but error bounds on the predefine
operations for safe numbers are given by the same
rules as for model numbers. Safe numbers therefore provide guaranteed error bounds for operations on an implementation-dependent
range of numbers; in contrast, the range of model numbers
depends only on the real type definition and is therefore independent of the impiementation.

4

Real Iiteruls are the Iiterais of an anonymous predefine
real type that is catted universabed
in
this reference manuai. Other reai types have no Iiterala. However, for each real type, there exists an
Implicit conversion that converts e unhwsah?al
value into a vahM of the real tYP6. The CCWMif the
tions under which these Implicit convomlons are invoked are described in eectiort 4.6.
unhawsaLmsa/ value is a safe number, the implicit conversion delhwm the corresponding value; If h
beiongs to the range of Safe numbers but is not a safe number, then the converted vaiue can be
any value within the range defined by the safe numbers next above and below the unhmsa/>e/
value.

s

The execution of an operation that yields a value of a real typ e m a y rake the exoaptlon
fWMERIC_ERROR, 8s explained in eectkm 4.6.7, If it cannot deliver a correct rmwlt (that is, if tha
vaiue corresponding to one of the possible mathematical results does not belong to the range of
safe rwnbeml; in pertkular, this exception con be mised by m implicit cmvemion.
I=bwovor, on
Implementation ia not requlmd to rolse the exception NUMERIC-ERROR Ifoperation is part of a
larger expression whose result can be computed correctly (see 11.6).
The elaboration of a real type definition inciudes the elaboration
straint and creates a reai type.

of the fioating or fixed point con-

Note:
An algorithm written to rely only upon the minimum numerical pr’opertiea guaranteed by the type
defin}tkm for model numbem will be portable without further precautims.
References: conversion 4.6, elaboration 3.9, fixed point constraint3.5.9, fioatingpoint mnstraht 3.5.7, literal 4.2,
numeric_error exception 11,1, predefine operation 3.3.3, real iiteral 2.4, type 3.3. tvpe deMt~on 3.3.1, universel
type 410
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Floating Point Types

For f[oating point types, the error bound is specified as a relative precision by giving the required
minimum number of significant decimal digits.
floating~oin~constraint
::=
floating _accuracy.-definition
floating_ accuracy _definition

[range_ constraint]
::=

dlglts static_simple_expression

3

number of significant decimal digits is specified by the value of the static simple
expression of the floating accuracy definition, This value must belong to some integer type and
must be positive (nonzero); It is denoted by D in the remainder of this section. If the floating point
constraint is used as a real type definition and includes a range constraint, then each bound of the
range must be defined by a static expression of some real type, but the two bounds need not have
the same real type.

4

For a given radix, the following canonical form is defined for any floating point model number other
than zero:

The minimum

sign

J, mantissa

e (radix *•

exponent)

5

In this form: sign is either + 1 or -1; mantissa is exprussed in a number base given by radix; and
exponent is an integer number (possibly negative) such that the integer pan of mantissa is zero
and the first digit of its fractional pan is not a zero.

6

The specified number D is the minimum number of decimal digits required after the point in the
decimal mantissa (that is, if radix is ten). The value of D in turn determines a corresponding
number B that is the minimum number of bina~ digits required after the point in the bina~ mantissa (that is, if radix k two). The number B associated with D is the smalleat value such that the
relative precision of the bina~ form is no kas than that specified for the decimal form. (The
number B is the integer next above (D*log(l 0)/’log(2)) + 1.)

7

The model numbers defined by a floating accuracy definition comprise zero and all numbers whose
binary canonical form has exactly B digits after the point in the mantissa and an exponent in the
range -4:ffB ,. +4*B, The guaranteed minimum accuracy of operations of 8 floating point type Is
defined in terms of the model numbers of the floating point constraint that forms the corresponding real type definition (see 4. S.7).

8

The predefine
floating point types include the type FLOAT. An implementation may also have
types such as SHORT_ FLOAT and LONG_ FLOAT, which have (substantially) less and
predefine
more accuracy, respectively, than FLOAT. The baee type of each predefine floating point type is
the type itself. The model rwmbers of each pradefined floating point type are defined in terms of
the number D of decimal digits returned by the attribute DIGITS (see 3. S.8).

9

For each predefine
floating point type (consequently also for each type derived therefrom), a set
of safe numbers is defined as follows. The safe numbers have the same number B of mantissa
digits as the model numbers of the type and have an exponent in the range -E .. + E where E is
implementation-defined
and at least equal to the 4*B of model numbers. (Consequently, the safe
numbers include the model numbers. ) The rules defining the accuracy of operations with model
and safe numbers are given in section 4.5.7. The safe numbers of a subtype are those of its base
type.

3.5.7 F/oat/rig Po/nt Types
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A floating point type cieciaration of one of the two forms (that is, with or without the optional range
constraint indicated by the square brackets):
typo T is digits D [rang.
is, by definition,

equivalent

w

L ., R];

to the followlng

declarations:

11

typo fknWng_poht_type is now predefined_floating_poin~type:
digits D
subtype T is f/oating_point_type
[range f/O~t~ng~Oint-type(L) .. float~ng~~lnt~ype{fl)]:
is an anonymous type, and where the predefine
floating point type is
where f/oatkg#oint-type
implicitly selected by the implementation so that its model numbers include the model numbers
defined by D; furthermore, if a range L .. R is supplied, then both L and R must belong to the range
of safe numbers. The floating point declaration is illegal if none of the predefine
floating point
The maximum number of digits that
types satisfies these requirements, excepting universd~eal.
can be specified in a floating accuracy definition is given by the system-dependent named number
SYSTEM. MAKDIGITS
(see 13.7.1).

~

The elaboration of a floating point type declaration consists of the elaboration of the equivalent
type and subtype deciarationa.

la

If a floating point constraint follows a type mark in a subtype indication, the type mark must
denote a fioating point type or subtype. The floating point constraint is compatibh with the type
mark only if the number D specified in the floating accuracy definition is not greater than the corresponding number D for the type or subtype denoted by the type mark. Furthermore, if the
fioating point constraint inciudes a range constraint, the floating point constraint is compatible
with the type m8fk only if the range constraint is, itself, compatible with the type mark.

w

The elaboration of such a subtype indication inchxha the eidxxation of the range constrdnt, if
there is one; it creates a floating point subtype whose model numbers are defined by the corresponding floating accuracy definition. A value of a floating point type belongs to a fioating point
subtype if and only If it belongs to the range defined by the subtype.

B

The same arithmetic

18

operators

am predefine

for all floating point types (see 4.5),

Notes:
A range constraint is allowed in a fioating point subtype indication, either directly after the type
mark, or as part of a floating point constraint. In either case the bounds of the range must beiong
to the base type of the type mark (see 3.5), The imposition of a floating point constraint on a type
mark in a subtype indication cannot reduce the aliowed range of vaiues uniess it includes a range
constraint (the range of modei numbers that correspond to the specified number of digits can be
smaller than the range of numbers of the type mark). A vaiue that belongs to a floating point tmbtype need not be a model number of the subtype.
Examples:
type COEFFICIENT io digits 10 mngo -1.0
typa REAL
ty p a MASS

is d l g k a 8;
is diglta 7 rang.

.. 1,0;

0.0 .. 1.0E35;

,ubtypa SHORT_COEFF Is COEFFICIEhIT dlglta 5;
aubtypo PROBABILllV
is REAL ranga 0.0 .. 1.0;

3-21
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Notes on the examples:
The implemented accuracy for COEFFICIENT IS that of a predefine type having at least 10 digits of
precision. Consequently the specification of S digits of preciuion for he subtype sHORT-COEFF h
allowed. The largest model number for the type MASS h approximately 1.27E30 and hence loss
than the specified upper bound ( 1.0E35). Consequently the declaration of this type Is legal only If
this upper bound is in the range of the safe numbers of a predeflned floatlng point type having St
least 7 digits of precision.
fi8&ences:
anonymous type 3.3.1, arithmetic operator 3.6.54.5, basedIjtoral2.4.2, belongto msubtype3.3, bound
of a range 3.5, compatible3.3.2, derivedtype 3.4, djglt 2.1, elaboration3.1 3,9, error bound 3.5.6, exponent 2,4.1
integer type 3.5.4, model number 3,5.6, operation 3.3, predefine operator 4.5, predefine type C, range constraint
3.6, real type 3.6.6, real type definition 3.5.6, safe number 3.5.6, simple expression4.4, static expression 4.9, aubtypo
declaration 3.3.2, subtype Indication 3.3.2, subtype 3,3, type 3.3, type declaration 3.3.1, type mark 3.3.2

3.S.8

Operations

of Fbathtg

Point Types

The basic operations of a floating point type include the operations involved in assignment,
membership tests, qualification, the expiicit conversion of vaiues of other numeric types to the
floating point type, and the implicit conversion of values of the type universe/~u/
to the type.
~n addition, for every floating point type or tmbtype T, the basic operations inciude the attributes
listed beiow. In this presentation, T is referred to as being a subtype {the subtype T) for any
property thet depends on constraints Imposed by T; other propetiies are stated in terms of the
base type of T,
The first group of attributes yield characteristics of the subtype T. The attributes of this group are
the attribute BASE (see 3.3.2), the attributes FIRST and LAST (see 3.5), the representation
attribute SIZE (see 13.7.2), and the foiiowing attributes:
TDIGITS

Yields the number of declmai digittt In the decimal mantissa of fnodei numbam
of the subtype T. (This ottrfbute yleldu the number D of section 3.6.7.) The
vaiue of this attribute Is of the type universa/_hteger.

TMANTISSA

Yields the number of binary digits in the binary mantissa of modei numbers of
the subtype T. (This attribute yietds the number B of section 3.5.7.) The value
of this attribute is of the type universu/~”nteger.

TEPSILON

Yields the absolute vaiue of the difference between the model number 1.0 and
the next model number above, for the subtype T. The vaiue of this attribute is
of the type un/versa/fla/.

TEMAX

Yieids the largest exponent velue in the binary canonical form of model
numbers of the subtype T. (ThhJ attribute yields the product 4*6 of section
3.5.7,) The value of this attribute is of the type universa/Jnteger.

TSMALL

Yleids the smaltest positive (nonzero) modei number of the subtype T. The
value of this attribute is of the type un/versu/~u/.

T’U4RGE

Welds the iargeat positive model number of the subtype T. The value of this
attribute is of the type un/versa/~a/,

3.6.8 Opwatkw

of Floathg Poht

Types
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The attributes of the second group include the following attributes which yield cheracterlstke
the safe numbers:

of

10

T’SAFE_E MAX

Yields the Iergeat exponent value In the binaw canoniaal form of safe nurnbere of
the base type of T. (This attribute yieids the number E of section 3.6,7.) Th.
va Iue of this attribute is of the type universa/Jntegwr.

n

T’SAFiE_SMALL

Yields the smaliest positive {nonzera] safe num~r
value of this attribute is of the type universa/~ea/.

of the bese type of T. The

1?

T’SAFE_LAR GE Yields the largest positive safe number of the base type of T. The VahM of this
attribute is of the type unjvemal~eal.

13

In addition, the attributes A’SIZE and A’ADDRESS are defined for an object A of a floating point
type (see 13.7.2). Finaily, for eech fioating point type there are machine-dependent attributes that
are not related to model numbers and safe numbers. They correspond to the attribute designators
MACHINE_ RADIX, MACHINEMANTISSA,
MACHINE_ EMAX, MACHINE-. EMIN, MACHINLROUNDS,
(WMI 13.703)!
and MACH INE_OVERFLOWS

14

Besides the basic operations, the operations of a floating point type inciude the relational
the binary and una~ adding
operators, and the following predefine
arithmetic operators:
operators - and +, the multiplying operators * and /, the una~ operator ●bs, and the exponentiating operator.

*

The operations of a tmbtype are the corresponding operations of the type except for the foliowlng:
assignment, membership tests, qualification, explicit conversion, and the attributes of the first
group; the effects of these operations are redefined in terms of the subWpe-

u

/Votes:
The attributes EMAX, SMALL, mRGE, and EPSILON are provided for convenience. They are all
related to MANTISSA by the following formulas:
T’EMAX
T’EPSILON
T’SMALL
TIARGE

=
=
=
=

4*T’MANTISSA
2.0**(1
- rMANTISSA)
2.0** (-TEMAX - 1)
2.O**T’EMAX * (1.0 - 2.0** (-TMANTISM))

giving the number of binaw digits in the mantissa, is itself related to
The attribute MANTISSA,
DIGITS. The foilowing relations hold between the characteristics of the model numbers end those
of the safe numbers:

T’BASE’EMAX
TBASE’SMALL
T’BASE’IARGE

18

<= T’SAF~EMAX
>= T’SAF~SMALL
<= T’SAFEAARGE

If a certain
The attributes TFIRST and T’UWT need not yield model or safe numbers.
digits is specified in the declaration of a type or subtype T, the attribute TDiGITS
number.

I?ebrwces: abs operator 4.6 4.S.6, arithmetic operstor 3,5.64.6,

aaaifmmt

number

of

Operations

!0

yieids this

5.2, ●~ributo 4.1.4, baae tYP@3.3,

basic operation 3.3.3, binary adding oparator 4.64.S.3, bound of a range 3.6, constraint 3.3, convwaion 4.6, digit 2.1,
.xpon.ntiating oparator 4.5 4.5.6, fioating point typo 3.5.7, memb.mhip tam 4.54.6.2, modei numbar 3.6,6, muh
tiplying operator 4,54,6,5, numeric typo 3.6, object 3.2, operation 3.3, predofln.d opamtor 4.6, wMM
.xproaaion
4,7, relational operator 4.54.6.2, oaf. number 3,6.6, subtyp. 3,3, type 3.3, umry ●ddingoperator4.64.S.4, universal
type 3.6.6
type 4.10, univeraal_intagor typo 3.6.4, univorul~al
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Fixed Point Typos

For fixed point tvpes, the error bound is specified

as an absolute

value, called the de/t8 of the fixed

point type.
fixed_poin~constraint
::==
fixed_accuracy_definitlon
fixed_ accuracy _definition

::=

(range_constraint)
d.lta

static-simple-expression

3

The delta is specified by the value of the static simple expression of the fixed accuracy definition.
This value must belong to some real type and must be positive (nonzero) If the fixed point constraint is used as a real type definition, then it must include a range constraint; each bound of the
specified range must be defined bv a static expression of some real type but the two bounds need
not have the same real type, If the fixed point constraint is used in a subtype indication, the range
constraint is optional.

4

A canonical form is defined for any fixed point model number other than zero, In this form: sign is
either + 1 or -1 ; mantissa is a positive (nonzero) integer; and any model number is a multiple of a
certain positive real number called sma//, as follows:
sign

5

mantissa

* small

For the model numbers defined by a fixed point constraint,
the number srna// is chosen as the
largest power of two that is not greater than the delta of the fixed accuracy definition. AltemativeIy, it is possible to specify the value of sma// by a length clause (see 13.2), in which case mode{
numbers are multiples of the specified value. The guaranteed minimum accuracy of operations of a

fixed point type is defined in terms of the model numbers of the fixed point constraint that forms
the corresponding real type definition (see 4.5.7).
6

For a fixed point constraint that includes a range constraint, the model numbers comprise zero and
all multiples of small whose mantissa can be expressed using exactly B binary dlglts, where the
value of B is chosen as the smallest integer number for which each bound of the specified range is
either a model number or lies et most sine// distant from a model number. For a fixed point constraint that does not include a range constraint (this is only allowed after a type mark, in a subtype
indication), the model numbers are defined by the delta of the fixed accuracy definition and by the
range of the subtype denoted by the type mark.

7

An implementation must have at least one anonymous predefine fixed point type. The base type
of each such fixed point type is the type itself. The model numbers of each predefine fixed point
type comprise zero and all numbers for which mantissa (in the canonical form) has the number Of
binary digits returned by the attribute MANTISSA, and for which the number sm8// has the value
returned by the attribute SMALL.

8

A fixed point type declaration

of the form:

typo T ia dolts D rango L .. R;
9

is, by definition,

equivalent

to the following declarations:

iS now predofhed-JixoLpointJvpe;
subtype T i, fixed-point.typa
mngo fixed~oint-type( L) ., flxudqohw-type(~ ):

tYpO fixed40int_~pe

3.5.9

Fixed

Poht

Types
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isan anonymous type, and the predeflned fixed point type
In these declarations, f/xed~oht_type
is implicitly selected by the implementation go that ita model numbers include the model numbers
defined by the fixed point constraint (that is, by D, L, and R, and possibly by a iength ciause
specifying Smd),

to

The fixed point declaration is Illegal if nO predeflnod YYPSsatjsflea those requirementtt. The safe
numbers of a fixed point type are the model numbers of b baas type.

n

The elaboration of a fixed point type declaration consists of the elaboration of the equivalent type
and subtype declarations.

12

If the fixed point constraint follows a type mark in a subtype indication, the type mark must denote
a fixed point type or subtype. The fixed point constraint is cumpat/b/e with the type mark oniy if the

13

deita specified by the fixed accuracy definition is not amailer than the delta for the type or subtype
denoted by the type mark. Furthermore, if the fixed point constraint includes a range constraint,
the fixed point constraint ia compatible with the type mark oniy if the range constraint is, itseif,
compatible with the type mark.
The elaboration of such a subtype indication inciudea the elaboration of the range constraint, if
there is one; it createa a fixed point subtype whose model numbers are defined by the corresponding fixed point constraint and aiao by the Iongth ciause specifying small, if there is one. A
value of a fixed point type belongs to a fixed point subtype if and oniy if it beiongs to the range
defined by the subtype.

M

The same arithmetic operators are predefh?ed for all fixed point types {see 4.5). Multiplication and
division of fixed point vajuea deiiver results of an anonymous predefine fixed point type that is calin this reference manuai; the accuracy of this type is arbitrarily fine. The values
led universa/J/xed
of this type must be converted explicitly to some numeric type.

8

Notes:

●

[f S is a subtype of a flxul @ot type or ubtype 1, t?wn the eatof modal numbers of S Isa subset
of those of T. If a Ieqgth clause has been given for T, then both S and T have the same vaiue for
sma/L Otherwise, since snMt/ is a power of two, the wnW of S 18●qual to the wrtsll of T muklplied
by a nonnegathm power of two.

la

A range constraint is allowed in a fixed point subtype indication, either directly after the type mark,
or as part of a fixed point constraint. in either case the bounds of the range must belong to the
base type of the type mark (see 3.5).

17

Examples:

!0

ty~ VOLT Is delta 0.125 range 0.0 .. 255.0;
aubtypa ROUGH-VOLTAGE k VOLT Wta 1.0;
---

--

same range as VOLT

A pure fraction which requires all the available space in a word
on a two’s complement machine can be declared as the type FRACTION:

DEL : conemnt := 1.O/21t@V0RDJEfUOTH
- 1);
typa FRACTION is daha DEL range -1.0 .. 1.0 - DEL;
R#fervncos: monyrnow typa 3,3.1, withmatlc opamtor3.6,64.6, basetypa 3.3, bslongto ● wbtvps 3.3, boundof a
range 3.6, oompatblo3.3.2, oonwahn 4.8, ahbomtion 3.9, wrOr bound 3.5.8, W@h ctwsa 13.2, model nurnbar
3.6.6, numeric typo 3,5, opemtlon 3,3, pradafinad opamtor 4,S, range ocmatmint 3.6, mat typo 3.6.6, raal typa definition 3.5.6, safe number 3.5,6, simple .xprasslon 4.4, static oxprsssion 4.9, subtype 3.3, subtypedacloratlon3.3.2,
subtype indication 3.3.2, typo 3.3, type declaration3t3t1, me rna~ 3.3.2

3-2S
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of Fixed Point Typoo

basic operations of a fixed point type include the operations involved in assignment,
membership tests, qualification, the expiicit conversion of veiues of other numeric types to the fixto the type.
ed point type, and the implicit conversion of values of the type univarse/_rea/

1

The

2

In addition, for every fixed point type or subtype T the basic operations include the attributes iisted
T is referred to as being e subtype (the subtype T) for any property that
below.
In this presentation
depends on constraints imposed by T; other properties are stated in terms of the base type of T.

3

The first group

4

T’ DELTA

of attributes yieid characteristics of the subtype T. The attributes of this group are
the attributes BASE (see 3.3.2), the attributes FIRST and iAST (see 3.5), the representation
attribute SIZE (see 13.7.2) and the foliowing attributes:

Yieids the value of the delta specified in the fixed accuracy definition for the subtype

T.

The value

of this attribute

is of the type wv%ersa/~ea/.

s

T’MANTiSSA

Yieids the number of binary digits in the mantissa of modei numbers of the subtype 1. (This attribute yields the number B of section 3.5.9. ) The value of this
attribute is of the type universalJnteger.

6

T’SMALL

Yieids the smaliest positive (nonzero) modei number of the subtype T. The vaiue
of this attribute is of the type un/versd/~e8/.

7

T’lARGE

Yieids the largest positive model number of the subtype T. T~e vaiue of this
attribute is of the type unlversat~ed.

8

T’FORE

Yieids the minimum number of characters needed for the integer part of the
decimal representation
of any value of the subtype T, assuming that the
representation does not inciude an exponent, but Includes a one-character prefix
that is ekher a mlrws sign or a space, (This mlnlmum number does not Inciude
superfluous zeros or underlines, and is at least two.) The value of this attribute Is
of the type un/verse/Jnteger.

o

TAFT

Yields the number of decimai digits needed after the point to accommodate the
precision of the subtype T, unless the delta of the subtype T is greater than 0.1, in
which case the attribute yieids the vaiue one. [T’A~ is the smallest poeitive
integer N for which ( 10**N)*T’DELTA
is greater than or equal to One,) The vaiue
of this ettribute is of the type universa/_integer,

The attributes

of the second group inciude the foilowing attributes which yield characteristics of
the safe numbers:

T“SAFE_SMALL

Yields the smallest positive (noruero) safe number of the baee type of T. The
value of this attribute is of the type universa/~a/.

T’SAFE_iARGE

Yieids the iargest positive safe number of the baee type of T. The vaiue of this
attribute is of the type unk?fsu/~ea/,

In addition, the attributes A’SIZE and A-ADDRESS 8re defined for an object A of a fixed point type
(see 13.7.2). Finaiiy, for each fixed point type or subtype T, there are tho machine-dependent
attributes T’MACHINE_ROUNDS
end TMACHIN~OVERFLOWS
(w6 13.7.3).

3.5.10

Owmtlons

Of Fj.e~ Polnt rYPeS
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Besides the basic operations, the operations of a fixed point type include the relational operatora,
predefine
arithmetic
operators: the binav and unary adding operators - and +,
the multiplying operators * and /, and the operator ●bs,

M

of a subtype are the corresponding
operations of the type except for the following:
assignment,
membership
tests, qualification,
expiicit conversion,
and the attributes
of the first
are redefined in terms of the subtype,
group; the effects of these operations

u

and the following

The operations

Notes:
The value of the attribute
T’FORE depends only on the range of the subtype T. The value of the
relations
exist between
attribute
T’AFT depends only on the value of T’DELTA. The following
attributes
of a fixed point type:
T“IARGE
T’SAFE_lARGE
T’SAFE_SMALL

=
=
=

(2** T’MANTISSA
T’BASE’UIRGE
T’BASE’SMALL

-

1) *

a

mum

4.54.5.6, arithmetic operator 3.5.54.5, assignment 5.2. base type 3.3, basic operation
References: abs operator
3.3.3, binaw adding operator 4.54.5.3,
bound of a range 3.5, conversion 4.6. delta 3.5.9, fixed point type 3.5.9,
membership test 4.54.5.2, model number 3.5.6, multiplying operator 4.54.5.5, numeric type 3.5, object 3.2, oporation 3.3 qualified expression 4.7, relational operator 4.54.5.2, safe number 3.5.6, subtype 3.3, unary addingoperator

n

4.5 4.54, universal_integertype 3.5.4, universal_realtvpe 3.5.6

3.6

Array Types

An array object is a composite object consisting of components that have the same subtype. The
name for a component of an array uses one or more index values belonging to ~ecified dbcreta
types. The value of an array object is a composite value consisting of the values of its components.
array–type_definition
::=
unconstrained_ array _definition

I constrained_ array_ definition

unconstrained_ array _definition
::=
array (inde~subtype–definition
{, inde=ubtype_definition
component_subt ype_indication
constrained_array_definition
::=
array inde~constraint
of cornponent_subty
inde~subtype_definition
inde~constraint
discrete_range

::=

::= type_mark
(discrete_range

range

1) of

pa_indication
<>

{, discrete_rtmge ])

::= discrete_aubtype_indication

I range

An array object is characterized by the number of indices (the dimensionishly of the array), the type
and position of each index, the lower and upper bounds for each index, and the type and bosslble
.,
constraint of the components. The order of the indices is significant.
.

1

a
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component for each posmible index value. A multidimenfor each possible sequence of index vaiues that can be
Index position (In the given order). The possible values for
the iower and upper bounds, inciusive; this range of values

sional

5

)fff5A

An unconstrained
array definition defines an array type. For each object that has the erray type, the
number of indices, the type end position of each index, and the subtype of the components
are as
in the type definition;
the values of the lower and upper bounds for each index belong to the corresponding index subtype, except for null arrays as expiained in section 3.6.1. The index subtype
for a given index position is, by definition,
the subtype denoted by the type mark of the corresponding index subtype definition.
The compound delimiter <> (called a box) of an index subtype definition stands for an undefined range (different objects of the type need not have the same
array definition creates an array type; this elaborabounds). The elaboration
of an unconstrained

tion inciudes that of the component
A constrained

array

definition

subtype indication.

defines

both

an array

type

and a subtype

of this type:

●

The array type is an implicitly deciared anonymous
type; this type is defined by an (impiicit)
unconstrained
array definition, in which the component
subtype indication is that of the constrained array definition, and in which the type mark of each index subtype definition denotes
the subtype defined by the corresponding
discrete range.

●

The array

subtype

is the subtype

obtained

by imposition

of the index constraint

on the array

type.
If a constrained
array definition is given for a type declaration,
denotes the array subtype.
declaration

the simple

name

deciared

by this

The elaboration of a constrained array definition creates the corresponding array type and array
subtype.
For this elaboration, the index constraint and the component subtype indication are
elaborated.
The evacuation of each discrete range of the index constraint and the elaboration of
the component subtype indication are performed in some order that is not defined by the
language.
ExOmples

of type

declarations

unconstrained

●my(lNTEGER

may

type MATR iX

is wmy(iNTEGER

range <>)
range <>,

type

is
is

mnga
rang.

~pe

VECTOR

is

BIT_VECTOR
type ROMAN

Ex8mpJes

of type

Examples of object

●rrsy(iNTEGER
●may{ POSITIVE

declarations

with constrained

<>)
<>)

decelerations

with

constrained

definitions:

of REAL;
iNTEGER mngo <>)
of BOOLEAN;
of ROMAN_DIGIT;

array definitions:

is ●my( 1 .. 10) of INTEGER:
is wmy(DAY) Of BOOLEAN;
is ●rmy( 1 .. MALLINE_SIZE)

type TABLE
type SCHEDULE
type LINE

-P*

with

Of

CHARACTER:

twrey definitions:

GRID
M[X

: ●rMV(1 .. 80, 1 ., 100) of BOOLEAN;
: DWOy(COLOR range RED .. GREEN) of BOOLEAN;

PAGE

:

.

●rmy( 1

.. 50)

of LiNE;

--

an array of arrays

of REAL;

.————z
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Note:
For a one-dimensional

array, the rule given meano that a type declaration with a constrained array

IQ

definition such as
type T is wroy(POSITIVE
is equivalent

(in the absence

rang.

MIN

.. MAX) of COMPONENT:

of an incorrect order dependence)

to the succession of declarations

15

subtype index~ubtype
is POSITIVE rsngo MIN .. MAX;
range <>) of COMPONENT:
type array_type is wray(hdex~ubtype
subtype T Is ma y-type(index>ubtype);
where

and wr8y_type
are both anonymous.
Consequently,
T is the name of a subdeciared with this type mark are arrays that have the same bounds.
Similar
appiy to multidimensional
arrays.

index_su&ype

*

type and aii objects
transformations

A simiiar transformation

tion.

A consequence

appiies to an object whose

declaration

inciudes

a constrained

array defini-

References:
anonymous
type
3,3,1, bound of a range 3,5, component 3.3, constraint 3,3, discrete type 3,5,
elaboration 3.1 3.9, in some order 1.6, name 4,1, object 3.2, range 3.5, subtype 3.3, subtype indication 3,3.2, type
3.3, we declaration 3.3.1, type definition 3.3.1, type mark 3.3.2

3.6.1

t?

of this is that no two such objects have the same type.

Index Constraints

rn

and Discrota Rsnges

An index constraint determines the range of possibie vaiues for eve~ index of an array type, and
thereby the corresponding array bounds.

I

For a discrete range used in a cmwtrained array definition and defined by a range, an implicit con-

a

version to the predefine
type INTEGER is assumed
if each bound is either a
named number, or an attribute, and the type of both bounds (prior to the impiicit
Othemvise, both bounds must be of the same discrete
type universa/~”nteger.
universa/~”nteger;
this type must be determinable independently of the context,
that the type must be discrete and that both bounds must have the same type.

numeric iiterai, a
conversion) is the

type, other than
but using the fact
These rules apply
aiso to a discrete range used in an iteration rule (see 5.5) or in the declaration of a family of entries
(see 9.5).

_____

If an index constraint foiiows a type mark in a subtype indication, then the type or subtype denoted
by the type mark must not aiready impose an index constraint. The type mark must denote either
an unconstrained array type or an access type whose designated type is such an array type. In
either case, the index constraint must provide a discrete range for each index of the array type and
the type of each discrete range must be the same as that of the corresponding index,

s

An index constraint is computib}e with the type denoted by the type mark if and only If the constraint defined by each discrete range is compatible with the corresponding index subtype. if any of
the discrete ranges defines a nu[i range, any array thus constrained is a nu// array, having no components. An array vaiue WWOS an index con$tralnt If at each index position the array value and
the index constraint have the same index bounds. (Note, however, that assignment and certain
other operations on arrays involve an impiicit subtype conversion.)
.

Q

——————
—.- -

--_=-_.._.=______=
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as follows:

●

For a v~riable declered by an object declaration, the subtype indication Of the corresponding
object declaration must define a constrained array subtype (and, thereby, the bounds). The
same requirement exists for the subtype indication of a component declaration, if the type of
the record component is an array type; and for the component subtype ~ndlcation of an array
type definition, if the type of the array components is itself an array type,

.

For a constant declared by an object declaration,
the bounds of the constant are defined by
the initial value if the subtype of the constant is unconstrained; they are otherwise defined by

this subtype (in the latter case, the initial value is the result of an implicit subtype conversion).
The same rule applies to a generic formal parameter of mode in.
8

.

For an array object designated by an access value, the bounds must be defined by the
allocator that creates the array object. (The allocated object is constrained with the corresponding values of the bounds. )

o

.

For a formal parameter
of a subprogram or ent~, the bounds are obttiined from the corresponding actual parameter. (The formal parameter is constrained with the corresponding
values of the bounds.)

m

.

For a renaming declaration and for a generic forma! parameter of mode in out, the bounds are
those of the renamed object or of the corresponding generic actual parameter.

11

For the elaboration
of an index constraint, the discrete ranges are evaluated in some order that is
not defined by the language.

Examples of array declarations
BOARD
RECTANGLE
INVERSE

: MATRIX(1 .. 8,
: MATRIX(1 .. 20,
: MATRIX( 1 .. N,

F!LTER

: BIT_VECTOR(O

Example of array declaration
MY_SCHEDULE
14

including en index constraint:
1 .. 6):
1 .. 30):
1 .. N);

with a constrained

: INTEGER)

: VAR_LINE(0);

-

N nead not k

$tatic

array subtype:

all arrays of type SCHEDULE have the same bounds

-

Example of record type with e component

lWLl_LINE

sae 3.6

.. 31);

: SCHEDULE;

typo VAR_LINE(LENGTH
rwmrd
IMAGE : STRING(1
●nd rooord;

-

that is en arrey:

b

.. LENGTH):

--

NULl_LINE.lMAGE

is a null array

Notes:
15

The elaboration of a subtype indication consisting of a type mark followed by an Index constraint
checks the compatibility of the index constraint with the type mmk (see 3.3.2).
.
All components of an array have the same subtype. In pa~icular, for an array of components that
are one-dimensional arrays, this means thet all components have the same bounds and hence the
same length.
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References: accesstype 3.8, access type definition 3.8, access value 3,8, actuel parameter 6.4.1, allocator 4.8, array
bound 3.6, wmv component 3,6, ane~tv~e 3.6, arrovtvpmdefinition3.6,boUndofa raflg83.5, cowmtible3.3.2t
componentdaclare~ion3.7, constant3.2.1, constrainedarraVdofinition3.6, constrainedarravsubtvpe3.6, conversion
46, deslgnete3.8, designatedtype 3.8, diacraterange 3.6, entry 9.5, entry familv declaration 9.5, expression 4.4, forma! param~ter
parameter

354,

12

iteration

6 1 function
1,

rule

6.!5, generic

actual

parameter

123

wneric

formal

n~rame?er

12 1 12.3

generic

inltlal value 32 1 Integer Iileral 2 4, Integer type
5.5, mode 12.1.1, name 4.1, null range 3.5, object 3.2, object declaration 3.2 1, predefine tvpe

Index

3.6, ~ndexconstraint 36 1, index subtype 36

C, range 3.5, record component 3.7, renaming declaration 8.5, result subtype 6.1, satisfy 3.3, subprogram 6, subtype
conversion 4.6, subtype indication 3.3.2, type mark 3.3.2, unconstrained array tvpe 3.6, unconstrained subtype 3.3,
urwversal
rype
4.10, universel_integer
type 3.5.4, variable 3.2.1

3.6.2

Operations

of Array Types

The basic operations of an array type include the operations involved in assignment and
aggregates (unless the array type is limited), membership tests, indexed components, qualification,
and explicit conversion; for one-dimensional arrays the basic operations also include the operations involved in slices, and also string Iiterals if the component type is a character type.

1

an array value, or a constrained
array subtype, the basic operations also
include the attributes listed below. The8e attributes me not allowed for an unconstrained army
type. The argument N used in the attribute designators for the N-th dimension of an array must be
a static expression of type universa/Jnteger.
The value of N must be positive (nonzero) and no
greater than the dimensionaii~
of the 8rr~Y.

2

A“FIRST

Yields the lower bound of the first index range. The vaiue of this attribute
has the same type as this iower bound.

3

A’FIRST(N)

Yields the lower bound of the N-th index range. The value of this attribute
has the same type as this iower bound.

4

A’iAST

Yields the upper bound of the first index range. The vaiue of this attribute
has the same type as this upper bound.

5

A“LAST(N)

Yields the upper bound of the N-th index range. The value of this attribute
has the same type es this upper bound.

6

A’RANGE

Yields the first index range, that is, the range A’FIRST .. A’LAST.

7

A’RANGE(N)

Yields the N-th index range, that is, the range A’FIRST (N) ,. A“LAST (N).

8

A’LENGTH

Yields the number of values of the first index range (zero for a null range).
The value of this attribute is of the type universa/Jnteger.

A“LENGTH(N)

Yields the number of values of the N-th index range (zero for a null
range). The value of this attribute is of the type univtwsab”nteger.

If A is an array object,

In addition, the attribute 7“BASE IS defined for an array type or subtype T (see 3.3.3); the attribute
T“SIZE is defined for an army typo or subtype T, and the attributes A’SIZE and A’ADDRESS are
defined for an array objo ct A [SO. 13.7.2).

g

W

11
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Besides the basic operations, the operation of an array type include the predefine comparison for
equality and inequality, unless the array type is (imited. For one-dimensional errays, the operations
include catenation,
unless the arr~y type /S limited; if the component type is a discrete type, the
operations also inciude ali predefine
relational operators; if the component type is a boolean
type, then the operations aiao include the unery logical negation operator not, and the logical
operators.

13

Examptes

--

(using

arrays

dect8red

FILTER’FIRST
RECTANGLE’LAST{l

--

)

in the examples

=
=

0
20

of section

3.6.1):

FILTER’LAST
RECTANGLE’IAST(2)

=
=

FILTER’LENGTH

31

=

30

Notes:
14

A similer relation exists for the
The attributes
A’FIRST and A’FIRST (1 ) yield the same vaiue.
attributes A’mST,
A’RANGE, and A’LENGTH.
The following relations are satisfied (except for a null
array) by the oabove attributes if the index type is an integer type:
A’LENGTH
A’LENGTH(N)

15

w

An array

type

is limited

test 4.5 4.5.2,

not operator

type 3.3, unconstrained

3.6.3

type

1
I
is limited

(see 7.4.4).

The

4.5 4.5.6,

operator

null range 3.5, object 3.2. operation

4.5 4.5.2,

array type 3.6,

slice 4.1.2,

3.3, predeflned

operator

4.S. quallfied

static expression 4.9, string literal 2.6, submmponent

universal type 4.10,

univerasl_htegor

~

3.3,

3.5.4

The Type String

values

CHARACTER,

of the

predefine

indexed

subtype POSITIVE
type
2

if its component

+
+

F?eferencus: aggregate 4.3, array type 3.6, ●ealgnm.nt 5.2, attribute 4.1.4, basic operation 3.3.3, bound of a renge
3.5, caterwlon operator 4.54.5.3, ctteractw typ. 3.5.2, constrained wrw subtype 3.6, conv.rdon 4.6, designator
6.1, dimension 3.6, ind.x 3.6, indexed component 4.1.1, Ilmlted type 7.4.4, Ioglcal operator 4.54.5.1, mombershlp
expression 4.7, relational

1

- A’FIRST
- A’FIRST(N)

= A’LAST
= A’MST(N)

STRING

type

STRING

are one-dimensional

by values of the predefine

is INTEGER
is wrsy(POSITIVE

subtype

arrays

of the predefine

type

POSITIVE :

ro~
1 .. INTEGER’MST;
mngo <>) of CHARACTER;

Examples:
STARS
: STRING(1 .. 120)
:= (1 .. 120 => ‘*’ );
:= “HOW MANY CHARA~ERS?-;
QUESTION
: oonstant STRING
-QUESTION’FIRST = 1, QUESTION’IAST = 20 (the number of characters)
ASK.IWICE

NllUEW_SIX

: constant STRING
: constant ROMAN

:= QUESTION
:= “Xcvl”:

& QUESTiON;
see 3.6

Notes:
3

String !iterals (see 2.6 and 4.2) era basic operations applicable to the type STRING end to any
other onedimenslonal
array typa whoaa component typa is a character typo. The catenation
operator is a predefine
operator for the type STRING and for one-dimensional anay types; It is
represented as &. The relational operators <, <=, >, and >= are defined for values of these types,
and correspond to lexicographic order (see 4.5.2).

32
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l?eferences: aggregato4.3,

erray 3.6, catenation

3.6, dimension

Index 3.6, Iexlcogrephic

array}

predefine

3.7

3.6,

type C, relational

operator

4.5 4,5.2,

operator

4.54.603,

order 4.5.2,

ch.ractertYPS

positional

aggregate

3.6.2,
4.3,

component

1983

tYp9 (ofan

predefine

operstor 4.5,

The value

of a record

string literal 2.6, subtype 3.3, type 3.3

Record Types

A record

object

is a composite
object consisting of named components.
value consisting of the values of its components.

object is a composite

record_ type_definition
record
componen~list
end recwd

::=

component_list
::=
componen~declaration
[ Icomponen~declaration
I null:

[componencdeclaration
) varianqart

componen~declaration
::=
identifier_list : componen~subtvpe_defi
componenMubtype_definitlon

::=

nition

}

[:=

expression];

subtype-indication

Each component declaration declares 8 component of the record type. Besides components
declared by component declarations, the components of a record type inciude any components
declared by discriminant specifications of the record type declaration. The identifiers of all components of a record type must be distinct. The use of a name that denotes a record component other
than a discriminant is not allowed within the record type definition that declares the component.
A component
declarations,

component

declaration
with several identifiers is equivalent to a sequence of single component
component declaration declares a record
as explained
in section 3.2. Each singia

whose subtype is specified by the component

If a component

declaration

includes

the assignment

subtype definition.

compound

delimiter

followed

by an expres-

sion, the expression is the default expression of the record component;
must be of the type of the component.

Default

expressions

the default expression
are not aiiowed for components that

are of a limited type.
If a record type does not have a discriminant part, the same components are present in all vaiues
of the type. if the component list of a record type is defined by the reserved word null and there is
no discriminant pafl, then the record type has no components and aii records of the type are nu//
records.
The elaboration of a record type definition creates a record type; it consists of the elaboration of
(single) component declarations, in the order in which they appear, including
any corresponding

any component declaration in a variant part. The elaboration of a component declaration consists
of the elaboration of the component subtype definition.
For the elaboration of a component
subtype definition, if the constraint does not depend on a discriminant (see 3.7.1 ), then the subtype indication
is elaborated.
If, on the other hand, the constraint depends on a discriminant,
then the elaboration
consists of the evacuation of any included
expression that is not a diucriminant.

‘ a
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Examp1e8 of record type declarations:
type DATE i,
mood
: INTEGER rang. 1 .. 31:
DAY
MONTH : MONTH_NAME:
YEAR
: INTEGER mngo O .. 4000;
end reoord:
~

COMPLEX to
f?E : REAL := 0.0;
: REAL := 0,0;
IM
end rword:

10

Examples of record variables:
TOMORROW, YESTERDAY : DATE;
A, B, C : COMPLEX;
-- both components of A, B, and C me implicitly initialized to zero
Notes:

11

The default expression of a record component is implicitly evaluated by the elaboration of the
declaration of a record objoct, in the abaenca of an ●xplicit Initialization (ma 3.2.1 ). If a component
declaration has several Identifiers, the expreadon is evaluated once for each such component of
the object (since the declaration is oquivaiont to ● eequonce of sinf$. component decisratha).

la

Unlike the components

la

~ehnmces:
aesignm.nt oompound d.llmlt.r 2.2, oompon.nt 3.3, oompooitc velu. 3,3, con$treint 3.3, dochrdon
3.1, depend on s dleodminant 3,7.1, dlwriminant 3.3, diecrlmhmnt part 3.73.7.1, elaboration .3.9, .xprwekm 4.4,
identifier 2.3, idontlfier Ilst 3.2, Ilmlted typ. 7.4.4. nsme 4.1, obj.ct 3.2, aubtvpe 3.3, tYPS 3.3, We mofi 3.3.2,
variant pen 3.7.3

3.7.1

t

2

of an array, the cornponenta of a record need not be of the same type.

Dhximhmnta

A discriminant part specifies the discriminanta of a type. A discriminant of a record is a component
of the record. The type of a discriminant must be discrete.
ditwriminan~an
::=
(discriminan~wecificatlon

{; dlscrhlnantimcmcetion])

diacrlmlnanLapeciflcation ::=
identH’i.rJist : typ..mark (:=
3

●xpmaahml

A discriminant part is only ailovved in the type declaration for o record type, in a privote type
declaration or an incomplete type declaration {the corresponding fuli declaration must then d.ciar.
a record type), and in the generic parameter declaration for a formal private type.
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A discriminant specification with several identifiers is equivalent to a sequence of single discriminant specifications, as explained in section 3.2. Each singie discriminant specification declares a
discriminant. if a discrirninant specification inciudes the assignment compound delimiter followed
by an expression, the expression is the default expression of the dlscrimirmnt; the default expression must be of the type of the discriminant. Default expressions must be provided either for all or
for none of the discriminants

of a discriminant

The use of the name of a discriminant

4

pan.
part If

s

Within a record type definition the only aliowed uses of the name of a discriminant of the record
type are: in the default expressions for record components; in a variant part as the discriminant
name; and in a component subtype definition, either as a bound in an index constraint, or to
specify a discriminant value in a discriminant constraint, A discriminant name used in these component subtype definitions must appear by itself, not as part of a larger expression. Such component subtype definitions
and such constraints
are said to depend on a discriminant.

s

A component is said to depend on a discriminant if it is a record component declared in a variant
pan, or a record component whose component subtype definition depends on a discriminant, or
finally, one of the subcomponents of a component thet itself depends on a discriminant.

T

Each record value includes a vaiue for each discriminant specified for the record type; it also
includes a value for each record component that does not depend on a discriminant. The values of
the discriminants determine which other component values are in the record vaiue.

o

Direct assignment to a discriminant of an object is not aliowed; futihermore a discriminant is not
allowed as an actual parameter of mode in out or out, or as a generic actual parameter of mode h
out. ne only allowed way to change the vaiue of a discriminant of a variabie is to assign a
(complete) value to the variable itself. Similarly, an assignment to the variable itself is the only
●llowed way to change the constraint of on. of its components, if the component subtype definition depends on a discriminant of the variable.

o

the specification

l%e elaboration

of the discriminant

of a discrjminant

is not allowed
is itself given

in default expressions of a discriminant
in the discriminant
part.

part hes no other effect.

Examples:
w

BUFFER(SIZE
record

: BUFFER-SIZE

:=

100)

-

k

see 3.5.4

Pos
: BUFFER_SIZE := O;
VALUE : STRING(1 .. SiZE):
end record;
typo SQUARE(SIDE : INTEGER) is
record
MAT : MATRIX(1 .. SIDE, 1 .. SIDE);
end record;
type DOUBLE_SQUARE(NUMBER
: INTEGER) iS
record
LE~
: SQUARE (NUMBER);
RIGHT : SQUARE (NUMBER);
Ond record;

-

see 3.6
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typo ITEM(NUMBER
: POSITIVE} Is
record
CONTENT : INTEGER;
no component dep.nds on tho dlscdmhmt
end rooofd;
fieftwt?nces:

declaration

assignment

3.7,

5.2, aeoignment

component

compound

dellmher

2.2, bound of a range 3.5, component

straint 3.7.2, elaboration 3,9, oxpreedon 4,4, generic formal type 12,1, generic parameter declaration
2.3

identifier list 3.2, incomplete

private
3.3.2

3.7.2

type declaration
type declaration

Discriminant

type declaration

7.4, record type 3.7,
3.3.1,

3.3, component

of a rttoord 3.7, declaration 3.1, diacrote type 3.5, discriminant 3.3, discriminant con-

type mark 3.3.2,

3.8.1, index constraint 3.6.1,

scope 8,2, simple

name 4.1,

12.1, identifier

name 4.1, object 3.2, private type 7.4,
subcomponent

3.3, subtype Indication

variant pan 3.7.3

Constraints

A discriminant constraint is only allowed in a subtype indication, efter a type mark. This type mark
must denote either a type with dirncriminants, or an access type whose designated type is a type
with discriminants. A discriminant constraint specifies the vaiues of these discriminants.
discriminen~onstrelnt
::=
(dhicriminanLamociatlon
discriminent_association ::=
(dlsctim)nant~implefiame

{, discdminenussociation

1)

{1 d/scr/m~n8nraimple_namel

=>1 expression

Each discriminant association associates an expression with one or more discriminants. A discriminant association is said to be named If the dhcrimlnants are upectfled explicitly by their names; It
is otherwhw said to be PoWOMI.
For a positional s$aociatlon, the {single) discriminant io impiioitly
specified by position, in textuai order. Named asaoclations can be given in any order, but if both
positional and named ●saooietlons are used in the Dome dkcrimhwnt corwtralnt, then positional
associations must occur first, at their normal position. Hehce once 8 named assoclaflon Is usdd,
the rest of the discriminant
constraint
must use oniy named associations.
For a named cjiscriminant association,
the discriminant
names must denote discriminants
of the
type for which the discriminant constraint is given, A discriminant association with more then one
discriminant name is oniy aliowed if the named discriminants are ali of the same type. Fuflhermore, for each discriminant association (whether named or positional), the expression and the
associated discriminants must have the same type. A discriminant constraint must provide exactly
one vaiue for each discriminant of the type.

A discriminant constraint is compatible with the type denoted by a type mark, if and oniy if each
discriminant value belongs to the subtype of the corresponding discriminant. in addition, for each
subcomponent whose component subtype specification depends on a discriminant, the discriminant vaiue is substituted for the discriminant
in this component
patibility of the resulting subtype indication
Is checked.

subtype

specification

and the com-

A composite vaiue satisfies a discriminant conatralnt if and only If esch discriminant of the composite value has the va{ue imposed by the diacriminant con$tralnt.

.—

—

—
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For a variable declared by an object declaration, the subtype indication of the corresponding
object declaration must hnpo8e a discrimlnant constraint unless default expressions exist for
the discriminants; the discrlmintmt values are defined either by the constraint or, in its
absence, by the default expressions. The same requirement exists for the subtype indication of
a component declaration, if the type of the record component has discriminants; and for the
component subtype indication of an array type, if the type of the array components is a type
with discriminttnts.

0

For a constant declared by en object declaration, the values of the discriminants are those of
the initial value if the subtype of the constant is unconstrained; they are otherwise defined by
this subtype (in the latter case, an exception is raised if the initial value does not belong to this
subtype}. The same rule applies to a generic parameter of mode ht.

9

For an object designated by an access value, the discriminant values must be defined by the
allocator that creates the object. (The allocated object is constrained with the corresponding
discriminant values.)

10

For a formal parameter of a subprogram or entry, the discriminants of the formal parameter
are initialized with thoso of the corresponding actual pararnetar.
(The formal perameter is
constrained if the corresponding actd
parameter is constrained, and in any case if the mode
is in or if the subtype of the formal parameter is constrained.)

n

For a renamina declaration and for a generic formal parameter of mode in OU% the diacriminants are thos-e of the renamed object or of the corresponding generic actual parameter.

u

For the elaboration of a discdmhwnt constraint, the expressions given in the discriminant associations are evaluated in some order that is not defined by the language; the expression of a named
association is evaluated once for each named discdrnkmnt.

u

The initial values of the discriminants
follows:

of an object of a type with discriminants are determined

M

: BUFFER(200);
: BUFFER;

-

MESSAGE

conatrahed, always 200 chamctera (explicit discrimhwnt value)
unconstrained, initially 100 characters (default discriminant valu.)

BASIS
ILLEGAL

: SQUARE(5);
: SQUARE;

–
–

constrained, always 5 by 5
Illegal, a SQUARE must be constrained

LARGE

Note:
The above rules and the rules defining the elaboration of an object declaration (see 3.2) ensure
that discriminants always have a value, In particular, if a dkcriminant constraint is impmed on an
object declaration, each dlscrlminant Is initialized with the value specified by the constraint.
Similarly, if the subtype of a component has a discrlminant constraint, the discrirninants of the
component are correspondingly initialized.

s

#?ehmces: acceastype 3.8, •ca~ type d.finltbn 3.8, woesa VBIW 3.8, eotua(parameter6L4.1,allomtor 4.8, army
type doflnMon3.6, boundof a rang. 3.5, compatlbi. 3.3.2, component3.3, componantdectsratlon3,7, oomponont
subtypeindication3.7, cornposheW)W 3.3, constant3,2.1, constrainedsubtype3.3, constmint~~s,dddlorstbn3.1,
defaultexpmmlonfor a dlscrlmlnmt3.7, dependon a disorlmtnam3.7.1, designate3.8, designatedtypo 3.6, dlacrhninant 3.3, elaboration3.9, ent~ 9.6, evalwtion 4.6, .xpreaeion4.4, formal parameter6.1, genedc actual parameter
12.3, genedc formal paramet.r 12.1 12.3, mode In 6.1, mod. in out 8.1, name 4.1, object 3.2, object daciaration
3.2.1, renamingdeclaration8.S, reserved word 2.9, satisfy 3.3, aimpb nama 4.1, aubcornponent 3.3, subprogram 6,

w

subtype

q q-

3.3, wb~e

Indication 3.3.2, type 3.3, type mark 3.3.2, variable 3.2.1

nr.m.l~;~.m+

~nrne~.qz~pp * 7 9
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Parts

A record type with a variant part speclfles alternative lists of components.
components for the corresponding value or values of the discriminant.
varian~arl

Each variant defines the

:;=

me b

discrtmhmt_eimple
_na
variant
I variantl
end case;
wea

variant

Ac!a Reference Manual

::=

when choice

{1 choice}

=>

componenLli9t

choice ::= simple_expreaaion
I discrete~ange
I othors I cornponent_aimple-name
3

Each variant starts with a list of choices which must be of the same type as the discriminisnt of the
variant part. The type of the discriminant of a variant part must not be a generic formal type. If the
subtype of the discriminant Is static, then each value of this subtype must be represented once and
only once in the set of choices of the variant pan, and no other value is allowed. Otherwise, each
value of the (bage) type of the discriminant must be represented once and only once in the set of
choices.

4

The simple expressions and discrete mnges given as choices in e variant pan must be static. A
choice defined by a discrete range stands for all values in the corresponding range (none If a null
range). The choice otkrs is only allowed for the last variant and as its only choice; it stands for all
values (possibly none) not given In the choices of previous variants. A component simple name is
not allowed as a choice of a variant (although it is part of the syntax of choice).

5

A record value contains the values of the components
of a given varient if and only if the discrimirmnt value is equal to one of the values speclfled by the choices of the variant. This rule applies in
turn to any further voriant that is, itself, included in the component list of the given variant. If the

component
e

Exomple
type
type

list of a variant is specified by null, the variant has no components.

of record
DEVICE
STATE

t~pe

with

a verient

pati:

b (PRINTER, DISK, DRUM);
is (OPEN, CLOSED);

typa PERIPHERALIUNIT : DEVICE := DISK) b
mood
STATUS : STATE;
cow UNIT la
when PRINTER =>
LINE_COUNT : INTEGER ranga 1 .. PAGE_SIZE:
when othara = >
CYLINDER
: CYLINDER_lNDEX;
TRACK
: TRACtLNUMBER;
end 06S0;
end record:

.
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Declarations

of record

subtypes:

subtype DRUM_UNIT
subtyps DISKUNIT
Examples of constrained

Is pERIPHERAL{DRUM);
is PERIPHERAL(DISK);
record v8riab}es:

WRITER

: PER IPHERAL(UNIT

ARCHIVE

: DISK_ UNIT:

=:>

PRINTER);

Note:

Choices with discrete values are also used in case statements and in array aggregates.
with component simple names are used in record aggregates.

Choices

References: array aggregate 4.3.2, base type 3,3, component 3.3, component list 3.7, discrete range 3.6,
discriminant 3.3, generic formal type 12,1,2, null range 3.5, record aggregate 4.3.1, range 3.5, record type 3.7, simple
expression 4.4,

3.7.4

simple name

Operations

4.1.

static discrete

of Record

range 4.9,

static expression 4.9,

g

10

static subtvpe 4.9, subtype 3.3

Types

The basic operations of a record type include the operations invoived in assignment and
aggregates (unless the type is limited), membership tests, selection of record components,
qualification, and type conversion (for derived types).

1

For any object A of a type with discriminants,
attribute:

z

A’CONSTRAINED

the basic operations also include the following

Yieids the value TRLJE if a discriminant constraint applies to the object A,
or if the object is a constant (inciuding a formal parameter or generic formai parameter of mode in); yields the value FALSE otherwise. If A is a
generic formal paremeter of mode in out, or if A is a formal parameter of
mode in out or out and the type mark given in the corresponding
parameter specification denotes an unconstrained type with discrimirmnts, then the value of this attribute is obtained from that of the corresponding actuai parameter. The value of this attribute is of the
predefine type BOOLEAN.

3

In addition, the attributes TBASE and T’SIZE are defined for a record type or subtype T (see 3.3*3);
the attributes A’SIZE and A’ADDRESS are defined fore record object A (see 13.7.2).

t

Besides the basic operations, the operations of a record type include the predefine
for equaiity and inequality, unless the type is iimited,

s

comparison

Note:
A record type is limited
/?ufi!vww?cus; actual parameter

if the type of any of its components
6.4,1,

aggregate

4,3, assignment

is iimited (see 7.4.4).

5.2, attribute

4.1,4,

basic operation

6

3.3.3,

boolean

type 3.5.3, constant 3.2.1, conversion 4.6, derived type 3,4, discriminont 3.3, diacriminant constraint 3.7,2, formal

parameter 6.1, generic actuai parameter 12.3, generic formal parameter 12,1 12,3, iimited type 7,4,4, membership
test 4.54.5.2, mode 6.1. object 3.2.1, operation 3,3, prodefin.d operator 4.5, predefine type C. qualified expression
4.7, record type 3.7, reiationd operator 4.54.5.2, sei.cted component 4.1.3, wbcomponent 3.3, subtype 3.3, tYPS

3.3
-*

Clnwetions

of Record

Tvpes 3.7.4

1
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3.8

1

access_type_def

Manual

inition

::=

●ccess

subtype_ indication

For each access type, there is a literal null which has a null access value designating no object at
all. The null value of an access type is the default initial value of the type. Other values of an
access type are obtained by evaluation of a special operation of the type, called an allocator. Each
such access vaiue designates an object of the subtype defined by the subtype indication of the
access type definition; this subtype is celled the designated subtype; the base type of this subtype
is tailed the designated
type, The objects designated by the values of an access type form a co//e?cassociated

The elaboration
and creates

5

Ada R.femnce

AccOOS Types

tion implicitly
4

- 1815A

An object declared by an object declaration
is created by the elaboration of the object declaration
and is denoted by a simple name or by some other form of name.
In contrast, there are objects
that are created by the evaluation
of u//ocators (see 4.8) and that have no simple name. Accesrnto
such an object is achieved by an access va/ue returned by an allocator: the access value is said to
the object.
designate

2
3

AtVS1/MIL-STD

with

of an access
an access type.

the type.
type definition

consists

of the elaboration

of the subtype

indication

If an access object
is constant,
the contained
access value cannot be changed and always
designates
the same object.
On the other hand, the value of the designated
object need not
remain the same (assignment
to the designated
object is allowed uniess the designated type is
limited).

8

The only forms of constraint that are allowed after the name of an access type in a subtype hdication are index constraints and discriminant
constraints.
(See sections 3.6.1 and 3.7.2 for the rules
applicable to these subtype indications. ) An access value be/ongs to a corresponding subtype of
an access type either if the access vaiue is the nuli vaiue or if the vaiue of the designated object

satisfies the constraint.
7

Examples:
type

FRAME

is ●cc@SS MATRIX;

type BUFFER_NAME

is scceas BUFFER;

--

see 3.6

--

see 3.7.1

Notes:

8

An access value delivered by an allocator can be assigned to several access objects. Hence it is
possible for an object created by an allocator to be designated by more than one variabie or constant of the access type, An access value can oniy designate an object created by an allocator; in
particular, it cannot designate an object declared by an object declaration.

9

If the type of the objects designated
by the access values is an array type or a type with discriminants, these objects are constrained
with either the array bounds or the discriminent
values supplied implicitly or explicitly for the corresponding allocators (see 4,8).

or references

in some other languages.

10

Access values are called pointers

1!

allocstor 4.8, ●rmy typo 3.6, sssignmont S.2, belong to e subtype 3.3, constant 3.2.1, constraint 3.3,
3.7.2, elaboration 3,9, Index constmlnt 3.6.1, index specification 3,6, Ilmlted type 7,4.4, literal
4.2, name 4,1, object 3.2,1, object decl.mtlon 3.2.1, reserved word 2.9, satisfy 3.3, simple name 4.1, subcomponent
Refennces:

dhwrirnintmt constraint

3.3

subtype 3.3, subtype indication 3.3.2, type 3.3, wrieble

3.2.1
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3.8.1

Incomplete

Typo Dochmtlons

There are no particular limitations
on the designated
type of an access type. In particular, the type
of a component
of the designated
type can be another access type, or even the same access type.
Their declarations
require a prior
This permits mutually dependent
tmd recursive access types.
incomplete
(or private) type declaration
for one or more types.
incomplete_

type_ declaration

::=

type

identifier

2

[discriminanLpafl];

For each incomplete type declaration, there must be a corresponding declaration of a type with the
The corresponding declaration must be either a full type declaration or the
same identifier.
are given in terms of fuil type
declaration of a task type, In the rest of this section, explanations

s

the same rules apply also to declarations
of task types.
If the incomplete
type
declarations;
occurs immediately within either a declarative part or the visibte part of a package
declaration

within this
specification, then the full type declaration must occur later and immediately
declarative parl or visible part. If the incomplete type declaration occurs immediately within the
private part of a package, then the full type declaration must occur later and immediately within
either the private part itself, or the declarative pan of the corresponding package body.
A discriminant part must be given in the full type declaration if and only if one is given in the
incomplete type declaration; if discriminant parts are given, then they must conform (see 6.3.1 for
the conformance rules). Prior to the end of the full type declaration, the only allowed use of a name
that denotes a type declared by an incomplete type declaration is as the type mark in the subtype
indication of an access type definition; the only form of constraint allowed in this subtype indication is a discriminant constraint.

~

The elaboration
of an incomplete
type declamation creates 8 type. [f the incomplete
type cieclaration has a discriminant
pan, this elaboration
includes that of the discriminant
part: in such a case,

s

the discriminant
Example

p8ti of the full type declaration

of a recursive

is not elaborated.

type:

o

type CELL; --incomplete type declaration
type LiNK is accaw CELL:
type CELL is
record
VALUE

Succ
PRED
end record;

HEAD
N E)(T
Examples
typo
typo

: INTEGER;
: LiNK;
: LINK;

: LiNK := now CELL’(O, null, null);
: LiNK

:=

of mutually

HEAD. SUCC;
dependent

PERSON(SEX
CAR;

type PERSON.NAME
typo CAR_NAME
CAR is
record
NUMBER
OWNER
end record;

access

: GENDER);

--

t~pes:
incomplete
incomplete

type
type

declaration
declaration

Is acaoaa PERSON;
la ●csoaa CAR;

type

ar-iarnrlmn

an

mlmuurmllufl

: iiUTEGER;
: PERSON_NAME;

.,.

,

* ..–.—

!–

&l--

--i.

.

-u--A

-6

-A-h-D-+imm

● -w

wsma

rnrm

rm nm
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~pe PERSON(SEX : GENDER) is
record
: STRING(1 .. 20);
NAME
: DATE;
BIRTH
: INTEGER mngs
AGE
VEHICLE
: CAR_NAME;
case SEX Is
when M => WIFE
when

F

=>

O .. 130;

HUSBAND

: PERSON_ NAME(SEX

=>

F):

: PERSON_

=>

M):

NAME(SEX

end casa;
end reoord;
MY_CAR, YOUR_CAR,
a

!?w’emrctrs:

NEXT_CAR : CAR_ NAME;

access type 3.8, access twe

3.1, declarative item 3.9, designate
tifier 2.3,

3.8.2
1

name

4.1,

operations

subtype

implicitly initialized with null value

dt!finition 3.8, component 3.3

3.8, discriminent

indication

--

3.3.2,

constraint

type 3.3,

3.7.2.

conform 6.3.1, mnstraint 3.3, ~ec~arat~on

discriminant

part 3.7.1,

elaboration

3.9, ichm-

type mark 3.3.2

of Access Types

The basic operations of an access type include the operations involved in assignment, allocators
for the access type, membership teats, qualification, explicit conversion, and the literal null. If the
designated type is a type with discriminants, the basic operations include the selection of the corresponding discrimintmts;
If the designated
type is a record type, they include the seiection of the
corresponding
components;
if the designated
type is an may type, they include the formation of

indexed components and slices; if the designated type is a task type, they include selection of
entries and ent~ families. Furthermore, the basic operations inciude the formation of a selected
component

with

the

reserved

word

811 [see 4. 1.s).

2

If the designated type is an array type, the basic operations inciude the attributm that have the
attribute designators FIRST, mST, RANGE, and LENGTH (iikewise, the attribute designators of tho
The prefix of each of these attributes must bee vaiue of the access type. These
N-th dimension).
attributes yield the corresponding characteristics of the designated object (see 3.6.2).

3

if the designated type is a task type, the basic operations inciude the attributes that have the
and CALLABLE (see 9.9). The prefix of each of these attributes
attribute designators TERMINATED
must be a vaiue of the access type. These attributes yield the corresponding characteristics of the
designated task objects.

4

In addition, the attribute TBASE [see 3.3.3) and the representation attributes TSlzE and
T’STORAGE_SIZE (see 13.7.2) are defined for an access type or subtype T; the attributes ASIZE
and A’ADDRESS are defined for an access object A (see 13.7.2).

5

Besides the basic operations, the operations of an access type include the predefine
for equaiity and inequality,

6

I?etermcus: accesstype 3.8, allocator 4.8, array type 3.6, asdgnmont 5.2, attrlbuto 4.1.4, attribute designator 4.1.4,

comparison

base type 3.3, basic operation 3.3.3, collection 3.8, constrained army subtype 3.6, conversion 4.6, designate 3.8,
designated subtwe 3.8, das@md type 3.8, dtaortmlnant 3.3, indwd oornponant 4.1.1, Morel 4.2, rnofntwshlpteat
4.54,5.2,
object 3.2.1, operation 3.3, pdvat. type 7.4, quellfied expression 4.7, record type 3.7, selected component
4.1.3, SI)CO4.1.2, subtype 3.3, task type 9.1, tyPS 3.3
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Patis

pan

contains

declarative

declarative_part
::=
{basic_dechwative_Rom}

items

(possibly

{later4eclarativo_item

none).

I

basic_declarative_item ::= basic_declaration
I use_clause
I representation_clause
later_declarative_item
::= body
I subprogram_declaration
j package_ declaration
{ taskdeclaration
I generic_declaration
I use_clause
I generic_instantiation
body

::= proper_body

proper_body

::=

I bodyfitub

wbprogram_body

[ package_body

I taskbody

The elaboration of a declarative
part consists of the elaboration
of the declarative
items, if any, in
the order in which they are given in the declarative
part. After its elaboration,
a declarative
item is
said to be e/abor8ted.
Prior to the completion
of its elaboration
(including before the elaboration),
the declarative
item is not yet elaborated.

3

For several forms of declarative item, the language rules (in particular scope and visibility rules) are
such that it is either impossible or illegal to use an entity before the elaboration of the declarative

4

item that declares this entity. For example, it is not possible to use the name of a type for an object
declaration if the corresponding type declaration is not yet elaborated. In the case of bodies, the
following checks are performed:
●

For a subprogram

●

For the activation of a task, a check is made that the body of the corresponding task unit is
aiready elaborated.

●

For the instantiation
already elaborated.

The exception

call, a check is made that the body of the subprogram

of a generic

unit that

is already

elaborated.

has a body, a check is made that this body is

PROGRAM_ ERROR is raised if any of these checks fails.

If a subprogram declaration, a package declaration, a task declaration, or a generic declaration Is a
declarative item of a given declarative part, then the body (if there is one) of the program unit
declared by the declarative item must itself be a declarative item of this declamtive pan (and must
appear later). If the body is a body stub, then a separately compiled subunit containing the corresponding proper body is required for the program unit (see 10.2).
/?t?fLWW7C~S:activation
3.3, visibility

9.3, instantiation

12.3, program_error

exception

11.1, scopa 8.2, subprogram

call 6.4, type

8.3

EMorvtion

of dac}srathns:
3.1, oomponont decl~mtion 3.7, defarrod constant daclamtlon 7.4.3, diacr{rnhmnt
specification 3.7.1, entry doclar.tlon 9.5, ●numoratlon Iltoral spaclficctlon 3.5.1, gonaric daclsmtion 12.1, ganeric
irwtantlation 12.3, bcompkt. wpa daolamtion 3.8.1, Iwp pammotar apaclfkation 63, number dadaration 3.2.2,
objact declaration 3.2.1, packago dadamtion 7.2, pammet.r apecificatlon6.1, privatetypa daclarstion7.4,1, mMrningdadaratkm 8.5, subprogramdeclaration6.1, ●UMYP. ciaclmation3.3.2, tsskdeclaration9,1, typaddaratlon 3.3.1

Declarative

3-43

..
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O~tyxd@fin/f/OflS;

3.4, enumeration

type doflnition

3,3,1,
3.5.1,

accoss~~dcfinltion

}ntogor typ.

ddnition3

U

3.8, array ~~doflnltlon
.5.4,

real type definition

Ma Reference Manual

3.6. der{v~tyw
3.5.6,

doflnition

record type definition

3.7

13

Elaboration ofothorconatructa:
generic body 12.2, gwwric

oont.xt dsus. 10.1, body stub 10.2, compilation unit 10.1, diacrlmlrmt pan

12.1 12.3, Ilbmry unit 10.5, paaksgo kw)y 7.1, mprwwrmtton
clause 13.1, subprogram body 6.3, .ubunlt 10.2, task body 9.1, tack objoct 9.2, took spoclfication 9.1, uae ciauw 8.4,
3.7.1,

with

clause

formal param.t.r

10.1.1

.-
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4, Names

and

Expressions

The rules applicable to the different forms of name and expression, and to their evaluation,
given in this chapter.

are

1

Names can denote declared entities, whether declared explicitly or implicitly (see 3.1). Names can
also denote objects designated by access values; subcomponents and slices of objects and values;
single entries, entry families, and entries in families of entries. Finally, names can denote attributes
of any of the foregoing.

1

4.1

Names

name ::= simple_narne
I character_literal
I indexed_component
I selected_component

I operator_symbol
I slice
[ attribute

simple_name ::= identifier
prefix ::= name I function_call
A simple name for an entity is either the identifier associated with the ent ty by its declaration, or
another identifier associated with the entity by e renaming declaration.

3

Certain forms of name (indexed and seiected components, slices, and attributes) include a prefix
that is either a name or a function call. If the type of a prefix is an access type, then the prefix must
not be a name that denotes a formal parameter of mode out or a subcomponent thereof.

4

If the prefix of a name is a function call, then the name denotes a component, a slice, an attribute,
an ent~, or an entry family, either of the result of the function call, or (if the result is ac access
vaiue) of the object designated by the result.

5

A prefix is said to be appropriate

for a type in either of the following

●

The type of the prefix is the type considered.

.

The type of the prefix

is an access

type

whose designated

cases:

6
7

type is the type considered,

8

The evacuation of a name determines the entity denoted by the name. This evaluation has no other
effect for a name that is a simple name, a character iiteral, or an operator symbol,

9

The evaluation of a name that has a prefix includes the evaluation of the prefix, that is, of the corresponding name or function call. If the type of the prefix is an access type, the evaluation of the
prefix includes the determination of the object designated by the corresponding access vaiue; the
exception CONSTRAINT_ERROR is raised if the value of the prefix is a null access value, except in
the case of the pref!x of e representation attdbute (see 13.7.2).

w
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of simple

PI
LIMIT
COUNT
BOARD
MATRIX
RANDOM
ERROR
12

References:

access

3.3, constralnt_error

--

names:

-------

the
the
the
the
the
the
the

simple
simple
simple
simple
simple
simple

name
name
name
name
name
name
name

type

3.8, access value 3.8, mtrlbute 4.1.4,

simple

exception

11.1, declaration

femily 9,5

evaluation 4.5, formal parameter
null access value 3,8, object 3,2.1, operator

component

4.1.1

1

An

4.1.3,

slice 4.1.2,

a number
a constant
a scalar variable
art errey variable
a type
a function
an exception

3.1, designate

belong

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

to a

type

3.8, designated

3.3,

3.2.2)
3.2.1 )
3.2.1)
3.6.1)
3.6)
6.1)
11.1)
character

literal

2.5,

type 3.8, entity 3.1, ent~

cornponont

9.6, ent~

6.1, function call 6,4. identifier 2.3, indexed component 4.1.1, mode 6,1,
symbol 6.1, raising of exceptions
11, renaming
declarations 8.5, selected

subcomporwnt

3.3,

type 3.3

Indoxod Components

indexed

component

denotes

indexd_component

2

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

either

a component

of an array

or an ent~

in a family of entries.

::= preflx(expreasion (, expressbn })

3

In the case of a component of an array, the prefix must be appropriate for an array type. The
expressions specify the index values for the component; there must be one such expression for
each index position of the array type. In th. case of an ent~ in a family of entries, the prefix must
be a name that denotes an entry family of a task object, and the expression (there must be exactly
one) specifies the index value for the individual entry.

4

Each expression must be of the type of the corre$pondlng Index. For the evaluation of an Indexed
component, the prefix and the expressions are evaluated in some order that is not defkwd by the
language, The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised if an index value does not belong to the
range of the corresponding
Index of the prefixing array or ent~ family.

5

Examples

of indexed

components:

MY_SCHEDULE(SAT)
PAGE(10)
BOARD(M,
J + 1)
PAGE(10)(2O)
REQUEST(MEDIUM)
NEXT_ FRAME(L) (M, N)
Notes

-

-–

a component of a one-dimensional array
a component of o one-dimensional array
a component of a twodimensional array
a component of a component
an entry In a family of entries
a component of a function call

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see
{see

3.6.1
3.6)
3.6.1
3.6)
9.5)
6.1 )

on the examples:

6

Distinct notations are used for components of multidimensional arrays (such as BOARD) and
arrays of arrays (such as PAGE ). The components of an array of arrays are arrays and can therefore
be indexed. Thus PAGE ( 10)(20) denotes the 20th component of PAGE ( 10). h the last Oxal’np!O
lUE~_FRAME(L) is 8 function call returning an access value which designates e two-dimensional
array.

7.

spproptiato for o type 4.1, ●rmy type 3,8, ournponont 3,3, component of ●n ●rray 3,6, oonstralnLemor
9.6, ●nt~ family 8.6, waluatlon 4,6, expreesiQn4.4, function call 6A, In awn.
order 1 6, index 3.6, name 4.1, prefix 4,1, rolsing of exceptions 11, returned valuo 6.8 6,5, task obj.ct 9.2
References:

exception

11.1, dimonaiort 3,6, wtt~
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4.1.2

Slices

A slice denotes a one-dimensional array formed by 8 sequence of consecutive components of a
one-dimensional array, A siice of a variable is a variabie; a siice of a constant is a constant; a slice
of a value is a v81ue.
slice ::= prefix(discrete_range)

!

2

The prefix of a siice must be appropriate for a one-dimensional array type. The type of the siice ia
the base type of this array type, The bounds of the discrete range define those of the siice and
must be of the type of the index; the aiice is a nu// s/ice denoting a nuii array if the discrete range is
a nuii range.

3

For the evacuation of a name that is a slice, the prefix and the discrete range are ewiuated in some
order that is not defined by the ianguage, The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised by the

4

evaluation
of a siice, ~ther than a nuii slice, if any of the bounds of the discrete range does not
belong to the index range of the prefixing array. (The bounds of a nuli slice need not beiong to the

subtype of the index.)
Examples of slices:

5

-.
--

STARS(1 ,, 15)
PAGE(10 ,, 10 + SIZE)
PAGE(L)iA .. 8)
STARS( 1 .. O)
MY_SCHEDULE(WEEKDAY)
STARS(S .. 16)(K)

a slice of 16 characters
e slice of 1 + SiZE components

a slice of the array PAGE(L)
e null slice
bounds given by subtype
earno ●s STARS(K)
provided that K is in 5 ., 15

(see
(see
(ace
(ace
(s..
be

3.6.3)
3.6 and 3.2.1 )
3.6)
3.6.3)
3.6 and 3.6.1 )
3.6.3)

Notes:
For a one-dimerwionai array A, the name A(N ,. N) is a siice of one component; ita type is the baae
type of A. On the other hand, A(N) is a component of the array A and has the corre@onding component type.

a

fl@fWenCes: appropriate for a type 4.1, array 3,6, array type 3.6, array value 3.8, base typa 3,3, belong to a subtype

7

3.3,

bound of a discrete

straint_error

exception

range

3,6.1,

11,1, dimension

component

3.3,

component

3.6, discrete ran~e 3.6, evaluation

null array 3.6,1, null range 3,5, prefix 4.1, raising of exceptions

4.1.3

type 3.3,

constant

3,2.1,

constraint

3.3, con-

4.5, index 3.6, index range 3.6, name 4,1,

11, type 3.3,

variabie

3.2.1

Solootod Compon.ftta

Seiected components are used to denote record components, entries, ent~ famiiies, and objects
designated by acceas vaiuea; they are also wed as expanded names as described beiow.
eelocted.oomponent

::= pmflx.eaioctor

$Oioctor ::= aimpkrmme
I Character-literei J operator_aymtmi I ●ll

I

2
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components

ponent, an entry, or an object designated
4

(a)

5

6

are used to denote

- 18/5A
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a discriminant, a record com-

by an access velue:

A discrlminant:
The selector must be a simple name denoting a discriminant of an object or value. The prefix
must be appropriate for the type of this object or value.

(b)

A component

of a record:

The selector must be a simple name denoting a component of 8 record object or value, The
for the type of this object or value.
prefix must be appropriate

7

8

For a component

of a variant,

a check

is made

that

the values

of the discriminants

are such

that the record has this component, The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised if this check
fails.
9

(c)

family of a task:

The selector must be a simple name denoting a single entry or an entry family of a task, The
prefix must be appropriate for the type of this task.

10

11

A single entry or an entv

(d)

An object designated

by an access value:

The selector must be the reserved word all. The value of the prefix must belong to an access
type.

12

!3

A selected

M

(e)

component
of one of the remaining two forms is called an expanded name
In each
case the selector must be either a simple name, a character literal, or an operator symbol. A function call is not allowed as the prefix of an expanded name. An expanded name can denote:

15

An entity declared

in the vidble

part of a packa~e:

The prefix must denote the package.
symbol of the entity.

The selector

must be the simpie name,

character

literal,

or operator
W
17

(f)

An entity whose declaration

occurs immediately

within a named construct:

The prefix must denote a construct that is either a program unit, a block statement, a loop
statement, or an accept statement.
In the case of an accept statement, the prefix must be
either the simple name of the entry or ent~ family, or an expanded name ending with such a
simple name (that is, no index is allowed). The selector must be the simple name, character
literal, or operator symbol of an entity whose declaration occurs immediately within the construct.
This form of expanded name is only allowed within the construct itself (including the bdy and
any subunits, in the case of a program unit). A name declared by a renaming declaration is not
allowed as the prefix. If the prefix is the name of a mhprogrsm or accept statement and if
there is more than one visible enclosing subprogram or accept statement of this name, the
expanded name is arnblguous, independently of the selector.

19

If, according to the visibility rules, there is at least one possible interpretation of the prefix of a
selected component as the name of an enclcwdng subprogram or accept statement, then the only
interpretations considered are those of rule (f), as expanded names (no interpretations of the prefix
as a function call are then considered).

--
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of a name that Is a selected

of se/ected

-------

CONTROL.SEIZE

--

POOL(K),WRITE

--

NE~_CAR.all

--

of the prefix.

w
21

a
a
a
a
a

record

(see 3.7)

component

record component
record component
record component (a discriminant)
record component of the result
01 the function call MlN_CELL(H)

(see
(see
(see
(see

an entry
an entry

(see 9.1
(see 9.1

of the task CONTROL
of the task POOL(K)

the object designated by
the access variable NEXT_ CAR

-of expanded

includes the evaluation

components:

TOMORROW. MONTH
NEXT.CAR.OWN ER
NEXT_ CAR,OWNER. AGE
WRITER .UNIT
MIN_CELL(H).VALUE

Examples

component

3.8.1 )
3.8.1 )
3.7.3)
6.1 and 3.8.1)

and 9.2)
and 9.2)

(see 3.8.1 )
22

names:

TABLE_MANAGER.lNSERT

--

KEY_MANAGER.-<”

–

DOT_ PRODUCT. SUM
BUFFER.POOL
BUFFER.READ

-

SWAP.TEMP
STANDARD. BOOLEAN

--

-–

a procedure
an operator

of the visible part of a package
of the visible part of a package

a variable declared in a procedure body
a variable declared in a task unit
an ent~ of a task unit

a variable declared in a block statement
the name of n predefine type

(see 7.5)
(see 7.4.2)
(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

6.5)
9.12)
9.12)
5.6)
8.6 and C)

Note:
For a record with components that are other records, the above rules imply that the simple name
For example, the namo
must be given at each level for the name of a subcomponent.
NEm_CAR .OWNER. BIRTH .MONTH
cannot be shortened (N~_CAR
.OWNER .MONTH
is not
allowed).

m

References: accept statement 9.5, ecceas type 3.8, ●ccess valu. 3.6, appropriate for a type 4.1, blockstatomont6.6,
bodyof a programunit 3.9, characterliteral2.5, componentof a record3.7, constrain~orror.xc.ptlon 11.1, doclorotion 3.1, designate3.8, discriminant3.3, entity 3.1, .ntry 9.6, .nt~ family 9.6, functioncall8.4, M.x 3.6, loopatatoment 5.5, object3.2.1, occurimm.diet.ly within 8.1, operator4,S, operatorsymbol6.1, ov.rloadlng 8.3, package7,
predofinodtype C, prefix4.1, proc.dur. body6.3, programunit 6, raisinsof exceptions11, r.cord 3.7, recorocome
nont 3,7, renamingdeclaration8.5, resatvedword 2.9, simple name 4.1, subprogram 6, .ubunlt 10.2, task 8, taak
object 9.2, task unit 9, variable 3.7.3, variant 3,7.3, visibility 8.3, visible part 3.7.3

~~

4.1.4

Attrlbuwa

An attribute

denotes a basic operation

of an entity given

by a prefix.

attribute ::= prafix’attribute-designator
attribute_designator ::= simplefiame

[(un/vema/~tat/c_.mmwlon)]

The applicable attribute dodgnetora depend on the prefix. An attribute con be a basic operation
It can b. a function, a typa, or a range, The mowtlng of tho prefix of
dellvefing e value; “ahomdw-ly
an attribute must be detorrnlnablo independently of the attribute doaignator ●nd ind.pondontiy of
the fact that it is the prefix of an attribute,

AK

a4*. ?k ,+”. 4

●

4

3
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4

The

attributes defined by the language are summarized
in Annex A.
implementation
may provide Implementation-defined
attributes; their description
Appendix
F. The attribute
designator
of any implementation-defined
attribute
same as that of any ianguage-defined
attribute,

5

The evaluation

of a name

that

is an attribute

consists

of the evaluation

of the

Manual

In addition,
an
must be given in
must not be the

prefix.

Notes:
6

The attribute designators
DIGiTS, DELTA, and RANGE have the same identifier as a reserved word.
since an attribute designator
is aiways
preceded
by an
However,
no confusion
is possibie
The only predefine
attribute designators that have a universal expression are those
apostrophe.
for

7

certain

Examples

operations
of attributes.’

COLOR’FIRST
RAINBOWBASE’FiRST
REAL”DIGITS
BoARD”msT(2)
BOARD-RANGE(I)
POOL(K) TERMINATED
DATE’SIZE
MESSAGE’ADDRESS
8

of array types (see 3.6.2).

–
--

minimum value of the enumeration type COLOR
same as COLOR’FIRST
prec}sion of the type REAL
upper bound of the second dimension of BOARD
index range of the first dimension of BOARD
TRUE If teak POOL(K) is terminated

--

number

of

bits

for

records

of

-- address of the record variabie

type

MESSAGE

References.’ appropriate for a wpa 4.1, basic operation 3.3,3, declared entity
2.9,

4.2

simple

name

4.1,

static oxprassion

4.9,

type 3.3,

DATE

universal expression

(see
(see
(see
(see
(see

3.3.1
3.3.2
3’5.7
3.6.1
3.6.1

(see
(see

3,7

9.2

(see 3,7.2

3.5)
3.3.3)
3.5.8)
3.6.2)
3.6.2)
9.9)
13.7.2)
13,7.2)

3.1, name 4.1, prefix 4.1, reserved word
4.10

Litomls

1

A iiteral is either a numeric iiteml, an enumeration Iiterai, the iiteral null, or a string Iiterai.
evacuation of a Meral ykdds the corresponding value.

The

2

Numeric iiterals are the Iiterals of the types universa/~”nteger and universe/~ee/.
Enumeration
Iiterais inciude character iherals and yieid values of the corresponding enumeration types. The
Iiterai null yields a nuii acceaa vaiue which designates no objects at alit

3

A string literal is a basic operation that combines a sequence of characters into a vaiue of a onedimensional array of a character type; the bounds of this array are determined according to the
ruies for positional array aggregates (see 4.3.2).
For a nuii string iiterai, the upper bound is the
of the lower
bound.
The evacuation of a null string
predecessor, as given by the PRED attribute,
iiteral raises the exception CONSTRAiNT_ERROR if the iower bound does not heve a predecessor
(see 3.5.5).

4

The type of a string Iiterai and iikewise the type of the Iiterai nuli must be determinable soieiy from
the context in which this Ilterai appears, exciuding the Iiterai itself, but using the fact that the Iherai
null is a vaiue of an access type, and ttimiiarly that a string iiterai is a vaiue of a one-dimensional
array type whose component type is a character type.
.

5

The character Iiterals correapondlng to the graphic characters contained within a string iitorai rnuat
be visibie at the place of the string Iitorai (although these characters themselves are not used to
determine the type of the string iiterai).
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Examples:
3.141

59._26536

1_345
CLUBS
‘A’
‘“SC)ME
References.’
type 3,5.2,
3.5.1,

TEXTaccess

a

type

graphic character

real

literal

an integer
literal
an enumeration
literal
a character
literal
8 string
literal

--

component

real literal 2,4,

4.3

-----

3.8, aggregate

4,3, array 3.6, array bound 3.6, array type 3.6, character

type 3.3, constraincerror

exception

11,1, designate

3,8, dimension

literal 2.5, character

3.6, enumeration

literal

2.1, integer literal 2.4, null access value 3.8, null Iiterai 3.8, numeric literai 2.4, object 3.2.1,

string iiteral 2,6, type 3.3,

universai_integer

type 3.5.4,

universal_reai

type 3.5.6,

visibility

8.3

Aggregates

An aggregate is a basic operation that combines component
record or array type.
aggregate ::=
(componenCassoci

ation

componenussociation
[choice {~ choicel

=>

{, componen~associationl

values into a composite

value of a

)

::=
] expression

Each component association associates an expression with components (possibiy none). A component association is said to be named if the components are specified explicitly by choices; it is
otherwise said to be position/.
For a positional association, the (singie) component is implicitly
specified by position, in the order of the corresponding component declarations for record components, in index order for array components.

~

Named associations can be given in any order (except for the choice oth.rs), but if both positional
and named associations are used in the same aggregate, then positional associations must occur

4

Hence once a named association is used, the rest of the aggregate
first, at their normal position.
must use only named associations.
Aggregates
containing
a singie component
association
must
Specific rules concerning
component
associations
exist for
always be given in named notation.
record aggregates
and array aggregates.

Choices in component associations have the same syntax as in variant parts (see 3.7.3). A choice
that is a component
simple name is only allowed in a record aggregate.
For a component
association, a choice that is a simple expression or a discrete range is only allowed in an array aggregate;

s

a choice that is a simple expression specifies the component at the corresponding index value;
similarly a discrete range specifies the components at the index vaiues in the range. The choice
others is only allowed in a component association if the association appears last and has this
single choice; it specifies all remaining components, if any.
Each component of the value defined by an aggregate must be represented once and only once in
the aggregate. Hence each aggregate must be complete and a given component is not allowed to
be specified by more than one choice.

6

The type of an aggregate
must be determinable
solely from the context in which the aggregate
appears, excluding the aggregate
itself, but using the fact that this type must be composite
and not
limited. The type of an aggregate in turn determines
the required type for each of its components.

T

n7

---

.,

..

..0

. .
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Notes:

8

The above ruie implies that the determination of the type of an aggregate cannot use any information from within thff aggregate. in particular, this determination cannot use the type of the expression of a component association, or the form or the type of a choice. An aggregate can aiways be
distinguished from an expression enclosed by parentheses: this is a consequence of the fact that
named notation IS required for an aggregate with a single component.

9

References.’ array aggregate 4.3.2,
type 3.3, composite
aggregate

4.3.1

4.3.1,

array type 3,6, basic

value 3.3, discrete

record type 3.7,

range

simple

operation 3,3.3, choice 3.7.3, component 3.3, composite

3.6, expression

4.4, index 3.6, limited type 7.4.4,

44, simple name

expression

4 1 we

3.3. variant

primary 4.4, record
pan 3.743

Record Aggregates

I

If the type of an aggregate is a record type, the component names given as Choices must denote
components (including discriminants) of the record type. If the choice others is given as e choice of
a record aggregate, it must represent at least one component. A component association with the
choice othom or with more than one choice is only allowed if the represented components are all
of the same type, The expression of a component association must have the type of the associated
record components.

2

The value specified for a discriminant that governs a variant part must be given by a static expression (note that this value determines which dependent components must appear in the record
value),

3

For the evaluation of e record aggregate, the expressions given in the component associations are
evaluated in some order that Is not defined by the language. The expression of a named association is evaiuated once for each associated component. A check is made that the value of each subThe exception
component of the aggregate beiongs to the subtype of this subcomponent.
CONSTRAINT_ERROR is raised if this check faiis.

4

Example
(4,

5

of a record
JULY,

Examples
(DAY

=>

with

positional

4,

=>

associations:

--

1776)

of record

IMONTH

~ggregBte

aggregates

with

named

3ee 3.7

associtttions:

MONTH => JULY, YEAR => 17761
JULY, DAY => 4, YEAR ==> 1776)

(DISK, CLOSED, TRACK => 5, CYLINDER =>
12)
(UNIT => DISK, STATUS => CLOSED, CYLINDER =>
6

Exmnp/e

of component

association

with

(VALUE => 0, SUCCIPRED => new
-The allocator is evaluated twice:

severai

-

see 3.7.3

9, TRACK =>

1)

choices:

CELL’(O, nufl, null))
SUCC and PRED desi~nate

--

see 3.8.1
different cells

Note.’
7

For an aggregate with positional associations, discriminant vaiues appear first since the dlscriminant part is given first in the record type declaration; they must be in the same order as in the discriminant part,

A-R
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Refennces: aggrogato 4.3, allocator 4.8, cholco3.7.3, com~n.nt association 4.3. wmpnont namo3.7, constraint
3.3, constralntirror oxcoption 11.1, dopond on a dlacrlmlnant 3.7.1, dkcrkrdhnt 3.3, dlmlminant pan 3.7.1,
●vakato 4,5, .xprosclon 4,4, In somo ord.r 1.6, program 10, rsiaing of .xcoptions 11, recordcomponent3,7, rsoord
typo 3.7, matisty3.3, static ●xprosdon 4.9, subcomponont 3.3, subtype 3.3.2, type 3.3, verlont Pwt 3!7.3

4.3.2

o

Array Aggregntea

If the type of an aggregate is a one-dimensional array type, then each choice must specify values
of the index type, and the expression of each component association must be of the component
type.
array type, an n-dimensional
aggregate is writien
If the type of an aggregate is a multidimensional
as a one-dimensional
aggregate,
in which the expression specified for each component
association
the index subis itseif written as an (n-1 )-dimensional aggregate which is called a subaggregate;

type of the one-dimensional aggregate is given by the first index position of the array type. The
same ruie is used to write a subaggregate if it is again multidimensional, using successive index
positions. A string iiterai is aliowed in a multidimensional
aggregate at the place of a onedimensional array of a character type. in what follows, the rules concerning array aggregates are
formulated in terms of one-dimensional aggregates.
Apart from a finai component association with the single choice othore, the rest (if any) of the component associations of an array aggregate must be either all positional or all named. A named
association of an array aggregate is oniy aliowed to have a choice that is not static, or likewise a
choice that is a nuii range, if the aggregate includes a single component association and this component association has a single choice. An othors choice is static if the applicable index constraint
is static.

3

‘The bounds of an arrey aggregate that has an othua choice ars determined by the applicable Index
constraint. An othors choice is only aliowed if the aggregate appears in one of the following contexts (which defines the applicable index constraint):

4

(a)

The aggregate is an actual parameter, a generic actual parameter, the result expression of a
function, or the expression that foliows an assignment compound delimiter. Moreover, the
subtype of the corresponding formai parameter, generic formai parameter, function resuit, or
object is a constrained array subtype.

5

For an aggregate
that appears in such a context and contains an association with an others
choice, named associations are ailowed for other associations only in the case of a
(nongenetic) actual parameter or function result. If the aggregate iIBa multidimensional array,
this restriction also applies to each of its subaggregates.

6

(b)

The aggregate is the operand of a qualified
strained array subtype.

a con-

7

(c)

The aggregate is the expression of the component association of m enclosing (array or record)
aggregate. Moreover, if this enciosing aggregate is a multidimensional array aggregate then it
is itself in one of these three contexts.

0

The bounds of an array aggregate that does not have an othora choice are determined as foliows.
For an aggregate that has named associations, the bounds are determined by the smaiiest and
largest choices given, For a positional aggregate, the iower bound is determined by the applicable
index constraint if the aggregate appears in one of the contexts (a) through (c); otherwise, the
where
S is the index subtype; in either case, the upper bound is
iower bound is given by S’FIRST
determined by the number of components.

e

ttQ

expression whose type mark denotes

Awav Acrurwetes

4.3.2
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of an array aggregate

that Is not a subeggregate
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proceeds

in two steps.

Fimt, the

choices of this aggregate and of its subaggregates, if any, are evaiuated in some order that is not
Second, the expreseiorw of the compornmt associations of the array
defined by the ianguage.
aggregate are evaluated in some order thet is not defined by the language; the expression of a
named association is evaluated once for each associated component. The evacuation of a subaggregate consists of this second step (the first step is omitted since the choices have aiready been
evaluated).
11

For the evacuation of an aggregate that is not a nuil array, a check is made that the index vaiues
defined by choices beiong to the corresponding index subtypes, and aiso that the vaiue of each
subcomponent of the aggregate beiongs to the subtype of this subcomponent.
For an ndimensionai multidimensional aggregate, a check is made that ail (n-1 )-dimensional subaggregates have the same bounds. The exception CONSTRAi NT_ ERROR is raised if any of these checks
faiis.
Note:

12

13

The aiiowed contexts for an array aggregate

such an aggregate

inciuding an otttora choice are such that the bounds of
are aiways known from the context.

Examples

aggregates

of army

wtth positional

(7, 9, 5, It 3, 2, 4, 8, 6, 0)
TABLE’(5, 8, 4, 1, => O)
14

Examples of array aggregates
(1 .. 5 =>
(1 .. N =>
TABLE’(2

I 4 I 10 =>

15

Exarnpies

.. FRI
I SUN

of two-diknensiona/

-. Three aggregates

see 3.6

with named e$sociations.’

(1 .. e => ().0))
now CELL)

SCHEDULE’(MON
SCHEDULE’(WED

-

associations:

--

N new

1, otttom

=>
=>

two-d+mofmionel
cells, in patiicuiar

0)

->

TRUE, othus =>
FALSE, otttua =>

FALSE)
TRUE)

17

Ex8mpies

of aggregates

see 3.6

ewey aggmgetes:

for the same

value

of type

MATRIX

((1.1, 1.2, 1.3), (2.1, 2.2, 2.3))
(1 => (1.1, 1.2, 1.3), 2 => (2.1, 2.2, 2.3))
(1 => (1 => 1.1, 2 =>
1.2, 3 => 1.3), 2 =>
16

-

for N = O

(See 3.6):

(1 =>

2,1,

2 =>

2.2,

3 =>

as initial veiues:

A:
B:
c:

TABLE := (7, 9, 5, 1, 3, 2, 4t 8, 6, 0):
TABLE := TABLE’(2 I 4 I 10 => 1, @here => O);
constant MATRIX := (1 .. 5 => (1 .. 8 => 0.0));

D:
E:
F:

BIT_VE~OR(M
.. N) := (M .. N => TRUE);
- see 3.6
81T_VECTOR(M ,. N) := (OthrO
=> TRUE):
STRING(I .. 1) := (1 => ‘F’); - a one component aggregate: same as “F-

Rofwences:

2.3))

actual percmoter 6,4,1, cggr.geto

4,3, .rray typ

3.6,

- A(l )=7, A(IO)==O
-- 8(1)=0, B(IO)=l
-- C’FIRST( 1)= 1, C’~ST(2)=8

●sejgnmont

oompound delimit.r 6.2, choi-

3.7.3.

component3.3, component association 4.3, oemponent type 3.3, constrained army subtype 3.6, constraint 3.3, constraint-error exception 11.1, dimension 3.6, valuate 4.S, .xpresslon 4.4, fcmmi pw.meter 6.1, functbn 6.5, in SOfW
order 1.6, index constraint 3.6.1, index range 3.6, index subtype 3.6, index type 3.6, named component aesOciatlOn
4.3, nuli array 3.8.1,
11, static expression

.

..!-4

*

object 3.2, positional
4.9, wbcomponent

component
3.3,

association

4.3, quaiifiad expression 4.7, raising of exceptions

Wpe 3.3

a 4n
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4.4

Expressions

An expression is a formula

that defines the computation

expression ::=
relation land

[

relation

I

relation

relation]
reiationl
{xor relation}

{or

relatlon ::=
.simple_expression
[ simple_expression

[

simple_expression

sifnple_expression
term

factor

::=

factor

::=

[ relation
I relation

I

land then relation]

2

Ior 01s0 relationl

[relation81_operator

simple_expres8ionJ

[not] +n range
[not] in type_mark
[unary_adding_operator)

[multiply ing_operator

::= primary (**

of a value.

primavl

term

{binary_adding-operator

term}

factor]

I ●be primav

[ not primary

primary ::=
numeric_literal

I

I null I aggregate I string_literel [ name I allocator
function_call I type_conversion I qualified-expression I (expression)

Each primary has a value and a type. The only names allowed 8S primaries ore nam=l
numbers;
attributes that yield values; and names denoting objects (the value of such a primaw is the value of
the object) or denoting values. Names that denote formal parametem of m~e out are not allowed
as primaries; names of their subcomponants are only allowed in the cam of dlscrlmhwmta.

The type of an expression depanda only on the type of its oonatituonta ●ti ~ tha oporatora
applied; for an overloaded constituent or operator, the determination of the constituent type, or the
identification of the appropriate operator, depends on the context. For each pradd’lnod Opwator,
the operand and result types are given in section 4.5.
Examples

of primaries:

—
-.
--

.-

10)

real literal
named number
array aggregate

variable
attribute
function call
qualified expression
conversion
parenthesized expression

Examples of expressions:
VOLUME
not DESTROYED
2#!LIN&COU NT
-4,0
-4.0 + A
8*).2 - 4,0*A*C
PASSWORD( 1 .. 3) = “B~COUNT in SMALl_lNT
COUNT not in SMALUNT
INDEX

=

(COLD

and SUNNY)

Aw:*(B~*C)
4-11

O or

●

s

4,0
PI
(1 .. 10 =>

o)
SUM
lfVTEGER’LAST
SINE(X)
COLOR’(8LUE)
REAL(M”N)
(LINE-COUNT
+

s

-

primary
factor
term
-.
simple .xpreasion
simple exproaaion
-.
simple .xpreseion
-relation
relation

relation
expression

ITEM–HIT

or WARM

-

expression (parenthoaes ●e required)
expresalon (parentheaas we mquimd)
Expnwions

4,4
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I?ekm?nces: aggregate 4.3, allocator 4,8. array aggregate
context of overload

resolution 8.7, exporwnthsting

name

number

4.1,

named

3.2,

null Ilteral

4.3.2,

operator 4.54.5.6,

3.8,

numeric

literal

attribute

- 1815A

4.14,

Ada Reference

Manual

binarv adding operator 4.54.5.3,

function call 6.4, multiplying operator 4.54.5.5,
2.4,

object

3.2,

operator

4.5,

overloading

8.3, ~

overloading an operator 6.7, ciual~fted
expmasion4.7, range 3.5, real liters! 2.4, relBtion 4.5.1, relational operator 4.5

1

3

4

4.5,2,

result type 6.1,

454

variable

4.5

Operators

string literal 2.6, type 3,3,

type conversion

4.6,

type mark 3.3,2,

unary adding operator 4.5

3.2 1

and

Expression

Evaluation

defines the following six classes of operators. The corresponding operator symbols
(except /=), and only those, can be used as designators in declarations of functions for userdefined operators. They are given in the order of increasing precedence.

The language

logical_operator

.._
,,—

and

I or

I xor

relational_operator

.._
.+—

=

1/=

1<

binaw_adding_operator

.,_
..—

+

1-

I&

una~_adding_ope

.._
,.—

+

1-

multiplVing_operator

.,_
,o—

●

1/

Imodl

highesLprecedence_operator

::=

**

I abe

I not

rater

1<=1>

[>=

rem

The short-circuit control forms ●nd then and or else have the sttrne precedence as logical
operators. The membership tests in and not in have the same precedence as relational operators.
For a term, simple expreadon,
relation, or expression, operatora of higher pracederw$a are
associated with their operands before operators of lower precedence. In this case, for a sequence
of operators of the same precedence level, the operators are associated in textual order from left to
right; parentheses can be used to impose specific associations.
of a factor, of a term, of a simple expression, or of a relation, and the operands of an
expression that does not contain a sho~-circuit control form, are evaluated in some order that is
not defined by the language (but before application of the corresponding operator), The right
operand of a short-circuit control form is evaluated if and only if the left operand has a certain
value (see 4.5. 1).

5

The operands

6

For each form of type declaration,
certain of the above operators are predefine,
that is, they are
implicitly declared by the type declaration. For each such implicit operator declaration, the names
of the parameters are LEK and RIGHT for binaw operators; the single parameter is called RIGHT
for unary adding operators and for the unary operators ●bs and not. The effect of the predefine
is explained in subsection
4.5.1 through 4.5.7.
operators

7

The predefine
operations
on integer types either yield the mathematically
correct result Or raise
the exception NUMERIC_ERROR, A predefine
operation that delivers a result of an integer type
(other than un/vtYma/dht@@
can only rake the exception NUMERIC_ ERROR if the mathematical
result is not a value of the type. The predefine
operations on real types yield results whose
accuracy is defined in section 4.5.7. A predefine
operation that delivers a result of a real type
(other than universdueall
can only raise the exception NUMERIC_ERROR if the result is not within “
the range of the safe numbers of the type, es explained in section 4.5.7.
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Examples

8

of precedence:

not SUNNY or WARM
X ? 4.0 and Y > 0.0

--

same
same

-4.0

---.-

same
os -(4.0
* (A**2))
same
as (abs (1 + A)) +
parentheses
are necessary
tmme as (LVB)*C

--

evaluate

.A k K2

abs(l
+
Y
(-3)
A ‘BLC

A)

+

9

A+(B~C)
References.’

designator

membership

test

44,

4.5.1

type

B +

C before

B

adding

6.1, expreeeion 4,4, factor 4.4, implicit declaration

4.5.2,

4.1,

name

range 3.5, real type 3.5.6,
term

as (not SUNNY) or WARM
es (X > 4.0) and (Y > 0.0)

numeric-error

exception

relation 4.4, safe number 3.5.6,

3.3, type doclaratlon

3.3.1,

●nd Short-circuit

Logical Operatora

shofi-circuit

Control

3.1, in some order 1.6, integer type 3.5.4,

11.1, overloading

universal_ integer type 3,5,4,

h to A

●xcoption
●xpwssion

6.6 8.7, raising of an

control form 4.6 4.S.1, .Implo
univemal_real

B

11,
4.4,

type 3.5.6

Forms

The following logical operators are predeflned for any boolean type and any one-dimensional array
type whose components are of a boolean type; in either case the two operands have the same
type.
type

Result

type

same

boolean

Operator

Operation

Operand

and

conjunction

any boolean type
array of booloan comporwnta

earn. ●rray typa

I

2
type

or

inclusive

disjunction

any boolean typa
a may of booiean compcnonta

earn. boolean type
aarna ●rray type

Xor

exclusive

disjunction

any bcoloan typa
array of booiean components

awn.

boolean typa

same

army

type

The operations on arrays are performed on a component-by-component
basis on matching components, if any (as for equaiity, aee 4.5.2).
The bounds of the resuiting array are those of the M

s

operand. A check is made that for each component of the left operand there is a matching component of the right operand, and vice versa. The exception CONSTRAINT-ERROR 1$ raised if this
check faiis.
The shon-circuit control forms ●nd thort and or ●k are defined for two operanda of 0 bodoan type
and deliver a resuit of the same type. The left operand of a short-circuit control form is always
evaiuated first, If the left operand of an expression with the control form ●nd then evaluates to
FALSE, the right operand Is not evaluated and the value of the expreeaion is FAME.
If the left
operand of an expression with the control form or *
evaluates to TRUE, the right operand 1$not
evaluated and the value of the exprtwsion Is TRUE. If both operands are evaluated, ●nd tkn
delivers the same result au ●nd, and or .ho delivers the same result .8 or.
Note:

The convent/ond
A

TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

4-13

meaning

of the /ogica/ operators is given by the fo/lowhg

B

Aand B

Aor B

Axor B

TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE

TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE

FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE

Logicel

0perutor8

end Short-circuit

Control

truth tebk:

Forms 4.6.1

~
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Examples of Ioglcal operators:
Or WARM
FILTER(1 .. 10) ●nd FILTER(15

SUNNY

a

Ex8mpJes of shoti-circuit

.. 24)

control forms.’

NEXT_ CAR. OWNER
/= null ●nd thwt
N = O or OISO A(N) = HIT_VALUE
9

References.’

array

constraint_error
arrays 4.5,2,

type

exception

3,6,

boolean

type

11.1, dimension

null array 3.6.1,

see 3.6.1

--

operation

NEXT_ CAR OWNER

3.5,3,

bound

AGE

of an index range

3.6, felse boolean value 3.5.3.
3,3,

operetor

boolean

value 3.5)3,

type 3.3

4.5.2

Relational

Opomtora and Membership

4.5,

predefine

>

25

3.6.1,

--

see

component

3,8.1

of an array 3.6,

index subtype 3.6, matching componontc of
operator

4.5,

raising of exceptions

11, true

Tests

1

The equaiity and inequality operators are predefine
for any type that is not limited. The other
relational operators are the ordering operators < (less than), <= (less than or equal), > (greater
than), and >= (greater th8n or equal). The ordering operators are predefine for any scalar type,
and for any discrete array type, that is, a one-dimensional array type whose components are of a
discrete type. The operands of each predefine
relational operator have the same type. The result
type is the predefine type BOOLEAN.

2

The

4

relational
operators
have their conventional meaning: the result is equal to TRUE if the
corresponding relation is satisfied; the result is FALSE otherwise. The inequality operator gives the
complementary result to the equality operator: FALSE If equal, TRUE if not equal.

Operator

Operation

Operend

= /=

equality and inequality

any WW

BOOLEAN

<<=>>=

test for ordering

any scalar type
discrete array typa

BOOLEAN

~pe

Result

type

BOOLEAN

Equality for the discrete types is equality of the values. For real operands
whose
veluea
are nearly
the results of the predefine
relational operators are given in section 4.5.7. Two access
values are equal either if they designate the same object, or if both are equal to the null value of
the access type.

equal,

s

For two array values or two record vaiues of the same type, the ieft operand is equal to the right
operand If 8!td only {f for each component of the left operand there is a matching component of the
right operand and vice versa; and the values of matching components are equal, as given by the
predefine
equality operator for the component type. In particular, two null arrays of the same
recode of the earn. type are always equal.
type are aiways equal; two Ml

e

For comparing two records of the same type, matching
same component identifier.

7

For comparing
two onedimermional
arrays of the same type, matching
components
are those (if
any) whose index values match in the foilowing sense: the lower bounds of the index ranges are
defined to match, and the successors of matching indices are defined to match. For comparing two
multidimensional arrays, matching components are those whose index values match in succeaaivo
index positions.

4,5,2 Relational Operators and Membership

Tests

components

are those which have the
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If equality is explicitly defined for a limited type, it does not extend to composite types having subcomponents of the limited type (expiicit definition of equaiity is allowed for such composite types).
The ordering operators <, <=, >, and >= that are defined for discrete array types correspond to
/ex/cogmph/c order using the prechfined order relatlon of tha component type. A nuil army Ic lexicographically less than any army having at least one component. In the case of nonnull arrays, the
left operand is Iexicographica!ly less than the right operand if the first component of the left
operand is less than that of the right; othe~ise
the left operand is Iexicographically iess than the
right operand only if their first components are equal and the tail of the left operand is lexicographically less than that of the right (the tail consists of the remaining components beyond the
first and can be null).
The membership tests in and not in are predefine
for all types. The result type is the predefine
type BOOLEAN. For a membership test with a range, the simple expression and the bounds of the
range must be of the same scalar type; for a membership test with a type mark, the type of the
simple expression must be the base type of the type mark. The evaluation of the membership test
in yields the result TRUE if the value of the simpie expression is within the given range, or if this
value belongs to the subtype denoted by the given type mark; otherwise this evaluation yields the
The membership test not In gives the
result FALSE (for a value of a real type, see 4.5.7).
complementary
result to the membership
test in.
Exemples:
x/=Y
““ < “A” ●nti “A- < “AA”
-~”
< -B. .~
-A- < -A
MY_CAR = nuii
MY_CAR

=

-

YOU R_CAR

MY_CAR.all = YOUR_CARodi
,,
Nnothl..
lo
TODAY in MON .. FRI
TODAY in WEEKDAY
ARCHIVE in DISK_UhllT

-

-

–

rang.

TRUE
TRUE
true
true

has been set to null (ace 3,8.1)
share the same car

if MY_CAR
if w. both

– true if the two
.,!
mombereMp

cars

are

identical
,!

test

range membemhip tast
subtype membership test
subtype membership t.st

(see 3.5.1 )
(see 3.7.3)

Notes:
No exception
is ever raised by a predefine
exception
can be raised by tho evaluation

relational operotor
of tho operanda.

or by a membership

test, but an

n

If a record type has components that depend on dhtcrirninanta, two values of this type have match}ng components if end only if their discrlminants are equal. Two nonnull ways have matching
components if and only [f the value of the attribute LENGTH(N) for each Index poaitiort N is tha
same for both.

u

References: access value 3.8, army type 3.6, b.ae typ. 3.3, beiong to a aubtypo 3.3, boolean pmdefined type 3.6.3,
bound of a ranga 3.5, component 3.3, compon.nt identifier 3.7, componont type 3.3, oompoaito typo 3.3, dedgnato
3.8, dimension 3.6, discrete type 3.5, evaluation 4,S, ●
xcoptlon 11, index 3.6, index range 3.0, Ilmlted type 7.4.4, null
●cceaa vaiue 3.8, nu[l amay 3.6.1, null rood
3.7, object 3.2.1, operatbn 3.3, opamtor 4.6, pmdtrf’hed oparator 4.6,
mising of exceptions
caaaor 3.5.6,

4-16

11, range 3,5, record type 3,7, acdar type 3.6, aimpio expreaaion 4.4, aubcomponent

3.3, wc-

type 3.3, type rnwk 3.3.2

Relational

Operators ond Mwnbwsh$o

Tests 4.6.2

M
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Binary Adding Operators
--

1

The binary adding operators + and - are predeflned for any numeric type and have their convenfor any one-dimensional array type that
tional meening.
The catenation operators & are predefine
is not limited.
Operator

Operation

Left operand

type

Right

operand

type

Result

+

addition

any

numeric

type

same

numeric

type

same

numeric

subtraction

any

numeric

type

seine

numeric

type

same

numeric type

catenation

any
any
the
the

array type
array type
component
component

&

type

same array type
same array type
same array type
any array type

same array type
the component type
any array type
the component type

type
type

tvpe

3

For real types, the accuracy of the result is determined

by the operand type (see 4.6.7).

4

If both operands are one-dimensional arrays, the result of the catenation is a one-dimensional
array whose length is the sum of the lengths of its operands, and whose components comprise the
components of the left operand followed by the components of the right operand. The lower bound
of this result is the lower bound of the left operand, unless the left operand
case the result of the catenation is the right operand.

is a null array, in which

s

If either operand is of the component type of an array type, the result of the catenation is given by
the above rules, using in place of this operand an array having this operand as its only component
and having the lower bound of the index subtype of the array type as its lower bound.

6

The exception
CONSTRAINT_ERROR
ia raised by catenation
if the upper bound of the result
exceeds the range of the index subtype, unless the result is a null array. This exception is also

raised if any operand is of the component type but hes a value that does not belong to the component subtype,
7

8

Examples:

z -+ 0.1

--

Z must

‘A” & “BCD”
‘A’ & “BCD”

--

catenation of two string Iiterats
catenation of a character literal and a string literal

‘A’ & ‘A’

--

catenation

References:

length of an array 3.6,2,

operator 4.5, rmdefined

4.5.4

I

of two

char8cter

array type 3.6, character literal 2.5, component

index subtype 3.6,
literal 2.6,

be of a real type

type 3,3, constraint_error

limited type 7.4.4,

operator 4.5, ralaing of exceptions

Iiterais

null array 3.6.1,

exception

numeric

11.1, dimension 3.6,

type 3.5, operation

11, range of an index subtype 3.6.1,

3.3,

real typo 3.6.6, string

type 3.3

Umwy Adding Operators

The unary adding operators + and - are predefine for any numeric type and have their conventional meaning. For each of these operators, the operand and the result have the same type,

4.5.4 (ham A ddinq Operators

4-16
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Rmdt

type

operator

Operation

Operand

+

Identity

any numeric

type

same

numeric

type

negation

any

type

aam.

numwic

type

type

numerk

I?efemnces.’numeric type 3,5, oporetion 3.3, opemtor 4.!5, predefinod oporator 4.5, typa 3.3

4.5.5

Multiplying

Oporatora

The operators * and / are predeflned for any integer and any floating point typeJand have their conventional meaning:
the operators mod and rem are predefkwd for any integer type. For each of
these operators, the operands and the result have the aamo beaa type. For floating point types, the
accuracy of the resuit is determined by the operand type (see 4.5.7).
Resutt

type

type

OQerutor

Operation

Operand

$

muttipiioation

●ny intogar ~
any floating point type

aamo integer type
same floating point typa

integer division
floating division

●ny integer typa
any floating point type

aem. integer typ9
same floating point type

modulus

any integer

type

same

Integer

remainder

any integer

type

same

integ.r type

/

rem
Integer

division

and remainder

A = WB)*B

+

(A rem

are defined

aatiti~ee

(-A)/B

=

by the miation

B)

where (A mm B) ha$ the sign of A end en
division

type

●beoiute value kea than tho ●beolute ~alue d $. Integer

-(A/B)

=

A/(-B)

The resuit of the moduius operation is such that (A mod B) has the $ign of B and an absoiute vaiue
iess than the absoiute vaiue of B; in addition, for acme integer value N, this resuit must satisfy the
reiation
A =

B*N

●

the identity

+

5

(A mod B)

For each fixed point type, the following multiplication
the predefine type INTEGER, ttre pmdefined.

end divi$ion operatore, with en operand of

Operator

Operutlon

Left operond type

Right omnd

)

multiplication

any

INTEGER

iNTEGER
w
fixed point

●ny fixed point type

INTEGER

division

fixed

point

type

tYP@

w

Result
some
same

type
●s ieft
●s right

eemeaakft

c

?
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G

Integer multiplication
of fixed point values is equivalent
to repeated addition. Division of a fixed
point value by an Integer does not involve a change in type but is approximate (!!ee 4.5.7).

Q

and division operators are declared in the predefine package
Finally, the following multiplication
STANDARD. These two special operetors apply to operends of all fixed point types (It is a consequence of other rules that they cannot be rennmed or given as generic actual parameters).

n

Operator

Operation

Left operand

S

multiplication

any

fixed

point

type

any

fixed

point

type

universellixed

/

division

any

fixed

point

type

any

fixed

point

type

universdlixed

type

Right

operand

type

Result

type

11

Multiplication of operands of the same or of different fixed point types is exact and delivers a result
whose delta is arbitrarily small. The
of the anonymous predeflned fixed poh type ur?iversd~ixed
result of any such multiplication must always be explicitly converted to some numeric type. This
ensures explicit control of the accuracy of the computation. The same considerations apply to division of a fixed point value by another fixed point value. No other operators are defined for the type
universallixed.

12

The exception NUMEf?lC_ERROR 1s raised by Integer division, rem, and mod if the right operand is
zero.

f3

Ex@mples:

:= 1;
:= 2;

1:
J:
K:

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

x:
Y;

REAL dlglta
REAL dlgb

F:
G:

FRA~lON
FRACTION

:= 3;

6 := 1.0;

--

see 3.5.7

--

see 3.5.9

6 := 2.0;
delta 0.0001
da?ta 0.0001

:= 0.1 ;
:= 0.1:

Expression

Value

Result

I“J
K/J

2

1
1

same as 1 and J, that is, INTEGER
some as K and J, that is, INTEGER
same as K and J, that is, INTEGER

F/2

0.5
0.05

same

3*F
F*G
FRACTION(F*G)
REAL(J) *Y

0.3
0.01
0.01
4.0

same as F, that is, FRACTION
universellixed,
conversion naeded
FRACTION, as stated by the conversion
REAL, the type of both operands after conversion

Kmod

J

WY

Type

same as X
as

and
F, that

Y, thst is, REAL
is, FRACTION

of J

—
4-18
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Names and Expressions
Notes:
For positive

following
A
(-A)

A and B, WB is the quotient

rem

(-6)

rem

B

Arorn B
-(A mm B)

=

=

K, the following

For any integer

A mod B
The relations
table:

=

(A + K*B)

integer

between

identity holds:

division,

mod

B

B

MB

A rem B

Amod B

11

10

5
5

2
2

0

0

12
13

5
5

2
2

:
3

14

5

2

4

11

10

-5
-5

-2
-2

0

12
13
14

-5
-5
-5

-2

;
3
4

::

actual parameter

6.4.1,

floating point type 3.5.7,

●xcoption
package

4.5.6

11.1,

predofined

5
5

;
3

-12
-13

5
5

4

-14

-lo

A/B

by the following

Arom B

Amod B

0

0

:;

4

::

:;
-3

3
2

5

-2

-4

1

2
2

0

-11

-5
-5

0

-4

-1

-1

-3
-2
-1

-12
-13
-14

-5
-5
-5

2
2
2

-2
-3
-4

-2
-3
4

0

raising of

B

-lo

base type 3.3, declaration
4.5,

A

-11

generic formal subprogram

operator

12.1,

●xceptions

3.1, delta of a fixed point tvpe 3.5.9,
intager type 3.5.4,
11, renaming

fixed point type

w

numeric tYPO 3.5, numorl~orror

declaration

8.5,

$tanda~

Pmddh’wd

4.6

8.6, type conversion

Highest

and modulus are illustrated

remainder,

A

~efefmces.’
3.5.9.

and A rem B is the remainder when A is divided by 8, The

relations are satisfied by the ram operator:

Precodenco

C)porators

The highest precedence una~ operator abs is predefine
for any numeric type. The highest
precedence una~ operator not is predefine
for any booietm type and any one-dimensional array
type whose components have a boolean type.
Operator

Operation

As

absoiute

not

Iogicai

Operand
vaiue

negation

Result

type

any numeric

wpe

any boolean type
array of boolean components

type

1

2

same

numeric

type

same
same

boolean type
array type

The operator not that applies to a one-dimensional array of boolean components yields a onedimensional boolean array with the same bounds; each component of the result is obtained by
logical negation of the corresponding component of the operand (that is, the component th$t has
the same index value).

“-*

s
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4

The

highest

each

floating

type

INTEGER.

s

ANS1/&llL-STD- 1875A

exponentiathg

precedence
point

type.

In either

Operator

Operution

*!+ ’

exponentiation

case

operator
the

right

Left operand

**

is predefine

operand,

type

any intefler type
any floating

point

type

for

ceiled

the

Right

operend

each

exponent,

Ada Reference Manual

integer

type

is of the

type

INTEGER
INTEGER

and

for

predefine

Result

type

same
same

as left
as left

6

Exponentiation
with a positive exponent is equivalent to repeated multiplication of the left operand
by itself, as indicated by the exponent and from left to right. For an operand of a floating point type,
the exponent can be negative, in which case the value is the reciprocal of the value with the
positive exponent. Exponentiation by a zero exponent delivers the value one. Exponentiation of a
value of a floating point type is approximate (see 4.5.7). Exponentiation of an integer raises the
exception CONSTRAINT_
ERROR fOr a negetive exponent.

7

I?t?tert?r?ces:

exception
4.5.5,

operator

bound of an array 3.6.1,

3.6, floating point type 3.5.9,

4,5,

raising of exceptions

Accuracy of Operations

~erands
A model

operation
are defined
/nterva/

model interval

giving

of a subtype

associated

(of the subtype)

that

multiplication

operation

Both the accuracy required from any basic or
of any predefine
relation between real

and the result

of these

model

is any intewal

numbers.

whose

bounds

with a value that belongs

includes

of an array 3.6. constrain~error

with Real Operands

a real result,

in terms

component

index 3.6. integer type 3.5.4,

11

A real subtype specifies a set of model numbers.
predefine

2

dimensionality

predefine

4.5.7

1

array type 3.6, boolean type 3.5.3,
11.1,

the value.

(The

model

are model

to a real subtype
internal

as~ciated

numbers

of the subtype.

is the smallest
with

The

model interval

a model

number

of a

subtype consists of that number only.)
3

For any basic operation or predefine
operator that yields a resuit of a real subtype, the required
bounds on the result are given by a model Intewal defined as follows:
●

4

model

The

result

the

minimum

internal is the smallest model intend
(of the result subtype) that inciudes
and the maximum of all the values obtained by applying the (exact)
mathematical operation, when each operand is given any value of the model internal (of the
operand subtype) defined for the operand.

5

●

The model intewal of an operand that is itself the result of an operation, other than an implicit
conversion, is the result model intewal of this operation.

6

.

The model internal of an operand whose value is obtained by implicit conversion of a universal
expression is the modei intewal associated with this value within the operand subtype.

7

The result model interval is undefined if the absolute value of one of the above mathematical
results exceeds the largest safe number of the result type. Whenever the reauh model interval is
undefined, it is highly desirable that the exception
NUMERIC_ERROR
be rai6ed If the
implementation cannot produce en actual result that is in the range of safe numbers, This !s,
however, not required by the language rules, in recognition of the fact that certain target machines
The value of the attribute
do not permit
easy detection
of overflow
situations.
Indicates
whether
the
target
machine
raises the
exception
MACHINLOVERFLOWS
NUMERIC_ERROR in Ovetilow situations (see 13.7.3).

.-
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—
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Nomes and Expressions

lhe sefe numbers of a real type are defined (see S.S)6) as a $uperset of the model numbers, for
which error bounds follow the same rules aa for model numbers. Any definition given in this sec-

D

tion in terms of modei intervals -n therefore be extanded to *fe intewals of safe numbers. A
consequence of this extension ia that an Implementation
Is not allowed to raise the exceptton
NUMERIC_ERROR when the result interval ic a safe intefval.
For the result of exponentiation,
the model
applying the above rules to the sequence
final

division

in the

case

of a negative

intemai

defining

of muhipiicetions

the bounds

on the result is obteined

by

o

defined by the exponent, and to the

exponent.

For the result of a relation between two real operands, consider for each operand the model interval (of the operand subtype) defined for the operand; the result can be any value obtained by
applying the mathematical comparison to vaiues arbitrarily chosen in the corresponding operand
model intewals. If either or both of the operand model internals is undefined (and if neither of the
operand evacuations raises an exception) then the result of the comparison is ailowed to be any
possibie value (that is, either TRUE or FALSE).

w

The resuit of a membership test is defined in terms of comparisons of the operand vaiue with the
lower and upper bounds of the given range or type mark (the usuai rules appiy to these comparisons).

It

Note:
For a floating point type the numbers 15.0, 3.0, and 5.0 are alWaYS model numbers. Hence X/Y
where X equals 15.0 and Y equals 3.0 yields exactly 5.0 ecco~ing 10 the above rules. In the
generai case, division does not yield modei numbers and in consequence one cannot assume that
(1 $ON*X = 1.0.

u

Refemnms: attribute 4.1.4, bssic opomtlon 3.3.3, bound of a mngo 3.6, ● rror bound 3.6.6, oxponontiation XIbn
4.5.6, false boolean value 3.5.3, flomlng pdnt typs 3.6.9, m a chlno afwflow
wtr~bute 13.7.1,
m e mb ership
test
exc optbon 11 !I, ~n.d
opomtbon 3.3.$,
4.6.2, rnodol number 3.5.6, rnultwkstion opomtlon 4.6.6, nume-rror
mlsinq of exceptions 11, range 3.5, real w
3.5.8, rolstion 4.4, rolmkmal operstor 4.6.24.5, safe number 3.5.6, out+
w
3.3. true bodoan value 3.5.3, typa convwslon4.6, type mark 3.3.2, untwrssl expression4.10

u

4.6

Type Cmvomions

The evaluation of an e~’licit type codverulon evaluates the expression given aS the OPatihH, Wtl!l
converts the resulting value to a bpeclfled target type. Explicit type conversions are al]owbd
between closeiy related types a$ defined below.
type_conversion

I

2

::= type~affdexpm-ion)

The target type of a type converdon la the base type of the type mark. The type of the ~TIWM of 6
type conversion must be detwmlnable independently of the context (in particular, indep8nd’Mly of
the target type). Furtherrnbm, the oparand of e type corweralon is not allowed to be a Iite-till ttttll, en
allocator, an aggregate, or a strlno literal; ● n expraaalon enclosed by pmentheaea iu allovwd tt$ k’he
qwrand of a type convwWon wly If the ●xpraaalon alone Is allowod.

3

A conversion to a subtype con~]sto of a conversion to the target type foliowed by a check thut the
result of the convertdon belongs to the subtype. A conversion of an operand of a given type tb the
type itself is allowed.

q

!.,

?

*

,

aP
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The

other

(8)

Numeric

ANS1/MIL-STD

allowed

explicit

type

(b)

correspond

to the following

Ada Reference Manual

three

cases:

types

The operand can be of
type which must also
within the accuracy of
integer type rounds to
(within

conversions

- 18 / 5A

accuracy

the

any numeric type; the value of the operand is converted to the target
be a numeric type. For conversions involving real types. the result is
the specified subtype (see 4,5.7). The conversion of a real value to en
the nearest

of the

real

if the operand

integer;

subtype)

rounding

may

is halfway
be either

between

up or

two

integers

down.

Derived types
The conversion is allowed if one of the target type and the operand type is derived from the
other, directly or indirectly, or if there exists a third type from which both types are derived,
directly or indirectly.

(c)

Array types
The conversion is allowed if the operand type and the targ et typ e are array types that satisfy
the following conditions: both types must have the same dimensionality; for each index polsition the index types must either be the same or be convertible to each other; the component
types must be the same; finally, if the component type is a type with discriminants or an
access type, the component subtypes must be either both constrained or both unconstrained.
If the type mark denotes an unconstrained array type, then, for each index position, the
bounds of the result are obtained by converting the bounds of the operand to the corresponding index type of the target type. If the type mark denotes a constrained array subtype, then the bounds of the result are those imposed by the type mark. In either case, the
value of each component of the result is that of the matching component of the operand (see
4.5.2).

In the case of conversions of numeric types and derived types, the exception CONSTRAlNT_ERR(3R
is raised by the evaluation of a type convendon if the result of the conversion fails to satisfy a constraint imposed by the type mark.
In the case of array types, a check is made that any constraint on the component subtype is the
same for the operand array type as for the target array type. If the type mark denotes an
unconstrained array type and if the operand is not a nuli array, then, for each index position, a
check is made that the bounds
of the result belong to the corresponding
index subtype of the
target

type.

component

if the type

mark

of the operand

denotes

there

The exception CONSTRAINT_ERROR
If a conversion
reverse

is allowed

conversion

conversion

is raised

from

one

is used where

of a (variable)

a constrained

is a matching

name

type

array

subtype,

a check

is made

that for each

component of the target subtype, and vice verse.

if any

of these

to another,

the

checks
reverse

fails.
conversion

is also

allowed.

This

an actual parameter
of mode in out or out has the form of a type
as expiained in section 6.4.1.

Apart from the explicit type conversions, the oniy allowed form of type conversion is the implicit
or universd~tud into another numeric type. An
converdon of a vaiue of the type wvkwsd~”nte~er
implicit conversion of an operand of type universm’~”~wger to another integer type, or of ●n
operand of type umVersa/~ea/ to another real type, can only be appiied if the operand is either a
numeric Iiterai, a named number, or an attribute; such an operand is called a corwen/b/e univerael
operand in this section. An implicit conversion of a convertible unkersal operand is applied If and
only if the innermost complete context (see 8.7) determines a unique (numeric) target type for the
implicit

conversion,

and

there

is no iegal

interpretation

of this context

without

this conversion.
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Names and Expressions

Notes:

The ruleo for impiicit conversions imply that no implicit conversion is ever applied to the operand of
an explicit type corweraion. Similarly, implicit conversions are not applied if both operands of a
predefine
relational operator are convertible universal opermds.

s

The ianguage allows implicit subtype conversions in the case of array types (see 5.2.1). An explicit
type conversion can have the effect of a change of representation (in patiicular see 13.6). Explicit
conversions are also used for actual parameters (see 6.4).

K

Examples of numeric

type conversion:

REAL(2 :~J)
INTEGER( 1.6)

---

value

b converted

VdUO

h

INTEGER(-O.4)

-

value b o

Example of conversion between
typo LFORM

x
Y

x
Y

to floating

point

2

derived types:

is ~OW B_FORM;

: A_FORM:
: B_FORM;
:= &FORM(Y);
:= B_FORM(X);

Examp/es of conwrsions

-

the reverse

between

conversion

array wpes:

typo SEQUENCE la ●rmy (INTEGER ~
~
DOZEN Is SEQUENCE(1 .. 12);
.. 100) of INTEGER;
LEDGER : ●my(l
SEQUENCE(LEDGER]
SEQUENCE{LEDGEH[31 .. 42))
DOZENILEDGER(31 .. 42))

“

<>)

of INTEGER;

bounds ●. ttwee of LEDGER
bounde era 9? mad 42
bounds we thoee of DOZEN

Exemp}es of Implicft conversions:
x : INTEGER

20

:= 2:

X+1+2
1+2+X
X+(1+2)

-

hnpikit CWWOf8&Yl of each integer literal
impllcit conversion of each integer literal
impllclt converdon of ●ach integer literal
no Implicit cortveraion:

the type is universd.integer

A’LENGTH
= B’LENGTH
C : oonstent := 3 + 2;

-

no implicit

the type

x

--

implicit conversion of 3, but not of 1 and 2

2 =(1+1)

=3andl=2

conversion:

no impiic~t conwmdon:

b univers8tJnteger

the type b universabntwer

~efirences: octual par.meter 6.4,1, arrsY typs 3.6, ●ttribut. 4,1.4, base typs 3.3, ~lono to a sub~o 3.3,
ccmpcrwnt 3.3, constrahed array wbm
3.6, constrsl~
cxcoutkn 11.1, dotiwd typo 3.4, dlmonsbn 3.6,
.xpm@on 4.4, flomlng Polm typo 3.6.7, hulox3.6, index●ubtvps3.6, index tWSe 3.6, intogsr tvpa 3.S.4. matchine
3.6.1, numeric literal 2.4, numortc type 3.5, raiBcomponent 4.!$.2. mode 6.1, namo 4.1, nsmod number 3.2, nulls13.1, ●stonwnt 6, subtype 3.3, w
3.3, typs mark 3.3.2,
ingof .xcoptbns 11, msl typo 3.6.8, rop~mion
urtconstrsined may type 3.6, universal.lntogor type 3.S44, univemLmal

typs 3.6.6, varlabk 3,2.1

n
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4.7

1

Qualified

Expresalon.

A qualified expression is used to state explicitly the type, end poaslbly
or aggregate.
that is the given expression
qualified_ oppression
::=
type_mark’(expression)

z

3

A/VS//&f/L-STO- f 8 f 6A Ada R.f.rence Manual

the subtype,

of tm operand

I typo_rnark’aggregate

The operand

must have the same type au the base type of the type mark. The value of a qualified
The evaluation of a qualified expression evaluates the
is the value of the operand.
operand and checks that its vaiue belongs to the subtype denoted by the type mark. The exception
CONSTRAtNT_ERROR
is reised if this check fsils.

expression

4

Examples:
type

MASK

is (FIX,

DEC, EXP, SIGNIF):

ty~

CODE

is

CIA,

(FIX,

DEC,

TNZ, SUB);

PRINT

(MASK’(DEC});

–

DEC

PRINT

(CODE’(DEC));

-

DEC is of typa

Is of

type

for J in CODE’(FiX)
.. CODE’(DEC) bOp ...
for J in CODE rmtg. FIX .. DEC loop ...
for J k CODE’(FIX) .. DEC loop ...

DOZEN’(1

I 3 I 5 [ 7 =>

2, othors ==> O)

MASK
CODE
-

qualification

-- quallfkation
-

qualification
-

needad for either FIX or DEC
urmecesaery
unno-eaary
for DEC

see 4.6

Notes:
s

Whenever
the type of an enumeration
literal or ●g~regate is not known from tho contoxt, a qualiexpression can be used to state the type explicitly. For example, an overloaded
enumomtion
iiteral must be qualified in the following caaas: when given as a parameter in a subprosrum 0811to

fied

an overloaded subprogram that cannot othmdae

b. Montlfiod on tho !Msiu of remdnirtg parameliteliterais. Expiicit qualification is also used to specifi which one of a set of overloaded parametedoss
functions is meant, or to constrain a vaiuo to a given subtype.
ter or result types, in a relational expression where both opemnds are overloaded enumeration
rais, or in an array or ioop parameter range whore both bounds are overloaded enumomtbn

6

References: aggregate 4.3, array 3,6, base type 3.3, bound of a renge 3.6, conatrain~error ●xception 11.1, context of
overload resolution 8.7, enumeration Ihoral 3.5.1, sxpreaeion 4.4, function 6.6, loop parameter 5.5, overloading 8.5,
raising
of exceptions
11, range
3.3, relation 4,4, subprogram 6, subprogram cell 6.4, subtype 3.3. type 3.3, type mark
3.3.2

1

4.8

Allocators

The

evaluation

of an

allocator creates an object end yields an access value that designates the

object.
2

allocetor
new

::=
subtype_indication

I new

qualifitixpreaeion

I

—
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The type of the object created by an aliocator is the base type of the type mark given in either the
subtype indication or the quailfied expression. For an aiiocator with a qualified expression, this
expression defines the initial value of the created object. The type of t~ access vaiue returned by
an allocator must be determinable soiely from the context, but using the fact that the vaiue
returned is of an access type having the named designated type”

3

The only aliowed forms of constraint in the subtype indication of an allocator are index and discriminant constraints. If an ailocator includes a subtype indication and if the type of the object
created is an array type or a type with discriminants that do not have default expressions, then the
subtype indication must either denote a constrained subtype, or include an explicit index or discriminant constraint.

4

If the type of the created object is an orray type or a type with discriminants, then the created
object is always constrained, If the ailocator includes a subtype indication, the created object is
constrained either by the subtype or by the default discriminant vaiues. If the ailocator includes a
qualified expression, the created object is constrained by the bounds or discriminants of the initial
value. For other types, the subtype of the created object is the subtype defined by the subtype
indication of the access type definition.

5

For the evaluation of an allocator, the elaboration of the subtype indication or the evaluation of the
qualified expression is performed first. The new object is then created. Initializations are then performed as for a declared object (see 3,2.1); the initialization is considered explicit in the case of a
quaiified expression; any initializations are impiicit in the case of a subtype indication. Finally, an
access value that designates the created object is returned.

6

An implementation
must guarantee that any object created by the evacuation of an allocator
remains ailocated for as long as this object or one of its subcomponents is accessible directiy or
indirectly, that is, as long as it can be denoted by some name. Moreover, if an object or one of its
subcomponents belongs to a task type, it is considered to be accessible as long as the task is not
terminated.
An implementation may (but need not) reclaim the storage occupied by an object
created by an allocator, once this object has become inaccessible.

7

When an application needs closer control over storage allocation for objects designated by values
of an access type, such control may be achieved by one or more of the foliowing means:

0

(a)

The totai amount of storage avaiiabie for the collection of objects of an access type can be set
by means of a iength clause (see 13.2).

9

(b)

The pragma CONTROLLED informs the implementation that automatic storage reclamation
must not be performed for objects designated by values of the access type, except upon ieaving the innermost block statement, subprogram body, or task body that encioses the access
type declaration, or afier ieaving the main program.

m

pragma CONTROLLED (~cc8SS_tYpe_Si mpi8_nam@);
A pragma CONTROLLED for a given access type is allowed at the same places as a
representation clause for the type (see 13.1 ). This pragma is not aliowed for a derived type.
(c)

The explicit deallocation of the object designated by an access value can be achieved by caUing a procedure obtained by instantiation of the predefine
generic library procedure
UNCHECKED_DEALLOCATION (see 13.10. 1).

The exception STORAGLERROR
is raised by an aiiocator if there is not enough storage. Note aiso
that the exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR can be raised by the evacuation of the qualified
expression, by the elaboration of the subtype indication, or by the initialization.

4.76

A//ocators 4.8

u9111m

nmtnnna

rn

rnm

mltnrunn

nnnnrmn

nw

rnm

nlumn

vunm

u
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Examples (for access types dechad

h section 3d?J:

new CELL’(O, null, rwfl)
tww CELL’(VALUE => O, SUCC I->
new CELL

nuU, PREO =>

naw MATRIX( 1 0. 10, 1 .. 20)
now MATRIX’(1 .. 10 => (1 .. 20 =>

15

-- Inlthdlzed explicitly
-- initialized explicitly
- not Inttlslized
-- the bounds only are given
-- initialized explicitly

0.0))

-

now BUFFER(1OO)
new BUFFER”(SIZE =>

null)

SO, POS =>

O, VALUE =>

the discriminant only Is ghmn

( 1 .. 80 =>

‘A’))

-

initialized OXPIICMY

References: access typo 3.8, accem type deflnltlon3.8, acceaawlue 3.8, array type 3.6, block statornentf5.6,bound
of en army 3.6.1, collection3.8, constrainedwbtypa 3.3, constraint3.3, mnstrain~error .xception 11.1, cent.xt of
overloadmeolut}on8.7, dsrlvodtype 3.4, deaignat. 3.8, dlecriminent3.3, diacriminantconstraint3.7.2, .Momtion
3.9, evaluation of a quallfied expreaaion 4.7, gwwric procedure 12.1, index constraint3.6.1, initial VSIUO3.2.1,
initialization 3.2.1, instantiation
12.3, i.ngth ct.uee 13.2, library unit 10.1, nwin progro~ 10.1, Mm. 4.1, obj.ct
3.2.1, objectdeclaration3.2,1, pragma 2,8, procedure0, qualiflodoxpreaaion4.7, mislngof ●xcoptlons 11, ropmsenimpi. name 4.1, stomge-.rror
exception 11.1, ●
uboomponent3.3, subprogrambody6.3, wbtype
tation clause 13.1, ●
3.3, subtypeindication3.3.2, taak body 9.1, task type 9.2, terminatedtask 9.4, type 3.3, type declaration3.3.1, type
mark 3.3.2 type with dlacrimlnanta 3.3

4.9

S*

Expmaaiona ●nd SWtlc Wbtypas

1

Certain expressions of a scalar type era said to be static. SlmMy,
certain discrete ranges em add
to beJstatic, and the type marks of certain scalar subtypes are said to denote static aubtypos.

2

An expression of e scektr type Is sold to be static If end only if eve~ primery is one of those listed in
(8) Wough (h) below, every operator do~tes a predeflrtod opemtor, and the evtduetion of the
expmsdon delivers e value (that is, it doe$ not rak
an oxcoption):

3

(a)

An enumeration

4

(b)

A numeric literal.

5

(c}

A named number.

e

(d)

A constent explicitly declared by a constant declamation with a static subtype, and inltinllzed
with 8 static expresa~on.

7

(e)

A function cali whose function name is an operetor symboi that denotes e predeflned
operator, Including a function name that h on expended name; each actual pererneter must
also be a static expression.

@

(f)

A language-defined attribute of a static 6ubtype; for an attribute that Is a function, the actual
parameter must ako be a static exprwmion.

,.

Ilteral (Including e charatier

[Item!).
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(g)

A qualified expression whose typo mwk denotes a static subtype end whose operand is a
static expreadon.

9

(h)

A static expreaakm

10

oncloaed in parentheses.

11

A static range IS a mnge whose bounds are static exprowdons. A Static range constraint iS a range
constraint whose range is static. A static subtype is either a scaiar bme type, other than a generic
formal type; or a scalar subtype formed by imposing on a static subtype either a static range constraint, or a floating or fixed point constraint whose range constraint, if any, is static. A static discrete range is either a static subtype or a etatic range. A static index constraint is an index constraint for which each ,index subtype of the corresponding array type is static, and in which each
discrete range is static. A static discriminant constraint is a discriminant constraint for which the
subtype of each discriminant ia static, and in which each expression is static.
Notes:
The accuracy of the evaluation
in section 4.5.7.
If the result
obtained by this evacuation at
obtained by an evacuation at

of a static expression having a real type is defined by the rules given
is not a model number Ior a safe number) of the type, the vaiue
compilation tfrne need not be the same as the value that would be
run time.

n

Array attributes ere not static: in pa~icular, the RANGE ●ttribute is not static.

0

●ctual pamm.tar 6,4.1, sttrlbuto 4.1.4, baaa tyw 3.3, bound of a rang. 3.5, charactar Ilt.ral 2.S,
oonstant3.2.1, constant doclwatlon 3.2.1, discrete range 3.6, discrete type 3.6, enumeration literal 3.5.1, ●xception
11, expraeeion 4.4, function 6.5, ganaric actusl psrarnotor 12.3, ~neric form-l type 12.1.2, implicit declaration3.1,
inlti.lizo 3.2.1, modal number 3.6.6, named numbar 3.2, numeric literal 2.4. predefine
operetor 4.5, quallfhd ●xprae-

n

R81krances:

sion 4.7, rshtng of

●xcapthw

11, range oonatrahtt

3.5, cafe numbar 3.6.6,

ecdar tvpa 3.6, aubtvpa 3.3, two

mark

3.3.2

4.10

Udvweal

ElcpmalOna

A universa/_express/on is either an expreuulon that delivers a result of type miversa/Jnteger
one that delivers a result of type un/versa/~ea/.

or

t

operations are predefine
for the type tmiversa/_integer as for any integer type. The
as for eny floating point type. in addisame operations are predeflned for the type uniwmLrea/
tion, these operations lnciude the following multiplication and division operators:

2

The same

Operator

Operation

latt

*

multiplication

univer8al_raal
unhmrasl_lnteger

universal_integer
universal-real

univershreal
universal_reai

/

division

unlv.raal_raal

universal.integer

universal_real

operand

type

Right

opermd

typa

Resutt

type

3

The accuracy of the ov.hmlon of 0 universal axproaaion of type urt/vefsa/J88/ i8 at least as good
as that of the moat accurate predofinaci floating point type supported by the Irnplementatbn, &t
from un/vem4/~a/
itself. Furthermore, if a univmaai oxpreaeion is a static expreaaion, then tho
evacuation must be exact.

4

——

. ...~.=.—=.—._
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For the evaluation of an operation of e nor?utatic unlvemal exprwmlon, an Implementetlon Is
allowed to raise the exception NUMERIC_ ERROR only If the result of the operation Is a real value
whose absolute value ●xceads the Iergost cafo numbar of the most ●ccurate predefhwd floating
point type (excluding unhws8/#oofl,
or on integer value greater then SYSTEM .M&!NT
or Ieao
than SYSTEM .MIN_lNT.
Note:

6

It is a consequence of the above rules that the type of a universal expression is universu/_integer
if
every primary contained in the expression is of this type (excluding actual parameters of attributes
that are functions, and excluding right operands of exponentiation operators) and that otherwise
the type is universal>e&/.

7

Examples:

1 +1--2
*(-1O)*3

–

1000:

KILO

:

MEGA
LONG

: cons’tmlt := KILO* KILO;
: cmmtant := FLoArDlGrTs*2;

Oonrnnt

HALF_Pl
DEG_TO_RAD
RA&TO_DEG
o

30

References:
function

actual

6.5, Integer

:=

: Gonatant := PV2:
: mnatmt := HALF_P1/90;
:= 1.O/DEG.TO.RAD;
: ~nt
parameter
type 3.5.4,

6.401,

-1?.

.*

.

8Mwt0

multiplying

3.5.6, safe number 3.5.6, system. msdnt
saLreal tVPO 3.5.6

?,

1_ooo_ooo

4.1,4,
operator

13.7,

wsluatlon
4.64.6.6,

qmtom.mln-ht

-

DOe 3.2.2

-

~uivaiont

to 1.0A(3.I4159_26S3W2)/90)

of ●n .xpm8810n

4.5,

floating

point type 3.5.9,

operetlon3.3.3. Prlrnofv4.4, real Nm
13.7, type 3.3. universal-integer
tvpa 3.5.4, univerprodofined
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5. statmmnta

defines an action to be petiormed;
A statement
action is called execution of the statement.

the proce=

by which a statement

achieves its

I

This chapter describes the general rules applicable to all statements. Some specific statements are
discussed in iater chapters. Proceduro call statements are described in Chapter 6 on subprograms.
Entry call, delay, accept, select, and abo~ statements are described in Chapter 9 on tasks. Raise
statements are described in Chapter 11 on exceptions, and code statements in Chapter 13. The
remaining forms of statements are presented in this chapter.

z

References.’

ent~

cell

3

A statement is either simple or compound. A simple statement encloses no other statement.
compound statement can enclo$e almple statements and other compound statements.

A

t

statement

6.1

abort

statement

9.5, procedure

9.10,

sccept

call statement

Simple ●nd Compound

sequence-of~tatemonts

6.4,

staternont

9.5,

ralae statement

Statomonta

code statement
11.3,

- !hqu-c.a

of

13.8,

delay statement

select statement

9.6.

9.7

~n~

::= atatomont {etatomont!

statement ::=
{ label) simple-statement

2

I [label} compountitatemant

sirnple~tmement ::= nulbtatement
I assignmonUtatement
I procedure.call.statement
I returrutatemont
I exiutatement
I goto_statement
I .ntry_calldtatement
I delav_statement
I abotitatement
I raise_statement
I code~tatement
cornpound_statement ::=
if_stetement
I lmp_statement
I accop~tatement

I case_statemont
I blmkatat.rnont
I sel.cUtat.ment

null_statement ::= null;
is said to @ /8be/ed by the iabel name of any Iabei of the statement. A labei name,
A statement
and similarly a loop or block name, is implicitly declared at the end of the declarative part of the
innermost block statement, subprogram body, package body, task body, or generic body that
encloses the labeled statement, the named loop .tat.rnont,
or tho named block statement, as the
case may be. For o block statornont without a declarative part, an implicit declarative pafi {and
preceding declare) is aaaumedo

3
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4

The implicit declarations for different label names, loop names, and btock names occur in the same
order as the beginnings of the corresponding Iabelad statements, loop statements, and block statements. Distinct identifiers must be used for all label, loop, and block names that are implicitly
declare[j within the body of a program unit, including within block statements enclosed by this
body, but excluding within other enclosed program units (a program unit is either a subprogram, a
package, a task unit, or a generic unit),

5

Execution of a null statement

6

The execution of a sequence of statements consists of the execution of the individual statements
in succession
until the sequence is completed, or a transfer of control takes place. A transfer of
control is caused either by the execution of an exit, return, or goto statement; by the selection of a
terminate alternative; by the raising of an exception; or (indirectly) by the execution of an abort
statement.

7

Examples

of labeled

<<HERE>>
<< AITER>>

has no other effect than to pass to the next action.

statements:

<<ICI>>

<< AWI>>

<< HIER>>

null:

X := 1;

Note:
o

9

The scope of a declaration starts at the place of the declaration itself (see 8.2). In the case of a
label, loop, or block name, it follows from this rule that the scope of the h@icit declaration starts
before the first e@/c/t occurrence of the corresponding name, since this occurrence is either in a
statement label, a loop statement, a block statement, or a goto statement. An implicit declaration
in a block statement may hide a declaration given in an outer program unit or block statement (according to the usual rules of hiding explained in aectlon 8.3).
References:

abort

statement

9.10,

accept

statement

statement 5.6, case statement 5.4, code statement
entw call statement

9.5, exception

hiding 8.3, identifier

2.3, if statement

package body 7.1, procedure

caii statement

statement

5.8, scope 8.2, seiect statement

body 91,

task unit 9.1,

5.2

1

11, exit statement
5.3,

Assignrn.nt

terrninato

9.5,

~saignment

13.8, declaration
6.7, genedc

statement

3.1, doclcrative

5.2,

block

name

S.6,

block

pan 3.9, delay statement

9.6,

body 12.1, generic unit 12, goto ettttement

5.9,

ifTtPliCit
dochrdon 3.1. hOP na~e 5.5, 100Pstatement s-s. package7.
6.4, program unit 6, raise statement
9.7, simpie rmm.

4.1, subprogram

11.3, raising of exceptions
6, wbprogram

11, return

body 6.3, task 9, task

alternative 9.7.1, t.rmhwted task 9.4

Stat.ment

An assignment statement replaces the current value of a variable with a new value specified by an
expression. The named variable and the right-hand side expression must be of the same type; this
type must not be a limited type.
assignment_statement ::=
varfabk?name := expression;

3

For the execution of an assignment statement, the variable name and the expression are fimt
evaluated, in some order that Is not defined by the language. A check is then made that the value
of the expression belongs to the subtype of the variable, except h the case of a variable that is an
array (the assignment then involvoo a subtype conversion as described in section 5.2.1). Finally,
the value of the expression become8 the new value of the variable.
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The exception CONSTRAINT_ERROR is raised if the above-mentioned subtype check faiis; in such a
case the current value of the variable Is left unchanged. If the variable is a subcomponent that
depends on discrlmlnants of an unconstrained record varleble, then the execution of the aa8ignment is erroneous if the vaiue of any of these discriminants is changed by this execution.

1

ExBmples:

5

VALUE
SHADE

:V
:--

MAKVALUE
BLUE;

NEXT_ FRAME(F) (M, N)
u := DOT.-PROOUCT(V,

-

:= 2.5;
W):

WRITER := (STATUS =>
NE~_CAFt.all := (72074,
Exgmples
1, J

K
.,,
I
K
J

of constraint

INTEGER rsng.
: INTEGER wig.

----

---

see

4.1.1

see 6.5

OPEN, UNIT => PRINTER, LINE_ COUNT =>
see 3.8.1
null);
--

60):

-- see 3.7.3

checks:

:

:= J;
:= J;
:= K;

1;

1 ., 10;
1 .. 20;

identical rangeu
compatible ranges
will raise the exception CONSTRAINT_ERROR

if K > 10

Notes:

The vaiues of the discriminants of an object designated by an access value cannot be changed (not
even by assigning a compiete value to the object itself) since such objects, created by aiiocators,
are always constrained (see 4.8); however, subcomponents of such objects may be unconstrained.

7

If the right-hand side expression is either a numeric literal or named number, or an attribute that
or univeme/~ee/,
then an impiicit type conversion is peryieids a result of type universe/Jnteger
formed, as described in section 4.6.

*

The determination of the type of the variabie of an assignment statement may require consideration of the expression if the variabie name can be interpreted as the name of a variabie designated
by the access value returned by a function call, and similarly, as a component or siice of such a
variable (see section 8.7 for the context of overload resolution).

B

References: accesstype 3.8, allocator4,6,

array 3.6, array assignment

m

exception

3.7.1,

11 1, designate

3.8, discdminant

erroneous

5.2.1,

1.6, evaluation

component

3.63,7,

4.5, expression 4.4,

constrain~error
function

implicit type conversion 4.6, name 4.1, numeric literal 2,4, object 3.2, overloading

6.68.7,

3.3, subtype 3.3, subtype conversion

ufWersal_realtvpe 3.5.6, variable

4.6, type 3.3, universal-integer

type 3.5.4,

slice 4.1.2,

call 6.4,

wbcomponem

3.2.1

5.2.1

Array Assignments

If the variabie of an assignment statement is an array variable (inciuding n slice variable), the value
of the expression is implicitly convened to the subtype of the array variable; the result of this subtype conversion becomes the new value .of the array variable.

I

5-3

Amy

Assignments

5.2.1

I
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2

This means that the new value of ●aCh component of the array variable is specified by the
matching component in the array value obtained by evaluation of the expresdon (see 4.6.2 for the
definition of matching oompononts). Tho subtype convoralon chocks thatfor each-component of
the array variable there Is a matching component In the army value, and vice versa. The exception
CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised If this check fal18; in such e caae the value of each component of
the array variable is left unchanged,

3

Examples:

A
B

: STRING(1
: STRING(3

..

A

:=

same number of mmponents

B;

--

31);
.. 33);

:= “tar saucs-;
A(I .. 9)
A(4 .. 12) := A(I .. 9); --

A(I

.. 12) = “tartar sauce”

Notes:

4

Array assignment is defined even in the case of overlapping slices, because the expression on the
right-hand side is evaluated before petirming
any component a8$ignmOnt. In the above example,
an implementation yieldlng A( 1 .. 12) = ‘tarta~artarwould ~ incorrect.

s

The implich subtype conversion described above for assignment to an array variable it! performed
only for the value of the dght-hand side expression as a whole; it is not pefformed for subcomponents that are array values.

5

Refenmces:
4.1.2,

5.3

I

2

sub~e

arrav 3.6, assignment
conversion

6.2,

constralncorror

4.6, tvpe 3.3, vwiablo

except

ion 11.1, matchingarrav components4.6.2, slice

3.2.1

If Stmawulta

An if statement selects for execution one or none of the encioued sequences of statements,
depending on the (truth) value of one or more corresponding conditions.
if_statement

::=

if condition then
sequenw4_at8t0ment8
I *H
condition then
sequence4f_ataternenta \
[ ●1s0
sequence_of_statement8]
end if;
condition ::= boo/e8n_0xprosaion
3

An expression specifying a condition

4

Bftgt W, md
any conditions specified
For the execution of an If atotement, the cortdltlon opochd
after eldf, are evaiuated h wooeselon (treatifig a fhmi 0100 m olelf TRUE then), until one Waiuete$
to TRUE or all conditions are evaluated and yield FA~E.
If one condition evoluates to TRUE, then
the corresponding sequence of statements IS executed; othemvise none of the sequencet! of statements is executed.

v----

must be of a booiean type.

-y

----.-—

_,

-

-_

—

—

,
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Examples:
H MONTH
~#TH
YEAR
end if:

= DECEMBER and DAY = 31 then
:= JANUARY;
:2= 1;
:= YEAR + 1;

if LINE_TOO_SHORT th.n
rebe iAYOUT_ERROR:
elsif LINE_FULL than
NEW_LIN E;
PUT(ITEM);
else
PUT(ITEM);
●nd if:
if

MY_CAR.OWN

ER.VEHICLE

/=

MY-CAR

than

see 3.8

REPORT (“incorrect data”);
oncf if;
Rcfemnces: booleantypo3.5.3, ●volu.tion

5.4

4.6,

●xpresabn4.4, @quonoeof statomonta

S. 1

Caao Statemorits

A case statement selects for execution one of a number of alternative sequences of statements;
the chosen alternative is defined by the value of an expression.
case_statemont ::=
oasa expression b
caseJtatenwLakamstlve
I case_statemenLalt. mativel
Ond Case;

1

2

case_statemen~aitemative
::=
when choice [1 choioe } =>
sequence_ofJtate m.nts
The expresdon must be of ● dlacreto type which muet b. detot’minable independently of the context in which the expreueion occurs, but using the feet that the expression must be of a discrete
type. Moreover, the type of this expression must not be a generic formai type. Each choice In a
case statement alternative must be of the same type as the expression; the list of choices specifies
for which values of the expression the alternative is chosen.

s

If the expression is the name of an objeot whose subtypo Is static, then each vaiue of this subtype
must be represented once and only one. in tho eat of choices of the case statement, and no other
vaiue is aiiowed; this ruie is likewise applloci if tho oxproaaion is a quaiified oxpres$ion or type conversion whose type mark denotee a static subtype. Otherwhm, for other forms of expression, each
vaiue of the (base) type of the expression must be represented once and oniy once in the set of
choices, and no other vaiue la aiiowed.

Q
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s

The simple expressions and discrete ranges given as choices in a case statement must be static. A
choice defined by a discrete renge standa for all values in the corresponding range (none if a null
range). The choice others is only allowed for the last alternative and as itsonly choice; h stands
for all values (possibly
none) not given in the choices of previous alternatives. A component simple
name is not allowed as a choice of a case statement alternative.

6

The

execution

of a case

execution of the chosen
7

statement

consists

of

the

evaluation

of

the expression

followed by the

sequence of statements.

Examples:

case

SENSOR

when
when
when
when
end

is

ELEVATION
AZIMUTH
DISTANCE
others

= > RECORD_ ELEVATION
= > RECORD_AZIMUTti
=> RECORD_ OISTANCE
=> null:

(SENSOR_VALUE):
(SENSOR_VALUE);
(SENSOR-VALUE):

casa:

caaa TODAY is
when MO N
when FRI
when
TUE
when
SAT
end case:

COMPUT~lNITIALBAUNCE;
COMPUTE_CLOSING_BALANCE;
GENERATE_REPOf?T(TODAY);
null;

., Tt+U
,, SUN

case BIN_ NUMB ER(COUNT) is
when 1
=> UPDATE_BIN(l);
when 2
=> UPDATLBIN(2);
uvhsn3 [4=>
EMPTY_ 81 N(l);
EMPw_81N(2);
when
othors
=>
end case;

ra}w

ERROR;

Notes:

8

The execution of a case statement chooses one and only one alternative, since the choices are
exhaustive and mutually exclusive. Quallflcation of the expression of a case statement by a static
subtype can often be used to limit the number of choices that need be given explicitly.

*

An others choice is required in a case statement If the type of the expression is the type un/wrsJ3/_hf8g7er (for example, if the exprosaion is ●n IntogorIit.ral), eince this k the only way to covor
all values of the typo uniwrsu/Jntqw.

w

/references.’ base type 3.3, choice 3.7.3,

context

of overload

resolution

8.7,

discrete

function call 6.4, generic formal type 12.1, conversion 4.6, discrete typo 3.5, enumeration

“_””.

,r,

,.

,”.

,

.,—

name 4.1,

object

range 4.9,

static subtype 4.9,

3.2,1,

overlocdlng

6,6 8,7, qudfled

subtype

3.3,

type 3.3,

●xprossion

4.7, sequence

type convemlon

type 3.5,
literal 3.5.1.

of statements

4.6, type mark 3.3.2

expression

4.4,

exprosslon 4.4,

5.1, static

discreto
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5.5

Loop Statements

A loop statement
more

includes a sequence of statements

that is to be executed repeatedly,

zero or

1

times.
ICKVI statement

2

::=

I/oop-simple_na
me:l
I iteration_scheme]

loop
sequence_of~tatements
end loop [/oop-sknple_nafne];

iteratior~_scheme
::= whlla
condition
I for ioop_parameter_specification
loop_parameter_specification
identifier
in [revcrso]

If a loop statement
and at the end.

::=
discrete_range

has a loop simple n8me, this simple name must be given both at the beginning

3

A

loop statement without an Iteration scheme specifies repeated execution of the sequence of
statements, Execution of the loop statement is complete when the loop is ieft as a consequence of
the execution of an exit statement, or as a consequence of some other transfer of control (see 5.1 ).

4

For a ioop statement with a while iteration scheme,
the condition is evaluated before each execuif the vaiue of the condition is TRUE, the sequence of
tion of the sequence of statements;
statements is executed, if FALSE the execution of the ioop statement is complete.

5

For a loop statement with a for iteration scheme, the loop parameter specification is the declaration of the /oop parameter with the given identifier. The loop parameter is an object whose type is
the base type of the discrete range (see 3.6,1). Within the sequence of statements, the ioop
pwameter is a constant. Hence a loop parameter is not allowed as the (left-hand side) variable of
an assignment statement. Similarly the loop parameter must not be given as an out or in out
parameter of a procedure or ent~ call statement, or as an In out parameter of a generic instantiation.

6

For the

execution

is first elaborated.

of a ioop statement with a for iteration scheme, the ioop parameter specification
This elaboration creates the loop parameter and evaluates the discrete range.

if the discrete range is a nuli range, the execution of the ioop statement is complete. Othewvise,
the sequence of statements is executed once for each value of the discrete range (subject to the
loop not being ieft as a consequence of the execution of an exit statement or as a consequence of
some other transfer of control). Prior to each such iteration, the corresponding value of the discrete
range is assigned to the loop parameter, These values are assigned in increasing order unless the
reserved word rovers. is present, in which case the vaiues are assigned in decreasing order.
Example

of a loop stetement

without

an iteration

GET(CURRENT_CHARACTER);
exit when CURRENT_CHARACTER
end hop;

=

scheme:

(1

9

‘*’;
●

Fi7

7

55
t nrln .~t#?t?wMw7te

O-lu
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Example

ANWW1

of a loop

stetement

while BID(N) .PRICE
RECORD_BID(BID(
N := N+I;
end

11

Example

with

a while

scheme:

loop

< CUT_OFF.PRICE
N). PRICE):

loop:

of a loop

statement

with

a for iteration

for J in BUFFER’RANGE loop
if

iteration

Ads Reference Manuel

-S TD- 18? 5A

BUFFER(J)
/=
PuT(BUFFER(J));

SPACE

-

scheme:

legal even with a null range

then

end if:
end loop;

12

Example of a loop statement

with a loop simple name:

SUMMATION:

while N En /= HEAD loop
SUM
:= SUM + NE~.VALUE;
NEXT
– NE~.SUCC;
Od IOOP &JMMATION;

-- see 3.8

●

Notes:

13

The scope of a loop parameter extends from the Imp parameter specification to the end of the loop
statement, and the visibility rules are such that a Imp parameter is only visible within the sequence
of statements of the loop:

14

The discrete range of a for loop is evaluated just once. Use of the resewed word reverse does not
alter the discrete range, so that the following iteration schemes are not equivalent; the first has a
nuli range.
for Jinmrersel..
for Jin O.. l

O

15

LOOP names are also used in exit statements,
parameter).

*

~efcruwwes:

and in expanded names (in a prefix of the loop

actual parameter 6.4,1, •~snmont
etotem.nt
6,2, base type 3.3, bound of ● rang. 3.5, condition5.3,
constant3.2.1, contextof overtosdmsolutlonS.7, oonwrelon 4.6, declw.tlon 3,1, discreterange 3.6.1, .Isboratkm
3.1. entti call statement 9.5, swluatkm 4.5, ●xit stat. rnent 5,7, expanded name 4.1.3, false boolean value 3.6.3,

generic actual parameter
range 3,5, object
58
3.54

3.2.1,

scope 8.2, sequence

12.3, generic Inmantlation
prefix

12,3, goto statement

5.9, identifier

2.3, integer type 3.5.4,

nuil

4.1, prwoduro call 6,4, raising of exceptions 11, resewed word 2,9, return statement

of statements

5.1, eimplo name 4.1, terminate

alternative

9.7.1,

true booiean vaiue 3.5.3

visibility 8.3

.“
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6.6

Block Statomortts

A block statement encloses a sequence of statements
and optionally followed by exception handiera.
block_statement

optionally preceded by a declarative

pan

~

2

::=

lb’~~k~~~oplefiame:1

declarative_part]
begin
9equence_ofAtate ment8
[ ●xoeptiorl
exception_hendler
/ exception_handlor]]
end [b/ock-imple~ame];
if a biock statement has a biock simpie name, this simpie name must be given both at the beginning and at the end.

3

The execution of a block statement consists of the elaboration of its declarative pafi (if any) followed by the execution of the sequence of statements, If the biock statement has exception
handlers, these sewice corresponding exceptions that are raised during the execution of the
sequence of statements (see 11 .2).

~

Example:

SWAP:
d,clws
TEMP : INTEGER;
boglrt
TEMP := V; V := U; U := TEMP;
and SWAP;
Notes:
If task objects are deciared within a biock statement whose execution is completed, the biock
statement is not ieft untii ail its dependent tasks are terminated (see 9.4). This rule appiies aiso to
or by the raising of an exception.
a completion caused by an exit, return, or goto statement;

6

Within a biock statement, the biock name can be used in expanded names denoting local entities
such as SWAP .TEMP in the above example (see &l.3 (f))!

?

References:

declarative

part 3.9, dependent

task 9.4,

4.1.3, goto statem.nt 5.9, raking of ●xcoption.
4.1, task object 9.2

●xception

handler

11, return ststom.nt

11.2,

exit statement

5.7,

5.8, sequence of statements

●xpanded name
6.1, simple namo

a
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Exit Statements

—

An exit statement is used to complete the execution of an enclosing loop statement (call.d the
Imp in what follows); the completion is conditional if the exit statement includes a condition.

2

exit_statement
::=
exit (/oop_narne]

[when condition];

3

An exit statement with a loop name is only aiiowed within the named ioop, and appiies to that
loop; an exit statement without a loop name is only allowed within a loop, and applies to the
innermost enclosing ioop (whether named or not). Furthermore, an exit statement that appi~es to a
given loop must not appear within a subprogram body, package body, task body, generic body, or
accept statement, if this construct ia itseif enclosed by the given ioop.

4

For the execution of an exit statement, the condition, if present, is first evaluated.
loop then takes piace if the value is TRUE or if there is no condition.

5

Examples:

Exit from the

MAX_NUM_lTEMS
loop
for N\n
l..
GET.NEW_lTEM(NEW.lTEM);
MERGE_lTEM(NEW_lTEM,
STORAGEFILE);
extt when NEW-ITEM = TERM INALITEM;
Ond loop:
MAIN_CYCLE:
initial statements
●xtt MAIN_CYCLE whan FOUND;
final stat.monts
and Imp MAIN-CYCLE;
Note:
e

Severai nested ioops can be exited by an exit statement

7

References:

accept statomont

5.5, package

body 7.1, subprogram

6.8

1

2
3

9.6, condltlon

that names the outer loop.

6.3, ●vahmtlon 4.5, generic body 12.1, loop name 5.5, loop stat.mont

body 6.3, true boolean value 3.6.3

Return Statement

A return statement ia used to complete
procedure, or accept statement.
retum~tatement

the execution

of the innermost

enclosing function,

::= ratum [oxprasalon];

A return statement la only allowed within the body of a subprogram or generic subprogram, or
within an accept statement, and applies to the innermost (enciosing) such construct; e return
statement is not aliow.d within the body of a task unit, peckage, or genetic package enclosed by
this construct (on the other hand, It is allowed within a compound statement encioaed by this construct and, in particular, in a biock statement).

—

—

-.

.
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A return statement for an accept statement or for the body of a procedure or generic procedure
must not include an expression. A return statement for the body of a function or generic function
must include an expression.

~

The value of the expresa}on defines the result returned by the function. ~e type of this expression
must be the base type of the type mark given after the resewed word return in the speclflcatlon of
the function or generic function (this type mark defines the result subtype).

5

For the execution of a return statement, the expression (if any) is first evaluated and a check is
made that the value belongs to the result subtype. The execution of the return statement is thereby
completed if the check succeeds; so also is the execution of the subprogram or of the accept
statement. The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised at the place of the return statement if the
check fails.

s

Exemples:
-- in a procedure
-- in a function

return;
return KEY-VALUE(LAST-INDEX);
Note:

If the expression is either a numeric literal or named number, or an attribute that yields a result of
or u?tkersa/~ea/, then an implicit conversion of the result is petifmed
as
type universd~”nteger
described in section 4.6.

.

References: accept statement

0

9.6, attrlbuta A, block statement

5.6, constraincerror

exception

11.1, expression 4.4,

generic body 12.1, implicit type conveniofl 4.6, narnd number 3.2, numeric
iiterel 2.4, packagebody 7.1, proc.dure body6.3, rese~ed word 2.9, result subtype 6.1. subprogrambody 6.3, subprogram specification 6,1, subtype 3,3, task body 9.1, type mark 3.3.2, univorsai-integertype 3.5.4, univaraabeal
type 3.5.6
function

6.9

body 6.3, function

call, 6.4,

Goto Statements

A goto statement specifies
named by a label.
gotcutatermmt

an explicit transfer of control from this statement to a target statement

2

::= goto Iabehame:

The innermost sequence of statements that encloses the target statement must also enclose the
goto statement (note that the goto statement can be a statement of an inner sequence). Futihermore, if a goto statement is enclosed by an accept statement or the body of a program unit, then
the target statement must not be outside this enclosing construct; conversely, it follows from the
previous rule that if the target statement is enclosed by such a construct, then the goto statement
cannot be outside.
The execution of a goto statement

R-1 1

I

transfers control to the named target statement.

Go to Statements

5.9

3
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Note:
5

The above rules allow transfer of control to a statement of an enclosing sequence of statements
but not the reverse. Similarly, they prohibit transfers of controi such as between alternatives of a
case statement, if statement, or select statement: between exception handlers; or from an exception handler
of a frame
back to the sequence of statements of this frame.

6

Exampte:

<<COMPARE>>
if A(1) < ELEMENT then
/= O then
if LE~(l)
I :=
goto

LEH(I);
COMPARE;

end if:
-some statements
end if;

7

References:
handler

statement
51

accept statement

11.2, frame

9,5, block statomem

11.2, generic body 12.1,

9 7, sequence

of Statements

5.6, case statement

if statement

5.1, statement

5.4. compound

5.3, label 5.1, package WV

6.1, subprogram

statement
7.1, program

5.1. exception
unit 6, Select

bodv 6.3, task body 9.1, transfer of control
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6. Subprogr8m8

Subprograms are one of the four forms of progrem unit, of which programs can be composed.
other forms are packages, taak units, and generic units.

The

I

A subprogram is a program unit whose execution is invoked by a subprogram cali. There are two
forms of subprogram: procedures and functions. A procedure call is a statement; a function call Is
an expression and returns a value, The definition of a subprogram can be given in two pans: a subprogram declaration defining its tailing conventions, and a subprogram body defining its execution,

z

References:

function 6.5, function cdl 6.4, ganoric unit 12, packags 7, procedure 6.1,

body 6.3, subprogram

6.1

Subprogram

call 6.4, subprogram

dachration

Deokratkmo

A subprogram declaration
word.

subprogramAeclaration

declares a procedure or a function, as indicated by the initial resewed

::=

operatord~bol

identifier

[

1

2

::== subprogra~iflcatton;

subprogmm~poclficatlon ::=
procodum !dentlfi.r lforms@art]
I function doaignator [formal.psti]
designator

Procsdurocell 8.4, subprogmm

6.1, task unit 9

mtum typa.mark

operator_symbol

::= strhg_llteml

formzdqrt
::=
(parameter_specMicatlon 1; pemmetor~clficatlon})
parameter_speclfic8 tlon ::=
identifier_list : mode typo_mark [:= expression]

The specification of a procedure speclfie$ }t$ identifier and its formal parameters (if any). The
specification of a function specifies It* designator, Its formal parameters (if any) and the subtype of
the returned value (the redt
subtype). A designator that is an operator symboi is used for the
overloading of an operator. The sequence of charactem represented by an operator symbol must
be an operator beionging to one of the six classes of overloadable operators defined in section 4.5
(extra spaces are not allowed and the case of letters is not significant).

6-f

Subprogram

Declarations

6.1

~
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4

A parameter specification with several identifiers is equivalent to a sequence of single parameter
specifications, as explained h section 3.2. Each single parameter specification declares a formal
psrameter. If no mode is explicitly given, the mode k is assumed. If a parameter specification
ends with an expression, the expression is the default expression of the formal parameter. A
default expression is only allowed in a parameter specification if the mode is In (whether this mode
is indicated explicitly or implicitly). The type of a default expression must be that of the corresponding formal parameter.

5

The use of a name that denotes a formal parameter is not allowed in default expressions of a forof the parameter
is itself given
in this formal
part.
mal part if the specification

6

The elaboration of a subprogram declaration elaborates
elaboration of a formal part has no other effect.

1

Examples

of subprogram

pocodurs
prooodwe
pmcocfure
procedure

formal part.

---

see 3.5.4
see 3.8.1

--

see

function Ml N_CELL(X : LINK) rotum CELL;
function NEXT_ FRAME(K : POSITIVE) ratum FRAME:
function DOT_ PRODUCT(LEFT,RI GHT: VECTOR) rotum REAL;

-.
---

see 3.8.1
see 3.8
see 3.6

function “* ‘( LEfT,RIGHT

--

see 3.6

Examples

The

declarations:

TRAVERSE_TRE E;
INCREMENT(X : h out INTEGER};
RIGHT_lNDENT(MARGIN
: out LINLSIZE);
SWITCH(FROM, TO : tn out LINK);

function RANDOM

8

the corresponding

rotum

of in parameters

PROBABILITY;

: MATRIX) rstum MATRIX;

with

default

procedure PRIN?_l-fEAOER( PAGES
HEADER
CENTER

3.5.7

expressions:

: in NATURAL;
:=
(1 ., LINE’UST
: in LINE
: in BOOLEAN := TRUE);

=>

‘ ‘);

-

see 3.6

Notes:

9

The evaluation of default expressions is caused by certain subprogram calls, as described in section 6.4.2 (default expressions are not evaluated during the elaboration of the subprogram declaration).

to

All subprograms

1!

References.’

can be cttiied recursively and are reentrant.

declaration

3.1,

elaboration

3.9,

evaluation

4,5,

identifier 2.3, identifier list 3.2, mode 6,2, name 4.1, elaboration
8.7

procedure

6. string Ilterai 2.6, subfmgram

61

fhJht2r00r?Jm Dechwatkms

colt 6.4.

typo

expression

4.4,

formal parameter

6.2, function

has no other effect 3.9, operator 4.5, ovedoadlng

6.5,
6.6

mark 3.3.2

6-2
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Subprograms

8.2

Formal Paramotor

Mod.a

The valueof an object lssaldtobemsdw
hen
this value is evaluated; it is alSO said to be read
one of its subcomponents is read. The value of a variable is said to be updated when an
assignment is pefiormed to the variable, and also (indirectly) when the variable is used as actual
parameter of a subprogram call or entry call statement that updates its value; it is also said to be

1

when

updated

when

A formal

in

one of its subcomponents

parameter
The

formal

of a subprogram
parameter

associated actual
in out

out

is a

is updated.

has one of the three
constant

and

permits

following
only

2

modes:
reading

of the

value

of the

3

parameter.

permits both reading and updating Ofthe value of the

4

The formal parameter is a variable and permits updating of the value of the associated actual
parameter.

5

The formal
associated

parameter

is a variable

and

actual parameter.

The value of a scalar parameter
that is not updated by the call is undefined
upon return; the
other than a discriminant. Reading
seine
holds for the value
of a scalar subcomponent,

the bounds and discriminanta of the fofmai parameter and of its subcomponents is allowed,
but no other reedlng.
For a scalar parameter, the above effects are achieved by COPY:at the sta~ of each caii, if the mode
is in or in out, the value of the actual parameter is copied into the associated formal parameter;
then after normai completion of the subprogram body, if the mde is in out or out, the value of the
formal parameter is copied back into the associated actuai parameter.
For a parameter whose
type is an access type, copy-in is used for all three modes, and copy-back for the modes in out and
out.

6

For a parameter whose type is an array, record, or task type, an implementation may iikewise
achieve the above effects by copy, as for scalar types+ In addition, if COPYis used for a pammoter of
mode out, then copy-in is required at least for the bounds and discriminants of the actual
parameter and of its subcomponents, and aiso for each subcomponent whose type Is an access
type. Aiternativeiy, an implementation may achieve these effects by reference, that is, by arranging
that every use of the formal parameter (to read or to update its value) be treated as a use of the
associated actual parameter, throughout the execution of the subprogram call. The language does
is to be adopted for parameter passing, nor whether
not define which of these two mechanisms
different calls to the same subprogram are to use the same mechanism. The executian of a
program is erroneous if its effect depends on which mechanism Is seiected by the implementation.

?

For a parameter whose type is a private type, the above effects are achieved according to the rule
that applies to the corresponding full typa declaration.

o

Within the body of a subprogram, a formal parameter is subject to any constraint resulting from
For a formal parameter of an unconstrained
the type mwk given in its parameter specification.
array type, the bounds are obtained from the actual parameter, and the formal parameter IS constrained by these bounds (see 3.8.1).
For o formal parameter whose declaration apocifies an
unconstrained (private or record) type with dlscrimlnants, the dlscriminants of the formal
parameter are initialized with the valueta of the corresponding diecrimlnants of the actual
parameter: the formal parameter Is unconstrained if and only If the mode is In out or out and the
vsrlable name given for the actuai perameter denotes an unconstrained variable (we 3.7.1 end
6.4. 1).

c

if the actuai parameter of a subprogram call is a subcomponent that depends on discriminant$ of
an unconstrained record variable, then the execution of the call is erroneous if the value of any of
the discriminants of the variable is chan~od by this execution; this rule does not apply if the mode
i8 in and the type of the aubcomponeqt 10 a scalar type or an access type.

10

e9

%V??/?/ ~R~RW?efW hff?tf~$ 6.?

_.. -._———

_______

—.—.—_
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Notes:
II

For parameters

of array

and

record

typos,

the

parameter

paasing

rules

have

these

consequences:

12

●

If the execution
of a subprogram is abandoned es a result of en exception, the final value of an
actual parameter of such a type can be either its value before the celi or a value assigned to
the formal parameter during the execution of the subprogram.

13

●

If no actual parameter
of such a type is accessible by more than one path, then the effect of a
subprogram call (unless abandoned) is the same whether or not the implementation uses
copying for parameter passing. If, however, there are multlple access paths to such a
parameter (for example, if a global variable, or another formal parameter, refers to the same
actual parameter), then the value of the formal is undefined after updating the actual other
than by updating the formal. A program using such an undefined value is erroneous.

14

The same parameter modes are defined for formal parameters of entries (see 9.5) with the same
meaning as for subprograms.
Different parameter modes are defined for generic formal
parameters (see 12.1.1 ).

15

For ali modes, if an actual parameter dotignatos a task the esaociated formai parameter
designates the same task; the same holds for a subcomponent of an actual parameter and the corresponding subcomponent of the associated formal parameter.

16

I?utiwenctrs:acwsa ty~ 3.6, ●tual pammotsr 6.4.1, ●rmy typa 3.6, ●m@nm.nt S.2, bound of
constraint

3.3, depend on ● discriminant

4.6, exception

11. expression 4.4, forrmi

accese value 3.8, object 3.2, pammetor
nent 3.3. subprogram
array type 3.6,

6.3

1
2

3

3.7.1,

Subprogram

A subprogram

pommotor

spoclfication

body 6.3, subprogmm

unconstminod

dhcrimirmt

3.7.1,

6,1, genwic

ontrv tail stat~ment
forwwi pamnwter

9.6, erronwus

csii .t.tom.nt

6.4, task 9, tmk type 9.2, type mark 3.3.2,

3.7.1,

unconstmined

vwisble

wmv

3.2.1,

variable

3.6.1,

1.6, ●vaiumion

12.1, giobal 8,1, mod.

6.1, privste type 7.4, record type 3.7, scalar type

type with dlscrimirmnts

m

6.1, nuii

3.5, subcompounconstmind
3.2.1

Bodloa

body specifies the execution

of a subprogram.

subprogram_body ::=
subprogram_specification is
[ declarative_part]
bagirt
sequence,of~tate monta
[ exeoptlon
excaptjon_handler
{ exceptiort-handlar}]
and [designator];
The declaration of a subprogram is optional. In the absence of such a declaration, the subprogram
specification of the wbprograrn body (or body stub) acts 8s the declaration. For each subprogram
declaration, there must be a corroaponcfing body (exoept for a subprogram written in another
language, as explained in section 13.9), If both a declaration end a body are given, the subprogram
epacificatbn of the body rnuat conform to the subprogram apocifioation of the declaration (ace
section 6.3,1 for conformance ruios).
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Subprogram

If a designator appeare at the end of a subprogram body, It must repeat the designator of the subprogram specification.
The elaboration of a subprogram body has no other effect than to establish that the body can from
then on be used for the execution of caiia of the aubprogmm.
The execution of a subprogram body is invoked by a subprogram call (see 6.4). For this execution,
after establishing the association between formal parameters and actual parameters,
the
declarative part of the body is elaborated, and the sequence of statements of the body is then
executed, Upon completion of the body, return is made to the caller (and any necessary copying
back of formal to actual parameters OCCUfS (See 6.2)). The optional excePt~on handlers at the end
of a subprogram body handle exceptions raised during the execution of the sequence of statements of the subprogram body (see 11 .4).
Note:

Itfo[lows from the visibility rules that if a subprogram deciared in a package is to be visible outalde
the package, a subprogram specification must be given in the visible part of the package. The came
rules dictate that a subprogram declaration must be given if a caii uf the subprogram occum textually before the subprogram body (the declaration must then occur earlier than the call In the
program text). The rules given in sections 3.9 and 7.1 imply that a subprogram declaration and the
corresponding body must both occur Immediately within the same declarative region.
bta~:

Exampte of subpngram

D

procedur, PUSH(E : In ELEMENT_TYPE; S : In out STACK) h
begin
if S.INDEX = S.SIZE then
mho STACK-OVER FLOW;
S.INDEX := S,INDEX + 1;
S.SPACE(S.INDEX) := E;
d
If;
end PUSH;
I?efennces.’ actual paramotor 6.4.1, body stub 10.2, conform 6.3.1, doclaratlm
region 8.1, designator
formal

parameter

program

6.3.1

6.1, elabcmtlon

3.9, elaboration

6.1, occur immediately

call 6.4, subprogram

Conformanoo

declaration

within

3.1. doclarativo

hoc no other ●ffoct 3.1, .xception

8.1, package

6.1, subprogram

7, sequence

specification

11,

of statements

6.1, visibility

pati 3.9, doclsratlvo

●xcoption handler 11.2,

6.1, subprogram

6, sub-

8.3, visible pert 7.2

Ruloe

Whenever the language rules require or allow the specification of a given subprogmm
provided in more than one piace, the foiiowlng variations are aliowed at each place:
A numeric literal can be repiaced by a different
same value.

to be

numeric ilteral if and oniy if both have tho

A simpie name can be replaced by an expanded name in which this simple name IS tha ealooimpie name la given by the same dociamtor, if and oniy if at both piacea th. moaning of the ●
tion.
A string Iiterai given as an operator symboi can be raplaced by a different awing iitaral if m’td
only If both repmeent the aamo opomtor.

s
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Two subprogram opecificationa are said to conform if, apart from comments and the above
allowed variations, both specifications are formed by the same sequence of iexical elements, and
corresponding iexical elements are given the same meaning by the visibility and overloading rules.
Conformance

is likewise

constants and for actual

defined for formai pads, discriminant parts, and type marks (for deferred
parameters

that

have

the

form

of

a type

conversion

(see

6.4.1

}).

Notes:
1

A simple name can be replaced by an expanded name even if the simpie name is itseif the prefix of
a selected component.
For example, Q ,R can be replaced by P .Q .R if Q is declared immediately
within P.

o

The following
lexical

specifications

do not conform since they are not formed

by the same

sequence

of

elements:

prooodwa P(X,Y : INTEGER)
proOodufa P()( : INTEGER; Y : INTEGER)
proeodura P(X,Y : h INTEGER)

e

fieferences:
visibility

actual parameter

8.3, discriminant

literal 2.4,

operator

name 4.1,

subprogram

6.3.2

part

8,48.4.1, allow 1.8, comment 2.7, declaration 3.1, deferred constant 7.4.3, dhct
3.7.1, expanded name 4.1.3, formal part 6.1, lexical element 2, name 4.1, numeric

symbol 6.1,

overloading

spoclfkation

6.1,

0,6 8.7, prefix 4.1.

type conversion

4.6,

selected

visibility

component 4.1.3,

selector 4.1.3,

s{mpio

8.3

Inlina Expansion of Subprograms

The pragma INLINE is used to indicate that inline expansion of the subprogram body is desired for
every cali of each of the named subprograms. The form of this pragma is as follows:
pragma INLINE (name {, name]);
Each name is either the name of a subprogram or the name of a generic subprogram. The pragma
INLINE is only allowed at the place of a declarative item in a declarative part or package opeciflmbut before any subsequent compilation unit.
tion, or after a library unit in a compilation,
If the pragma appears at the piace of a declarative Item, each name must denote a subprogram or
a generic subprogram declared by an eariier declarative item of the same declarative part or
If several (overloaded) subprograms satisfy this requirement, the pragma
package specification.
applies to all of them. If the pragma appears after a given libra~ unit, the only name allowed h tho
name of this unit. If the name of a generic subprogram is mentioned in the pragrna, this ind!cates
that iniine expansion is desired for caiis of ali subprograms obtained by instantiation of the named
generic unit.

The meaning of a subprogram is not changed by the pragma INLINE. For each caii of the named
subprograms, an implementation is free to follow or to ignore the recommendation expressed by
the pragma.
(Note, in particular, that the recommendation
cannot generaily be foilowed for a
recursive subprogram, )

RcfwO~s:
subprogram
specification

●now 1,6, comphtlon

10.1, compilation

12.1, generic unit 12 12.1, instantiation
7.1, pragma

2.8,

subprogram

unit 10.1,
12.3, libra~

6, .ubprogram

dochrativ.

Item 3.9, doclwsttvo

unit 10,1, name 4.1, overloading

body 6.3, subprogram

call 6,4

part 3.9,
6.68.7,

gUWiC
package
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6.4

Subprogram

Calls

A subprogram
call is either a procedure call statement or a function call: itinvokes the execution
of the corresponding subprogram body. The call specifies the association of the actual parameters,
if any, with formal parameters of the subprogram.
procedure_call_

2

statement
::=
[actual_parameter_pa

procedure_name
function_call

I

rl];

::=

functjon_name

[actual_parameter_pa

rt]

actualqarameter_pan
::=
(parameter_associatlon {, parameter_association })
parameter_asaociation ::=
[ formal~arameter
=>]
formal~arameter

::=

actual_pararnOter

ptwameter~implaame

t3ctual_paramoter
::=
expression I variab/e_na me I type-mark(

vwjable_name)

Each parameter
association associates an actual parameter
with a corresponding formal
if the formal parameter is named expHcitparameter. A parameter association is said to be rwmd
Iy; it is otherwise said to be poWt/ona/. For a positional association, the actuai parameter corresponds to the formai parameter with the same position in the formai part.

s

Named associations can be given in any order, but if both positional and named associations are
used in the same tail, positional asaockttions must occur first, at their normai poaltion. Hence
once a named association is used, the rest of the caii must use oniy named aasociatiorm

~

For each formai parameter of a subprogram, a subprogram caii must specify exactiy one corresponding actual parameter. This actual parameter is specified either expiicitiy, by a parameter
association, or, in the absence of such an association, by a defauit expression (see 6.4.2).

s

The parameter associations of a subprogram tail are evaiuated in some order that ia not defined by
the ianguage. Similarly, the ianguage ruies do not define in which odor the vaiues of h out or out
parameters are copied back Into the corresponding actuai parameters (when this is done).

6

Examples

7

of procedure

calls:

TRAVERSE_TREE;
TAB LE_MANAGER.lhlSERT( E):
PRIfNT_HEADER(128, TITLE, TRUE);

see e. 1
see 7.5
see 6.1

SWITCH(FROM => X, TO => NE~);
PRlNT_HEADER(128,
HEADER => TITLE, CENTER => TRUE);
PRINT_ HEADER(WADER => TITLE, CENTER => TRUE, PAGES =>

see 6.1
see 6.1
see 6.1

Examples of function calls:
DOT_PRODUCT(U,
CLOCK

V)

128):

-

8
-

see 8.1 and 6.6
see 9.6
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~cfenrtces.’
formal

6.4.1
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clofault

part 6.1,

●xpresalon for a formal p.ram.ter

name

Pamtnotor

4.1,

slmplo name 4,1,

Reference

Manual

1.6, expression 4.4, formal parameter

6, type merk 3,3,2,

variable

6,1,

3.2.1

Aaaoddom

1

Each actual parameter

2

An ectual parameter associated with 8 formel
evaluated before the call.

3

An actual parameter
name of a variable,

6.1, erroneous

subprogram

Ada

must

have

the same

type

as the corresponding

parameter

formal

parameter.

of mode in must be an expression;

it is

aaaociated with a formai parameter of mode In out or out must be either the
or of the form of a type conversion whose argument is the name of a variabie.

In either case, for the mode in out, the variable must not be a formai parameter of mode out or a
subcomponent thereof. For an actual parameter that has the form of a type conversion, the type
mark must conform (see 6.3.1 ) to the type mark of the formal parameter; the aliowed operand and
target types are the same as for type conversions (see 4.6).
4

The variabie name given for an actual parameter of mode In out or out is evaluated before the call.
[f the actual parameter has the form of a type conversion, then before the call, for a parameter of
mode In out, the variabie is convetied to the specified type; after (normal) completion of the subprogram body, for a parameter of mode in out or out, the formal parameter is convened back to the
type of the variabie. (The type specified in the conversion must be that of the formal parameter.)
The following

constraint

checks

are performed

for parameters

of scalar end access types:

●

Before the caii: for a parameter of mode in or in out, it is checked that the vaiue of the actual
parameter boiongs to the subtype of the formal parameter.

●

After (normal) completion of the subprogram body: for a parameter of mqde in out or out, it is
checked that tie value of tho fo~el
parameter b@i~ng$ to the $ubtype of the actual varlabie.
in the caee of a type conversion, tho VdUO of the formal parameter is convened back ●nd th~
check applies to the reauit of the conversion.

In each of the above cases, the execution of the program is erroneous if the checked value is
undefined.
For other types, for all modes, a check is made before the call as for scalar and access types;
check is made upon return.

no

The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised at the place of the subprogram caii if either of these
checks faiis.
Note:
11

%r army types and for types with discriminonts, the check before the call is sufficient (a check
upon return wouid be redundant) if the type mark of the formal parameter denotes a constrained
subtype, since neither array bounds nor dlscriminants can then vary.
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If this type mHrk denotes an unconstrained array type, the formal parameter is constrained with the
bounds of the corresponding actuai parameter and no check (neither before the call nor upon
Simiiariy, no check is needed if the type merk denotes an
return) is needed (see 3.6.1).
unconstrained type with dtscriminants, since the formel parameter is then constrained exactly tt$
the corresponding actusi parameter (see 3,7.1).
Refi?rences: actual parameter
constrained

6.4,

subtype 3.3, constraht

4.5, evaluation

army

3.6, array tVPe 3.6, call of a subprogram
exception

of a name 4.1, expreaaion 4.4, formal parameter

subtvpe 3.3, tvpe 3.3, type conversion
discnminants

bound

3.3, constrain~error

3.7.1,

undefined

4.6, tvpe mark 3.3.2.

value 3.2.1,

variable

11.1, discrimhant

3.7.1,

6.4,

erroneous

6.1, mode 6.1, name 4.1, parameter

unconstrained

6.3.1,

conform

la

13

1,6, evaluation
association 6.4,

arrav type 3.6. unconstrained

type with

3.2.1

Default Psmmaters

6.4.2

If a parameter
specification
inciudes a defauit expression for a parameter
of mode in, then corresponding subprogram calls need not include a parameter association for the parameter.
If a
parameter association is thus omitted from a call, then the rest of the call, following any initial
positional associations, must use oniy named associations.

I

For any omitted parameter association, the default expression is evaiuated before the call and the
resuiting vaiue is used as an impiicit actual parameter.

?

Examples of procedures

3

p-edure

with default values:

ACTIVATE( PROCESS
AFTER
WAIT
PRIOR

pmoodum PAIR(LEfT, RIGHT

:
:
:
:

in
in
in
&t

PROCESS_NAME;
PROCESS_NAME := NO_PROCESS;
DURATION := 0.0;
BOOLEAN - FALS4:

: PERSON-NAME

:= m

PERSON);
4

Exemples of the!r calls:
ACNVATE(X):
ACTIVATE(X, AFTER => Y);
ACTIVATE(X, WAIT => 60.0, PRIOR =>
ACTIVATE(X, Y, 10.0, FALSE);
PAIR;
PAIR(LE~

=>

new PERSON, RIGHT =>

TRUE):

new PERSON);

Note:
If a default expression is used for two or more parameters in a multipie parameter specification,
the default expression is evaluated once for each omitted parameter.
Hence in the above exarnpies, the two calls of PAIR are equivalent.

5

sctual pammotor 6.4,1, defatdt ●xprnalon for c formalpmarnstor6.t, ●vdustbn 4.S, formeipammatar
6.4, porarnatar specification 6.1, positiord
6.1, mode 6.1, namedp.ramot.r aaaoc)stion6.4, parwnater ●aaooiation
parameter easocietion6,4, subprogramcall 6.4

s

~otif?ces:

—...-—-

--

—.-——.
- ..—.——
-——_ ———
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Function $ubprogwms

A function Is a subprogram that ratums e veiue (the result of the function call). The specification of
a function starts with the reserved word function, and the paramotora, if any, must have the mod.
in (whether this mode is specified explicitly or implicitly). The statements of the function body (excluding statements of program units that are inner to the function body) must inciude one or more
return

statements

specifying

the

returned

value.

2

The exception PROGRAM-ERROR
is raised if a function body is left otherwise than by a return
statement,
This does not apply if the execution of the function is abandoned as a renuit of an
exception.

3

Example:

function DOT.PRODUCT(LEFT, RIGHT : VECTOR) ratum REAL Is
SUM : REAL := 0.0;
bagln
CHECK(LE~FiRST
= RIGHT’FiRST ●nd LE~UST
= RIGHTIST):
for J In LE~RANGE
loop
:= SUM
SUM
Ond loop;
rotum
SUM;
and i)OT_PRODUCT;

References:
specification

exception

+

LEFT(J) *RiGHT(J);

11, formal

pwarnetor

6.1, mode 6.1, program_ermr

6,1,

function

6.1,

function

body 6.3,

function

cell 6.4,

function

●xcoptlon 11.1, raising of exceptions 11, return statement 5.8, ststornent

5

6.6

Pmmotor

●nd Rcauft Typo Profflo - Overloading

of Subprograms

1

TWO formal patis are stdd to have the same parameter type profV8 if and only if they have the aamo
number of parameters, and at each parameter position corresponding parameters have the same
base type. A subprogram or entry has the same parameter and resu/t type profile as another subprogram or entry if and oniy if both have the same parameter type profiie, and either both are functions with the same result base type, or neither of the WO is a function,

a

The same subprogram identifier or operator oymboi can be used in severai subprogram specifications. The identifier or oparator symbol is then said to be ovedoaded; the subprograms that have
this identifier or operator symbol are aiao said to be overloaded and to overload each other. As
expiained in section 8.3, if two subprograms overload each other, one of them can hide the other
only if both subprograms have the same parameter and result type profiie (see section 8.3 for the
other requirements that must be met for hiding).

3

A call to an overioadd
program, the number of
the names of the formal
tions) are not sufficient

.-

...

.--—
~--—----

subprogram is ambiguous [and therefore iilegal) if the name of the subparameter associations,
the types and the order of the actuai parameter,
parameters (if named associations are used), and the resuit type [for functo determine exactiy one (overiooded) subprogram specification.

. .==

..
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Subprogram
Examples of overloaded

subprograms;

prooodure PUT(X
proaodure PUT(X

: INTEGER);
: STRING);
: COLOR):
Proceduro S~(TINT
prcxwdure SETISIGNAL : LIGHT):
Examples of cetfs:
PUT(28);
PUT(-no

possib(e

ambiguity

=>
SET(TINT
SET(SIGNAL
=>
SET(COLOR’(RED));

---

here”):

RED);
RED);

SET(RED

) ~would

be

denote

a value

either

ambiguous

of type

since RED may
COLOR or of type

LIGHT

Notes:
The notion

and result type profile does not include parameter names, parameter
subtypes, default expressions and their presence or absence.

of pttrometer

modes, parameter

Ambiguities may (but need not) arise when actual parameters of the call of an overloaded subprogram are themselves overloaded function calls, Iiterait, or aggregates. Ambiguities may also
(M need not) adae when ueverai overloaded subprograms belonging to different packages are
visibie. These ambiguities can usually be resolved in several ways: qualified expressions can be
used for some or all actuai parameters, and for the result, if any; the name of the subprogram can
be expressed more explicitly as an expanded name; flnaliy, the uubprograrn can be renamed.
I?efuerws:
actual pammetor 6.4.1, aggregate 4.3, bme type 3.3, default expreaaionfor a formal pamm.t.r 8.1,
entry 9.6, formalpamm.ter 6.1, function6.5, functioncall 6.4, hldlne 8.3, id.ntlfler 203, illegal 1.6, Ilteml 4.2, mod.
6.1. named parameter ecsoolatlon 6.4, operator symbol 6.1, overloading8.7, package 7, parameter of a subprogmm
0.2, qualified expression

4.7, renaming

declaration

8.8, result subtype 6.1, subprogram

6, subprogram

spacfflcation

6.1, subtype 3.3. type 3.3

6.7

overloading

of Opomtore

The declaration of a function whose designator is an operator symbol is used to overload an
operator. me sequence of characters of the operator symbol must be either a iogicaL a relational, a
binary adding, a unary adding, a multiplying, or a highest precedence operator (see 40S). Neither
membemhip tests nor the short-circuit control forms are allowed as function designators.
The subprogram specification of a unaw operator must have a single parameter. The subprogram
specification of a binary operator must have two parameters; for each use of thla operator, the first
parameter takes the left operand a$ actuai parameter, the second parameter takes the right
operand. Similarly, a generic function instantiation whose designator is an operator symboi is only
aliowed if the specification of the generic function has the corresponding number of parameters.
Default expressions are not altowed for the parameters of an operator {whether the operator is
deciared with an explicit subprogram specification or by a generic instantiation).

,
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each

of the
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operators

“+”

and “-”, overloading

Ada Reference Manual

both as a unary and as a bina~

is allowed

operator.
4

The explicit declaration
rerwrning
overloading

of

overloads

the

equality

5

of e function that ovedoada the equality operator “=”, other than by a

declaration,

is only

equality

must

inequality

operator.

allowed
dellver

operator

Explicit

If

both

a result
“/=”

overloading

parameters

of the

so

that

of

the

this

are

predefine
still

Inequality

gives

of
type

the

operator

the

somo

BOOLEAN

llmlted

complementary
is not

ty~,

; it also

An

implicitly

result

to

the

allowed.

A renaming declaration
whose designator
is the equality operetor is only allowed to rename
another equality operator. (For example, such a renaming declaration can be used when equality is
visible
by selection
but not directly visible. )
Note:

8

7

Overloading
membership

of relational
in a range

operators

or the choices

does not affect basic comparisons
in a case statement.

such

as

testing

for

Examples:
fUW~

‘+-

(LEIT,

RIGHT

furtctkwt

‘+-

(LEff,

RIGHT

---

: MATRIX)
: V&~OR)

rotum
mttttm

MATRIX;
VECTOR;

assuming that A, 8, and C ●m of the typs VECTOR
the three fcd~owlng sssignm.nts me equivalent

A := B+C;
C}:
A := ‘+”(LEm =>

A ~= “+”(S,

0

B, RIGHT =>

C);

altow 1.6, ●ctual ~mm.t.? 6.4.1, binary adding operetor 4.64.6.3,
boolean predefine
type 3.5.3,
charectw 2.1, oornplwnonts~ mull 4.5.2, dsolwatlon 3,1, dsfault ●prsssion for a formal pmwn.tor 6.1, doslgnator
%ferences;
6,1,

ttlrectly visible 8.9, oqusllty

opwator

4.5, formel

pomrnotor

6,1, funodon dodarotbon 6.1,

highect ~ona

operator 4.54.5.6,
implicit declaration 3.1, Inequalityoperator 4.5.2, limited type 7.4.4, logical operator 4.6 4.S. 1,
membership test 4.5 4.5.2, multiplying operator 4,5 4,5.5, operator 4,5, operator symbol 6.1, overloading 6.6 8,7,
relational
4.54,

operator

4.5 4.5.2,

visible by selection

8.3

short-clrcult

control form 4.5 4.5.1,

type definition

3.3.1,

unary adding operator

4.5

–
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Packages are one of the four forms of program unit, of which programs can be composed.
other forms are subprograms, task unite, and generic units.

The

~

Packages allow the specification of groups of logically related entities. In their simplest form patkages specify pools of common object and type declarations. More generally, packages can be
used to specify groups of related entities including also subprograms that can be called from outside the package, while their inner workings remain concealed and protected from outside u$era.

a

/?eWencus:

3

7.1

generic unit 12, program unit 6, subprogr~m

6, task unit 9. type declaration

3.3.1

Package $trueture

A package is generally prmddod in two pwts: a package specification and a package body. Ev~
package has a package specification, but not all packages havo a package body.
package_declaration ::= packoga~peclfication;

I

2

package_spacMcstion ::=
-W
identifier &
{basic-declm’ative-ltom)
IPt%u8a
{basitieciarative.item]]
and ~acksgc.simple.narne]
package_body ::=
pookago body pcckc 8Amplo~ame
[ declamtive.pafi f
( -n
●equenced~tatomenta
[ •~
exceptiouhandhr
{ exception-hndlor)]]
.nd ~8ck8ge~impie_nameJ;

. ..-

is

The simple

name at the start of ● psckage body must repeat tho package identifier. Similariy if a
simple name appears at the ●nd of the package apocification or body, it must repeat the package
identifier.

~

If a subprogram d.ciaration, ● packago doclaratlon, a task decleratlon, or a genork deohrotbn h a
declarative item of a given package ~eciflcation, then the body Of there la on.) of the program unit
deciared by the declarative item must itaeif be a dociarative item of tho declarative part of the bo@
of the given package.

4

———.

———=
—.. . _
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Notes:
5

A simple form of package, specifying a pooi of objects end types, does not require a package body.
One of the possible uses of the sequence of statements of e package body is to initialize such
objects. For each subprogram declaration there must be a corresponding body (except for a ttubprogram written in another language, as exptaineci in section 13.9), If the body of a program unit
is a body
required

stub,
for

the

then

a separately

program

unit

compiled
(see

10,2).

subunit
A body

containing
is

the

corresponding

not a basic declarative

proper

body

IS

item and so cannot

appear in a package specification.
6

A package declaration is either a library packsge (see 10.2) or a declarative item deciared within
another program unit.

7

I?eferences; basic declarative

hem 3,9, body stub 10.2, declarative

11.2. generic body 12,2, generic declaration

gram unit 6, proper body 3.9, sequence of maternents
ration 6.1,

7.2

subunit

10.2,

5,1, simple name

task body 9.1, taak declaration

Package 9pociflctions

Item 3,9, declarative

12.1, identifier 2,3. libra~
9.1,

part 3.9, exception Fiandfer

unit 10.1. object 3.2, package body 7.3, pro-

4.1, subprogram body 6.3, subprogram decla-

type 3.3

and Dsdaratiom

!

The first list of decltwative items of a package specification is called the visible port of the package. The optional list of declarative items after the reserved word prltmto is called the privete part of
the package.

2

An entity deciared in the private pan of a package is not visibie outside the package itseif (a name
denoting such an entity is only possibie within the package). in contra$t, expanded names denoting entities declared in the visible part can be used even outside the package; WtWr’nora,
direct
visibility of such entities can be achieved by means of use clouaea (~e 4.1.3 .artd 8.4).

3

The elaboration of a package declaration consists of the elaboration of its basic declarative Items
in the given order.
Notes:

4

The visible part of a package contains all the information that enother program unit is able to know
about the package. A package consisting of only a package speclflcatlon (that Is, without a packa-

ge body) can be used to represent a group of common constants or variables, or a common pool of
objects and types, as in the examples beiow.
5

Example

of a package

describing

e group

of common

packago PLOITING.DATA
PEN_UP : BOOLEAN;
CONVEflSiON-FACTOR,
~OWSET,
Y_OFFSET,
Y-MIN,
~MIN,
REAL;
LMAX,
Y.MAX:

-

: wmy ( 1 .. 500) d REAL;
LVALUE
Y_VA1.U E : ●rray (1 .. !5001 of REAL;
end PLOl_Tl NG-DATA;

see 3.5)7

variabies:
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Psckeges

of a packege

Example

package
type
type
tyFM

describing

WOR K_DATA
DAY
Is (MON,
HOURS_SPENT
TIM E..TAB LE

WORK_ HOURS
NORMALHOURS

a common

pool

of objects and types:

6

It
TUE,
WED,
THU,
FRI, SAT, SUN);
h delta
0.26
rango
0.0
,. 24.0:
of HOURS_ SPEhJT;
is ●rray (DAY)
; TIM E_TABLE;
: constant
TIM E_TABLE
(MON
., THU
=>

:=
8,25,

FRI

=>

7.0,

SAT

I

SUN =>

0.01:

end WOR LDATA;

References.’

basic declarative

item 3.9,

constont

expanded name 4.1,3,

name 4.1, number declaration

7.1

7.1, package specification

package

8.4, variable

7.3

identifier

3.2,1,
3.2.2,

declarative

ttem 3.9, direct visibility

object declaration

3.2.1,

package

8.3, elaboration

7

3.9,

7, package declaration

7,1, scope 8.2, simple name 4.1. type declaration

3.3.1,

use clause

3.21

Package Bodies

In contrast to the entities declared in the visible part of a package specification, the entities declared in the package body are only visibie within the package body itself. As 8 consequence, a package with a package body can be used for the construction of a group of reiated subprograms (a package in the usual sense), in which the Iogicai operations availabie to the users are cleariy isolated
from the internal entities.

I

For the elaboration of a package body, its declarative part is first elaborated, and its sequence of
statements (if any) is then executed, The optional exception handters at the end of a package body
sewice exceptions raised during the execution of the sequence of statements of the package body.

Z

Notes:

A variable declared in the body of a package is only viaibie within this body and, consequently, its
value can only be changed within the package body. In the absence of local tasks, the value of
such a variabie remains unchanged between calis issued from outside the package to subprograms
declared in the visible part. The propetiies of such a variabie are simiiar to those of an “own”
variable of Algol 60.

3

The elaboration of the body of a subprogram declared in the visible part of a package is caused by
the elaboration of the body of the package, Hence a caii of such a subprogram by an outside program unit raises the exception PROGRAM_ERROR if the call takes place before the elaboration of
the package body (see S.9).

t
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Exernple of e package:

5

package RATtONAL_NUM6ERS
type RATIONAL
i,
rooord
NUMERATOR
DENOMINATOR
end raeord;

h

: INTEGER;
: POSITIVE;

funotbn

EQUAL (X,y : RATIONAL)

ratum BOOLEAN;

funetbn

“/”

(X,Y : INTEGER)

mtum RATIONAL:

(X,Y
(X,Y
(X,Y
(X,Y

rotum
mum
romm
rotum

function “+funatbn --functton

‘“”

funudon -/●nd:
~

:
:
:
:

RATIONAL)
RATIONAL}
RATIONAL)
RATIONAL)

bodv RATIONALNUMBERS

--

to construct e ratkm.1 numbw

RATIONAL:
RATIONAL;
RATIONAL;
RATIONAL;

Is

procodum SAM E.DENOMINATOR
(X,Y : in out RATIONAL) h
Im@n
reduces X ●nd Y to tho aamc denominator:
...
and;
function EQUAL(X,Y : RATIONAL) mum BOOLEAN la
U,V : RATIONAL;
bogtn
u := x:
v :* y;
SAME_DENOMINATOR
(U,V);
ratum U.NUMERATOR = V. NUMERATOR;
end EQUAL;
functbn “/” (X,Y : INTEGER) mtum RATIONAL 10
begin
if Y>othon
DENOMINATOR =>
rotum (NUMERATOR => X,
●b,
return (NUMERATOR => -X, DENOMINATOR =>
●nd if;
end “/- :
furwtbon
function
hmodon
funotbn

‘+”
“-”
‘“”
-r

[X,Y
(X,Y
(X,Y
(X,Y

:
:
:
:

RATIONAL)
RATiONAL)
RATiONAL)
RATIONAL)

rwturn
ratum
rotum
mum

RATIONAL
RATIONAL
RATIONAL
RATIONAL

la
h
b
b

Y):
-Y):

.!,
...
...
...

.nd
and
ond
ond

‘+D;
“-”;
‘*”;
9/”;

and RATIONALNUMBERS:

~efen??nces.’
declaration3,1, docl.rstlv. part 3.9, .Iaboration 3.1 3.9. ●xceptlon 11, exwption handier 11.2, nom.
I package speclflcatlon7.1, programunit 6, program-erroraxceptlon11.1. swenco of statements5.1, •ubp~
gram 6, veriabie 3,2.1, violble part 7.2

e

4.

n__,

___

A!__—_

__—d—7:,

_-—-–

nlwcsl/lwll

L-a

Iu-

lml~
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7.4

Ptivato Type ●nd Defomd

Constant

Doclmations

The declaration of a type BS a private type in the visible pati of a package sewes to separate the
characteristics that can be used directly by outside program units (that is, the logical properties)
from other characteristics whose direct use is confined to the package (the details of the definition
of the type itself). Deferred constant declarations declare constants of private types.
prhmte_type_declar8
type identifier

tlon
::=
[dlucriminenLpart]

I

2

Is

Iltmited]

privti;

deferred_constan~declaration ::=
identifler_list : constant typo-mark;
A private type declaration is only allowed as e declarative item of the vi8ible part of a package, or
as the generic parameter declaration for a generic formal type in a generic formei pmt.

~

The type mark of a deferred constant declaration must denote a private type or e subtype of a prlvate type; a deferred constant declaration and the decoration of the corresponding private type
must both be declarative items of the visibie part of the same package. A deferred constant declaration with aevemi identified is equivalent to a sequence of singie deferred con8tant declarations
as explained in section 3.2.

c

Examples

5

of private

type declarations:

typo KEY is prtvate;
type FILE_NAME la Ihnltod pdve$e;
Example of deferred constant declaration:
NULl_KEY

References:
generic fwmal

: uwwtwtt

constant

3.2,1,

KEY;

doclarat)on

part 12.1, gen.ric

3.2, Iimitad type 7.4.4,

b

3,1, doclarathm

formai type 12.1,

packsgo 7, pdvst.

typo 7.4.1,

item 3.9, deferrad

gonoric param.tor

constant

declaration

7.4.3.

12.1,

diacriminant

identifier

part 3.7.1,

1

2,3, idontifior list

program unit 6, subtype 3.3, type 3,3, type mark 3.3.2,

vlslbte

Pan 7.2

7.4.1

Prlv8to Typos

If a private type declaration is given in the visibie part of a package, then a corresponding decleration of a type with the same identifier must appear as a declarative item of the private pan of the
package. The corresponding declaration must be either a full type declaration or the declaration of
a task type. In the rest of this section explanations are given in terms of fuli type decierations; tho
same rules appiy also to declaratiorw of task types,

I
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2

A private
type declaration
and the corresponding full type declaration define a single type. The
private type declaration, together with the visible part, define the operations that are available to
outside program units (~ee section 7.4.2 on the operetione that we lwailable for private types). On
the other hand, the full type declaration defines other operations whose direct use is only possible
within the package itself.

3

If the private type declaration includes a discriminant part, the full declaration must include a discriminant part that conforms (see 6.3.1 for the conformance rules) tmd its type definition must be a
record type definition. Conversely, if the pdvate type declaration does not include a discriminant
part, the type declared by the full type declaration (the W type)must not be an unconstrained type
with discriminants. The full type must not be an unconstrained array type. A limited type (in particular a task type) is allowed for the full type only if the resewed word limited appears in the
private type declaration (see 7.4.4).

4

Within the specification of the package that declares a private type and before the end of the corresponding full type declaration, a retttrlctlon applies to the use of a name that denotes the private
type or a subtype of the prlvata type end, Iikewlae, to the use of a name that, denotes any type or
subtype that has a subcornponent of the privete type. The only allowed occurrences of uuch a
name are in a deferred constant declaration, a type or subtype declaration, a subprogram specification, or an ent~ declaration; moreover, occurrences within derived type definitions or within simpIe

s

expressions

ore

not

allowed.

The elaboration of a pdvate type declaration create$ a private type. [f the private type declaration
has a discriminant part, this elaboration ir’dudes that of the diecriminont pmt. The elaboration of
the full type declaration consists of the elaboration of the type definition; the cfiscriminant part, if
any, is not elaborated (since the conforming discriminant part of the private type declaration has
already been elaborated),
Notes:

6

It follows from the given rules that neither the declaration of a variable of a private type, nor the
creation by an allocator of an object of the private type are allowed before the full declaration of
the type. Similarly before the full declaration, the name of the private type cannot be used in a
generic instantiation or in a representation clauae$

7

I?eferunces:

auocatw 4.8, erw typo 3.6, confofrn6.3.1, dec~arot~ve
item 3.9, defarr~ ~nstant dec~arat~on
7.4*31
derivedtype 3.4, diecrimlnantpart 3.7.1, .Ieboretlon 3.9, .ntrv declaration9.5, oxpreeelon4.4, full tvpe declaration
3.3.1, genericinstantlmion12.3, Identifier2.3, Incompletewe declaration3.8.1, Ilmitednme 7.4.4, name 4.1, operation 33

package

type definition

7. p8ckage

specification

3.7, repreeentstbn

OubtVpO 3.3, subtype deceleration 3.3.2,
type 3.6,

7.4.2

1

-- .-.,..,,

variable

3.2.1,

Operations

7.1, pdvete part 7.2, prtvate type 7.4, private type declaration

clauee 13.1, reserved word 2.9, subcompcmont
type 3.3, type declaration

3.3.1,

3.3, subprogram

type definition

3.3.1,

7.4, record

specification

unconstreirmd

6.1,
army

visible part 7.2

of ● Private Typo

The operations that are implicitly declared by a private type declaration include basic operations.
These are the operations Involved in aaslgnment (unless the reserved word Hmhwd appears in the
declaration), membership tests, selected components for the selection of any discriminant,
qualification, and explicit converalons.

n-n

●

naea

—

----

.

. . -.

A.

—
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For a private type T, the basic operations also include the attributes T’BASE (see 3.3.3) and TSIZE
For an object A of a private type, the basic operations inciude the attribute
(see 13. T.Z).
A’CONSTRAINED
If the private type has diacriminanta (see S.Y.AJ, and in any case, the attributes
A’SiZE and A’ADDRESS {see 13.7.2).

2

Finally, the operations implicitly deciared by a private type declaration include the predefine comparison for equality and inequality unless the reserved word limited appears in the private type
declaration.

3

The above operations, together with subprograms that have a parameter or result of the private
type and that are deciared in the visibie part of the package, are the only operations from the
package that are available outside the package for the private type.

4

Within the package that deciares the private type, the additional operations implicitly deciared by
the fuii type declaration are also availabie, However, the redefinition of these implicitly deciared
operations is allowed within the same declarative region, inciuding between the private type
declaration and the corresponding full declaration. An explicitly deciared subprogram hides an
implicitly deciared operation that has the same parameter and result type profiie (this is only possible if the implicitly declared operation is a derived subprogram or a predefine
operator).

5

if a composite type has subcomponents of a private type and is declared outside the package that
declares the private type, then the operations that are implicitly declared by the declaration of the
composite type inciude all operations that oniy depend on the characteristics that result from the
private type declaration alone. (For exampie the operator < is not included for a one-dimensional
array type.)

6

If the composite type is itseif declared within the packaW that declares the ~rivate type (inciuding
within an inner package or generic package), then additional operations that depend on the
characteristics of the fuli type are implicitly deciared, as required by the rules applicable to the
composite type (for ●xampie the operator c h declared for a one-dimensional array type if the fuii
type is discrete). These additional operations are implicitly declared at the earliest place within the
immediate scope of the cotnpoaite type and after the full typo declaration,

7

The same rules apply to the operations that are implicitly deciared for an access type whose
designated type is a private type or a type declared by an incomplete type declaration.
For eve~

private type or subtype T the foilowing

T’CONSTRAINED

attribute

is defined:

Yields the vaiue FAME if T denotes an unconstrained nonformal private type
with ditgcrlminants; also yletdo the value FALSE if T denotes a generic formal
private type, and the associated actuai subtype is either an unconstrained type
with discriminant$ or an uncon$traineci array type;
yields tie vaiue TRUE
otherwise. The value of this attribute is of the predefine
type BOOLEAN.

Note:

A private type declaration and the corresponding fuil type declaration define two different views of
one and the came type. Outeido of the defining package the characteristic
of tfm type are those
defined by the vielble part, Wlthln these outside program unltu the type is juet a private type and
●ny ianguage rule that oppbs
only to enothor ciass of types does not apply. The fact that the fuli
declaration might imp/ement the private type with a type of a pa~icuiar class (for example, as an
array type) is only relevant within the package itself.

11
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12

The consequences of this actual Implementation are, however, valid everywhere.
For examde:
any default- Initialization of components takes place; the attribute SIZE provides the size of tho full
type; task dependence rules still appiy to components that are task objects.

a

Example:

KEY.MANAGER
ty$M KEY b ~VStO:

package

Is

NULLKEY
: cotwtartt
KEY;
prooodum
GH.KEY(K
: OUt KEY);
function
“<(X, Y : KEY) rotum
BOOLEAN:
prim’to
~
KEY b 2iOW NATURAL;

NULi_KEY
and;

: constant KEY := 0;

poctmgo body KEY.MANAGER
lAST_KEY : KEY := 0:
: out
prooodwa GET-KEY(K
bogkn
lAST_KEY
:= lAST_KEY
K := LAST-KEY;
wtd GET_KEY;
fu*

“<”

KEY)
+

ts

1;

(x, Y : KEY) return BOOLEAN b

b9gln
rstum INTEGER(X)
~
-(-:
end KEY_MANAGER;
Notes

h

< tfWEGER(Y);

on the ex8m@e:

94

Outside of the package KEY_ MANAGER, the ooerationa available for obiects Of ~ne KEY inciude
mmignmont, the comparison for equality or inequality, the procedure GET_ KEY and the operator
“<”: they do not include other relational operators such as “>=”, or arithmetic oPeratom.

m

operator “<“ implicitly declared by the
The explicitly declared operator - <“ hides the predefine
full type declaration. Within the body of the function, an explicit conversion of X and Y to the type
INTEGER is necessary to invoke the “<“ operator of this type. Alternatively, the result of the function could be written aa not (X >= Y), since the operator “>=” is not redefined.

10

The value of the variable ~T_KEY,
declared in the package body, remains unchanged between
tails of the procedure GET_KEY. (See also the Notes of eectbr’t 7.3.)

t7

References:
46,

assignment

declaration

3.1,

5.2, attr~bute 4.1,4,

declwativo

region

8.1,

basic operation

3.3.3,

dorivod subprogram

component

3.3, composite

type 3.3, conversion

3,4, derived type 3,4, dimension

3.6, discrimintwt

3.3, equalitv 4,5.2, full typo 7.4.1, full type declaration 3,3.1, hiding 8.3, lmmedete scope 8.2, implicit declaration
incomplete type doclwatlon 3.8,1, mombwehlp teat 4.5, opomtion 3,3. package 7, parameter of a subprogram
~eflrted
quo!ffiistion

8.6, pmdcflnod operator 4.6, prtvst. type 7.4, privmo typo doclwatlon 7.4, program unit 6,
relationaloperator4.S, aolooted oornponent 4.1.3, aubprogmm6, taakdependence9.4, visiblepart

funotion
4.7,

7.2

.-

3.1,
6.2,

Mlwcilf

Ivtl

L-m

Iu

- IOIEZM
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7.4.3

Defwred

Constanta

If a deferred constant declaration ia given in the visible part of a package then a constant declaration (that is, an object cfeciaration declaring a constant object, with an explicit initialization) with
This
the same identifier must appear aa a declarative item of the private part of the package.
object declaration is called the fu/1 declaration of the deferred constant, The type mark given in the
full declaration must conform to that given in the deferred constant declaration (see 6.3.1). Multiple or single declarations are aliowed for the deferred and the full declarations, provided that the
equivalent single declarations conform.

Within the specification of the package that deciares a deferred constant and before the end of the
corresponding full declaration, the use of a name that denotes the deferred constant is oniy
allowed in the default expression for a record component or for a formal parameter (not for a
generic formal parameter).
The elaboration

of a deferred

constant declaration

3

has no other effect.

The execution of a program is erroneous if it attempts to use the value of a deferred constant
before the elaboration of the corresponding fuil declaration.

q

Note:

The full declaration for a deferred constant that has a given private type must not appear before
the corresponding full type declaration. This is a consequence of the rules defining the allowed
uses of a name that denotes a private type (see 7.4.1).

s

References: conform &3. 1, constant declaration 3.2.1, d.ckatlve Item 3.9, default expr.aaion for a diacriminant
3.7.1, deferred constant 7.4, doforrad constant declaration7.4, .Iaboration has no oth.r aff.ct 3.1, formalp.rammer
6.1, generic formal parameter 12,1 12.3, W.ntlfler 2.3, obJaotdaclw.tlon 3.2.1, Package7, packageapacification7.1,

s

private

7.4.4

pm

7.2, record componont

3.7, typa mark 3.3,2,

viaibla pati 7.2

Limited Typos

A limited type is a type for which neither assignment
and inequality is imp/icit/y declared.

nor the predefine

comparison for equality

A private type declaration that inciudes the resewed word Iimhd declares a limited type. A task
type is a limited type. A type derived from a limited type is itself a limited type. Finally, a composite type is limited if the type of any of its subcomponents is iimited.
The operations availabie for a private type that is limited are as given in section 7.4.2 for private
types except for the absence of adgnment
and of a predefine
comparison for equality and inequality.

3

For a formai parameter

4

whose type is limited and whose declaration occurs in an expiicit submode out is only allowed if this type is private and the subprogram
declaration occurs within the visibio part of the package that declares the private type. The same
holds for formal parameters of entry declarations and of generic procedure deciurationu. The corresponding fuil type must not be ilmited if the mode out is used for any such formai parameter,
Otherwise, the corresponding fdi type i8 aiiowed (but not requirad) to be a iimited type (in par- “
titular, it is allowed to be a task type). If the fuii type corresponding to a limited private type is not
itself iimited, then aaaignrnent for the type is aveiiabie within the package, but not outside.
program

declaration,

the
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of the rules for limited types:

.

An explicit initialization
limited,

is not allowed

.

A default expression is not allowed in a component deci~ration if the type of the record component is limited.

.

An explicit initial value is not allowed

.

A generic formal parameter

of mode

in an object declaration

in an aiiocator

if the type of the object is

type Is limited.

if the designated

in must not be of a limited type.

Notes:

The above rules do not exclude a default expression for a formal parameter of a limited type; they
do not exclude a deferred constant of a limited type if the fuil type is not limited. An expllclt
declaration of an equallty operator is allowed for a limited type (see 6.7).
Aggregates are not available for a limited composite type (see 3.8.2 and 3.7.4).
ava-ilable for a limited array type (see 3.6.2).

Catenation is not

Exemple:
wckago I-O.PACKAGE Is
typo FIL~NAME
is Iimbd
prooodura OPEN
~
CLOSE
~m
READ
prooadura WRITE
prhmto
~
FI L~NAME
record

(F
(F
(F
(F

:
:
:
:

in
In
in
in

prhmw;

out FILLNAME);
out FILCNAM E);
FILUNAME;
ITEM : out
FILLNAME;
ITEM : in

INTEGER);
INTEGER);

Is

INTERNAIJUAME

: INTEGER

:= 0:

end record;
ond I_O_PACKAGE;
package body I.O.PACKAGE 1s
LIMIT : constant := 200;
typ, FILE_OESCF?lPTOR it racord ... -d
racord;
DIRECTORY : ●ffay (1 .. LIMIT) of FIL~DESCRIPTOR;
...
procodura OPEN (F : in out FILhNAME)
i.
... ●nd:
prooodura CLOSE F : In out FiLE_NAME) is ... ●ne!;
~um
READ [F : in FILE.NAME; ITEM : out INTEGER) b ... .nd:
INTEGER) b ... end;
pmoedura WRITE (F : in FILE.NAME; ITEM : in
begin
...
and I.O_PACKAGE;
Notes on the example:
In the example above, an outside subprogram making use of l_O_PACKAGE may obtain a fiio
name by caiiing OPEN and iater uee it in calls to READ and WRITE. Thus, outside the package, a
file name obtained from OPEN acts as a kind of pa8sword;
its internal properties (suoh as
containing a numeric value) are not known and no other operations (such as addition or cornparbon of internal names) can be performed on a fiie name,

-..

.

.

.

–,—_

>.——

.

.-
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This example is characteristic of any case where complete control over the operations of a type is
desired. Such packages sewe a dual purpose. They prevent a user from making use of the Internal
stmcture of the type. They also Impiement the notion of an encepsu/ated data type where the only
operations on the type are those given in the package specification.

t4

References:

15

component

aggregate

type 3.4, designate
declaration

4.3,

3.3.1,

3.2, operation

4.8,

3.8, discriminant

3.3, package

assignment

type 3.3, defeult

7, rxadefined
relational

5.2,

catenation

3,7,1,

equality 4.6.2,

operator

component

decimation
7.4.3,

3.3, subprogram

3.7,

derived

6.1, full type 7.4.1, full type

3,1, initial value 3.2.1, mode 12.1.1,

4.5, private type 7.4. private type declaration

4.5, subcomponent

Example of a Table Managomont

4,S,

3.7, deferred constant

formal parameter

12.1 12.3, implicit declaration

operator

operetor

expression for a discriminant

specification

generic formal parameter

nent 3.7, record type 3.7,

7.6

allocator

type 3.3, composite

object

7.4, record compo-

6. tack type 9.1 9.2, type 3.3

Package

The foilowing exampie illustrates the use of packages in providing high level procedures with a
simple interface to the user.

I

The problem is to define a tabie management pockage for inse~ing and retrieving items. The
items are inserted into the table as they are supplied. Each inserted item has an order number. The
items are retrieved according to their order number, where the item with the lowent order number
is retrieved first.

2

From the user’s point of view, the package is quite simple. There is a type caiied iTEM designating
table items, a procedure INSERT for inserting items, and a procedure RETRIEVE for obtaining the
item with the lowest order number. There is a speciai item NULl_lTEM that is returned when the
table is empty, and an exception TABLE_FULL which is raised by INSERT if the table is already full.

3

A sketch of such a package is given below,
user.

4

peckaga TABLE_MANAQER
type ITEM is
record
ORDER_NUM
lTEM_CODE
QUANTITY
lTEM_TYPE
●nd feoord;

:
:
:
:

Only the specification of the package is exposed to the

5

is

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
CHARACTER;

NULl_lTEM

: constant ITEM :=
(ORDER-NUM
I lTEM_CODE I QUANTllY

pmoedum INSERT
(NEW_ITEM
prooedura RETRIEVE (FiRST_lTEM
TAB LE_FU I-L : .xcoption;

-

=>

O, ITEM_~PE

=>

‘ ‘);

: in
ITEM);
: out ITEM);

raised by INSERT when table full

●nd;

7-11

Example of a Table Menaqement

Pmkmm

75
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The details of implementing such packages can be quite complex;
way linked table of internal Items, A local housekeeping procedure
internal item between the busy and the free lists. The initial table
initialization part. The package body need not be shown to the

in this case they involvo a tWOEXCHANGE is used to move an
linkages are established by the
users of the package.

P~Ck~gO body TAB LE_MANAG ER is
SIZE 9 constant := 2000:
rsnge O .. SIZE;
subtype INDEX Is INTEGER
type
lNTERNAl_!TEM
1record
CONTENT
: ITEM;
Succ
: INDEX;

PRED
end record;
TABLE

: array

: INDEX;

(INDEX)

FIRST_BUSY_lTEM
FIRST_ FREE_lTEM

INTERNAUTEM:

of

: INDEX
: INDEX

:= O;
:= 1:

function FREE_ LIST_E M PIY
ratum BOOLEAN i- ... ~d;
function BUSY_ LIST_EMPTY return BOOLEAN is ... .nd:
procedure EXCHANGE (FROM : in INDEX; TO : in lNOEX~ is ... ●nd:

pfwadum

INSERT (NEW_lTEM

: in ITEM) is

begin
if FREE_LIST_EMPW

then
rata.
TAB LE_FULL;
end if;
-remaining
code for INSERT
●ruf INSERT;
procedure

RETRIEVE

(FIRST-ITEM

: out

ITEM)

is

.. . end;

bagin
initialization

of

the

table

linkages
b

end TAB LE_MANAGER;

Example of a Text Handling

7.6

1

This

example

pati;

the

illustrates

a simple

implementation

Packago

text

is hidden

handling
from

package.

thorn

in the

The

shown).
2

some

which
length

must

be given

between

implementation-defined
3

only

pan

have

and

the

access

to

paclcage

the visible
body

(not

●

From a user’s point of view, a TEW
length,

users

private

zero

when
and

the

the

is a variable-length
object

maximum,

is declared,

string,
and

‘The maximum

Each
e currant

text

object

value,

has

which

a maximum
is a string

of

possible length of a text object is an

constant.

The package defines first the necessa~ types, then functions that return ~ome characteristics of
objects of the type, then the conversion functions between texts and the predefine CHARACTER
and STRING types, and finally some of the standard operations on varying strings. Most operations
as well as on the type TEn, in order to minimlzo the
are overloaded on strings and character
number of explicit conversions
the user has to write.

7-72
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Packages

~ckuge
TEXT-HANDLER
MAXIMUM
: oonatmtt
aubtypa

INDEX

k

is
:=

tVpO TEXT(MAXIMUM_l.
function
function

LENGTH
VALUE

function EM PW

SOME_VALUE;

INTEGER

row

--

implementation-defined

O . . MAXIMUM;

ENGTH : INDEX) i, Iimttod prlvw.;
return INDEX;

(T : TEXT)
(T : TEXT)

return STRING:
ratum BOOLEAN;

(T : TEXU

function

TO_TEXT

(S : STR1 NG;

MAX

function
function
function

TO_TE~
TO_TEXT
TO_TE~

(C
(S
(C

MAX
: INDEX)
wturn
TEXT;

function

: CHARACTER;
: STRING)
: CHARACTER)

“&” (LEFT : TEXT;
(LEFT : TE~;
(LEFT : STRING;

function
function
function
function

‘&“&‘&”
“&-

function

“=-

function
function
function
function

‘<”
“<=”
“>“>=”

: INDEX)

return TEXT;
rotum
TEXT;
-maximum

:
:
:
:
:

RIGHT : TE~)
RIGHT

TE~:
TEH:
TEXT;
TEXT;
TEXT;

proceduro SET (OBJECT
prooeduro SET (OBJECT

maximum

length

length

MAX

S’LENGTH

ratum TEXT;
ratum
mtum
mtum
rmum
rotum

: STRING)

RIGHT : TEXT)
(LE~ : TEXT;
RIGHT : CHARACTER)
(LEFT : CHARACTER; RIGHT : TEXT)
(LE~
(LEH
(LEFT
(LEH
(LEFT

--

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

:
:
:
:
:

TEH)
TEXll
TEXT)
TEXT)
TEXT)

rotum
rwtum
mtum
mtum
ratum

: in out TEXT; VALUE
: in out TEXT; VALUE

TEXT;
TEXT;

TEXT:
TE~:
TEH;

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

: In TEXT);

: in STRING);
procedure SET (OBJECT : in out TEXT; VALUE : In CHARACTER);

procduro

APPEND

(TAIL

: In TE~:

procacfwa APPEND (TAIL : in STRING:
~ura
APPEND (TAIL : in CHARACTER;
XW’O

AMEND
AMEND
prooodur. AMEND

(OBJECT : b TEXT:
(OBJECT : In out TEXT;
(OBJECT : In out TEXT;

--

pan
given

procedura

--

amend
starting

replaces
at the

BY : in CHARACTER;
text,

: TEXT;
WITHIN
: STRING;
WITHIN
: CHARACTER; WITHIN

funotbn LOCATE (FRAGMENT
funotion LOCATE {FRAGMENT
all

BY : in ~;
BY : In STRING;

of the object
by the given
position
in the object

function LOCATE (FRAGMENT

--

TO : m out TEXT):
TO : in out TE~);
TO : in out -);

return O if the fragment Is not located

private
typo TEXUMAXIMUM_LENGTH

: INDEX) Is
record
Pos
: INDEX := O:
VALUE : STRING(1 .. MAXIMUM_LENGTH);
and r,oord;
ond TEXT.t=IANO LER;

.

string,

or

POsmohl
POSITION
POSITION
character

: TEXT) return INDEX;
: TEXT) mtum INDEX:
: TEXT) toturn INDEX;

: In INOEX);
: In INOEX);
: in INDEX);
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A program

opens
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packege:

file, whose name is supplied by the string NAME ~ This string has the

an output

form
IDEVICE
7

There

are

(.EXTENSION]]

:1 [FILENAME

standard

for device, filename, and extension. The user-supplied name is passed
and the result is the expanded
version, with any necessary

defaults

to EXPAND_ FILE_NAME
defaults added.

as a parameter,

function EXPAND_ FILE_NAME
use TE~_HANDLER;
DEFAULT_ DEVICE
DEFAULT_ FILE_NAME
DEFAULT_EXTENSION

(NAME

: STRING) mtum STRING h

: constant STRING
: cormmnt STRING
: conctant STRING

:= ‘SY:”:
:= ‘RESULTS-:
:= ‘. DAT”:

MAXIMUM_FILE_NAME_LENGTti
: constant
FiLE_NAME
: TEXT(MAXIMUM_FIL&NAMLLENGTH);

INDEX

begin
SET(FILE-NAME,
if

NAME);

EM P7Y(Fl LE_NAME)

SET(FILE-NAME,
end if;
if

LOCATE’:’,

FILE-NAME)

SET(F!LE_NAME,
●rtd if;
if

then
DEFAULT-FiL~NAME);

LOCATE’.’,
FILE–NAME)
APPENO(DEFAULT_E~ENSION,

and if:
return

=

O tkn

DEFAULT–DEVICE

VALUE(FILE_NAME);

end EXPAND_ FILE-NAME;

=

O then
TO

&

=>

FIL&NAME):

FILENAME);

:=

SOM~PPROPRIATE_VALUE;

-
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rules defining
the scope
of declarations
and the rules defining which identifiers are visible at
various points in the text of the program are described in this chapter. The formulation of these
rules uses the notion of a declarative region,

The

References”

8.1

declaration

Declarative

3.1, declarative

ragion 8.1, identifier 2.3, scope 8.2, visibility 8.3

Region

A declarative region is a portion of the program
text.
—
of each of the following:

A single declarative region is formed by the

A subprogram declaration, a package declaration, a task declaration, ore generic declaration,
together with the corresponding body, if any. If the body is a body stub, the declarative region
If the program unit has subunits, they are also
also includes the corresponding subunit.
included.
An ent~

declaration

together

with the corresponding

accept statements.

A record type declaration, together with a corresponding private or incomplete type declaration if any, and together with a corresponding record representation clause If any.
A renaming d~ciaratkan .thst, Jncahdos a formal ~~
or ~ generic param~tar
includes either a formal part or a di$crlminant part.
A block statement

dodmatkm that

or a ioop statement.

s

6

in each of the above cases, the declarative
region is said to be associated with the corresponding
declaration or statement. A declaration is said to occur hwnedh?te/y within a declarative region if
this region is the innermost region that encloeas the declaration, not counting the dacieratlve
region (if any) associated with the declaration itself,

z

A declaration that occurs immediately within a declarative region is said to be /oce/ to the roglcm.
Declarations in outer (encloslng) regions are said to be g/oba/ to an inner (enciosed) declarative
region, A iocal entity is one declared by a Iocai declaration;
a giobai entity is one declared by ●
global declaration,

~

Some of the above forms of declarative region include severai disjoint parts (for example, other
declarative items can be between the declaration of a package and its body). Each declarative
region Is nevetiheiess considered es a (iogicelly) continuous portion of the program text, I=hmco ff
po~t of a ~~rati~
any ruie defines n portion of text as the text that exten~s from -me ~fIC
region to the end of this region, than thh portion IS the corrtmpondlng subset of the declarative
region (for exampie it does not include intermediate declarative items betvwm the two patis of a
package).

~

8-1
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Notes:
10

As defined in section 3,1, the term declaration includes basic declarations, implicit declarations,
and those declarations that are part of basic declarations, for example, discriminant and parameter
specifications. It follows from the definition of a declarative region that a discrirninant specification
occurs immediately
within the region associated
with
Similarly,
a parameter
specification
occurs immediately
enclosing subprogram
body or accept statement.

11

the enclosing
record type declaration
within the region associated
with the

package
STANDARD
forms a declarative region which encloses all library units: the implicit
declaration of each library unit is assumed to occur immediately within this package (see sections

The

8.6

and

10.11).

12

Declarative
regions can be nested within other declarative
regions. For example, subprograms,
packages, task units, generic units, and block statements can be nested within each other, and can
contain record type declarations, loop statements, and accept statements.

u

~e~erences:

accept

discriminant

generic declaration
3.8.1,

Iibraw

specification
tion 8.5

discriminant

12.1,
10.1,

generic parameter

6.1, private type declaration
8.6,

3,1, block statement

declaration

sp.clfication

loop statement

standard package

declaration

8.2

unit

9.5, basic

statement

pan 3.7.1,

3,7,1,

declaration

5.5,

packase

ent~

declaration

12.1,

implicit

7, package

body

6,3,

subprogram

body stub 10.2,

declaration

declaration

declaration

type declaration
7.1,

parameter

clause 13.4, record type 3.7, renaming
declaration

3.1,

part 6.1, generic body 12.2,

3.1, incomplete

body 7.1, package

7,4, record representation

$ubprogrem

5.6,

9.5, formal

declara-

6.1, subunit 10.2. task body 9.1, task

9 1, task unit 9

Scope

of Declarations

For each form of declaration,
the language rules define a certain portion of the program text called
the scope of the declaration. The scope of a declaration is also celled the 8oope of any entity
declared by the declaration.
Furthermore, if the declaration associates some notation with a
declared entity, this portion of the text is also called the scope of this notation (either an identifier,
a character literal, an operator symbol, or the notation for a basic operation). Within the scope of
an entity. and oniy there, there are piaces where it is legal tO use the associated notation in order
to refer to the declared entity. These places are defined by the rules of visibility and overloading.
2

The scope of a declaration that occurs immediately within a declarative region extends from the
beginning of the declaration to the end of the declarative region; this p8rt of the scope of a decl8rtttion

is called

of the

the hmneclhte

declaration

extends

3

(a)

A declaration

4

(b)

An entv

s

(c)

A component

6

(d)

A discriminant

7

(e)

A parameter

0

(f)

A generic parameter

sco~e,
beyond

Futihermore,
the

for eny of the declarations

immediate

that occurs immediately

iisted

below,

the scope

8cope:

within the visible part of a p8ckage declaration.

declaration.
declaration.
specification.
specification.
declaration.

R-2
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Rules

Inemchof these cases, the given detclaration occurs immediately within some enciosingdeclaration, and the scope of the given declaration extends to the end of the scope of the enciosing
declaration.

@

In the absence of a subprogram deciaratlon, the subprogram specification given in the subprogram
body or in the body stub acts es the declaration and rule (d appliesalso in SUCh a ca$e~

m

Note:

The above scope rules appiy to all forms of declaration defined by section 3.1;

in particular, they
appiy aiso to implicit declarations. Ruie (a) applies to a package declaration and thus not to the
package specification of a generic declaration. For nested declarations, the rules (a) through (f)
apply at each Ievei. For exampie, if a task unit is declared in the visibie parl of a package, the scope
of an entry of the task unit extends to the end of the scope of the task unit, that is, to the end of the
scope of the enclosing package, The scope of a use ciause is defined in section 8.4.

~efenrncus:
declarative

beslc operation 3.3.3, body stub 10.2, cimractw
region 8.1, dhcrlmlnant

generic parameter

daclarstion

symbol 6.1, overloading
record type 3.7, renaming

12.1,

6.6 8.7,

3,3.1,

3.7.1,

Idontiflor 2.3,

packago

declaration

task unit 9, typa daciaration

8.3

apacification

implicit

decioratlon

8.6, subprogram
uae ciauaa 8.4,

iltorol 2.6, cornponont declaration

entry doclaratlon
doclarathn

7.1, package

3.1, occur immediately
apeclflcation

body 6.3, subprogram

visibility

3.7, declaration

9.5, extends 8.1, genedc declaration
within

7.1, parameter

declaration

8.1,

3.1,

11

tz

12.1,

operator

apeciflcatlon

6.1,

6.1, task declaration

9.1,

8.3, visibla pafi 7.2

Vieibitity

The meaning of the occumence of an identifier at o given pieco in the text k defined by the vl$ibiiity
rukm and aiso, in the cage of ovarioaded declarations, by the overloading ruies. The Identlfiera considered in this chapter includ. any idontifler other then a resewed word, an attribute de$ignatbr, a
pmgma identifier, the identifier of a progma argument, or an identifier given as a pragma ergurnent. The places cwmidered In this chapter are those where a Iexicai element (such &J dh iderttifier) occurs. The overloaded deciaration$ considered in this chapter are those for subprograms,
enumeration iiteraia, and singie ●ntries.

t

For each identifier and at each piace in the text, the viaibiiity ruies determine a set of declarations
(with this identifier) that define possible meanings of an occurrence of the identifier. A dechmtion
is said to be vis/b/e at a given piace in the text when, according to the visibility rules, the declaration defines a poasibie rtmanln~ of this occurrence, Two cases arise,

2

●

The visibility rules cletermirve at tnost one possibie moaning. in Such a case the visibili~ rubs
are sufficient to detarmine the dociaration deflnlng the meaning of the occurrence of the identifier, or in the abaen~t of Wch a declaration, to determine that the occurrence iS not legal @t
the given point.

3

●

The visibility ruies d@Nrmihe mom then one poaaibie meaning. )n such a case the occurrence
of the identifier is iegai at this point If and oniy If exoct/y one visibie declaration is acbt$ptable
for the overloading ruiea ih the given context (8ee section 6.6 for the ruies of overioaciing and
section 8.7 for the context used for overioad resolution).

4

VMbWty

8.3
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A declaration is only visible within a cetiain part of Its scope; this part starts at the end of the
declaration except in a package specification, In which cese it statis at the reserved word Is given
after the identifier of the package specification. (This rule applies, in patiicular, for irnpllclt
declarations.)
Visibility is either by @ection
defined as follows.
(a)

For a declaration

after

(b)

For

given

an

entry

declaration

association

=>)

of

the

association
For a generic

also

whose

declaration:

at the place of the selector

task

prefix denotes the package.

type:

at

type,

of a given

type

place

discriminant

specification
formal

of the

at the

in a named

For a parameter
place

aggregate

specification

declaration;

delimiter

(f)

of e given

sdecthn at places that am

of % package

part

name

whose prefix is appropriate

of an

For a discriminant
ponent

(e)

visible

js vlsib~e ~Y

the place of the selector after the dot of a
for the task type.

For a component declaration of a given record type declaration: at the place of the selector
after the dot of a selected component whose prefix is appropriate for the type; also at the
place of a component simple name (before the compound delimiter =>) in a named component

(d)

in the

the dot of an expanded

selected component
(c)

or dirgct. A declaration

subprogram

specification

declaration

parameter (before the compound
responding generic instantiation.

of a given

delimiter

or ent~

same

name

places

(before

as for a comthe

compound

a discriminant constraint for the type.

of

subprogram

at the
simple

[before the compound

of a corresponding
parameter

association

of a given

parameter

declaration:

of a discrlminant

or ent~

delimiter

=>)

declaration:

in a named

at the

parameter

call.

generic unit: at the place of the generic formal
=>) in a named generic association of a cor-

Finally, within the declarative region associated with a construct other than a record type declaration, any declaration that occurs immediately within the region is visible by selection at the plaw
of the selector after the dot of an expanded name whose prefix denotes the construct.
Where it is not visible by selection, a visible declaration is said to be direct/y

visib/e. A declaration

to the end of the
of the declaration, but excludes places where the declaration is hidden as
explained below. In addition, a declaration occurring immediately within the visible part of n
package can be made directly visible by means of a use clause according to the rules described in
section 8.4. (See also section 8,6 for the visibility of library units.)
is directly

immediate

visible

within

a certain

part

of its immediate

scope;

this

pan

extends

scope

A declaration is said to be hidden within (part of) an inner declarative region if the inner region contains a homograph of this declaration; the outer declaration is then hidden within the jmmediate
scope of the inner homograph. Each of two declarations is said to be a homograph of the other if
both declarations have the same identifier and overloading is allowed for at most one of the two. If
overloading is allowed for both declarations, then each of the two is a homograph of the other if
they have the same identifier, operator symbol, or character iiteral, as weli as the same parameter
and result type profile (see 6.6).
Within the specification of a subprogram, eve~ declaration with the same designator as the subprogram is hidden; the same holds within a generic instantiation that declares a subprogram, and
within an entry declaration or the formal pert of an accept statement; where hidden in this manner,
a declaration is visible neither by selection nor directly.

8-4
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Two declarations that occur Immediately within the same declarative region must not be
homographs, unieaa either or both of tho following requirements are met: (a) ex8ctiy one of them
is the impiicit declaration of a predefine operation; (b) exactly one of them is the implicit declaration of a derived subprogram. In such cases, a predeflned operation is ttiwaya hidden by the other
homograph;
a derived subprogram hides a predefine
operation, but is hidden by any other
homograph. Where hidden in this manner, an implicit declaration is hidden within the entire scope
of the other declaration (regerdiess of which declaration occurs first); the implicit declaration is
visible neither by seiection nor directly.

II

Whenever

18

a declaration with a certain identifier is visibie from a given point, the identifier and the
(if any) are also said to be visibie from that point. Direct visibility and visibility by
selection are likewise defined for character Iiterais and operator symbols. An operator is directly
visibie if and oniy if the corresponding operator declaration is directiy visibie. Finaiiy, the notation
associated with a basic operation is directiy visibie within the entire scope of this operation.
deciared

entity

Exemple:
procedura P is
A, B : BOOLEAN;

prOOedlJrac1 k
c
: BOOLEAN;
an inner homograph of B
: BOOLEAN;
–
~tn
...
means
0.8 := P.A;
B .— A;
-means
Q.C
:= P.B;
~= P.B;
c
d;
bagitl
...
.— B; –
A .means P.A := P.B;
d:
Note

on the visibl/ity

of Ilbrery

units:

The visibility of iibra~ units is determined by with clauses (see 10.1.1)
units are implicitly deciared in the package STANDARD (see 8.6).

and by the fact that libra~

~

Note on homographs:
The same identifier may occur in different declarations and may thus be associated with different
entities, even if the scopes of these declarations overiap. Overlap of the scopes of declarations
with the same identifier can result from overloading of subprograms and of enumeration Iiterais.
Such overlaps can also occur for entities declared in package visible parts and for entries, record
components, and parameters, where there is overiap of the scopes of the enciosing package
declarations, task declarations, record type declarations, subprogram declarations, renaming
declarations, or generic declarations. Firmiiy overlapping ccopeu can resuit from nesting.
iVote on immediate

scope,

hiding,

end visibility:

The ruies defining immediate scope, hiding, and visibility impiy that a reference to an identifier
within its own decimation is iilegai (except for packages and generic packages). The identifier
hides outer homographs within its immediate scope, that is, from the start of the declaration; on
the other hand, the identifier is visibie oniy after the end of the declaration. For this mason, ail but
the iast of the foiiowing declarations are iiiegai:

8-5
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-illegal
-illegal
illegal
lllagai, ●ven if them it ● function rwmd
en tnnar declaration is legal (although confusing)

: P);
: REAL := a);
: REAL):

Q

$?etbmnces:accept ststom.nt 9.5, aggregat. 4.3, spprowisto for s type 4.1, s~ument 2.8, basicoporatlon3.3.3.
character
declarative

literal 2.5, component

mal parameter

6.1,

package

generic

decfafation

3.8, discrlminant

constraint

9.5, ent~ family 9.5, enumeration

entry declaration
12.1,

4.3, component declwation

association

region 8.1, designate
generic

association

parameter

12.3,

12.1,

formal

generic

3.7, compound delimiter

discriminant

Moral specification

ganedc

declaration

3,7.2,

3.6,1,

parameter

specification

expanded

12.1,

unit 12, identifier

6.6 8.7, package

7, parametar

6,2, parameter

instantiation

2.3, immediate

3.1. iexicai element 2.2, library unit 10.1, object 3.2, occur immediately

symbol 6.1, overloading

name

generic

2.2, declaration

association

3.1,

3.7.1, entw call 9.5,
4.1.3, extends 8.1, for12.3,

generic

scope 8.2,

impiicit

within 8.1, operator 4.5, operator
6.4, parameter

specification

6.1,

2.8, programunit 6, r.cord type 3.7, reaanmd word 2,9, scope 8.2, selected componant 4.1.3, selector 4.1.3,
simpie name 4.1, subprogram 6, subprogram call 6.4, mbpro~mm declaration 6.1, subprogram specification 6.1, task
pmgma

type 9.1,

8.4

1

task unit 9, type 3.3, type declaration

3.3.1,

use clause 8.4,

Usa Chusoa

A use clause achieves direct visibility of declarations
packages.

2

visible part 7.2

Usaciause

::=

uss

package_name

that appear in the visible p8~s

of named

{, packu#e_name];

3

For each use clause, there is a ce~ain region of text called the scope of the use clause. This region
statis immediately after the use clause. If a use clause is a declarative item of some declarative
region, the scope of the clause extends to the end of the declamtive region. If a use clauae occurs
within a context clause of a compilation unit, the scope of the use clause extends to the end of the
declarative region associated with the Compilation unh.

4

In order to define which declaration
ore made directly visible et e given place by uao chumea, consider the set of packages named by all use clauaas whose scopes enclose this place, ornltting from
this set any packages that enclose this place. A declaration that can be made directly vialble by a
use clause (a potentially visible declaration) is any declaration that occurs immediately within the
visible part of a package of the set. A potentially visible deciamtion is actuaily made directly visible
except in the following two cases:

5

●

A potentially visible declamtkm Is not made directly visible if the place conzsidored is within
the immediate scope of o homograph of the declaration.

s

●

Potentiality visible declamtlone that have the oame identifier are not made diroctiy visible
unless each of them is either an enumeration literal specification or the declaration of a wbprogram (by e subprogram declaration, e renaming declaration, a generic instantiation, or an
implicit declaration),

7

The

elaboration

of a use clause has no other effect,

~Ot8:

0

The above rules guarantee that a declaration that is made directly visible by a use dauso cannot
hide an otherwise directly visible declaration. The above roles are formulated in terms of the $et of
packages named by use clauses.

#*kW

Ctauses

—
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only onepackage

P).

9

use P;
use P; use P, P;
Example

of conflicting

names

in two

procedure R is
package TRAFFIC is
type COLOR is (RED,

peckeges:

AMBER,

10

GREEN):

...
end TRAFFIC;
package WATERCOLORS
type COLOR is {WHITE

is
RED,

YELLOW,

GREEN,

BLUE,

BROWN,

BLACK):

end WATERCOLORS;
-.

use TRAFFIC;
use WATERCOLORS;

subtype LIGHT
subtype SHADE
SIGNAL
PAINT
begin
SIGNAL
PAINT
end R:

Exwnple

-

COLOR, RED, AMBER, and GREEN are directly visible
two homographs of GREEN are directly visible
but COLOR is no longer direotly visible

is TRAFFIC. COLOR;
is WATER_ COLORS. COLOR;

-

Subtypes are used to resolve
the conflicting type name COLOR

: LIGHT;
: SHADE;
:=
:=

of neme

GREEN:
GREEN;

that of TRAFFIC
that of WATERCOLORS

---

identification

with

a use clause:

package c) is

T, U, V : BOOLEAN;
end D;
procedure P is
package E is
B, w, v : INTEGER;
end E;
Q is
T, X : REAL;
use D, E;
begin
-the name T
procduro

------

the name
the name
the name
the name
the name

U
B

W
X
V

Q.T, not D.T
D.U
E.B
means E.W
means Q.X
is iilegal : either D.V or E.V must be used
moans
means
means

...
end Q:
begin
...
end P;

Use

8-7
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References:
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compilation

unit 10.1, context clause 10.1 ~declaration

direct visibilit~ 8.3, elaboration

3.1 3.9, elaboration

extends 8.1, hiding 8,3, homograph
package

8.5

scope 8,2, subprogram

7

Renaming

A renaming

8.3, identifier
declaration

3.1 ~declarative

item 3.9, declarative

has no other effect 3.1, enumeration

2.3, immediate

Manuel

region 8.1,

literal specification

scope 8.2, name 4.1, occur immediately

3.5.1,

within 8.1,

6.1,visible part 7.2

Declarations

declaration

declares

renaming_declaration
::=
identifier : type_mark
I identifier : exc.ption

I
I

Ada Reference

- 1815A

another

name

renames

package identifier
subprogram_specification

for an entity.

object_ name;

renames excepti0r7_name;
renames puctruge_name;
tw–n ame;
rangmes subprogram–or_en

The elaboration of a renaming declaration evaluates the name that follows the reserved word
the entity denoted by this name (the renamed entity).
At any
renames and thereby determines
point where a renaming declaration
denotes the renamed entity.
4

is visible,

the identifier,

or operator

symbol

of this declaration

The first form of renaming declaration

is used for the renaming of objects. The renamed entity
of the base type of the type mark. The properties of the renemed object are not
affected by the renaming declaration. In particular, its value and whether or not it is a constant are
unaffected;
similarly, the constraints
that apply to an object are not affected by renaming (any
constraint implied by the type mark of the renaming declaration
is ignored). The renaming declaration is legal only if exactly one object has this type and can be denoted by the object name.
must be an object

The following restrictions apply to the renaming of a subcomponent that depends on discriminants
of a variabie, The renaming is not allowed if the subtype of the variable, as defined in a corresponding object declaration, component declaration, or component subtype indication, is an
unconstrained type; or if the variable is a generic formal object (of mode in out). Similarly if the
variable is a formal parameter, the renaming is not allowed if the type mark given in the perameter
specification denotes an unconstrained type whose discriminants have default expressions.

6

The second form of renaming declaration
for the renaming
of packages.

7

The last form of renaming

is used for the renaming

of exceptions;

the third form,

declaration
is used for the renaming of subprograms
and entries, The
renamed subprogram
or entry and the subprogram
specification
given in the renaming declaration
must have the same parameter
and result type profile (see 6.6), The renaming declaration is legal

only if exactly one visible subprogram or ent~ satisfies the above requirements and can be
denoted by the given subprogram or entry name. In addition, parameter modes must be identical
for formal
8

parameters

that

are at the same

parameter

position.

and result (if any) of a renamed subprogram
or ent~ are not
The subtypes of the parameters
These subtypes are those given in the original subprogram declaration,
affected by renaming,
generic instantiation,

or ent~

declaration

(not those of the renaming declaration);

even for calls

that use the new ngme. On the other hand, a renaming declaration can introduce parameter names
and default expressions that differ from those of the renamed subprogram;
named association
of
calls with the new subprogram name must use the new parameter name; calls with the old sub-

program name must use the old parameter

8.5 Renaming

Declarations

names.

8-8
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A procedure can only be renamed 89 a procedure. Either of a function or operator can be renamed
as either of a function or operator; for renaming as an operator, the subprogram specification given
in the renaming declaration k subject to the rules given in section 6.7 for operator deciarationa.
Enumeration Iiterals can be renamed 8$ functions; aimiiarly, attributes defined a$ functions (such
as succ and PRED ) can be renamed aa functions. An entry can oniy be renamed as a proceduro;
the new name is oniy allowed to appear in contexts that ailow a procedure name. An ent~ of a
farnity can be renamed, but an ent~ famiiy cannot be renamed as a whole.

Q

Examples:
declare
~ PERSON renames LE~MOST_PERSON;
*Lin
L.AGE := L.AGE + 1;
end;
FULL

: exception

r.names

TABLE_ MANAGER.TABLE_FULL:

packaga

TM

function
function

REAL_PLUS{LEFT,
RIGHT
lNT_PLUS
(LEFT, RIGHT

function
function
functioa

ROUGE
ROT
ROSSO

return COLOR renames RED;
return COLOR mnanas RED;

function

N EXT(X

: COLOR)

Example

function

COLOR

) return
: REAL
: INTEGER ) return

renames

declaration

with

MINIMUM(L

declaration
: LINK

REAL
INTEGER

renernos

see 3.5.1

paremeter

COLOR’SUCC; -- see 3.5.5
names:

n

REAL renames DOT_PRODUCT;
a new

HEAD)

-+”:

ronamas ‘+”;

ROUGE;

new

with
:=

-

COLOR ron.mas

return

(X,Y : VECTOR) rotum

of a rerwming

-- see 7.5

TAB LE_MANAGER;

return

of a renaming

function “*Example

rerwrnos

-- see 3.8.1

default

return

-- see 6.1

expression:

12

CELL rwwmes MlN_CELL; -

see 6.1

Notes:
Renaming may be used to resolve name conflicts and
ferent identifier or operator symbol does not hide the
need not be visibie at the same points. The attributes
corresponding specifications cannot be written: the
operators with a un/verm?Mxed result,

to act as a shotihand. Renaming with a dlfoid name: the new name and the old name
POS and VAL Cannot be renamed since the
same hoids for the predefine
multiplying

,3

Caiis with the new name of a renamed ent~ are procedure caii statements and are not ailowed at
piaces where the syntax requires an ent~ caii statement in conditional and timed entry tails;
simiiarly, the COUNT attribute is not avaliable for the new name.

~4

A task object that is deciared by an object declaration can be renamed as an object. However, a
For similar
singie task cannot be renamed ttince the corresponding task type h anonymous.
reasons, an object of an anonymous array type cannot be renamed. No syntactic form exists for
renaming a generic unit,

B

A subtype can be used to achieve the effect of renaming a type (Inciuding a taak type) as h
subtype MODE

8-9

is TEXT_10. FILE_MODE

;

Renamhg

Oechmthns

8.6
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Refm??nces.’atlow l.6, attdhte 41.4, base ty~3.3, conditional ent~calt 9.7.2, mnstant 3.2.1, constrained subty~
3.3, constraint 3.3, declaration 3.1, dofmdt .xprosdon 6.1. dopond on a dlscriminan! 3.7.1, discriminent 3.7.1.
elaboration 3 1 3.9, entry 9,5, ent~ call 9.6, ent~ call statement 9.5, entry declaration 9.5, entry family 945, enumeration literal 3.5.1, evaluation of a name 4.1, exception 11, formal parameter 6.1, function 6.5, identifier 2.3, legal 1.6,
mode 6.1, name 4.1, object 3.2, object declaration 3.2, operator 6.7, operator declaration 6.7, operator symbol 6,1,
packege 7, perameter 6.2, parameter specification 6.1, procedure 6,1, procedure call statement 6.4, reserved word
2.9 subcofnponen[ 3.3, suboroqram 6, subprogram call 6.4, subprogram declaration 61, subprogram specification
61 subtype 3.3.2, task object 9.2, timed entw call 9.7.3 rvpe 3.3, type mark 3.32, verutbte 3.2.1, visibility 8.3

8.6

The Package

Standord

!

The predefine
types (for 8xttmp18 the types BOOLEAN , CHARA~ER
and INTEGER ) are the types
that are declared
in a predefine
package
called STANDARD : this package also includes the
declarations
of their predefine
operations.
The package
STANDARD
is described in Annex C.
Apa~ from the predefine
numeric types, the specification of the package STANDARD must be the
same for all implementations
of the language.

2

The package
STANDARD
forms a declarative
region which encloses
eve~
libra~
unit and
the declaration
of evev
library unit is assumed
to occur
consequently
the main program;
immediately
within this package.
The implicit declarations
of libra~ units are assumed to be
ordered in such a way that the scope of a given libra~ unit includes any compilation unit that mentions the given iibrary unit in a with ciause. However, the only iibrarv units that are visible within a
they include the iibrary units named by all with clauses that
given compilation
unit are as foliows:
apply to the given unit, and moreover, if the given unit is a seconda~
unit of some library unit, they
include this iibra~ unit.
Notes:

3

if all block statements
of a program are named, then the name of each program unit can always
written as an expanded name starting with STANDARD (uniess this package is itseif hidden).

4

if a type is deciared in the visibie patl of a iibra~ package, then it is a consequence of the visibility
rules that a basic operation (such as assignment) for this type is directly visible at places where the
type itself is not visible (whether by selection or directly). However this operation can oniy be
applied to operands that are visible and the declaration of these operands requires the visibility of
either the type or one of its subtypes.

5

References.’ applicable with clause 10.1.1, block name 5.6, block statement 6.6, declaration 3.1, doclarativo region
81, expanded name 4.1,3, hiding 8.3, )dontlflor 2.3, implicit declaration 3.1, library unit 10.1, Imp statement 5.5,
main program 10,1, must 1,6, namo 4,1, ocwr immodiatoiy within 6.1, operator 6.7, package 7, program unit 6,
secondarv unit 10.1, subtypo 3.3, type 3.3, visibility 8.3, with cieuse 10.1.1

8.7

1

The Context of Owrload

be

Fbaolutkm

Overloading is defined for subprograms, enumeration Iiterals, operators, and single entries, and
also for the operations that are inherent in severai basic operations such as assignment,
membership

tests,

allocators,

the iitera!

nuli, aggregates,

and string .iiterais.

—
8.7 The Context of Ovedoed

Reso/ut/on
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For overloaded entities, overload resolution determines the actual meaning that an occurrence of
an identifier has, whenever the visibility rules hove determhwd that more than one meaning is
acceptable at the place of this occun’ence; overload maolution Iikewlse determines the actual
of an operator or some basic operntlon.
meaning of an occurrence
At such a place all visible declarations are considered. The occurrence is only legal if there la
exactly one interpretation
of each constituent
of the innermost complete context; a comp/ete corrtext is one of the following:
●

A declaration.

●

A statement.

●

A representation

clause.

When considering Possible interpretations
of a complete context, the only rules considered
syntax rules, the scope and visibility rules, and the rules of the form described below,

(a)

Any rule that requires a name or expression
another name or expression.

(b)

Any rule that requires the type of a name or expression to be a type of a certain class: slmllarIy, any rule that requires a certain type to be a discrete, integer, real, universal, character,
boolean, or nonlimited type.

(c)

Any rule that

(d)

Any rule that specifies a certajn type as the result type of a basic operation,
specifies that this type is of a certain class.

(e)

The rules that require the type of an aggregate or string Ilteral to be determinable solely fmm
the enclosing complete context (see 4.3 and 4.2). Similarly, the rules that raqulre the type of
the prefix of an attribute, the type of the expresalon of a case statement, or the type of the
operand of a type conversion, to be determinable independently of the context (see 4.1.4, 5.4,
4.6, and 6.4.1 ),

(f)

The rules given in section
4.6,

requires

for the implicit

a prefix

to have a cenaln

are the

to be appropriate

type, or to have the same type m!

for a certain type.
and any rule that

6.6, for the resolution of overloaded
twbprogram
calla; In section
conversions
of universal expressions; in soctlon 3.6.1, for the interpreta-

tion of discrete ranges with bounds having a unhmraal type; and in section 4.1.3, for the
interpretation of an expanded name whose prefix denotes a subprogram or an accept statement.
Subprogram names used as pragma arguments follow a dNferent fule: the pragma can apply to
several overloaded subprograms, as explained in section 6.3.2 for the pragma INLINE, in section
11.7 for the pragma SUPPRESS, and in section 13.9 for the pragma INTERFACE c
Similarly, the simple names given in context clauses (see 10.1.1)
follow different rules,

8-11
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Notes:
lb

If there is only one possible interpretation,
the identifier
denotes
the corresponding
entity.
However,
this does not mean that the occurrence is necessarily legal since other requirements
exist which are not considered for overload resolution; for example, the fact that en expression is
static, the parameter
modes, whether
an object is constant, conformance
rules, forcing occurclause, order of elaboration,
end so on.
rences for a representation

17

Similarly, subtypes are not considered for overload resolution (the violation of a constraint does
not make a program illegal but raises an exception during program execution).

fe

A loop parameter

19

Rules that require certain constructs to have the same parameter
and result type profile fall under
the catego~
(a); the same holds for rules that require conformance
of two constructs since conformance
requires that corresponding
names be given the same meaning by the visibility and
overloading
rules.

20

specification

is a declaration,

and hence

a complete

context.

l?eferences: aggregate 4.3, allocator 4.8, ●saignm.nt 6.2, basic operation 3.3.3, caaa stst.ment 5.4, cleaa of ~e
3.3, declaration 3.1, emrv 9.5, enurnemtion literal 3.5.1, exception 11, exwoaaion 4.4, forrnsl pan 6.1, identifier 2,3,
legal 1.6, literal 4.2, loop parameter specification 5.5, membership teat 4.6.2, nwno 4.1, null literal 3.8, operation
3.3.3. operator 4.5, overloading 6.6, pragma 2.8, representation clause 13.1, statement 5, static expression 4.9, static
subtype 4.9, subprogram 6, subtype 3.3, type conversion 4,6, visibility 8.3

21

Rules of the form /a).’ ackhma chino 13.6, ssaignment 6.2, choke 3,7.34.3.25.4,
component awciation 4.3.1
4.3.2, conformance rules 9.5, ~efault expreadon 3.73.7 .16.1 12.1.1, deiay statement 9.6, discrete rang. 3.6.1 5.5
9.5, chscriminant constraint 3.7.2, enurnemtion representation claum 13.3, generic parameter association 12.3.1,
index constraint 3.6.1, index expression 4.1.1 4.1.29.6, initial value 3.2.1, membefahip test 4.5.2, parameter ●aaoclation 6.4.1, parameter and result ~pe profile 8.S 12.3.6, qua!lfied expression 4.7, range constraint 3.5, renaming of ●n
object 8.5, result expression 5.8

22

Rules of the form (b): abort statemant 9.10, assignment 5.2, caae expreadon 5.4, condition 5.35,55.79,7.1,
discrere range 3.6.1 5.5 9.5, fixed point type declaration 3.5.9, floating point wpe declaration 3.5.7, inteeer type
declaration 3.5.4, length clause 13.2, membership teat 4.4, number declmsttin 3.2.2, racmcfrepresentation clauae
13.4, selected component 4.1.3, ohort-circuit control form 4.4, val ●ttribute 3.5.5

23

Rutes of the form (c): indexed component 4.1.1, selected mmponent 4.1.3, slice 4.1.2

24

Ru/es of fhe form (d).’ aggregate 4.3, allocator 4.8, mernberahip test 4.4, null literal 4.2, numeric literal 2.4, shortcircult control form 4.4, string iiteral 4,2
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9.

Tasks

The execution of a program that does not contain a task is defined in terms of a sequential execution of its actions, according to the rules described in other chapters of this manual. These actions
can be considered
to be executed
by a single /ugicd processor.

I

Tasks are entities

Each task can be
whose executions proceed in par8//e/ in the following sense.
considered to be executed by a logical processor of its own. Different tasks (different logical
processors) proceed independently, except at points where they synchronize

a

Some tasks have entries.An ent~ of a task can be ca//ed by other tasks. A task accepts a call of
one of its entries by executing an accept statement
for the ent~.
Synchronization
is achieved by
rendezvous between a task issuing an entry call and a task accepting the call. Some entries have

s

parameters: entry calls and accept statements
municating values between tasks.

for such entries are the principal means of com-

The properties of each task are defined by a corresponding task unit which consists of a task
Took units are one of the four forms of program unit of which
specifkution and a tusk body.
programs can be composed. The other forms are subprograms, packages and generic units. The
properties of task units, tasks, and entries, end the statements that affect the interaction between
tasks (that is, entry call tiatemonts, accapt statements, delay statements, select statements, and
abort statements) are described in this chapter.

~

Note:
parallel tasks (parallel logical processors) may be implemented on rmdticomputers, multiprwwasors, or with interleaved execution on a single phys/ce/ processor. On the other hand, whenewr en
implementation can detect that the same effect can be guaranteed if parts of the actions of a given
task are executed by different physlcttl processors acting in parallel, it may choose to execute them
in this way; in such a case, several physical processors implement
a single logical processor,

s

fieferences: abon statement 9.10, ●ccept statement S.S, delay stat.ment 9.6, entry 9.5, entry call alete~nt
g.5,
generic unit 12, package 7, paramstor in an ●ntv cd 9.S, prOgMrn udt 6, nmdezvousi9.5, select statement 9.7, sub-

s

program 6, task body 9.1, task specification 9.1

9. I

Task spOCifiC49tiOn$

●nd Task Bodies

A task unit consists of a task specification and a task body. A task specification that statis with the
reserved words task type declares a task type. The value of an object of a task type designates a
task having the entries, if any, that are declared in the task specification: these entries are also called entries of this object. The execution of the task is defined by the corresponding task body.

..
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A task specification
without the reserved word typo defines a sing/e task, A task declaration with
this form of specification
is equivalent
to tho declaration
of an anonymous
task type immediately
followed bv the declaration
of an object of the task type, and the task unit identifier names the
are given in terms of task type declarations;
object. I n the remainder of this chapter, explanations

the corresponding

explanations

task_declaration

for single task declarations

foliow from the stated equivalence,

::= tmbpecification;

tas~specification
::=
task [type] identifier [is
lentw_declaration)
(representation_clause]
end [tusLsimple_name]]
tasldody
::=
task body tusk_elmple-name
( declarative-part]
begin
sequence_of_staternents
[ exception
exception_ handler
{ exceptlon_handler]]
end [tusk_aimple_name];
4

is

must repeat the task unit Mentlfior. Similarly If a simple
appears at the end of the task $pec~catlon or MY,
It must repeat the task unit identiflor,
Within a task body, the name of the corresponding task unh can also be used to refer to the task
object that designate th ta~ currontlv ~cut~~
the ~v;
fmhcrmom, the use of this name e. a
type mark is not allowed within the task unit itself,

The

simple name at the start of a task bdy

name

s

For the elaboration of a task specification,
entry declarations
and representation
clauses, if any, are
elaborated
in the order given. Such representation
clauses oniy app[y to the entries declared in the

task specification

{see 13.5).

6

The elaboration of a task body has no other effect than to establish that the body can from then on
of tasks designated by objects of the corresponding task type.
be used for the execution

7

The execution of a task body is invoked by the activation of a task object of the corresponding
type
(see 9.3). The optional exception handlers at the end of a task body handie exceptions raised during the execution of the sequence
of statements
of the task body (see 11 .4).

e

Examples

of specifications

of task types:

task typo RESOURCE is
entry SEIZE:
en~ RELEASE:
end RESOURCE;

task type KEYBOARD_DRIVER Is
entry READ (C : out CHARACTER);
entry WRITE (C : in
CHARACTER);
ond KEYBOARD.DRIVER;
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Taaks

Examples
task

of specifications

of single

PRODUCER_CONSUMER
la
: OUt ITEM);

ent~ READ (V
entry WRITE (E
end;

: In

ITEM);

task CONTROLLER Is
entry REQUEST(LEVEL)(D
end CONTROLLER;
tssk
Example

tesks:

USER;

--

: ITEM);

--

a family

of entries

has no entries

of task specification

end

corresponding

body.’

10

task PROTECTED~RRAY
is
-INDEX and ITEM are global typos
on~
READ (N : in INDEX; V : out ITEM);
entry WRITE (N : in INDEX: E : in
ITEM);
end:

is
teak body PROTECTEDJ4RRAY
TABLE : ●rroy(l NDEX) of ITEM := (INDEX => hJULLJTEM);
begin
loop
aeleot
accept READ (N : in INDEX; V : out ITEM) do
v := TABLE(N);
end READ;
or
●oopt WRITE(N
: in INDEX; E : in
ITEM) do
TABLE(N) := E;
ond WRITE;
ond wlect;
and loop;
end PROTECTED4RRAY;
Note:

A task specification
of different types,

specifies the interface of tasks of the task type with other tasks of the same or
and also with the main program,

/?e~erences.’ declaration 3,1, declarative part 3.8, elaboration 3,9, entry 9.5, ent~ declaration 9.5, exception handler
11.2, identifier 2.3, main program 10.1, object 3.2, object declaration 3.2.1, representation clause 13.1, resewed
word 2.9, sequence of ataternents 5.1, simple name 4.1, type 3.3, type declamation 3,3,1

9.2

Task TyPOa and Task

for a formal

12

Objects

A task type is a limited type {see 7,4.4).
for equality and inequality
are defined
eilowed

II

paremater

whose

Hence neither assignment
nor the predeflned comparison
for objects of task types; moreover,
the mode out is not
type
●

is a task

type.

,
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2

A task object is an object whose type is a task type. The value of a task object designates a task
that hats the entries of the corresponding
task type, and whose execution is specified by the corresponding task body. If a task object is the object, or a subcomponent
of the object, declared by
an object declaration,
then the value of the task object is defined by the elaboration
of the object
declaration.
If a task object is the object, or a subcornponent
of the object, created by the evaluation of an allocator, then the value of the task object is defined by the evaluation of the allocator,
For all parameter
modes,
if an actual parameter
designates
a task, the associated
formal
parameter designates the same task; the same holds for a subcomponent
of an actual parameter
and the corresponding
subcomponent
of the associated formal parameter:
finally, the same holds
for generic parameters.

3

Examples:
:
CONTROL
TELEl%’PE
:
POOL
:
-see also

4

Ex~mple

RESOURCE;
KEYBOARD_DRIVER;
array{ 1 .. 10) of KEYBOARD_DRIVER;
examples of declarations of single tasks

of access

typa

KEYBOARD

TERMINAL

type
i.

designating
●ccess

: KEYBOARD

in 9.1

tesk objects:

KEYBOARD_ DRIVER;

:= now

KEYBOARD_DR

IVER;

/Votes:
5

Since a task type is a limited
private
limited
limited

6

Task

type,
pan, and as a generic actual
type. On the other hand, the
type and hence cannot be

objects

behave

vaiues are implicitly

It can appear as the definition of a limited private type in a
parameter
associated with a formal parameter whose type is a
type of a generic formal parameter of mode k must not be a
a task type.

as constants
(a task object always designates
the same task) sihce their
defined either at declaration
or allocation, or by a parameter
atwociation, and

since no assignment
is available. However the resewed word constant is not aiiowed in the
declaration of a task object since this would require an explicit initialization. A task object that is a
formal parameter
of mode in is a constant (as is any formal parameter of this mode).
If an application
type designating

needs to store and exchange
the corresponding

poses (see above example).
type.

Assignment

Subtype declarations
are allowed
applicable
to task types.
B

task objects

task identities,
it can do so by defining an access
and by using access values for identification pur-

is twaiiable for such an access type as for any access

for task types as for other types, but there are no constraints

References: access type 3,8, actual parameter 6.4.1, allocator 4.8, assignment 5.2, component declaration 3.7,
composite type 3.3, constant 3.2.1, constant declaration 3.2.1, constraint 3.3, designate 3.8 9.1, elaboration 3.9,
entry 9.5, equality operator 4,5.2, forma[ pammotor 6.2, forwwl pemnwter mode 6.2, generic actual parameter 12.3,
generic association 12.3, generic formal parameter 12.1, Qeneric formal parameter mode 12.1.1, genwic unit 12, inequality operator 4.5.2, inhiaiization 3.2,1, limited type 7.4.4, objact 3.2, object deoieretion 3.2.1, pmmeter ●eaootetion 64, private pen 7.2, private type 7,4, rewwed word 2,9, wbcomponent 3.3, subprogram 6, subtype deciamtbn
3.3.2 task body 9.1, type 3.3
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Tasks

9.3

Task Exocutlon - Task Acthmtlon

A task body defines the execution
of any task that is designated
by a task object of the corno fthetaskobject,
responding task type. The initial part of this execution is called the activatio
and also that of the designated
task; it consists of the elaboration
of thedecfarative
part, if any, of
the task body. The execution of different tasks, in particular their activation,
proceeds in parallel.

1

If an object declaration
that declares a task object occurs immediately
within a declarative
part,
of the declarative
part (that is,
then the activation of the task object starts after the elaboration
after passing the reserved word begin following the declarative part); similarly if such a declara-

?

tion occurs immediately within a package specification, the activation starts after the elaboration
of the declarative part of the package body. The same holds for the activation of a task object that
is a subcomponent of an object declared immediately within a declarative part or package
specification. The first statement following the declarative part is executed only after conclusion of
the activation of these task objects.
Should an exception be raised by the activation of one of these tasks, that task becomes a completed task (see 9.4); other tasks are not directly affected. Should one of these tasks thus become
completed during its activation, the exception TASKING-ERROR
is raised upon conclusion of the
activation of all of these tasks (whether successfully or not); the exception is raised at a place that
after the
is immediately
before the first statement following the declarative pati (immediately
reserved word begin). Should several of these tasks thus become completed during their activation, the exception TASK IN G_ ERROR is raised only once,

3

Should an exception be raised by the elaboration of a declarative part or package specification,
then any task that is created (directly or indirectly) by this elaboration and that is not yet activated
becomes terminated and istherefore never activated (see section 9.4 for the definition of a terminated task),

4

For the above rules, in any package body without statements,
a null statement is assumed. For any
package without a package body, an implicit package body containing a single nu~l $tatement is

5

assumed.
or block
program
package

If a package without a package body ia declared immediately within some program unit
statement, the implicit package body occurs at the end of the declarative part of the
if there are several such packages, the order of the impiicit
unit or block statement;
bodies is undefined.

A task object that is the object, or a subcomponent

of the object, created by the evaluation of an
allocator is activated by this evaluation. The activation starts after any initialization for the object
created by the allocator; if several subcomponents are task objects, they are activated in parallel.
The access value designating such an object is returned by the allocator only after the conclusion
of these activations.
Should an exception be raised by the activation of one of these tasks, that task becomes a completed task; other tasks are not directly affected. Should one of these tasks thus become completed during its activation, the exception TASKING_ERROR is raised upon conclusion of the
activation of ail of these tasks (whether successfully or not); the exception is raised at the place
where the allocator is evaluated,
Should several of these tasks thus become completed during
their activation, the exception TASKING-ERROR is raised only once.

Should an exception be raised by the initialization of the object created by an allocator (hence
before the sta~ of any activation),
any task designated by a subcomponent of this object becomes
terminated and is therefore never activated.

6
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Example:

=roPte
: RESOURCE;
–
elaborate the task objects A, B
: RESOURCE;
-elaborate the task object C
c’
begin
.the tasks A, B, C are activated in parallel before the first statement
..
end :
Notes:

An ent~ of a task can be called before the task has been activated. If several tasks are activated in
parallel, the execution of any of these tasks need not await the end of the activation of the other
tasks. A task may become completed during its activation either because of an exception or
because it is abofied (see 9. 10).
allocator 4.8, wmpleted task 9.4, declarative part 3.9, elaboration 3.9, entry 9.5, exception 11, handling
an exception 11.4, package body 7.1, parallel execution 9, statement 5, subcomponent 3.3, task body 9.1, task object
9.2. task temtination 9.4, task type 9.1, tasklng_error exception 11.1

Referer?ces:

9.4

Task

Dopencionco - Tormirmtion

of Tasks

Each task depends on at least one master. A master is a construct that is either a task, a currently
executing block statement or subprogram, or a library package (a package declared within another
program unit is not a master).
two cases:

The dependence

on a master

is a direct dependence

in the followlng

(a)

The task damlg~ted by a task object that Is the object, or a suboomponent of the ob]ect,
created by the evaluation of an allocator depends on the master that elaborates the corresponding access type definition.

(b)

The task designated
the task object.

by any other task object depends

on the master

whose

execution

create$

Futihermore, if a task depends on a given master that is a block statement executed by another
master, then the task depends aiso on this other master, In an indirect manner; the same hoids if
the given master is a subprogram caileci by another master, and if the given master is a task that
depends (directly or indirectly) on another master, Dependence
exist for objects of a private type
whose fuil declaration is in terms of a task type.
A task is said to have completed its execution when it has finished the execution of the sequence
of statements that appears after the reserved word bogio in the correspowfing body. Similarly a
block or a subprogram is said to have completed ita execution when it has f}nished the execution of
the corresponding sequence of Metementa. For a Nook ataternent, the execution is aiso said to be
completed when it reaches an exit, return, or goto statement transferring control out of the block
For a procedure, the execution Is aiso said to be completed when a corresponding return statement is reached. For a function, the execution is aiao said to be completed after the evacuation of
the result expression of a return statement. Finaily the execution of e task, biock statement, or tWprogram is completed if an exception is raised by the execution of its sequence of statements and
there is no corresponding hendier, or, if there is one, when it has finished the execution of the corresponding handier.

“

—
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If a task has no dependent
task, its termination
takea place when it has completed
its execution.
tasks, its termination
After its termination,
a task is said to be terminated. If e task has dependent
takes place when the execution of the task is completed
and all dependent
tasks are terminated.
A
block statement or subprogram
body whose execution is completed
is not left until ail of its dependent tasks are terminated.

b

Termination
of a task otherwise
takes piace if and only if its execution
minate alternative
in a select statement
(see 9.7.1 ), and the following

has reached an open terconditions
are satisfied:

1

a library

8

●

The

task

depends

on some

master

whose

execution

is completed

(hence

not

package).
.

Each task that depends on the master considered
is either already
waiting on an open terminate
alternative
of a select statement.

When both conditions
are satisfied, the task
tasks that depend on the master considered.

considered

becomes

terminated

terminated,

or similarly

together

with

all

9

~

11

Example.’
declare
RESOURCE;
type GLOBAL is SCCOSS
A, B : RESOURCE;
G
: GLOBAL;
begin
-activation of A and B
declare
RESOURCE;
tvpe LOCAL b SCCOSS
x
: GLOBAL := new RESOURCE;
L
: LOCAL
:= now RESOURCE;
c
: RESOURCE;

-.

---

see 9.1

activation
activation

of X.all
of L-II

begin
-ectivatlon of C
G := X;

both

--

G and X designate

the same

task object

...
end:

--

await

of C and

l-all

of A, B, and

Gall

termination

(but not X.oil)

...
end:

-

await

termination

Notes:
The ruies given for termination

impiy that all tasks that depend (directly or indirectly) on a given
master and that are not already terminated, can be terminated (collectively) if and only if each of

them is waiting on an open
given master is completed.

terminate

alternative

of a select

statement

and the execution

tz

of the

The usual rules apply to the main program, Consequently, termination of the main program awaits
termination of any dependent task even if the corresponding task type is declared in a Iibrav
package. On the other hand, termination of the main program does not await termination of tasks
that depend on library packages; the language does not define whether such tasks are required to
terminate,

13

For an access type derived from another access type, the corresponding access type definition is
that of the parent type; the dependence is on the master that elaborates the ultimate parent access
type definition.

M
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N

A renaming declaration
dependence.

for an existing entity and hence creates no further

u

allocator 4.8, block statement 6.6, declaration 3.1, dealgnat. 3,89.1, ●xcoptkm 11,
exception handler 11,2, exit statement 5,7, function 6.5, goto statement 5.9, library unit 10.1, main program 10.1,
object 3.2, open alternative 9,7,1, package 7, program unit 6, renaming declaration 8.5, return statement 5.8, sehtctive wait 9.7,1, sequence of statements 5.1, statement 5, subcomponent 3.3, subprogram body 6.3, subprogram call
64, task body 9,1, task object 9.2, terminate alternative 9,7.1

n
~trferunces:

9.5

access wpa

a.8,

Entries, Entry Calls, ●nd Accept

Statements

Ent~ calls and accept statements are the primary means of synchronization of tasks, and of comis similar to e subprogram
declaration and
municating values between tasks. An entry declaration
is oniy aliowed

in a task specification,
The actions
accept statements,

to be performed

when

an ent~

is caiied

are

specified by corresponding

ent~decleration
::=
ontq identifier [(diacrete_range)]
::= er7tfy_name

entry_call_statement

accep~statement ::=
accept ent~_aimpie_name

[forma(_pati];
[actuaLparameter_pertJ;

[(entry_index)] [formal~art]

(do

sequence-of-statements
owl lentry_simple_name]];

ent~_index

::= expraaaion

Art entry declaration
that hcludes a dhcrete range (see 3.6.1) declares a f“rnl” of distinct entdos
having the same formal pan Of any); that is, one such entry for each vaiue of the discrete mnge.
The term sing/e entry Is used In the definition of any ruie that applies to any entry other than one of
a family. The task designated by an object of a task type has (or owns) the entries deciared in the

specification

of the task type.

Within the body of a task, each of Its singie entries or ent~ families can be named by the corresponding simpie name. The name of an entry of a famiiy takes the form of an indexed cornp~
nent, the famiiy simpie name being followed by the index In parentheses; the type of this index
must be the same as that of the discrete range In the corresponding ent~ family declaration. Outside the body of a task an entry name has the form of a selected component, whoue prefix denotes
the task object, and whose selector is the almpie name of one of Its single entries or entry families.
A single entry overioads a subprogram,
an enumeration
iiterai, or another singie ent~ if they have
the same identifier. Overloading is not defined for ent~ families. A singie ent~ or an entry of an
ent~ family can be renamed as e procedure os expialned In section 8.5.

The parameter modes defined for paremotetm of the forrmi pert of
same as for a aubprogmm declaration and have the same meaning
ent~ call statement is simiiar to that of a procedure tail statement,
associations are the same as for subprogram caiis (see 6.4.1 and

. . ....

_—
_.._-.._.
__

.—
_ _

.—x

—.—–—____–

_

●n entry dedoratlon

are tho
Isee 6.2}. The syntox of an
and the rules for parameter
6.4.2).

—.
_____
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An accept statement
soecifies tho actions to be performed at a call of a named ent~ (it can be an
ent~ of a family). The formal part of an accept statement
must conform to the formal pan given in
the declaration
of the single entry or ent~ family named by the accept statement (see section 6.3.1
for the conformance
rules).
If a simple name appesrs at the end of an accept statement,
it must
repeat that given at the start

7

An accept

statement
for an ent~ of a given task is only ailowed within the corresponding
task
body; excluding
within the body of any program unit that is, itself, inner to the task body; and
excluding within another accept statement
for either the same single entry or an entry of the sama
family. (One consequence
of this rule is that a task can execute accept statements
oniy for its own
entries. ) A task body can contain more than one accept statement for the same entry.

8

For the elaboration
of an entry declaration,
the discrete range, if any, is evaluated
part, if any, is then elaborated
as for a subprogram
declaration.

9

and the formal

Execution of an accept statement starts with the evaluation of the entry index (in the case of an
ent~ of a family). Execution of an ent~ call statement sta~s with the evaluation of the ent~ name;
this is followed by any evaluations required for actual parameters in the same manner as for a subent~ call
program call (see 6.4). Futiher execution of an accept statement and of a corresponding
statement
If a given
●

●

are synchronized.
entry

is called

by only one

task,

there

are two

possibilities:

11

If the calling task issues en ent~ call statement
before a corresponding
accept statement
reached by the task owning the entry, the execution
of the calling task is suspended.
If a task reaches

an accept

suspended

such a call js received.

until

statement

prior to any call of that entry, the execution

is

of the task is

When an entry has been called and a corresponding accept statement has been reached, the
sequence of statements, if any, of the accept statement is executed by the called task (while the
This interaction
is called a rendezvous.
Thereafter,
the calling
calling task remains suspended).
task and the task owning

the entry

continue

their

execution

12

13

~4

in parallel,

If several tasks call the same ent~ before a corresponding
accept statement
is reached, the calls
there is one queue associated
with each entry.
Each execution of an accept stateare queued;
The calls are processed
in the order of arrival,
ment removes one call from the queue.

e

An attempt to call an entry of a task that has completed its execution raises the exception
TASKING_ERROR at the point of the call, in the calling task; similarly, this exception is raised at the
pint of the call if the calied task completes its execution before accepting the call (see also 9.10
for the case when the called task becomes abnormal). The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is
raised if the index of an ent~ of a family is not within the specified discrete range.

la

Examples

of entry

decJerations:

army READ(V : OUt ITEM);
~
SEIZE;
.ntry RE(2UEST(LEVEL)(D : ITEM);

--

0 family of entries

Examples of entry cds:
CONTROLRELEASE;
PRODUCER-CONSUMER.WRITE( E);
PooL(5),READ(NExT_cHAR);
CONTROLLER. REQUEST(LOW)(SOMLITEM);

—.

10

—s—..-..——.

>—

-e

..e—.e

.—=

——

---

——.——..

see
see
see
see

9.2 and 9.1
9.1
9.2 and 9.1
9.1

.—

—-—

---

.

_—

_——

_—

_
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accept
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of accept

- 7875A
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Manual

statements:

—

SEIZE;

accept READ(V : out
V := LOCALITEM:
end READ:

ITEM)

dO

accept REQUEST{ LOVV)(D : ITEM)

do

...
end REQUEST:
Notes:
20

The formal
responding

part given
entry.

in an accept

statement

is not elaborated;

it is only used to identify

the cor-

21

need not
An accept statement
can call subprograms
that issue ent~ calls. An accept statement
have a sequence of statements
even if the corresponding ent~ has parameters. Equally, it can

have a sequence of statements even if the corresponding entry has no parameters. The sequence
of statements of an accept statement can include return statements. A task can call its own entries
but it will, of course, deadlock. The language permits conditional and timed entry calls (see 9.7.2
and 9.7.3).

The language

rules ensure that a task can only be in one entry queue at a given time,

22

If the bounds of the discrete range of an entry family
name or accept statement)
must be of the predefine

23

~eferer?ces: abnormal task 9.10, actual pwamoter pan 6.4, completed task 9.4, conditional entry call 9.7.2,
exception 11.1, designate 9.1, discrete range 3.6.1, elaboration 3.1 3.9,
conformance rules 6.3.1, constrein~error
literal 3.5.1, evaluation 4.S, expression 4.4, formal pert 6.1, identifier 2.3. indexed component 4.1.1,
enumeration
integer type 3.5.4, name 4.1, object 3.2, overloading 6.6 8.7, parallel execution 9, prefix 4.1, procedure 6, procedure
call 6.4, renaming declaration 8.5, r.turn statement 5.8, scope 8.2, selected component 4.1.3, selector 4.1.3,
sequence of statements 5.1, simple expression 4,4, simple name 4.1, subprogram 6, subprogram body 6.3, subprogram declaration e. 1, task 9, task body 9,1, task specification 9.1, tasking_error exception 11.1, timed ent~ call
973

9.6

Delay

Statements,

Duration,

are integer Iiterals, the index (in an ent~
type INTEGER
(see 3.6.1).

and Time

The execution of a delay statement evaluates the simple expression, and suspends further execution of the task that executes the delay statement, for at least the duration specified by the
resulting vaiue,
2

delay _statement

::=

dohy

simple_expression;

3

The simple expression
must be of the predefine
fixed point type DURATION ; its value is
expressed in seconds;
a delay statement
with a negative value is equivalent
to a deiay statement
with a zero value.

4

Any implementation

of the type DURATION

must aliow

representation

of durations

(both positive

86400
seconds (one day); the smallest representable duretion,
DURATION’SMALL must not be greater then twenty milliseconds (whenever possible, a value not
greater than fifty microseconds should be chosen). Note that DURATION’SMALL need not
correspond to the basic clock cycle, the named number SYSTEM .TICK (see 1307).
and negative)

up to at least

.-
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The definition
of the type TIME is provided in the predefine
library package
CALENDAR. The
function CLOCK returns the current value of TIME et the time it is called. The functions YEAR,

s

MONTH,
DAY and SECONDS
return the corresponding
values for a given value of the type TIME:
the function TIME.OF
the procedure
SPLIT returns all four corresponding values. Conversely,
combines a year number, a month number,
a day number, and a duration, into a value of type
of times and durations, and the
TIME. The operators
“+ ‘“ and “-” for addition and subtraction

relational operators for times, have the conventional

meaning.

The exception TIM E_ ERROR is raised by the function TIME_OF if the actual parameters do not form
a proper date. This exception is also raised by the operators “+” and “-” if, for the given operands,
these operators cannot return a date whose year number is in the range of the corresponding
subtype, or if the operator “-” cannot return a result that is in the range of the type DURATION.
peckage CALEN DAR k
type T1M E is private;
eubtype
subtype
subtype
subtype

YEAR_NUMBER
MONTH_NUMBER
DAY_NUMBER
DAY_DURATION

IS
ia
b
is

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
DURATION

rango 1901 .. 2099;
range 1 .. 12;
rsng. 1 .. 31:
range 0.0 .. 86-400.0;

function CLOCK return TIME;
function YEAR
function
function
function

MONTH
DAY
SECONDS

procedure

function

function
function

SPLIT

:
:
:
:

(DATE
(DATE
(DATE
(DATE

..

.,r

-

TIM E_OF ( YEAR
MONTH
DAY
SECONDS

:
:
:
:

YEAR_NUMEER;
MONTH_NUMBER;
DAY_NUMBER:
DAY_DURATION := 0.0) mum

- +”
- +”

function

‘--

(LE~
(LE~
(LEH
(LEH

function
functfon
function
function

“<”
“<=”
“>“
“>=-

(LEFT,
(LEH,
(LEfl,
{LE~,

-----

TIME;
YEAR-NUMBER;
MONTH_NUMBEf?:
DAY-NUMBER;
DAY_ DURATIOIU);

out
out
out
out

:
:
:
:

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

.-

RIGHT

: ●xu.ptfon;

—..

-u

r-----

in

TIME;
DURATION;
TIME;
TIME;

privato
— implementation-dependent
end;

~--.

YEAR_NUMBER;
MONTH_NUMBER;
DAY-JJUMBER;
DAY_DURATION:

:
:
:
:
:

TIME--ERROR

w

f9tU~
return
return
return

( DATE
YEAR
MONTH
DAY
SECONDS

function “--

.. r ..-=-...

TIME)
TIME)
TIME)
TIME)

-vr–

–

: TIME)
: TIME)
: TIME)
: TIME)

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

:
:
:
:

return
return
ratum
mtum

can be raised

DURATION)
TIME)
DURATION}
TIME)

TIME;

rctum TIME;
return TIM E;
return TIME;
return DURATION;

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
by TIM E_OF,

“+”,

and ‘--

G
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Examples:
*Y

3.0:

--

delay

3.0

soconeh

dmclme
WO CALENDAR;
INTERVAL is a giobai constant of type DURATION
NEXT_TiME
: TiME := CLOCK + INTERVAL:
begin
(Msy NE~_TiME
-some actiona
NE~_TIME
end ~OOP;
end:

:=

- CLOCK;

NEXT_TIME

+ iNTERVAL;

Notes:
Q

The second exampie causes the 100p to be ropeatod ovow INTERVAL seconds on average.
This
intewai
between
two succe~ivo
iterations
is oniy approximate.
However, there wiil be no
cumulative drift as iong as the duration of each iteration Is (sufficiently) iess than iNTERVAL.

10

ffeferences: adding operator 4.5, duration C, fixed point type 3,5,9, function cell 6.4, library unit 10.1, operstor 4.S,
package 7, private type 7,4, relational operator 4.6, simple expression 4.4, statement 5. task 9, typo 3.3

0.7

!

There

St,temmm

SOloCt

forms of seiect atatemonts.
One form provides a selactive wait for one or more
The other two provide conditional and timed ent~ calls.

are three

alternatives.

selec~statement
::= seioctiv~wait
I conditional_entW_caii
I timed.ent~.call

2

3

References:

9.7.1

1

selective wait

Soloctivo

9.7,1, conditional entry call 9.7.2, timed entry call 9.7.3

Wdta

This form of the seiect statement
aliows a combination
of waiting for, and selecting from, one or
more alternatives.
The seiection can depend On conditions associated with each alternative of the
selective wait.

nnrinan

mu

Tn#b

l#i*inia

nm-

Xnfrmhln

●

bma--

-..

&-x

A-

------—

.--1.

-

*I––

. . .—

–

*–

*

-.

.

.

.
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selective_wait
::=
aebct
selec~aiterrwtive
{ or
selec~alternativel
( 01s0
sequence_ of_.statements]
end select ;
select_alternative
::=
[ when condition =>]
se(ective_waiLalternative
selective...waiulternative
::= accep~alternative
I delay_a[ternative
I terminate_alternative
accep~alternative

::=

delay_ alternative

::= delay_ataternent

terminate_alternative

accept_statement

[sequence_of_statementsl
[sequence_of_statements]

::= terrnhmt.;

A selective wait must contain at least one accept alternative.
In addition a selective wait can contain either a terminate
alternative
(only one), or one or more delay alternatives,
or an else part;
these three possibilities
are mutually
exclusive,

A select alternative is said to be open if it does not start with when and a condition,
tion is TRUE. It is said to be c/osed otherwise.

or if the condi-

For the execution of a selective wait, any conditions specified after when are evaluated In some
order that is not defined by the language; open alternatives are thus determined.
For an open
delay alternative, the delay expression is also evaluated. Similarly. for an open accept alternative
for an entry of a family, the ent~ index is also evaluated. Selection and execution of one open
alternative, or of the else part, then compietes the execution of the selective wail: the ruies for this
selection are described below.
takes place
Selection of one such alternative
Open accept alternatives are first considered.
entry call
immediately
if a corresponding
rendezvous is possible, that is, if there is a corresponding
issued by another task and waiting to be accepted.
If several alternatives can thus be selected,

b

one of them is seiected arbitrarily (that is, the language does not define which one). When such an
alternative is seiected, the corresponding accept statement and possible subsequent statements
are executed. If no rendezvous is immediately possible and there is no else part. the task waits
until an open selective wait alternative
can be selected.
Selection
●

of the other forms of alternative

will be selected if no accept alternative can be seiected before the
specified deiay has elapsed (immediately, for a negative or zero delay in the absence of
queued entry calls); any subsequent statements of the alternative are then executed. If several
delay alternatives can thus be seiected (that is, if they have the same delay), one of them is

The

else

arbitrarily.
part

immediately
●

as follows:

An open delay alternative

selected
.

or of an else part is performed

is selected

selected,

and

its statements

in particular,

we

executed

if all alternatives

if no accept

alternative

can be

An o-n
terminate ~lternative is aelocted if the conditions ststed in section 9.4 am ~tlsfiedt
It is a consequence of other rules that a terminate alternative cannot be selected while there 18
a queued

entry

cali for any entry

of the task.

0

are closed.
10
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The exception
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Examples

PROGRAM_ERROR

of a select

la raised If all alternatives
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are closed and there is no else petit

statement:

Sokct
accept ORIVERAWAKE_SIGNAL;
or
delay 30. O* SECONDS;
STOP_THE_TRAIN;
end select ;
13

Example

of a task body

with

a select

statement:

task body RESOURCE is
BUSY-:
BOOLEAN := FALSE;
begin
kmp
Soloct
Awn
not BUSY =>
accept SEIZE do

BUSY := TRUE;
and;
or
eccopt RELEASE de
BUSY := FALSE;
end;
or
tormlrmt.;
end seloot;
Ond loop;
end RESOURCE;
Notes:
n

A selectlve wait Is allowed to have smreral open delay a?tomatives. A WIlectlvo wait Is allouvsd to
have several open accept alternathm
for the same entry.

15

References.’ accept staternont 9.5, oondltlon 5.3, dsclsr.tlon 3.1, delay oxproeolon9.6, delay st~tomont 9.0, duration
9.6, entry 9.5, ent~ call 9.5, entry index 9.6, progrwm.rror exception 11.1, quouod entw call 9.6, rendezvous 9,6,
select statement 9.7, eequence of etaternorm 6.1, task 9

9.7.2

1

Conditional

A conditional

ent~

Entry CM.

call Issues an entry cell that is then canceled

possibie.
2

condMonal_entry4all
::=
nloct
entw_call_statomont
I qnf=.d-~em.ntsl
sequence-of~atornonts
end soloct;

if a rendezvous

is not immediately
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For the execution of a conditional ●ntry all, the entry name is first eveluated. This in followed by
eny evaluations required for actual parameters as in the caae of a subprogram call (see 6.4).

s

The entry call is canceled
If the execution of the called task has not reached a point where It Is
for the corresponding entry, or a select
ready to accept the call (that is, either an accept statement

4

statement with an open accept alternative for the entry), or if there are prior queued ent~ calls for
this entry. If the called task has reached a select statement, the entry call is canceled if an accept
alternative for this entry is not selected.
[f the entry call is canceled, the statements
of the else part are executed.
Otherwise,
the rendezvous takes place; and the optional sequence of statements after the ent~ call is then executed.

s

The execution of a conditional
ent~
has already completed
its execution
abnormal).

s

call raises the exception TASKllUG_ERROR
if the called task
(see also 9.10 for the case when the called task becomes

Example:
proooduro

SPIN(R

: RESOURCE) b

*in
loop
Salact
R.SEIZE;
ratum:
019s
null;
end aakct;
end Imp;
emd;

busy waiting

R8fer8nc8s: abnormal took 9.10, acospt smt.m.nt 9.6, ●ctual parwn.ter pm 6.4, oompleted task 9.4, ent~ call
statement 9.5, entry family 9.6, .nt~ Ind.x 9.6, ●vshmtlon 4.6, .xpression 4.4. open alt-mative 9.7.1, quiw.d entry
call 9.5, rendezvous 9.5, sd.ct stat.ment 9.7, eequonco of statanwnts 6.1, teak 9, taskin~omor exception 11.1

9.7.3

E

Timed Entry Calls

A timed entry call issues an ent~ call that is canceled if a rendezvous is not staned within a given
delay.
timed_entW_call

::=

Wkt

entw_call~tatement
[ sequence.of~tatomontsl
or
delay_ahernatlve
end Salect;

I

2
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For the execution of a timed entry call, the ent~ nerne Is first evaluated.
This is followed by any
evaluations
required for actual parameters
as in the case of a subprogram
call (see 6.4).
The
expression
stating the delay is then evaluated,
and the entry call is finally issued.
If a rendezvous
can be started within the specified dur8tion (or immediately,
as for a condltiomd
entry call. for a negative or zero delay), it is performed
and the optional sequence of statements
after the entry call is then executed, Otherwise,
the entw call is canceled when the specified duration has expired, and the optional sequence
of statements
of the delay alternative
is executed.
The execution
of a timed entry call raises the exception
TASKING_ ERROR if the called task
completes
its execution before accepting
the call (see also 9.10 for the case when the called task
becomes
abnormal).

6

Example:
Wlect
CONTROLLER. REQUEST(MEDIUM)
(SOMEJTEM):
or
delay 45.0;
-controller too busy, t~ something else
end select:

1

1

actual parameter part 64, completed task 9.4, conditional
9.6. entry call statement 9.5, entry family 9.5,
entry index 9.5, evaluation 4.5, expression 4.4, rendezvous 9.5. sequence of statements 5 1, task 9, taskin~error
exception 11.1

References:

abnormal

entw

call 9.7.2,

9.8

Pdoritks

task 9.10,

delay expression

accept

statement

9.5

9.6, delay statement 9.6, duration

need not) have a priority, which is a value of the subtype PRIORIW (of the typo
INTEGER ) declared in the predefine
Iibrav package SYSTEM (see 13.7). A lower value indicates a

Each task may (but

lower degree of urgency;
with a task if a pragma

prmgma PRIOR IW

the range of priorities

is implementation-defined.

A priority

is associated

(static_expression];

appears in the corresponding task specification; the priority is given by the value of the expression.
A priority is associated with the main progrem if such a pragma appears in its outermost
declarative
subprogram

PRIORl~
3

At most one such pragma can appear within a given task specification
or for a
A pragma
that is a llbra~ unit, and these are the only allowed places for this pragma.

part.

has no effect if it occurs in a subprogram

other than the main program.

The specification
of a priority is an indication given to assist the implementation
in the allocation of
processing resources to parailel tasks when there are more tasks eligible for execution than can be

supported simultaneously by the available processing
scheduling is defined by the following rule:
4

resources.

The effect of priorities

on

If two tasks with different
priorities are both eligible for execution
and could sensibly be
executed using the same physical processors and the same other processing resources, then it
cannot be the case that the task with the lower priority is executing while the task with the
higher priority is not.

..
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For tasks
For tasks of the same priority, the scheduling order is not defined by the language.
without explicit priority, the scheduling rules are not defined, except when such tasks are engaged
in a rendezvous,
If the priorities of both tasks engaged in a rendezvous are defined, the rendezvous
is executed with the higher of the two priorities. If only one of the two priorities is defined, the
If neither is defined, the priority of the rendezrendezvous
is executed with at least that priority,
vous is undefined,

5

Notes:
The priority of a task is static and therefore fixed. However, the priority during a rendezvous is not
necessarily static since it also depends on the priority of the task ca(ling the ent~. Priorities should
be used only to indicate relative degrees of urgency; they should not be used for task synchronization.
References:
137,

pragma

9.9

Task

declarative
2.8,

part 3,9, entry call statement

rendezvous

9.5,

static expression

9.5, integer type 3.5.4, main program 10.1, package system
4.9,

subtype

3.3,

task 9, task specification

6

7

9.1

and Entry Attributes

For a task object

or value

T the following

attributes

are defined:

1

T’CALLABLE

Yields

the value FALSE when the execution of the task designated by T is
either completed or terminated, or when the task is abnorma!. Yields the
value TRUE otherwise. The value of this attribute is of the predefine
type
BOOLEAN.

2

TERMINATED

Yields the value TRUE if the task designated

3

value FALSE otherwise.
BOOLEAN.

by T is terminated.
Yields the
The value of ~his attribute is of the predefine
type

In addition, the representation attributes STORAGE_SiZE,
task object T or a task type T (see 13.7.2).

are daflned for a

4

The attribute
COUNT is defined for an ent~ E of a task unit T. The entry can be either a single
ent~ or an entry of a family (in either case the name of the single entry or entry family can be
either a simple or an expanded
name).
This attribute
is only allowed within the body oi T, but

5

excluding within any program
E’COUNT

SIZE, @nd ADDRESS

unit that is, itself, inner to the body of T,

Yields the number of entry calls presently queued on the entry E (if the
attribute is evaluated by the execution of an accept statement for the ent~
E, the count does not include
of the type universal>”nteger.

the calling

task). The value of this attribute

6

is

Note:

Algorithms interrogating the attribute E’COUNT should take precautions to allow for the increase
of the vaiue of this attribute for incoming entry calls, and its decrease, for example with timed ent~
calls.
Re!ft?rences: abnormal task 9.10, ●cc.pt ststemont 9.5, attribute 4.1.4, boolean type 3.5.3, completed taak 9.4,
designate 9.1, entry 9.5, fake boolean value 3.S.3, queue of entry calls 9.5, storage unit 13.7, task 9, taak object 9.2,
task type 9.1, terminated task 9.4, timed entry call 9.7,3, true boolean value 3,5,3, universal_integer type 3.5.4

7

8
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Statomonts

An abort statement
causes one or more
rendezvous
with such tasks,
abc}tistatement

:=

abort

tesks

task_ name

:

to become

ebnorma/,

thus preventing

any further

rssk_.n8mel”

3

The determination
type.

4

For the execution of an abort statement,
the given task names are evaluated in some order that is
not defined by the language.
Each named task then becomes abnormal
unless it is already terminated; similarly, any task that depends on a named task becomes abnormal unless it is already
terminated.

s

6

of the type of each task name

uses the fact that the type of the name is a task

Any abnormal task whose execution is suspended at an accept statement,
a select statement, or a
delay statement
becomes completed;
any abnormal task whose execution is suspended at an entry
call, and that is not yet in a corresponding
rendezvous,
becomes completed
and is removed from
the entry queue; any abnormal task that has not yet st8~0d its activation becomes completed
(and
hence also terminated).
This completes
the execution
of the abofi statement.

The completion of any other abnormal task need not happen before completion of the aboti statement. It must happen no later than when the abnormal task reaches a synchronization point that is
one of the following: the end of its activation; a point where h causes the activation of another
a delay statetask; an ent~ call; the stafi or the end of an accept statement;
a select statement;
ment;
an exception h8nd!er;
or an 8bort statement.
Jf 8 task that calls an entry becomes 8bnormal while in a rendezvous, its termination
does not take place before the completion of the rendezvous (see 1 1.5)1

7

The call of an entry of an abnormal task raises the exception TASKING_ ERROR at the place of the
call. Similarly, the exception TASK IN G_ ERROR is raised for any task th8t has called an ent~ of an
abnormal task, if the entry call is still queued or if the rendezvous is not yet finished (whether the
or a conditional or timed entry call); the exception is raised no
ent~ call is an entry call statement,
later than the completion of the 8bnorm8[ task. The value of the attribute CALUBLE is FALSE for

any task that is abnormal
8

If the abnormal
of this variable

9

Example:
abon

(or completed).

completion
of a task takes place while
is undefined.

USER , TERM INAL.eli,

the task updates

a variable,

then the value

POOL(3);

/Votes:
10

An abofl statement should be used only in extremely severe situations
mination,
A task is allowed to abort any task, including itself,
References.’ abnormal in rendezvous 11,5, acceptstatement 9.5, activation9,3,

requiring

attribute

unconditional

4.1.4,

ter-

callable (preddined

9.9, conditional entry call 9,7.2, delay statement 9.6, dependent task 9,4, entry call statermnt 9.5, evaluation of e name 4.1, exception handler 11.2, false boolean value 3,5.3, neme 4.1, queue of ent~ cells 9.5, rendezvous
95 select st8tement 9.7, statement 5, task 9, tasklng_error exception 11,1, terminated task 9.4, timed ent~ call 9.7.3
attribute)

______ __——————

________ _—

~?+zz.

—-_
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9.11

Shared Variables

The normal means of communicating
ments.

values between

tasks is by entw calls and accept state-

1

If two tasks read or update a shored variable (that is, a variable accessible by both), then neither of
them may assume anything about the order in which the other performs its operations,
except at
the points where they synchronize.
Two tasks are synchronized
at the start and at the end of their
rendezvous.
At the start and at the end of its activation,
a task is synchronized
with the task that
causes this activation. A task that has completed
its execution is synchronized with any other task.

2

For the actions performed
always be made:

can

3

●

If between two synchronization
points of a task, this task reads a shared variable whose type
is a scalar or access type, then the variable is not updated by any other task at any time
between these two points.

4

.

If between
two synchronization points of a task, this t88k updates a @bared variekde whose
type is a scalar or access type, then the variable is neither read nor updated by any other task
at any time between these two points.

5

by a program

The execution of the program

that uses shared

is erroneous

variables,

the following

if any of these assumptions

assumptions

is violated.

If a given task reads the value of a shared variable, the above assumptions aiiow an irnpiemantation to maintain local copies of the value (for example, in registers or in some other form of tem-

6
7

porary storage); and for as long as the given task neither reaches a synchronlzat[on
point nor
updates the value of the sharad variable, the above assumptions imply ‘that, for the @wn task,

reading a Iocai copy is equivalent

to reading the shared variable itself.

Similariy, if a given task updates the value of a shared variable, the above assumption
?Ilow an
implementation to maintain a local copy of the value, and to defer the effective store of the local
copy into the shared variabie until a synchronization point, provided that every further read or
update of the variable by the given task is treated as a read or update of the iocal copy. On the
other hand, an implementation is not allowed to introduce a store, unless this store would also be
executed
in the canonical order (see 11 .6).

8

pragma
SHARED
can be used to specify that ove~
read or update of a variable
is a
that is, the above assumptions
always hold for the given
synchronization point for that variable;
variabie (but not necessarily for other variables). The form of this pragma is 8S follows:

B

The

pragma

SHAR ED(vml?b/e-simple_
name);

This pragma is aliowed oniy for a variable declared by an object declaration

and whose type is a
scalar or access type; the variable declaration and the pragma must both occur (in this order)
immediately within the same declarative pan or package specification; the pragma must appear
before any occurrence of the name of the variable, other than in an address clawe.

10

An implementation
must restrict the objects for which the pragma SHARED is allowed to objects
for which each of direct reading and direct updating is implemented as an indivisible operation.

11

References: accept statement 9,5, ●ctivation 9.3, assignment 6.2, canonical order 11.6, declarative part 3.9, entry
call statement 9.5, erroneous 1.6, global 8,1, package specification 7.1, pregma 2.8, read a value 6.2, rendezvous 9.5,
simpie name 3.1 4,1, task 9, type 3.3, updete a value 6,2, vmioble 3.2.1

12
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Example of Tasking

—

The following example defines a buffering task to smooth variations between the speed of output
of a producing task and the speed of input of some consuming
task. For instance, the producing
task may contain the statements
loop
-.

produce the next character CHAR
f3UFFER.WRITE(CHAR);
exit when CHAR = ASCII .EOT;
end loop;
3
4

and the consuming

task

may

contain

the statements

loop

BUFFER, READ(CHAR);
-consume the character CHAR
exit when CHAR = ASCII.EOT;
end loop;
5

e

The buffering task contains an internal pool of characters processed
pool has two indices, an IN_ INDEX denoting
the space for the
OUT_lNDEX denoting
the space for the next output character.
task BUFFER is
ent~ READ (C : out
ent~ WRITE (C : in
and;

in a round-robin fashion. The
next input character
and an

CHARACTER);
CHARACTER);

task body BUFFER is
POOLSIZE
: oonstant INTEGER := 100;
POOL
: mmy( 1 .. POOl_SIZE)
of CHARACTER;
COUNT
: INTEGER rmga O .. POOLSIZE
:= O;
lN_lNDEX,
OUT_lNDEX
: INTEGER mwo
1 ., POOLSIZE
begin
select
when COUNT < POOLSIZE
=>
accept WR fTE(C : In CHARACTER) do
POOL(lN_lNDE)I()
:= C;
end;
IN_lNDEX
:= IN-INDEX
mod POOLSIZE
+
COUNT
:= COUNT + 1 ;
or when COUNT > 0 =>
accept READ(C : out CHARACTER) do
- POOL(OUT_lNDEX):
c ,—
end:
OUT_lNDEX
:= OUT_lNDEX
mod POOLSIZE
COUNT
:= COUNT - 1;
or
tefmhmto;
end 9o19ct ;
end loop;
and BUFFER;

:=

1;

●

+

1;

1;
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10.

Program

Structure

and

Compilation

Isauos

The overall structure of programs and the facilities for separate compilation
are described in this
chapter. A program is a collection of one or more compilation
units submitted to a compiler in one
Each compilation unit specifies the separate compilation of a construct
or more compilations.

t

which can be a subprogram declaration or body, a package declaration or body, a generic declaration or body, or a generic instantiation,
Alternatively
this construct can be a subunit, in which case
package, task unit, or generic unit declared within another
itincludes the body of a subprogram,
compilation

unit.

References: compilation 10.1, compilation unit 10.1, generic body 12.2, generic declaration 12.1, g.nerlc
instantiation 12.3, paclcage body 7,1, peckage declaration 7.1, subprogram body 6.3, subprogram declaration 6.1,
subunit 10.2, task body 9.1. task unit 9

10.1

Compilation

Units

- Library

Units

The text of a program can be submitted
pilation is a succession
of compilation
compilation

::=

{compilatiort_unit

compilation_unit
::=
contex~clause
library_unit
library_unit ::=
subprogram_declaration
I generic_declaration
/ subprogram_body
secondary_unit
libra~_unitiody

to the compiler
units,

in one or more compilations.

Each com-

}

t

2

I contexLclause

secondaw_unit

I package_decleration
[ generic_instantiation

::= library_uni~body
::=

2

I subunit

subprogram_body

I package_body

The

compilation
units of a program are said to belong to a program librmy. A compilation unit
defines either a library unit or a secondary unit. A seconda~ unit is either the separately compiled
proper body of a libra~ unit, or a subunit of another compilation unit. The designator of a
separately compiled subprogram (whether a library unit or a subunit) must be an identifier. Within
a program libra~ the simple names of all libra~ units must be distinct identifiers.

3

The effect of compiling a libra~ unit is to define (or redefine) this unit as one that belongs to the
unit acts as a declaration
that occurs
program libra~, For the visibility rules, each libra~

4

immediately

within

the package

STANDARD.

The effect of compiling a secondaw
unit is to define the body of a Iibmw unit, or in the case of a
subunit, to define the proper body of a program unit that is declared within another compilation

unit.

5
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A subprogram

body given in a compilation unit is interpreted as a secondary unit if the program
with the same name; it is otherwise
library already contains a Iibrery unit that is a subprogram

interpreted
unit)<

both as a library unit and as the corresponding

library unit body (that is, as a seconda~

7

The compilation
units of a compilation
Bre compiled in the given order. A pragma that applies to
the whc]le of a compilation
must appear before lh~ first compilatior~ unit of that cornpilatioo.

8

A subprogram
that is a library unit can be used as a main program in the usual sense. Each main
program acts as if called by some environment
task; the means by which this execution is initiated
are not prescribed
by the language
definition.
An implementation
may impose ceflain requirements on the parameters
and on the result, if any, of a.main program (these requirements
must be
stated in Appendix
F). In any case, every implementation
is required to allow, at least, main
programs that are pararneterless
procedures,
and evew main program must be a subprogram that
is a library unit.
Notes:

Q

A simple program may consist of a single compilation
unit. A compilation
pilation units; for example,
its text can consist of pragmas.

need not have any com-

10

is
The designator of a library function cannot be an operator symbol, but a renaming declaration
Two library subprograms
must have distinct
allowed to rename a library function as an operator.
However,
renaming
declarations
are
simple names and hence cannot overload each other.
allowed to define overloaded
names for such subprograms,
and a locally declared subprogram
is
The expanded name STANDARD .L can IM u~d for a
allowed to overload a libra~ subprogram.

library unit L (unless the name STANDARD is hidden) since libra~ units act 8S declarations that
occur immediately within the package STANDARD.
11

References.’

allow

1.6,

occur immediately
declaration

10.1.1

1

2

A context
unit.

within

8.5,

name

10.2,

Clauses

4.1,

declaration

4.S, operator
standard

task 9, visibility

- With

symbol 6, 1, overloading

contex~clause

::=

body 7,1, package

package

8.6.

subprogram

6, subprogram

body 6.3,

subprogram

8.3

Clauses

{with_ctause

::= wtth

6.6 8.7, package

6.2, pragma 2.8, procedure 6.1, program unit 6. proper body 3.9, renam-

is used to specify the library units whose

clause

with_clause

10.1,1,

of a subprogram

simple

6.1, subunit

Context

10.4, generic declaration
8.1, must 1.6, name 4,1,

clause

8.1, operator

7.1, parameter

ing declaration
declaration

3.1, designator 6,1, environment

12.3, hiding 8.3, identifier 2.3, library unit 10.5, local declaration

Context

12.1, generic instantiation

names

are needed

within

a compilation

iuse_clause} !

um’t~imple_name

{, um’t-simple-name!;

3

The names that appear in a context clause must be the simple names of library units. The simple
name of any library unit is allowed within a with clause. The only names allowed in a use clause of
a context clause are the simple names of libra~ packages mentioned by previous with clauses of
the context clause, A simple name declared by a renaming declaration is not allowed in a context
clause.

4

The with clauses and use clauses of the context clause of a libra~ unit apply to this library unit and

also to the secondary unit that defines the corresponding body (whether such a clause is repeated
or not for this unit). Similarly, the with clauses and use clauses of the context clause of a compilation unit app/y

to this unit and also to its subunits,

if any.

.
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If a library unit is named by e with clause that applies to a compilation
unit, then this library unit is
the library unit Is visible as If
directly visible within the compilation
unit, except where hidden;
declared immediately
within the package STANDARD
(see 8.6).

5

Dependence
among compilation
unhs ate defined by with clauses; that is, a compilation
unit that
mentions other library units in its with clauses depends on those libra~ units. These dependence

e

between units are taken into account for the determination of the ailowed order of compilation
of
(and recompilation) of compilation units, as explained in section 10.3, and for the determination
the allowed

order

of elaboration

of compilation

units,

as explained

in section

10.5.

Notes:

A iibra~ unit named by a with ciause of a compilation
unit is visible (except where hidden) within
program unit. Thus within the
the compilation unit and hence can be used as a corresponding
compilation
unit, the name of a library package can be given in use ciauses and can be used to
form expanded names;
can be declared.
The rules given for with
iibra~ unit is mentioned
given with ciause,
Example

1 : A main

a library subprogram

can be called;

and instances

of a library generic

7

unit

clauses are such that the same effect is obtained whether the name of a
once or more than once by the applicable with clauses, or even within a

8

progrem:

The following is an example of a main program consisting of a single compilation unit: a procedure
package TEXT_l(J
and a userfor printing the reai roots of a quadratic equation. The predefine
defined package REAi_OPERATIOfUS (containing the definition of the type REAL and of the
packages REALIO and REALFUNCTIONS ) are assumed to be already present in the program
libra~.
Such packages may be used by other main programs.

with TEn_lO,
REAl_OPERATIONS; uss REALOPERATIONS;
nreCQ~DRATIC_EQUATION
i.
: REAL:
–
achieves direct visibility of GET and PUT for REAL
&e ‘REALIO,
–
achieves direct visibility of PUT for strings and of NEW_LINE
TEXT_lO,
REAi_FUNCTIONS;
-achieves direct visibility of SORT
b9gin
GET(A); GET(B); GET(C);
D := B**2 - 4. O*A*C;
if D < 0.0 then
PUT(”lmagina~ Roots.”);
●k
PUT(”Real Roots : Xl = “);
PUT((-B - SQRT(D))/(2.O*A)): PUT(” X2 = “);
PUT((-B + SQRT(D))/(2.O*A));
end if;
NEW_LiNE;
●nd QUADRATIC-EQUATION;
Notes

9

10

on the example:

The with ciauses of a compilation

unit need only mention the names of those library subprograms
and packages whose vlslbillty Is actualiy necetmary within the unit. They need not [and should not)
mention other library units that are used In turn by some of the units named in the with ClaUSOS,
unless these other llbra~ units are al$o used directly by the current compilation unit, For exampie,
the body of the package REAi_OPERATIONS may need elementa~ operations provided by other
packages. The latter packages should not be named by the with clause of QUADRATIC_EQUATION
since these elementary operatlona are not directly called within Its body,

——
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I?efermces: allow 1.6, compilation unit 10,1, dlr.ct vltlbllity 8.3, elaboration 3.9, generic body 12.2, generic unit
12.1, hiding 8.3, instance 12,3, libra~ unit 10.1, main program 10.1, must 1,6, namo 4,1, package 7, package body
7.1, package declaration 7.1, procedure 6.1, program unit 6, wconcimy unit 10,1, simpia name 4.1, standard
predefine
package 8.6, subprogram body 6.3, subprogramdaclmation6.1, subunit 10,2, tvpe 3.3, uaa claua. 8,4,
visibility 8.3

10.1.2

Example-

1

A compilation

?

p~m

of Compilation

Units

unit can be split into a number of compilation
lowing program,

units.

For example,

consider

the fol-

PROCESSOR b

SMALL

: conotant

TOTAL

: INTEGER

:= 20;
:= O;

packago STOCK b
LIMfT
: constant
TABLE
: ●may (1

:=

1Ooo;

LIMIT) of INTEGER;

..

prooadur. RESTART;
end STOCK;
~bo

body STOCK h
RESTART k

tmgin
for N In 1 ., LIMIT loop
TABLE(N) := N;
●nd bp;
end;
bagin
RESTART;
end STOCK:
procedure UPDATE(X
use STOCK:
begh

: INTEGER)

is

...
TABLE(X)

:= TABLE(X)

+ SMALL;

...
end UPDATE;
begin

,..
STOCK. RESTART;

-

reinitializes

TABLE

,,.
end PROCESSOR;
3

ThtJ
following three compilation unite dofino o program with an effect oquivolent to the above
example (the broken llrtm between compilation units eewo to remind the reader that Wee unlt$
need not be contiguous texts).

——
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Ex&mple

2:

Severe/

compilation

units:

4

pockaga STOCK k
: oonstant := 1000;
LIMIT
TAB LE : ●rmy ( I . LIMIT) Of INTEGER;
procuhme RESTART;
●rtd STOCK;

5

●

.. -—--- -------- -------- -. —--.—----—- --.---package body STOCK is
procedurs RESTART is
begin
LIMIT tip
for N}n
lo.
TABLE(N) := N;
and klOp;

6

~ei$’
RESTART;
end STOCK;

- — —-. —.-——-—
with
_um

STOCK;
PROCESSOR

SMALL
TOTAL

: Conmant
: INTEGER

a&To{~DATE(X
-’

.

7

h
:= 20;
.—
- 0;

●

: INTEGER)

Is

...

TABLE(X) := TABLE(X) + SMALL;
...
ond UPDATE:
boghl
...
reinitializes TABLE
STOCK. RESTART:
-

.,0
d

PROCESSOR;

Note that in the latter veralon, the package STOCK has no visibility of outer Identifiers other than
the predefine
identifiers (of the package STANDARD ). In particular, STOCK does not use any
identifier declared In PROCESSOR such ●s SMALL or TOTAL; otherwise STOCK couid not have
been extracted from PROCESSOR in the above manner. The procedure PROCESSOR, on the other
hand, depends on STOCK and mentions this package in a with clause. This permits the inner
occumences of STOCK In the expanded name STOCK. RESTART and in the use clause.
These three compilation units can be submitted in one or more compilations.
For exampie, it is
possible to submit the package specification and the package body together and in this order in a
single

compilation.

I?efemnces: compilation unit 10,1, declaration 3.1, identifier 2.3, package 7, package body 7.1, package specification
7.1, program 10, standard package 8,6, u.. clauao 8,4, visibility 8.3, with ciauso 10,1.1

1o+

Examples of Compilation

Units

!0. 1.2
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Units

A subunit is used for the separate compilation of the propor body of a program unit declared within
another compilation unk Thle method of splltting a program powrdts
hlerarchic~i
program
development.

body-stub ::=
subprogram_spoclflcation i. separti.;
I packsg. body puckegedlmple-name
is sopamt.;
I task body tusk~imple-name
Is oopmst.:
subunit

::=

wpmato

@mm_fm&na

me) proper_body

A bdy stub is OnJY allowed as the ~~
of a program unit (a aubp~gram,
a package, a task unit, or
e generic unit) if the body stub occurs immediately within either the specification of a llbra~
package or the declarative part of another compilation unit.

If the body of a program unit is a body stub, a separately compiied subunit containing the corresponding proper body Is required. In the case of a subprogram, the subprogram specifications
given in the proper body and in the body stub must conform (see 6.3.1).
Each subunit mentions the name of its pwant unit, that 1s, the compilation unit where the corresponding body stub ia given. [f the parent unit is a iibrav unitt It is cailecf the ancestor iibrary unit.
If the parent unit IS itself a subunit, the parent unit name must be given in full au an expanded
name, starting with the aimpie name of the ancestor iibrary unit. The simpie names of ail subunits
that have the same ancestor iibrary unit must be distinct identifiers.
e

Visibility within the proper body of a subunh is the visibility that would be obtained at the place of
the corresponding body stub [wlthln the parent unit) If the with clauseu and use clauses of the uubunit were appended to the context clause of the parent unit. If the parent unit is itself a subunit,
then the same ruie is used to define the vitibiiity within the proper body of tha parent unit.
The effect of the elaboration

of a body stub is to elaborate

the proper body of the subunit.

Notes:

Two subunits of different library units In the same program iibrary need not have distinct identifiers. in any case, their full expanded names are distinct, since the simple names of libra~ units
are distinct and since the simple names of all subunlta that have a gfvon tibra~ unit as ancestor
unit are also distinct. By means of rarmm)ng declarations, overloaded subprogram names that
rename (distinct) subunits can be Introduced.
t

A iibrary unit that is named by the with ciauee of a subunit can be hidden by a declaration (with the
same identifier) given in the proper body of the subunit. Moreover, such a iibraw unit can even be
hidden by a declaration given within a parent unit since a libra~ unit acts as if declared in
STANDARD; this however does not affect the Interpretation of the with clauses themselves, sine.
only names of iibrary units can appear In with ciauses.

—
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conform 6.3.1,

contoxtclsum

10.l.l,

declaration

3.1. doclaratlve

pan3.9,

dlroti

8.3, Mmtifior 2.3, libre~ unit 10.1, local dochatlon 8.1, nmne 4.1, occur Irnmedlst.ly whhin 8.1, ov.rloadlns 8.3, paohgo 7,
p8ckSo@ body 7.1, packag. spactfloation 7.1, program 10, progromunit 8, pmpw body3.9, ran.rnlng declaration8.5,
visibility 8.3, ektboration

3.9, mpondmi

nsmo 4.1.3,

gonorlc body 12.2, generic unit 12, hidd.n d.cl.ration

separatecompilation1001,drnpl. n.rne 4.1, subprogr.fn& subprofvm body8.3, subpmurm .pocIfkwtion6.1, taak
9. task body 9.1, task unit 9,1, us. ctause 8.4, vi$lblllty 8,3, with ctmme 10.1.1

10.2.1

Examples

The procedure

of $ubunita

TOP is first written

with TEXT_lO;
procedwa TOP

as a compilation

unit without

subunits.

is

typa REAL la dlgtta 10;
R, S : REAL := 1.0;

pookga FACILIW &
PI : eolwtant * 3.141 s9d6636;
funcdon
F (X : REAL) mum REAL;
praoodum G (Y, Z : REAL):
and FACILllY;
packago body FACILITY k
-some bca( declarations
fundon

followad

F(X : REAL) mtum

by

REAL k

Im@n
saquenoe of stat. mants of F
...
ond

F;

pmcodura G(Y, Z : REAL) b
–
local prooadwas uahtg TEW.10

...
bagin
sequence

of statements

of G

...
●nd G;
●nd FACILITY;

procadufa TRANSFORM(U

: in out

REAL) ia

uaa FACILITY;
bagin
u := F(U);

...
and TRANSFORM;
bagin - TOP
TRANSFORM(R);
...
FACILIIV.G(R,
S);
and TOP;

1G7

Exempbs

of SUti{t8

10.2. !

~
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The body of the package
separate subunits of TOP.
FACILITY aS follows.
Example

FACILIIY

and that

of the

816A

procedure

Ada Reference

TRANSFORM

Manual

can be made

Into

Slmllariv, the body of the procedure G can be made into a aubunlt of

3:

procedure

TOP

is

~pO REAL is digits 10;
R, S : REAL := 1.0;
package
FACILITY is
PI : constant
:= 3.14159Q6636;

function
F (x : REAL) mtum
procoduro
G {Y, Z : REAL);
end FACILIW;

REAL;

package body FACI LIIV Is sepwat.:
procedure TRANSFORM(U
: in out REAL) la separate;

--

stub of FACI L1~
stub of TRANSFORM

-TOP
begin
TRANSFORM(R);

...
FACILIN.G(R,
end TOP:

----------- ---------

S);

.---- —----. --- ——-—

separate (TOP)
prooedwe TRANSFORM(U
use FACILITY;
begin
u := F(U);

: in out

-

REAL) la

...
end TRANSFORM;

------------ ----— --- —--.—.—
separate (TOP)
package body FACILITY is
-some local declarations

foliowed

by

REAL b
function F(X : REAL) mum
begin
-sequence of statements of F
,..
end F;
procedure G(Y, Z : REAL) is 00p@mtO;
end FACILIW;

-

stub of G

10-8
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--

full name of FACILITY

begin

sequence of statements of G
...
end

G:

and FACILIW
am subunits of TOP, and G is a subunit of
In the above example TRANSFORM
The visibility in the split vomlon Is the same as in the initial vemion except for one
FACILl~.
change: since TEXT_l O is only used within G, the corroupmding with clause is written for G
instead of for TOP. Apart from this change, the same identifiers are VMbie at correapondlng
program points in the. two versions. For ex~mple, aii of the following are (directly) visibie wlthln
the proper body of the subunit G: the procedure TOP, the type REAL, tho variables R and S, the
package FACi LiTY and the contained named number PI and subprograms F and G.
Rcferer)ces: bo~ stub 10.2, compilation unit 10.1, idontlfior 2.3, Iod d.alamtion 8.1, named number 3.2, psclq.
6, ~
3.3, vaflsbk 3.2.1.
7, package bodv 7.1, Prooeduro6, Pro c e chm body 8.3, propor body 3.9, subwgr.m
vMbility

10.3

8.3, with ctause 10.1.1

Order of Compilation

The ruies defining the order In which units can be compiied are direct consequences of the visibiiky
rules and, in particular, of the fact that any iibrary unit that is mentioned by the context clause of a
compilation unit is visible In the compiMon
unit,
A compilation unit must b~ ,oornpiied dtor M Ilbrery units named by h -ext
CWM.
A eeconafter the ~~e$~~~~~g
Ilbraw
dwy unit that is a subprogram or package body must be c~~piied
unit. Any subunit of a parent compilation
unit must be compiled after the parent complication unit.
If any error is detected whlie attempting to compiie a compilation unit, then the attempted compilation is rejected and it has no effect whatsoever on the program libra~; the same hclds for
recompiiationa (no compilation unit con become obsolete becauea of such a rocompilction).
The order in which the complication units of a program are compiied must be con$i$tont
partial ordering defined by the above mlos.

with the

Simiiar ruies appiy for recompiiationa.
A compilation unit is potentiality affected by a change in any
library unit named by its context ciause. A seconda~ unit is potentiality affected by a change in the

corresponding iibrav unit. The subunits of a parent compilation unit are potentially affected by a
change of the parent compilation unit. If a compilation unit is succesafuily recompiicd, tho compilation units potentiality affected by this change are obsolete and must be recompiled unless they
are no ionger needed. An implomontstion may be ablo to reduce the Cornpilstlon coots if it can
deduce that some of the potontlal}y affectad units are not sctually ●ffoctod by the change.

●

W-9

to
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The subunits of a unit can be recompiled
without affecting the unit itself Similarly, changes in a
subprogram
or package body do not affect other compilation
units (apati from the subunits of the
body) since these compilation
units only have access to the subprogram
or package specification.
An implementation
is only allowed to deviete from this rule for inline inclusions, for certain compiler optimization,
and for certain implementations
of generic program units, as described below.

7

If a pragma INLINE is applied to a subprogram
declaration
given in a package specification,
inline inclusion will only be achieved if the package body is compiled before units calling the
In such a case, inline inclusion creates a dependence
of the calling unit on the
subprogram.
package body, and the compiler
must recognize this dependence
when deciding on the need
for recompilation.
If a calling unit is compiled before the package body, the pragma may be
ignored by the compiler for such calls (a warning that inline inclusion was not achieved may
be issued).
Similar considerations
apply to a separately
compiled subprogram
for which an
INLINE pragma Is specified.

8

For optimization
purposes, an implementation
may compile several units of a given compilation in a way that creates further dependence
among these compilation
units. The compiler
must then take these dependence
into account when deciding on the need for recompilation.

9

An implementation
may require that a generic declaration and the corresponding proper body
be part of the same compilation, whether the generic unit is itself separately compiled or is

local to another
generic

compilation

unit be pan

of Compilation

of the

unit. An implementation
compilation.

may also require that

subunits of a

same

w

Examples

Order:

11

(a)

In example 1 (see 10.1.1):
library packages TEW_10

12

(b)

The
In example
2 (see 10.1.2):
corresponding
package specification.

13

{c)

In example 2 (see f Ot1.2): The $pecifi-tion
of the package STOCK must be compiled before
the procedure PROCESSOR.
On the other hand, the procedure PROCESSOR can be cornpi}ed
either before or after the package body STOCK.

14

(d)

In example 3 (see 10.2.1):
The procedure
G must be compiled after the package TE~_10
can be
since this package is named by the with clause of G. On the other hand, TEXT-10
compiled either before or after TOP.

1s

(e)

In example 3 (see 10.2,1):
the

main

program

TOP.

The procedure QUADRATIC_ EQUATION must be compiled after the
and REAl_OPERATIONS
since they appear in its with clause.
package

body

STOCK

must

be compiled

after

the

The subunits TRANSFORM
and FACILITY must be compiled after
after its parent unit
the subunit G must be compiled

Similarly,

FACILllY.
Notes:
N

ruies that a package body is made obsolete
For library packages, h follows from the recompilation
by the recompilation of the corresponding specification. if the new package specification is such
that a package body 16 not required (that is, if the package specification does not contain tho
declaration of a program unit), then the recompilation of a body fbr this package is not required. In
any case, the obsolete package body must not be used and can therefore be deieted from the
program iibra~.

10,3 Onhw of Comphtbn

1o-1o

—
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Issues

References;

compilation 10.1, compilation unit 10C1, context clause 10.1.1. elaboration 3.9, generic body 12.2,
generic declaration 12.1. generic unit 12,1ibrary unit 10.l, local declaration 8.1, name 4.1, package 7, Wcksg. ~
7. l, package specification 7.1, parent unit 10.2. pragma inline 6.3.2. procedure 6.lrpro-durebodv e.s~mwr~v
3.9, secondwy

unit 10.l,

102,

type 3.3, variable

10.4

The Program

subprogram
3.2.1,

body 6.3, subprogram

visibility

8.3, with clause

declaration

6.1, subf3rogram specification

17

6.1, subunit

10.1.1

Library

Compilers are required to enforce the language rules in the same manner for aprogramconuisting
of several compilation
units (and subunits) as for a program submitted
as a single compilation.
Consequently,
a libra~ file containing information
on the compilation
units of the program libra~
must be maintained
by the compiler or compiling environment.
This information
may include symbol tables and other information
pe~aining
to the order of previous compilations.

,

A normal submission
to the compiler consists of the compilation
unit(s) and the libra~ file. The
latter is used for checks and is updated for each compilation
unit successfully
compiled.

~

Notes:
A single
existence

program
library is implied for the compilation
units of a compilation. The possible
of different program libraries and the means by which they are named are not concerns

of the language definition;

they are concerns of the programming

s

environment.

should
be aommancis
for creating
the ~rogram
library of a given program or of a given family
of programs. These commands
may permit the reuse of units of other program libraries. Finally,
the status of the units of a program library. The form
there should be commands for interrogating
of these commands
is not specified by the language
definition.

4

10.1, program Iibrory

s

Before the execution
of a main program,
all libra~
units needed by the main program
are
elaborated,
as well as the corresponding
library unit bodies, if any. The Iibrav units needed by the
main program are: those named by with clauses applicable to the main program, to its body, and

~

There

References:

101,

subunit

10.5

compilation

10.2,

Elaboration

unit 10.1,

context clauae 10.1,1,

use clause 8.4,

of Ubra~

with clausa

order of comphtion

10.3, program

10.1.1

Units

to its subunits; those named by with clauses applicable to these library units themselves, to the
corresponding library unit bodies, and to their uubunits; and so on, in a transitive manner.
The elaboration
of these libra~ units and of the corresponding
library unit bodies is performed
in
In addition, a
an order consistent with the partial ordering defined by the with clauses (see 10.3).
libra~ unit mentioned by the context clause of a subunit must be elaborated before the body of the
ancestor libra~ unit of the subunit.

z

of elaboration
that is consistent with this partial ordering does not always ensure that
each library unit body is elaborated before any other compilation unit whose elaboration necesIf the prior elaboration
of libra~ unit
sitates that the library unit body be already elaborated.
The form of this pragma Is as
bodies is needed, this can be requested by a pragma ELABORATE.

J

An order

follows:
pragma

10-11

EU80RATE

(/~b~8V-~jt-simple-name

(, /~braw-~~t_simplefiame}):

Elebortitlon

of L1bro~

LMts

10.5
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4

These pragmas are only allowed immediately
after the context clause of a compilation
unit (before
the subsequent
library unit or secondav
unit). Each argument of such a pragma must be the simple name of a library unit mentioned
by the context clause, and this library unit must have a library
unit body. Such a pragmt! specifies that the library unit body must be elaborated
before the given
If the given compilation
unit is a subunit,
the library unit body must be
compilation
unit.
elaborated
before the body of the ancestor libra~
unit of the subunit.

s

The program is illegal if no consistent
order can be found (that is, if a circularity
exists). The
elaboration
of the compilation
units of the program is performed
in some order that is otherwise
not defined by the ianguage.

6

l?e~en?nces: allow 1,6, argument of a pragma 2.8, compilation
compilation
pragma 28.

10.6
1

2

units 10.3, elaboration
secondary

Pmgmm

unit 10.1,

unit 10.1, context clause 10.1.1,

dependence

between

3.9, illegal 1.6, in some order 1.6, library unit 10.1, name 4.1, main program 10.1,
separate

compilation

10.1,

simple name 4.1

subunit 10.2,

with clause 10.1.1

Optimlzatlon

Optimization of the elaboration of declarations and the execution of statements maybe performed
by compilers. In pa~icular, a compiler may be able to optimize a program by evaluating certa}n
expressions, in addition to those that are static expressions, Shouid one of these expressions,
whether static or not, be such that an exception would be raised by its evaluation, then the coda In
that path of the program can be replaced by code to raise the exception; the same holds for exceptions raised by the evaluation of names and simple expressions. (See also section 11.6.)
A complier may find that some statements or subprograms will never be executed, for example, H
object machine
their execution depends on a condition known to be FALSE. The corresponding
code can then be omitted.
This rule permits the effect of concW/onu/ compihthm wlthln the
language.
Note:

3

An expression

whose

evaluation

need not represent an error If it
is known to raise an exception
that is never executed. The compiler may warn the progrwn-

occurs in a statement or subprogram
mer of a potentiai
4

References.’
boolean

error.

condition

value 3.5.3,

f 0.6 Prooram

5.3,

program

declaration

3.1,

elaboration

3.9.

evaluation

4.5,

exception

11, exprestdon

4.4,

false

10, raising of exceptions 11.3, statement 5, static expression 4.9, subprogram 6

10-92

Optlmlzation

I

I

I

I

I

I
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11.

Exceptions

This chapter defines the facilities for dealing with errors or other exceptional
situations that arise
during program execution.
Such a situation
is called an exception.
To raise an exception
is to
abandon normal program
execution
so as to draw attention
to the fact that the corresponding
is calied
situation has arisen. Executing some actions, in response to the arising of an exception,
Iwndhhg the exception.

I

An exception cieciaration declares a name for an exception.

~

An exception can be raised by a raise
statement,
or it can be raised by another statement
or operation that propagates
the exception,
exception handier at the
When an exception arises, controi can be transferred
to a user-provided
or at the end of the body of a subprogram, package, or task unit.
end of a biock statement
block

Refemmes:

propagation

11.1

statement

of an exception

5.6,
11.4.1

error altuation

1.8,

exception

11.4.2,
mise statem.nt

11.3,

handler

11.2,

subprogram

body

name

4.1,

package

bodv

7.1,

3

can only be

!

6.3, task body 9.1

Exception Declarations

An exception declaration deciares e name for an exception. The name of an exception
used in raise statements,
exception
handlers, and renaming declarations.
exception_declaretion

::=

ldentifierJist

:

●xospttom;

2

An exception declaration with several identiflera h equivalent to a sequence of single exception
declarations, as explained in section 3.2. Each singie exception declaration declares a name for a
different exception. In particular, if a generic unit inciudes an exception declaration, the exception
declarations
implicitly generated
by different
instantiation
of the generic unit refer to distinct
exceptions (but ali have the same identifier). The pa~icular exception denoted by an exception
name is determined at compilation time and is the same regardless of how many times the exception declaration is elaborated. Hence, If an exception declaration occurs in a recursive subprogram,
the exception name denotes the same exception for ali invocations of the recursive subprogram.
The following exceptions
described are detected.
CONSTRAINT_ERROR

are predefine

in the language;

they are raised when the situations

This exception is raised in any of the following situations: upon en
attempt to vioiate a range constraint, an index constraint, or a discriminant constraint; upon an attempt to use a record component that
does not exist for the current discriminant values; and upon an
attempt to uae a selected component, an indexed component, a slice,
or an attribute, of an object designated by an access value, if the
object does not exist because the accesu value is null.

Fvtwwhn

Owtnmrhnt

f 1 f

s

Q

s
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ERROR
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This exception is raised by the execution of a predefine
numeric operation
that cannot deiiver a correct result (within the declared accuracy for real
types); this includes the case where an implementation
uses a predefine
numeric operation
for the execution,
evaluation,
or elaboration
of some
construct.
The rules given in section 4.5.7 define the cases in which an
implementation
is not required to raise this exception when such an error
situation arises;
see also section 1146

ERROR

This exception is raised upon an attempt to call a subprogram, to activate a
task, or to elaborate
a generic
instantiation,
if the body of the corresponding unit has not yet been elaborated. This exception is also raised if
or during the execution of a
the end of a function is reached (see 6.5):
that all
selective wait that has no else part, if this execution
determines

alternatives are closed (see 9.7.1 ). Finally, depending on the implementation, this exception mOy be raised upon an attempt to execute an action
that is erroneous, and for incorrect order dependence
(see 1,6).
8

STORAGE_ERROR

This exception is raised in any of the following situations:
when the dynamic storage allocated
to a task is exceeded;
during the evaluation
of an
allocator,
if the space available for the collection
of allocated
objects Is
exhausted;
or during the elaboration
of a declarative
item, or during the
execution
of a subprogram
call, if storage is not sufficient.

9

TASKING_ERROR

This exception
is raised when
cation (see 9 and 11 .5).

exceptions

arise during

intertask

communi-

Note:
10

11

The situations described above can arise without raising the corresponding
pragma SUPPRESS has been used to give permission to omit the corresponding
Examples

of user-defined

: ●xcoptlon;
: ●xooptlon;
UNDERFLOW

SINGUIAFt
ERROR
OVERFLOW,
12

Ruf..rences:

access

value

12.2, generic instantiation
object 3.2, raise statement
program
13

M

15

.

body 6.3,

exception

:

if the

declarations.’

●xcoption;

3.8, collection

3,8, declaration

3.1, exception

11, exception

12.3, generic unit 12, ichmtiflor 2.3, implicit declaration
11.3,

exceptions,

checks (see 11 .7).

real type 3.5.6,

record component

handler

11.2, generic body

12.3, instantiation

3.7, return statement

12.3, name 4.1,

5.8, subprogram

6, sub-

task 9, task body 9.1

Constroinbwror
exception COnt8xts: aggregate 4.3.1 4.3.2, allocator 4.8, assignment statement 5.2 5,2.1,
constraint 3.3.2, discrete type attribute 3.5.5, dlscriminant constraint 37.2, elaboration of a generic formal parameter
12.3.1 12.3.2 12,3.4 12.3,5, entry ind.x 9.5, exponentiating operator 4.5.6, index constraint 3.6.1, indexed component 4.1.1, logical operator 4.5,1, null access value 3,8, object declaration 3.2.1, parameter association 6.4.1,
qualified expression 4.7, range constraint 3.6, selected component 4.1.3, slice 4.1.2, subtype indication 3.3.2, type
conversion 4.6
Nurneric~rror

exception

operation

3.5.8

3.5.5

contexts.’ discrete

3<5.10,

operator

type attribute 3.5,5,
of a numeric type 4.5 4,5.7

impliclt

conversion

exception contexts: collection 3,8, elaboration 39, elaboration check
Ro~awrT_error
1.6, incorrect order dependence
1.6, Ieevin@ a function 6,5, selective wait 9,7.1

3.5,4

3.97.39.3

3.5.6

4,6,

numeric

12.2, erroneous
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Storage_error

exception contexts: allocator 4.8

Tasking error exception
communication

11.2

11.5,

Exception

The response

contexts:

task ecthmtion

abort

16

statement

9.10,

ent~

call 9.5

9.7.2

9.7.3,

exceptions

during

17

task

9.3

Handlers

to one or more

exceptions

is specified

exception_handler
::=
when exception_choice
{1 exception_choicel
sequence_of_statements
exception_choice

::= except/on_name

by an exception

handler,

1
2

=>

I othora

An exception handler occurs ina construct that iseither ablockstatement
orthe body of a subprogram, package, task unit, or generic unit. Such a construct wili be called a frame in this
chapter.
part:

In each

case the syntax

of a frame

that

has exception

handiers

inciudes

a

the following

4

begin

sequence_of_atatements
exoeptkm
exception_ handler
{ exception_handler}
end
The exceptions denoted by the exception names given as exception choices of a frame must all be
distinct. The exception choice others is only ailowed for the last exception handler of a frame and
as its only exception choice; it stands for ali exceptions not listed in previous handlers of the frame,
including exceptions
whose names are not visibie at the place of the exception handler,

s

The exception handlem of a frame hondle exceptions that are raised by the execution of the
sequence of statements of the frame. The exceptions bandied by a given exception handler are
those named by the corresponding exception choices.

o

Example:

7

begin
.-

sequence of statements
exc9ption
when SIIUGULAR I NUMERIC_ERROR

=>

PUT(” MATRIX IS SlNC3UlAR “);
when othorw =>
PUT(” FATAL ERROR “);
miERROR;
end ;
Note:

‘Thesame kinds of statement are allowed In the saquence of statements of each exception handler
as are ailowed in the sequence of statements of the frame.
aiiowed in a handier within a function body.

For example, a return statomont

.

is

11-3

.

.

L-——-

_-

—-

---—-1.

--

--A

------

-A-

./9”+——

+=

n.
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Refwmces:
generic

11.3

of

12.2,

gorwrk

5.6, dochwatlve
unit 12.1,

namo

stwomonts 5.1, atotomont

Ralas

A raise

Den

4.1,

3.9, exception
packag.

5, subprogram

statement

5

Ada Roterenc.

Manual

handling

11.4, function

body 6.3,

raiee statement

11.3.

return statement

5.8,

bodv 6.3. taak bodv 9.1. ts$k unit 9 9.1, visibility 8.3

ralseta an exception.
::= miss

[exception-name];

For the execution of a raise statement
with an exception name, the named exception is raieed. A
raise statement
without en exception
name is only aliowed within an exception handler (but not
within the sequence of statements
of a subprogram,
package, task unit, or generic unit, enciosed

by the handler); it raises again the exception
handler.
4

11, exception

body 7.1,

18 16A

Statwnonts

raise_st6tement

2

3

block statement

bodv

●oquonco

1

ANS//M/L-STD-

that caused transfer to the innermost

enclosing

Exemples:
rstss SINGULAR:
rsb
NUMERIC.ERROR;

-

explicitly

robe:

--

oniy within

References:

exception

raising a predefinetd exception
an exception

11. generic unit 12, name 4.1, package

handler

7, sequence of statements

5.1, subprogram

6, task

unit 9

11.4

ExeoptiOn

HMd&’Bg

f

When an exception is raised, normal program execution is abandoned and control is transferred to
an exception handler. The selection of this handler depends on whether the exception is raised
during the execution of statements or during the elaboration of declarations.

2

References:
statement

11.4.1

1

declaration

3.1. elaboration

3,1 3,9,

●xception

11, exception

handler

11.2, raising of exceptions

11.3,

5

Exceptions

Rslaad

During the Execution of Statomants

The handiing of an exception
raised by the execution of a sequence of statements
depends on
is a
whether the innermost frame or accept statement
that encloses the sequence of statements
The case where an accept statement is innermost is described in
frame or an accept statement.

section

11.5. The case where a frame is innermost is presented

here.
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Different actions take place, depending on whether or not this frame has a handier for the exception, and on whether the exception is raised in the sequence of statements of the frame or in that
of an exception
handier.

2

is raised in the sequence of statements of a frame that has a handier for the excepof the sequence of statements of the frame is abandoned
and control is transferred
of the handier completes
to the exception handier. The execution of the sequence of statements
the execution
of the frame (or its elaboration
if the frame is a package body).

3

If an exception is raised in the sequence of statements
the exception, execution of this sequence of statements
the nature of the frame:

of a frame that does not have a handler for
is abandoned. The next action depends on

4

is raised again at the point of caii of the subprogram itseif, in which case execution of the

5

If an exception
tion, execution

(a)

For a subprogram
body, the same exception
program,
uniess the subprogram
is the main
main program is abandoned,

(b)

For a. block statement,
the same exception
is raised again immediately
after the block stateenclosing frame or accept statement).
ment (that is, within the innermost

6

(c)

For a package body that is a declarative item, the same exception is raised again immediately
after this declarative item (within the encioslng cleciarative pan). If the package body Is that of
a subunit, the exception is raised again at the place of the corresponding body stub, If the
package is a libra~ unit, execution of the main program is abandoned.

7

(d)

For a task body, the task becomes completed.

0

An exception that is raised again (as in the above cases [a), (b), and (c)) is said to be propeguted,
either by the execution of the subprogram, the execution of the block statement, or the elaboration
of the package body. No propagation takes piace h the case of a task body. If the frame is a subprogram or a biock statement and if it has dependent tasks, the propagation of an exception takes
place oniy after termination of the dependent tasks.

9

Finally, if en exception is raised in the sequence of statements of an exception handler, execution
of this sequence of statements is abandoned. Subsequent actions (inciuding propagation, if any)
are as in the cases (a) to (d) above, depending on the nature of the frame.

10

Example:

m

function

FACTORIAL

(N

: POSiTIVE)

return

FLOAT

Is

120gin

if

N=lthon
return
1.0:

●hs

return FLOAT(N) * FACTORIAL(N-1 ):
ad If;
exception
when NUMERIC. ERROR => rotum FLOATSAFE_URGE;
and FACTORIAL;
If the multiplication raises NUMERl&ERROR,
then FLOATSAFE.lARGE
is returned by the handler.
This value will cause further NUMERIC_ERROR exceptions to be raised by the evaluation of the
expression in each of the remaining invocations of the function, so that for large values of N the
function will ultimately return the value FLOAT’SAFUMRGE.

la
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Example:
procodum P i$
ERROR : ●xeeptbn ;
proooduro R;
pmceduro
begin
R;
...
exception
...
when

a

is

ERROR

=>

--

error tltuation

(2)

-

handler

-

error situetlon (3)

-

error

–

handier

E2

...
end Q;
R ~

_uro

bogkl
...
●nd R;
I!m@n
...
Q:
,..
exception
...
when ERROR

=>

situation

( 1)

El

...
●nd P;
following

situations

can Prise:

(1)

If the exception ERROR is ralaoci in the sequence of @t8tementa of the outer procedure P, the
handler E 1 provided within P is used to complete the execution of P.

(2)

if the exception ERROR is raised in the sequence of statements of Q, the handler E2 provided
within Q is used to complete the execution of Q. Control wiil be returned to the point of call of
Q upon completion of the handler.

(3)

If the exception ERROR is raised in th. body of R, called by Q, the execution of R is abandoned
exception is raiaed in the body of Q. The handier E2 iS then umd to compiete
the execution of Q, as in situation (2).
and the same

Note that in the third situation, the exception raised in R reuulta in (indirectly) transferring controi
to a handier that ia pan of Q and hence not enclo~ed by R. Note alao that if a handler were
choice @tom,
situation (3) would oauee execution
of this
provided within R for the exception
handier, rather than direct termination
of R.
Lastiy, if ERROR had bean declared in R, rather than in P, the handiers E 1 and E2 could not provide
an expiicit handler for ERROR since this Identifier would not be visible within the bodes of P and
Q. In situation (3), the exception could however be handled In Q by prov}ding a handler for the
exception

choice

others.
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Notes:
The language

does

not define

what

happens

doned after an unhandled

exception.

The predefine
exceptions
predefine
operators.

are those

The case

of a frame

that

that

is a generic

when

can be propagated

unit

of the main program is abart-

the execution

is already

by the basic

covered

operations

and the

by the rules for subprogram

and

XI

x

a?

package bodies, since the sequence of statements of such a frame is not executed but is the
template for the corresponding sequences ofstatements ofthe subprograms or packages obtained
by generic instantiation.
References:
declarative

accept statement

9.6,

item 3.9, declarative

basic operation

11.2,frame 11.2, generic instantiation
exception

11.1,

statement

5, subprogram

11.4.2

package

7, package

12.3,

generic

body 6,3,

block statement

task 9,4, elaboration
unit 12, iibra~

body 7,1, predefine

6, subprogram

5.6,

body stub 10,2,

3.1 3.9, exception

unit 10.1,

subprogram

csli 6.4, subunit

6.1, sequence
10.2,

completion

11, exception

main progrem

operetor 4.6, procedure

Exoeptiorw Raised During the Elaboration

If an exception
is raised
elaboration
is abandoned.
(a)

3,3.3,

part 3.9, dependent

10.1,

9,4,

numeric_error

of statements

5.1,

taak 9, task body 9.1

of Dealaretions

during the elaboration
of the declarative
The next action depends on the nature

part of a given
of the frame:

frame,

this

For a subprogram
body, the same exception
is raised again at the point of call of the subprogram, unless the subprogram is the main program itself, in which case execution of the

main program

a

handler

I

2

is abandoned.

(b)

For a block statement,
ment,

after tha bl~ck atatet-

3

(c)

For a package body that is a declarative item, the same exception is raised again immediately
after this declarative item, in the enclosing declarative part. If the package body is that of a
subunit, the exception is raised again at the place of the corresponding body stub. If the

4

package
(d)

unit,

execution

of the

main

program

is abandoned.
●t

s

or a task
of either a package declaration
the next action depends on the nature of the declara-

6

For a task body, the task I?@comes completed,
and the exception TASKING_ERROfl
the point of actlvat~on of the task, 88 explained
in section 9.3.

Similarly,

if an exception

declaration,
tion.
(e)

is a library

the same exception is raised a~ain immediately

Is raised during

this elaboration

ht mised

the e18boratlon

is abandoned;

or a task declaration,
that is a declarative item, the exception iu
For a package declaration
raised again immediately
after the declarative
item in the enclosing declarative p~rt or
package specification.
For the declaration
of a Ilbrary package, the execution of the m@ln
program is abandoned.

An exception
that is raised again
propagated,
either by the execution

the package declaration,

(as

in the above cases (a), (b), (c) and (e)) is said @ be

of the subprogram or block statement, or by the elaboration of

task declaration, or package body.

7

0
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of an exception

procedura
...
begin
declare
N

in the declarative

part

18 f 5A

of a block stetement

Ada Reference Manual

(case

(b)}:

P IS

: INTEGER

:=

F;

--

the function

–

handier

El

-

handier

E2

F may

raise ERROR

&in
.,,
exception

when ERROR =>
end:
.,.
exception
when ERROR =>
end P;
10

if the exception

fiefenw?ces.’

activation

part 3.9, elaboration

ERROR

is raised

9.3, block statement
3.1 3.9,

exception

in ths declaration

of N, it is handled

5.6, body stub 10.2, completad

11, frame

11.2,

library unit 10.1,

task 9.4, declarative
main program

10,1,

by E2
item 3.9, declorotha
package

body 7.1,

package declaration 7.1, package speclflcstion 7.1, subprogram 6, subprogram body 6,3, subprogram call 6.4, subtmlt
10.2, task 9, task body 9.1, task declaration 9.1, tasking_error exception 11.1

71.6

Exceptions

flahd

During Task Communication

1

An exception can be propagated to a task communicating, or attempting to communicate, with
another task, An exception can also be propagated to a calling task if the exception is raieed during
a rendezvous.

2

When a task calis an entry of another task, the exception TASKING_ERROR
is raised in the ca~iing
task, at the piace of the caii, if the caiied task is completed
before accepting the entry call or 18
aiready completed
at the time of the caii.

3

A rendezvous

4

(a)

When an exception is rahmd within an accept statement, but not handied within an inner
frame. in this case, the execution of the accept statement is abandoned and the same exception is raised again immediately after the accept statement within the calied task; the exception is also propagated to the calllng task at the point of the ent~ call.

s

(b)

When the task containing the accept statement is completed abnormality as the result of an
abort statement.
In this case, the exception TASKING_ ERROR is raised in the caillng task at
the point of the ent~ call.

6

On the other hand, if a task issuing an ent~ call becomes abnormal (e8 the rmult of an abo~
statement) no exception is raised in the called task. If the rendezvous has not yet started, the ent~
if the rendezvous
is in progress, It completes
normally, and the called ta8k IS
call is cancelied.
unaffected.

can be completed

abnorrnaiiy

in two

ca8es:
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fiefefences:
exception

11.6

abnormal
11, frame

Exceptions

task 9.10,

abort ●atemont

11.2, rendezvous

8.5,

9.10,

●ccept statement

taak 9, task termination

9.4,

9.6,

completed

taekinfprror

task 9.4, entw call 9.6,

exception

7

11.1

and Optimization

The purpose of this section is to specify the conditions
to perform certain actions either earlier or later than

under which an implementation is allowed
specified by other rules of the language.

order), an
In general, when the language ruies specify an order for certain actions (the cmonical
implementation
may only use an alternative
order if it can guarantee that the effect of the program
is not changed by the reordering.
in particular, no exception shouid arise for the execution of the
reordered program if none arises for the execution of the program in the canonical order. When,

1

2

on the other hand, the order of certain actions is not defined by the ianguage, any order can be
used by the implementation.
(For exampie, the arguments of a predefine operator can be evaiuated in any order since the ruies given in section 4.5 do not require a specific order of evacuation.)

Additional freedom is ieft to an implementation
for reordering actions lnvoiving predefine
tions that are either predefine
operators
or basic operations
other than assignments.
freedom is ieft, as defined beiow, even in the case where the execution of these predefine
tions may propagate
a (predefine)
exception:

operaThis
opera-

3

(a)

For the purpose of establlshktg whether the same effect is obtained by the execution of certain actions in the canonical and in an alternative order, it can be assumed that none of the
predefine operathxw invoked by these ●ctions ~tes
a (predefinad) axcaption, prwided
that the two foiiowing requirements are met by the alternative order: first, an operation must
not be invoked in the alternative order if it ia not invoked in the canonicai order; second, for
each opemtion, the hwmmoot enohahg frame & accapt statement must be the same in the
alternative order as in the canonicai order, and the same exception handiem must appiy.

4

(b)

Within an eqmesdon, the assochtion of operators with operands is specified by the syntax.
However, for a sequence of predefine
oparators of the same precedence ievel (and in the
absence of parentheses imposing a specific association), any association of operatom with
operands is aliowed if it satisfies the foliowing requirement: an integer resuit must be equal to
that given by the canonicai left-to-right order; a reai resuit must belong to the resuit modei
Such a reordering is aiiowed
intewai defined for the canonicai ieft-to-right
order (see 4.5.7).
even if it may remove an exception, or introduce a further predefirted exception.

5

Simiiariy, additional freedom is ieft to an implementation
for the evacuation of numeric simple
expressions. For the evaluation of a predefine
operation, an implementation is aliowed to use the
operation of a type that has a range wider then that of the base type of the operands, provided that
this deiivers the exact resuit (or a result within the deciared accuracy, in the case of a reai type),
even if some intermediate
results iie outside the range of the base type. The exception
NUMERIC_ERROR
need not be raiaed in such a case. In panicular, if the numeric expression is an
operand of a predefine
relational operator, the exception NUMERiC_ERROR need not be raised by
the evaluation of the relation, provided that the correct BOOLEAN resuit is obtained.

6

A predef’ined operation need not be invoked at ali, if its only possible effect is to propagate a predefine exception. Simiiariy, a predeflned operation need not be invoked if the removai of subsequent
operations by the above rule renders this Invocation ineffacthm

7
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Notes:

—
8

Rule

Q

The expression

10

(b) applies

to predefirwd

operators

but not to the short-circuit

control

forms.

SPEED < 300_OO0.O
can be replaced by TRUE If the value 300_OO0.O lies outside
the base type of SPEED, even though the impliclt conversion of the numeric literal would raise the
exception NUMERIC_ ERROR,

Ex@mple:
declmo
: INTEGER;
+

o;

:=
for

Jln

N
d

l..

– N + Jx*A(K):
I&p:
●

PUT(N);
Oxcoption
wtwrl others
end;

-

(1)

-

A and

10 loop

=>

PUT(-Some

error

K w.” global variables

●em”);

PW(N):

11

The evaluation of A{K) may be performed
bofora tha loop, ●nd poadbly Immediately betife the
assignment statement (1) even If this evaluation can ralae an ●xoaption. Consequently, wkhfn the
&tit&l v9&a a 8 Valuo Iat4r aaaignad. on
the ~
exq3tion hcInd&, the value of N la.*
the other hand, the evaluation of A{K) cannot be movad bafora bogln since an exception would
then be handled by a different handler. For thio roaaon, tho M’lo{lzation cd N in the dackratim
itself would exclude the poa$lblltty d havhtg on undefhd
Irtltid value of N in tho handl~r.

12

Rtiww?cus:

accapt smtmwnt 9.6, •~racy
& mcl op.rstiom 4.6.7, adgnmom
6.2, bsso typo 3.3, bosk OPOMth
3.3.3, convemion 4.6, error dtuatlon 11, gxooption 11, oxwptbn hmd+w 112, fmmo 11.2, num~r
~
11.1, prodofinod opomtor 4.S, pmdofln.d subprugmm 8,6, propsgdon of ● uooption 11.4, rod typ. 3.6.6,
undofinod value 3.2.1

11.7
f

me

time

Suppr’aadng

presence of
checks.
pM~

2

Chacka

8 SUPPRESS
pragma gives permlaaion
The form of this pragma Is 08 follow:

SUPPFIESS (Idontlfler

[, [ON

=>]

to an lmplemontatlon

to omit certain

run-

name]);

The

identifier is that of the check that can be omitted. The nome (If present) must be either a simple name or an expanded name and It must denote either an object, a type or $ubtypa, a task unit.

or a generic unit; alternatively the name can be a subprogram name, in which case it can stand for
several visible overloaded aubprogramu
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Exceptions

A pragma SUPPRESS
is only 8110wed immediately
within a declarative
part or immediately
within
a package specification.
in the letter case, the only ailowed form is with a name that denotes an
subprograms) declared immed18tely within the package specification.
entity (or several overloaded
The permission
to omit the given check extends from the piace of the pragma to the end of the
declarative
region associated with the innermost enclosing block statement or program unit. For a
pragma given in a package specification,
the permission extends to the end of the scope of the
named entity.

3

If the pragma

4

includes e name, the permission
to omit the given check is further restricted:
it is
given oniy for operations on the named object or on all objects of the base type of a named type or
subtype;
for tails of a named subprogram;
for activations of tasks of the named task type; or for
instantiation
of the given generic unit.
checks correspond
to situations in which the exception CONSTRAINT_
the name (if present) must denote either an object
these checks,

The foilowing
be

raised;

for

ACCESS_CHECK

DiSCRiMINANT_CHECK

ERROR

may

5

or a type.

When
accessing
a selected
component,
an indexed component,
a
siice, or an attribute,
of an object designated
by an access vaiue,
check that the access vaiue is not nuii.

6

Check that a discriminant of a composite value has the vaiue imposed

7

by a discriminant
nent, check that

constraint.
A!so, when
it exists for the current

accessing a record compodiscrirninan’t values.

the bounds of an array vaiue are equal to the corbounds of an index constraint. Aiso, when accessing a
component
of an array object, check for each dimension that the given
index value belongs to the range defined by the bounds of the array
object. Aiso, when accessing a siice of an array object, check that the
given discrete range is compatible with the range defined by the
bounds of the array object.

e

LENGTH_CHECK

Check that there is a matching component for each component of en
array, in the case of array assignments, type conversions, and logical
operators for arrays of booiean components.

9

RAN GE_ CHECK

Check that a value satisfies a range constraint. Also, for the elaboration of a subtype indication,
check that the constraint
(if present) is
compatible
with the type mark. Also, for an aggregate,
check that an
index or discriminant
value beiongs to the corresponding
subtype.
Finally, check for any constraint checks performed by a generic instantiation.

10

iNDEX_CHECK

Check

that

responding

The foliowing

correspond to situations in which the exception NUMERIC_ ERROR is raised.
names in the corresponding pragmas are names of numeric types.

checks

The only ailowed
DiViSiON_CHECK

Check

that

the second

operand

is not zero for the operations

/, rom

11

12

and mod.
OVER FLOW_CHECK

Check that the result of a numeric operation

The foliowing check corresponds to situations in which the exception
The oniy ailowed names in the corresponding
pragmas are names
units, or subprograms.
EIABORATiON_CHECK

13

PROGRAM_ ERROR is raised.
denoting task units, generic

!4

is tailed, a task activation is accomplished,
When either a subprogram
or a generic instantiation is elaborated, check that the body of the cor-

M

responding
11-11

does not overfiow.

unit has already

been

elaborated.
Suopressirw

Ch@cks 11,7
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The following check corresponds to situations in which the exception
The only allowed names in the corr.spondhg
pragmas are names
units,

Ada Referenc. Manual

STORAGE-ERROR
is rai8ed.
denoting access types, taak

or subprograms.

STORAGE_CHECK

Check that execution of an ailocetor does not require more space than Is
avaiiable for a collection, Check that the space available for a tank or
subprogram has not been exceeded.

If an error situation arises in the absence
the program

is erroneous

(the

results

of the corresponding
run-time checks,
are not defined by the language).

the execution

of

Exemptes:
pregrna
pmgma

SUPPRESS(RANGECHECK);
SUPPRESS(lNDEX_CHECK,

ON

=>

TABLE);

Notes:
For certain implementations, it may be impossible or too costly to suppress certain checks. The
corresponding SUPPRESS pragma can be ignored. Hence, the occurrence of such a pragrna within
a given unit does not guarantee that the corresponding exception will not arise; the exceptions
may also be propagated by calied units.

$?efwences; OC=U tvpa 3.8, .ctma valuo 3.8, .ctlwtion 9.3, .ggregatc 4.3, allocator 4.8, array 3.6, attdbute 4.1.4,
block statement 5.6, collection 3.8, oompatlblo 3.3.2, component of an ●ay 3.6, component of a record 3.), COm●xcoption 11.1, declarative pan 3.9, designate 3.8, dlmenslon 3.6,
posite type 3.3, constraint 3.3, constralncorror
erroneous 1.6, ●rror altudon
discreto range 3.6, diacdmirmnt 3.7.1, dhcrlmlnsnt oonstrolnt 3.7.2, ●loboration 3.13.9,
name 4.1.3, gonerlc body 11,1, g.node Instsntlation 12.3, gmeric unit 12, identifier 2.3, index 3.6,
11, expandd
nunwric
index constraint 3.6.1, indexed Wmponont 4.1.1, null a~a. valu. 3.8, numorlc oporation 3.5.53.5.83.5.10,
●xceptlon 11.1, objoct 3.2, operetion 3.3.3, package body 7.1, package opocification 7.1,
type 3,5, numeric_ermr
pragma

2.8, program.error

reoord type 3,7, dmple nom.
subunit

10.2,

●xooptlon
4,1, .Iiw

task 9, tesk body 9.1,

11.1, program
4.1.2,

unit 6, propagation

subprogram

8, subprogram

of an exception

11.4, range constraint

3.5,

call 6.4. subtypt

3.3,

body 6,3, subprogram

tesk typo 9.1, task unit 9, type 3.3, type merk 3.3.2

-
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12.

A generic

unit is a program
unit is a temp/ate,

unit that

@merit

is either

Unha

a generic

subprogram

or a generic

package.

A

I

which ia parametrized
or not, and from which corresponding
(nongenetic) subprograms or packages can be obtained. The resulting program units are said to be
instances of the original generic unit.
generic

unit is deciared by a generic declaration.
This form of declaration
has a generic formal
An instance of a generic unit is obtained as the
part declaring any generic formal parameters.
resuit of a generic instantiation with appropriate generic actual parameters for the generic formai
An instance of a generic subprogram is a subprogram.
An instance of a generic
parameters.
package is a package.

z

Generic units are templates.

s

A generic

As templates they do not have the propetiies that are specific to their

subprogram
can be instantiated
but it cannot be
In contrast, the instance of a generic subprogram is a nongenetic subprogram; hence, this

nongenetic

For example,

counterpatiso

a generic

caiied.
instance can be calied but it cannot be used to produce further instances.
l?eWw?ces.’

declaration

3.1, generic actual parameter

generic formal part 12.1, generic

instantiation

12.3, gonaric declaration

12.1, generic formal pm.meter

12.1,

Q

12.3, generic package 12.1, generic subprogram 12.1, instance 12.3,

package 7, program unit 6, subprogram 6

12.1

Generic Declemdons

declaration
deciaros e generic unit, which is either a generic ~bprogram
or a g.noric
package. A generic declaration inciudes a generic formai part deciaring any generic formal
parameters. A generic formal parameter can be an object; alternatively (unlike a parameter of a
subprogram), it can be a type or a subprogram.

A generic

generic_declaration

::=

generic_specification
::=
generic_formal.-part
I generic_formai-pert

generic_formalgart

generic.specification;

subprogrem_apeciflcation
packago.epeclfioetion

::== genorlc

{generic_perameter_declamtion]

generic_parameter_deciaration
::=
identifier_list : [in [out]] type-mark [:= expression];
I tyIM identifier la generic-type_deflnition;
I priv8te_type_deciaration
I with subprogra~peclfication
[1s name];
I with subprograrn_speclflcation
[is c>];
generic_type_deflnitlon
::=
(<>) I m<> I dlgtta <> ! delta C>
I array-type-definition
/ accesa_type-definition

I

2
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The terms generic formal object (or simply, forme/ object), generic formal type [or simply, formal
type), and generic formal subprogram (or tdmply, formal subprogram)
are used to refer to corresponding

4

AtVS{/MIL-STD

generic

formal

parameters.

The only form of subtype indication allowed within a genedc formal pan is a type mark (that is, the
The designator of a generic subsubtype indication must not Include an explicit constraint).
program must be an identifier.
the specification
and body of a generic unit, the name of this program unit denotes the
generic unit. In contrast, within the declarative region associated with a generic subprogram, the
name of this program unit denotes the subprogram obtained by the current instantiation of the
generic unit. Similarly, within the declarative region associated with a generic package, the name
Outside

of this program
6

The

elaboration

7

Examples

unit denotes

the package

of a

declaration

generic

of generic

generic

formal

--

obtained

by the current

instantiation.

hss no other effect.

parts:

parameterless

generic

SIZE : NATURAL;
generic
LENGTH
AREA
generic
typ,
type
type
With
o

Examples

E

--

: INTEGER
: INTEGER

formal

object

ITEM
h prhrste;
INDEX & (<>);
ROW
Is orray(lNDEX
rang. <>)
function -<-(x,
Y : ITEM) return

of generic

decelerations

type ELEM k

procedure

-

:= 200;
:= LENGTH* LENGTH;

declaring

of ITEM;
BOOLEAN;

Example

V : In out

declaration

ELEM);

declaring

is <>:

a generic

generic
typo

package:

ITEM
is private:
ro~
<>)
of ITEM;
type VECTOR
Is ●may (POSITIVE
with funcdon
SUM(X,
Y : ITEM)
mum
ITEM;
pdmge
ON.VECTORS
Is
: VEC70R) return VECTOR;
func~
SUM
(A, B

function SIGMA
LENGTH_ERROR
Ond:

.-

.,-.

.m.

(A
:

: VECTOR)

●RCOPth;

mtum

ITEM;

a default
a default

formal typa
formal type
formal type
- fmmal subprogram

~V8tO;

EXCHANGE(U,

of a generic

–
–
–

object with
objoct with

generic subprograms:

generic
type ITEM h prhmo;
with function “*”(U, V : ITEM) mtum ITEM
function SQUARING(X
: ITEM) rotum ITEM;
9

formal
formal

expression
expression
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Notes:

Within a generic subprogram, the name of this program unit acts as the name of a subprogram,
Hence this name can be overloaded, and [t can appear In a recursive call of the current ksttmtiation. For the same reason, this name cannot appear after the resewed word now in a (recursive)
generic instantiation.

10

An expression that occurs In a generic formal part is either the default expression for a generic formal object of mode in, or a constituent of an entry name given as default name for a formal subprogram, or the default expression for a parameter of a formal subprogram. Default expressions for
generic formal objects and default names for formal subprograms are only evaluated for generic
instantiation
that use such defaults. Default expressions for parameters of formal subprograms
are only evaluated for calls of the formal subprograms that use such defaults. (The usual visibility
rules apply to any name used in a default expression: the denoted entity must therefore be visible
at the place of the expression.)

11

Neither generic formal parameters
sions (see 4.9).

12

nor their attributes are allowed constituents

of static expres-

References.’ access type definition 3.8, array type dofMion 3.6. attribute 4.1.4. constraint3.3, declaration3.1,
designator6.1, elaboration has no other effect 3.1, entity 3.1, axpresaion 4.4, function 6.5, ~eneric instantiation12.3,

13

identifier 2.3, identifier list 3.2. instanca 12.3, name 4.1, object 3.2, overloading 6.6 8.7, pack~e apecifjcation 7,1,
parameter of a subprogram 6.2. private type deflnltlon 7.4, proc.dure 6.1, rosenmd word 2,9, static expression 4,9,
subprogram 6, subprogram specification6.1, subtype indication 3.3!2, Wpe 3.3, Wpe mark 3.3.2

12.1.1

Generic Formal Objects

The first form of genetic parameter declaration dedlares generic formal objects, Thetype
ofa
generic formal object is the base type of th~ type denoted by the type mark given in the generk
parameter declaration. A generic parameter cieciaration with several identifiers is equivalent to a
sequence of single genellc paratnetar declarations, as explained in section 3.2.

I

A generic formal object has a mode that is either in or in out, In the absence of an expiicit mode
indication in a generic parameter declaration, the mode in is assumed; otherwise the mode is the
one indicated. If a generic parameter declaration ends with an expression, the expression is the
defad’t twprasslon
of the generic formal parameter.
A default expression is only allowed if the
mode is in (whether this mode is indicated explicitly or implicitly), The type of a default expression
must be that of the corresponding generic formal parameter.

z

A generic formai object of mode in is a constant whose vaiue is a copy of the value supplied as the
matching generic actual parameter in a generic instantiation, as described in section 12.3. The
type of a generic formal object of mode in must not be a iimited type; the subtype of such a generic
formal object is the subtype denoted by the type mark given in the generic parameter declaration.

a

A generic formai object of mode in out is a variabie and denotes the object supplied as the
matching generic actual parameter In a generic instantiation, 8s descrlbecf in section 12.3. The
constraints that apply to the generic formal object are those of the corresponding generic actual
parameter.

4

79. q
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Note:

The constraints that apply to a generic formal object of mode in out are those of the corresponding
generic actual parameter (not those implied by the type mark that appears in the generic
parameter declaration). Whenever poamibie (toavoid confusion)it isrecommended that the name
of a base type be used for the deciiwation of such a formai object. If, however, the base type is
anonymous, it is recommended that the subtype name defined by the type declaration for the base
type be used.
anonymous type 3.3.1, assignment
5.2, base type 3.3, constant declaration 3.2, constraint 3.3,
declarat~on 3 1, generic actual parameter 12.3, generic formal object 12.1, generic formal parameter 12.1. generic
12,1, identifier 2.3, limited type 7.4.4, matching generic actual
instantiation 12.3, generic parameter d.clsration
parameter 12.3, mode 6,1, name 4.1, object 3.2, simple name 4,1, subtype 3.3, type declaration 3.3, type mark 3.3,2,
l?e~erences:

variable

12.1.2

3,2.1

Generic Formal Types

A generic parameter declaration that inciudes a generic type definition or a private type declaration
deciares a generic formal type. A generic formai type denotes the subtype supplied as the corresponding actual parameter in a generic irwtentiation, as described in 12.3(d). However, within a
generic unit, a generic formal type is considered 8s being distinct from ail other (formai or nonformal) types. The form of constraint applicable to a formal type in a subtype indication depends on
the class of the type as for a nonformal type.
The only form of discrete range that is aliowed
(constrained) array type is a type mark.

within

the declaration

of a generic formal

The discriminant part of a generic formai private type must not include a default expression for a
dbcriminant. (Consequently, a vadabie that 18 deciared by an object declaration must be constrained if its type is a generic formal type with discrirninants.)
Within the declaration and body of a gerwric unit, the operations available for veiues of a generic
formal type (apart from any additional operation specified by a generic formal subprogram) are
determined by the generic parameter declaration for the formal type:
(a)

For a private type declaration, the avaiiabie operations are those defined in section 7.4.2 (in
particular. assignment, equaiity, tmd inequality are available for a private type unless it is
limited).

(b)

For an array type definition, the availabie operations are those defined in section 3.6.2
example, they include the formation of indexed components and siices).

(c)

For an access type definition, the avai!abie operations are those defined in section 3.8.2 (for
example, allocators can be used).

(for

The four forms of generic type definition in which a box appears (that is, the compound deiimiter
<>) correspond to the following major forms of scalar type:
(d)

Discrete types:

(<>)

The availabie operations are the operations common to enumeration
are defined in section 3.5.5.

,-----

and integer types; these

-—–
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(e)

integer types:

rang.

<>

Q

The available operation!) are the operations
(f)

Floating point types:

digits <>

The available operations
(g)

Fixed point types:

of integer types defined in section 3.5.5.
11

are those defined

in section 3.5.8.
12

delta <>

The available operations

are those defined in section 3.5.10.

In all of the above cases (a) through (f), each operation implicitly associated with a formal type
(that is, other than an operation specified by a formal subprogram) is implicitly declared at the
piace of the declaration of the formal type. The same holds for a formal fixed point type, except for
(see 4.5.5), since these
the multiplying operators that deliver a resuit of the type univers8/~ix8d
special operators are deciared in the package STANDARD.

u

For an instantiation of the generic unit, each of these operations is the corresponding basic operation or predefine
operator of the matching actual type. For an operator, this rule applies even if
the operator has been redefined for the actual type or for some parent type of the actual type.

H

Examples

?s

of generic

format

typa ITEM is private;
typa BUFFER(LENGTH

typa
typa
typa
typo

ENUM
INT
ANGLE
MASS

is
h
is
is

t~pes:

: NATURAL) b Iimltad priwta;

(<>);
rango <>:
doita <>;
dbita <>;

typo TABLE is ●rmy (ENUM)

Example

of a generic

formal

oonawic
typa RANK is rang.
FIRST
SECOND

: RANK
: RANK

:=
:=

part

Of ITEM;

declaring

a formal

integer

type:

le

<>;
RANK’FIRST;
FIRST + 1;

--

the operator ‘+”

of the type RANK

References: access type clefhltion 3,8, allocator 4.8, mroy type definition 3.6, assignment 5.2, bcdy of a generic unit
12.2, class of type 3.3, constraint 3.3, docloration 3.1, dociaration of a gonoric unit 12.1, discrete range 3.6, discrete

n

type 3.5, discriminantpan 3.7.1, onumoratlontypa 3.5.1, quality 4.5.2, flxad point typo 3.5.9, floating point typa
3.5.7, generic actual typa 12,3, generic formalpan 12.1, generic formal subprogram 12.1.3, generic formal type 12.1,
generic parameter declaration 12,1,
generic typa doflnltlon 12.1, Indexed component 4.1 ~1, inequality 4.6.2, lnatantiation 12.3, integer type 3.5.4, Iirnltad priwto typa 7,4.4, mctchlng ganaric ●ctual typa 12.3.2 12.3.312.3.412.3.5,
operation 3.3, oparator 4.6, parenttyp. 3.4, private wpa defhition 7.4, scalar typa 3,5,
multiplying operstor 4.54.5.5,
slice 4.1.2, sttmda@ package 8.6 C, subtypa indication 3.3.2, type mark 3.3.2. universal_fixed 3.5.9

_

——.
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Ma

Subprograms

\

A generic parameter
mal subprogram.

i

Two alternative forms of defaults can be specified in the declaration of a generic formal subprogram. In these forms, the subprogram specification is followed by the resewed word is and
The matching rules for these defauits are
either a box or the name of a subprogram or ent~.
explained in section 12.3.6.

3

A generic formal subprogram denotes the subprogram, enumeration

declaration that includes a subprogram specification declares a generic for-

corresponding generic actual parameter
4

Examples

of generic

formal

literal, or entry suppiied as the
in e generic instantiation, as described in section 12.3(f).

subprograms:

with function INCR EASE(X : INTEGER)
Y : ITEM)

function

SUM(X,

with
with

function
function

“+ ‘(X, Y : ITEM) rotum iTEM 1S <>;
1MAGE(X : ENUM) rotum STRiNG k ENUM’IMAGE;

With procedure UPDATE

return

mtum INTEGER:
ITEM;

with

is DEFAULTJJPDATE;

Notes:

5

The constraints that appiy to a parameter of a formal subprogram are those of the corresponding
parameter in the specification of the matching actual subprogram [not those implied by the corresponding type mark in the specification of the forrnai subprogmm). A simiiar remark applies to
the result of a function. Whenever possibie (to avoid confusion), it is recommended that the name
of a base type be used rather than the name of a subtype in any declaration of a formal subprogram.
If, however, the base type is anonymous, it is recommended that the subtype name
defined by the type declaration be used.

6

The type specified for a formal parameter of a generic formal subprogram can be any visibie type,
including a generic formal type of the same generic formal pan.

7

References: anonvmous type 3.3.1, base typo 3.3, box delimiter
parameter

12.3,

parameter

declaration

parameter

specification

12.2

generic formal function
12.1,

of a subprogram
6.1,

subtype

identifier

6.2, renaming

12.1,

12.1.2,

constraint 3.3, designator 6.1, generic actual

generic formal subprogram

12.1, generic instantiation

2.3, matching generic actual subprogram
declaration

12.3.6,

operstor

12.3, gonoric
.ymbol

6,1,

8,5, reserved word 2.9, SCopo8,2, subprogram 6, subprogram

tvpe 3.3, typo msrk 3.3.2

3.3.2,

Generic Bodies

1

The body of a generic subprogram or generic package is a tempiate for the bodies of the corresponding subprograms or packages obtained by generic instantiation,
The syntax of a generic
body is identical to that of a nongenetic body.

2

For each declaration

of a generic subprogram,

there must be a corresponding

body.

,.. -

.

.
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The elaboration of a generic body has no other effect than to establish that the body can from then
on be used as the template for obtaining the corresponding instances.

3

Example

4

of a generic

procedure

body:

prooedure EXCHANGE(U, V : in OUt ELEM)
: ELEM;
-the generic formal type
be+
:= u;
u .— v:
V := T;
end EXCHANGE:
Example

of a generic

function

of e genetic

w-

package

body ON-VECTORS

--

800 example in 12.1

h

–

000 example in 12.1

body:

function SQUARING(X
: ITEM)
begin
return X*X;
the formal
Ond;

Example

h

mum

ITEM

operator

“*”

body:

10

-

800 example

in 12.1

function SUM(A,
B : VECTOR) rwturn VECTOR 10
RESULT
: VECTOR(A’RANGE);
~
the formal w
BIAS
: ootwtwtt INTEGER := B’FIRST - A’FIRST:

bogkt
if A’LENGTH
ralae
Ond H;

/= 8’LENGTH
LENGTH_ ERROR;

for N in A’RANGE iooo
RESULT(N)
:= SUM~A(N),

VECTOR

then

B(N

+

BIAS));

–

the formal function SUM

-

the formal

type

--

the formal

function SUM

Uui loop;
return RESULT;
●nd:
furwtlon SIGMA(A
: VECTOR) rotum ITEM
TOTAL : ITEM := AIA”FIRST);
boglfl
for N in A’FIRST + 1 ., A’IAST
loop
TOTAL := SUM(TOTAL,
A(N));

b
ITEM

ond loop;
mtum TOTAL;
end ;
end ;

References: tmcly 3.9, elaboration 3,9, gonoric body 12,1, generic inat.ntiation 12.3, gonortc package 12.1, generic
subprogram 12.1, instance 12.3, packege body 7,1, package 7, subprogram 6. subprogram body 6.3

7
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Instant&tIon

of a generic

unit is declared

by a generic instantiation.

generic._ instantiation
::=
package identifier Is
new generic#uckage_name
[generic_ actual_pati];
I procedure identifier is
new generic~rocedure_
name [generic_ actual_partJ;
I function designator is
new genericJunction_n8me
[generic_ act ual_partl;
generic_actual_part
::=
(generic_association
{, generic_association
generic_association
::=
[generic_formal_parameter
generic_ formai_pararneter

1)

=> 1 generic_actualqa

rameter

::= parutneter4imple_name

I operator_aymbol

generic_actual_pa rameter ::= expression I verhWe_name
I subprogram_name
I entry_neme
~ type_rncrk

3

4

s

An explicit generic actual parameter must be supplied for each generic formai parameter, unless
the corresponding generic parameter declaration specifies that a default can be used. Generic
associations can be either positional or named, in the same manner as parameter associations of
have the same designator, then
subprogram calls (see 6.4), If two or more formal subprograms
generic parameters,
named associations
are not al)owed #or the corresponding
Each generic actuai parameter must match the corresponding generic formal parameter. An
expression can match e formal object of mode In; a vtiable name can match, a formal object of
mode in out: a subprogram name or an ent~ name can match a formal subprogram; a type mark
can match a formal type. The detahd rules defining the allowed matches are given in sections
12,3.1 to 12.3.6;
these are the only allowed matches.
The instance is a copy of the generic unit, apart from the generic formal part; thus the instance of
a generic package is a package, that of a generic procedure is a procedure, and that of a generic
function is a function. For each occurrence, whhin the generic unit, of a name that denotes a given
entity, the following list defines which entity is denoted by the corresponding occurrence within
the instance.
The corresponding

occurrence

denotes the

6

(a)

For a name that denotes
instance.

(

(b)

For a name that denotes a generic formal object of mode in:
The corresponding name
denotes a constant whose value is a copy of the value of the associated generic actual
parameter.

o

(c)

For a name that denotes a generic formal object of mode In out: The corresponding name
denotes the variable named by the eaaociated generic actual parameter.

9

(d)

For a name that denotes a generic formal type: The corresponding name denotes the SUbtYFM
named by the associated generic actual parameter (the actual subtype}.

IQ

(e)

For a name that denotes a discriminant of a generic formal type: The corresponding name
denotes the corresponding discriminent [there must be one) of the actual type associated with
the generic formal type.

the generic unit:
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(f)

The corresponding name denotes the
For a name that denotes a generic formal subprogram:
subprogram, enumeration literal, or entw named by the associated generic actual parameter
(the actual subprogram).

(g)

For a name that denotes 8 formal parameter
responding name denotes the corresponding
associated with the formal subprogram.

(h)

For a name that denotes a local entity declared within the generic unit: The corresponding
name denotes the entity declared by the corresponding local declaration within the instance,

(i)

For a name that denotes a global entity declared outside of the generic unit:
responding name denotes the same global entity.

of a generic formal subprogram:
The corformal parameter of the actual subprogram

12

The cor-

Similar rules apply to operators and basic operations: in pwticular, formal operators follow a rule
similar to rule (f), local operations follow a rule similar to rule (h), and operations for global types
follow a rule similar to rule (i). In addition, if within the generic unit a predefine operator or basic
operation of a formal type is used, then within the instance the corresponding occurrence refers to
the corresponding predefine
operation of the actual type asaocjated with the formal type.
The above rules apply also to any type mark or (default) expression given within the generic formal
pan of the generic unit.

m

For the elaboration of a generic instantiation, each expression supplied as an explicit generic actual
parameter is first evaluated, as well as each expression that appears as a constituent of a variable
name or entry name supplied as an explicit generic actual parameter: these evaluations proceed in
some order that is not defined by the language. Then, for each omitted generic association (if any),
the corresponding default expression or default name k evaluated:
such evaluations are performed in the order of the guneric parameter declarations, Finaily, the implicitly generated instance
is elaborated. The elaboration of a generic instantiation may aiso invoive cetiain constraint checks
as described in later subsections.

17

Recursive generic instantiation is not allowed in the following sense: if a given generic unit
includes an instantiation of e second generic unit, then the instance generated by this instantiation
must not include an instance of the first generic unit (whether this instance is generated directly, or
indirectly by intermediate instantiations)l
Examples

of generic

proceduro
procedure

hstantiations

SWAP

SWAP

(see

12. 1):

is f9SW EXCHANGE[ELEM => INTEGER):
ia now EXCHANGE(CHARACTER);
SWAP is overloaded

function SQUARE Is new SQUARING (INTEGER);
-“*” of INTEGER used by default
function SQUARE Is new SQUARiNG (iTEM => MATRIX, “*- => MATRiX_PflODUCT);
function SQUARE IS new SQUARING (MATRIX,
MATRiLPRODUCT);
-- same as previous

package lNT_VECTORS
Examples

is now ON_VECTORS(ifUTEGER, TABLE, “+-);

of uses of instantiated

unfts:

20

SWAP(A, B);
A := SQUARE(A);

T
N

: TABLE(1 .. 5) := (1 O, 20, 30, 40, 60);
: iNTEGER := lNT_VECTORS.SIGMA(T);

use INT.VECTORS;
M : INTEGER :=

SiGMA(T);

–

150

160 {see 12.2 for the body of SIGMA)
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Notes:

21

Omission of a generic actual parf.tmeter is only allowed if a corresponding default exists. If default
expressions or default names (other than simple names) are used, they are evaiuated in the order
in which the corresponding
generic formal parameters are declered.

?2

If two overloaded subprograms deciered in a ~eneric P8Ck8gf3 specification differ oniy by the (forand results,
then there exist Iegel instantiation
for which all calls of
mal) type of their parameters
these subprograms from outside the instence tire ambiguous. For example:
generic
type A Is (<>);
~pe

B hI private;

package G is
fundorI

function
end;

A)

NExT(X

:

NEXT(X

: 9)

rstum A;
rotum

B:

package P is now G(A => BOOLEAN, B =>
-. calls of P.NEXT are ambiguous
23

References:
evaluation

cjederatiom 3.1, designator

0.1,

discriminant

6.1

3,1, local declaration

overloading

1

2

Matchhg

3.3.2,

elaboration

12.1,

3.1 3.9,

varlabie

3.2.1,

visibility

entity 3.1, entry name 9,5.

12.1, generic formal subprogmm

global declaration

mode in out 12.1.1,

7, simple name 4.1, subprogram

type mark 3.3.2,

flulos

declaration

8,1, mode in 12,1.1,

6.6 8.7, package

subtype declaration

12.3.1

3.7.1,

4.5, expression 4.4, generic formal object 12.1, generic formal parameter

12.1, generic formal type 12.1, generic parameter
declaration

BOOLEAN);

8.1,

identifier

name 4.1, operation

6, subprogram

2.3, Implklt

3.3, operator symbol

call 6.4, subprogram

name 8.1,

8.3

for ForrTwI Objects

A generic formal parameter of mode in of o ghmn type Is matched by an expression of the 8ame
type. If a generic unit has a generic formal object of mode In, a check is made that the value of the
expression beiongs to the subtype denoted by the type mark, as for an explicit constant declarais raised if this check fails.
tion (see 3.2,1 ). The exception CON STRAINT_ERROR
A generic formal parameter of mode in out of a given type is matched by the name of a variable of
the same type, The variable must not be a formal parameter of mode out or a subcomponent
thereof. The name must denote a variable for which renaming is allowed (see 8.5).
Notes:

3

4

The type of a generic actuel parameter of mode in must not be a iimited type. The constraints that
appiy to a generic formal parameter of mode in out are those of the corresponding generic ttctut!d
parameter (see 12.1.1 ).
References:
constraint 3.3, constraint_error
axception 11,1, exprasaiofI
4,4, formal parameter 6.1, genedc ●Ctual
parameter 12.3, generic formal object 12.1.1, generic formai parameter 12.1, generic instantiation 12.3, genork unit
12.1, limited type 7.4,4, m a t c hin g g e n e ri c a c w a i parameter 12.3, mode [n 12.1.1, mode In out 12.1,1, mode out 6.2,
name

----

4 1,raising of exceptions

11, satisfy 3,3,

w+

subcomponent

3.3,

r.~ n

N- A:---

+h

Q

type 3.3, typo mark 3.3.2,

—

---

—_–—.–_

_,&

varlabl.

.

3.2.1

.

,.
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12.3.2

Matching

RUIOO for Formai Privato Types

A generic formal private type is matched by any type or subtype (the actual subtype) that satisfies
the following conditions:

1

.

If the formal type is not limited, the actual type must not be a limited type. (If, on the other
hand, the formal type is limited, no such condition is imposed on the corresponding actuai
type, which can be limited or not iimited.)

2

●

If the formal type has a discriminant part, the actual type must be a type with the same
number of discriminants; the type of a discriminant that appears at a given position in the discriminant part of the actual type must be the same as the type of the discriminant that
appears at the same position in the discriminrmt Pafl of the formal type; and the actual subtype must be unconstrained. (if, on the other hand, the formai type has no discriminants, the
actual type is aiiowed to have discriminants. )

3

Furthermore, consider any occurrence of the name of the formai type at a PJace where this name is
used as an unconstrained subtype indication. The actuai subtype must not be an unconstrained
array type or an unconstrained type with discriminants, if any of these occurrences is at a piace
where either a constraint or default discriminants would be required for an array type or for a type
with discriminants (see 3.6.1 and 3.7.2). The same restriction appiies to occurrences of the name
of a subtype of the formal type, and to occurrences of the name of any type or subtype derived,
directiy or indirectly, from the formal type.

4

if a generic unit has a formai private type with discriminants, the elaboration of a corresponding
generic instantiation checks that the subtype of each discriminant of the actual type is the same as
The
exception
discriminant
of the formai type.
the subtype
of the corresponding
COfUSTRAINT_ERROR
is raised If this check falls.

5

References:

6

3.7.1,

array type 3,6, constraint

derived type 3.4, diacriminant

3.3, constrain~error

3.7.1,

exception

11.1,

default

expression

for a discrimhumt

dkcriminsnt pan 3.7.1, elaboration 3.9, generic actuaJ tvpe 12.3, gonoric
ganoric inmantiation 12.3, generic specification 12.1, iimhed type 7.4.4,

tmdy 12.2, generic format type 12.1.2,
matching generic actuai parameter 12.3, name 4.1, private tvpa 7.4. raising of excewions11, subtype 3.3, subtypa
indication

3.3.2,

type 3.3, type with discriminants

12.3.3

Matching

3.3,

unconstrained

array type 3.6+ unconstrained

subtype

3.3

Rulas for Formal Scalar Types

A generic formai type defined by (<>) is matched by any discrete subtype (that is, any enumeration or integer subtype). A generic formal type defined by rang. <> is matched by any integer
subtype, A generic formal type defined by dig}ts <> is matched by any floating point subtype. A
generic formal type defined by dotta <> is matched by any fixed point subtype. No other matches
me possibie for these generic formai types.

I

References.’ box deiimiter 12.1.2, discrete type 3.5, enumeration type 3.6.1, fixed point type 3.6.9, floating point type
3.6.7, generic actuai type 12.3, oenerfc formal type 12.1.2, eeneric type definition 12.1, integer type 3.5.4, matching
g.n.ric actual pwamator 12.3, acslar type 3.6

z
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Rubs for Forrnel Array Typos

A formal array type is matched by an actual array subtype that satisfies the following conditions:
●

The formal
mal type

●

For each index position, the index type must be the same for the actual array type as for the
formal

●

array type and the actual array type must have the same dimensionality;
the forand the actual subtype must be either both constrained or both unconstrained.

array

type,

The component

type must be the same for the actual array type as for the formal array type. If
the component type is other than a scalar type, then the component subtypes must be either
both constrained or both unconstrained.

If a generic unit has a formal
that the constraints (if any) on
formal array type, and likewise
ranges have the same bounds.

array type, the elaboration of a corresponding instantiation checks
the component type are the same for the actual array type as for the
that for any given index position the index subtypes or the discrete
is raised if this check fails.
The exception COfUSTRAINT_ERROR

Example:
--

given

generic
typa
type
type
type
p8ckage

the generic

ITEM
INDEX
VECTOR
TABLE
P h

is
i,
is
Is

package

private;
(<>);
●WSy (INDEX
●rray (INDEX)

rango <>)
of ITEM;

of ITEM:

.. .
end:

and the types
type MIX
type OPTION

.-

then

MIX

is army (COLOR rang. <>) of BOOLEAN;
is army (COLOR) of BOOLEAN;
can match VE~OR

Package R is new P( ITEM
VECTOR

--

Note that MI)(

cannot

and OPTION can match TABLE

=>

BOOLEAN,

INDEX

=>

COLOR,

=>

MIX,

TABLE

=>

OPTION):

match

TABLE

and OPTION

ccmnot m8tch VECTOR

A/ore:

For the above rules, if any of the index or component types of the formal array type is itself e formal
type, then within the instance its name denotes the corresponding actual subtype (see 12.3(d)).
References: army type 3.6, array type deffn}tion 3.6, component of an army 3.6, constmined ormy type 3.6,
constraint 3.3, constrainUwror
exception 11.1, elaboration 3.9, formei type 12.1, generic fo~al type
12.1.2,generic instantiation 12.3, index 3.6, index constraint 3,6.1, matching generic actual parameter
12,3, raise statement 11,3, subtype 3,3, unconstrained array type 3.6
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123.6

Matching

Rtd.a for Formal Accoca Typos

A formal access type Is matched by an actual access subtype if the type of the designated objects
is the same for the actual type as for the formal typel If the designated type IS other than a scaler
type, then the designated subtypes must be either both constrained or both unconstrained.

I

If a generic unit has a formal access type, the elaboration of e corresponding instantiation checks
that any constraints on the designated objects are the same for the actual access subtype as for
the forma{ access type. The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised if this check fails.

z

Ex8mple:

3

.-

the fotma{ types of the generic package

guwic
type
type
~k~
,..
Wld ;

--

NODE
LINK
P is

Is prhmti;
10 ●ocaas

NODE;

can be matched by the actual types

type
type

CAR ;
CAR_NAME

it

●CCOSSCAR;

type CAR is
Mcord

PRED, SUCC : CARJJAME;
NUMBER
: LICENSENUMBER;
: PERSON;
OWNER
d
rooord;

in the following
package

generic

R is nOW P(NODE

instantiation
=>

CAR, LINK =>

CAR-NAME):

Note:

For the above rules, if the designated type is itself a formal type, then within the instance its name
denotes the corresponding actual subtype (see 12.3(d)).

~

References: acceee type 3.8, access type definition 3.8, constraint 3.3, con.train~orror exception 11.1, dealgneto
3.8, eiabomtlon 3.9, generic formal typ. 12. ?.2, generic }nstontiatJm12.3, mtchiw gono~c•~u-1 rmm.tor 12.3,
object 3.2, miae statement 11.3, value of ●typo 3.8

s
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Rules for Formal Subprograms

A formal subprogram is matched by an actual subprogram, enumeration Iiterai, or entry if both
have the same parameter and result type profile {see 6.6); in addition, parameter modes must be
identical for formal parameters thst are at the same parameter position.
If a generic unit has a defauit subprogram specified by a name, this name must denote a subprogram, an enumeration iiteral, or an ent~, that matches the formal subprogram (in the above
sense). The evaluation of the default name takes place during the elaboration of each instantiation
that uses the default, as defined in section 12.3.
If a generic unit has a default subprogram specified by a box, the corresponding actual parameter
can be omitted if a subprogram, enumeration iiteralt or entry matching the formal subprogram, and
with the same designator as the formal subprogram, is directly visibie at the place of the generic
instantiation; this subprogram, enumeration literal, or entry is then used by default (there must be
exactly one subprogram, enumeration iiteral, or entw satisfying tie previous conditions).
Example:

--

given

the

generic

function

specification

fprwric
type ITEM is prhmto;
with function “*” (U, V : ITEM) rotum ITEM
function SQUARING(X : ITEM) rwturn ITEM:
--

and the function

function MATRllpRODUCT(A,
--

the following

B : MATRIX)

instantiation

rotum

the

following

function SQUARE
function
function

SQUARE
SQUARE

instantiation
is now
is nsw
is now

MATRIX;

is possible

function SQUARE is ncw SQUARING(MATRIX,
--

b <>;

MATRIX-PRODUCT);

are equivalent

SQUARING(ITEM
=>
SOUARING(INTEGER,
SQUARING(INTEGER);

INTEGER,
‘*”);

“*” =>

“*”);

Notes:
5

6

7

The matching rules for formal subprograms state requirements that are similar to those applying to
subprogram renaming deciaratlona (see 8.5), In particular, the name of a parameter of the formal
subprogram need not be the same as that of the corresponding parameter of the actual subprogram; similarly, for these parameters, default expressions need not correspond.
A formal subprogram

is matched by an attribute of a type if the attribute is a function with e
matching specification. An enumeration iiterai of a given type matches a parameteiriess formai
function whose result type is the given type.
Reftwer?ces:
generic formal
peremeter

attribute

4.1.4,

subprogram

box delimlter
12.1.3,

12.3, name 4.1, parameter

type 3.3, visibility

8.3

12.1.2,

generic fornwl

designator
type 12,1.2,

6.1, entry 9.5, function 6.6, generic
generic instanthttion

end result type profile 5.3, subprogram

12.3,

8, subprogram

actual typo 12.3,

matching

gonerlc actual

speclflcatlon

6.1, sub-
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The following example provides a possible formulation of stacks by meens of a generic package.
The size of each stack and tho type of the stack elements we provided as generic parameters.
fpnodc

I

2

SIZE : POSITIVE;
type ITEM is prlvato;
peckage STACK is
procwhme PUSH (E : in
procoduro POP (E : out
OVERFLOW,
UNDERFLOW
ond STACK;

ITEM);
ITEM);
: ●xoeption;

pockago body STACK is
type TABLE is ●rmy (POSITIVE -O
SPACE : TABLE(1 .. SIZE);
lNDEX
: NATURAL := 0;

<>)

of ITEM;

-w
PUSH(E : In ITEM) IS
tmgin
if INDEX >= SIZE then
OVERFLOW;
mm
Onci if;
INDEX := INDEX + 1;
SPACEONOEX) := E;
end PUSH;
proooduro POP(E : out ITEM) is
begin
if INDEX =0
then
raise UNDERFLOW;
Ond if;
E := SPACE(INOEX);
INDEX := INDEX - 1;
●nd POP:
ond STACK;
Instances of this generic package can be obtained
~
STACIUNT
package STACILBOOL
Thereafter,

the procedures

STACK-INT.PUSH(N);
STACICBOOLPUSH(TRUE);

as follows:

is new STACK(SIZE => 200, ITEM =>
is naw STACK(1 00, BOOLEAN);
of the instantiated

3

INTEGER);

packages can be called as follows:

4
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a generic formulation

of the type STACK

- f 8 I !54 Acie Reference Monual

can be ghmn es follows (package body
—

omitted):
generic
typ, ITEM Is prtvti;
package ON-STACKS
type STACK(SIZE
:
pmcodum PUSH (S
procociuro POP (s

b
prhmt.;
POSITIVE) is limhd
: In out STACK; E : in
ITEM);

: in out STACK; E : out
ITEM);
OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW : ●xcopt!on:
private
type TABLE is ●rray (POSITIVE rang. <>) of ITEM;
type STACK(SiZE
: POSiTIVE) is
record
SPACE
: TABLE(1 ., SIZE);
INDEX
: NATURAL := 0;

end record;
end :
6

in order to use such a package, an Instantiation
responding
type can be deciared:

declare
package STACK_REAL

is now

must be created

ON_STACKS(REAL):

and thereafter

stacks of the cor-

uso STACK_ REAL;

S : STACK(1OO);
tmgirl

...
PUSH(S, 2.54);
...
end;

..#-

.

.-,

..

...*
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floprosantation

Clwsas

●nd lmplomontstJon-Dapandont

Foaturn

describes representation
clauses, certain implementation-dependent
other features that are used in system programming.

and

I

Representation clauses specify how the types of the language are to be mapped onto the undedying machine. They can be provided to give more efficient representation or to intetiace with
features that are outside the domain of the language (for example, peripheral hardware).

~

This chapter

13.1

Repmsontation

features,

CImJ$OO

representation_clause
::=
type-representatlo~clause

I addrekclause

type-wesentation-clause
::= length.ciauae
I enumemtlon~epmsentatiotilaum
I recorcUepreeentatkm_cleuse
A type representation clause applies either to a type or to a first named subtype (that i6, to a subtype declared by a type declaration, the base type being therefore anonymous). Such a representation clause applies to all objects that have this type or thts flint named subtype. At most one
enumeration or record representation clause is allowed for a given type: an enumeration repreeentatlon clause Is only allowed for an ●numemtbn typs; a record representation clause, only for a
record type. (On the other hand, ntora th@n on. length WJQSS cm be provided for o glv@rI typa;
moreover, both a length CIOUSS and an enumeration or recod mpresentatlon clause can ba
provided.) A length ciauoe k the only form of rapreaentatlon clauae allowed for a type dedved from
a parent type that has {user-dofhwd) dadvablo subprograms.

~

An address clause applies either to an object; to a subprogram, package, or task unit;
entry. At most one address clause is allowed for any of these entities.

or to an

t

A representation clause and the declaration of the entity to which the clause applies must both
occur immediately within the same declarative pen, package specification, or task specification;
the declaration must occur before the ciauae. In the absence of a representation clause for a given
declaration, a defauit mpresentatlon of this declaration is determined by the implementation.
Such a default determination occurs no iater than the end of the immediately enclosing deciarathte
part, package speclflcatlon, or task specification. Fore declaration given in a declarative part, this
default determination occurs before any enclosed body.

s

in the case of a type, certain occurrences of its name imply that the representation of the type
must akeady have been determined. Consequently these occurrences force the defauit deterrninatkm of any aspect of the repma.ntatlon
not already determined by a prior type representatbn
clause. This defsutt cietormlnation is aiso forced by similar occwrences of the nme of o .ubtypa of
the typa, or of tha nwno of ●ny typa or mbtype that has subcornponents of the type. A forcing
occurrence is any occurrence other than in a type or subtype declaration, a subprogram specification, an ent~ declaration, a deferred constant declaration, a pragma, or a representation clauae for
the type Itself. In any case, an occurrence within an expression is always forcing.

o

Repmsmtution

13-1

.“

Chm$

T3. f
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A representation clause for a given entity must not appear after an occurrence of the name of the
entity if this occurrence forces a default determination of representation for the entity.

B

Similar restrictions exist for address clauses. For an object, any occurrence of its name (atier the
For a subprogram, package, task unit, or ent~, any
object declaration) is a forcing occurrence.
occurrence of a representation attribute of such an entity is a forcing occurrence.

9

The effect of the elaboration of a representation
the representation.

10

clause is to define the corresponding

aspects of

The interpretation
of some of the expressions that appear in representation
clauses is
implementation-dependent,
for example, expressions specifying addresses. An implementation
may limit its acceptance of representation clauses to those that can be handled simply by the
If a representation clause is accepted by an implementation, the compiler
underlying hardware.
must guarantee that the net effect of the program is not changed by the presence of the clause,
except for a,ddress clauses and for parts of the program that interrogate representation attributes.
If a program contains a representation clause that is not accepted, the program is illegal. For each
implementation,
the allowed
representation
clauses,
and the conventions
used for
implementation-dependent
expressions, must be documented in Appendix F of the reference
manual.
a representation
clause is used to impotm cetiain characteristics of the mapping of an
entity onto the underlying machine, pragmas can be used to provide an implementation with
criteria for its selection of such a mapping. The pragma PACK specifies that storage minimization
should be the main criterion when selecting the representation of a record or array type. Its form is
as follows:

Whereas

pr~

PACK (typeJimpie-neme);

Packing means that gaps between the storage areas allocated to consecutive components should
be minimimd.
It newd not, however, dfect the mapping of each component onto storage. Thla
mapping can itself be influenced by a pragma (or controlled by a ropremmtation clauae) for the
component or component type. Tho poaltion of Q PACK pragma, end the ceetrktkms on the nortwd
type, are governed by the same rules as for a representation clause; in patiicular, the pragma must
appear before any use of a representation attribute of the packed entity.
13

The pragma PACK is the only language-defined representation pragma. Additional representation
pragmas may be provided by an implementation;
these must be documented in Appendix F. (in
contrast to representation clauses, a pregma that is not accepted by the implementation
Is
ignored.)
Note:

w
s

No representation

clause is allowed

for a generic formal type.

References: address clause 13.5, ●now 1.6, body 3.9, componont 3.3, dociwation
expression 3.2.1,

deferred constant daobratlon

7.4, derivable subprogram

3.1, docl.ratiw

3.4, derived type

part 3.9, dafwlt

3.4, entity 3.1, ent~ 9.5,

enumeration representation clauae 13.3, .xpraaaion 4.4, generic formal type 12.1.2, Illegal 1.6, length clause 13.2,
must 1.6, name 4.1, object 3.2, occur immodiatoty within 8.1, packago 7, psckofp specification 7.1, parent typa 3A,
pragma 2.8, racord reproaantatkxt
CIWOS 13.4, raprasentetbn attritwto 13.7.2 13.7.3, wbcomponent 3.3, aubprogrmn 6, subtype 3.3, subtype declaration 3.3.2, taak spuclficatlong.1. taakunitg, We 3.3SOwe*c~ar@tlon30301

.
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Length Claus@s

A length clause specifies an amount of storage associated
iength_clause

::= f-

with a type.

attribute use simple-expression;

t
2

The expression must be of some numeric type and is evaluated during the elaboration of the length
clause (uniess it is a static expression). The prefix of the attribute must denote either a type or a
first named subtype. The prefix is tailed T in what follows. The only ailowed attribute designators
and SMALL.
The effect of the iength clause depends
in a iength ciause are SIZE, STORAGE_SIZE,
on the attribute designator:

3

{a)

4

size specification:

T’SIZE

The expression must be a static expression of some integer type. The value of the expression
specifies an upper bound for the number of bits to be allocated to objects of the type or first
named subtype T. The size specification must aiiow for enough storage space to accommodate eve~ allowable vaiue of these objects. A size specification for a composite type may
affect the size of the gaps between the storage areae ailocated to consecutive components.
On the other hand, it need not effect the size of the storage area eliocated to each component.

5

The size specification is oniy aiiowed if the constraints on T and on its subcompnents
(If any)
are static. in the case of an unconstrained array type, the index subtypes must also be static.

(b)

Specification of collection size: T’STORAGE_SIZE

(c)

(d)

7

The prefix T must denote an eccess type. The expression must k of some integer type (but
need not be static); Its V*IUO speclfhsthe tmmber of storage units to be reserved for tho coiIection, that is, the storage opace needed to contain ali obj=s
designated by values of the
access type and by values of other types derived from the access type, directly or indirectly.
This form of length clause is not allowed for a tvpe derived from an access type.

e

Specification of storage for a task activation:

9

T’STORAGE_SIZE

The prefix T must denote a task type. The expression must be of some integer type (bd need
not be static); its value specifies the number of storage units to be fesefved for an activation
(not the code) of a task of the type.

10

Specification of sma// for a fixed point type: I%MALL

n

The prefix T must denote the flret named subtype of a fixed point type. The expression must
be a static expression of some real type; Its value must not be greater than the delta of the
first named subtype. The effect of the length clause is to use this value of small for the
repreaentatlon of values of the fixed point base type, {The length clause *ereby also affects
the amount of storage for objects that have this type.)

Q

/Votes:
A size specification is allowed for an access, task, or fixed point type, whether or not another form
of iength clause is also given for the type.

,..

,”

o
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What is considered to be part of the storage reserved for a collection or for an acthmtlon of a task
is implementation-dependent.
The control afforded by length clauses is therefore relative to the
implementation
conventions. For example, the language does not define whether the storage
resewed for an activation of a task includes any storage needed for the collection associated with
an access type declared within the task body. Neither does it define the method of allocation for
objects denoted by values of an access type. For example, the space allocated could be on a stack;
alternatively,
a general dynamic allocation scheme or fixed storage could be used.
The objects allocated in a collection need not have the same size if the designated type is an
unconstrained array type or an unconstrained type with discriminants. Note also that the allocator
itself may require some space for internal tables and links. Hence a length clause for?he collection
of an access type does not always give precise control over the maximum number of allocated
objects.
Examples:

--

assumed

typa
type

declarations:

MEDIUM
SHORT

typo DEGREE

Is rango
is delta

O .. 65000;

0.01
0.1

h delta

6~E

: amatam

PAGE

: a4m8mm := %00;

--

length

:=

rango -100.0
mngo -360.0

.. 100.0;
.. 3eo.o;

‘

clauses:

for COLOR’SIZE
for MEDIUM’SIZE
for SHORT’SIZE

uso l*B~E;
use 2*B~E;
U8a 15;

--

see 3.5.1

approximately 2000
for CAR-NAME’STORAGLSIZE
uea -2000* ((CAR’SIZUSYSTEM. STORAGUJNIT)
+ 1):
for KEYBOARD.DRIVER’STOF3AGUIZE

u

1*PAGE:

for OEGftEE”SMALL uso 360. O/2** (SYSTEM. STORAGE_UNIT
Notes

cam

- 1);

on the examples:

In the length clause for SHORT, fifteen bits is the minimum necessary, since the type definition
requires SHORT’SMALL = 2.0**(-7)
and SHORTMANVSSA
= 14. The length clause for DEGREE
forces the modei numbers to exactiy span the range of the type.
Rderences:
3.3,

constraint

valuation

access wpe 3,8, allocator 4.8, allow 1.6, array type 3,6, ettribute 4.1.4, collection 3.8, oomposito type
3.3, delta of a fixed point type 3.5.9,

4.5, expression 4.4, first named subtype

darived tvpe 3.4,

designete

13.1, fixed point type 3,5.9.

3.8, elaboration

index subtype 3.6,

3.9,

●ntity

3.1,

integertype 3.6.4,

must 1.6, numeric type 3.5, object 3.2, real type 3.5.6, record type 3.7, small of a fixed point tvpa 3.5.10, static constraint 4.9, static expression 4.9, static subtype 4.9, storege unit 13.7, subcomponent 3.3, system package13.7, task

9, task activation

9.3, task specification

9.1,

took type 9.2,

typo 3.3,

unconstrained

array type 3.6
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Clau-

An enumeration representation ciause specifies the internal codes for the iitemls of the enumeration type that is named in the clause.
enumeration_representation_clause

::= for typ8Aimple_name

us. aggregate;

The aggregate used to specify this mapping is written as a one-dimensional aggregate, for which
the index subtype is the enumeration type and the component type is universa/~”nteger,
All Iiterals of the enumeration type must be provided with distinct integer codes, and all choices
and component values given in the aggregate must be static. The integer codes specified for the
enumeration type must satisfy the predefine
ordering relation of the type.
Example:

type MIXCODE

Is (ADD, SUB, MUL, LDA, STA, STZ);

for MIKCODE
uao
(ADD => 1, SUB =>

2, MUL =>

3, LDA =>

8, STA =>

24. SIZ

=>

33):

Notes:
The attributes SUCC, PRED, and POS are defined even for enumeration
typos with a
noncontiguous representation;
their definition corresponds to the (logical) type declaration and is
not affected by the enumeration representation ciause. In the example, because of the rwod to
avoid the omitted values, these functions are likely to be less efficiently implemented than they
could be in the absence of a representation clause. Similar considemtions apply when such types
are used for indexing.

References: aggregat. 4.3, ●rray sggregate 4.3.2, array type 3.6, attdbute of an enumeration WP8 3.6.6, choke
3.7.3, component 3.3, enumeration literal 3.6.1, enumoretion type 3.6.1, funotion 6.6, index 3.6, index subtype 3.6,
Iiterel 4.2, ordering relation of an enumeration type 3.5.1, representation clauee 13.1, simple nom 4.1, static ●xpreesion 4.9, type 3.3, type declaration 3.3.1, univer8al_integer type 3,5.4

13.4

Record Ropmeontatbn

Cbuaos

A record representation clause specifies the storage representation of records, that is, the order,
position, and size of record components (including discriminants, if any).
record_representation_cla
use ::=
for fype-simple-name
we
record [alignment_clauae]
Icornponent.clauee}
end Moord;

alignmencclause

::= at mod 8tat/cJimple_axpresdon;

componen~clausa ::=
component_name 8t M8t/cJimple_exprOasion

range st8t/cJange;
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3

The simple expression given after the reserved words ot mod in an alignment clmMo, or after the
resewed word at in a component clause, must be a static expression of some integer type. If the
bounds of the range of a component clause are defined by simple expressions, then each bound of
the range must be defined by a static expression of some integer type, but the two bounds need
not have the same integer type.

4

An alignment clause forces each record of the given type to be allocated ot a statiing address that
is a multiple of the value of the given expression (that is, the address modulo the expression must
be zero). An implementation
may place restrictions on the allowable alignments.

5

clause specjfies the storage phtce of a component,
relative to the start of the record.
A component
The integer defined by the static expression of a component clause is a relative address expressed

in storage units. The range defines the bit positions of the storage place, relative to the storage
unit, The first storage unit of a record is numbered zero. The first bit of a storage unit is numbered
zero. The ordering of bits in a storage unit is machine-dependent
and may extend to adjacent
storage units.
(For a specific machine, the size in bits of a storage unit is given by the
configuration-dependent
named number SYSTEM .STORAGE_UNIT. ) Whether a component is
allowed to overlap a storage boundary, and if so, how, is implementation-defined.
s

At most one mmponent clause is aliowed for each component of the record type, including for
each discriminant (component clauses may be given for some, all, or none of the componentu)c if
no component clause is given for a component, then the choice of the storage place for the component is left to the compiler. If component clauses are given for all components, the record
representation clause completely specifies the representation of the record type and must be
obeyed exactly by the cornpi~er.
Storage places within a record variant must not overlap, but overlap of the storage for disthwt
variants is allowed.
Each component ciause must allow for enough storage space to accommodate
every allowable vaiue of the component. A component clause is only allowod for a component if any constraint on this component or on any of its subcomponents is static.

8

An implementation may generate names that denote implementation-dependent
components (for
example, one containing the offset of another component). Such implementation-ciependent
names can be used in record representation ciauses (these names need not be simple nomes; for
example, they could be implementationdependent
attributes).

9

Example:

WORD

: constant := 4;

wpe STATE
type

MODE

tvpe

BWE_MASK

type STATE_MASK
type MODE_MASK

-

storage unit IS bvte, 4 bytes per wod

is (A, M, W, P);
is (FIX, DEC, EXP, SIGNIF);
is 8rr8y (o .. 7) of BOOLEAN;
is ●nay (STATE) Of BOOLEAN;
of BOOLEAN;
io ●W@y (MODE)

type PROGRAM_STATUS_WORD
is
mood
SYSTEM_MASK
: BWE_MASK;
PROTECTION_KEY
: INTEGER rang. O .. 3;
MACH IN E_STATE
: STATE_MASK;
lfUTERRUPT_CAUSE
: lNTERRUPTION_CODE;
ILC
: INTEGER rartgo O .. 3;

cc
PROGRAM.MASK
INSTADDRESS
end moord:

: INTEGER rango O .. 3;
: MOOE_MASK;
: ADDRESS;
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for PROGRAM_STATUS_WOR
record ●t mod 8;
SYSTEM_MASK
PROTECTION_KEY
MACH lNE_STATE
lNTERRUPT_CAUSE
ILC

cc
PROGRAM.MASK
INSTADDRESS
end record:
for

Note

D use
st
st
●t
●
at
●
at
at

PROGRAM_STATUS_WOR

OXWORO
O*WORD

O*WORO

range
range
range
range
range

O*WORD
l*WORD

l*WORD
1 *WORD
l*WORD

D’SIZE

rsng. O
rongo 10
ring. 12

use

16
O
2
4
8

8* SYSTEM.

.. 7;
.. 11;
..
..
..
..
..
..

-- bits

8, 9 unused

15;
31;

1:

-- second

word

3:
7:
31:

STORAGE_

UNIT:

on the example:

The record representation clause defines the record layout.
exactly eight storage units are used.
References.’

allow

1,6, attribute

1.6, named number

4.1.4,

constant

3.2.1,

3.2, range 3.5, record component

constraint

Mdress

The length clause guarantees

3.3, discriminant

3.7.1,

integer type 3.5.4,

that

10

must

11

3.7, record type 3.7, simple expression 4.4, simple name 4.1,

static constraint 4.9, static expression 4.9, storage unit 13.7, subcomponent

13.6
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3.3. system package

13.7, variant 3.7.3

Clausas

An address clause
addresa_clause

1

specifies a required address in storage for an entity.
::= for simpie_name

uoo ●t simple_expression;

2

The expression given after the reaenmd word at must be of the type ADDRESS defined in the
package SY~EM
(see 13.7); thlu package murnt be named by a with dlaua6 that applies to the
compilation unit in which the address clauseI occurs. The conventions that define the interpretation
of a value of the type ADDRESS as an address, as an interrupt Ievei, or whatever it may be, are
implementation-dependent.
The aiiowed
responding
address are as follows:

nature

of the simpie

name

and the meaning

3

of the cor-

the address is that required for the object (variable or constant).

4

(a)

Name of an object:

(b)

Name of a subprogram, package, or task unit: the address is that required for the machine
code associated with the body of the program unit.

5

(c)

Name of a singie entv:
to be linked.

the address specifies a hardware interrupt to which the single entry is

6

If the simple name is that of e single task, the address ciause is understood to refer to the task unit
and not to the task object. In ali cases, the address ciause is only legal if exactly one declaration
with this identifier occurs earlier, immediately within the seine declarative part, package specification, or task specification. A name declared by a renaming declaration is not allowed as the simple
name.

7

Address clauses should not be used to achieve overlays of objects or overlays of program units.
Nor should a given interrupt be linked to more than one entry. Any program using addremt ciauses
to achieve such effects is erroneous.

8

.—.——
--–...?s~
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Example:

for CONTROL

U~O et

16#0020#:

--

8ssuming

that

SYSTEM .ADDRESS

is an integer

Notes:
10

The above rules imply that if two subprograms overload each other and are visible at a given point,
an address clause for any of them is not legal at this point. Similarly if a task specification declares
each other,
they cannot
be interrupt
entries.
The syntax
does not allow
en
entries that overload
clause for a [ibrary unit. An implenlentation may provide pragmas for the specification of
address
program overlays.

I?e/’erences:
erroneous
resewed
137

address predeflned
1.6, expression

4.4,

type 13.7, apply 10.1.1,
library unit

object

unit 10.1, constant 3.2.1,
3.2,

word 2.9, simple expression 4.4, simple name 4.1, subprogram

task body 9.1, task object 9.2,

13.!5.1

compilation

10. I t name 4.1,

tesk unit 9, type 3.3,

variable

package

7, pragrna

6, subprogram

3.2.1,

with clause

entity 3.1. entw 9.5,
2.8. program

unit 6,

body 6.3, system peckage
10.1.1

Interrupts

An address clause given for an entry associates the entry with some device that may cause an
interrupt;
such an entry is referred to in this section as an interrupt entry. If control information is

supplied upon an interrupt, it is passed to an associated interrupt entry as one or more parameters
of mode in; only parameters of this mode are allowed.
?

An interrupt acts as an entry call issued by a hardware task whose priority is higher than the
priority of the main program, and aiso higher than the priority of any user-defined task (that is, any
task whose type is declared by a task unit in the program). The entry call may be an ordinary entry
call, a timed entry call, or a conditional entm call, depending on the kind of interrupt and on the
implementation.

3

If a seiect statement contains both a terminate alternative and an accept alternative for an interrupt entry, then an implementation mey impose further requirements for the selection of the terminate alternative in addition to those given in section 9.40

4

Exemple:
task lNTERRUPT_HANDLER
h
entry DONE;
for DONE USO st 16#40#;
end lNTERRUPT_HANDLER;

--

assuming

that

SYSTEM. ADDRESS

is an integer

type

fVotes:
interrupt entry calis need only have the semantics described above; they may be implemented
hoving the hardware directly execute the appropriate accept statements.

by

Queued interrupts correspond to ordina~ entry tails. Interrupts that are lost if not immediately
processed correspond to cond}t}onal entry calls. h Is a consequence of the priority rules that an
accept statement executed in response to an interrupt takes precedence over ordinary, userdefined tasks, and can be executed without first invoking a scheduling action.

typo
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One of the possible effects of an address clause for an interrupt ent~ ia to specify the priority of
the interrupt (directly or indirectly). Direct caiia to en interrupt entry are aiiowed.

I

References:

c

accept alternative 9,7.1, eccept statement 9.S, addr.sa predefine

entry call 9.7,2,
native 9.7,1,

13.6

ant~

9,5, entry call 9.5, mode 6.1, parameter

select statement

9.7, system package

of a subprogram

13.7, task 9, terminate

type 13.7,

6.2, priorl~

alternative

allow

1,6, condltionol

of ● task 9,8, select aitor-

9.7.1,

timed entry call 9.7.3

Change of Representation

At most one representation

clause is ailowed for a given type and a given aspect of its representstion, Hence, if an alternative representation is needed, it is necessaw to deciare a second type,
derived from the first, and to specify a different representation for the second type.

I

Example:

2

--

PACKED_ Descriptor

-- with

identical

and

characteriatica,

Descriptor
span from

are two different
their representation

types

typo DESCRIPTOR
Is
record
-components of a descriptor
end record;
w

PACKED_DESCRIPTOR

fm PACKED_DESCRIPTOR

h nOW DESCRIPTOR;
U-

component ciauses for some or for ail components
d

record;

Change of raprettentation can now be accomplished by assignment with explicit type conversions:
D
P

: DESCRIPTOR;
: PACKED_DESCRIPTOR;

P
D

:=
:=

~eferences.’

PACKED_ DESCRIPTOR(D);
DESCRIPTOR(P);

aaeignment

---

pack D
unpack P

5,2, derived type 3,4, type 3,3, type convordon

clauae

13.1

13.7

The Package Syatom

3

4.6,

type declaration

3.1, repraaantatlon

For each implementation there Is a predefhwd libra~ package called SYSTEM which includes the
definitions of certain configuration-dependent
characteristics,
The specification of the package
SYSTEM is implementation-dependent
and must be given in Appendix F. The visible part of this
package must contain at ieast the foilowing declarations,

q

I
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packaga SYSTEM
type ADDRESS
type

NAME

k
Is lmplementetion_de
!S hnp/ernentetion_de

f/ned;
f/n ed_enumeretion_typ

e;

:=

fined;

implernentation_de

SYSTEM_NAME

: constant

NAME

STORAGE_UNIT
MEMORY_SIZE

: constant
: constant

:= imp/ementdtion_
defined;
:= implement8tion_de
fined;

--

System-Dependent

Named

MIN_l NT

: constant

MALINT
MALDIGITS
MAXMANTISSA

: constant
: constant
: constant

FINE_ DELTA
TICK

:
:

--

Other

subtype

Ada Reference Manual

constant
constant

Numbers:
:= implementetion_de

fined;
implementation_de
fined;
implemen tation_defined;
implemen t@tion_defined;
:= /mp\ementation_def.in@
:= implementution_de
fined;
:=
:=
:=

System-Dependent

PRIOR ITY k

INTEGER

Declarations
rongo imp/ernentation_defined;

...

end
3

SYSTEM

;

The type ADDRESS
the result delivered
names of alternative

Is the type of the addresses
by the attribute
ADDRESS.

provided In address clauses;
values of the enumeration

it is also the type of
type NAME era the

machine configurations handled by the implementation; one of these is the
is the number of bits per storage
constant SYSTEM_NAME.
The named number STORAGLUNIT
unit; the named number MEMORY_SIZE
is the number of avaliabie storage units in the
configuration; these named numbers are of the type universa/Jnteger.
4

5
6

7
8

9
w

An alternative form of the package SYSTEM , with given vaiues for any of SYSTEM_NAME,
STORAGE_UNIT, end MEMORY_SiZE, can be obtained by means of the corre$pondhtg pragmas.
These pragmas are only aliowed at the stem of a compilation, before the first compilation unit (If
any) of the compilation.
pragrna SYSTEM_NAME (enumertNion_iiteral);
The effect of the above pragma is to use the enumeration literal with the specified identifier for the
definition of the constant SYSTEM_NAME. This pragma is oniy allowed if the specified identifier
corresponds to one of the Iiterals of the type NAME.
pmgma STORAGE-UNIT (numeri~iiteral):
The effect of the above pragma is to use the vaiue of the specified numeric literal for the definition
of the named number STORAGE_UNIT.
pragma MEMORY_SiZE (numeric_iiteral);
The effect of the above pragrna is to use the vaiue of the specified numeric iiterai for the definition
of the named number MEMORY_SiZE t
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The compilation of any of these pragmas causes an implicit recompilation of the package SYSTEM.
Consequently any compilation unit that names SYSTEM in its context ciause becomes obsolete
after this impiicit recompilation.
An implementation may impose further limitations on the usa of
these pragmas, For example, an Implementation may allow them only at the $tofl of the first compilation, when creating a new program library,

11

Note:

It is 6 consequence of the visibility rules that a declaration given in the package SYSTEM is not
visible in a compilation unit unieas this package is mentioned W a with CiaUSOthat aPPlie$ (directly
or indirectly) to the compilation unit.

12

Roflm?ncos.’ addreas clauae 13.5, apply 10.1.1, attdbute 4.1,4, compilation unit 10.1, declaration 3.1, ●numeration
Iltor.1 3.6.1, ●numeration type 3.6.1, Identifier 2.3, library unit 10.1, must 1.6, namadnumber3.2, numb declaration
3.2.2, numeric iitomi 2.4, package 7, package spocitlcation7.1, pregma 2.8, program iibrav 10.1, type 3.3, visibility
8.3, visibie part 7.2, with CiWOO10.1.1

!3

13.7.1

Systam-Dapandant

Within

the

FIN5DELTA

Nwrwd

Numbars

packaga SYSTEM, tho foilowinci named num~~s
a~e dac~~r~
me num~f$
end TICK am of the type udversa/#88fi
the others am of th. typo w/wraa/dM8$af.

MIN_lNT

The smallest (most nogativo) vaiue of ail pradefined

MAXJNT

Tho iargost (moat positive) vaiue of ali pradafined

MIWDiGITS

The htrgaat value ●lkwvad for the number
floatlng point corwtmlnt.

MAX_MANTiSSA

The largest possible number of bina~
of a fixad point aubtypo.

FINE.DELTA

The smaiiest deita aiiowed
straint -1.0..
1.0.

TICK

The basic clock parlod, in aaoonda.

Integer typos.

2

intagar typos.

of aignificont declmai

3

digits in a

digits In the mantiasa of modoi numbars

in a fixed point constraint that has the rang.

con-

Rd&mncos; ●now 1.6, delta of ● flxod @nt oonatrsint3.6.S, fixad point oonatrdnt 3.6.S, fbetlng pdnt conatratnt
3.6.7, integertype 3.S.4, model number3.6.0, ncmodnumber 3.2, packega7, range oonatmlnt3.6, ~.m
peckega
13.7, type 3.3, univeraeUnteger type 3.S.4, univeraebai type 3.6.0

.

.....

.

.

1

4

s

e

7

0
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Attrtbutas

1

The values of certain implementation-dependent
characteristics con be obtained by interrogating
attributes.
appropriate representation
These attributes are described below,

2

For

3

X’ADDRESS

any

object,

program

unit,

label, or entry

X:

Yields the address of the first of the storage units allocated to X. For a subprogram, package, task unit or label, this value refers to the machine code
associated with the corresponding body or statement, For an entty for which
an address clause has been given, the value refers to the corresponding
hardware interrupt. The value of this attribute is of the type ADDRESS defined
in the package SYSTEM .

4

For any type

5

X’SIZE

a

For the above two representation attributes, if the prefix is the name of a function, the 8ttribWe is
understood to be an attribute of the function (not of the result of calling the function). Similarly, if
the type of the prafix is an access type, the attribute is understood to be an attribute of the prefix
(not of the designated object: attributes of the latter can be written with a prefix ending with the
reserved word ●n).

7

For any component

8

R.C’POSITiON

Yields the offset, from the stan of the first storage unit occupied by the record,
of the flret of tho storaga units occupied by C. This offset is measured in
storage units, The value of this attribute is of the type universa/Jnteger.

9

R,C’Flf?ST_BiT

Yleids the offset, from the start of the first of the storage units occupied by C,
of the first bit occupied by C. This offset is measured in bits. The value of this
attribute is of the type universef~”nteger.

m

R.C’lAST_BIT

Yields the offset, from the start of the first of the storage units occupied by C,
of the last bit occupied by C. This offset is measured in bits. The value of this
attribute is of the type unhws8/~”nteger.

n

For

!2

l%TORAGE.SIZE

any

or sub~pe

X, or for any object

X:

Applied to an object, yields the number of bits allocated to hold the object.
Applied to a type or subtype, yields the minimum number of bits that is
needed by the implementation to hold any possible object of this type or subtype. The value of this attribute is of the type universa/~”nteger.

access

type

C of a recoKJ object R:

or

subtype

T:

Yields the totai numbar of storage units resewed for the collection associated
vdth the base type of T. The vaiue of this attribute is of the type unhersa/Jnteger.

13

For ony task type or task object T:

n

T’STORAG~SIZE

Yields the number of storage units resewed for each activation of a task of the
type T or for the activation of the task object T. The value of this attribute is of
the type unhersalJnteger.
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Features

Notes:

For a task object X, the attribute X’SIZE gives the number of bits used to hold the object X,
whereas x’STORAGE_SIZE gives the number of storage units allocated for the activation of the
task designated by X. For a formal parameter X, if parameter passing is achieved by copy, then the
attribute X’ADDRESS yields the address of the Ioc81 COPY; if parameter passing is by reference,
then the address is that of the actual parameter,

15

References: access subtype 3.8, access type 3.8, activation

16

predefine
6.2

type 13.7, attribute

label 5.1

statement

object 3.2, package

5, storage unit 13.7,

task 9, task body 9.1,

13.7.3

4.1.4,

Representation

7, package

subprogram

task object

9.3, actual parameter

base tvpe 3.3, collection

9,2,

body 7 1, parameter

6, subprogram

task type 9,2,

Attributes

3.8, component

6.2, address clause 13.5, address

3.3, ent~

passing 6.2, program

9.5, formal parameter

6.1

unit 6. record object 3.7,

body 6.3, subtype 3.3, system predefine

task unit 9, type 3.3, universal_ integer

package

13.7,

type 3,54

of Real Typos

For every real type or subtype T, the following machine-dependent
attributes are defined, which
Programs
using these attributes
may thereby exploit
are not related to the model numbers.
properties that go beyond the minimal properties
associated
with the numeric type (see section
4.5.7 for the rules defining the accuracy of operations with real operands). Precautions must
therefore be taken when using these machine-dependent
attributes if po~ability is to be ensured.

1

For both floating point and fixed point types:

2

T’MACHINE_ROUNDS

YieMs the value TRUE if every predefine
arithmetic operation on
values of the base type of T either returns an exact result or performs
rounding;
yields the value FALSE otherwise. The value of this
attribute is of the predefine type BOOLEAN.

3

TMACHINE_OVERFLC)WS

Yields the value TRUE if every pradeftnad operation on values of the
base type of T oltha provides a correct result, or raiaeu the exception
NUMERIC-ERROR
in ovetilow situations (See 4.5.7);
yields the
value FALSE otherwise. The value of this attribute is of the
predefine type BOOLEAN,

For floating point types, the following attributes provide characteristics of the underlying machine
representation, in terms of the canonical form defined in section 3.5,7:
T’MACHINE_RADIX

Yields the value of the radix used by the machine representation of
the base type of T. The value of this attribute is of the type univer-

4

5

6

sal~”nteger.

T’MACHINE_MANTISSA

Yields the number of digits in the mantissa
for the machine
representation of the base type of T (the digits are extended digits in
the range O to T’MACHIN~RADIX
-1). The value of this attribute is of
the

TMACHINE_EMAX

type

iim’versa/_intege~.

value of exponent for the machine repreaantation
the It!rgest
of the base type of T. The value of this attribute is of the type univw-

Yields

saJJnteger.

TMACHINE_EMIN

. ...,-!

Yields the smallest (most negative) value of exponent
for the
machine representation of the base type of T. The velue of this
attribute Is of the type universa/~”nteger.

7
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Note:

For many machines

the Iargost

(F”MACHIN~RADIX)

mochhw

References:
value 3.5.3,
exception
3.3,

13.8

arithmetic

**

11.1,

operator

predeflned

Machhw

number is

(F’MACHINE_EMIN

4.6,

fixed point type 3,5.9,

universal_integer

number of type F la almost

**( F”MACHIN~EMAX),

and the smallest positive representable
F’MACHINaRADIX

representable

attrlbuto

floetlng

opemtlon

3.3.3,

4.1.4,

- 1)

baco type 3.3,

point type 3.6.7,
radix 3.6.7,

booloan predefine

model number 3.5.6,

real type 3.6.6,

type 3.5.3,

false boolean

numeric type 3.5, numerl~error

subtype 3.3, true boolean value 3.5.3,

type

type 3.5.4

Cod.

Inaemona

A machine code insertion can be achieved by e cell to o procedure whose sequence of statements
contains code statements.
code~tatement

::= ~e_mati’mcord_aggregate:

A code statement is only allowed In the sequence of statements of a procedure body. If a
procedure body contains code statements, then wlthln this procedure body the only allowed form
of statement is a code etatement (labeled or not), the oniy allowed declarative items ore uee
clausea, and no exception hendlor is aibwed (comments and pragmas are aliowed as uuuai).
Each machine instruction appeare aa a record aggregate of a record type that defines the corresponding Instruction, The baw type of tho type m@rk of a made statmont
must be declared
withinthe preciefhwd i{brery pedwge cMad MACHINEXODE;
this packago must be named by a
with ciause that applies to the complication unit in which the code statement occurs. An implementation is not required to provide such a package.
An implementation
is ailowed to impose further restrictions on the record aggregates aiiowed in
code statements,
For exampie, It may require that expresaiono contained in such aggregates be
static expressions.
An implementation may provide machine-dependent
pragmas specifying register conventiorw and
caliing conventions. Such pragmas must be documented in Appendix F.
Exi3mp/e:
M:
MASK;
pmeedwa SET.MASK;

pregrna lNLINE(S~_MASK);

pmcadure SH_MASK
is
m
MACHINE.CODE;
begin
Sl_FORMAT’(CODE => SSM, B => M’BASE._REG, D => M’DISP);
predefine
-M’BASE_REG and M’DISP are Implementation-specific

attributes

ond :

WI

l~ilk

UJ

LmJmItmunl

am x

Bums

ranrm

A
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Refen?nces: allow 1.6, apply 10.1.1, comm.nt 2.7, compilation unit 10.1, doclarativaitem 3.9, ●xc.ption hmdl.r
11.2, inline pragma 6,3.2, lsbol.d stat.m.nt 6.1, libr.~ unit 10.1, psckage 7, pragma 2.8, procedure 66.1, proceciurs
body 6.3, record aggregate 4.3.1, record typ. 3.7, sequonc. of stat. rn.nts 5.1, stot.ment 5, stttic expression 4.9, us.
clause 8.4, with ciause 10.1.1

Interface

13.9

o

to Other Languages

A subprogram written in another language can be called from an Ada program provided that all
communication is achieved via parameters and function results. A pragma of the form

pragma 1NTERFACE (/f?nguage_name,

I

su&?rogmn_name);

2

must be given for each such subprogram; a subprogram name is ailowed to stand for several
overloaded subprograms. This pragma i$ aiiowed at the piace of a declarative item, and must apply
in this case to a subprogram declared by an earlier declarative item of the same declarative part or
package specification. The pragma ia also allowed for a i]brary uni~ in this case the pragma must
after the subprogram declaration, and before any subsequent compilation unit. The
appear
pragma specifies the other ianguage (and thereby the tailing conventions) and informs the compiier that an object moduie wili be suppiied for the corresponding subprogram. A body is not
aliowed for such a subprogram (not even in the form of a body stub) since the instructions of the
subprogram are written In another language.

s

This capability need not be provided by ail implementations.
restrictions on the allowable forma and places of pamrneters

may place

Q

The conventions used by other ianguage processors that call Ada programs are not part of the Ado
ianguage definition. Such conventions must be defined by these other language processors.

o

The pragma iNTERFACE is not defined for generic subprograms.

7

An implementation
and calls.

Example:
POO~
FORT_LiB is
fundon
SQRT (X : FLOAT) mtum FLOAT;
functkon EXP
(X : FLOAT) rotum FLOAT;
@vato
pragma INTER FACE(FORTRAN,
SQRT);
pmgma INTER FACE(FORTRAN,
EXP):

end FORT_Ll B;
Notes:

Ruhw?ct?s:

allow

3.9, function

result 6.5, library unit 10.1, must 1.6,

1.6, body stub 10.2, compilation

unit 10.1, declaration 3.1, declarative item 3.9, declarative part
n.mo 4.1, overloaded subprogram 6,6, p.ckage specification7,1,

o

perameter of a subprogram 6.2, pmgma 2.8, subprogmm 6, subprogram body 6.3. subprogram call 6.4, subprogram
.
declaration 6.1

et

mtnnn

mnfa

sr141111cl

Uu

a

II

II1811UIU111

w.

.

...

... ...

.

#—

L

-—.—

--a-l

b--b-

*ha
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Programming

predeflned

libra~

generic

subprograms

generic
type

OBJECT
type NAME

procedure

R e f e r e n c e s.’

13.10.1

1

UNCHECKED_

DEALLOCATION(X

~ in

out

NAME)

is iimited privete;

is iimitod
private;
UNCHECKED_
CONVERSION(S

function

4

is Ilmltod prhmt.;
h ●ccoss OBJECT:

gonoric
type SOURCE
type TARGET

3

and
and for unchecked type

UNCHECKED_DEALLOCATION

UNCHECKED_ CONVERSION are used for unchecked storage deallocation
conversions,
?

Ada Reference Manual

generic subprogram

Unchecked

: SOURCE)

return

TARGET;

12.1, Ilbraw unit 10.1, type 3.3

Storage

Ooallocation

Unchecked storage deallocation of an object designated by a value of an access type is achieved
by a call of a procedure thet is obtained
by instantiation
of the generic procedure
UNCHECKED_DEALLOCATION.
For example:
FREE

pNWOCIUm

is

now

U NC HECK ED_DEALLOCATION

met access-fylw~amo);

the following effect:

2

Such a FREE procedure

3

(a)

after executing FREE (X), the value of X is null;

4

(b)

FREE (X),

5

(c}

FREE (X), when
longer
required,

6

If X and Y designate
access is performed

has

(obJect_type-na

when X is already equal to null, has no effect;
X is not equal
and that the

to null,
storage

is an indication
that the object
it occupies
is to be reclahed.

designated

by X is no

the same object, then accessing this object through Y is erroneous if this
(or attempted)
after the call FREE (X); the effect of each such access is not

defined by the language,
/votes:
7

8

9

It is a consequence
of the visibility rules that the generic procedure UNCHECKED-DEALLOCATION
is not visible in a compilation unit unless this generic procedure is mentioned by a with clause that
applies to the compilation
unit.
If X designates a task object, the call FREE (X) has no effect on the task designated by the value d
this task object. The same holds for any subcomponent of the object designated by X, if this subcomponent is a task object.
References:

access

instantiation
procedure

12.3,

type

generic

6, procedure

.

3.8,

apply 10,1.1, compilation unit 10.1, designate 3.8 9.1, erroneous 1.6,

procedure

call $.4.

12.1,

generic

subcomponent

unit 12, library

unit

10.1,

3.3, taak 9, task object 9.2,

genertc

null access value 3.8, object 3.2,

visibility

8,3, with

clause 10.1,1
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Unchockod Typo Convoraion8

An unchecked type conversion can be achieved by a call of a function that is obtahwd by instantiation of the generic function UNCHECKED_CONVERSION.

t

The effect of an unchecked conversion IS to return the (uninterpreted) Parameter value as a value
of the target type, that is, the bit pattern defining the source value is returned unchanged aa the bit
pattern defining a value of the target type. An implementation may place restrictions on unchecked
conversions, for example, restrictions depending on the respective sizes of objects of the source
and target type. Such restrictions must be documented in appendix F.

2

Whenever unchecked conversions are used, it is the programmer’s responsibility to ensure that
these conversions maintain the properties that are guaranteed by the ianguage for objects of the
target type.
Programs that violate these prope~ies by means of unchecked conversions are
erroneous.

3

Note.’

Itis a consequence of the visibility rules that the generic function UNCHECKED_CONVERSION
is
not visible in a compilation unit unless this generic function is mentioned by a with clauao that
applies to the compilation unit.

4

References: apply 10.1,1, compllstkmunit 10.1, .rroneous 1.6, gonaricfunction 12.1, instantiation12.3, paramater
of a subprogram6,2, type 3.3, with clausa 10.1.1

s
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14.

is provided in the language by means of predefine

Input-output
SEQUENTIAl_10
elements
TEXT_10

and

DIR EU_10

define

input-output

packages.

operations

applicable

The generic packages
to

files

1

containing

a given type. Additional operations for text input-output are supplied in the package
The package 10_ExCEPTIONS
defines
the exceptions
needed
by the above three
Finally, a package LOW_ LEVEi_10 is provided for direct control of peripheral devices.

of
.

packages.

References: direc~io

package

package

text-to

14.1

Input-Output

14.2

14.2.2,

14.2

14.2.4,

package

io-exceptions

pack8ge

14.5,

Iow-ievel-io

package

14.6,

secluential-io

2

14.3

External Filas snd Fil. Objects

Values input from the external environment of the program, or output to the environment, are considered to occupy external West An external file can be anything external to the program that can
produce a value to be read or receive a value to be written. An external file is identified by a string
(the name). A second string (the fcwm) gives futiher system-dependent characteristics that may be
associated with the file, such as the physical organization or access rights. The conventions
governing the interpretation of such strings must be documented in Appendix F.

1

Input and output operations are expressed as operations on objects of some tile type, rather than
directly in terms of the external files. In the remainder of this chapter, the term fi#e is always used
to refer to a file object; the term extem?/ f//e k used otherwise. The values transferred for a given
file must all be of one type.

2

Input-output for sequential files of values of a single element type is defined by means of the
generic package SEQUENTIALIO. The skeleton of this package is given below.

3

with 10_ EXCEPTIONS;
gmneric
typo
package

ty~

ELEMENT_lYPE

SEQUENTIAIJO
FI l.E_WPE

4

Is

J)fhf@O;

is

is Ilmttod

type FILE_MODE
,..
procedure OPEN
!..
proeedum READ
procedur, WRITE
...
ond SEQUENTIALJO;

prlvato;

10 (lN_FILE, OUT-FILE):
(FILE : in out FlLE_7VPE; ...).
(FILE : in FILLTYPE;
(FILE : in FILL~PE;

ITEM : out ELEMENT-mPE);
ITEM : in ELEMENT_7YPE);

In order to define sequential input-output for 8 given element type, an instantiation of this generic
unit, with the given type as actuai parameter, must be deciared. The resuiting package contains
the declaration of 8 file type (calied FiLE_VPE)
for fries of such eiements, as weii as the operations applicable to these files, such as the OPEN, READ, and WRiTE procedures,

14-1

5
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Input-output

for direct acceas files is likewise defined

Input-output

in human-readable

form is defined

Ada Reference Manual

by a generic package called
by the (nongenetic)
package TEXT_10.

DIRECT_lOc

Before input or output operations can be performed on a file, the file must first be asaoclated with
an external file. Whiie such an association k in effect, the file is said to be open, end othmvise the
file is said to be closed,
The language does not define what
program

(in particular,

if corresponding

happens to external files after the completion
of the main
for
files have not been closed), The effect of input-output

access types is implementation-dependent.
An open file has a current

mode,

which is a value of one of the enumeration

twM FiLE_MODE is (lN_FILE, lNOUT_FILE,
~
FILE_MODE ia (i N_FILE, OUT_FiLE):

OUT-FILE);

---

types

for DIRECT-10
for SEOUENTIAIJO

and TE~_10

These values correspond respectively to the cases where only reading, both reading and writing, or
The mode of a file can be changed.
ortiy writing are to be performed,
Several file management operations are common to the three input-output packages.
operations are described in section 14.2.1 for sequential and direct files. Any additional
concerning text input-output are described in section 14.3.1.

These
effects

The exceptions that can be raised by a call of an input-output subprogram are all defined in the
package 10_EXCEPTiONS;
the situations in which
they can be raised ara described, ekhor
foilowlng the description of the subprogram (and in section 14.4), or in Append~x F jn the case of
error situations that are implementation-dependent.
Notes:

Each instantiation of the generic packages SEQUENTiAI_tO and DIRECT-IO
type FIL&lYPE; in the ca8e of TEX1’_10, the type FILLIYPE
Is unique.

declares a diffarent

A bidiructiomd device can often be modeled as two sequential files ammciated with the device,
An impjemtimtation
may restrict
the number
of
one of mode IN_FILE, and one o f mode OUT-FILE,
fries that may be associated with a given external flie. The effect of sharing an externai file in this
way by several file objects is implementation-dependent.
~ef8rencus: create proc.dur.
14.2, direct file procedure

generic instantiation

14.2.1, current Index 14.2, current size 14.2, delete procedure 14.2.1, direct ●ccoss
package 14,1 14.2, ●numeration type 3.5.1 t ●xception 11, flio mod. 14.2.3,

14.2, dlroctio

12,3, index 14,2, input file 14.2.2,

14,2.1,

output file 14,2.2,

read procedure

14,2,2,

eequential_io

package

14.2

Sequential

and Direct Flio.

14.2

14.2.4,

14,2,2,

io_exceptions

wquenthd

string

package

14.6, open file 14.1, open procdure

access ?4.2, sequential file 14.2, sequenthd input-output

3.0.3, tex~io package 14.3, write Procedure14.2.4

access and direct eccess. The corTwo kinds of access to external filets are defined: sequentld
responding file types and the associated operations are provided by the generic packago$
SEQUENT{AIJO
and DIFtE~-10.
A fiie object to be used for sequential access hJ called a
sequ8ntM ~j/e, and on. to be used for direct access is called a a’imct fi/e.

For sequential access, the file is viewed as a sequence of values that me transferred in the order of
their appearance (as produced by the program or by the environment). When the f!le Is opened,
transfer starts from the beglnnlng of the fliet
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Input-Output

For direct access, the file is viewed as a set of elements occupying consecutive positions in linear
order; a value can be transferred to or from an element of the file at any selected position. The
position of en element is specified by its index, which is a number, greater than zero, of the
implementation-defined
integer type COUNT. The first element, if any, has index one; the index of
the last element, if any, la colied the cwent she: the current size is zero if there are no elements.
The current size is a property of the external file.

3

An open direct file has a current index, which k the index that will bb used by the next read or write
operation. When a direct fiie is opened, the current index is set to one. The current index of a direct
file is a property of a file object, not of an external file.

4

Ail three file modes are ailowed
modes lN_FILE and OUT_ FILE.

5

for direct files.

The only allowed

Re?fr?rerlces: count type 14.3, file mode 14,1, in_fiie 14.1, out_file

14.2.1

modes for sequential

files are the

14.1

6

File Management

The procedures and functions described In this section provide for the control of external files; their
declarations are repeated in each of the three packages for sequential, direct, and text inputoutput. For text input-output, the procedures CREATE, OPEN, and RESET have additional effects
described in section 14.3.1.
procedure CREATE( FILE :
MODE
NAME
FORM

in out FILE-7YPE;
: in FILE_MO DE := defauhrnode;
: in STRING := ““;
: h STRING := ‘“);

t

2

Establishes a new external file, with the given name and form, and associates this
external file with the given file. The given file is left open. The current mode of the
given file Is set to the given access mode. The default access mode Is the mode
OUT_FILE for sequential end text input-output;
it is the mode !NOUT_FILE for
direct input-outputo
For direct access, the size of the created
file is
implementation-dependent.
A null string for NAME specifies an external file that is
not accessible after the completion of the main program (a temporary file). A null
string for FORM specifies the use of the default options of the implementation for
the extemai file.

3

The exception STATUS_ERROR is raised if the given file is already open. The
exception NAM E_ERROR is raised if the string given as NAME does not allow the
identification of an external file. The except;on USE_ ERROR is raised if, for the
specified mode, the environment does not support creation of an externai fiie with
the given name (in the absence of NAME_ ERROR ) and form.

4

procoduro OPEN( FILE :
MODE
NAME
FORM

in out FILE-lYPE;
: in FILE_MODE;
: In STRING;
: in STRING := ““);

Associates the given file with an existing external fiie having the given name and
form, and sets the current mode of the given file to the given mode. The given file
is ieft open.

6
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The exception STATUS_ ERROR is raised if the given file IS already open. The exception
NAM E_ERROR is raised if the stdng given as NAME does not allow the identification of an external
file; in patiicular, this exception is reise~ If no external file with the given name exists. The exception uSLERROR
is raised if, for the specified mode, the environment does not support opening for
an external file with the given name (In the absence of NAME_ ERROR ) and form.

7

procedure

CLOSE(FILE

: in

out

FILE_TYPE);

Severs the association
given

The exception

la

procedure

fl

the given file and its associated external file. The

between

file is left closed.

DELETE(FILE

STATUS_

: in

out

ERROR

is raised

if the

given file is not open.

FILE_TYPE);

12

Deletes the externai file associated with the given file. The given file is closed, end
the external file ceases to exist.

13

The exception STATuS_ERROR

is reised if the given file is not open. The exception

USE_ ERROR is raised if (es fully defined
is not suppo~ed
by the environment.

procedure

14

proceduro
Is

.

RESET(FILE
RESET(FILE

: in
: in

out
out

FILE-TYPE;
FILE_TYPE);

MODE

in Appendix

: irt

F) deietion

of the external

file

FILE_ MODE);

Resets the given file so that reading from or writing to its elements can be
restarted from the beginning of the file; in particular, for direct access this means
that the current index is set to one. If a MODE parameter is supplied, the current
mode of the given file is set to the given mode.
The

exception

STATUS-ERROR

is raised

if the file is not open. The

exception

USE_ ERROR is raised if the environment
does not support resetting for the externai
fiie and, aiso, if the environment does not support resetting to the specified mode

for the external file.

17

function

MODE(FILE

: in FILLVPE)

Returns

19

The exception STATUS_EflROR

function NAME(FILE

FILE_ MODE:

mode of the given file.

la

al

the current

rotum

: in FILE_TYPEl

is raised

if the file is not open.

rstum STRING;

21

Returns a string which uniquely identifies the external file currently associated with
the given file (and may thus be used in an Op~N operation). If an environment
aliows alternative specifications of the name (for example, abbreviations), the string returned by the function should correspond to a full specification of the nar’ne!

22

The exception ST’ATU&ERRC)R is raised if the given file is not open.

4 6A
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tunction

:

FORM(FILE

FILE_WPE)

h

rotum

STRING;

23

Returns the form string for the external file currently associated with the given file.
tf an environment allows alternative specifications of the form (for example,
abbreviations using default options), the string returned by the function should correspond to a full specification (that is, it should indicate explicitly all options
selected, including default options).
STATuS_ERROR

The exception

function

lS_OPEN(FILE

: In FILE_WPE)

is raised if the given file is not open.

return

2s

26

BOOLEAN;

Returns TRUE if the file is open (that is, if h is associated with an external file),
othewise returns FALSE.
~de~@t?c@s.’ current mode
file_mode

14.22

14.4,

open file

Soquontkl

type 14,1, form string 14,1, inou~file
14,1,

ou~file

14,1,

14.2.4,

status_ error exception

mode 14.1, name string 14,1, name_er14,4,

uae_error

exception

14,4

Input-Output

The operations available for sequential input and output are described in this section. The exception STATUS_ ERROR is raised if any of these operations is attempted for a file that is not open.

--

READ(FILE

:

FILQTYPE;

in

ITEM : out ELEMENT_RPE);

1

2

operatea on a file of mode IN-FILE. Read, an element from the givm’ fllo, and
returns the value of this element In the ITEM parameter,

3

The exoeption MODLERROR
is raised if the mode Is not tN_FILE. The exception
END_ERROR is raiaed if no more eiements can be read from the given file. The
is raised
if the element
read cannot
be interpreted
8s a
exception DAT&ERROR

4

value
this

of the
check

type

ELEMENT_nPE

If performing

WRITE(FILE

pmodum

n

14,1, current size 14,1, closed file 14.1, direct access 14.2, external file 14.1, file 14,1,

type 14,1, file_type

ror exception

24

:

in

; however,

an implementation

1s allowed

to omit

the check is too complex.

FILE_TYPE;

ITEM

: in ELEMENT_7WE);

5

operates on a fiie of mode OUT_FILE. Writes the value of ITEM to the given file.

6

Tha exception MO DE_ERROR is raised if the mode is not OUT_ FILE. The exception
USQERROR is raised if the capacity of the external flie is exceeded.

7

function END_OF_FiLE(FILE

: in FiL~lYPE)

return BOOLEAN;

Operates on a file of mode Ifu_FiLE. Returns TRUE if no more elements can be read
fmm the given file; otherwlae returnu FALSE t
The exception MODE_ ERROR is raised if the mode is not lN_FILE.
Ru&mnces:
14.1,

deta_enor .xoqtkm

fiie 14.1,

file mode

exception 14.4, u8e-error

14-6

14,1,

14,4, .Iomont

flktype

14,1,

14,1,

in_file

●kmen~type
14.1,

mode_error

●xception

14,4,

●xtorml

14.4, out_flle

14.1,

st.tu~error

14,1, encbrror
exception

10
fiie

cxc.ption 14.4
Setwentid

lnwt-Outwt

14.2.2

11
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Menud

of tho Packago Sequentlal_10

with lo_ Exceptions;
gmadc
wpa ELEMENT_lVPE
it privat.;
package
SE(2UENTlAl,_10
is
type

FILE_TYPE

is

Iimitad prtv8to;

typa

FILE_MODE

is

(lN_FILE, OUT_ FILE);

--

File

management

procadura

CREATE (FILE
MODE
NAME
FORM

:
:
:
:

in out FILE_lVPE;
in FILE_MODE
:= OUT_ FILE;
in STRING := ‘“;
In STRING := “-);

procadure

OPEN

(FILE
MODE
NAME
FORM

:
:
:
:

in
in
in
in

proaodw
pmodwo
procadum
~um

CLOSE
DELETE
RESET
RESET

(FILE
(FiLE
(FILE
(F~LE

:
:
:
:

out FILE_~PE:
FILE_MODE ;
STRING;
STRING := ‘-);

in out FILETYPE):
in out FiLEIYPE);
in out

FIL~~PE;

MODE

: in F1l.~MODE):

h out FILEWPE);

function MODE
function NAME
function FOR M

(FILE : in FILLTYPE) mtum FILE_MOOE;
(FILE : in FILE_TYPE) mum STRING;
(FILE : In FILE-TYPE) mtum STRING;

function lS_OPEN

(FILE : in FILE_lYPE)

mtum BOOLEAN;

-- input and output operations
(FiLE : in FILE_TYPE;
(FILE
: in FILE_lYPE;

wouadura READ
pmcadura
function

WRITE

ENO_OF_FILE(FILE

:

ITEM

: out

ELEMENT_~PE):

ITEM : In ELEMENT-~PE);

m FILE_TYPE) mtum BOOLEAN;

-- Exceptions
STATUS_ERROR
MODaERROR
NAME_ERROR
USE_ERROR
DEVICE_ERROR
END_ERROR
DATLLERROR

: ●xcloptkm

rormmos

: axcoption

ronamos
ranmws
renames
rarwmae
ronomoe
ranamae

:

●xcoption

: .xcoption
:
:
:

●xcoption
●xcoption
●xcoption

10_ EXCEPTtONS.STATUS_ ERROR;
iO-EXCEPTIONS.MOD~
ERROR;
10_ EXCEPTIONS. NAME-ERROR;
10_ EXCEPTIONS, USE_ERROR;
10_ EXCEPTIONS. DEVICUERROR;
10-EXCEPTiOfUS. END_ERROf7;
10_ EXCEPTIONS. DAT&ERROR;

@v&to
impiernentation-dependent
ond SEQUENTIA~lO;

,.!,

.,

-,

.

.,,

-

*#u
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Retinw?ces.’
dovice_error

close procedure
exception

14.4,

14.2.1,
end_error

create procedure
exception

14.4,

14.2.1,

data-error

end-of-file

exception

function

14.2.2.

14.4, delete
file-mode

proadur.

14.1. fila_typo

1983
14.2.1,

a

14.1,

14.2.1, in-fi(e 14.1 t io_eXce@iom 14.4, i~open function 14.2.1, mode fufmtio~ 14M.1, mode-orrw
.xc.ption 14.4, name function 14.2.1, nam~-error exception 14.4, Open procedure 14.2.1, ouLfilo 14.1, read
proc.dure 14.2.2, reset orocedure 14.2.1, sequential-lo ~ackage 14.2 14.2.2, ctatus-error exception 14.4, uso_error
.xception 14.4. write procedure 14.2.2,

form function

?4.2.4

Direct Input-Output

The operations available for direct input and output are described in this section. The exception
STATUS_ ERROR is raised if any of these operations is attempted for a file that is not open.
prowdura

READ(FILE

: In FILE_TYPE;

proueduro

READ(FILE

: in FILE_TYPE;

pmcduro

ITEM
FROM
ITEM

: out
: tn
: out

ELEMENT_TYPE;
POSITIVE_COU NT);
ELEMENT_lYPE);

t

2

Operates on a file of mode lN_FILE or lNOUT_FILE. In the case of the first form,
sets the current index of the given file to the index value given by the parameter
FROM. Then (for both forms) returns, in the parameter ITEM, the value of the
element whose position in the given file is specified by the current index of the file;
finally, increases the current index by one.

s

The exception MODCERROR
is raised if the mode of the given file is OUT_FILE.
The exception EN D_ERROR is raised if the index to be used exceeds the ake of the
externai fiie. The exception DAT#LERROR is raised if the element read cannot be
interpreted as a value of the type ELEMENT_TYPE; however, an implementation la
aliowed to omit this check if petiorming the check is too complex.

q

WRITE(FILE

s

rMOCWJUmWRITE(FILE

: In FILLIYPE:
: in FiLC~pE;

ITEM
TO
ITEM

: In ELEMENT-TYPE;
: in POSiTIVE_COUNT);
: in ELEMENT_wPE);

Operates on a fiie of mode lNOUT_FILE or OUT_ FILE. in the case of the first form,
sets the index of the given file to the index vaiue given by the parameter
TO. Then
(for both forms) give$ the value of the parameter
ITEM to the eiement
whose
finally,
position
in the given file is specified by the current index of the file;

.

increases the current index by one.
The exception MODE_ERROR is raiaed if the mode of the given fiie is IN_FILE. The
exception us ~ERROR is raised if the capacity of the external flie is exceeded,

~m

SH_lNDEX(FILE

: in FiLC?YPE;

TO : in POSfTIVE_COUNT);

Operates on a file of any mode. Sets the currant index of the given file to the given
index value (which may exceed the current size of the file).

fwwtbn

INDEX(FILE

Operates

14.7

: in FILE-TYPE)

return

POSITfVE_COUNT;

on a file of any mode. Returns the current index of the given file.

T

a
.

10
11
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return COUNT;

Operates on a file of any mode. Returns the current size of the external file that 18
associated with the given file.

13

function

n

EN D_OF_Fl

LE(FILE

: in

FILE_lVPE)

return

BOOLEAN:

\5

Operates on a file of mode lN_FILE or lNOUT_FILE. Returns TRUE if the current
index exceeds the size of the external file; othewise returns FALSE.

t6

The exception

17

MODLERROR

is raised if the mode of the given file is OUT_FILE,

References.’

count

elemen~type

14.1, end_error .xception 14.4, oxtomal WI 14.1, fil.

index 14.2,
14.4,

type

inout_file

use_error

14.2,

current

14, 1, rnod._error

exception

FILE_lYPE

Is

FILE_MODE
COUNT

subtype

POSITWECOUNT

File

exception

current

size

14.2,

dauorror

exception

14.4, open file 14.1,

po$itive_count

is (l N_FILE, lNOUT_FILE, OUT-FILE);
k mngo O .. imp{erruntotiond?finod;
r-

1 .. COUNriAST:

management

wocodura

CREATE

: in

( FILE

MODE
NAME
FORM
procedure

OPEN

( FILE
MODE
NAME
FORM

procoduro
-H
procedure
procedwo

CLOSE
DELETE
RESET
RESET

(FILE
(FILE
(FILE
(FILE

:
:
:
:

out

FILE_lYPE;

: in FIL&MODE
:= INOUT-FILE;
: 10 STRING := ‘-;
: in STRING := “-);
:
:
:
:
!n
In
In
in

in out FILE_?YPE;
In FILE_MODE;
in STRING;
in STRING
:= ““);

out
out
out
out

FiL~7YPE);
FILLTYPE):
FILLTYPE;
FI LE.-~PE);

MODE

: in FILE_MODE);

function
function
function

MODE
NAM E
FORM

(FILE : h FILE~PE)
(FiLE : b FILL7WE)
(FILE : In FiLCIYPE)

-m
E
mtum

FiLUMODE;
STRINC3;
STRING;

function

lS_OPEN

(FILE : In FILETYPE)

mtum

BOOLEAN;

alemant

14.1,

14.1, hdlle

14.1,

14.3, status_orror

fMiV8tO;

ls COUNT

14.4,

14.1, We mode 14.1, filodypo

b Iirnitod pdvoto;

Ww

--

14.2,

14.4

with IO_ EXCEPTIONS;
generic
type ELEMENT_’WPE
package DIR ECT_10 Is
type

Ind.x

●xcoption
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Input

and

~odum

prooodure
procedure

prooodure

output

1983

operations

READ
READ

(FILE
(FILE

: in FILE_~PE;
: In FILLTYPE;

ITEM
ITEM

: out
: out

ELEMENT_TVPE:
ELEMENT-WPE):

WRITE
WRITE

(FILE
(FILE

: in FILE_lVPE;
: in FILE.IVPE;

ITEM
ITEM

ELEMEiUT_TYPE;
: In
: In ELEMENT_TYPE):

FROM

TO

: POSITIVE_COUNT);

: POSITIVE_COUNT);

prooedure SET_lNDEX(Fi LE : in FiLE_’lYPE; TO : in POSITIVE_COUNT);
function
function

INDEX
SIZE

function

EN D_OF_FILE

--

(FILE
(FILE

: in
: In

FlLE_7YPE)
FiLE_lYPE)

[FiLE

return
rotum

: In Fll&TYPE)

POSiTiVE_COUNT;
COUNT;

return BOOLEAN;

Exceptions

: ●xcaptlon
: ●xuspthm
: ●xcoption
: exeepth
: ●xsepdon
: ●xceptlon
: ●xuepden

STATUS_ER ROR
MOOE_ERROR
NAMLERROR
USUERROR
DEViCLERROR
END_ERROR
DAT&ERROR

mnsmoa

renames
rwwm.s
rensm,a
rsnsrnas
rensmes
rwwmes

iO_EXCEPTiONS.STATUS_ER
ROR:
iO-Exceptions.MODLERROR;
iO_EXCEPTIONS.NAM
LERROR:
10_EXCEPTiOhiS. US~ERROR;
10_EXCEPTiOfUS. DEVICE_ERROR;
iO_EXCEPTIONS.END_
ERROR;
iO_EXCEPTiONS.DAT&ERROR;

private
--

implementation-dependent
DiRECT_lO:

end

~eft?rences
defaul~rnode

close
14.2.5,

tion f 4.4, end_of_file

procedure

14.2,1,

count

type

delete procedure

14.2.1,

dovico_orror

function

14.2,4,

fllo_mode

14.2,

14.2.6,

crest.

p~dure

●xcoptlon

file-type

14.2.1,

data_wror

14.4, ebmen~type

14.2.4,

form function

14.2.4,
14.2.1,

exception

14,4,

a

●nd_emor ●xcop-

in-file

14.2.4,

Index

function
14.2.1, mode-error exception 14.4, name function 14.2.1, nam@_error.xceptbn 14.4, open procedure 14.2,1, ou~file 14.2.1, read procedure 14.2.4, .etindex prooodure 14,2.4, cke function 14.2,4, statua_error excaptkm 14.4,
uscumor exception 14.4, write procedure 14.2,4 14.2.1

function

14.3

14.2.4,

inouU!le

14.2,4

14.2.1,

Iqceptbno

package

14.4,

Lopen

function

14.2.1,

mode

Text Input-output

This section describes
the package
TExT-iO,
which provides facilities for input and output in
human-readable
form.
Each fiie is read or written
sequentially,
es a sequence
of characters
grouped into iines, and as a sequence of lines grouped into pages. The specification of the package

is given beiow in section

I

14.3.10.

The facilities for file management given above, in .sectionu 14,2,1 and 14,2.2, are available for text
input-output.
In place of READ and WRITE, however, there are procedures GET and PUT that
input vaiues of suitabie types from text files, and output vaiuea to them. These values are provided
to the PUT procedures, and returned by the G=
procedures, in a pamrneter ITEM.
Several
overloaded procedures of these names exict, for different types of ITEM. ~ese Gm procedures
anaiyze the input sequences of characters ae loxloai .Iement$ (see Chapter 2) and return the corresponding values; the PUT proadures output the given value$ as appropriate lexical elements.
Procedures GET and PUT are also avallabio that input and output individual characters treated as
character vaiues rather than as iexical eiements.

2
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In addition
operate
type
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to the procedures

on text
STRING.

files,

analogous

These

GET

procedures

sequences as their counterparts
4

and

PUT

procedures

Ada Reference Manual

for numeric and enumeration

aro provided

that

read

from

perform the same analysis
which have a file parameter.

types of ITEM

and write

th8t

to a parttmeter

and composition

of

of character

For all G ET and P(JT procedures that operate on text files, end for many other subprograms, there
Each such GET procedure operates on an input file,
are forms with and without a file parameter.
and each such PUT proced~re
operates
on an output file. If no file is specified,
a default
input file or
a default

output

file

is used.

of program
execution
the default
input and output files are the so-called standard
input file and standard output file, These files are open, have respectively the current modes
with two implementation-defined
external files.
IN_Ff LE and OUT_ FILE, and are associated
Procedures are provided to change the current default input file and the current default output file.

5

At the beginning

6

From a logical point of view, a text file is a sequence of pages, a page is a sequence of lines, and a
is a sequence
of characters;
the end of a line is marked
by a /ine terminator;
the end of a page
is marked by the combination of a line terminator immediately followed by a page terminator;
and
the end of a file is marked by the combination of a line terminator immediately followed by a page
terminator and then a fl/e terminator. Terminators are generated during output; either by calls of
procedures provided expressly for that purpose: or implicitly as part of other operations, for example, when a bounded line length, e bounded page length, or both, have been specified for a file.
line

1

actual
nature
of terminators
is not defined by the language and hence depends on the
implementation.
Although
terminators
are recognized
or generated
by certain of the procedures
as characters or as sequences of characters.
that follow, they are not necessarily
implemented
The

Whether they are characters (and if so which ones) in any particular implementation need not concern a user who neither explicitly outputs nor explicitly inputs control characters, The effect of
input or output of control characters (other than horizontal tabulation) is not defined by the
lanQuage.
8

The characters of a line are numbered, sta~ing from one; the number of a character is called ha
co}umn number.
For a line terminator, a column number is also defined: it is onq more than the
number of characters
in the line.
The lines of a page, and the pages of a file, are similarly
numbered.
The current column number is the column number of the next character or line terminator to be transferred.
The current /ine number is the number of the current line. The current
These numbers are values of the subtype
page number
is the number of the current page.
POSITIVE_
COUNT
of the type
indicate
special
conditions).

COUNT

(by convention,

the value

zero

of the type

COUNT

is used

to

type COUNT is range O .. implementation-defined:
subtype
pOSiTIVE_COU NT is COUNT mngo 1 .. COUNT IAST:
9

Jo

For an output file, a maximum
line length can be specified and a meximum
page /ength can be
specified. If a value to be output cannot fit on the current line, for a specified maximum line length,
then a new line is automatically started before the value is output; if, further, this new line cannot
fit on the current page, for a specified maximum page length, then a new page Is automatically
started before the value is output. Functions are provided to determine the maximum Ilne length
and the maximum page iength. When a file is opened with mode OUT_Fl LE, both values are zero:
and page lengths are unbounded (Consequen~y,
by convention,
thiti means
that the Ilne lengths
output consists of a single line if the subprogram for explicit control of iine and page structure are
not used, ) The constant UNBOUNDED IS provided for this purpoee.
References: count type 14.3.10,
file 14 1, get procedure
stendard

.

14.3.5,

input file 14.3.2,

default current

Inputfile 14,3.2, default current output file 14.3.2, exterrml file 14.1,

in_file 14.1, ou~file

standard

.-.

output

14.1. put procedure

file 14.3.2

. .

.

-.. .

14.3.5,

read. 14.2.2.

sequential access 14.1,

–
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The only allowed file modes for text files are the modes lN_FILE and OUT_ FILE. The subprograms
given in section 14.2.1 for the control of externel flies, and the function END_OF-FILE given in
section 14.2.2 for sequential input-output, are 81s0 available for text files. There is also a version of
END_OF_FILE that refers to the current default input file. For text files, the procedures have the following additional effects:
.

For the procedures
length

and

line

CREATE

length

and

OPEN

are unbounded

file with mode IN_FILE or OUT_FILE,
numbers are set to one.
●

For the procedure

CLOSE:

: After

{both

opening

have

the

a file

the current column,

If the file has the current

mode

For the procedure

RESET:

If the file has the current

mode

mode

OUT_ FILE,

the

page

2

zero). After opening a
current line, and current page
value

C)UT_ FILE, has the effect

NEVV_PAGE, unless the current page is already terminated;
●

with

conventional

of calling

3

then outputs a file terminator.

OUT-FILE,

has the effect

of calling

4

NEW_PAGE, unless the current page is already terminated;
then outputs a file terminator.
If
the new file mode is OUT_FILE, the page and line lengths are unbounded. For all modes, the

current column, line, and page numbers

ate set to one.

The exception MODaERROR
is raised by the procedure RES~ upon an attempt to change the
mode of a file that is either the current default input file, or the current default output file.
Rcfsmnces:
number

craete procedure 14.2.1, current column number 14.3, cumont dofsult

14.3, currant page number

14.3,

in_fila

14.3,

meet procodure

14.3.2

14.1,

14.3, ●nd_of_flle

line Iongth 14.3,

mode~rror

input fil. 14.3, current Me

14.3. ●xtornal fllo 14.1, file 14.1, fllo mode 14,1, filo torrninstor

@xcopt&n

14.4, opal

pmoodwe

14.2.1,

ouLfile

14.1,

pogo bgngttl

14.2.1

Defautt Input ●nd Output Files

The following subprograms provide for the control of the particular default files that are used when
a file parameter is omitted from a GET, PUT or other operation of text input-output described
below.

proceduro SH_lNPUT(FILE

: in FILLTYPE);

Operates on a file of mode IN-FILE.

2

Sets the current default input fiie to FILE.

The exception STATUS_ERROR is raised if the given file is not open. The exception
MODCERROR is raised if the mode of the given file is not lNFILE.

prmcorhm S=_OUTPUT(FILE

I

: in FIL~~PE);

Operates on a fiie of mode OUT_FILE. sets the current default output file to FILE.
The exception STATUS_EItROR is raised if the given file is not open. The exception
MODE_ERROR is raised if the mode of the given flie is not OUT_FILE.

3

4
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8

function STANDARD-INPUT
Returns

9

function

w

Returns

function

12

Returns

function

rotum

the current

CUR RENT_OUTPUT
Returns

15

the

fiie [Bee ~ 4.3).

input

return

the standard

CURRENT_ lNPUT

13

14

the standard

STAN DAR D_OUTPUT

11

FILE._TYPE;

rotum

FILE_TYPE;

output

14,3).

FILE_lYPE:
default

return

current

file (see

input

file.

FI LE_lYPE:

defauit

output

fiie.

Note:

standard input and the standard output fries cannot be opened, closed, reset, or deleted,
because the parameter FILE of the corresponding procedures has the mode In out,

*

The

$7

References.’ current default file 14.3, dofeult file 14.3, file_typo 14.1, got procedure14.3.5, nmde_arrorexception
14.4, put procedure 14.3.5, status_orrorexception 14,4
14.3.3

1

2

of lJne and Pago Lengths

Specification

The subprograms described in this section are concerned with the line and page structure of a flie
of mode OUT_FI LE. They operate either on the file given as the first parameter, or, in the absence
of such a file parameter, on the current defauit output fiie. They provide for output of text with a
specified maximum line length or page length. in these cases, line and page terminators are output implicitly and automatically when needed. When line and page iengths are unbounded (that is,
when they have the conventional vaiue zero), as in the case of a newiy opened fiie, new iines and
new pages are only statied when explicitly called for.
in all cases, the exception STATUS_ ERROR is raised if the file to be used is not open; the exception
MODE_ ERROR is raised if the mode of the file is not OUT_FILE.

procedure
procedure

3

SET_ LINE_LENGTH(FILE
SET_LiNE_LENGTH(TO

: in FILE_lYPE;
: In COUNT);

TO

: in COUNT);

4

Sets the maximum
characters
specified
length.

s

is raised if the specified line length is inappropriate for
The exception US~ERROR
the associated external file.

., ..-

——
=s==-

—&

&--

.,.

.-

-— .-

-—-—=

.

-

r

——-e

I

,0

.—

iine iength of the specified
output fiie to the number of
line
The vaiue zero for TO specifies an unbounded
by TO.

——>..

m ,, .. ..
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—
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—
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procedurs

SET-PAGLLENGTH

(FILE
(TO

procodurs SET.PAGELENGTH

: in FIL~lYPE;
: In COUNT);

TO

: in COUNT):

6

Sets the maximum page length of the specified output fiie to the number of lines
specified by TO. The value zero for TO specifies an unbounded page length.
The exception USE_ ERROR is raiged if the specified
the associated

function

furwtion

external

is inappropriate

for

8

file.

: in FiLEIVPE)
LiNELENGTi4(FlLE
LINE_ LENGTH mtum COUNT;
Returns

page iength

7

the maximum
line length
k unbounded.

rotum

COUNT;

currentiy

9

set for the specified

output

fiie, or zero

II

if the line length

function PAGE_LENGTH(FiLE
function

PAGE_LENGTH
Returns

: in FiLE_lYPE)

rotum

rotum

COUNT;

n

COUNT;

the maximum

page iength

currently

set for the specified

output

file, or zero

L!

14.1, line 14.3.

t3

if the page length is unbounded.

References:

count type 14.3, current default output file 14.3,

line length 14.3, line terminator
14.4,

open file 14.1, ouMle

unbounded

14.3.4

page length

opomtiorw

14.3,

14.3, maximum

14.1, pago 14.3, page length
use-error

external file 14.1, file 14.1, file-type

line length 14.3, maximum

exception

page length 14.3, mode_error

14.3, page terminator

exception

14.3,status_error exception 14.4,

14.4

on Cdurmw, lima, ond Pages

The subprograms described in this section provide for explicit
they operate either on the fiie given as the first parameter,
parameter, on the appropriate (input or output) current default
is raised by any of these subprograms if the file to be used

control of iine and page structure;
or, in the absence of such a file
fiie. The exception STATUS_ ERROR
is not open.

procoduro
NEW_LINE(FiLE : in FILE_TYPE; SPACiNG : in POSITiVE_COUNT
procodura NEW_LiNE(SPACiNG : in POSITIVE_COU NT := 1);

:=

1);

Operates on a fiie of mOde OUT-FiLE.
For a SPACING of one:
Outputs a line terminator and sets the current column
number to one. Then increments the current line number by one, except in the case
that the current iine number is already greater than or equal to the maximum page
iength, for a bounded page length; in that case a page terminator is output, the
current page number is incremented by one, and the current line number is set to
one.

For a SPACING

greater than one, the above actions are performed SPACiNG times.

The exception MQD~ERROR

is raised if the mode is not OUT_FILE.

3

4
5
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: In POSITIVE_COUNT

:=

1);

:= 1);

Operates on a file of mode lN_FILE ~

7

Reads and discards a!l characters
until a line terminator
For a SPACING of one:
has been read, and then sets the current column number to one. If the line terminator is not immediately
followed by a page terminator,
the current line number
is incremented
by one. Otherwise,
if the line terminator is immediately foliowed by

8

a page terminator, then the page terminator is skipped, the current page number is
incremented by one, and tht! current iine number is set to one.
For a SPACING
The exception
END-ERROR

function
functkm

greater
MODE_

is raised

than one, the above actions are performed
ERROR
if an

is raised
attempt

: In FILLIYPE)
END_OF_LINE(FILE
EN D_OF_LINE
r.tum
BOOLEAN:

if the

is made

rotwn

mode
to

is not

read

M

pmcoduro NEVV_PAGE(FILE :
~m

h

IN_ FILE.

The

times.

exception

terminator.

BOOLEAN;

Operates on a file of mode IN_ FILE. Returns TRUE jf
terminator is next; othewise returns FALSE.
The exception MOD~ERROR

a file

SPACING

is raised if the m~e

a line terminator

or e file

is not lN_FILE.

FILE-TYPE);

NEW-PAGE;

ls

Operates on a file of mode OUT_FILE. Outputs a line term~nator if the current line Is
not terminated, or if the current page is empty (that is, if the current column and
line numbers are both equai to one). Then outputs a page terminator, which terAdds one to the current page number and sets the curminates the current page,
rent column and line numbers to one.

!e

The exception

1?

procodwe
prooduro

SKIP_PAGE(FILE
SKiP_PAGE ;

MODaERROR

is raised if the mode is not OUT–FILE.

: in FILE_lYPE);

Operates on a fiie of mode IN_FILE. Reads and discards all characters and Ilno
terminators until a page terminator has been read. Then adds one to the current
page number, and sets the current column and iine numbers to one.
The exception
MODLERROR
is raised if the mode is not lN_FILE. The excePtiOn
EN D_ ERROR is raised if an attempt
is made to read a file terminator.

14-14

1-

w—

r—––—
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function END_OF_PAGE(FILE
funcdon END_OF_PAGE

:

in

FILLIYPE)

return

!5A
l=

BOOLEAN;

20

return BOOLEAN;

Operates on a file of mode lN_FILE. Returns TRUE if the combination of a Ilno
and a page terminator is next, or if a fiie terminator is next; othemvise
terminator

21

returns FALSE.
The exception MODCERROR

is raised if the mode is not lN_FILE.

function END_OF-FILE(FILE : h FILE_~PE)
function END_OF_FILE return BOOLEAN;

return BOOLEAN;

23

Operates on a file of mode IN-FILE. Returns TRUE if a fiie terminator is next, or if
the combination of a line, a page, and a file terminator is next;otherwise returns
FALSEo

M

The exception MODaERROR

25

is raised if the mode is not IN_ FILE.

The foliowing subprograms provide for the control of the current position of reading or writing in a
file. In all cases, the default file is the current output fiie.
~
~um

22

SET-COL(FILE
S=_COL(TO

: In FILE_TYPE; TO : in POSITIVE_COUNT);
: In POSITIVE_COUNT);

26

27

[f the fiie mode is OUT_FILE:

m

If the vaiue apecifled by TO is greeter than the current column number,
outputs spacea, adding one to the current coiumn number after each
space, untii the current column number equals the specified value. If the
vaiue specified by TO is equal to the current column number, there ie no
effect, If the value specified by TO is iess than the current coiumn number,
hag the effect of calling NEW_LINE [with a spacing of one), then outputo
(TO -1 ) spaces, and =ts the cuwent coiumn number to the specified vaiue.

29

The exception
lAYOUT-ERROR
is raised if the vaiue specified by TO
exceeds LIN~LENGTH
when the iine ien~th is bounded Ithat iu, when it
does not have the conventional value zero).

30

If the file mode is lN_FiLE:

m

Reada (and discards) individual characters, iine terminators, and page terminators, until the next character to be read has a coiumn number that
equais the vaiue specified by TO; there is no effect if the current coiumn
number aiready equais this value. Each transfer of a character or terminator maintains the current column, iine, and page numbers in the same
way as a GET procedure (see 14.3.5). (Short lines wlli be skipped untii a
line ia reached that has a character at the specified coiumn position.)
The exception
terminator.

iS raised if an attempt

END_ERROR

,

n.

,,

n

-.,

.,,

W.

------

.-

=-------

.

is made to read a file

32

S2
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TO : in POSITIVE_COUNT):
. in FILE_WPE,
: in POSITWE_COUfUT);

SET_ LiNE(FILE
SET_ LINE(TO

If the file mode
If the

- 18? U

is OUT_FILE
value

effect

of

:

soecified

by TO

repeatedly

is greeter

calling

than

NEW_LINE

the current

(with

line number,

a spacing

has the

of one),

until

the

line number equals the specified value. If the value specified by TO
is equal to the current line number, there is no effect. If the value specified
line number,
has the effect of calling
bv TO is less than the current
NEVV._PAGE followed by a call of NEW_LINE with a spacing equal to (TO 1),

current

The

37

exception

exceeds

not have

does

If the

38

UYOUT_ERROR

PAGE_ LENGTH

mode

is lN_FILE

is

when

the

if

length

the

value

specified

is bounded

(that

by

TO

is, when

it

value zero).

the conventional

:

Has the effect of repeatedly
calling
equals the
the current
line number

39

raised

page

SK IP_LINE

(with

a spacing

of one),

unt[l

there is no effect
if the current line number already equals this value. (Short pages will be
skipped until a page Is reached that hass Iina at the specified line position.)
The exception
terminator.

40

.
fwumon
function

41

COL(FILE : In FILE-WPE)
mtum
COL return POSITIVE_COUNT;

42

Returns

43

The exception

44

function
function

the current

Returns

46

The

function
function

49

The

The

column

number,

consequence
do

not

of the

cause

exception

any

line
input

UYOUT_ERROR

to
if the

-,

I19111W

Uc?f

TV*UU

page

number,
or output

“W.

or

be

is raised

page

number

>,.,

.J

-..

If this

are

many

However,

raised.

p”,.

If this

number

exceeds

COUNTIAST.

exceeds

COUNrU4ST.

exceed

COUNTLAST

number.

corresponding

r-”

COUNT’lAST.

POSITIVE_COUNT;

of sufficiently

P .,

.19U

exceeds

POSITIVE_ COUNT;

is raised

LAYOIJT_ERROR

exception

.,,

Icauullutllu

current

exception

to read a file

line number.

lAYOUT_ERROR

the

is made

numb.

PAGE(FILE
: in FiLE_~PE)
~m
PAGE
return
POSITIVE_COUNT;
Returns

if an attempt

LAYOUT_ ERFIOR is raised if this number

the current

exception

48

50

coiumn

is raised

POSITIVLCOUNT;

LINE(FI LE
: in FI LE_VPE)
return
LINE return POSITIVE_COUNT;

45

47

EN D_ ERROR

value specified by TO;

allowed

to

characters,
a call

number

number

exceeds

lines,

of

COL,

or pages).

LINE,

or

(89

These

PAGE

raises

.=

the

COUNTUST.
14-16

~meea
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. .
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—
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Note:

A page terminator is always skipped whenever
implementation
may represent the combination
provided that it is properly recognized at input.
/?efew?ces.

current column number

14.3, end_error

exception

14.3,

current default file 14.3, current line number

14.4, file 14,1, file terminator

tion 14.4, line 14.3, line number

the preceding line terminator is skipped. An
of these terminators by a single character,

14.3, line terminator

14.3, get procedure
14.3, maximum

open file 14.1, page 14.3, page length 14.3, page terminator

14.3.5

14.3.5,

in-file

Y

52

14.3, current page number
14.1, hwou~error

page length 14.3, mode_error

exception

14.3, positive count 14.3, status_ error exception

excep14.4,
14.4

Get and Put Proceduro8

The procedures GET and PUT for items of the types CHARACTER, STRING, numeric types, and
enumeration types are described in subsequent sections. Features of these procedures that are
common to most of these types are described in this section! The GET and PUT procedures for
items of type CHARACTER and STRING deal with Individual character values; the GET and PUT
types treat the items as lexical elements.
procedures for numeric and enumeration

1

All procedures GET and PUT have forms with a file parameter,
written first. Where this parameter
is omitted, the appropriate
(input or output) current default file is understood to be specified. Each
Each procedure
PUT operates on a file of
procedure GET operates on a file of mode lN_FILE.
mode OUT_FILE.

2

All procedures G= and PUT maintain the current column, line, and page numbers of the specified
file: the effect of each of these procedures upon these numbers is the resultant of the effects of
individual transfers of characters and of individual output or skipping of terminators. Each trensfer
of a character adds one to the current column number. Each output of a line terminator sets the
Each output of a page
current column number to one and adds one to the current line number.
terminator sets the current column and line numbers to one and adds one to the current page
number, For input, each skipping of a line terminator sets the current column number to one and
adds one to the current line number; each skipping of a page terminator sets the current column
and line numbers to one and adds one to the current page number. Similar considerations apply to
the procedures GET_LINE, PUT_ LINE, and SET_COL.

s

have format parblmeters
subtype FIELD of the type

d

Input-output of enumeration values uses the syntax of the corresponding lexical elements. Any
GET procedure for an enumeration type begins by skipping any leading blanks, or line or page terminators; a bhmk being defined as a space or a horizontal tabulation character. Next, characters
are input only so long as the sequence input is an initial sequence of an identifier or of a character
literal (in particular, input ceases when a line terminator is encountered). The character or line terminator that causes input to cease remains available for subsequent input.

s

For a numeric type, the GET procedures have a format parameter cal!ed WIDTH, [f the value given
this parameter
is zero, the GET procedure proceeds in the same manner as for enumeration
types, but using the syntax of numeric Iiterals Instead of that of enumeration Iiterals. If a nonzero
value is given, then exactly WIDTH characters are input, or the characters up to a line terminator,
whichever comes first; any skipped leading blanks are included in the count. The syntax used for
numeric Iiterals is an extended syntax that allows a leading sign (but no intervening bianks, or line
or page terminators).

6

for numeric
Several GET and PUT procedures,
which specify field iengths; these parameters
INTEGER.

and

enumeration

types,

are of the nonnegative

for

.

&-——

A

1-

1,.

i.
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Any PUT procedure, for an item of a numeric or an enumeration type, outputs the value of the item
as a numeric iiterai, identifier, or character iiterai, as appropriate.
This is preceded by ieadlng
spaces if required by the format parameters WIDTH or FORE (as described in later ttections), and
then a minus sign for a negative value; for an enumeration type, the spaces follow instead of
ieading. The format given for a PUT procedure is overridden if it IS inaufficientiy wide.
for numeric
and enumeration types, if the iine length of
Two further cases arise for PUT procedures
the specified output fiie is bounded (that is, If h does not have the conventional vaiue zero). If the
number of characters to be output does not exceed the maximum line iength, but is such that they
cannot fit on the current iine, stafiing from the current column, then (in effect) NEW_LINE is called
(with a spacing of one) before output of the item. Otherwise, if the number of characters exceeds
the maximum line iength, then the exception UIYOUT_ERROR is raised and no characters are
output.

STATUS_ERROR
k raised by any of the procedures GH,
GET_LINE,
PUT, and
The exception MODEERROR
is raised by the
if the fiie to be used is not open.

The exception
PUT_LINE

procedures GET and GH_LiNE
If the mode of the file to be used is not iN_FILE;
procedures PUT and PUT_LINE, If the mode Is not OUT_FILE.

and by the

The exception

END-ERRoR
is raised by a GET procedure
if an attempt
is made to skip a file
terminator.
The exception
DATA_ERROR
is raised bv a GET proc~ure
if the ~equence finally Inpm
is not a iexical eiemw’tt corresponding
to the type, h particular if no characters were input; for this

test, leading blanks are ignored; for an item of a numeric type, when a sign is input, this rule
applies to the succeeding numedc Iiterai. The exception U4YOUT-ERROR is raised by a PUT
procedure that outputs to a parameter of type STRING, if the length of the actuai string is
insufficient for the output of the item.
n

Examples:

Q

in the examples, here and in soctlons 14.3.7 and 14.3.8, ttw awing quotes and the towar wee letter b are not transferred:
they are shown oniy to mvaa! the layout and apacm.
N : INTEGER;
...
GH(N);
--

Characters

Example

of ovemldden

PUT(ITEM
14

exception

14.3.8

width

-23,
14.3,9,

proc.dwe

14,1,

Me

14.3,4,

WIDTH
column

of N

-12635
126350
(none) DAT&ERROR

raiaad

pat8meter:
=>

2):

number

--

14.3,

‘-23”

current

default

filo 14.3,

dma_orror

●xception

14.4,

14.3.8,
get procedure 14.3.6 14.3.7 14.3.8 14.3.9, irdile 14.1, IayouUnor
tennirwtor

ou~flle

14,1,

141,

14.3.9. 6kipph’Ig 14.3.7 14.3,8

——--—
=---g.-. ~.-..—..
.= .._=_________

Value

input

-12536
12_636El
12_536E

14.4, file 1401, for.

14.4, line number

-_—
-.—

=>

I?e?enw?ces.’ blank

now-file

Sequence

bb-12535b
bb12_535Elb
bb12_535E;

--

t3

at input

maximum

pogo numbu

line length

14,3,

14.1,

$ermkwtor

14.3,9, ststuurror

p-

mode

14.1,
14.1,

modo-error

●d_arror
exception

●xceptiorl

put procedure 143.6

exception 14,4, width 14.3.5 14,3.7 14.3.9

14.4,

14.3.7

-
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Input-Output

of Charwtors

and Strings

For an item of type CHARACTER the following
procedure
procedure

GET(FI LE
GET(ITEM

procedures

: h FILE_TYPE; ITEM
: out CHARACTER);

are provided:

: out CHARACTER)

2

After skipping any line terminators and any page terminators, reads the next
character from the specified input file and returns the value of this character in the
out parameter ITEM.

3

The exception END_ ERf?OR Is raised if an attempt is made to skip a file terminator.

4

procodure PUT(FILE
prooedura PUT(ITEM

: in FILE_WPE; iTEM : in CHARACTER):
: in CHARACTER);

If the iine iength of the specified output file is bounded (that is, does not have the
conventional value zero), and the current column number exceeds i~, has the effect
of tailing NW_LINE
with a spacing of one. Then, or otherwise, outputs the given
character to the fiiei

For an item of type STRING the foilowing procedures are provided:

5

6

7

: out STRiNG);

8

Determines the length of the given string and attemPts that number of GET
operations for successive characters of the string (in pa~icular, no operation is performed if the string is nuii).

@

w—d—
GET(F~L~
pmcoehw GET(ITEM

pmoeduro PUT(FILE
pmrxdme

1

PUT(ITEM

: in FiL&lYPE;

ITEM

: out STRING);

: In FILE_TYPE;
: in STRING);

ITEM

: in STRING);

Determines the iength of the given string and attempts that number of PUT
operations for successive characters of the string (in paflicular, no operation is performed if the string is nuil).

procedurs GET_LINE(FILE
WJ=dUm GH–LINE(ITEM

: in FiLE_WPE;

: out STRING;

ITEM : out STRiNG; LAST : out NATURAL);
iAST : OUt NATURAL):

m

n

t2

Replaces successive characters of the specified string by successive characters
read from the specified input file. Reading stops if the end of the line is met, in
which case the procedure SKIP_l.iNE i8 then tailed {in effect) with 8 spacing of
one; reading also stops if the end of the string is met. Characters not replaced are
left undefined.

13

If characters are read, returns in LAST the index vaiue such that ITEM {LAST) is the
last character replaced (the index of *O .flmt ~ara~er
rePiaced is lTEM’FiRST )0 If
no characters are read, returns h u=
an index value that is one less than
iTEM’FIRST.

14

The exception END-ERROR

is raised if en attempt is made to skip a file terminator.
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procodurs PUT_ LINE(FILE

16

procedure

PUT_ LINE(lTEM

: k FILE_IYPE:
: In STRING):

f 8? 5A

Ada Ref.r.nce Msnual

ITEM : in STRING);

Calls the procedure PUT for the given string, and then the procedure NEW-LINE
with a spacing of one.

f7

Notes,
18

of PUT, the enclosing string bracket characters are not output. Each
In a literal string parameter
doubled string bracket character in the enclosed string is output as a single string bracket
character, as a consequence of the rule for string Iiterals (see 2.6).

19

A string read by GET or written

20

References: current column number 14.3, end_error exception 14.4, file 14.1, file terminator 14.3, get procedure
14.3.5, line 14.3, line length 14.3, new_lhe procedure 14.3.4, page terminator 14.3, put procedure 14.3.4, skipping
14,3.5

14.3.7

Input-Output

by PUT can extend over several lines.

for Integer Types

1

The

2

are output as decimal or baaed Iiterals, without underline characters or exponent, and
preceded by a minus sign if negative. The format (which includes any leading spaces and minus
sign) can be specified by an optlonul field width parameter.
Values of widths of fields h output formats are of the nonnegative integer subtype HELD. Values of bases are of the integer subtype
NUMBER_i3ASE

following
procedures are defined in the generic package lNTEGER_10. This must be
instantiated for the appropriate integer type (indicated by NUM in the specification).

Values

BUt)tYPe NUMBER-BASE
3

2 .. 16;

The default field width and base to be used by output procedures are defined by the following
variables that are declared In the generic package INTEGERJO :
DE FAULT_WIDTH
DEFAULT_BASE

4

The following

s

procmlur.
pmcdm

6

k INTEGER m~

: FIELD := NUM’WIDTH;
: NUM9ER_BASE
:= 10;

procedures

are provided:

GET( FILE
G~(lTEM

: In FILE_~PE;
ITEM : out NUM; WIDTH
: out NUM; WIDTH : in FIELD := 0):

: In FIELD

:= 0);

if the value of the parameter WIDTH is zero, skips any ieading blanks, line
terminators, or page terminators, then reeds a plus or a minus sign if present, then
reads according to the syntax of an integer literal {which may be a based literal). If
a nonzero valuo of WiDTH is supplied, then exactly WiDTH characters are input, or
the characters (possibly none) up to a iine terminator, whichever comes first; any
skipped leading blanks are included in the count.
Returns, in the parameter
sequence input.

ITEM, the “value of type NUM that corresponds to the

exception DAT~ERFIOR
is raised if the sequence input does not have the
required syntax or If the value obtained Is not of the subtype NUM +

The
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PUT( ITEM
WIDTH
BASE

:
:
:
:

in
in
In
in

1983

FILLTYPE;
NUM;
FIELD := DEFAULT_WIDTH;
NUMBER-BASE
:= DEFAULT-BASE]:

: in NUM;
: In FIELD := DEFAULT_W!DTH:
: in NUMB ER_BASE := DEFAULT-BASE],

Outputs the value of the parameter
ITEM aS an integer literal. with no underlines,
no exponent,
and no leading zeros (but a single zero for the value zero), and a
preceding
minus sign for a negative
value.
If the resulting
characters,
then

sequence
of characters
to be output has fewer than WIDTH
leading spaces are first output to make up the difference.

Uses the syntax for decimal literal if the parameter
BASE has the value ten (either
explicitly or through DEFAULT_BASE ); otherwise,
uses the syntax for based literal,
with any ietters In upper case.

procoduro GET(FROM : irt STRING: ITEM

: OUt NUM;

IAST

: m

11

12

13

pOSITIVE):

Reads an integer vaiue from the beginning of the given string, following the same
rules as the GET procedure that reads an integer value from a file, but treating the
Returns, in the parameter
ITEM , the value of
end of the string as a file terminator,
type NUM that corresponds
to the sequence
input. Returns
value such that FRC)M (IAST ) is the last character read.

10

in IJ4ST

14

the index

DAT&ERROR
is raised if the sequence input does not have the
exception
required syntax or if the vaiue obtained is not of the subtype NUM.

The

-u~

PUT(TO
ITEM
BASE

: out STRING:
: in NUM;
: In NUMBER_BASE

Outputs the value
rule as for output

:=

DEFAULT_8ASE):

of the parameter
ITEM to the given string, following the same
to a fiie, using the length of the given string as the value for

WIDTH.

Examples:
pockage lNT_10 is now lNTEGER_lO(SMALL-iNT);
uss lNT_lO;
-- default format used at instantiation,
DEFAULT_WIDTH
= 4,
PUT(126):

--

PUT(-126, 7);
PUT( 126, WIDTH

-

“b126-bbb-12e”

--

‘bbb2#lllll10#”

=>

13,

BASE

=>

2):

DEFAULT_BASE

=

10

~ehwences: based literal 2.4,2, blank 14.3.5, data_error exception 14.4, decimal literal 2.4.1, field subtype 14.3.5.
file_type 14.1, get procedure 14.3.5, integer_io package 14.3.10, Integer Iiterai 2.4, layou~error exception 14.4 line
terminator 14.3, put procedure 14.3,5, skipping 14.3.5, width 14.3.6

19
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procedures
are defined in the generic packages FLOAT_10 and FIXED_10, which
must be instantiated for the appropriate fioating point or fixed point type respectively (indicated by
IUUM in the specifications).

The following

2

Values are output as decimal Iiterals without

underiine characters. The format of each value output
consists of a FORE field, a decimal point, an AFT field, and (if e nonzero EXP parameter is supplied)
the letter E and an EXP field. The two possible formats thus correspond to:
FORE

AFT

and to:
FORE

4

Ada Reference Manual

for Real Types

1

3

f 8 / 5A

,

AFT

E

EXP

without any spaces between these fields. The FORE field may include ieading ~paces, and a minus
sign for negative values.
The An field includes oniy decimal digits (possibly with trailing zeros).

The EXP field includes the sign (plus or minus) and the exponent (possibly with ieading zeros).
5

For floating point types, the defeuit lengths of these
that are deciared in the generic package FLOATJO :

OEFAULT_FORE
DEFAULT_AFT
DEFAULT_EXP
6

8

9

are defined

by the following

variables

: FIELD := 2;
: FIELD := NUM’DIGITS-1 ;
: FIELD := 3;

For fixed point types, the default lengths of these fieids era defined by the followlng variables that
are deciared in the generic package FIXED_ 10:

DEFAULT-FORE
DEFAULTfifT
DEFAULT_EXP
7

fields

The

: FIELD
: FIELD
: FIELD

:= NUM’FORE;
:= NUM’AK;
:= 0;

following

procedures

are provided:

procedure
procedure

G ET( FI LE
GET(ITEM

: in FlLE_7YPE; ITEM
: out NU M; WIDTH

if the value of the parameter
terminators,
or page terminators,

: out NUM; WIDTH
: In FIELD := 0):
WIDTH

is zero,

: In FIELD

skips

any

:= 0):

leading

blanka,

line

then reads a plus or a minus sign if present, then
reads according to the syntax of a real literal (which may be a based I)toml). If a
nonzero value of WIDTH -h! supplied, then exactly WIDTH characters are input, or
the characters (possibly none) up to a line terminator, whichever comes first; any
skipped leading blanks are included in the count,
Returns, in the parsmeter
sequence Input.

ITEM, the value of type NUM that corresponds to the

io raised If the sequence input does not have the
The exception DATHRROR
required syntax or if the vaiue obtained Is not of the subtype NUM ~
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:
:
:
:

procoduro PUT( FILE
ITEM
FORE
An
EXP
procodure

PUT( ITEM
FORE
Afl
EXP

In
In
In
In

FILLWPE;
NUM;
FIELD := DEFAULT-FORE;
FIELD := DEFAULT_AIT;

: in FIELD

:=

DEFAULT_ EXP);

:
:
:
:

:=
:=
:=

DEFAULT_ FORE;
DEFAULT_A17:
DE FAULT_EXP):

In
in
In
in

IUUM;
FIELD
FIELD
FIELD

Outputs the value of the parameter ITEM as a decimal literal with the format
defined by FORE, AFT and EXP. If the value is neQative, a minus sign is included in
the integer part. If EXP has the value zero, then the integer part to be output has as
many digits aa ore needed to represent the integer part of the value of ITEM,

u

overriding FORE if necessary, or consists of the digit zero if the value of ITEM has
no integer part.

procodure

~f’@

If EXP has a value greater than zero, then the integer pan to be output has a singie
digit, which is nonzero except for the value 0.0 of ITEM.

~

In both cases, however, If the integer pert to be output has fewer than FORE
characters, inciuding any minus sign, then leading spaces are first output to make
up th8 difference. The number of digits of the fractional pan is given by AIT, or is
one If AIT equais zero. The value is rounded; a voiue of exactiy one half in the last
place may be rounded either up or down.

tS

If EXP has the value zero, there Is no exponent pati. if EXP has a vaiue greater than
zero, then the exponent pan to be output has as many digits as are needed to
represent the exponent pan of the value of ITEM (for which a single digit integer
part is used), and Include. an initial dgn (plus or minus). If the exponent pan to be
output haa fewer than EXP characters, including the algn, then leading zeros
precede the dlglto, to make up the Wfemrwe.
For the value 0.0 of ITEM, the
exponent has tha value zero.

M

: in STRING;

GET(FROM

ITEM

: out NUM;

lAST

: out POSITIVE);

17

Reads a real value from the beginning of the given string, fcdiowing the same rule
as the G H procodure that reada a real vaiue from a file, but treoting the end of the
string as a flie termhmtor. Returns, h the parameter ITEM, the value of wpe NUM
that corresponds to the sequence input. Retuma in iAST the index value such that
FROM( iAST) i6 the last character read.

w

The exception DAT&ERROR
is rained If the sequence input does not have the
required syntax, or If the value obtained is not of the subtype NUM.

~

PW(TO
iTEM
API’
EXP

:
:
:
:

eut STRING;
In NUM;
la FIELD
* DEFAULT_A~;
h INTEGER := DEFAULT-EXP);

m

.

outputs the value of the parameter ITEM to the given string, following the same
rule as for output to a file, using a value for FORE ouch that the sequence of
characters output exactly fills the string, including any leading spaces.

z,
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Examples:

packaga REALJO Is n~w FLOAT_lO{REAL); we REAiJO;
-- ckfault format used at Instantbtlon,
DEFAULT_EXP
= 3
X : REAL

:= -123.4567;

PUT(X): -- default
PUT(X, FORE =>
PUT(X, 5, 3, O);

--

format
5, AFT

=>

digits

3,

(see 3,6,7)

8

EXP =>

2);

--

“-1.2345670
E+02”
“bbb-1.235E+2°
-b123.457-

Note:
23

For en item with a positive value, if output to a string exactly fills the string without
then output of the corresponding
negative value wIII raise U4YOUT_ERROR.

24

References: aft attribute 3.5.1 C),baaecl literal 2.4.2, blank 14,3.5, data_error exception 14,3,5, declnml literal 2,4,1,
fore attribute
3,5,10,
got
field subtype 14.3.5, file_type 14.1, fixed_io package 14,3,10, floating_lo package 14.3,10,
procedure
width

The following

Values

line terminator

14.3.5,

put procedure

for Enunwmtton

S=,

skipping

14.3.6,

In the generic package ENUMERATION_ 10, which must be
enumeration
type (indicated by ENUM in the specification).

using either upper or lower case letters for identifiers. This is specified by the
which is of the enumeration type 7YPE_S~ t

The format

(which

ts (LOWERCASE,
Includes

DEFAULT_WIDTH
OEFAULT_SEITlhJG

6

2.4,

Types

UpPER-CASE):

any tralllng

spaces) can be apeclfled

parameter.
The default field width and letter case are defined
declared in the generic package ENUMERATIONJO:

s

real literal

procedures are defined

for the appropriate

type wPE_Sm

4

14.3.5,

are output

parameter

3

14,3.5,

‘.

Input-Output

instantiated
2

layou~error

spaces,

14.3.5

14.3.9

I

14.3.5,

leading

The following

by an optional field wkkh

by the following

variables

that aro

: FIELD := O;
: IYPE_SET := UPPERCASE;

procedures are provided:

procedure GET(FILE
procedura GET(ITEM

: in FILE_lYPE:
: OUt ENUM);

ITEM : out ENUM);

After skipping any leading blanks, line terminators, or page terminators, reads an
identifier according to the qmtax of this lexical element (lower and upper case
being considered equivalent), or a character literal according to the syntax of this
lexical element (Including the apostrophes). Returns, in the parameter ITEM, the
value of type ENUM that corresponds to the sequence input.
The exception DAT&ERROR
Itt raised ff the sequence Input does not have the
required syntax, or if the Mentlfler or character literal does not correspond to 8
value of the subtype ENUM.

..**

_. —.__. ____

=-==- .——.....
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procedure

: in FILE_TYPE:
: in ENUM;
: In FIELD := DEFAULT_W!DTH;
: in TYPE_SET := DEFAULT..S~

PUT( FILE

ITEM
WIDTH
SET

8

NG),

: in ENUM;
: in FIELD := DEFAULT_WIDTH;

procedure PUT( ITEM
WIDTH
SET

: in 7YPE_SET

:=

DE FAULT-SE~

NG);

literal (either an
the value of the parameter
ITEM as an enumeration
whether
or a character
literal). The optional parameter SET indicates
lower caae or upper case is used for identifiers;
it has no effect for character
Iiterals. If the sequence of characters produced has fewer than WIDTH characters,
then trailing spaces are finally output to make up the difference.

9

GET(FROM

10

Outputs
identifier

procedura

: In STRING:

ITEM

: out

ENLJM: MST

: out

pOSITIVE):

Reads an enumeration
value from the beginning of the given string, following the
same rule as the GET procedure that reads an enumeration
value from a file, but
Returns, in the parameter
ITEM,
treating the end of the strin~ as a file terminator.
the value of type ENUM that corresponds to the sequence input. Returns in MST
the index value such that FROM (LAST ) is the last character read.

W

The exception
DATA_ERROR
is raised if the sequence
input does not have the
required syntax, or if the identifier
or character
literal does not correspond
to a
value of the subtype ENUM .

12

procedure PUT(TO
ITEM
SET

U

: out STRING:
: In ENUM;
: in TYP~SEl

:= DEFAULT-S~lNG):

Outputs the value of the parameter ITEM to the given string, following the same
rule as for output to a file, using the length of the given string as the value for

w

WIDTH.

Although

the

specification

of the

package

ENUMERATION_10

would

allow

instantiation

for an

ls

integer type, this is not the intended purpose of this generic package, and the effect of such instantiation
is not defined by the language.
Notes:
There is a difference

between

TEXf_10.PUT(’A’);
package

--

CHAR_10

CHAR_10.PUT(’A’);

PUT defined
outputs

oat

mocadure

blank

14.3.5,

14.3.5.

line

character

and for enumeration

values.

Thus

!6

A

is IWW TE~_lO.ENUMERATION_lO(

-

outputs the chmctor

The type BOOLEAN is an enumeration
type.
References:

the

for characters,

dats_ermr
terminator

CHARACTER);
‘A’, between single quotes

type, hence ENUMEf?ATION_10

can be instantiated

14.3,5, enumoretion_lo package 14.3.10,
field subtype 14,3.5,
14.3.5.
Dut orocedure 14.3.5. skkmina 14.3.5. width 14.3,5

for this

flle_type

14.1,
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of the Package Text .10

with 10_ EXCEPTIONS;
package TEXT_10 Is
type

FILE_lYPE

Is limited

privata:

typa

FILE_MODE

i, (lN_FILE,

OUT_ FILE);

typs COUNT
b rang. O .. implementotitm_defined;
subtype POSITIVLCOUNT
is COUNT mngo 1 .. COUNT’ iAST;
UNBOUNDED
: constant COUNT := O; – line and page length

subtype FIELD
NUMB ER_6ASE

subtypa

typa TYPE_SH
-

is INTEGER range O ., implementetion_de
is INTEGER range 2 ,, 16;

Is (LOWEILCASE,

fined;

UPPERCASE);

File Management

procedura

CREATE

( FILE
: in out FILE_WPE;
MODE
: In FILE_MODE
:= OUT_ FILE:
:= ““,
NAM E : in STRING
*O
FORM
: In STRING
=
i;

prooedurs OPEN

( FILE
MODE
NAM E
FORM

prooadum
procadure
prooodure
prooduro

CLOSE
DELETE
RESET
RESET

(FILE
(FILE
(FILE
(FILE

function
function
function

MODE
NAME
FORM

(FILE : in FILE_lYPE)
return FILE_MODE ;
(FILE : in FILL7T’PE) return STRING;
{FILE : in FILE_TYPE) mum STRING;

fundon

lS_OPEN(FILE

-- Control

of default

input

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
in
In
fn
in

in
in
In
in

out FILE_TYPE;
FILaMODE;
STRING;
STRING := ““);

out
out
out
out

FILE~PE);
FILLTYPE);
FIL~TYPE;
FILLTYPE);

MOOE

: tn FILLMODE);

: in FILE_TYPE) rotum BOOLEAN;
and output

files

prooadur.
proodur.

SET_lNPUT
(FILE : in FILE_lYPE);
SET_OUTPUT (FILE : in FILE_TYPE);

function

function

STAN DAR D_lNPUT
STAN DAR D_OUTPUT

return FILLTYPE;
r.tum FILL~PE;

function
function

CURRENT_lNPUT
CURRENT_OUTPUT

ratum
ratum

FILL’IYPE;
FILE_TYPE:

—..—-—-—...—...—.=__=_—_=_—_-.—...y—.
_=—_—
-=——--G-_==___

_
———

—

.
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-- Specification

of line and page

lengths

procoduro
proceduro

SET_LINE_LE NGTH
SET_LINE_Ll!!NGTi=l

(FILE : in FiL&WPE;
(TO : In COUNT);

TO

: h

pmdure
prooodure

SET_PAC3E_LEhJC3TH
SET_PAG E_LENGTH

(FiLE : In FILLTYPE;
(TO : in COUNT);

TO

: In COUNT);

function
function

LINE_ LENGTH
LINE_ LENGTH

(FILE : in FILE_WPE)
return COUNT;

return

COUNT;

function
function

PAGE_LENGTH
PAGE_LENGTH

(Fi LE : In FiLE_~PE)
return COUNT:

rotum

COUNT;

–

Line, and

Column,

Page

COUNT);

Control

procadum
procedure

NEW_LiNE
NEW_LINE

fFi LE : in FiL&TYPE:
SPACING
[SPACING
: In POSITIVE_COUNT

: In PosiTivE_couNT
:= 1);

:= 1):

procedure
prooedure

SKIP_Ll NE
SKIP_LINE

(FiLE : in FiLE_7YPE: SPACiNG
(SPACiNG
: in POSITIVE_COUNT

: In POSiTIVE_COUNT
:= 1);

:= 1);

funetlon
fwwtion

END_OF_LiNE

(FiLE

EN D_OF_LihlE

procecho
procoduro

N EW_PAG E
NEW_ PAGE;

(FiLE

SK IP_PAGE
SKIP_ PAGE;

(FILE : in FiLE_TYPE);

functbrl
function

END_OF_PAGE
END_OF_PAGE

(FILE : in FILE_lYPE)
mtum BOOLEAN;

rotum

BOOLEAN;

functicm
functfon

END_OF_FILE

(FILE

r,tum

BOOLEAN;

END_OFtiflLE

r@urn BOOLEAN;

prooodum
procedure

SET_COL

SET_COL (TO

: in FILLTYPE;
TO : h
: in POSITIVE_COUNT);

SET_LiNE
SET_LiNE

: in FiLE_lYPE;
TO : in POSITiVLCOUNT);
: in POSITiVLCOUNT);

function
function

COL
COL

(FILE

(FiLE
(TO

: in FILE_lYPE)
return BOOLEAN;

return BOOLEAN;

: in FILE_VPE);

: In FILU’TYPE)

(FILE : in FiLE_WPE)
return
mtum POSITIVE-COUNT:

function LiNE
function

(Fi LE : in FILE_’TYPE) return
LiN E rsturn POSITIVE_COUNT;

functbn
functbn

PAGE (FILE : In FiLE_TYPE)
PAGE
rotum POSiTiVLCOU

POSITiVE_COUNT);

POSITiVE_COUNT;

POSITIVLCOUNT;

rotum POSITIVLCOUNT;
NT;
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Character

~dum

GETIFILE
GET(ITEM
PUT(FILE

procodwo

PUT{ITEM

String

FILE_?VPE; ITEM
CHARACTER);
FILEWPE;
ITEM

; in
: out
: In
: in

CHARACTER);

: in
: out
: in
: k

FILE_TYPE;
STRING);
FILE_TYPE;
STRING);

procedure

GET( F[LE
GET(ITEM
PUT(FILE
PUT(ITEM

procedure
proemiuro

GET_LlfUE(FILE
GET.LINE(ITEM

procedw.
procedure

PUT_LINE(FILE : in
PUT_LINE(lTEM : in

–

package

Generic

pock-

: in
: out

for Input-Output

: in CHARACTER);

ITEM

: OUt STRING);

ITEM

: in STRING);

FILE_WPE;
ITEM : out STRING:
STRING; LAST : OUt NATURAL);

FILE~PE;
STRING):

iAST

: out NATURAL);

ITEM : in STRING):

of Integer

Types

NUM Is rang. <>;
lNTEGER_10 is

DEFAULT_WIDTH
DEFAULT_BASE

: FiELD := NUMWIDTH;
: NUM8ER_BASE
:=

procedura
procodum

GET(FILE
GET(ITEM

procoduro

PUT( FILE
iTEM
WIDTH
BASE
PUT( ITEM
WIDTH
BASE

proeoduro

procedure
procedure

end

: out CHARACTER);

Input-Output

procedure
procedure
procedure

generic
type

Manual

Input-Output

procodwo
prowdur.

--

Ada Reference

ANS1/MJL-S70-f8154

GET( FROM
PUT( TO
ITEM
BASE

lNTEGER_lO;

: in
: out
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

10;

FILE_TYPE; ITEM : out NUM; WIDTH
hiUM; WIDTH
: in FIELD := 0):

: in FIELD

:= 0):

in FiLLTYPE;
in NUM:
in FIELD > DE FAULT_WIDTH;
In NUMBER,8ASE
:= DEFAULTJA$E);
In NUM;
In FIELD := OEFAU LT_WIDTH ;
in NUMBER-BASE
:= DEFAULT_BASE);

STRING; ITEM
in
out STRING;
in NUM;
in NUMBER_BASE

: out

:=

NUM;

LAST

DEFAULT_BASE):

: out POSITIVE);
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-- Generic

packages

for Input-Output

of Rea( Types

generic
type NUM is dlglts
package FLOAT_!O is
DEFAULT_FORE
DEFAULT_Ai7
DE FAULT_EXP
proceduro
Procechm

<>:

: FIELD
: FIELD
: FIELD

:= 2;
:= NUM’DIGITS-l;
:= 3;

GET(FI LE : in FILE_TYPE;

GET(ITEM

procedur.

PUT( Fi LE
ITEM
FORE
AiT
EXP
procedure PUT( ITEM
FORE
AFT
EXP

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

procedure

: in STRING;

GET( FROM

procedure PUT( TO
ITEM
AFT
EXP
end FLOATJO;
gmefic
type N(JM ie MM
psckage FIXEDJO
ia
DEFAULT_FORE
DEFAU LT_AFf
DE FAULT_EXP
proceduro
procoduro
prooedure

prooeduro

~ur.
procoduro

ond

FIXEDJO;

ITEM

: out NUM: WiDTH
in
in
in
in
in
In
in
in
in

FILE_VPE;
NUM;
FIELD :=
FIELD :=
FIELD :=
NUM;
FIELD :=
FIELD :=
FIELD :=

: out

NUM:

: h

FIELD := O):

DEFAULT_ FORE:
DEFAULT_A~;
DEFAULT_ EXP);
DEFAULT_ FORE;
DEFAULT_A~;
DEFAULT_ EXP);

ITEM : out NUM:
out STRING;
in NUM;
in FIELD := DEFAULT_AfT;
in FIELD := DEFAULT-EXP);

:
:
:
:

WIDTH

: in FIELD := 0):

LAST : out POSITIVE);

<>;

: FIELD
: FIELD
: FIELD

:= NUM’FORE;
:= NUM’A~;
:= O;

G~(FILE

: in FILE_TYPE;

GET(ITEM

: out NUM; WIDTH

PUT( FI LE
ITEM
FORE
A17
EXP
PUT( ITEM
FORE
An
EXP

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

In
In
in
in
In
In
in
in
In

GET( FROM
PUT( TO
ITEM
An
EXP

:
:
:
:
:

STRING;
in
out STRING;
In NUM;
In FIELD :=

ITEM

: out

NUM;

WIDTH

: In FIELD

:= O);

: in FIELD := O):

FILE_.TYPE;
NUM;
FIELD := DEFAULT_ FORE;
FIELD := DEFAULT_AH;
FIELD := DEFAULT_EXP);
NUM;
FIELD := DEFAULT_FORE;
FIELD := DEFAULT_A~;
FIELD := DEFAULT_EXP);
ITEM

: OUt NUM;

DEFAULT_AFT;

in FIELD := DEFAULT_EXP);

IJWT

: out

POSITIVE);
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Types

-~c

typo ENUM la (<>);
package ENUMERATION.10
DEFAU LT_WIDTH
DEFAULT_SE?TING

h

: FIELD := O;
: WPE_SET
:= UPPER-CASE;

procedure G ET( FILE

: In FILE_~PE;

procedure

GET( ITEM

: out

procodure

PUT( FILE
ITEM
WIDTH
SET

:
:
:
:

procoduro PUT(ITEM
WIDTH
SET
procoduro
procoduro

GET( FROM
PUT( TO
ITEM
SET

:
:
:
:

in
in
In
h

ITEM

: out

ENUM);

ENUM);
FILE_lYPE;
ENUM;
FIELD

:=

DEFAULT_WIDTti;

lYPE_S~
: In ENUM;
: in FIELD

:= DEFAULT_S~lNG);

: in 7YPE_SET

:=

in
out
In
In

:= DEFAULT_WIDTH;

STRING; ITEM
STRING;
ENUM;
7YPUET

:=

DEFAULT_S~lNG);
: out

ENUM;

IAST

: out

POSITIVE);

DEFAULT_SHTING):

ond ENUMERATION_lO;
–

Exceptions

STATUS_ER ROR
MODE_ERROR
NAME_ERROR
USLERROR
DEVJCE_ERJ?OR
END_ERROR
DAT&ERROR
lAYOUT_ERROR

: .xoeptlon
: .xcoption
: ●xccptlon
: ●xaeption
: ●X: ●xeaptlon
: oxcaption
: ●xoeption

rmamw

mnwnos
mnamoa
renamea
rwwmes
renames
mrumea
renames

10_ EXCEPTIONS. STATUS_ERROR;
10_ EXCEPTIONS. MOD E_ERROR;
10.EXCEPTIONS.NAME. ERROR;
10_EXCEPTIONS.USE.ERROR;
10_EXCEPTIONS.DEVIC~ERROR;
10.EXCEff!ONS.END_ERROft;
10.EXCEPTIONS.DATLERROR;
10.EXC_OfUS.MIW3UT-ER
ROR;

prhmto
implernentetion-dependent
end TE~_lO:

14.4

Exceptions In Input-Output

following exceptions can be raised by input-output operations. They are declared In the
package 10_ Exceptions,
defined in section 14.5; this package is named in the context clause for
each of the three input-output package% Only outline descriptions are given of the conditions
under which NAMUERROR,
US&ERROR,
and DEVICLERROR
are raised; for full details 800
Appendix F. If more than one error condition exists, the corresponding exception that appears
earliest in the followlng list iu the one that is raised.

1

The

z

The exception

by an attempt

STATUS_ER ROR 1. rahed by @nattempt

to opamte upon a file that is not open, and

to open a file that is already open.

14-30
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The exception
MODE_ ERROR is raised by an attempt to read from, or test for the end of, a file
whose current mode is OUT_ FILE, and also by an attempt to write to a file whose current mode is
IfU_FILE. In the case of TE~_10,
the exception
MO DCERROR
is also raised by specifying a file
whose current mode is OUT_FILE in a call of SET_l NPUT, SKIP–LINE,
EN D_ OF_ LINE, SKIP_ PAGE,
and by specifying
a file whose
current
mode is IN_FILE
in a call of
or EN D_OF_PAGE;
LINLLENGTH
,
PAGE_ LENGTH ,
SET_ PAGE_ LENGTH ,
SET_ OUTPUT ,
SET_ LINE_ LENGTti ,
NEW.. LINE Or NEW_PAGE ~

3

The exception
NAM LERROR
is raised by a call of CREATE or OPEN if the string given for the
parameter
NAME does not allow the identification
of an external file. For example, this exception is
raised if the string is improper, or, alternatively,
if either none or more than one external file corres-

4

ponds to the string.
The exception

USE_ ERROR is raised if an operation is attempted

that depend on characteristics
of
procedure
CREATE, among
other
specifies an input only device, if
external file with the given name

that is not possible for reasons
the external fiie. For example,
this exception
is raised by the
circumstances,
if the given mode is OUT_FILE
but the form
the parameter
FORM specifies invalid access rights, or if an
already exists and overwriting
is not allowed.

The exception OEVICE_ERROR
is raised if an input-output
of a malfunction
of the underlying
system.
The exception

EN D_ ERROR is raised by an attempt

operation

cannot

be completed

because

5

6

7

to skip (read past) the end of a file.

The exception DAT&ERROR
may be raised by the procedure READ if the element read cannot be
interpreted
as a value of the required type. This exception
is also raised by a procedure
GET
(defined in the package
TEXT_10 ) if the input character
sequence
fails to satisfy the required
syntax, or if the value input does not belong to the range of the required type or subtype.

8

PAGE if the value
on output by an
or page lengths,
to PUT too many

e

function 14.3.4, end_of_Pege function 14.3.4,
References: COIfunction 14.3.4, create procedure 14.2.1, end_of-line
14.3.5,
in-file
14.1,
io-exceptions
package 14.5, line
.xternal file 14 1, file 14.1, form string 14.1, get procedure
function
14,3.4,
line_length function 14.3.4, name string 14.1, new_line procedure 14.3.4, neW_page procedure
14.3.4, open procedure 14.2.1, ou~fiie 14.1, page function 14.3.4, page_length function 143.4, put procedure
14.35, read procedure 14.2.2 14,2.3, se~input procedure 14.3.2, se~line-length 14.3.3, se~age-length
14.3.3,
set_output 14.3.2, skip_line procedure 14.3.4, akip_page procedure 14,3.4, text_io package 14.3

10

The exception

(in text input-output)
by COL, LINE, or
lJ4YQUT_ERROR
is aiso raised
attempt
to set column or line numbers in excess of specified
maximum
line
respectively
(excluding the unbounded
cases). It is also raised by an attempt
characters
to a string.

returned

14-31
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Exceptions
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Specification

This package
TEXT_lOc

the exceptions

10_ EXCEPTIONS

?

needed

by the packages

SEQUENTIAl_10,

DIRECT_tO,

and

is

: .xcoption;
: ●xooption;

STATUS_ ERROR
MODE_ERROR
NAMaERROR
USE_ERROR
DEViCE_ERROR
END_ERROR
DAT&ERROR
LAYOUT_ERROR
end

Ada Reference Manual

of tho Packago K3_Excoption$

defines

package

2

ANS1/MfL-STD-1815A

: ●xcoptton;
: .xc.ptlon:
: ●xcoption;
: ●xcoption;
: ●xcOption;
: ●xcaption:

IO_EXCEPTIONS;

14.6

Low

Level

Alow

Jevelinput~utput

is handled

by

Input-Output

using

operation

one

is an operation

of the

(overloaded)

device. Such an operation
procedures SEND_ CONTROL and

acting on aphysical

predefine

RECEIVECONTROL
2

A procedure
procedure

SEND_CONTROL
RECEIVE_ CONTROL

by requesting
3

information

may be used to send control

5

e

to a physicai

device.

A

Such procedures are declared in the standard package LOW_LEVE ~10 end hove two peramettem
identifying the device and the data. However, the kinds and formats of the control information will
Hence, the types of the
depend on the physical characteristics of the machine and the device.
parameters
are implementation-defined.
provided for the supported
devices.

4

information

may be used to monkor the execution of an input-output operation
from tho physlmi device.

The visible

pan

of the package

defining

Overloaded

these

definitions

procedures

of these

is outiined

procedures

should

be

as foliows:

package LOW_LEVEIJO
is
declarations of the possible types for DEVICE and DATA;
-declarations of overloaded procedures for these types:
(DEVICE : device_fype;
DATA : in out deta_type);
proooduro SEN D_CONTROL
procedure RECEIVE-CONTROL
(DEVICE : device_fype; DATA : in out data-type);
end:

for various devices can be
The bodies of the procedures SEN D_CONTFtOL and RECEIVECONTROL
These procedure bodies may be written with
suppiied in the body of the package LOW_ LEVEUO.
code statements.

14.6 Low level lntwt-Outwt
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Example

19B3

of Input-Output

The followirm example shows the use of some of the text input-output
facilities in a dialogue with
a user at a te-rminai~ The user is prompted to type a color, and the program responds by giving the
number of items of that coior avaiiabie in stock, according to an invento~.
The defauit input and
output files are used. For simplicity,
Bit the requisite instantiation
are given within one subprogram;
in practice, a package, separate
from the procedure,
would be used.
UOO
TEH_l O;
with TEXTJO:
procedure DIALOGUE
is
type COLOR is (WHITE,
RED, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE BROWN):
package COLOR_10 i. new ENUMERATION_
lO(ENUM
=> COLOR);
package NUMBER-10
Is now lNTEGER_lO(l NTEGER):
uae CO LOR_lO, NUMBER–IO;

INVENTORY
: army
CHOICE : COLOR;

(COLOR)

of INTEGER

pfOCOdU~

ENTER_COLOR
(SELECTION
begin
loop
130@n
PUT (“Color selected: “);
GET (SELECTION);

:=

: out

(20,

17,

COLOR)

prompts

430 10,

28,

173,

87);

h

user

accepts color typed, or raises exception

return;
oxc.ption
when OAT&ERROR
=>
PUT(”lnvalid color, t~ again, ‘);
user has typed new line
NEw_LlNE(2);
completes execution of the block statement
end;
ond 100p;
~ei?’--

-

repeats

statements

the block statement

until color

accepted

of DIALOGUE;

NUMBER_ 10. DEFAULT_WIDTH

:= 6;

loop
ENTER_COLOR(CHOICE);

of an interaction

Color selected:
Invalid

color, t~

(characters

color and new
available:-);
-default

line

width

is 5

typed by the user we Itellclzed):

Slack

again.

Color selected: Blue
BLUE items avai[abie:
Coior selected:
Ye/low
YELLOW
items available:

14-33

user types

PUT(CHOICE);
PUT(- items
PUT(lNVENTORY(CHOiCE));

SET-COL(5):
SET_COL(40);
N EW_LINE;
end Joop;
end DIALOGUE;
Example

-

173
10

Example

of Input-Output

~4.7
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A. Predefhwd

This annex

summarizes

P’ADDRESS

the definitions

given

Language

elsewhere

For a prefix P that denotes

1983

Attributaa

of the predefine

an object,

a program

language

attributes.

1

?

unit, a label, or an entry:

Yields the address of the first of the storage units allocated to P. For a subprogram, package, task unit, or label, this value refers to the machine code
For an ent~ for
associated
with the corresponding
body or statement.
which
an address clause has been given, the value refers to the corThe value of this attribute
is of the type
responding
hardware
interrupt.

ADDRESS defined in the package SYSTEM. (See 13.7.2.)
For a prefix P that denotes

a fixed point subtype:

3

Yields the number of decimal digits needed after the point to accommodate
the precision of the subtype P, unless the delta of the subtype P is greater
(P’A~
is the
than 0.1, in which case the attribute yields the value one.
smallest
positive integer N for which (1 O** N)* P’DELTA is greater than
equal to one. ) The value of this attribute is of the type universab”nteger.
(See 3.5.101)

P’BASE

For a prefix P that denotes

or

e type or subtype:

4

This attribute denotes the base type of P. It is only aliowed as the prefix of
the name of another attribute: for example. P’BASE”FIRST. (See 3.3.3.)
P’CALLABLE

For a prefix P that is appropriate

for a task type:

5

Yields the value FALSE when the execution of the task P is either completed
or when the task is abnormal;
yields the value TRUE
or terminated,
The value of this attribute is of the predefine
type BOOLEAN.
otherwise.
(See 9.9.)
P“CONSTRAINED

For a prefix

P that

denotes

an object

of a type

with

discriminants:

Yields the value TRUE if a discriminant
constraint applies to the object P, or
if the object is a constant (including a formal parameter or generic formal
parameter of mode In); yields the vaiue FALSE otherwise. If P hI a generic
formal parameter of mode in out, or if P is a formal parameter of mode In out
or out and the type mark given In the corresponding parameter specification
denotes an unconstrained type with discriminants, then the velue of this
attribute is obtained from that of the corresponding actual parameter. The
value of this attribute is of the predefine type BOOLEAN. (See 3.7.4, )

A-?

6

———
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For a prefix

P that

denotes

a private

type

Ada Reference Menual

or subtype:

Yields the value FALSE if P denotes tm unconstrained
nonformal private type
with discriminants:
also yieids the value FALSE If P denotes a generic form~l
private type and the associated actual subtype is either an unconstrained
type with discrimlnants or an unconstrained array type; yields the vsfue
The value of this attribute
is of the predeflned
type
TRUE otherwise.

BOOLEAN?

8

P’COUNT

For a prefix

(See

7.4.2.)

P that

denotes

an entry

of a task

unit:

Yields the number of entry calls presentiy queued on the entry (if the
attribute is evaluated within an accept statement for the entry P, the count
does not include the calling task), The value of this attribute is of the type
univers8/Jnteger.
9

P’DELTA

For a prefix

P that

Wee

9.9.)

denotes

a fixed

point

subtype:

Yields the value of the delta specified in the fixed accuracy definition for the
(See
subtype P. The value of this attribute is of the type universa/~ea/.
3.5.10.)
lo

P“DIGITS

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a fioating

point

subtype:

Yields the

number
of decimal
digits in the decimal
mantissa
of model
numbers of the subtype P. (This attribute yields the number D of section
The vaiue of this attribute is of the type universa/Jnteger.
(See
3.50 7.)
3.5.8.)

11

P’EMAX

For a prefix

P that denotes a floating point

subtype:

Yieids the iargast exponent value in the binary canonical form of model
numbers of the subtype P. (This attribute yields the product 4* B of section
(See
3.5.7.) The vaiue of this attribute is of the type un/versa/Jnteger.
3.5.8.)
12

P’EPSILON

For a prefix P that denotes a fioating point subtype:
Yields the absoiute value of the difference between the model number 1.0
and the next model number above, for the subtype P. The value of this
(See 3.5.8.)
attribute
ia of the type universaLrea/.

!3

P’FIRST

For

a prefix P that denotes a scaiar type, or a subtype of a scalar type:

Yields the lower bound of P. The value of this attribute has the same type as
Pc (See 3.5.)
u

P-FIRST

For a prefix P that is appropriate
strained array subtype:

for an array type, or that denotes a con-

Yields the lower bound of the first index range, The value of this attribute
has the same type as this lower bound. (Sea 3.6.2 and 3.8.2.)

. —=-—_—_—_—_
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P’FIRST{N)

For a prefix P that is appropriate
strained array subtype:

for an array type,

or that denotes

a con-

it

Yields the lower bound of the N-th index range. The value of this attribute
has the same type as this lower bound. The argument N must be a static
expression
(nonZero)
3.8.2.)
P’FIRST_BIT

of type

universa/Jnteger.

The

value

and rIO greater than the dimensionality

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a component

of N must

be positive

of the array. (See 3.6.2

of a record

and

object:

16

Yields the offset, from the sta~ of the first of the storage units occupied by
the component, of the first bit occupied by the component. This offset is
measured in bits. The value of this attribute is of the type universa/~”nteger.
(See 13.7.2.)
P’FORE

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a fixed

point

subtype:

17

Yields the minimum
number of characters needed for the integer pan of the
decimal
representation
of any value of the subtype P, assuming
that the
representation
does not include an exponent, but includes a one-character
prefix that is either a minus sign or a space, (This minimum number does not

include superfluous zeros or underlines, and is at least two. ) The value of
(See 3.5.10. )
this attribute is of the type universu/~”nteger.
P’IMAGE

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a discrete

type

or subtype:

10

This attribute is a function with o single parameter. The actual parameter X
must be a value of the base type of P. The result type is the predefine type
STRING.
The result is the image of the value of X, that is, a sequence of
characters
representing
the value in display form. The image of an integer
value Is the
corresponding
decimal
literal:
without underlines, leading
zeros,

exponent,

or trailing

spaces;

but with a one character prefix that is

either e minus sign or a space.
The image of an enumeration
value is either the corresponding
identifier in
upper
case or the corresponding
character
literal
(including
the two
apostrophes);
neither leading nor trailing speces are included. The image of
(See
a character other than a graphic character is implementation-defined.
3.5.6.)

P’LARGE

For a prefix P that denotes a real subtype:

19

The attribute yields the largest positive model number of the subtype P. The
value of this attribute is of the type universabeaL
(See 3.5.8 and 3.5.10.)
P*lAST

For a prefix P that denotes a sca(ar type, or a subtype of a scalar type:

20

Yields the upper bound of P. The value of this attribute has the same type as
P. (See 3.5.)
For a prefix P that is appropriate
strained array subtype:

for an array type, or that denotes a con-

Yields the upper bound of the first index range. The value of this attribute
has the same type as this upper bound. (See 3.6.2 and 3.8.2.)

x
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P’lAST(N)
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For a prefix P that is appropriate
constrained
array subtype:

Ada Reference Manual

for an array type, or that denotes

a

Yields the upper

bound of the N-th index range.
The value of this
attribute has the same type as this upper bound.
The argument
N
must be a static expression of type uni’verstd~”nteger,
The value of N
must be positive (nonzero) and no gre8ter than the dimensionality
of
the array. (See 3.6.2 and 3.8.2. )
23

P’LAST_BIT

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a component

of a record

object:

the offset, from the start of the first of the storage units
occupied by the component, of the last bit occupied by the component. This offset is meesured in bits. The value of this attribute is of
(See 13.7.2.)
the type un/verse/_integer.

Yields

24

P’LENGTH

For a prefix P that is appropriate
constrained
array subtype:
Yields

rsnge).

for an array type, or that denotes

a

the number of values of the first index range (zero for a null
The value of this attribute is of the type universa/~”nteger.

(See 3.6.2.)
2s

P’LENGTH(N)

For a prefix P that is appropriate
array subtype:

for an array type, or that denotes a

constrained

Yields the number of values of the N-th index range (zero for a null
range). The value of this attribute is of the type universa/Jnteger.
N must be a static expression of type unhrThe argument
The VSIUO of N must be positive (nonzero) and no
aelhtagef.
greater than the dlmenslonality of the array. (See 3.6.2 and 3.8.2.)
?6

P’MACHINE_EMAX

For a prefix P that denotes

a floating point type or subtype:

Yields the largest value of exponent for the machine representation
of the base type of P. The value of this attribute is of the type un/verseld”ntegerb (See 13.7.3. )
27

P’MACHINE_EMIN

For a prefix

Yieids
machine
attribute
20

P’MACHINE_MANTISSA

the

P that

denotes

a floating

point

(most

negative)

value

smallest

representation
is of the type

type or subtype:

of exponent for

of the base type of P. The value
wv’verseb”nteger.
(See 1397.3.)

the
of this

For a prefix P that denotes a floating point type or subtype:
for the machine
Yieldo the number of digits in the mantissa
representation of the base type of P (the digits are extended digits in
the range O to P’MACHINE_RADiX - 1), The value of this attribute is
(See 13.7.3 J
of the typo universe/_hteger.

. .
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P’MAC!ilNE_OVER

FLOWS

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a real type

or subtype:

Yleida the value TRUE If every predeflned operation on valuo8 of the
base type of P either provides a correct reauit,or raises the exception

NUMERIC_ ERROR in oveff~ow situations; ykdda the vaiue FALSE
otherwise,
The value of this attdbute 1s of the predeflned type
BOOLEAN. (See 13.7.3.)
P’MACHINE.RADIX

For a prefix P that denotes a floating

point type or subtype:

30

Yields the value of the r8d/x used by the machine representation of
the base type of P. The value of this attrfbute is of the type un/vers8/Jntugwl
(See 1 3.7.3.)
P’MACHINE_ROUNDS

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a real type or subtype:

Yields the vaiue TRUE if eve~ predeflned arithmetic operation on
vaiues of the base type of P either returns an exact result or performs
The VdUO Of this
rounding; yieids the vaiue FALSE otherwise.
attribute

P’MANTISSA

is of the predefine

For a prefix

P that

denotes

type BOOLEAN.

(See 13.7.3.)
32

a real subtype:

the number of binary digits in the binary m8ntkaa of model
numbers of the subtype P. {This attribute yields the number B of
section 3.5.7 for a floating point type, or of section 3.5.9 for a ffxod
The vaiue of this attribute Is of the type un/verpoint type.)
sa/Jnteger.
(See 3.6.8 and 3.!5.1 0.)
Yields

P’POS

For a prefix P that denotes a diqcrete ty~

or subtype:

TMa attribute is a function wkh a single parameter. The actual
parameter X must be a value of the baae type of P. The roault type Is
the type un/vem8/Jnteger.
The mault Is the poaitlon number uf the
value of the actual parameter. (See 3.6.6.)
P’POSITiOhl

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a component

Yields the offset, from the stan of the first
the record, of the first of the storage units
nent.
This offset is measured in storage
attribute is of the type universe/Jnte#er,

P’PRED

of a record

object:

storage unit occupied by
occupied by tho compo-

unit8.
(See

The value of this
13.7.2.)
,

For a prefix P that denotes a discrete type or subtype:
This attribute Is a function with o single parameter.
The actual
parameter
X must be a value of the base type of P. The result typa i.
the baae type of P. The result is the vaiue whose position nurnbor is
one leas than that of X. The exception CONSTRAINT-ERROR
1$
raiaed if X equals P’BASE’FIRST. (See 3.5.5s)

PRANGE

For a prefix P that Is appropriate for an array type, or that donotos a
constralnod array subtype:
Ylelda the first Index range of P, that 18,the range PFIRST
(See 3A2J

Ar

.. P’IAST.

3e

,-
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Index range of P, that is, the range P’FIRST(N)
3.6.2J
denotes

Pthat

*

a floating

point

type

a

..

or subtype:

hfgest exponent value in the binary canonical form of safe
~ th. base type of P. (This attribute yields the number E of
3.6.7.) The value of this attribute is of the type unwer-

(See 3. S08.)

~
*
~

Ada Reference Manual

P th~t IS expropriate for an array type, or thet denotes
array subtype:
tho ~-th
{so.

*
~
~
-!.

1815A

@ pt@x

d80 h~ct
8tt~buto

-

~

P that denotes a real type or subtype:
positive safe number of the base type of P. The value
(See 3.5.8 and 3.5.10.)
Is of the type unkmai~eai.

P thet denotes a real type or subtype:

$ ~

Positjve (nonzero) safe number of the base type of P.
~
tho WY@last
(See 35.8 and
??M ~
& this a%lbute Is of the type universa/dea/.

a$.lo.)
k

4 @lx

-

*

~
~ ~
~

number of bks allocated to hold the object. The value of this
(See 13.7.2.)

h of the type unkemah’nteger.

~

*

P that denotes an object:

●~

P tht

denotes eny” type or subtype:

th. mhlmufn number cd bits that is needed by the implementation
#ty ~$$ible object of the type or subtype P. The value of this
h of the type univmab”nteger.
(See 13.7.2.)

b

8 pfwflx P that denotes a real

subtype:

-

tho unelkmt po$itive (nonzero) model number of the subtype P.
(See 3.5.8 and
UOIW Of ttth attribute is of the type universtd~ea/.

3.s010.)
kf 8 -X

P that denotes an access type or subtype:

~

tho total number of storage units reserved for the collection
~Wd
wltl’! the base type of P. The value of this attribute is of the
~
~/dnfcser.
(See 13.7.2.)
*

@ @lx

P that

denotes 8 task type or a task object:

~
*
number of storage units resewed for each activation of a task
d th. typa P or for the octlvation of the task object P. The value of this
~
h of the type universaLhteger.
(See 13.7.2.)

W.-.

..-F

--------

._ _ ,

___

d

—
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P’succ

For a prefix P that denotes

a discrete type or. subtype:

.,

~

.8

46

This attdbutei safunctionw ithasingiep
arameter.
Theactutd parameter
X must be a value of the base type of P. The result type is the base type
is one greater than
of P. The result is the value whose position humber
CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is raised if X equals
that of X. The exception

P’Terminated

P’BASE’U4ST.

(See

For a prefix

P that

3.5.5.

)

is appropriate

for a task type:

47

Yields the value TRUE if the task P is terminated;
yieids the vaiue FALSE
type BOOLEAN.
otherwise. The value of this attribute is of the predefine
(See

P’VAL

9.9.)

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a discrete

type

or subtype:’

48

.r

This attribute
is a special function with a singie parameter
X which can
be of any integer type. The result type is the base type of P. The resuit is
vaiue corthe vaiue whose position number is the un&ersa/~”nteg@~
responding to X. The exception CONSTRAINT_ ERROR is rtilied if fi~
unlverseb’nteger
value corresponding
to X is not in the range
P*POS (P’BASEJFIRST ) !9 p’pos (PCBASEIAST ),. (See 3.5.5.)

P’VALUE

For a prefix

P that

denotes

a discrete

type or subtype:

49

The actuai parameter
This attribute is a function with a singie parameter.
X must be a vaiue of the predefine
type STRING. The result type is the
base type of P. Any ieading and any trailing spaces of the sequence of
characters that corresponds to X are ignored.
For an enumeration type, if the sequence df characters has the syntax’ of
an enumeration literal and if this literal etiqts for the base typs of P, the
result is the corresponding enumeration va’lue. For an integer type, if the
sequence
of characters
has the syntax of an integer literal, with an
optionai singie ieading character that is a pius or minus sign, and if there
vaiue in the base type of P, the result is this velue. in
is a corresponding
any other case, the exception

PWIDTH

CONSTRAINT_

For a prefix P that denotes a discrete

ERROR is raisedo (Se&~+5.5.)

subtype:

Yieids the maximum image length over IN values of the subtype P (the
/rnuge is the sequence of characters returned by the attr~bu~p, iMAGE ).
The value of this attribute is of the type unjvema/dnteg?er. [See 3.5.5.)

w

—
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B.

Prodafinod

bngueg.

Pragmas

This annex defines the pragmas LIST, PAGE , and OPTIMIZE,
elsewhere

of the remaining

Pr8gma

language-defined

and summarizes

the definitions

given

!

pragmas.

Meaning

CONTROLLED

Takes the simple name of an access type as the single argument. This pragma
is only allowed Immediately within the declarative parl or package specification
that contains the declaration of the access type; the declaration must occur
before the pragma. This pragma is not allowed for a derived type. This pragma
specIfles that automat}c storage reclamation must not be performed for objects
designated by values of the access type, except upon leaving the innermost
block statement, subprogram body, or task body that encioses the access type
declaration, or after leaving the main program (see 4.8).

2

ELABORATE

Takes one or more simple names denoting

This
libra~ units as arguments.
pragma is only allowed immediately
after the context clause of 8 compilation
unit (before the subsequent
libra~
unit or seconda~
unit).
Each argument
must be the simple name of a library ~nit mentioned by the context clause. This
pregma specifies that the corresponding
library unit body must be elaborated
before the given compilation
unit. If the given compilation
unit is a subunit, the
library unit body must be elaborated
before the body of the ancestor iibrary unit
of the subunh (see 10.5).

3

lNLiNE

Takes one or more names as arguments; each name is either the name of a
subprogram or the name of a generic subprogram. This pragma is only allowed
at the place of a declarative item in a declarative part or package specification,
or eftor e libra~ unit in a compilation, but before any subsequent compilation
urtit. T’hitI progma specifies that the subprogram bodies should be expanded
inilne at each caii whenever possibie; in the case of a generic subprogram, the
pragma appiies to caiis of its instantititions (see 6.3.2),

4

1NTER FACE

Takes a language name and a subprogram name as arguments. This pragma is
aiiowed at the piace of a declarative item, and must appiy in this case to a subprogram declared by an eariier declarative item of the same declarative part or
package specification.
This pragma is also allowed for a library unit; in this
case the pragma must appear after the subprogram declaration, and before any
subsequent compilation unit. This pragma specifies the other ianguage (and
thereby the tailing conventions) and informs the compiier that an object
moduie wiii be supplied for the corresponding subprogram (see 13.9).

5

LiST

Takea one of the identifiers ON or OFF as the singie argument. This pragma is
allowed an~hem
a pragma is allowed, It specifies that listing of the compilation IS to be continued or suspended untii a LIST pragma with the opposite
argument is given within the @am@compilation. The pragma itself is aiwaya
iisted If the compiier is producing a listing,

MEMORY_SiZE

Takes a numeric ilterai as the singie argument. This pragma is oniy aiiowed at
the sta~ of o compilation, before the first compilation unit (if any) of the compilation. The effect of this pragma is to use the vaiue of the specified numeric
literal for the definition of the named number MEMORY_SIZE (see 13.7).

R-l

6

7
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OPTIMIZE

A/VS//A#/L-ST&
Taken one of the identifiers
pragma
body

enciosing

primary

*

PACK

is only allowed

within

the

declarative

optimization

criterion.

TIME

78 15A Ade Reference

Manual

or SPACE as the single argument,

8 declarative
part.

part and it appiies

it specifies

whether

time

This
to the block or
or space is the

Takea the slmpie name of a record or erray type as the singie argument. The
aliowed poaitiona for this pragma, and the restrictions on the named type, are
governed
by the same
ruies as for a representation
clause. The pragma
specifies that storage minimization
shouid be the main criterion when seiecting
the representation
of the given type (see 13.1 ).

to

PAGE

This pragma has no argument,
and is aiiowed anywhere a pragma is aiiowed. It
specifies that the program text which foiiows the pragma should start on a new
page (if the compiler is currentiy producing a iisting).

11

PRIORIW

lakes a static expression of the predefine
integer subtype PRIORITY as the
single argument. This pragma is oniy aiiowed within the specification of a task
unit or immediately
within the outermost
declarative
pan of a main program.
It
speclfles the prlorlty of the task (or tasks of the task type) or the priority of the
main program (see 9.8).

12

SHARED

Tako$ the simple name of a variable as the singie argument. This pragma is
allowed only for a varlabie declared by an object deckiratlon and whose type is
type;
the variable declaration and the pragma
must both
a scalar or accw
occur {In thla order) immediately within the same declarative pan or package
specification. This pragma specifies that every read or update of the vadabie is
must restrict the
a synchronization point for that variable. An implementation
objects for which this pragma is aliowed to objects for which each of direct
and direct updating is implemented as an indivisible operation (see
reading
9.1 1).

!3

STORAGCUNIT

Takes a numeric literal aa tie single argument. nis pragma is oniy ailowed at
the start of a compilation, before the first compilation unit (If any) of the compilation. The effect of thla praama Is to use the value of the specified numeric
literal for the deflnltlon of the named number STORAG~UhllT (see 13.7).

~4

SUPPRESS

Takes as arguments
either

an object,

the identifier

a type

or subtype,

of a check and optionally
a subprogram,

aiso the

name

a task unit, or a generic

.

of

unit.

This pragma is oniy aiiowed either immediately within a declarative part or
immediately within a package specification, In the latter case, the only allowed
form Is with a name that denotes an entity (or several overloaded subprograms)
declared Immediately within the peckage specification. The permission to omit
the ghmn check extends from the place of the pragma to the end of the
declarative region associated with the innermost enclosinu block statement or
program unit. For a pragma given in a package specification, the permission
extends to the end of the scope of the named entity.
If the pragma includes a name, the permission to omit the given check is further
restricted: h is given only for operations on the named object or on all objects
of the base type of a named type or 6Ub~p8; for calls of a named subprogram;
for activations of tasks of the named task type; or for instantiation of the ghren
generic unit (900 1 1.7)0
1s

SYSTEM-NAME

Takes an enurnomtlon Iheral as the single argument. This pragma ia only
allowed at the start of a compilation, before the flrat compilation unit (If any) of
the complletlon. The effect of this pragma is to uae tha enumeration literal with
* ~ls
the specified identifier for the definition of the constant SYSTEM_NAME
if the specified identifier corresponds to one of the
pragma
is only allowed
llteml$ of the type NAME declared in the package SYSTEM (see 13.7).

-
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C. Prodofinod

This annex out(ines
the
identifiers in the language,
shown,

Languago

of

specification

the

The corresponding

Environment

package

STANDARD
containing
all
body is implementation-defined

package

predefine
and is not

for the types declared in the package STANDARD are given in
that are predefine
since they are implicitly declared. Italics we used for pseudo-names of anonymous
types (such as univefsd~eul)
and for undefined
information
(such as imp/ementat/ond8flned
and

The operators

comments

anyJixed420int_type),
pschge
typa

STAN DAR D }s
BOOLEAN

is (FALSE,

-

The predefine

-------

function
function
function
function
function
funotion

“=”
“/=”
“(w
“<=“>”
‘>=”

-- The predefine
-- function

‘and-

-- function ‘or-- function
--

function

--

The

typa

function
function
function
fundorl
function
function

logical

“=”
“/=”
“<-<=”
“>”
“>=”

BOOLEAN)
BOOLEAN)
BOOLEAN)
BOOLEAN)
BOOLEAN)
BOOLEAN)

are as follows:

mtum
ratum
rotum
mtum
mtum
rotum

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

and the predoflned

RIGHT

: BOOLEAN)

: BOOLEAN)

type unhwsefJnteger

is implementation-de
operators
(LE~,
(LEfi,
(LEH,
(LEn,
(LEFt,
(LE~,

for this type

logical

negation

RIGHT : BOOLEANI mtum BOOLEAN;
RIGHT : BOOLEAN) rotum BOOLEAN:

(LEH,

RIGHT

:
:
:
:
:
:

operstors

(LE~,

“not”

INTEGER

operators

(LE~,
RIGHT
(LEFT, RIGHT
(LE~,
RIGHT
(LEH,
RIGHT
(LE~,
RIGHT
(LE~,
RIGHT

LEH,

-- The predefine
-----

relational

“xor”

universal

TRUE);

rotum

BOOLEAN;

BOOLEAN;

h predefine.

fhod;

for this type

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

rotum

:
:
:
:
:
:

are as follows:

INTEGER)
INTEGER)
INTEGER)
INTEGER)
INTE(3ER)
INTEGER)

~Um

rotum
rotum
rgtum
return
rwtum

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN:
BOOLEAN;

oparator

●m QS follows:

I

~
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-- function
-- function
function

1

AA/S//M)L-STf)-1815A

1983

-- function
-- function
. . function
-- function
-- function
_- function

“’+“’
“-”

.- function
--

--.
----

RiGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

“’+”
“-””
nabs”

: INTEGER)
o INTEGER)
: INTEGER)

return
return
return

RIGHT
RIGHT

: INTEGER
: INTEGER

“mod”

(LEFT,
(LEfT,
iLEfT,
{LEFT
(LEFT,
(LEFT,

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

: INTEGER
: INTEGER
INTEGER
: INTEGER

“a*”

(LEW

: INTEGER;

‘“e”
“/”

‘rem’

An implementation

RIGHT

INTEGER:
INTEGER:
INTEGER:
return
return
return
return
return
return

—

NTEGER;
NTEGER;
NTEGER
NTEGER:
NTEGER
NTEGEP:

: INTEGER)

return

INTEGER;

integer types. It is recommended that the
SHORT_ lNTEGER or LONG_[NTEGER,
The
specification
or for any additional
of each operator for the type universah’nteger,
by replacing
INTEGER by the name of the type in the
predefine
integer type, is obtained
specification of the corresponding operator of the type INTEGER, except for the right operand
of the exponentiating operator.
names

may provide additional predefine

of such additional

types

8

-- The universal type univezsd~ea/

9

type FLOAT
--

The

-------

function
function
function
function
function
function

end

‘“=’”
“/=”
“’<“
“< =“
“>”
“>=”

operators

for

RIGHT
RIGHT
(LEFT, RIGHT
(LEFT, RIGHT
RIGHT
(LEn,
(LEIT, RIGHT
(LEFT,
(LEIV,

INTEGER

fhecf;
this

:
:
:
:
:
:

type

FLOAT)
FLOAT)
FLOAT)
FLOAT)
FLOAT)
FLOAT)

“+ ‘“ (RIGHT
“’-”
(RIGHT
nabs” (RIGHT

-----

“+”
“-“’
“’0”
“1”’

(LEFT, RIGHT

: FLOAT)

(LEFT,
(LEH,

RIGHT
RIGHT

: FLOAT)
: FLOAT)

(LEH,

RIGHT

: FLOAT)

““•*”’

[LEFT : FLOAT;

function
function
function
function

-- function
An

implementation
mended
that
the

as in

is predefirted.

is implementation_de

predefine

with

-- function
-- function
-. function

--.
--.
.-

Ada Reference Msnual

: FLOAT)

: FLOAT)
: FLOAT)

return
return
return

RIGHT

are

as

return
return
mtum
-turn
rotum
return

follows:

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
900LEAN ;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

FLOAT;
FLOAT:
FLOAT:
return
return
return
return

FLOAT;
FLOAT;
FLOAT:
FLOAT:

: INTEGER)

may
provide
additional
names of such additional

return

predefine

types

end

FLOAT;

floating

with

point

FLOAT

as

types.
in

It

i8 recom-

SHORT_ FLOAT or

or for
any
LON G_ FLOAT
The specification
of each operator
for the type urthlwsd~eal,
additional
predefine
floating
point type, is obtained
by replacing
FLOAT by the name of the
type in the specification
of the
corresponding
operator
of the
type
FLOAT.

—
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Pradofinod Languago Environment

.- In addition, the followino opar$tom
-- function
-- =

“*”
“~”

--

““

( LE~
(LE~
(LEFT

: un&ws8/Jntcpcc
: unlversel>ea!;
: universal_re8t;

-- The type unkersel~xed
-- function
- function

“0”
“/”

(LEH
(LEH

era pradefhwd

is predefine.

for unlwmal

11

typaa:

RIGHT : tJt)iWrSdJ@d)
RIGHT : unlwrsd-hteger)
RIG HT : universa/Jnteger)

fotum

unlwrsd>eat

~

unkersabed

ratum

uniwrsai~ea{;

The

for this type

only operators

declared

RIGHT : an yJixedSoint_type)
Ri GHT : ●nyJlxed~o}nt_typo)

: anyJ/xed#oint_type;
: on y>ixed#o/nt_type;

raturn
mtum

am
universal_fixe&
universaJJixe&

-. The following character
form the standard ASCII character act.
Character Iiterals cor-. responding to control chamctem are not Identlfiem; they em indicated In itallco in this definition.

n

typo

u

CHARACTER
( nul,
&,
die,
can,
,,
,,
( ,’
“o’,
“8’,
“@’o
“H’,
‘P’,

‘x’,
,*,
‘h’:
‘P’,
,,
x,

for

Sob,
ht,
dcl,
am,

-- no

Stx,
/f,
dc2,
sub,
,.,

v
‘*’,
‘2’,
,,,
#

.,
‘)”:
,
&

●

‘A’,
t,

23,
●8C,
*#’,
‘+’,
‘3’,
,,,
,,

i,
‘d,
‘v’,
U80

1, 2, 3, 4,

‘b’,
*O
I,
*4
r,
,,
2,

*#

‘;’:
,,

‘t’

●nq,
cr,
nok,
gs,

syn,
rs,

‘s’,
##

“%’,
.,

“Ill’,
,,

“4”,
‘<o,

‘d’,
9*
i,
99
t,
,*

1?

“i;,
“=’,

‘E”,
‘M’,
‘u’,
●

*
1#

‘e’,
‘m’,
‘u’,
,,
1,

128 ASCII chamcter
-5, .... 125, 126, 127);

oporatom

for rho typa

●ck,
so,

cot,
U,
dc4,
f8,

‘D’,
L,
;,
7’4

J.
:R’,
‘r,

‘a’,
,,

pradefinad

●tx,

*B’,

‘!!,
‘Y,

CHARA~ER

(0,

is

CHAmmER

6’,
●
“>*,

M,
d,
otb,
us,
,*,

‘i?
“7*,
,,
7.

‘N”,
v,
*

‘G’,
‘o’.
w,
8*
-?

‘f,
‘n’,
a,
v,
,*
-9

‘o’,
‘w’,
det );

‘P’,

aet without

‘9”*

hoies

am the -m.

as for ●ny ●numeration

type.

w
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package
--

ANS//M/L-ST&

ASCII

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Sn(
E OT
ACK

0s
LF
FF

so
DLE
DC2
DC4
SYN
CAN
SUB
FS
RS
DEL

:
:
:
:
:

;’; LC+
.,,
LC2

:= nut;
:= Stx;
:= 80?;
:= &c&;
:= bs;
:= ff
:= ff;
:= so;
:= d}e;
:= dc2;
:= dc4;
uobatuttCtjARACTER := Syrl;
constant CHAftACTE R := c8n:
eonawnt CHARACTER := sub;
eonatant CHARACTER := fs;
constant CHARACTER := rs;
conamnt CHARACTER := del;
constant
constmtt
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

CHARA~ER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACIER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

SOH

us

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
oonstant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARAC7E
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARACTE
CHARA~E

QUOTATION
DOLIAR
AMPERSAND
SEMICOLON
AT_SIGN
BACLSLASH
CIRCUMFLEX
GRAVE
BAR
TILDE

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

oonstant
oenstant
oonstant
oonatant
oonatant
eonamnt
oorutant
comtant
wmatar@
oonstant

CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA
CHA

ENQ
BEL
HT
w
CR

SI
DC1
DC3
NAK
ETB
EM
ESC
GS

,characters:

EXCIAM
SHARP
PERCENT
COLON
QUERY
L-BRACKET
R_BRACKET
UNDERL[NE
i-BRACE
R_ BRACE
Lower

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

constsnt
constant
constant
constant
constant

oonatant
eonatant
con~tant
oonstant
constant

cese

: co+
.,

1,
‘#’;
:= “%’;
:=”.

CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER
CHARA~ER
CHARACTER
CHARACTER

;=

,,,0
:=.

,

‘?’;
:= ‘ [,‘.

:=

:=
:=

●

,.

1,
-,

o
:=
.—
.—

{

.,.
},

;“

,.

letters:

CHARACTER := ‘a’;

: constant CHARACTER := ‘z’;

end ASCII;

16

--

f%eclefined

subtypo
sub~e

Manual

characters:

NUL

, --

Ada Ref.rent@

i.

Control

,-T Other

f 8 / 54

subtypes:

NATURAL
POSITIVE

Is INTEGER
Is iNTEGER

t,

rang.
mngo

O .. INTEGER”IAST;
1 ,. INTEGER’ IAST;

RACTER
nACTER
RACTER
RACTEFI
~ACTER
NACTER
RACTER
~ACTER
lACTER
?ACTER

:=
:=
:=
:=
:==
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

‘“’;
‘$’;
‘&’;
‘;’;
‘@’;
~;
‘:
‘“:
“1’;
“~’:

———.—.——.
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-. Predefine

string

type

is arrey(POSITIVE

STRING

pragma

The

type.
range

<>)

prcdofined

oporators

for

this

type

function

“-”

(LEFT,

RIGHT

:

function
function
function
function
function

“/=”
“<”
“~.==”
“)”
“”) =“

{LEFT,

RIGHT

: STRING)

(LEFT,
(LE~,
(LEFf,

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

: STRING)
: STRING)
: STRING)

(LEFT,

RIGHT

: STRING)

-----

function
function
function
function

“&”
“&“’
“&”
“’&”

(LEFT
(LEFT
(LEFT
(LEFT

DURATION
The

predefine

-- The predefine

:
:
:
:

detta

is

are

STRING)

--

--

CHARACTEn;

PACKISTRING):

------

type

of

STRING;
CHARACTER;
STRING;
CHARACTER;

for

the

type

follows:

mtum
r.tum
return
rotum
mtum
return

RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT
RIGHT

implementation.de

operators

as

:
:
:
:

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

BOOLEAN;

STRING)
STRING)
CHARACTER)
CHARA~R)

fined

~
~

~:
$TnBm:
~:
~;

mrtgo lm~

DURATION

am

h

●

~

w

~

w

~

~

~

exceptions:

CON STRAINT_ERROR
NUMERIC_ ERROR
PROGRAM. ERROR
STORAGE_ ERROR
TASKING_ ERROR

a

: exception;
: .xception;
: ●xcoptfon:
: ●xcoptfon:
: ●xcoption;

end STANDARD;
Certain aspects of the predefine
entities cannot be compioto~ dOOwMdln@tO~For example,
although
the enumeration
type
BOOLEAN
CM b. _
~
enumeration
Iiterals FALSE and TRUE, the short-circuit
cont~
~
b. ~
language.

SQ
h

~
h ~

Note:
The

language

definition

package

predefine

the foiiowing

iibrary unit8:

-

The

-

-

The package SYSTEM
The package MACHINE_CODE
(if provided)
The generic procedure UNCHECKED_ Deallocation
The
generic function UNCHECKED_CONVERSiON

-

The
The

-

The
The
The

generic
generic
package
package
package

CALENDAR

package
package

SEQUENTIALJO
DIRECT_fO

TEXT_10
10_EXCEPTIONS
LOW_LEVEIJO

.
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D. Glossary

This appendix is informative
and is not pati of the standerd definhion
of the Ada programming
language.
Italicized
terms in the abbreviated
descriptions
below either have glossary entries
themselves
or are described
in entries for related terms.

Accept statement.

See entry,

Access type. A value of an access type (an
access value) is either a null value, or a value
an object created by an
that designates
a//ocator.
The designated object can be read
and updated via the access value. The definition of an access type specifies the type of
the objects
designated
by values
of the
access type. See also co//8cthm.
Actual

parameter.

See parameter.

The evaluation
of an attribute
Attribute.
yields a predefine
characteristic
of a named
entity; some attributes
are functions,
A block statement
is a
Block statement.
single
statement
that
may
contain
a
sequence of statements.
It may also include
handlers;
a declarative
part, and exception
their effects are loco i to the biock statement.
Body. A body defines the execution of a subprogram, package, or task. A body stub {s 8
of body that indicates that this execution is defined in a separately compiled sub-

form

Aggragata. The evaluation
of an aggregate
yields a value of a composite
type. The value
is specified by giving the value of each of the
components.
Either positione{ essodetfon or
may be used to indicste
named association

which value is associated with which component.
of an ailocator
The evaluation
creates an object and returns a new access
va/ue which designates
the object.

Allocator.

Array type. A value of an array type consists
which are all of the same su6of components
Each
type (and hence, of the same type)t

component

is uniquely

distinguished

by an
index (for a one-dimensionai
array) or by a
sequence of indices (for a multidimensional
array). Each index must be a value of a discrete type and must iie in the correct index
range.

unit.

A collection ia the ●ntire set of
Collection.
objects created by evaluation of a//rwatom for
an access type.
A compilation
unit is the
Compilation
unit.
or the body of a program
unit,
declaration
presented for compilation
as an independent
text.
[t is optionally
preceded
by a context
chwse, naming other compilation
units upon
which it depends by means of one more w/th
clauses.

Component. A component is a vaiue that is a
part of a iarger vaiue, or an ob~ect that is pan
of a larger object,
Composite typa,
A composite type is one
whose values have components. ~ere
are
two kinds of composite type: may types and
record

Assignment.
Assignment
Is the operation
that replaces the current value of a vatiuble
by a new value. An uss[gnrner?t statement
specifies a varittbie on the left, and on the
right, an expression whose vaiue is to be the
new value of the variabie,

types.

Constant.

See object.

Constraint. A constraint determines a wbeet
of the vaiues of a type. A vaiue in that subset
satisfies the constraint.

..———
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clause.

See compilation

unit.

Daclaration$
A declaration
associates
an
identifier
(or some other notation)
with en
entity.
This association
is in effect within a
region of text called the scope of the decler8tion. Within the scope of a declaration,
there
are places where
it is possible to use the
identifier to refer to the associated
declared
entity. At such places the identifier is said to
be a sirrrple name of the entity;
the nm?e is
said to denote the associated
entity.

A declarative
part is a
Declarative
Part.
Itmay also contain
sequence of declarations.
related
information
such as subprogram
bodies and representation
chwses.

Denote.

See declaration.

Derived Typa. A derived type is a type whose
operations and vaiues are replicas of those of
an existing type. The existing type is called
the parent type of the derived type.
Designate.
Direct

See access

vhdbiltty.

See

type,

task.

visibility.

indexing

and iteration,

statements

and

record

and for choices
variants.

in case

is a disA discriminant
Discriminant.
tinguished
component
of an object or value
of a record type. The subtypes of other components, or even their presence or absence,
may depend on the value of the discdminant.
Discriminant
constraint.
A discriminant
straint
on a record
type or private

contype

Manual

Entry.
An entry is used for communication
between tasks. Externally,
an entry is called
just as a subprogram
is called;
its internal
behavior is specified by one or more mcept
statements
specifying the actions to be performed when the entry is called.
type is e
Enumeration
type. An enumeration
discrete
type whose values are represented
Iiterals
which
are given
by enumeration
These
explicitly
in the type
declaration.
enumeration Iiterals are either identifiers or
character hlerals.
Evaluation.
The evaluation
of an expression
is the process by which the value of the
expression is computed.
This process occurs
during program execution.

An exception is an error situation
Exception.
which may arise during program execution.
is to abandon normal
To raise an exception
program

execution

error has taken
a portion
of
response to the
a program text
tion.

an

entity

so as to signai that the

place. An exception inmiler h
a
program
text apecifylng
exception.
Execution of such
is called hand//ng the excep-

Expanded name.
A discrete type is a ty,e
Discrete
Type.
which has an ordered set of distinct values.
The discrete types are the enurner8tion and
integer types.
Discrete types are used for

Ada Reference

which

An expanded name denotes
is dec/ared
irnmedlate!y

within some construc~ An dxpandocf name
the
has the form of a sekmteci component:
denotes the construct (a program un/t;
the
or a block, loop, or accept steternent);
selector is the simple name of the entity.

prefix

Expression.
An expression
putation of a value.
Fixed point
Floating
Formal

type.

point

type.

parameter.

defines

See real

the com-

typo.

See rea/ type.
See parameter.

specifies a value for each discrlrn;nent of the
type.

Function.

Elaboration.
The elaboration
is the process
by which
achieves
its effect (such
object);
this process occurs
execution.

either for a set of subprograms
or for e set of
packages. A subprogram or peclmga created
using the template
is called an instance of
the generic unit. A generic /nstuntiat/on h the
kind of declaration
that creates an hwtar’tce.

See subprogram.

Generic unit.
of a dechwation
the doclamtion
as creating
an
during program

A generic

unit i$ a template
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A generic unit is written 8s a subprogram or
package but with the specification prefixed
by a generic forrnd part which may declare
A generic formal
generic formal parameters,
or
parameter is either a type, a subprogram,

The properties

an object. A generic

A name is a construct that stands for
it is said that the name denotes the
entity, and that the entity is the meaning of
the name. See also dech?raticm, prefix.

program

See

exception.

See array

type.

An index constraint for an
Index constraint.
way
type specifies
the lower and upper
bounds for each index ronge of the array
type.
An indexed component
Indexed component.
denotes a component
in an array. It {s a form
of name
containing
express/ens
which
specify the values of the /nd/ces of the array

An indexed component may
component.
also denote an entry in a family of entries.

and of

propefiies
of the real

Name.

Named association. A named association
specifies the association of an item with one
or more positions in a list, by naming the
positions.
An object
contains
a value.
A
Object.
program
creates
an object
either
by
declaration
or by
an object
elaborating
an allocator.
The declaration
or
evaluating
allocator specifies a type for the object: the
object can only contain values of that type.

an elementa~
types. It
is either implicitly declared by the dec/arution
of the type, or it is a subprogram
that has a
Operation.
action

Instance.

numbers

an entity:

unit.

Handler.
Index.

unit is one of the kinds of

of the model

their operations
are the minimal
presemed by all imple~nentations
type.

See generic

unit.

Integer type. An integer type is a discrete
type whose
values represent 811 integer
numbers within a specific range,

An operation

associated

parameter

with

or remdt

is

one or more

of the type.

Qmretor.

Lexical element. A lexical element is an identifier, a /itera/, a delimiter, or a comment.

A limited
type.
which neither assignment
comparison for equality is
All task types are limited,
Limited

type

is a type

for

nor the predefine
implicitly deciared,

A private type can
to be limited. An equality operator
can be explicitly declared for a limited type.
be defined

A literal represents a value literally,
Literal.
that is, by means of letters and other
characters. A literal is either a numeric literal,
an enumeration literal, a character literal, or a
string literal.
Mode.

See parameter,

Model number,
A model number is an exactly representable
value of a roa/ type. Ogwratiorw of a real type are defined In terms of
operations on the model numbers of the type.

An operator is an operation which
has one or two operands. A unary operator is
written before an operand; o binary operator
is written between two operands. This notaAn
tion is a special kind of function ca//.
operator can be declared as a function. Many
operators
are implicitly declared by the
declaration
of a type (for example, mom type
declarations
imply the declaration of the
equality operator for values of the type).
An identifier can have several
meanings at a given point in the
this property
is called
program
text:
For example,
an overloaded
overloading,
Overloading.

alternative

enumeration
literal can be an identifier that
appears
in the definitions
of two or more
enumeration
types, The effective meaning of
an overloaded
identifier is determined
by the
context,
Subprograms,
aggregates,
and string //tere/s can also be
8//oc8tors,

overloaded.
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Package.
A package
specifies
a group of
logically
re!ated
entitie~,
such
as types,
with
objects of those types, and subprograms
parameters
of those types.
It is written as a
bod~.
ptrckage
declaration
and a package
The package
declaration
has a visib/e perf,
containing
the dec/ar8tions
of all entities that
can be explicitly used outside the package. It
may
also have a private part containing structural details that complete
the specification
of the visible entities, but which are irrelevant
to the user of the package. The package body
contains
implementations
of subprograms
(and possibly tasks as other packeges)
that
have been specified
in the package declaration, A package
is one of the kinds of
program
unit.

its

applicable

visible part
ma{

part.

quality

operations

are

unless

the

also

defined

private

type

Procedure.

in the

equaiity,
for

for-

and hw-

private

types,

is /imited.

A program
is composed
of a
Program.
number of compilation
units, one of which is
called
the main program.
a subprogram
Execu{ :m of the program consists of ex.cution of the main program, which may invoke
subprograms
declared
in the other compilation units of the program.

values.

Program unit. A program unit is any one of a
generic unit, package,
subprogram,
or tesk
unit.
Qualified expression. A quaiified expression
is an expression preceded by an indication of
Such qualification is
its type or subtype.
used when, in its absence,
the oxpreaaion
might be ambiguous (for example ●s a consequence of over/oacfing),
Raising

an exception.

See exception.

Range. A range is a contiguous set of values
A range is specified by giv-

ing

type.

defined

or in a generic

See subprogram.

Parent

derived

are

of a package,
Assignment,

of a sca/ar type,

See

Manual

Private type. A private type is a type whose
structure
and set of values
are cieady
defined, but not directly avaiiable to the uaar
of the type. A private type is known only by
its discriminants
(if any) and by the set of
operations defined for it. A pdvate type and

Parametw. A parameter
is one of the named
entities associated with a subprogram,
entry,
or generic
unit, and used to communicate
with the corresponding
subprogram
body,
tmce~t statement
or generic body. A formal
parameter
is an identifier used to denote the
rwmed
entity
within
the body. An actua/
parameter
is the particular entity associated
with the corresponding
formal parameter
bv
a subprogram
call, entry cell, or generic
The mode
of
a formal
instantiation,
parameter
specifies whether the tmsookated
actual parameter
supplies a value for the forma I parameter,
or the formal supplies 8 value
The
for the actual
parameter,
or both.
association
of actual parameters
with formal
parameters
can
be specified
by named
associations,
by positional associations,
or by
a combination
of these.
type.

Ada Reference

the

lower
A value

and
in

upper

bounds

for

the

the range is said to be/ong

to the range.

A positional associaPositional association.
tion specifies the association of an item with
a position in a list, by using the same position
in the text to specify the item,
Pragma. A pragma
the compiler.

conveys

information

to

Prefix. A prefix is used as the first pan of certain kinds of name. A prefix is either a function call or a name.
Private

part.

See packege.

of a
Range constraint. A range constraint
type specifies 8 range, and thereby determines the subset of the values of the type
that belong to the range.
Real type. A real type is a type whose V81UOS
represent
approximations
to the
real
numbers.
There are two kinds of real type:
fixed

point

types

are specified

by abaoluto

floating
point
types
are
specified by a relative emor bound expreaaod
as a number of significant
decimal dlgita.

error

bound;

–
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Record type. A value of ● record type consists of components which are usually of dif-

ferent types or subtvpest For each component of a record value or recofd ob~uct, the
definition of the record type spec!fies en
identifier that urUquely determines the component within the record.

Simple name.

See declaration,

Statement.

A statement speclfiea on. or
more actions to be performed during the
execution of a program.
is either a
A subcomponent
of another aub-

Subcomponent.

Renaming declaration.

A renaming declaration declares another name for an entity.
Rendezvous. A rendezvous is the interaction
that occurs between two parallel tasks when
one task has called an entry of the other taak,
and a corresponding accept statement
Is
being executed by the other task on behalf of
the calling task.

neme.

or a component

component,
component.

A

Subprogram.
procedure

or

a

subprogram
function.

of
specifies a sequence
ca//
invoked by a procedure
function

specifies

is

either

a

A procedure
actions and I*

a sequence

statement.
A
of actiona and

also returns a value called the fesuft, end ao a
A representation
Repreeentatbn
claw..
clause directs the complier in the selection of
the mapping of a type,an object, or a task

onto features of the underlying machine that
executes
a program.
In some cnaes,
representation clauses completely specify the
mapping; in other cases, they provide crlteda
for chmsing a mapping.
Satiafy.

See constraht,

specifies its name, formai parameters, and
(for a function) its result: and a subprogram
specifies
the
sequence
of
body which
The subprogram cell apecifloa the
actions.
actua/ parameters
that are to be atmocloted
with the formal parameters. A subprogram is
one of the kinds of program unit.

subtype.

&aJar type. An object or value of a scalar
A scalar
type does not have components.
type is either a discrute type or a reel type.
The values of a scalar type are ordered.
$COPO.

function ca// is an expression. A subprogram
is written
as a subprogram
decluretion, which

Subtype. A subtype of a type characterizoa a
subset of the values of the type. no subset is
determined by a consfrm’nt on the type. Each
value
in the set of value$
of 8 8ubtype
belongs to the subtype and sathfles the constraint determining
the subtype.

See declaration.

Subunit.
Wectad

componwt. A selected component
is a name consisting of a Pmfh and of an
identifier called the se/ector. Selected components
are used to denote record cornpe
nents, entries, and objects designated by
they are alao ueed es
access values;

expended

Salactor.

names.

See selected component.

See body.

Task.

A task operates in parallel with other
parts of the program, It is written as a t8sk
spec/ficat/on
(which specifies the name of tho
task and the names and form8/ peramotors of
its entries),
and a t8sk body which defines its
execution.
A tusk unit isone of the kinds of
program unit, A task type Is a type that permits
the
subsequent
dec/aretion
of any
number of similar tasks of the type. A value
of a task type is said to designete
a trek.
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Typa.

A type characterizes both e aet of
values, and a sat of oporttions applicable to
those values. A type defln}tion IS a language

Via}fflky.
At a glvon point in a program text,
of en ontky with o oonoin
the dechmtlon
Menttfier is said to bc vMb/e If the entity i. m

construct
that doflnea a type. A particular
type hJ either an access type, an am-y typo, a
priv8te type, a record type, a scaler type, or a
t8sk type.

acceptable meaning for an

Use clauaa.

A use clause

achieves

that appear
visibility of dec/8r8t/ons
visible pwts of named p8Ck8gOS.

Variable.
Variant

dkect
In the

ocwrenc.

See object.

pan
A variant pan of a record
alternative
record components,
specifies
depending on a d/scrim/nant of the record.
Each value of the diacriminant establiahos a
particular alternative of the variant part.

atthat

point of the idontifler. The declaration is vL?Ib/e by sdection at the place of the se/ector In
or at the place of the
a se/ected component
name in a n8med 8ssoci8tion. Otherwise, the
declaration is d/rect/y v/s/b/e, that is, if the
identifier alone has that meaning.

Visible

pm.

See pachge.

With clause. See comphtlon

unit.
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E. Syntax

Surnm8~

31

21

graphic. character
=
I lower_ case_ letter

ha4c_graphic_charactar

baslc_declarat\on =
oblect_declaratlon
I
! tYpe_declaratlOn
I sl~bDr~gram_decl
aration I

I other_speclal_charactel

baslc_graphlc_character
uppcr_case_letter
speclal_character

::=
I digit
I scmce_character

basic-character
=
bastc_graphic_cha

racter

!dentifler
letter

=
i [underline]

1 format_ effecter

letter_ or_dtglt
=

“,=

letter-or_digit
letter

except ion_declaration
renamlng_declarat
iorl

32
oblec~declaratlon
)dentifler_ilst
I identifier_list

I

[ digit

upper_ case_ letter

ldentlfier_l!st
::=

.=
iconetant]
: [constant]

number_ declaration
identifier_list

/ lower_case_letter

24
numerlc_llteral

number_declaration
subtype_ declaration
package_declaration
I generic_ declaration
generic_instantiation
I deferred_conatanLdeclaration

I taskde~laration

I

23

letter
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subtvpedndication
[:= .xweaaion]:
constrained_arra~-derfinition
[:= ●xpraaaion];

::constant

:=

identifier

–

universa/_sraric_expreaaion:

{, identifier

3.31

decimal_ liter81 I based_literal

tvoe_decleration
::=
full_tvoe-declaration
I incomplete_type_declaration
I private_type_daclaration

241
::=

decimal_ literal
integer

~:= digit

exponent

.:=

integer

[integer]

[[underline]

E 1+1 integer

(exponent]

full-type_declarat/on
WP

digit I
I

E

-

[.based_integer]

:.=

b

ldiscriminanua~]

type_ definition
::=
enumeration_type_definition
I real_ typj_definition
record_type_definit
ion
! derived_ type_definition

integer

242
besed_literal
::=
base # based_integer

identifier

#

type-definition;

I intager.~tbfinition
/ arraY_tvpe_Minltion
I Qccosutype_dafinition

[Oxponont)
33.2

base

:=

integer

based_ integer :=
extended_digit
{(underline}

subtype_ decleration
subtype identifier
extended_ digit I
subtype_ indication

extended_ dlglt

::=

digit

::=
h subtype_indication;
::=

tvpe-mark

[constraint]

I letter
type_mark

::=

type_name

I suhype~emo

25
cherecter_iitertti

::=

constraint
::=
range_constraint
I
fixed_poinLconstraint
[ discriminan~constraint

“graphic_character’

26
string_ literal

::=

I ftoatin~ln~oonstrahtt
I htde~conatralnt

“ [graptric_characterl”
34

2.8
derived_ type_ definition
pragma
=
pragfns identifier

[[argumenLsssociation
I, argumenUsaaociation

argumen~aasociation
:;=
[crgument_identifiOr
=>]
I [wgurnen!_identifier
=>]

lJl:

new

●ubtypo_indicatlon

3.5
range-constrainr

nam.
expression

::=

::=

range

range

range ~:=
renge_attrlbute
I airnpie-exwesaion
.. sirnpk_cxpreasion
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3.7

enumerat ton_t ype_definition
::=
(enumeratiorditeraldc)ecification
‘. enurneration_li teral_spocMcationt
enumeration-

literal-specification

ernurneratlon-l iteral

::=

identifier

..-=

Ada Reference

Menua[

1

discriminan~art
::=
ldmcr!mmanLspecification

)

{; discrtmkwnUpectf’lcatlon

I charactor_llteral

372
lnltlon

““=

range_constreint

dlscrlmlnan~constraln:
(dlscrlmmanLassoc!

356
real_ type_ definition
::=
floaflng_polnt_ constraint

,.=
atlon

!, discrlminan~maocletlonl)

discrimlnan~aswciation
::=
Idiscrjmlflanr-simple~ame
expression

I fixed-pomLconstreint

II

disc~j~i~c~t~implofi~mc

I

3.5.7
floating_ poin~constramt
::=
floatingdccuracy_definitlon

[rmge_conStraint]

37.3

floatmg_accuracy_definition
::=
digits static~imp\e_expreaaion

vltrlanLpart
::=
coee disctiminanf~imple-emo
v8riant
I varittntl
●nd ease.

3.5.9
fixed_poinLconstraint
flxed_accuracy_defi

::=
nit ion

[renge-constraint)

variant
:=
when choice {1 choicel
component_list

fixed_ accuracy_definition
::=
dolts static_simple_expression

chotce ‘:=
stmpkexpression
I dmcrete_range
I otttem

3.6
errey_type_definition
::=
unconstreined_array_dofinitlon
uncotwtroinod_amy*tion
●ey(indeUttbtvpe_MWW3rt
co?nponent.aub~

tnde~gubtv~_definition

discrete-range

::=
.:=

=>

I cornporwrtr~imple_n@mo

3.8

n1, indeuubWo_daflnltlon
ndlcetlon

~_mOf’k

::=

la

I constralned_arroy_deflnMon

}) of

constrain ed_arrey-definit
ion ::=
srmy index_ constraint
of component~bWpeJndicat&n

,nde~constrelnt

1)

dmcrlmmant_specificetion
::=
ldentlfler_ltst
tvpe_mark
[o= expression]

enumor@ion_lltorel

3,54
!nteger_tyDe_def

78?5A

(discrete-rang.

Mn~

eeeegs

wbtype_indlcatlon

381

<>

{, discrete-mnga

d/scmte~ubWpoJtiicatlon

::=

acces~tvpe-definition

II

lncompiete_~~_declaration
::=
type Identifier
[discriminanuart];

I range
3.9

37
record_ type_ definition
record
component_list
●nd reco?d

declaratwe~art
::=
ibaslc_declarative_ltem

::=

cornponent_list
::=
compo~en~declaratlon
I ~componenUleclaretion
I null

basic_ declaratwaJtem
::= basic_declsrstion
I use-clause
I representatton_clause

{componenLdecla
I v*rlwtLport

component_doclaration
::=
ident ifier_llst : componen~aubtype-deflnltton
component_sub~pe-defi

I (later_dechrcthre_ltem

nition

::=

latar_declarative_itom
::= body
I subprogrem_declaratlon
I peckoge_declaration
I ts~declaration
[ generkdoclamtion
use_clauce
[ genorichratantiatlon

ration I

[:=

wbtypa-lndlcatltwt

●xpreeelon];

body

:=

proper_body

proper_body
::=
subprogram-body

I body-tub

I Packaodmdv

I WSUWC@

I

= > I
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syntax

4.6

4.1
nmm. .= simple-name
I character_litoral
~ indexed_componant

Iogicalaperator
I oporator_9ymbol
I allct

I selttctad_mmp-nt

I

●tdlorlxor

::=
;:=

reMonaLOperWor

=

1/=1

attrlbut.
::=

binary_adding_operator

<1<=/>/>=

+1-16

simple-name ::= Identlfler
uns~_adding_oparator
prefix

name

:.=

::=

I -

● l/lntodl

::=

multiptyin~perator
4.1.1

highesQrecedence_operator

indexed_component

preflx(sxwesslon

::=

I, expreealonl)

rem

●*[obe!

::=

not

4.6
tvpa-converaton

4.1,2

●iice

+

I function_c811

::=

tvpemark(expruuion

)

4.7
::=

Profix(dhcrateuanee)
quelifiad_exproeeion
::=
type_mark’(expro.sion)

4.1.3
aal~cted_cornponent

::=

4.8

pmfix.selector

seiector ::= sirnpla_name
I cfwactor-lkeral
I owatouwbl

\ typernoric”aggregato

●llocator
new

I *

::=
subtype-indication

[ -w

ctudifbddxpraaeiOn

6.1

4,1.4

●ttribute

::=

aoquonceQf_atatoments

prefix’andbute~odg~tor

●ttrlbuto-designator
simplefiame

statement
( Mall

::=
[(un/wma/40f/c-e~ion)]

●ggregate

CWWO-U-latin
lCMaa
II

::=
aimple_atatentent

statcm.nt {statement)
( {Iaboll compoumbwtarn.nt

aimgde~tatamant
::- nubtatement
I ●aaignmem_atatemertt
I procadure4alUtmomont
I .xlLatatomant
I retu~tatomant
I gotoJtatunont
I -Jelt-etstomt
I delay~tement
I aboutmwnent

4.3
::=
(componenLaaaociation

::=

1, componenuaeociatlonl)

I deo-atmement

I‘~otmwnt

::9
chokal

=>

1

compoutitatemont
if_atatement

expmoaion

::=
I ceeLatatement

~P-O~_mt
I ~atoment
I mmmutaternont I ael.-tatom.nt
I

4.4

●xpression

label

::=

I

relation
relation

land relation I
{w roletion I

I

relatkm

Ixtw

f relation
I rdation

{end

::=

<

<lebelAmplwame

>>

@tommlationl

{or .lae

nuli_atatcm8nt

rdatlonl

::=

rudl;

datbd

6.2
relation

::=

aimpl~expreaalon (relatlon.bperator aknpkexpue~)
I eirnp10_exPre9skln
[not) in m
! slrnda-ewra-ion I*I
k ~o~

~~mvaddknerne

~-

w

●apreaaion;

6.3

8imPi._sxmeeaion ::=
[unary~ddin~paretorl

term {MnW~in~fetor

t.rm ::= factor lrnultipl@ng4m0r.
tor
factor :-

prims~ [** prlmow] I *

t.rm)

faotor}
prirnav I nut Pflmew

pdma~ ::=
nun!er’kJitwralJ null ) ~
I QI rwna I ●llocator I functiorud 1 ~
I qumfiodsxpronlort I (oxpmwlm)

if_atatomont
::=
if condition
than
quence.of_@atornonts
I Otdf diticwl
dtwt

aactwnceA4t@tanerlta
I
ldaa
—m—@Loim8tomant8 1
d
M;
~-~
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54

63

case-statement
::=
csso expression is
cew_8tatem8n~attems
I caseJtatsmenUltomdve
M
Caae;

wbprograrn_bodY
:.=
subprogram_apecifictrtion
! declerativa-pwt]

tlve

IS

I
sequanca_ofJt*tOmonts
I

cese_statement_
eltemetive
::=
when choice {1 choice I = >
sequence_ ofJtstements

●xce@on
exception_ hondler
I exceptlon_handierl]
●nd {desi~naror];

5.5

64

ioop_staternent
::=
lloop-simple_name:]
( iteration_acheme]
loop
secauence_of_Matementa
end loop (hop~impiefiamo];

procedure_ celi_stetement
::=
procudure_name
lactual~erameterqa~];

itertrtion~cheme
I

for

::=

Manual

uvftih

function_call
.:funcrion_name

condition

lactual_parameter_pwtl

actut41_parameter_part
::=
(parameter_assoclation
{, parwneter_asaocietion))

ioopqaramotor~ciflcation

bOp_parsmeter_spacification
::=
identifier in [mtweal
discrete_rmtgo

parameter–association
[ formai_perameter

5.6

forrnal_parerneter

::=
= >1 sctuLparsmeter
::= pererncfer~imph~ame

biocLstatement
::=
lM~J~~~plo_name:)
deciarativa~n]

7.1

sequence_ofJtatomertts
I ●xcoption

packcge_declaration

.xception_hartdl.r
]
~~c.P~dorl

●nd lb/ock_simpIoJu

pttckage_specification

khan

i-~er
is
Ibaslc_declarativeJtem}
I privota
lbasi~declarativeJtem
)]
and kckage~imdeqame]

condition);

~v

:’=
-SDO

5.8

~v

mchw~~w~a-~.

&

[ daclamtka-txt]

return_statemertt

::=

roWrlt

I begin

(oxpmaaM);

sequencer_of_xtstements
I ●xcaption
exception_handier
I exceptiotiandlerll]
and Ipackagedimphutamel:

5.9
goto_statement

::=

goto

I.bel-neme;
7.4

61
::=

wbpogramdeclerstion
subprogramdpecificetion
procedure identifier
I function designator
designator

::=

identifier

oparator~ymbol

::=

::=
[formal_part]
lformal~rt]

rwtum

deferred_mnstttnUlecfarati@
identifier_list
: constant

w_m@rk

Is [Mrnltod] pdwta:

::=
tvpe_mork;

8.4

I operator~mbol

uw-clause

:=

use pcckege-name

1, pocksgtt_narne

);

8.5
1: pamfwtw~cdon

pmometer_apecification
::=
identifierJist
: mode tweJnfi

=llnllin

private_twe_declarathn
::=
type identifier [dhcrirnhanLpart]

WbprograntJpatMwtion:

strin~itoral

formol-pan
::=
(parDmetor_spacification

mode

::=

~

me];

5.7
exLstetemerrt
::=
●xit hop-name]

::= package_specification:

[:=

I)

ronarni~ociwation
::=
iderttifler : ~dnark
~ idorttifior : •~
I
pockaga
identifier
I ●
htwogrttm_apecifh2etion

.XP8dW1

outlout

mtofnaa o~name;
CWIUtMa oxw~me:
~
pockap9_narne;
renamae
MJwofw@mJwmr7tw_na

me;

F-4

t?-.

.-L

-.

.--1---

---

-1--

------

6-.

--6X6K--

d--ln.nd

in

nmnbnm-

●

anmbnin

nawa

an-

rnr

mnrrbma

FnPnrn
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97.2

9.1
tasLdeciarat~on

::=

condit~onal-entry-call

tastipscification;

:)=

Oaiact

tatkspacificatlon
::=
tsak I tvpe I identifier Ih
Iont~_declaration
I
represent atlon_clausel
●nd lrask_s!mple_name]]

ant W_cttll_statemem
eecwonce~f~tat.
mants]

.J

sequence_of_state

merits

●nd soloct,
9 73

tasLbody
L
tssh body task-simple-name
[ declaralive_pitfl]
begin
secwence_of-5tatements
wrceptlon
exception_ handler
exception_ handlerl]
●nd I task-simpie-name]:

is
tlmed_entry_call
::=
select
entrv_cdLstatement
I 5equence_of_statemertts]
or
deiay_elternative
end eehct;
910

aborL9t8Temenl ::= stxm tasLmme
entrv_dectaration
●ntry identifier

::=
[(diacreto_rarrgo)]

ffoMW_PaR]:

10.1

entry_caLstmement
::enrry-name
lactual-parameter-panl;
accepLstatement
::=
e c c o p t enrry_simple_ftem
sequence_of_statements
end lerrtv-sim@e_namcll;
ent~_index

wpilation

::= Icornpilmiorl-unit j

compilation_unit
[(entw-index)]

[fom’taf.pert)

[do

I

9.6

aecondcry_unit

delav_8tatement

::=

aJmple-expreaslon;

dslw

::=

contex~clauea
contekcleuee

library_unit
eecondary-unit

libraw_unit
::=
subprogram-declaration
I generic-dec18ratti
I subprogram_bodv

““= expression

{, tas&_namel:

librsrv_unitJody

::=

I peck~-cfeciaratlon
I mrtoricJn8tantl@on

library_unlWdv

::=

I subunit

subprofJrwUXXj’y

[ ‘paclwgeAXy

10.1 1
9.7

context_ciause ::= !vvit~-clmee {use-clauaei1

::= selective-wait
select_ statement
1 condntonal_entry_call
I timecl-entry_call

with_ cleuse ‘.=
wtth uml_slmrYeJafne

1, unLsimPle_rtame

];

10.2

9,7.1
aelective_wait

body_stub
::=
subprogram_apecMicatlOn
~ 9.-;
I POCX
IdY
P@c@UtmPie-name
b
Is aafm~;
I tack body tusk~imple~arrro

::=

select_ alternative
Iol
selec~eltema~ivel
I ●ke
secwenca_of_statemtmtsl
●nd select:

wbunit

::=

eeparate

(perent~nfifiamol

eepmet.:

proper-body

11.1
selec~alternative
::=
[ when condition =>]
seiective_waiultematlve

axception_declttration

::=

Identifier-lm

: -eopdott;

11.2
eelect ivO_waiUtternative
::= accopLAtorn@vo
I delav_altemetive
I terminate-elterrtatlva
accepcaltemative
●ccept_staternent

::=
(secwonce-f-etatemontal

dclay_altemative
delay_ statement

::=
[eequence-of_atatemontD]

terrninate_altemative

::=

WwdrU@;

●xcoptio%handlor

::=
when exceptiow%oicre
eequonoe_ofdtetamonta

●xception_choice

::=

1{

●xoaptloru~loel

●xcept/on~ame

=>

I otttera

11,3
ra}mtaternent

::=

Miao

[OKc@WorrJtwrWl

-

;

.———._—
_____
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13 1

generic_ deciararton

---

generlc_speclflcatlon
:=
gener!c_formal_part
I
genertc_formal~art
generlc_formal

Ada Reference Manual

/8/5A

part

.

generic_specification.

representation.
clause ::=
type_ representation_clause

subprogram_apecificction
package_ epeciflcetion
gonoric

lgeneric~arameter_

tyDe_representa tlon_ciause
:.= length_clause
enumeratlon_ref
xesentation_clauaa
record renreqentntion_ clau3e
declaration 1
132

generlc_parameter_
declaration
:,=
lden!lfler_llst
[in [out]] two-mark
[:= expreawon]:
I type Identifier
is generic_type_definition:
! prwate_type_declaratlon
with subprogramfipecification
[Io name],
wtth subprogram _specificetion
[10 <> ];

length_ clause

slmpl._Oxctreaalon:

=
tation_clause
uao aggragata;

134
record_ representation_ clau.se :“=
for type_simple_neme
uae
record [alignmonLclause]
Icomponenulauaa
I
●nd record:

lgeneric_GctuWpart]:
lgonoric-actual_pwtJ:

allgnment_clause

[gonoricdctual-panl;

~.= ●t mod

comoonen~clause
cornporrenf_name

generlc_actual~art
::=
(genertc_awmciation
1, genertc_aswciationl)

generic_ tormal_parameter
parmncrter_aimple_ nem.

uea

for attribute

enurneratlon_represen
for fype_slmple_name

123

generic_ associiution :=
lgeneric_forrnel~arameter

=

133

generlc_lvpe_def
initlon ,.=
(<>)
range <~ I digits
<>
I delta
<>
array _type_deflnition
I access_ type_definition

generic_ instantiation
.:=
package
identifier Is
new gerrericU8ckege_name
I proceduro identifier is
new gerreric4rocedure_name
1 functwn demgnator ia
new gerreficJfrrctiwr_namo

I eddro~clauso

statkd

mplo_expreasion:

::=
●t st8ticA
mpla_Oxpreaalon
range static_ronge;

135
= > I garwi~ud~cra

meter

::=
] oper.torqmbol

●dresa_ciame

;.=
tcw simple_name

Ueeat

●lmple_expmdon;

138
generic-e ctual_parametOr
:;= expreaaion I vcda&/cJamo
I subprogram_name
I wwY_rtorno
I ~pe_mwk

code_statement

::=

type_mark’mcord-aggregat9;

-. ,-

I
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Syntsx

In the list given below
defined
For example:

each

syntactic

Cross

categow

is followed

by the section

number

where

it is

4.5

adding-operator

In addition, each syntactic categoq
is followed
tion it appears.
For example,
ttdding_operator

adding_operator
simple_expression
An ellipsis

Roforonco

(... ) is used when

lovver_c80e_httor

by the names of other categories in whose definiappears in the definition of simple_expression:

4.5
4.4
the syntactic

catego~

is not defined

by a syntax

rule.

For example:

...

All uses of parentheses are combined in the term “()”. The italicized prefixes used with some terms
have been de!eted here,

...

don

●xua~rem.tor
actue~rmoterqm
●ntry-call-atatomont
functiokcsll
prooaduro.cslUWwwnt

9.10

●bomstetomont
slmpla~tat.mont

6.1

...

dls
factor
highesLprecedenc@

4porWOr

6.4
0.4

pefDm.tOr_**aocintlon

D.lo

aborutatornent

4.4
4.6

6.4
:::
e.4

8ddmeLEbauee

13.8
13.1

ropfoaentatiovlaue4

●ccept
accegtitatement
occopLdtarndve
selective_weit-altemdvO

.,,

@se-s8~

9.6

code~tmomont
enumeretionNprewntatlonAauw
primary
quMWLexproeelOn

9.7.1
0.7.1

sceoputat.ntont
wcep~alt.mativo
compouutatorn.nt

Mgwtulu@J9s
recOrcUopreaentotl~o

un

4.3
13,8

13.3
4.4
4,7
13.4
13.4

.,,
accommpe.dufidtlon
—==-~n~
genoric_tYpO-Mnltion
typedefirdtion

3.8

●n

...
aoloctor

3.8
12.1
3.3.1

prlmwy

F-7

4,1,3
4.8
4,4

.——.-—.
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...

srtd
exPre9slon
logtcal_operator

●rgurtwtussoaiwton
pragma

●way
constramed_array _definltlon
unconstramed_array _definition
arraY_typtt_defh’tltton
generlc_rype_definition
tvpe_defmltlon

●ss~gnmenutatament

.,.
3.6
3.6
3.8
12,1
3,31

address_clause
allgnment_clause
component_clause

13.5
13<4
13,4

.,.

at

Manual

.,.

6.4

casestattrment
verlanLpafl

2.8
2.8

5.2
5.1

Ada Reforance

can

4.4
4,5

simf3te_statement

18154

3.7.3

ceae-statmtont
compound_statornont

6.4
6.1

caaefitm8mortti#tam*tWe
case_ statement

5.4
6.4

charcctor_Jitoral
enumeratlon_literel
name
selector

2.6
3.5.1
4.1
41.3

choaca
case_statemOn~altematlve
componenusaociation
variant

3.7.3
5.4
3%

code_at8tement
simplefitatement

13.8
6.1

sttribute
length_clause
name
range

4.1.4
13,2
4.1
3.6

compilation

10,1

compilation.unit
compilation

10.1
10.1

OTtributsdesignator
attribute

4.1.4
4.1.4

comporwn ~ation
aggregate

based_ llteral

2.4.2
2.4.2

cornponentila
uea
record_represontatiorLciausa

baaed_ integer
based_litera[

2.4.2
2.4.2

componwLdedamti
componenUist

based_ hteral
numeric_ literal

2.4.2
2.4

Cornponentiiat

bossr

bnic_ch8rector

2.1

-decteration
basic_declerative_item

3.1
3.9

baaic-declerativoJtom
declarative_pan
package~pecification

3.9
3.9
71

bes:c_graphtc–chmactor
basic_character
graphic_character

2.1
2.1
2.1

13.4
13.4
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.7,3

racord-type_dOfinitkn
variant

3.7
3.7

6.1

bagin
blockstatement
packege_bodY
subprogram_bodv
tasldody

...

4.6
4,4

blocLatatem*nt
compouncbtatomont

6.8
5.1

body
body_stub
package-body
tasldmdy

condition
exititatement
if_statoment
iteratiokacheme
selectdttomativo
ameMional-uWaM
wlocutatoment

5.8
7,1
8.3
9.1

bmwv_adding_operator
sirnple_expres800n

later_ deciarsthre_hem

6.1

canatant
deferred_constant_deciaratti
number_declaration
obiect_declaration

0a9etrainedmmdearthb
array _tvpe_daflnition
objecdeclardort

N

),”

6.3
6.6
9.7.1
S.7.2
9.7

.,.

u
3.2
3.8
3.8
33

3.9
3.9
Wnatrairtt

,.,

wbtype_indicatlon

10.2
7.1
9.1

ametilwaa
compilation_unit

10,2
3.9

decimel_Utorel
numeriditaml

en

3.3.2
3.3.2
10.1.1

10.1
2.4.1
2.4
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dociarstlwo-parl
bloclum!tement
plrckage_body
subprogram-body
tas~bodv

decke
blocLstatement

else

3$9
S.e
7.1
8.3
9.1

.!.

conditional-entry
expression
if_statement
selective_walt

_call

!3.!?

.!,

6.6

ahlt

...
6.3

if_statement
dotormd-constsn~doclamtion
baslc_declaration

7.4
3!1

delay
delev_statement

end
accep~tatement
blocLstatement
case_statement
conditional_ entv_cell
if_staternent
Ioopfitatement
package-body
peckege~peciflcatlon
record_representation-ClOuee
record_tvpe_daflnltlOn
selective_wah
subprogramJody
tasUXXfy
tasiumeciflcation
timed_entry-call
variantipart

.,.
0.0

delay_alternMivo
selective_wait_atternative
tlmed_en!ry_call

9.7.1
9.7.1
9.7,3

delay_atatomont
delay-alternative
simpie_statement

9.6
9.7.1
5.1

detta
fixed_ accuracy_definftlon
generic-type_definltkm

...
3.6.9
12.1

d.mrod-tvpa_dofWttOn
tYpa_dafinition
Iheifptor
generic_inetantlation
subprogremJmdy
subprogram_apeciflcation

on~

8.1

m-eatwtwlwnt
conditional_entW~
simple_statement
timed_entw-call

...
21
2.4.2
2.4,1
2,3

,,.
9.6
6.6
6.4
9.7.2
6.3
6.8
7.1
7.1
13.4
3.7
9.7.1
6.3
9.1
9.?:
3.7.3

...
9.5

entry_doctaration

12.3
6,3
8.1

digit
bssic.~raphic-chomctw
extended_digit
integer
letter_or_dlgit

@.7.2
4.4

all

UJtry-deciefetkm
taaLep9cificatkbn

9.6
9.7.2
6.1
9.7.3
9.6
9.1

--~
accepUtatement

di@ts
fioetin~accumcy-dOIMion
pW’re*typeJMIWOrl

...
3.6.7
12.1

diecretennga
choice
entW_declaratlon
inde~constraint
bop_parameter_specification
slice

4.?;

diacriminan~ieuon
diecriminanwnetreint

3.7.2
3.7.2

diaeriminen~atmint
constraint

3.72
3.302

diacriminsn~
full-typedeciaration
incornpiete_typa_deciwation
prwate_Wpe_deciaration

3.7.1
3.3,1
3.8.1
7.4

diacriminent_a~
diecriminmt~rt

3.7.1
3.7.1

Utmwmbumd
enumeratlortJitoreiApCclflwtion

3.6.1
3.6.1

OIwmora

3.6.1
3.6.1

~~

anumeration_type_deflnition

3.;::
9.6
3.6

--—~

type_r.preaentatioMiOuaa

unJllwratloltJV~mon
typ~ciefinition

E

●moptiorufdee

11.2
11.2

except km_handler

11.1
3.1
11,2

biociutat.mont
packegdmdv
subprogram-bodv
Iaaodv

9.5

...
exponent

3.s.1
3.3.1
,..
6.$
11,1
7.1
8.6
6.3
9.1

0..

●ccep~tatomont

13.3
13.1

Oxcop*
bioc~nwnt
oxcoption_daclaration
package-body
renamin@ecla
mtion
aubpwmubodv
task-lmdy

oxeoptio&dabmdon
baaitiwation

do

?:

2.4.1

E-9

6.8
:::
0.1
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function
ext~tetement

6;;

.xrLstatomont
91mple_statement

57
51

qmnonl
based_ iiteral
declmal_litera~

2.41
2.4.2
241

●xpmsslon

4.4
04
2.8
5.2
414
6.4
4.3
3.7
6.3
3.7.2
3%7.1
9.5
12.3
12,1
4.1 1
3.2
3.2
6.1

actual-parameter
argumen’~assoclation
asslgnmenr_sta tnrnent
at[ribute..desi gnator
case_statement

componen~awocumon
component_ declaration
condition
discrlminan~aseociation
discriminanLspecification
entry _mdex
generlc_actual-parameter
generlc_parameter_declamtion
mdexed_component
number_ declaration
ob\ect_deciaration
parameter_apecifi
cation
primary
aualified_expre ssion
return_statement
type_conversion

::?
6.8
4.6

●xtendod_di@t

2.4.2
2.4,2

based_ integer

gonaric
generlc_foftnalqart

12.3
12.3

ganorlc_actua14afi
generic_ instantiation

123
12.3

gonanc~ssociation
generic_ actual_pert

12.3
12.3

gwwric_declmMlon
basic_ declaration
later_ declarative_item
libraw_unit

12.1
3.1
3.9

10.1

getwric-fonnd-pamnwtw
genOric_aseociatlon

12.3
12.3

pwric_formd4ert
gerreric~peclfication

12.1
12.1

gorwic_inetantidon
basic_ declaration
later_ declarative_ltern
library _unit

12.3
3.1
3.9

fiaod~ccurscy_do&ttion
flxed_poinCconwaint

3.6.0
3X.9

gmaricApdk

ftxoLpOin~etwint
constraint
raal_type_dofinition

3.5.9
3.3.2
3.6.6

flo8tin~ccuracy_~n
floatin~oinLconstraint

3.6.7
3.6.7

ftoatmg_poinCconatmhtt
constraint
roal_type_definition

3.6.7
3.3.2
3.6.6

for

.,.
address_clause
enumeration_represent@
tlondtmme
lteratlon~cheme
lengttt_clause
record_representetion_clauM

13,6
13.3
5.5
13.2
13.4

formd_param.t.r
oarameter_amociation

8.4

formd_part
accep~tatemont
entW_docJaration
subprogramfipecification

9.6
9.6
6.1

formauffector
basic-charecter
hdt_typa_daowadort
type_ declaration

8.4

0.1

.

...
2.1
3,3.1
3.3.1

12.1

generic_actualqaramoter
gener\c._association

~rernator~

term

12.3
6.1
6.4
4.1
4,4

function_odt
prefix
primary

4.4
4.4

tutor

...

generic_ instantiation
subprogram_speclficstion

generic_formal_part

●tbn

generic.dachratton
ganaric-typa_doflnMOrt
gerneric_paramstsrJMcAarath3n

goto
goto_statement

10.1
12.1
12,1
12.1
12.1
12,1
12.1
...
6.9

goto_stmornont
simple~tatemont

6.9
6.1

graphicdtwwtor
character_Jiteral
strmg_literal

2.1
2.6
2.0

higheaurocsdonao—opomtw

4.6

identifwr
argumen~association
designator
ant ~_daclaration
enumaration_iltoral
full-typo_daclaratlon
generic_instantimlon
generi~arametor-deolamtbrt
identifior_list
incomplete-type-declar.
tlon
loop-peromotor~cifbatbrt
peckag@_sgmciflcatlon
pragma
private_ w_declaratbn
renaming_~claratlon
simplefiamo
subprogra~pectflca
tlon
●ubtypo_declaration
taalupaclficatlon

2.3
2.8
e. 1
3.:::
3.3.1
12.3
12.1
3.2
3.8.1
6.6
;:;
;::
4,1
3%
9.1
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identifier-list
componen~decl.rstlon
deferred_constan~ticlar.
tion
di$criminant_9peclflc.
tion
exception_ declaratkn
generic~wametor-d.damtlon
number_ declarlJtion
oblec@eclarat
ion
panrrneter~peciflcatlon

3.2
3.7

Wtor_or_diglt
identifier

3.;’:
11.1
12.1
3.2
3.2
01

Iibrory_un}t
compilation_unit

10.1
10.1

hbrwy_uniUsody
secondaw_unit

10.1

limited

..

if

2.3
2.3

private_ Npe_declaration

10,1

.,.
7,4

6,3

if_statement

4.6
6.3
5.1

il~tstornent
compound~tatemant

loop_atatement

...

in

12.1
6.6
6.1
4.4

generic_paremeter-declerOtion
loop~arameterJPeciflCOtion
mode
relation

,.,

loop

loop4mmmWerJpa0M0ath
iteration~cheme

ioop-tatornerlt
compound~tatement

incompbthty~~mtin
type_declaration

3.8.1
3.3.1

inde~conatraht
constrained-am8y_d.finition
constraint
indouubtypa~lthm
unconstrained_

lowor_caadettcr
grephic_charector
letter

3.6

amay_dOfinit&n

alignmenulauae
multiply in~operator

3.8
3.6
4.1.1
4.1

Map
baae
decimal_fitersl
●xponont

2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.1
2.4.1

type_definition

3.6.4
3,3,1

paremeter_apecHioOtion

mdtiplyi~tor

w-~

term

;::
3.$:
9.1
9.1
3.7.3
5.6

itomtkm40heme
locm~tatement

8.4
2,8
6.2
13.4
9.5
11.2

:::
6.4
11.3
6.6
10.2
3.3.2
8.4

...
derived_tvpe_dafhtition
generidnmantiation

fector
hi@tesL.pracadanCa-OpOmtOr
mletion

:::

oomponentilat
nul~tatomont
primary

3.7
5.1
4.4

null
extendod_diQit
identifier
letter-or_digit

2.3
2.3

E-II

-..

.

:::
12.3

,.,

13,2
13.1

type_representotion_clmme

-..

U
12.3
12.3
12,1
6.9

●llocator

latter

. .

●ctuabaramoter

3.9
3.9

Iatef-dadamttvdtorn
declarative-part

.

4.6
4.4

S.1O

mw

S.1
5.1

statement

...

6.1

S.6

Mel

~~-

13.4
4.s

@bcm_atstornont
I@@
8rQumen~
assignmenUtat9fnent
componon~lmme
●ntry~cll-ata
tomont
exceptio~choice
exit_statemOnt
function_cell
generic_actual~omm.tor
generi~nstentietion
generic~mmeter-declaration
goto~tatemont
prefix
primary
procedum_c@l14tatement
raiae-atatemont
renamin~declaration
eubunit
type-mark
uae_clauaa

10.2
6.4
3.3.1
12.3
12.1
7.1

body_atub
casa~tatement
full_Wpe_dectardon
generic_instantiatiOn
generic_perametorJhclWatiM
package-body
packagoJp9cifkation
private_type_declarOtiOn
subprogram-body
subtypadaclaration
tasLbody
tasiupecificstion
varim%fwt

...
2.1
2.3

4.1

namw

...

h

6.6
6.1

e. 1

mode
indexo~ponent
name

6.6
6.6

...

mod

3.;::

6.6

4.4

...
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null_atotomont
simple-statement

5.1
5.1

number.declwetfon
basic_ declaration

3.2
31

nurtwic-lhord
primaw

2.4
4,4

oblac~docimation
basic_ declaration

of

opemtordvmboi
designator
generic-formal_parameter
name
selector

expression
logical_operator
aeiective_wait
timed_entrv_call
other~iai~hamcter
graphic_character

Otfmm
choice
exception_choice

generic_pararneter_daclaretkm
mode

s-m.
~_atub
generic_instantiation
package_body
packttge_apecifica tion
renamin~deciaration

pochagdmdy
libraW_uniMy
proper_bodv

packqedechmtion
basic_declaration
later_ deciarativ._item
librttrv_unil

,,.
7.1
7.4

mdon

gennrlc..paramatef

7.4
121
3.3.1

_&claratlon

type_ declaration

procedure
generic_irr3t8nti8tion
submogram~pocific~tion

3.0
3.6

...
12.3
e.1

procedurexalbtatomont
8impie_statomont

6.1
6! 1
12,3
4,1
4.1.3

6.4
6.1

proper_body
body
subunit

3.0
3.9
10.2

4.7
4.8
4.4

QueukLoxpmealofl
aiiocator
primaw

4.4
4,5
9.7.1
9.7,3

...
11.3

mise
raim~tatammt

2:1

...

QOnOfk-wO-~nhh

indeuubtype-definition
range_constraint

;::

~~t
conatmint
fixeQminLconstre
int
floatinWoinLconstralnt
int ego r_type_dOfWtiOrt

7,1
10,1
349
7.1

md_typeJWMtkM
type_definition

3.1
3.9
10,1

paremetordpeciflcat+on
formalgart

6.1
6.1

pmgma

2.8

13.4
::!
4.4

Cornponentxlsuea

10.2
12,3
7.1

84
8.4

3.5

mng9
cornponon~iauae
discrete_rango
range_constmint
relation

..
12.1
0.1

pmemetoraaaoolation
actual~arameter_part

11.3
6.1

miee>titemubt
simpio-tatement

...
3.7.3
11.2

7.1
12.1
7.1

record~epreeentation_claua8
record_type_defl nhlon
mcortLroPMa@rt~u
tvpencweaentatiorU4aurWcWtl—typ8~
type_defmition

,..
2.8

4.1
●ttribute
indexed_componont
selectec!_cornponent
slice

priv8t8

3.2
3.1

puk a g e -p a otfic atiott
generic_8pecification
package-declaration

path

444
4.4

privmto_type_do*

...

or

pnmaq
factor

package_apaclfication
privete_Wpe_daclaratlon

...
constrained_ array _definition
unconstramed_array
_definition

18? 5A Ada Reference Manuel

4.1.4
4.1.1
4.1.3
4.1,2

F.17

‘

.

...
13.4
12.1
3.8
3.6
3.B
3.3.2
3.6.0
3,%.7
3.6.4
3.6.0
3.3.1
...
13.4
3.7
13.4
13.1

3.X

rdetion
expreaaion

4.4
4.4

rolatiorml-opemtot
relation

4,0
4.4

multiply infpopemtor

..!
4,6

rormmin~declaration

...
8.6
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renmning-deabretiort
besic-doclerstlon

8.6
3.1

repmeentatiorkcbuae
basic_declsrMivo-item
umLspacification

--sccoputatomont
atMress_clmme
artrlbuta_designator
bloctitatomont
body_stub
choice
discrlminanLQmociatlon
enufneratlon_repre9
entatlon_clau
formal_parameter
generic_formalq8
rameter
label
loop_statement
name
package_body’
package_!M.Wification
record_representation_cimJea
selector
tttsLMdy
tastipecification
variant_part
wtth_clausa

13.1
3.9
9.1

.,.

rotum
retum.,staternent
subprogram _speclficatlon
rotum_atatomertt
slmpie_statement

5.8
6.1
5.8
51

,,.

r.verw
loop_parameter~

pacification

eeoondory_unit
compilation_unit

select
conditionaLentry_call
selective_wait
timed_entw_cail
eetec-rrwtlvo
selective_wait

6.s
10.1
101

,..
9.7.2
9,7.1
0.7.3
9,7,1
9,7,1

S0

4.1
9.s
13!6
4.1.4
5.8
10,2
3s7,3
3.7.2
13.3
6.4
12,3
5.1
6.6
4.1
7.1
7.1
13.4
4.1.3
9.1
3.?:
10,1.1
6.1
5.1

aimpte_atetoment
statement

4.1,2
4.1

eke
na m.

9.7
5.1

apeCe_chWeCter
basic-graphC_charaCter

...
2<1

aehted_component
name

4.1.3
4.1

epecid_uhm8cter
beaic-graphic_character

...
2.1

Solectivo-wait
aele~tatement

9,7,1
9.7

atetoment
aequencedaatomertta

5.1
6.1

nieotiw_wdLdtem8tlva
aeiec~attematiw

9.7.1
9.7.1

--~

2.6
8.1
4.4

eelqetor
selected_component

4.1.3
4.1.3

aelecutatomont
compound~tatemant

Seplmto
body_stub
subunit
aequoruo_of_ataternenta
●ccepLaltemative
accepLatatement
blocLstatement
case_atatemenCaltemative
conditional-entry_call
delav_alternMive
exception-handler
if_sttnement
loop_staternent
packagedmdy
selective_wait
subprogram_body
t&dLiXM3y
timed_entry-cali
MWia_oltpreeabon
eddress_cleuae
alignment_clause
choice
componencclauea
delay~tatornent
fixod_accuracy_dofinltbn
fbming_accuracy_defInMon
length_clauaa
range
relation

operatorsymboi
primary

librew_unit
librarv_unit_bodv
proper_body

...
10.2
10,2

9,7.2
9.7.1
11.2
6.3
5.6
7.1
9.7.1
6.3
9.1
0.7.3
4.4
13.6
13.4
3.7.3
13.4
3.:::
3.6.7
13.2
3.6
4A

6.3
10.1

~-~v

10,1
3.9

subprogrsrrdecteradon
baai~decbration
iater_deciarative_itom
libraW_unlt

6.1
3.1
3.9
10,1

aUbpfOgrsm~~
body-tub
genericqaramotor_dacloratlon
generic-specification
ranaming_decbmtbrt
subprogfamJody
subprogrsm_declQratlon

6.1
10.2
12,1
12!1
8.6
8.9
6.1

Wbtypo
subtvpo-declaration

...
3.3.2

XP@--?sti
boaic-decbratbn

3.3.2
3.1

Wbtypdndioatbn
●ccesa-typodefinitlon
●liocator
oomcmrwnUubtypeJkfMiOn
const rainkmmay-deflrtitlon
darhmd_tvpa-dafinltion
diecrete_range
objoc~deciaration
aubtype_decbrstion
unconstr8inocLarm@ofMbn

3,

— —

“

.

.2
i .8
4.8
3.7
;::
:.:

3.3:2
3.6

.

.
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10,2
10. !

Ul&mit
aecondwv.unit

...

t@aLbodv
proper_body

9.1
3.9

maideckrstton
bmslc_declarat~on
hrter_declafatwe-item

9.1
3.1
3.9

upper-caedottor
bas!c_graohlc_character
letter

Manual

...
2.4.2
2 :“;
..
2.1
2.3

use
address_ clauw
enumeratlon_representa
tlon_ciause
length_clause
record _reDresentallon_cla use
use-clause

9.1
9,1

Uae-chuae
basic_ declarrstive_Nem
contex~clause
later_ declarative_item

4.4
4.4

simple_expression

Refortytco

$wbderline
basad_inttiger
Identifier
integer

10.2
9,1
9,1

body_atub
tadLboctY
tasLapecNication

Ada

135
13.3
13.2
13.4
8.4
8,4
3.9
10.1.1
3.9

torminato
termin.te-altemative

9.7:1

versent
vmianLpmt

3.7.3
3.7.3

~mhmdve
selectiva_waiuthernativo

9.7.1
9.7.1

Vsrieqrt
componenUst

3.7.3
3.7

...

...

4.4
5.3

●xpmaaion
if~tatement

Wled_entfvdtdt
aelec~statement

9.7,3
9.7

full_type_deciaration
generic_porameter-deCiamtbn
incompieto_tWM_deciWeth
private_tvp._declaratbn
tasLaPecificatim

3.3.1
12.1
3.8.1
7.4
9,1

-Mdtetemenualtornatin
excaption_handler
exLatatemenl
wtec~altemative
variant

...

WtDM
itom tioucheme

witLahlee
contexulauee

tvpedtederetb
baaic_declmation

3.3.1
31

xor

type-dafinfull_ tvpe_deciaration

3<3.1
3.3.1

w

lypednadl
actual-parameter
code-statement
deferred-co
nstant-declaration
diacriminantipeclflcation
genoric_actualOarameter
generic_perameter_dOclarat
ion
indeUubtypo_d.finit\on
parametor~ifkation
quatified-expression
reiation
renaming_declaration
subprogrmn_apec ification
subtvpe_indicatton
type-convemion

fvw-m--~-~
representation-clause

simpluexpmsaion

~-w-~
wray-tvpe_defin

3.3.2
6.4
13.8
7.4
3.7.1
12.3
12.1
3.0
6.1
4.7
4.4
0,5
6.1
3.3.2
4.0

Rion

...
6.6

...
2.6

...

binary _adding-operator

.,.
4,s
...
4.1.4
2.6
13.8
4.7

acceptsatement
actual~arameter
actual_parameter-pan
cffgregate
attribut._deaignator
dtacrimmant_con8traint
discriminenLpart
entw_deciamtion
enumeration_ type_deflnitlon
formaluart

9,6
6.4
(I.4
4.3
4.1.4
3.7.2
3,7.1
9.6
3.s.1
0,1

...

()

,a

2.4.2

attribute
character_literal
code_statement
qualified_expression

r

“

10<1.1
10.1.1

strmg_literal

&

3.6
3.8

10.1.1

...
4.4
4.5

baaad_literat

13,1
13.1

12,1

expression
logtcal_operator

#

4,5
4.4

tlnsry-addift~owatw

9.;::
3.7,3

..!

generi~rameter_decbmtion
w ith_chme

4,6
4.4

~_Mnwemht
primary

6.4
11.2

-
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()

gerreric_actuei-part
generic-tvpe_defin
ition
index.-constraint
indexed_component
pragme
primary
qualified_exoression
slice
subunit
type_conversion
unconstralned_a rray_definition

●

12.3
12.1
3.0
4.1.1
2.8
4,4
4.7
4,1.2
10.2
4.6
3.6

multlplying_operator

...
4.5

factor
highesUrecedonce_oporator

...
4,4
4.s

**

+
binaw–adding_opttrato?
exponent
unarv_edding_operator

9

aborunatement
●ctuLparametOr+rt
eggregete
discriminan~constreint
enurneration_tvpe-dafinMon
generic-actual_part
ident ifter_list
index_const raint
indexad_component
pragma
unconstrained-array-definition
uae_clauaa
witLclausa

:=
comporwnUkclaration
discriminantipocification
generic~ramctor-dacbrotion
numberdeclaratiorr
objec~declaration
pmameter~pecification

t

...
4.5
2.4.1
4.s

...
9.10
6.4
3.;:;
3.5.1
12.3
3.2
3.6
4.1.1
2.8
3.6
8.4
10.1.1

4.5
2.4.1
4,5

baaed_literal
decimal_literal
selected_component

2.4.2
2.4.1
4.1.3

,..

●

●

.,.

O

range

3.6

multiply h~oporator

4,6

relational_operator

4.6

/

.,.

/=

...

...

●
●

bkteLatatemont
cornpcmon~declaratlon
MerracUmnatawLdeclaration
di9cdminwtU00cfflcatioft
axceptbn-dadaratkm
gorteric_paramoter_daclaration
~tatonwnt
nuwtber-declaratiort
objecUaclsrMm
psrametor~pecifkation
renaming_ declaration

-..9z,-l,p_”s

.

.!?,,,”.!

..—

5.8
3.7
3.;::
11.1
12,1
;::
3.2
6.1
8.5

5.2
3.7
3.7,1
12.1
3.2
3.2
6.1

...
abomtatemsmt
acceputatement
addram_clause
aligrtmenLclauaa
esaignmenutatement
bloc~tatement
body-tub
casedtatement
code~tat.ment
compononLciauaa
componenLdac\aration
oornponontiist
conditional_entry_call
deferred-con9tanLdaclaration
detav~tatemsmt
discriminanLpart
entW_call-atatwnant
entw_decfaratbrt
enumeratioruaproaentat
ionAa~ We
exception_dec\aration
exiUtatement
formal~art
full_tvpe_declaration
generic_declaration

antiation
-~
generic_paramater_daclaration
goto_etatement
if~tatcment
incompMedype_deolaratbn
length_clauae
ioo~tatemont
nulUWemem
number_declaration
objectdaclaration
packagedmtfy
package_declaratbn
pragma
private_we_daclaration
procedure_call_atatement
rabedtatcment
rOcorddwpr*aantation_
dmme
ranwninudeciaratbrt
ret umstatement
aabctive_wait
aubprogrs~
aubprograrkdacbratlon
subtvpadocbratbn
taddody
taaidecbration
terrninate_altemative
tlmed_ontw-call
uaa_clauaa
varion~art
vvi~lauae

,..
binaw~in~operator
axponont
unaW_addin&operator

...
●salgnmen~tatemant

9.10
9.5
13.5
13,4
6.2
5.6
10,2
6.4
13.8
13.4
3.7
37
9.7.2
7.4
9.6
3.7.1
9.5
8.5
13.3
11.1
6.7
0.1
3.3.1
12.1
12.3
12.1
6.9
3.:::
13.2
6.5
!5.1
3.2
3.2
7.1
7.1
2.8
7.4
6.4
11,3
13.4
0,5
6.8
9.7.1
6.3
3.:::
9.1
9.?;
9.7.3
8.4
3.7.3
10.1.1

,.,
4.6

<<

...
fabd

6.1

relet kxrabporator

4,6

<=

...
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...

<>
gonwiWsr8mctor_doc{.ta
gorwriGtypo_tMlnltlon
indo~~.tittlon

tlon

>

12.1
12.1
3.6

Itlt 6A Ma

Manual

.,.
r9i8tiond-0PU8tor

4.6

Wstiorwbpormor

4.6

MM

...
5.1

>0

...

Refer.nc.

,..

4.5

=>

>>

.!.

argumen~eseoclatlon
case_8tatemonLaltemative
cornponencaasoci
at ion
discriminan~association
exception_ handier
generic_as80ciation
pcrsmotor_sseociation
soloc~altemativa
variant

2.8
6.4

,,,

3.:::
11.2
12.3
8.4
9.7.1
3.7.3

mMAtOtomcnLOlternctive
component_ sstmciation
dhcrimirtsnt-aeoocistlon
●xcopt ~andkr
vorhnt

F-16

6.4
3.:::
11.2
3,7,3

_

—

l~ig
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lWwWO.]

Charautodstks

F. lmplomontation-Dependent

The Ada language definition allows for certain machine-dependences
in a controlled
manner. No
machine-dependent
syntax or semantic
extensions
or restrictions
are ailowed. The only allowed
implementation-dependences
correspond
to implementation-dependent
pragmas and attributes,
certain machine-dependent
conventions
as mentioned
in chapter 13, and cetiain allowed restrictions on representation
clauses.

I

must include an appendix (called Appendix F)
manual of each Ada implementation
that describes all implementation-dependent
characteristics. The appendix F for a given implemen-

?

The reference
tation

must

list in panicular:

(1

The form,

allowed

(2

The name

and the type

(3

The specification

(4

The

(5)

The

(6)

ne interpretation of expressions that appear in address clauses, inciuding the=
(see 13.5).

(7)

Any restriction on unchecked

(8)

Any implementation-dependent

places,

and effect

of eve~

of the package

list of all restrictions

of eve~

implementation-dependent

implementation-dependent
SYSTEM

on representation

(see

pragma.

4

attribute.

s

13.7).

clauses

(see

conwtions
used for any implementation-gwwmted
dependent components (see 13.4).

6

13.1)
name

denoting

implementation-

for interrupts

of the input-output

7

.

e

conversions (see 13.10.2).
characteristics

3

packages (see 14).

to
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Index

An ent~
manual.

exists in this index for each technical
term or phrase that is defined in the reference
tefm or phrase Is in boldface and is followed
by the section number where it is
also in boldface, for exampie:
The

defined,

Record
References
exampie:

qjgmgti

4.3.1

to other sections

that provide

Record ●ggregate 4.3.1 ;

additional

information

are shown

after a semicolon,

for

4,3

References to other reiated entries in the index foliow in brackets, and a iine that is indented below
a boidface entry gives the section numbem where particular uses of the term or phrase can be
found; for example:
RocoTcf aggmg8to 4*3.1;
Isea also:
eggragate]

4*3

as a basic operation 3.3.3;
in a code statement 13.8

3.7.4

The index also contains

entries for different parts of a phrase, entrieg that correct alternative terminology, and entries directing the reader to information otherwise hard to find, for example:

Ctwdf
[see:

auppreaa pragma]

Ab@ndoa ●MoraUon
or ovalttadon
Otatamorlts)
[eae: exception, raiae stotoment]

M

docloratlons

AbnoWnat mek 9.10; 9.9
lace ●lee: *boft at~tanwtl
es recipient of an ent~ call 9.7.2, 9.7.3, 11 .5; 9.5
raising t~aWg_armr
In s coiling taak 1 1.8; 9.6
Abrl
●tatwnt 9.10
[a.e ako: sbnomwl task, statement,
.s a simple statement 5.?

tsak]

A&tma~opntmr
~~a;
4.5
Iaee duo: tt)gheat ~
mm]
●s ●n operation
of a fixed point type 3.6.10
● ●
operation of a f!ostlng point typa 3.6.8
as ● n operation of ●n Integer type 3.5.S
in a factor 4.4
AboMa

Vahlo Oparatlon

4.5.6

Aaaaptabmmiva

(of ● aebctivo Wsit) 0.7.1
for on interrupt ●ntw 13.5.1

A80cW atatantant 9.S:
Ieao 0190:entry call

9, D
statement,

in an sbnonnal task 9.10
in a aeloct .Itemstivo
9.7.1
inciudinu an exit statom.nt
6.7
inciuding a @o atatamutt
5.9
includlng a return emtemont 5.8
rai$ina ● n ●xception ~ 1.S
to communicate
values 9.11

or

almp(e name in,.,, atatemortt, taakl
accepting ● cortdtlonal entry mil 9.7.2
●cwpting a timed ●ntry 0.119.7.3
wtd optimftation
with ●xoa@Ona 11.0
*C a compound atatarnont 6.1
as part of a dachrative
region 8,1
entity denotad by an mpandad name 4.1.3

Aeaao9 to •~

tiles 943

Accoas type 3.8; 3.3, D
Iaee also: allocator, appropriate for a type, ctaaa of type,
collection, derived type of ●n Qccaaa type, null aooaa
valu., obiact dasigrmted by..,]
● s a derived type 3.4
ss a ~nedc
formal type 12.1.2,
12,3.6
deallocation
[ace: unchaoicad_daMocotbn]
designating a limited type 7,4.4
designating
a task
type
determining
t.sk
dependence
9,4
formal parameter 6.2
name in a controlled pragma 4.8
object initialization 3.2,1
oparatlon 3.8.2
prefix 4,1
value doaignating on objsct 3.2, 4.8
value designating ●n obJact with dbcrlmlnanta
6.2
with a diecrlrninant conatralnt 3.7.2
with ●n index cortatraht 3.0.1

Aaaaaa

type dAntdon
3a; 3.3.1, 12.1.2
● s s gartaric type d8WdOn
12,1

Acmaadwk

Iaae: consrfalnurror, wppraaal
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Accwmcy
of a numeric
of a numeric

operation
operation

4.5,7
of a univorad

All in a selected

object
genenc

AMosstor 4.0:3.0.

actual

obtectl

Actual parameter
6.4.1, D: (of an operator) 6 7; (of e subprogram) 64
6.2 6.3
jsee also
entry call formal parameter,
function call,
procedure call statement, subprogram callj
clwrracterlstlcs and overload reaolutlon 6.6
In a generic
instantiatmn
(see: generic
actual
parameter]
of an array type 36 1
of a record type 3.7,2
of a task type 9.2
that is an array aggregate 4.3.2
that is a loop parameter
5.5
Actual

pmmnotor pert 6.4
In a conditional entry call 9.7.2
In en entw call statement 9.5
[n a function call 6,4
m a procedure call statement 6.4
in a t~med entw call 9.7,3

Parameter

pan.

gendc

Actual subprogram
I$ee generic actual

subprogram)

Actusl
Isae

type]

type
generic

actual

AddiH
opomtor
Isee: binaw adding
Addition

opomtiod 4.9.3
accurww tor ● -

unaw

~

ADDRESS
(predefine
[see: systern.address)

(predefine

Aft field of tex~lo

output

3.S.6,
A

3.6.8.

claus.

horrwoua

ANSI

Urdt 102

mntfol

-We

A

(american

national

standards

inatltuto)

2.1

2.5

ddnitor
22
in an attribute 4.1.4
of a qualifiad expmaaiorr

4.7

Appfy 10.1.1

Appropri8ta
for

14.3.10

(in a record mproaentation

form)

type 3.3.1: 3.5.4. 3.6.7, 3.5.9, 3.8, 9.1
anonymous base tvpa [eae: flrat named eubtypa]

Apostrophe cheraoaor 21
in a chamcmr Ilterel

for a fixed point type 3.6.10;
14.3.8.

iibrw

AddDatauumlbntl
be:
shon d-it

4.6.7

AW~te
4.3 D
[see ahm. arrev aggregate,
ovodoadina
of..,, mood
aggregate]
as a basoc opamtion 3.3.3; 3,6.2, 3.7A
4s a primary 4.4
in an allocator 4.8
m a code statement
13.8
In an enumeration
representation
cbuea 13.3
m e qualified expmsaion 4.7
must not be the argwntmt of a convoraion 4.8
of a derwed type 3,4
Alignmant

1.6

Aaowod

Ando@otmor
Iaee: togicsl operetorl

adding opemtor]

type)

attribute)

Cl

Ampweard
[eee- catenation]
character 2.1
delimiter 2.2

Address CbUSO 13.5; 13.1, 13.7
(eee ● ISO storage address, evetom.addwa]
as a representation
clauae 13.1
for an entry 13.5.1
An

4.1.3

Amtriguitv
Iaee: overtoadingl

●ctual part]

ADDRESS
(predefmed
attribute)
13.72;
3510
36.2
37.4
3.8,2. 7,4.2, 9.9, 13.7,
[see also address clause, system. addrosa]

Manual

/see IJIW: accsea type, collection, cxceptkm rabod during..,,
initial value. object, overfoadlng of...)
BS a basic operation 3.3.3 :3.8,2
as a primaw 44
creating an object with a discriminant 4.8: S.2
for an array type 3.6. I
for a generic formal accose type 12.1.2
for a private type 74.1
for e record type 3.7.2
for e tesk tvpe 9.2: 9,3
must not be the argument of a convorelon 4.6
raising etorage_error due to tho ciza of th~ coibctiorr being oxceodad 11.1
$etting a task value 9.2
without storage
check 11.7

Attcator

operator,

Refmmw

Attwrtet wo
1-0. accept alternative, case statement ●ltemathm, cloeecf
●ltomative, May ●ltommhre, ofmn ●lt@rnativo. aabct ●ltormttive, selective wait, twrnlnats ●tqmathraJ

Actual $Wrt
lure: ectual

component

Ma

type 4.10

Actwmon
two” task activation]
Actual
I$ee

1816A

cbua.)

13A

a type 4.1
for en arrav type 4.1.1,
for a record type 4.1.3
for ● task type 4.1,3

Arbhrwry wktion

of eabct

4.1.2

Ammmhme

Argumomt

idont.hr

in a PrWtta

A~k

~

44

A?*1

‘

24

Mtev sddlng opemtor,
wtmondmine opamtor,
multiplying operator, pmdefbed
opuator,
urwv eddlna
operator]
cs ● n opuation
of s fixed point typo 3.5.10

10-8100:
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as an operation of a ftoating point type 3.5.8
as an operation of an intogor typo 3.8.6
rounding for real types 13.7.3
Army ●ggregate 4.3.2: 4.3
Isee also aggregate]
as a basic operation 3.3.3: 3.6.2
In an enumeration
representation
Array assignment

clause

Attributo

13.3

5.2.1

Array bounds
{see. bound of an array]
Array component
[see: array type. component,

indexed

component]

Array type 3.6, 3.3, D
[See also” component, composite tvpe, constrained ●rray,
components,
null slice,
constrained.. , index. matching
slice, unconstrained... ]
as a full type 74.1
a8 a generic formal type 12.1.2
as a generic txwttmeter 12.3,4
es the type of a formal paramotor 6.2
conversion 4.6
for a prefix of an indexed component 4.1,1
for a prefix of a slice 4.1.2
operation 3.6.2; 4.5.2, 4.5.3
operation on an array of boolean components 4.6.1,
4.5.6
with a component type with discrfmlnants 3.7,2
with e limited component type 7.4.4

ASCII
2.1

(american

8tandard code for information

Aeaignmwtt compound delimher
in an object declaration

3.5.2;

2.6.

of...,

intorchartge)

C

2.2; 5.2
3.2.1

Assignment operation 5.2; D
[see also initiai value, limited type]
as a basic operation 3.3, 3.3.3; 3.5.5, 3.6.8, 3.6.10,
36.2,
374,
3.8.2, 7.4.2, 12.1.2
for e generic formal type 12.1.2
not available for a limited type 7,4.4
of an array aggragata 4.3.2
of an initial value to an object 3.2.1
to an array variable 5.2.1; 5.2
to a loop parameter
5.5
to an object designated by an ecceaa value 3,8
to a shared variable 9.11
Aaaignrtwnt

●etewwnt

5.2;

D

also statement!
as a simple 8tatement

Associated
8.1

dociarmive

5,1

region of a cieciaration

tiiatiott
[sea component
association,
generic e8sociation, parameter

diacrimhwtt
association]

●--L

----lM--.L

or statement

oeaoclation,

-

O

designator

Oar
[See: vertical

bee

ASCli (predefine
Iibraw package)
[see also. graphical symbol]

l-e

Attributo

BASE

Arrev type definition 3.6: 3.3.1, 12.1.2,
12.3.4
[see also: constrained
array ddinition,
daboration
unconstrained
array definition]
as e generic tVP8 definition 12.1

4.1.4;

Isee also: predefine
●ttribute, representation attribute)
●a a basic operation
3.3.3
as a name 4.1
a8 a prima~ 4.4
m a length clause 13.2
m a static expression In a generic unit 12.1
of nn access type 3.5.8
of an array type 3.6.2
of a derived type 3,4
of a dmcrete type or subtype 3.5.5
of an entw 9.9
of a f!xed point type 3.5.10
of a floating point type 3.5.8
of an object of a task type 9.9
of a private type 7.4.2; 3.7,4
of a record type 3.7.4
of a static 8UbtVpe in a static ●xpreaaion 4.9
of a ta8k type 9.9
of a type 3.3
of a type as a generic actual function 12.3.6
of a type with diacrimhwnts
3.7.4
renamed as a function 8.5
that is a function 3.5.5
4.1.4

barl

(predefine
attributai 3.3.3: A
for an access type 3.8.2
for an array tVTM 3.6.2
for a discrete type 3.5.5
for a fined point type 3.6.10
for a floating point type 3.5.8
for a private typd 7.4,2
for a record type 3.7.4
type (of a subtype) 3.3
as a stetic subtype 4.9
as target type of a conversion 4.6
due to elaboration of a type definition 3.3.1
name [see name of a base type]
of an array typa 3.6; 4.1.2
of a derived subtype 3.4
of a discriminant determining the set of choices of a
variant part 3.7.3
of a fixed point type 3.5.9
of a floating point type 3.5.7
of a formal parameter
of a generic formal subprogram 12.1.3
of an integer type 3.5.4
of a parent subtype 3,4
of a quaiified expression 4.7
of a type mark 3.3.2
of ● type mark in ● membomhip
teat 4.S.2
of the discrete rang. in ● bop parameter specification 5.5
Of the expression in ● ceae statement
s.4
of the reautt of a genetfc formel funotiort 12.1.3
of the result subtype of ● function 5,s
of the subtype indicmiort in @n ●XOU type definition
3.8
of the type in the declaration
of a generic forrtmi
object 12,1.1
of the type mark In ● renaming deciamtion 8.6

Oaeod Mad
2.4.2; 14,3,7
[see also: mlon character. rnharp character]
as a numeric literal 2,4

nmm aaclmatinm
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choroctor
[see ako:badc

ANSIIM!L-S7V-

2.1
waphlc

character,

Sa$ic chsmctw
sat 2.1
is sufficient for a program
Baak

doclamtion 3.1
as a basic declarative

text 210

BDOLEAN lpredefined type] 3.5.3, C
derived 34
353
result of a condition 5.3
result of an explicitly declared quality

7 1: 7.2

Bacic gmphic character 2.1
[see also. basic character, digit. graphic chwactor,
character, special character, upper caaa Iottor]

wcc

Blank

[aae: error bound, first attribute,

Block namo 5.6
declaration
5.1
implicitly declared

of en opamtor]

mound of a scalar type 3.5

Box compound cfafimftor 2.2
m a generic parameter declaration
12.1.3,
12.3,3
in an index wbtype deflnltlon 3.6

procedure

typo 3.6.1

Bound of
. a slice 4.13

12,1,

Brukot
Isee ~ iabei bracket, left paronthosis, paranth.sizad
●$on, right parenthesis,
string brackat]

14.3.6

12,1,2,

●ttpras-

3.1

Block ●atarnont
6.6: D
Iaee also: complated block statement, etaternant]
as a compound statement 5.1
es e deciarotiva ragion 8,1
entitv denoted bv an expanded namo 4.1.3
having dependent tasks 9.4
including an exception hondier 11.2: 11
including an Implicit declaration 5,1
including a wppraas pragrna f 1,7
raising an exception 11.4.1, 11,4.2
Body 3.9:

●trfbuto]

of a renge 3.B; 3,5.4
of ● discrete rang. In ● dice 4.1.2
of a discrete range is of unhmmkintegor
of a static discrete range 4.9

bits]
a tex~io

Iaat

type]

Bound of an arrey 3.6, 3.6.1
Iseer also: index mnge. slice]
●ggregete 4.3.2
ignorwl due to inde~chack
auppreaaion 11.7
initialization in ●n allocator constrains the allowtcd
object 4.8
that ic ● formal parameter 6.2
that is the result of ●n oparation 4.5.1, 4,5.3, 4.6.6

4.6

.htppecfby

oporator 6.7

WPa 3.s.3
[see also: derived type of a boolean type, predefine
operation 3.5.5
4.5.1, 4.5,2, 4.5.6
operation comparing reel operonda 4.5,7

to a range 3.5
to a subtvpe 3.3
to a subtype of an acceas type 3.8

Bit
(see: storage

as the

Boobnn ●xpreaaion
(sac: condition. express(onj

-fl

Belong

Binary opomtioa

Manual

Booioan oparator
[we: Ioglcal operator]

Btsic oporetlon 3.3.3
[see aiso operation. scope of..., visibility...]
accuracv for a reai type 4.5.7
impi~cltiy declared 3.1, 33.3
of an access type 3.8.2
of an array type 3,6.2
of a derived type 3.4
of a discrete type 3.5.5
of a fixed point type 3.5.10
of a fioating point type 3.5.8
of a iimited type 7.4.4
of a priva~e rype 7.4.2
of a record type 3,74
of a task type 9.9
propagating an excaption 11.6
raising an exception 11 .4.1
that IS an attribute 4.1.4

Binatv ting
operator 4.S; 4.5.3, C
[see aiso: arithmetic operator, ovodosdlng
for time predefmod type 9.6
in a simple expression 4.4
overloaded 6.7

Reference

Body stub 10.2; D
●cting as a subprogram declaration 6.3
●a a body 3.9
sa a portion of a declarstwe region 8.1
must be in the same doclma~ive region
declaration 3.9, 7.1

charcctor]

Item 3.9

9CSK declarative
item 3.9
m a package specification

18 15A Ada

CALENDAR

cdl
be:

condition
call, procadure
ermy call]

Ilbrarv pwkago)

9.0:

C

entry call, cnm CM ststwrtont, function
call statement,
wbprogrom
cdl, timed

CALLABLE lpredefined attribute)
for ● n ●bnormol task 9.10
for ● task objoct 9.9: A

D

Iaee ●im: declaration. genedc bodv, gortdc zuo
generic subprogram
bocfv, llbra~
urtlt. ~
proper body, subprogram body, taak body]
●s a later doclarathre item 3.8

(predofhcf

body,
body,

Calling corwantbom
t-e:
wtwmgram
declaration]
of a subprogram wdtton In ●other

Cwuddon

of an ●ntrv call atatomont

Jsngusge 13.9

S.7~,

9.7.3
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Index

Carriqw

fatufn format

Caae of e latter
[see: letter. lower

Offector 2.1

case hmwt

CoSWorrtont 6.4
Isee 81s0 statement]
as a compound

CL08E

mm

statement

-s

-1

(input+utput
procedure)
in en instance of dimcLio
14.2.1;
14.2.6
in an instance of eaquentlal_io
14,2,1,
14.2.3
in toxt_io 14.2.1;
14.3.10

Cloaad ahmwtke
Iof a ealectlvo
1s00 also: altematwel

5.1

watt) 0.7.1;

11.1

Cloaod fiio 14.1
case

stotomont

sltornatko

5.4

Catsrwtion operation 4.S.3
for an array tvve 3.6.2
in a replacement
of a string Ilteml
catenation operator 4.5; 2,6, 3.6.3,
{see also: predefine
operator]

4.6.3,

Code ●tmerrwnt 13.8
Ieae also: statement]
as a simple statemant

2.10

COL (toxcio function) 14S.4;
14.3.10
raising an excaption 14.4

C

Ch~rOCtOr 2.1
bee 01s0: amemand,
amMtroPhe, basic chamctor, coiort,
divide, dot, equal, exclamation
mark chamctert gmpltk
character, greater than. hyphen, iaae than, minus. othor
special character, parenthesis, percent, period, plus, point
character.
pound sterling, quotation,
eemket&n,
dtwp,
space, special character, star, undorfhw, vomical bar]
in a lexical oiomont 2, 2.2
names of charttctem 2.1
refdacement in program text 2.10
CHARACTER
(pradefirwd typo] 162;
C
as thecomponent tvpa of tho type atr+ng 3.6.3
Character literal 2.6: 3.6.2, 4.2
Ieee .1s0: scope of..., space chamcter litoraL vlaibilitv Of...]
as a basic operation 3.3.3
as an enumeration
Ilterel 3.5.1
as a name 4.1
as a selector 4.1.3
decAarad bv ●n onurttuatiorb Ntu@ ~
301
in a static axpreeaion 4.9
in homograph dodttmdona
8.3
must bo ViSibhS ●t tho piaco of ~ ~
~Od
44
CWactw

CeMct&n
[of ● ●ccess type) 3.3; 4.8, D
@
aieo: acc8ae type, aliocator, iength ciwae,
●toroge units oiiocated, storage-ire
●ttribute]
of a derived access type 13.2: 3.4
bion
cheracter 2.1
(see also: baaed iitoml]
rophcing shwp character

laae: suppress pragmal
choke 3.7.3
[s00 01s0: exception tioicel
in an aggregate 4.3
in an array sggrogato 4.3.2
in a case ataternent dtemotive
S.4
in a component aaaociation
4.3, 4.3.1,
in a record aggregatm 4.3,1
in a variant of a record type deMtion

3.7.3

CircuiaritV in dapartdoncoe

units 10.6

compilation

4.3.2

2.10

character 2.1
delimiter 2.2
~

2.7: 2.2
in a conforming

construct

6,3.1

~n
b9twwrt
tb
[s90: acapt
atatomalTL
rendazvousl
Uf Wws
botwaon ;O#!a
9.6,
9.11

lsae: rehtionai

Chdl

*ML

comma

type’ 3.5.2; 2.5
operation 3.5.5

between

5.1

operetor]

‘‘

Corttpotibility (of conatraintsi 3S.2
[see 01s0: constmintl
failure not causing conetralntimor
11.7
of a discrete range with an index ●dnype
of diacriminant wnstmints
S7.2
of fixed point constraints 3.6,9
of floating point conatminta 3.5.7
of index conatrairtts 3.6.1
of mnge constreirtte 3.5
Czm@wOn

10.1;

oiwv,

3.6.1

10, 10.4

es a aaquence of lexical elements
including an irdine pragma 6.3.2

2

Cattpuation
order
[see: order of compiiationl

la- *Chu-,
dfgnmom Clwao, mmponmt Oiauaa,
contoxt clause, enumoratiort mproaantation Oiouaa, ian@t
cim.ma, record
ropreaentatlon
cimma,
rapranntation
CkISO. use Cl~UM. with dauaa)
CLOCK (predefinod function)
[see ohm: avstem.tick]

9.6

Compiiadon unit 10.1; 10, 10.4, D
baa ●100: iibrw
wit. aocondav
unld
compiled after iitpraq writs rwmod
Clawa 10.3
followed bV ●n inlirte pmgrtm 6.3.2
with ● wrttmtt ckuaa 10.1.1
with 8 Uaa Ciauaa 8.4
~
COm@Or

-

Ovdudon
10.4

of expraaaions

10.0

in he ccntoxt

:4.9
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~br
Optlmlzadon
1s00: ocmmizatton. optlmlze
Comphed

block et8tement

Complotod

subprogram

pragma]
9.4

9.4

Gmponont
(of a composite type) 3.3; 3.6, 3.7, D
[see also: comoonent
auodmbrt,
oomporwtt
dmme,
component.
Jist, composltg
~,
Mutt
S-WI,
dependence on a discrimhmnt, discrfmktsnt, htdoxod oornponent, object, record typo, selooted oomponent, mJboomponent]
combined by aggregato 4.3
depending on a dhortmlrunt
3.7.1; 11.1
name starting with a pr’eflx 4.1
of an army 3.6 looe eleo: ●ay
type]
of a constant 3.2.1
of e derived typo 3,4
of en object 3.2
of a private type 7.4.2
of a record 3.7 /see ●lso: moord type]
of a vwmble 3.2,1
simple name es ● choice 3.7.3
subtype 37
subtype itself a composlt.
type 3.6.1, 3,7,2
that is a task objoct 9.3
whose type is a iimlmd type 7.4,4

43
●s——on
m an .ggre*te
4.3
mchdtng ~ eap~
thath at ●f7ay
OggmgStO
4.3.2
rwmod oomponsnt aeaodetlon
4.3
named component sseoclatlort for wlectlve vblblllty
8.3
posmonal component ss80clatIon 4.3

Component

clauee (in a record reprceentmtort

cfmee)

13.4

Component dubresiom 3.7
{see also dechtratlon, moord type d8Mtiort]
es pan of a beeJc dot#.r8tlon 3.1
having an extended w
8.2
in e component M 3,7
of an arrey objoct 3.6.1
of a record object 3,7.2
visibility 8.3
Componont Iiat 3.7
m a record type doflnition
in a verhm 3.7.3

Referent.

Manual

Compodte
wpa 3.3:3.6,
3,7, D
[see also: orray type, chss of ~e,
ootnponent,
wbcomporwtt)
nont, record type,
hduding
● Mmkd
auboo~t
7.4,4
including ● tack ●hcomponent
9.2
object Irtltlalkatlon
3.2.1 (see OISO: MM
of an aggregate 4,3
with o private type oompcment 7,4.2

Compteted task 9.4; 9,9
(see also. taskm~error.
terminated task]
as recipient of an ●ntry cdl 9.5, 9.7.2,
9.7.3
becommg abnormal 9.10
completion during activatbn
9.3
due to an exception In the ts$k bajy 19,4.1, 11.4.2

~

18 15A Ada

3,7

Component S*M
dOMMft
3.7
[eae eleo: tkpendence
on o dborfmhwnt]
in s component doclamtltm 3.7
Component type
catenation with ●n ●rmy tygo 4.6,3
object initialization [SOO: M&l
vduo]
of an expression in ●n srrsy sggmgate 4.3.2
of en expre8slon In s record .ggrog@te 4,3$1
of a generic fornwl .rrsy type 12.3.4
operetlon determining
a composite type opomtlon
4.51,
4.5.2

dl80dml-

VOIUO]

Compound delimker 2.2
[see also. arrow, aswgnment, box, dellmlter, double dot,
double star, exponentistion,
greater than or equal, in●quality. left label bracket, Ieaa than or equal, dght 1#bel bracket)
names of dellm}ters 2.2
compound ●mtwnult
6.1
10.0 ● lso: statement]
including the doatlrwtlon

of a goto ststomont

6.S

~tion
[eee: wtwtationl
bndttim

I-

6.3
deo: ●xw-bfd
dotermirdng ● n open ●ltor?tatlve of s aektlw
9,7.1
in an ●dt statuswnt
6.7
in an if statemwtt 5,3
in a while Itoratlon aohomo 6,6

bnditiond
CoMdond

cotn@18tkM

10.8

●nry d
0.72;
9.7
and renemed ●ntries 8.S
subject to an Wroas
dmme

Confomtin@ 6.3.1
di8UifItiMnt
formal parts
forwml parts
-8.6
subprogram
subprogram
10.2
type marks

wslt

PerW
6.3.1
h -*

,6,3.1;

13.6.1

7A 1

3.8,1,

deolemtlmte

Utd at!oept ctete-

epeofftc@orte 0.3.1; 0.3
actions
k body 9tub end mhttrdt
6.3.1;

7.4.3

Conjunctmn
[s00 logical operator]
CocmtUN 32.1;
D
[see SISO: d@f’emed contiant, bop ~mmotar,
access object 3.8
formal perernotw 6.2
generic forrmi object 12.1.1,
12.3
in a static exproselon 4.9
mrmmed 8.5
that is a dice 4.1.2

object]

~nt
tw-tion
3.3. I
Ieee SISO: defwed
oonstant doclarotlon]
as a full declaration 7.4.3
with en orray w
3.8.1
With a recod
type3.7.2
CONBTMINED
@recleflned ●ttrlbuto)
br an objoct of 8 rype whh r#timlrwtts
for a prhmte type 7.4.2, A

~-

●rrey deftddon Se
in en object declwetion

bttstrainod
●rray typo 3.0
[see also: emv two. constrdntf

3.2,

3.2.1

3.7.4:

A
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Conmrdned
12.3,4

subtype 3.3:3.2,1,3.6,3.6.1,

boo 81s0: constrmnt, subtvpe. two, unoonstrdned
$ubtype ]
due to elaboration of a typo dofinltlon 3,3,1
due to the elaboration of @ derived type definition
34
object decelerations 3,2.1
of a subtype indication in an allocator 4.8
Corwtrairtt (on an object of a type) 3.3, 3.3.2; D
(see eieo: accuracy constraint, cornpatlbiiity, constrained
subtype. dependence on a discrimirwnt, diacrlminant constraint, elaboration
of..., fixed point constraint, floating
point constraint, index constraint, mnga Conatrsint, sctiefy,
subtype, unconatreined subtype]
explicitly specified bv uaa of a qualification 4.7
in a subtype indication in ●n diocator 4.8
not considered in overload reaoiutlon 8.7
on a derived subtype 3.4
on a formal parmnotw 6.2
on a fornmi paramotor of s generic forrmi aub
program 12.1.3
on a generic actuai pammotor 12.3.1
on a generic fommi object 12.1.1
on ● generic formai pararnoter 12.1; 12.3.1
on an object designated by ●n ●ceas valus 3.8
on a renamed object 8.S
on a subcornponent subject to a component ciauea
must be static 13.4
on ● aubtypc of ● gertoric formal type 12.1,2
on ● type mark in a generic parameter declaration
12.3.1
on a variabie 3.2.1, 3,3, 3.0
on the rewit of a generic forrrmi function 12.1.3
(prdeffned
●X09Ptkd 11.1
Iaee ●iso: auppresa pragma]
raised by an swept ctatoment 9.6
raised by an actuai psrameter not In tho subtype of
the formal parameter 6,4,1
raised by an aiiocator 4,8
raiaad bv ●n aaaignmont &2; 3,S.4
raised by an attribute 3.5,5
reisad by a component of ●n ●rray ●ggregate 4.3.2
raised by a component of a record smreaate
4.3.1
raised by an entry caii statement 9.6
rawad by a formai parameter not in the subtype of
the actual parameter 6,4.1
raised by an index vaiue out of bounds 4.1.1, 4.1.2
raised bv a iogicai operation on ●rrays of different
lengths 4.5,1
raised by a name with a praflx ●valuatad to a nuii
access veiue 4.1
raised by a quaifficatfon 4.7
raised by a resuit of s cmvoralon 4.6
raised by a return statement
6,8
raiaed bV incompatible
cortatrainta 3.34
r~iaed by integer ●xponentietion
with ● rwgetlve
●xponent 4.5.6
raised by matching foiiure in ●n ●ay
aealsnment
5.2.1
raised by naming of ● varient not pmeertt in ● record
4.1.3
raiaed by the .Iabomtkn
of ● gonaric htatwtllctlon
12.3,1,
12.3,2,
12.3.4,
12,3.6
mieed by the irdtidisation of on objoct 3.2,1
inked by the rwuit of o oetendon4.S03

coN8TnAINT_ERRon

~

cbwa
10.1.1:
D
[ace sieo: uae ciauae, vdth dewe]
determining
order of .Iakretion
units 10.6
in a compilation unit 10,1

Vvlulrl

.

Iml

1

cbbw

.—

including a use ciauae 8.4
inserted by the environment
of a wbunit
10,2

3.7,3.7,2,6.4.1,

“b.

COrKwt of ovorioad reaoiution
[see aleo: overioadirrgj

r.--,_

.

..-

. . . .

8.7

Controi form
[see. short circuit control form]
CONTROLLED

iprec!efined

pragma)

4.8;

B

COrworsion oparstkn
4.6
isee ako: ewiicit conversion, impiicit conversion, numeric
type, subtype conversion,
typa conversion,
unchecked
conversion]
appibcf to an undefined vaiue 3.2.1
as a basic operation 3.3.3; 3.3, 3.S.6, 3.6.8, 3.6,10,
3.6.2.3.7.4,
3.8,2 .7.4,2
between array types 4.6
between numeric types 3.3.3, 3.5.6, 4.6
from unlvoraai.fixed
w
4.5.5
4.9
in ● ●tatk expredort
of ● univerui
type expmaaion 6.2
of the bounds of ● ioopparameter
5.6
to a derived type 3.4
to a reei type 4,5.7
LXmtrertibie

univereai

Copy [paramster

oOerend 44

paaeing)

62

●ttribute)

COUNT

(predeftnad

COUNT
14.2.4,

(predefine
integer type)
14.3, 14.3,3.
14.3,4,
14,4

CREATE

(input-output
prooedure)
in ●n inatancs of dirtio
14.2,1;
14.2.5
in ●n instance of aequontiaUo
14,2.1;
14.2.3
in tem_k
14.2.1,
14.3.1;
14.3.10
raising an exwption
14.4

for am ~

9.9: A

1Q

1 U.&

Current column number 149:14.3.1,

14.3,4,

Qtrrent

index of e direct acceaa f!io

14S

Current

he

Current
14.3.6,

mode
14.4

Currant

pegs number

Current

aim of a direct

number

CURRENT_lN

14.3;

WT

functbn)

time, year]
9..

compiiatfon]

14.2,4

14.3.5

14.2.2,

14.2.4,

14.3.4,

14.3,

14,3.6

1422:

14.3.10

14S2:

Onput-output
exception)
14.2.6.
14.3.S,
14.3.7,

furtctkn)

lU,l;

14,3.8

file l&2

(text-Jo function)

[ace: day, month,

M-ohhudon
[see: conditional

14.3.1,

●ccoea

(texcio

CURRENT_OUTW7

DAT&ERROR
14.2.3,
14.2.4,
?4.3,10,
14.5

14.3;

142.1:

14.3.1 O;

14.3.6,

14.3.1,
14.3.4.

of a fiie 14.1,

DAY (pr8defhd
of complication

10.4

14.3.10

14.4;
14.3,8,

14,2.2,
14.3.B.
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Dwllowtiort
Iaee access type
Dodmat

Dodmsl

Iitord 2.4.1:
as o numeric
numbm

unchecfted-dodlocadort]
14.3.7,
14.3.8
literal 2,4

(in text-lo)

Dacimal point
Isee fixed point, floating

14S.7

point, point character]

Doclarstion 3.1 D
Iaee also: basic declaration. block name dochratbn,
body,
component
declaration,
constant daciaration,
dafw’rad
constant declaration,
denote, cfl$crimirwnt spacffbtion.
●ntw declaration, enumeration Iltoral spaclfioation, ●xaption
decimation,
exception
roisod during...,
g.n.rfc
declaration
generic formai part, ganwk
htStOftti@tti,
generic
perameter
declaration,
gonsric
apacificstiort,
hiding, implicit declaration,
incompM#
typa dschratfon,
iabel declaration, iocal declaration, loop rtsma dsdwstkm
ioop peramater specification, number dodamtiort,
ob}.ct
daciaration,
package declaration,
paoiwgs SPSdfkStiOn,
parameter specification, privcto typo dachradort,
-aming declaration.
representation
cimmc,
tcopt
of...,
specification,
subprogram
dect.rmlon,
subprogram
apacification,
subtypa doclorstion, task daclamtion,
task
$c=fimbm
we
decketion,
VWMW
as an overload resolution contoxt 6.7
determined by vieibiliFy from ● n idontifkr 8S
made directly visibie by a usa dauas 8.4
of en srwmerotion
)itord 3.6.1
of a formal parameter 6,1
of a loop parameter 5.5
overloaded 6.6
raising an exception 11 ,4.2; 11,4
to wtvch a representation
dausa appil.c 13.1
~

3.n
{sea also: bask dooloretiw
Ltom, Iatu
in a oodo procodura body 13.8
in a docimative part 3.9; 6.3.2
in m package Xpeoifictst+on 6,3.2
in a visibie part 7.4
that is a use clause 8.4

docIustiva

with

im~licit

declarations

fiIs 14.3.2;

Dofudt

~

Manual

14.3

fornwl

Dd@tJft initial Whm

twbprogrum

121;

12.1.3,

12.3.f3

(Of s tvpa) 3.3

1s00also: defwlt axmaxakm Infttal vdua]
b&3~tio

typa *act

3.0: 32.1

for ● record type objoct 3.7;
09fowlt initkfkadon
[sea ●lso: default
Vdua]
mods

(of a file) l&21;

Ddaduft

(field Isngth)
of fixad_io or noeuo

of imogar-lo

[ss. ●lso: null

3.2.1

(for an objocd 321,
3.3
exprassti,
defauft irdtiat vah,

Dohutt

94.3.7;

14.2.3,

14,3.0:

14.2,5,

initial

14.3.10

14.3.10

14.3.10

DdadLoXp
(fidd Iangtftl
6“ fixad-b or ~

14.28;

14.3.10

DwfadLfora
maid futgtfl)
of ffxed_io or floatio

14.3.8:

14,3.10

~

Dubsrad irnmsdhtafv
wltftln
[see: occur immediately witftlrt]
for on

Reference

maid length)
of enumerstionJo
14.3.9;
14.3.10
of intofprdo
144.7;
14$3.10

Daiwr8dconstmt
7.&3
of a fimitsd tVPO 7,4.4

5.1

of a representation

~fouft

~wtd9t

-bathra
ragion 8.1; 8.2, 8.4
Isee 01s0. scope of...]
dotorrnining tits visibilhy of ● dsoimotion S.3
formal by rho prodafirt@d paoka@s ~rtdord
ace
in which ● declaration ie hkkfon 8.3
including a full type daflnltfort 7.4.2
including a subprogram dedwation
6,3

Dsfsuft datorrntnetion

Ada

CMault ●xpmasion
[s.s: dsfsult initial vdua, defmdt initfolizmion, tfiscrlmkmttt
~atin.
formal cumwtw, gsnerkform obpct,
initial vDiutt)
cannot Irtcfudo s forcing ocourrana
13.1
for ● compotmnt 3,3; 7,4.3, 7.4.4
for a component of a dedved typs ob)oct 3.4
for a discrimlnant 3.7,1: 3.2,1, 3,7.2, 12.3,2
for a formal parameter 0.1, 6.4.2; 6.4, 6,7, 7.4.3
for a formal parameter
of a genenc formal Subprogram 12.1; 7.4.3
for a formal pcmmoter of a rsrwmad subprogram or
em~ 8.5
for a generic formal object 12.1, 12.1.1;
12.3
for the discriminants of an eltocatod objact 4.8
in 0 component declaration 3.7
in a diacriminant apactffcstton 3.7,1
inciucfing ttm rwmo of ● privata typa 7,4.1

Item]

Dsaisrstivo pwt 3.9: D
[see 0190: elaboration of.. ]
in ● bbck ●atemont
5.6
in a peckege body 7.1: 7.3
in a subprogram body 8.3
in a task body 9.1; 9.3
including a generic d.dwatton
12.2
including an inlins praoms 6.34
including an irttorfaca pmgma 13.9
inciuding a repreeantation
dauss 13,1
including a suppress pragma 11.7
including a task dociaration 9.3

18 / 5A

●nt@

1~1

conamnt dsohradon
7.4; 7.4.3
1.9. ●1s0: @at.
part (of a Packa9a),
pack8gs)l
●a a basic dedarstlort
3.1
is not ● forcing ocmrranco
13.1

viaib+a pm

(of a

lsse: Occaa type dofwtion,
●rmy WPs dofMion.
m9npo●woy ddirtttbn,
SubtYp9 defkdtkwt, mnstdtd
anumuationtyps doflnltbn,
dadvod
tvps daffdon,
gsnanc tvpa da-,
Max
m@tws ddhtltiott,
intype definition, real type dafktltion, rworcf typa doWtfort,
tvps Minition.
unconstrahad
●m
dof!nltkm)
DdOy sltornsdvo

(of a seioctive

wdt)

9.7.1
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Dalay ●xprecaion 9.6: 9,7.1
Isee also duration]
In a timed ent~ call 9.7.3

D
wte
3.8, 9.1:
Iaee ●lso: access tvpe. aliocmr,
objoct designated
tesk designated by .... task object dealgnated by ..)

May
ststornent 0.6
lsee also: statement,
task)
as a simple stotemont 5.1
in an abnormal task 9.1O
In a select alternative 9,7.1
in a timed entry call 9.7.3

~

eubtvpe

~

type (of ●n access wpe)

DELETE (Input-output
procedure)
m an instance of directio
14.2,1;
14.2.5
in an instance of aequentlsl_io
14.2.1,
14.2.3
In text_lo 14.2.1: 14.3.10
Dalimitor 2.2
[see INSO’ ampersand,
apostrophe,
arrow, aaslgnmont,
colon, compound delimiter, divide, dot, double dot, equal,
exclamation mark, axponttntlation, greater than or equsl,
greater than, inequality, I.bal bmckot, lees than w oquat,
less than
minus,
paronthosis,
period,
plus, pohtt,
semicolon, srar, vertical bar]
Delta (of a fixed point type) 3.8.9
Iaee elso fixed point type]
of universal_fixed
4.5.5
DELTA

(predefine

attribute]

3.6.1 O; 4.1.4,

A

10.6

Dependence on a diecriminent 37.1;
3.7
[see ● lso: component subw
definltiort, oorttponent, oon●tmint, diacriminant constraint d&dm&wt
t?hdexotJnstmint, subcomponon~
subtype dcfinltion, vedent part]
affecting renaming 0.S
by a mbcomponent
that 1. ● n aatuol p@r8metu 0.2
effect on compatibility
3.7.2
effuct orr mmtrtdng of ompmmta
4.S,2
for ●n assignment 52

Dependent weh 9.4
dalaymg exception propagwlon
of ●n abnormal task 9.10
DerivsbIe

Daivod

wbwogmm
3.4
prohibiting repreaerttethm

dauea

11.4.1

13.1

Subprogram 3.4
an operation 3.3.3
implicitly deciared 3.3.3

●s

Derived type 3.4: D
[ss0 also: parent type]
conversion to or from a parent typa or rolatod w
4.6
of an access type (eee: ●ooo9S type, dbctlonl
of an access type doslgfudftg . ts~ typa dotormhing task depondsnoa 9.4
of ● boolo8n w
3.4. 3.6.3
of a Ilmlted type 7,4,4
of a privoto tVPS 7,4,1
aub~t
to ● MPmaentmlorl
e
13.1. 13.6
Duivodtypodewuort
/see also: elaboration

3A; 3.3.1
of...]

3.0

of ...]

12.1.3

of a library unit 10.1
overloaded 6.6
DEWCLERROR
14.2.6,
14,3.10,

(input-output
14.5

exception)

Dl@t 2.1
koe ●h: besic graphic character,
digit)
in a baaed tfteral 2.4.2
in a decimal Ilteral 2.4.1
in ●n identifier 2.3

DOWf’8

Def-d.=.
betvveon complMtsrI
unlta 10.3;
[see also: with clause]
circularity implying illegality 10.6

[of an acoeaa type) 3S

DeaivMtor
(of a function) 0.1
/see ●iao: attribute designator, operetor, overloading
in a function declaration 4.5
in a subprogram body 6.3
m a subprogram specification
6. 1; @3.3
of a gener(c formal subprogram 12.3,6:12,1,

Dt#ta (of a floating
lees ●1s0: floating

Danote ● ●ntity 3.1, 4.1; D
he
Islao: declaration. ●ntity. name]

by...,

(predefhwd

Wtseneiorwltty
Direct ~
Woct

14.4;

14.2.3,

wttortded dlglt, letter or

point type) 3Xb7
point type]
ettrfbuto)

3.9.0:4.1.4,

A

of an arrey 3.6
fik

)npUtU4tpsn

142;

14.1,

342.4;

14,2.1

14.2.1

DisemtsdeMBty@.XD
Iaee ●ieo: basic operetion,
ch-ctor
lMal.
OWOt!on,
operator ~bol,
eekmted oomponent, vbibllltyj
duetwauae*Mao4
of ● Ibary
untt due M a *
dauaa 10.1.1
within ● auburtlt 10.2
DtRKX_10
(predefine
input-output
142.4:
14, 14.1, 14.2.5, C
●xceptions t 4,4; 14.6
specification
14.2.5

genedc packsge)

142.

Diaemte mm
3.6, 3.8.1
[sea ●IOO: mnge, statk dlacmto range]
●a a choke
3.7.3
9.0
choice in ● n ●ggregato 4.3
for ● loop pemrneter 6.5
in ● choice In a case etatemont S.4
in ● gorwric formal ●rray type declaration
12,1 .2;
12.3.4
in an index constraint 3.6
in a loop parameter ape~oatlon
S.S
in ● slice 4.1.2
of ●ntv indlcea in an ●ntry declaration 9,6
~

type 3.6: D
1s.0 slam besic opemtion of..., erwmardon
type, lrtdmL
integer type, Itemtlon achemo, operdort
of..., 9CO* WOl
●s a gerwrlc sctwf
pmammar
12.3.3
●m a gerterlc forml
type 12.1.2
atmement
6.4
~lna-ea
of ● dlacrimlnant 3,7.1
of ● loop pmemeter SOS
Of hMfiBX V8h109 Of ● ll 8-V
3.6
op.mtion
3.5.S; 4.5.2
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33, 3.7.1; 3.7, D
1●lso: Oommrtont Ckma, Cornporwnt, oompoaho typo,
defmdt expreeskm, dapmdwwo
on..., mcordtypo, sokctod
com~nt.
.ubcomponent]
In 8 record ●ggmgato 4.3.1
Inhiallzatim
in en ●komor omstrohts tho Oititd
object 4.8
of ● derived type 3.4
of a formal parameter 6.2
of a genaric actual tvpe 12.3.2
of a generic formal ~pa 12.3, 12.3.2
of an implicitly irrltlalized objoct 3.2,1
of an object designated by ● n ●aooss VOIUO 3.7.2
5,2
of s private type 7.4.2; 3,3
of a variant part must not be of ● gwterlc forma
type 3.7.3
simplo name in ● wrlant PM 3.7.3
subcomfwrtont of M ob)act 3.2,1
with a dafauh exproselon 3.7.1; 3.2.1

t 8 f S4 Ma

Reference

Manual

Dot
lee.:

—
doubla dot]
chamctor 2.1 [see also: doubk dot, polrtt ctwractor]
delimiter 2.2
delimlter of a selected wrrrpmwrtt 8.3: 4.1.3

DotMa

dot oompotmd

Double

h#wn

dolMt@r

M

etmrdng a mmmerrt

2.7

Doubts star compound dolimltar 2.2
Isee also: exponentiation
compound
DURATION
lee.

(pmdefined

tvpe) 9.0:

dallmltm]

C

also. delay expraaslon, fixed point typo]
of alternative dalay statements 9.7.1

Moct
~irunt

~rtont

awddorl
3.7.2
in ● diecrirnirmnt constraint 3.7.2
rternod diecdmlnartt wooolatlon 3.7.2
named
diacdmhmnt
saeoelotlon
for
wsibility 8.3
positional dl-rnlnent
saoohtlon
3.7.2
oonatdm
a702; 3.s2,
o
dopendonce on ● dbcrlmbmnt]
\gnored due to mouuSwck
~
m ● n allocator 4.8
on ● accoes type 3.8
violated 11.1

lee.:

EUOORATE

Mcdlrtkt9nt
~
3*7*1
[sac alao default ●xproeeion]
●s pm
of a basic declaration 3.1
declaring a ~
3.7
having an ●xtondd
w
8.2
In a dlscrimlnant put 3.7,1
Vislbillty 8.3
DiecdmbWnUheeh
Im
constrein~orror,

summa]

-~
[S.0” logical

operatorl

OlvWe
ctwrwtor
delimhor
WuMat

2.1
2.2

Opmtlon
4s98
Sccllmcy b a WI

DMsiOn Oporetor
lsOO- multiplvlng
CWsietLuhesk
1s0s numorkormr.

typo 4.s.7

*UPPMSS)

(predefine

Vsgma)

104;

B

11,7

Eiabocoti
3.9:3.1.3.3,
10.1, 0
Ieea also: exception mhed during.,., order of
optimized 10.6
Ebbwedon

12.1

3.3.1

hesnoOtfter

●tsborstion]

efTect 3.1

Elaborstton of
wr access type dofinltion 3.8
an array type definition 3.6
● body stub 10.2
● componont
deoiemtton 3.7
● CQmporurtt Oubtvpo d8fllWort
3.7
● cortetrWW
Ormy doflMon
3.0
a doclwetbn
3.1
1$
a tilwdtfve
M
M
@ Cteclsrdw
CWlt 3.9
a kfsferrwd W&t9t!#fvt uwWutfon
7.4.3
● derived w
definition 3.4
● dtscriminent
constraint 3.7.2
e discriminent part 3.7.1
● diacriminant
spoclf’ketion 3.7.1
an entry declaration 9.S
●n ●numeration
Morelagmd60atkm
3.6.1
an enumeration
tvpe deflnldon 3.6.1
a fixed point
type d.ckrstbn
3.&9
a ftoating pobnt tws deokmtiort 3.6.7
a formal pert 6.1
● full type dec)amt)on
3.3.1
a generic bodv 12.2
a generic declaration
12.1
a genaric instantiation
12.3
un incomplete type declerutlon 3.8.1
an index constraint 3.6.1
wt httoger type deflnltbn
3.S.4
a Iibraw unit 10.6
● loop parsnww
ap@flostiwt
6.6
●n objoct ~
3.2.1
● package body ?.3
● peclmge dedsrotitm
74!
a parsmetw
spootflootkm &1
● priveta type dockatkm
7A 1
●

operator]

has no othor effect]

S910ctlvo

ieec ●Iso:

Dbcrtntirtsrtt port 3.7.1; 3.7
leas ●1s0” dsbomtion
Of.o.]
sbeertt from a mood tVPS dochmlon
3.7
● B o ponlon of ● dednthre r@ orr 8.1
~
to srtodw 34.1, 0S1, 7.4.1
in Bgonorfobrmoltypa
dodu@oa
3*7.1;
~*n~~~e
sl
irtBpttv8tom
tlubtbn
7.4, t Al
Inatyp
daduwkm
%3, 3.3.1
must not Incluch ● pragms 2.0
of ● full type docleration is not ●Mmmtod

elabomim

a
a
a
a

renge constraint 3.6
rasl type dofln}tkm 3.5.6
record w
dafirtldorr 3.7
ranaming declaretbn
8.S
representation
clausa 13.1

—
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program call timed entv caiii
to ●n abnormai task 9.5, 9.10,
to communicate
values 9.11

subprogram body 6.3
wbprogram
declartttion 6.1
subtype deciarotion 3.3.2
subtype Wlicstlon
3.3.2
$ task body 9,1
8 task docimwion
9.1
8 task specification
9,1
a type declaration 3.3 1, 3,8.1, 7.4.1
8 type definition 3.3.1
an unconstrained
array dafinltion 3.6
a use clause 8,4
a
8
e
8

El&oration_check
Isee pro9ram_error
Element

exception,

h~
cdl ●tmemartt 9.5
Isee aiao: acceptstmmem actuai parameter,
task deciamtion,
task!
as a simple statemant
5.1
in an abnormai task 9.10
In a conditiontrl entw call 9.7.2: 9.5
m a timed entry tail 9,7.3, 9.5

(generic

formal

ELEMENT_TYPE
(ganeric
142.3;
14.1, 14.2.2

fornwi

typo of direct_io)

type

of

14.2.S;

aequontlhlo)

Entry fomiiy 9.5
denoted by a saiected Componont
name starting with a prefix 4.1

Else part
of a conditional entry calf 9.7.2
of on if statement
5.3
of a aoioctiv~ wait 9,7.1;
11,1
EMA% (predefine
attribute)
[see aiao: machine-ttmaxl

3.6.8;

Entn

End of line 2.2
as a separator 2.2
due to a format efTaotor 2.2
termhwtfng a Wmmont
2.7

,’

tibn~
‘J44; j4.2A,
?4,2,3,
!4.9.6,
14.3.0,
?4,3.10,
14.6

END_OF_LINE
(teti
function) 143A;
ralaing ●t axcepthm f4,4
(text_io

funotiort)

fo~;

quaua (of tails awahlng acceptance)
count of calis in the queue 9.9
due to ciueuad interrupts 13.5.1
of an abnormal task 9.10

~4.3.lQ

En~

-1
~
3.al
as part of a basic cbciar8tion 3.1
made directiy visiblo by ● use daua.

~~~~$RAWOKIO
.,

Em
Wff 9.5:9.9.7.1,
9.7.2,
[see ●lso: actuai Dararneter,

Erwhrmwm
of a program 10.4
environment
task caliing

entw

~

.

8.4

type 3.5.1:3.3,
3.5. D
Isea aiso: discreta tvpe, scalar type]
es a character type 3,6,2
●s a genenc formal typa 12.1.2
aa a ~nedc
pemmeter
t2,3,3
beoloan 3.S43
Opermlon 3.5,5
‘.’

Emuttamtbtt

@pa tMnMaai

WIL Sub

——===---

3.8,1 :3.3,1

Ieae ~ao: OUmration oL..]

1<4

——___

,r

14.3. ?0, 14.4

Entry (of a task) 9.S; 9, 9.2, D
[am aiao: actuai parameter. ●ddraa attrlbuto,
Sttrlbuto of . ...
formal parameter,
interrupt
●ntry, otrerktatfing of...,
parameter and resuit tvpe profiio, pwarnator, subprogram]
deciared
by instantimton
of a gwtorfc
ftwtvwi
pararnoter 12.3
cionoted by an irtdaxti Compormftt 4.1.1
denoted by s eabctad tmnt~t
4,1.3
rwmo [ace: name of ●n at@
norm ●wining wtth ● pmfbt 4,1
of a derived task tVIM 3,4
of o t~sk d@sign#tod by sn objoat ti @~
W
S.0
renarnod 8.5
subject to ● t eddraee clmma 13.5, 13.6.1
●ubjact to ● rwprosontstbn dsusa 13.1
9,7.3
conditional

9.6

En umeration Iltwal 3.!5.1. 4.2
“
[see ● iao o overloading of..., predefinod function]
●s an operation
3.3.3
●s ● operator,,3.5.5
●s result for htt*’‘tiuto
3.s.$
‘“
●a the parameter
for vsiu. ●ttribute 3.S.S
irqqiit$tly d8ciq~
S#!5
in’ ● ~iiic
&#r#Wti’i4!S”
‘r’
I
in -.
aya WtaJtetlto
13.7
of e derived type 3.4
OVOdOSdOd
8.3
ranamed as a function 8.5
representation
13.3

END_OF_FILE
(input-output
functionl
in en instance of directJo
14.2,4:
14.2.6
in an instance of aequentM_io
14.2.2:
14.2,3
in textio
14.3.1,
14.3.10

ENO_OF_PAGE

0.6

A

attittg ‘hterd 2.*

ENO_ERMNt\inp&t~utptn
14.2.4,
14.2.5,
14.3.4,

4.1,3

Entry Wax
(in the nama of an entry of ● famity)
for ●n open accept alternative 9.7.1
M a L!ortdftfortat efttrv CO 9.7.2
in ● timed entw call 9.7.3

Emin
Iaeer: machine-ernin]
Em~

atatoment,

EntW daciarmon
9.5
[see CIISO. elaboration of.. ]
as an ovarioaded declaration 8,3
as part of a basic declaration
3.1
cannot include a forcing occurrence
13.1
having an extended scope 8.2
in e task specification 9.1
including the name of o privato type 7,4.1
visibility 8.3

suppress]

in a file 14, 14.1: 14.2
in a direct access fi!a 14.2.4
in a ~uentiai
access fiie 14.2.2

ELEMENT-TYPE
14,1, 14.2.4

11 .5; 9,S

.Z

----

._.___—_

___

(texUo

‘

inner generic packa@

the main program

14,3.9;

10.1
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(prodcfined

attrtbute)

3.6.@; A

of the bounds of a loop parmrteter 6.6
of the conditions of a selectlve wslt 9,7,1

EQual
charscter 2.1
delimiter 2.2

EvohmtIon ordar
[see: order of evaluation!

EqusMy oparator 4.6: 4.5.2
Isee also. Ilmlted type, relational operator]
explicitly declared 4.5,2, 6.7; 7.4.4
for an access typa 3.8.2
for an array type 3.6.2
for a generic formal type 12 1.2
for e limited type 4.5.2, 7.4.4
for a real type 4.5.7
for a record type 3,7.4
Errorteous ●x~cution 1.6
1s00 also. program_error]
due to an ● ccess to a deallocated object 13.10.1
due to an unchecked conversion violating propwtles
of objects of the result we
13.10.2
due to assignment to a shared variable 9.11
due to chenging of ● dbcriminent
volue S.2, 6.2
due
to dependence
on parameter-passing
mecheniam
6,2
due to multiple ●ddress cl.uetw for overfaid ●ntltba
13.6
duo to suwrouion
of ●n ●xcoptlon check 11.7
due to use of an undefined value 3.2.1
Error bounds of a predefine
4.6.7: 3,s.6, 3.5.7
Error detected ●t
compilation time
run tirrw 1.6
horattudon
Ess’awthot

operation

of ● rest tvpe 3.6.9,

1.6

1.6,11,11.1;11,6
rsqnotbo detoctedt.o

Evaluation (of an expression) 4+5; D
[s00 slew compile time evaltmtbn.
●stmselonl
at compile time 4.9, 10.6
of ● n actual paremeter 6.4.1
of en eggregate 4.3; 3,3.3
of ● n ellocator 4.8
of an arrav aggregate 4.3.2
of @ condition 5.3, 5.5, S,7, 9,7.1
of a default expression 3.7.2
of a default expression for a formsl parsmoter 0.4.2;
61
of a discrete range 3.5; 9.5
of a diccrete renge used in an index constraint 3.6.1
of ●n ●ntry index 9.5
of wt ●xpreasbn in ●n ●alignment atatemont 6.2
of ●n ●xproselon In a cormtmlnt 3.3.2
of ●n expression In a genertc ●ctuel pmmeter
12.3
of ●n indexed component 4.1,1
of an initial value [see: *fault
oxmdonl
of a literal 4.2; 3.3.3
of a logical operetlon 4.5.1
of a neme 4.1; 4.1,1, 4.1,2, 4.1,3, 4,1,4
of a namo in ● ●bort statement 9.10
of @ name in a rermmlng decl.ratton
8.6
of a name of a veriable 5.2, 6.4.1, 12.3
of a prlmarv 4.4
of a quelified expression 4.7; 4,6
of ● rmge 3.6
of . mcwd aggregate 4.3.1
of a ShO~ ckcult control fown 4.6.1
of a static ●xpreeabn 4.9
of D type conversbn 4.6
of a un{wrssl ●xpression 4.10

Exception 11, 1.6 D
[see Blso constrisln~error,
numoric_error,
predeftnod ...
program_ error. raise statement, raising of ... storage-error,
tasking_ error, time_error]
cauamg a looP to be exited 5.5
causing a transfer of control 5.1
due to an expression evaluated at compile the
10.6
implicitly declared in a gonorlc Instsntlatlcm 11.1
m input-output
14.4; 14.5
renamed 8.5
suppress pragma 11.7
Exception

choice

11.2

Eacoption decimation
11.1: 11
es a basic declaration 3:1
Exceptmn handler 11.2: D
in an abnormal task 9.10
in a block statement S.6
in e packaga body 7.1: 7.3
in a subprogram body 6.3
in a task body 9.1
including a relse statement 11.3
including the destination of a goto St@tOmOnt 8.9
including the name of an exception 11. f
not allowed in ● oode prooedum body 13.8
raising an exception 11 ,4.1
seiocted to hend$e ●n ●xrmpdon 11.4.1; 11.6
bmeption

--

hondiq

11.4;

~

11.4.1,

11,4.2,

11.5

11

delawcf by a dependent task 11.4.1
from a declaration
11.4.2
from a predofined operation 11.6
from a statement
11,4.1
to e communicating
taak 11 .S
rdsed during ●xeeudon or ~
of
accept statement
11.5
en allocator of a task 9.3
a conditional ●ntry 9.7.2
a declaration
11.4.2;
11.4
a dechmstive pert that doclarea teaks 9.3
a generic
instantiation
12.3.1,
12.3.2,
12.3.4,
12.3.5
a selective wait 9.7.1
a statement
11 .4(1; 11.4
● subprogram
oell 6.3: 6.2, 6.8
#t8sk
11.5
a timed entry call 9.7.3
task ●ctivation 9.3

Exception

●n

EXW@OnS

utd Opth’ttkdOft

11.8

Exchrnetion
cherecter 2.1
replacing vertical bar 2.10
Exehsaive diejunotktrt
1s00 logical operatorl

1s00: eequence

of statements,

Exit ateternont 6.7
1s00 alw: statement]

.tat.rnwt W* *1s]
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8s a wmple statement 5.1
causing a loop to be exited 5.5
cauaino a transfnr of control 5.1
cornplelmg block statement executlcm

in a return ●tatamont 6.8
in a specification of ● darhrd aubprogmm
in a type conwraion
8,7
mciudmg the namo of ● @vat.
type 7.4.1
specifying an ontrv in a fcmily 4.1.1
ap9cifying the vaiuo of ●n index 4.1.1
with a boolean result 4.5.1, 4.8.2, 4.5.6

9.4

Expmnfed n-me 4.1.3: D
denoting a loop 5.5
in a static erroression 4.9
of a parent unit 10.2
replrrcing a simple name 6,3 1
Expliclt corworsion 4.6
[see also cortverslon operation, inlplicit
type conversion, type conversion]
from unlversal_fixed
tVPO 4.505
to a real type 4.5,7
Explicit tlecloration 3.1,
Isee also declaration

Extsndod_digit

conversion,

sub-

Factor 4.4
in a term
FALSE booberr

Exponent

of a floating

in a basad literal 2.42

External fib 14.1
1s00 aiso: file]

4.1

Expikh initialization
Isee: allocator. obloct declartttion,
point number

3,4

●nutneradon

Iitoral 3.5S;

C

Fami$y Of entries
[see: entw family]

rquaflfied axproaaion]
3.S.7:

44

13.7.3
FIELD (predefine

pan
in output of real vaiues 14,3.8
of a based literal 2,4.1, 2.4.2
of a decimal literal 2.4.1

integer subtype) 14.3.6;

14.3.7,

14.3.10

Exponent

FiIa (object of a file tvpa) 14.1
1s00 aieo: external file)
Fiia management
142.1
in text._io 14.3.1

Exponentlating
opemtor 4,5: 4.5,6
[see also: highest precedence operator]
in a factor 4.4
overloaded 6.7

Fib tertninstor
14.3.8,
14.3.9

~n

4.4;

operation

4.506

rnm

14.3.4,

14.3,6,

14.3.0,

14.3.7,

FILE_WFE
(input-output
type)
in an instance of dire~o
14.1,
14.2.1:
144,
14.2.4,
14.2.5
in ●n inatmtoe of aequontiaLJo
14.1, 1421;
14.2.
14.2.2,
14,2.3
in text,..io 14.1,
14.2.1;
14.2,
14.3.3.
14.3.4,
14,3.6,
14.3.70 14.3.8,
14.3.9,
14.3.10

D

Imo ●lso: compile time evoluatlorr, dofwtt
●xpradon,
deloy ●xpmaaitm, ●tmluatioa, quaWiod ~,
clmpte
axpmssion, static ●xpreasiort, uniwrad
W.
expmOaIon]
as an ●ctual parameter 6.4. 6.4.1
as a condition 5.3
as a generic actual paramotor 12.3; 12.9.1
as the argument of a pregma 2,8
in an actual parameter of ● conditional ●ntry call
9.7.2
in an actual parameter of an en~
call statement
9.6
in an actual parameter of ● timed entry 00119,7,3
in ●n .Ilocator
4.8
in an assignment staternont 6.2
in ● n attribute designator 4.1,4
in a caae statement 5,4
in a choice in a 0000 atotomont 5,4
in a component aaaociation 4.3
in a component declaration 3.7
in s constraint 3.3.2
m a conversion 4.6
in a diecriminarrt association 3.7.2
in a discriminant specification 3.7.1
in a generic formal part 12,1
in ● n indoxad component 4,1.1
in a length clauae 13.2
in ● name of ● veciabfo 52, 6.4.1, 12,3
in a number deciuatiort
3.2
in ● n object deohration
32, 3.2.1
in a pammcter apeclfication 0,1
in a primary 4.4
in a qusllfiad sxpmaaion 4.7
in a representation
clauae 13.1

vtnlnm

14.3.1,

FILE_MOOE
(input-output two)
ineninatm’toeof~
14.1, 14.2.1; 1424
in ●n instance of seqwntiLio
14.1, 14.2.1; 142.3
in te~io
14.1, ?4.2.1: 14.3.10

Expottentiation compound deNmttar 2.2
Iaee atso: double star compound dellmlter]
Exponantiation

14.3;

tnwar

nnl

Inn

FINEOELTA
Iaea: svstom.finedeltal
FiRUT (predefine
●ttribute) A
[SO. ●lto: bound]
for an acceaa value 3.8,2
for an array type 3.6.2
for a scalar type 3.6
First ttottted ~
13.1
1s00 ●lao: monvfnous
bwe

W,

FlR8T_BlT
(predefinod attribute)
Iaee also: record representation
Ftxod ●CC-

wmwmatltm

clauool

13.72;
A
oiauae]

defirtldort 3.899

Fixed point ComtSWtt 3.s9:
3.s.6
on a derived subtype 3.4

F&d

point typo 3,6S;

o

be.
aiao: beak opmtkm of..., durotbn, rtumuio typo,
operation
of,...
?0s1 typo,
●cmr
typo, W7Mli.
aystorn.finodalta,
ayetom.muuttontbao]

nr

rnm

ni-rn

innnx

rmrlc>m

11115

vmu H

UI

kII13

aklriuutu
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accuracy of an operation
● s s generic sctual typo
as a generic formal typo
● rror bounds 4.5,7:
3.5.6
operation 3,S, 10; 4.6.3,
result of an oporatlort out
FIX ED_10
FLOAT

(teut_Io

FLOAT_10

Floating

4.5.4, 4.S. S
of rang. of W

(text_ io inner generic package)

(precfefined

Floetmg

4.5.7
12,3.3
12.1.2

●ccumcy

type) 3.5.7;

14.3.8:

14.3.10

14,3.8:

14.3.10

Formal type
Isee genenc

3.5.7

Flocting point predeftnad tvpe
[see: FLOAT, LONG-FLOAT,
SHORT_FLOAT]

Format
14.3.0

Flootmg point type 3.5.7: D
1s00 81s0: numeric type, reel typo, ●cdar type,
systmm.matiigits]
sccumcy of an operation 4.5.7
as a genaric actual type 12.3.3
as a generic formal type 12.1.2
error bounds 4.5.7; 3.5.6
operation 3.5.8: 4.5.3, 4.5.4, 4.5.6, 4.5.6
result of an operation out of range of the ~
of graphical

From.
4.S.7

Forctng occurrence (of a name leading to default dotormlnation of raprtmentation)
13.1

Fae

●

fixed point type ~.6.10;

field of text_io input or oumut 143.Q

FORM

A

14.3.5

(input-output
funcflon)
in ● instanca of dirtio
14.2.1;
14.2.6
in an instance of wquentlal_lo
14.2.1,
14.2.3
in te~io
14.2,1: 14.3.10
ralslng an exception ?4.4

Form fed

fornmt

effecter

object
genarlc

14.2.6,

14.3.10

formal object]

Forrrml pammetor 6.1: D: (of an entry) 9.5:3.2,
3.2.1:
function) 6.5; (of an operator) 0.7: (of a subprogram)
6.2, 64: 3.2, 3,21,
6.3

(of a
6.1,

Isae also: actual wamatar,
d.fault
●xproaaion, ont~,
generic formal paremeter, mod., -,
mhprogmm]
as ● constant 3.2.1
as an object 3,2
●S ● variabla 3.2.1
names and overload raaolutlon 6.6
of a derived ●ubprogrwn 3,4
of a germric forrml subprogram 12.1, 12<1.3
of e main progmm 10.1
of an operation 3,3,3
of a renamed entry or subprogr~m 8.S
.
whose type is an array type 3.6.1
whose type is a limited typo 7.4.4
whose ~pO is @ record type 3.7.2
whose type is a task type 9.2

-.,

.,.

of text-io

.

input or output

11.2
●nd optimization
11.6
m which an exception

1,.1–.——

14.3.6,

——-

constant

Is robed

IU.7,

14.3.6,

~

11.4.1,

11.4.2

7.4.3

Full WPO declaration 3.3.1
discriminant part la not .Iaborated
of ●n mconudota tvpa 3.8.1
of a limited private type 7.4,4
of a private typo 7.4.1; 7.4.2

3.3.1

8.1, 0.6; 6, 12.3, D
lee. SISO: -~rl
xram~cr
•~.
m~
-~r
puwnator,
pcedeffnecf function, mault subtype, return
stomnont.
●ubprograml
as ● mekr program 10.1
renamed 8.5
result Isee: returned valuol
that is an ●ttributo 4.1.4: 12.3.6

Function body
[m:
subprogram

2.1

Fesm string of a file 14.1:14.2.1.14.2.3,
%mel
Isee

14.3.fO;

subprogram]

formal tvpo]

Full declaration
of a deferred

symbols 2.1

●ttributol for

type proflla)

FomnulB
1s00: expression

Fw IOOP
1s00: loop statement]

FORE (pmdofirwd

Manual

Format dfoctor 2.1
Isee also: carriage return, form feed, horizontal tabulation,
line feed vertical tabulation]
as a separator 2<2
in an end of line 2.2

point constmht
3.5.7; 3.5.6
on a derived subtvpe 3.4

Foot daaign

AdB Reference

Forttwl part 6.1: 6,4
Isee else: generic formal part, paramotar
6.3.1
cordorming to ●othor
in an accept statement 9,5
in an entry declamtlcm 9.S
in a subprogram a&wclficstlon 6,1
must not include a pragma 2.8
Formal cubprogmm
Isee genenc formal

C

Inner generic package)
ddinltion

type 4,5.7

18?5A

body]

Function cd 6.4; 6
[see also: actual parameter, subpfogrsm cdl]
as o prefix 4.1, 4.1.3
as a primew 4.4
in a static expmsslon 4.9
with a parameter of a derlvod type 3.4
with a result of ● derived type 3.4
Function apecifii
Isee: subprogram

Gerboga

coltaction

specification)

4.8

Oeneric ectuDl objd
12.3.1;
12,1.1
1s00 ●1s0: gonoric ●ctual parameter]
Generic ●ctual ~metor
12.3; 12
Isee also: generic actual ~act,
gonoric ●ctual sub
program, generic actual typo, -C
~tion,
gwtedc
formal parsmater, gerwrlc Instant{stlon, m.tchlng!
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Max

lees 01s0: generic torma( perameter)
formal function 12.1.3
with the same name ●a ●other

cmnot be @ univer80i_fhtod oporstbit ~.6.6
for ● gmaric formal aocoea type 12S.6
fOr a gmorlc formal arm w.
123.4
for - generic formsl ~
12.1.1
for t generic formal @vst@ type 12.32
for 0 genodc formal SC81W m
t20$S
+or s gonaric formal ●ubprogrom 12.1 S; 12.3.6
for a gmark
formal type 12.1.2
is not static 4.9
that is an arrav aggrogato 4.3.2
that is a loop parameter S.5
that is a task w
9.2

Generic

Oamrk
format type 12.1, 12.192; 12.3
of..., ~rwric fomwl
1s00 ●lso: constraint on..., daorimlnmt
parsmetw,
wbtypa
Indi-tlon...]
so index or component
type of a generic formei
arrav
-,. woe
. 12.3.4
tormal access tvpa 12.1.2,
12.3.5
12.3.4
formai array type 12.1.2,
tormal arrav two [conatreirtod12.1.2
formal discrete type 12.1.2
formal enumeration
type 12.1.2
forrnai fixed point type 12.1.2
formal floating point type 12.1.2
forrnai integer type 12.1.2
formai limited privata type 12.3.2
tormal iimited type 12.1.2
formal pen 12.1.2
12.3.2
formal private tvpa 12.1.2,
12.3.2
formal private type with dlacriminanta
12.3.3
formal scaiar type 12.1.2,

●ctual pan .12.3

Oanaric ~tual
subprogram 12.1=3, 1=6
lace aiao generic actual paramatorl
add

type
actual P.ram.t.rl
for a generic formal ●coon type 12.3.6
for a generic fofmai ●-v
W. 12s.4
for a generic formal ecsiar w
12.3.3
for a generic formal type with cflscrtmlnsnta
for a generic privato formal type 12.3.2
that is ● prhmta m
7.4.1

00 M ti

12.3

lose: generic

12.3.2

Gertaric function
Isee: generic subprogmm]
12.3: 12, 12.1, 12.2, D
htmua
1s80 also: generic hatedatti,
soopa of...)
inlinsd in place of ●ach c@l 6.3.2
of a generic pecl@a
12.3
of a Seneric iiubpro~om
12.3
raising an exceptbn
11.4.1

Oenuic

Oonaria Oaaoeiatien 12.3
[s00 atscr: generic
actual pwsrrwwr.
gort.fic
@rtt@
pmsmotwl
nwrred gonerk aaaociatb
12.3
named generic ●aaoclatfon for eeieotlve vfslblllty 8.3
positional generic ●aeocletloft 12.3

-C
Oanerfc body 12.2: 12.1, 12.1.2,
12.3.2
do”}
[s0s ●iso” body Stub, dabadon
in a package 7.1
including ●n ●xceptioft hmldb? 112: t 1
including an ●xit stmtnont S.7
indudktg ● goto ~
‘~cg
including ~ IrttfWt
~
0.1
must be in tho some ~r.ti
r9g*
daclarstion 3.S. 7.1
not vat .Ioboratod
●t m }rtsMnti@h
3.9
(laMrfc
dodWmbn
12.1:12.
12.12,
12.2
1s00 aiao: eleboretkn
of...)
and body as a declarative region 8.1
and proper body in the same oorn@letion
●s a baaic daciorettoft 3.1
● s a later d.damtlva
Item 3.9
● s ● library unit 10.1
in a packago apaclfk@oft
7.1
recompiled 10.3
~

formaf olqoat lZ1,
1291.9;
Iaee aim: ~fauit
•~t
~
of an arrav type 3.8.1
of a record type 3.7.2

●s

the

inetands~
12.3: 12.1, 12.1.3, 12.2, 0
[see also: declaration,
elaboration
of..., generic
pammeterl
aa e basic decimation 3.1
●s ● later deciaretlve
item 3.9
●a ● iibraty urdt 10.1
Mom
f@abkMon:&
*
Wy
3*9, 11,1
implidtly decfaring ● Oxooptlm 11,1
invoking ● ommtion of a f)81dG COWSI W
of ● pmdefhd
htpUt-oUttM
P@*
1~1
raoorr@ied
10.3
with ● formal acxmaa typa 12S.8
with a formal ●rray type 12.3.4
with a formal scalar type 12.3.3
with a formal subprogram 12.3.6

●ctual

1+1.2

10.3
~~

121;

302, 12,3, 12,3.1
~
_~J

~

~

body 122;

Iaee aiao: peckage

121,
122;
12, D
osnoricfon’—w——=
[see ●lso: 00nedc actuel parwtwtu,
•~~
go-k
formal objoct, ganaffcformaisu@rOwam

12

for input-output
t4
inatmtiatbn
12.3:
12, 12.1 [8a0 •~-:
~
instarttiationl
specification
12.1 [s00 a190: genorlc OpOMmhl

ddamUOn

~P——
IA

emo~

12.1;

12,1.1,

12.12,

12.1.3,

●iaw generic formal parameter]
as ● decfarativa radon 8.1
twving ● ●xtmdad soopo 8.2
visiww
293

formal typo, fnstcW9, K]
se ● wrmant 3.2.1
a V@ri~bh 3.2.1
of ● limited type 7A44
of @ task type 9.2

12.1

bodv]

●0

~
Oanaric
12.3.6

O@nakpmo-tm

boa: garw+c .ubprogreml

formsf part 12.1; 12, D
formal

~

121,

lZto2;

12.12,

12.3,

~rt

12*1; 12’3”2

hoe ●lso: ganarfc peokqp
Pmgram specifk@onJ

w , . . . . ...”...

. ..*.-?.-

-F’-+*-

epdkmbn,

P

--.!-

c.

goncrtc

----

aub-

wt.-- t?....
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subprogram 12.1: 12
body 12.2: 12.1 [sea ●lso: subprogram body]
instantiation
12.3;
12, 12.1
[ea. CIW: ganortc
instantistiortj
interface pmgnw is not ddinad 13,9
specification 12.1[ea. ●ieo: generic ~tlort]
type dofirdtion

12.1;

12.1,2,

12.3.3,

12.3.4

Generic unit 12 12.1; 12.2, 12.3, D
[see also generic declaration, program unit]
including an exception declaretkm
11,1
including a raise ststomartt 11,3
subject to a wmpreas pmgma 11,7
with a saperateiy cornpkd
body ?0.2
Generic

unit body

GET (text_io
procedure)
lU.S;
14.3,
14.3.2,
14.3.10
for chamctar ●nd stdng types 14.3.6
for erwnemtion
typaa 14.3.9
for integer types 14.3,7
for mal types 14.3.8
reising en excaptiort 14,4
(tex~io

procedural

Qtobal dactsretiorl 8.1
of a variable ahamd

14.3.8;

pracdenoa
opemtor 4.8
abs. arhhmetic
operator,
●xponantlatlng
operator not unew operator, overloading
of ●n opemtor,
predefine
operator]
as an operation of a dmcmts tvpa 3.6.5
as an operation of a fixed point type 3.6.10
as an operetion of a floating point type 3.S.8
overloaded 6.7

14.3.4,

by taaka 9.11

G18phtc aiwrWmr 2.1
[see .1s0: bode grap~c character,
letter, other special character]
m e charecter literal 2,S
in a string literal 2,6

character,

&ap&al
symbol 2.1
1s00 SISO: ascii]
not ●vailable 2.10

Graatot

also:

than
character 2.1
dalimiter 2.2
opemtor 1009: reletkmal

oparatorl

than or aqual
compound delimiter 2.2
operator [000: relational oparator]

hmdar,

●xc9ptlort handflng)

Hiding (of e decleretkm) U
ke
●lm: vhibillty]
●nd renaming 8.5
●nd uaa clauaaa 8.4
duo to an implicit doohrotbn
of e genarlc lmlt 12,1
of a library unit 10.1

,.

8.4

tabulation
-s a separator 2.2
charecter in e comment
format affecter 2.1
in texUo
input 14.3.5

. **

.

6.1

●C.

2.7

Hyphen ctWWtar
2.1
leas ● lso: minus ctwractor]
starting a cemment 2.7

9.4

bvvor caae

MonWor 2.3; 2.2
[see also: direct
vfalblllty,
loop parameter,
name,
~doadino
of..., SOOPO of .... almph nom., vtMtllltv)
●nd an edjaoent ~ator
2.2
ss an ●ttributo daeigrmtor 4.1.4
●s ● designator
6.1
●s ● msatwd
vuod 2.9
●s ● airnpiq CMma 4.1
Can bevurftmn inthebadodwmotar
act2.lo
denoting ●n objaot 3.2,1
denoting ● value 3,2.2
In ● cbfemd
cormtant dedamtion
7.4.3
in an entry daclwatbn
9.5
m ●n ●xception doclaratbn
11.1
in a generic instantiation
12.3
m ● incomplete type daclaratlon 3.0.1
in ● nurttbor deciamtlon 3.22
in an object doclaratlon 3.2
in s package epecificatlort 7.1
in a prtvate TVPO daclamtion 7,4; 7.4.1
in a renaming doclamtlon 6,6
in ● subprogram apacffication 6,1
in a task epacification 9,1
in 8 type dademtion
3.3.1; 7.4.1
in Its own daclar@on
8.3
in pragma ayatom-mo
13.7
of an argument of ● pragrrw 2.8
of an emmwratlon
valuo 3.5.1

ofaforrnol

Wrtdtw
(sea: ●xception

8.3

14.3.10

Goto ●tawrnant 5.9
[s00 ●lso: stmementj
as a almpie atatarrtmt $.1
COUS@J e bop
to ba dad
6.6
cauaing ● trwtafor d mrttm( S.1
cornplettng Moc& etatemant ~

&aatar

3.4

Hor&on@

Ga*c
unit apadfkation
Isae: generic specification]

G=-LINE

Msnucl

Highaet

Horno9raph Ideclaration)
[SO. aiso: ovedoading]
end use clauses

1s00: generic body]

Ada Reference

of a subprogram 0.6
of or by a darived mhprogmm
of the pBckaQS standard 10.1
within a subunit 10.2

[BOO

Generic

f8f5’4

parmatorof~gonork~l

program 12,1,3
of ● ganedc formel obJoct 12.1. 1241.1
of a generic formal aubOmOram 12.1; 12.1.3
of s generic formal type 12.1; 12.1.2
of ● ganertc unit 12,1
of s IIbmry unit 10.1
of s pragma 2.B
of s subprogram 6.1
of ● subtype 3.3.2
of ● subunit 10.2
of homograph deolaradono 8.3
Overtoadad 6,6
veraua simple name 3.1

*
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Identifier

Identity

Iiat 3.2
in a component dockratlon
3.7
in a cbferred constant dectarstlon 7.4
in a discrlminant s~eciflcetlon 3,7,1
in a generic pammetor doclamtlon for genorlc Wmal objocts 12,1
in a number d.clarstkwi
3.2
m an objact declaration 3,2
in a parameter speclflcatlon 6,1
operation

statement

5,1

Il$egel 1.6
IMAGE

(predefine

Immediato

attribute)

scope 8.2;

3.5.5:

A

8.3

hmediawty
within (a declarative
lace: occur immediately
within]

heempwe type 3.0.1
corresponding

full type deokmtlort

lnoMnpt9ta type deckatton
as a poftion of ●

regbn)

M
tmphmentetion
defined
[ace: system dependent]

hnpbmenmtiorl
Isee: system

def?ned pregma

F

in ● n instance

dopendertt
dependent]

Implicit cortvemion4.6
[aae dao: conv-~n
op-tlon,
explicit converabn,
type convoraknl
of an intager literal to ●n into~
typo 3.6.4
of a real literal to a real type 3.5.6
of s urriverad ●pmeion
3.6.4, 3.S.6
of ● universal real ●tqwoaekn 4.6.7
hnpWt daelWatbn
3.1; 4.1
1S-:
scope of..!]
by s type doclaretiort 4,6
hidden by en expliclt deckmtlon
8.3
of a basic opemtbn
3.1, 3.3,3
of a bbck name, loop name, or label
of a derived subprogram 3.3.3, 3.4
of an enumeration IItorol 3.3.3
of ●n equality operator 6.7
of ●n exception due to on Instantktbn
of a library unit 8.6, 10,1
of a predeflned operator 4,5
of universal_fix.d
OpOfOtOrO 4.6.5

wb-

br@exmmge3.e
matching

for s derived

S.1; 3,1

Index subtype

11.1

h@aaad

deuea
type 3.4
[aa.:

~

In out mode
lace: mode in outl

I-17

14.2.6

In ● dlmct

●cceea

file 94,2;

11.7

14.2.4

4.5.2

&finMen

3.8

component 4.1.1; 3.6, D
basic operation 3.3.3:3.3,
3.6.2, 3.8.2
.s a name 4.1
●s the name of ●n entry 9,S
of ● valua of ● ganedc fotrttal ●ay
w
12.1.2

Memo

141

subwe

~

1=

filo mode ●numoretkn

14.2.4;

●s ●

In mode
leee: mode in]

(input-output

function)
of di~

Index type
of a choice in an ●nsy aggqata
4.32
of ● generic formal ●rrey w
12.3.4

In uwmbemhb
teat
[ace: rnembemhip test]

ifflLE

4.3.2
4.3.1

tm&a ●ubWPe 3-6

of an ob)oct
default initkt value]

Impwt mpreaantatkt

7.4.1
8.1

IrMex conatmbnt 3,6, 3.6.1; D
I*e
ako: dependence on a dkcdmlnsntl
ignored due to Indaxdwok
auppreaelon
in en allocator 4.8
in a conatrtirted wrav definition 3.6
in a subtype indication 3.3.2
on an ●ccess typo 3.8
violated 11,1
btdex of an element

htplkit
inltiiimtion
[ace: ●liocator,

3.3.1,

declmtivo
region

3.6; D
Iaae ●too: array, diacreto type, ●ntrv Index]

INOEX (input-output
lmplemontatbn

3.al:

3.3.1

1ncorrect ordor dspandonce 1,6
Isae also: program error]
assignment statement 5.2
bounds of a range conatrahtt 3.6
component association of ● n ●rmy sggregato
component association ofs record s~ragato
component subtypo indicatbn 3.6
default expression
for ● cunponont
32.1
default exprasaion for ● dkcdmktant
3.2.1
express~on 4.5
index constraint 3.8
library unit 10.5
parameter
association &4
prefix and discrete range of a WC. 4.1.2

4.5.4

If Statement 5.3
Isee also: statement]
m a comDound

hmompetibility
(of constralntsl
{see: cornpatibllity]

lndbatkm)

4.6:

4.&2
fektlod
operator)
cennot be ●xptkitly deolared 6.7
for art ●cceaa type 3.8.2
for ●n ●rray type 3.6.2
for.a genedc formal type 12.1.2
br a WI w
4.S,7
for ● reoord ~
3.7,4
not ●vallabk for a Ilmttad w
7.4,4

●ko: limited w,

/dentiVYw list .

lnequ8#ty

opwtov
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Initbel valw (of an Object) 3.2.1
[s.0 ●lso. allocator. compoelto typa, dofautt
dofeult initial value, default Inltlslizstkm]
m an aliocetor 4.8; 3.8, 7,4,4
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

●xpmoaion,

default ●xproaeion, defmit

htqt
[s.0

two definition 3.6A;
aino elaboration of...)

lNTEQER_10

0,2

INTERFACE

INTEGER

l-r

(input-output

flie-mode

onumarathn

Interrupt

13.5

13.9:

B

13.9

queue
entry queue]
Package)

MA:

aocworw

lS_OPEN

180

(input-utput
function)
in an instance of diractio
14.2.1:
14.2.5
in en instance of .equentlal_io
14.2.?. 14.2.3
in tex~io
14.2.1 ; 14.3.10

(internationei

ISO amen

organizetbn

for standardization)

btt coded chmactar

2.1

eat 21

instance]
Rofrt
[ace: beaic deoiamtfva
instantiation]

(prodofined type) 3.S,4; C
as base type of a ioop parameter 5.6
as default type for the bounds of a dhcreto
3.6.1 :9.5

predcflnod

mmtiorr Scheme 6.6
lam ciao:
discrete

LONG-iNTEGEfl,

Integer *pa
1s00 priomyl
due to an integer
tvpe 3.6.4:

Item, feter declsmthre

Item)

type]

rango

tVPO]

lAel
5.1
Iwo ●iao. ●ddress attribute, nom., atatomont]
declaration S. 1
implicitly declared 3.1
target of a goto statement 6.9
Label bracket
compound
*M

deiimltor

●tatorrwnt
S. 1
in a coda ttatemw-tt

2,2

13.8

type 3.S.4

[see also: INTEGER.

3.3,

SHORT-INTEGER]

type deflrdtion

3.5,

3.6.4

D

Isee aim: discrete tyw
numedc type, Predefine
type.
system .max_int,
●yatom.minJnt,
univorscalar
type
sal-mteger
twol
●s a generic formal type12,1.2
es a generic pararnetor 12.3.3
operation 3.5,5: 4.5.3.4.6,4,
4.6.6, 4.5,6
result of a converalort from a numeric type 4.0
result of art operstlorr out of rem
of the type 4.6
httoget

pragma)

14.3,10

literal)

lntegor part
as e base of a based Iltomt 2,4.2
of a decimal literal 2,4.1

Integer

(predefine

10_EXCEPTIONS
(predeflned ktput-output
14, 14.1, 14.2.3, 14.2.5.
14.3.10,
C
specification
14.5

horel 2.4
!see also’ based integer Iiterai, untveract-hwger
as a bound of a discrete range 9.S
as a unwerrnal_integer literal 3.5.4
in beaed notation 2,4.2
in decimal notation 2.4.1

Integer

13,4

inner gwteric psclmge) 14.3.0;

to other Imtgueges

Itttorrupt

10.3

wtput 14

hwtmltietion
1s00: generic

clause

initiaiizstlon,

[s●iso: direct-io.
io--ceptions,
iow_iavoUO,
tial_io text_iol
at device ievel 14.6
exceptions 14.4: 1445
with a direct access fiie 14,2,4
with a saquantiai fiio 14.2.2
with a text file 14.3
htenca
Ieee: generic

itex~io

Intmfsce

[see

Input+

—

Interrupt ●ntry 13.S. 1
Isee also address attribute]

(preciefined pragmo) 6.3.2; B
creating rocompiiation depsndenco

lNOUT_FILE
14.1

3,3.1

type ●mpreedon
in a iength dauae 13.2
in a record repreeentatlon

Integer

an IJrrsv object 3.6.1
a constant 3,2,1
a constent in a etatic ●xpreasion 4.9
a discrlminant of Q formal porsmotor
a dlscnrninant of an object 3.7.2
a hmltod private type objoct 7.4.4
an object declared in a packago 7.1
an out mode formal psrsmotor 6.2
a record object 3,7,2

Initkhzmlon
I@ee: aswgnment,
mitlal vaiuel
INLINE

18 t 5A Ada Reference Manual

AtVS1/MfL-STD-

type ddoremt

[e-. integer two definition]

LAROE

●ttrfbuto) 3.S.8,

(predefine

WL1O:

A

LAST (predefine
attribute) A
1s00 ●iso: boundl
for ●n ●ccou veiue 3.8.2
for ●n ●rray type 3.6.2
for a scalw type 3.S

WIT-BIT
1s..

ipwdeflned

Lm9r dectomdw

m-l

Mtributo)

●1s0: record repraeentatbn
horn

13.74:
A
ciaueel

3.9

k~

leoe: poregmphittg
lAYOUT_ERROR
14,3.6,
14.3.7,

reoommendod]

(input-output
14.3.0,
14,3.9,

●xoeptlon) 144:
14,3.10,
14.s

14.3.4t

I-18
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Indsx

hadmg
L.tt

z-rot

m a numeric

label bmch.t

Left par9nthe9i9
chwacter
delimiter

compound

that is a packaga 7.1
wsibility due to a vvltft ciiluae 8.3
whose name is needed in ● complbtbrt
with a body stub 10.2

Iitaral 2,4.1
dollrnltor

24

Limitad privsto type 7.4.4
lure sleo: privoto typo]
●S a generic actual type 12.3.2
●s a generic formal type 12.1.2

2,1
2.2

Legal 1.6
LENGTH

(predefine
attribute) 3.62:
for an access value 3.8.2

A

Length ciwse 13.2
as e representation
clause 13.1
for an eccesn type 4.0
specifying small of a flxod point type 13.2;

3.5.9

Length of e string literal 2.6
Length of
of
of
of

the result
en ermy comparison 4.6,1
an erray logical rregetion 4.5.6
e catenation 4.5.3

Langth_chacil
(s00: constrein~error.
baa

Line fad

14.3.3;

14.3.1,

~4.3; 14.3.4,

Lht
(see: component
Ltw

14.3.4,

14.3.S,

(pmtbfinad

14.3.6,

14.3.6,

14.3.3,

14,3.6

14.3.7.14.3.8,

14.3.4:

14.3.3,

list, idcntffierdbt]
pqfrm)

6

~dPfqffamM

few

~nt
2, 22; 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, D
es e point in tho progrem text 8.3
in a conforming construct 6.3.1
transferred
by a te~io
procedure
14.3.9

14,3,

14.3.6,

ordor 4.5.2

w

pragrna,

doclasatbn0.1
in a genedc

11.4.2

page Pmmal

Literal 4.2:0
Isee aieo: baaed literal, character Ilt.ml, doclmal Iiteml,
enumeration
literal, integer ilteml, null literal, numorfc
literal, overloading of..., real literal, string Ilteral]
●s e basic operation
3.3,3
of ● derived type 3,4
of univeraal_intagar
type 3.6.4
of univereal~al
type 3,5.6
specification [s8.: ●num~tlon
Iltard ~lficatbn)
Loed

Library unit 10.1; 10.5
IsM Sk: -pilation
unit w9Wlnod paokago.prwldlnod
subprogram,
program
unit, secondary
unit, atandwd
pradefinod package, wbunit]
oomphd
before tha cmmpondtrtg
body 10.3
fdfowad by an IMrw pragma 6.3.2
htclud~d in tha pmdaf!nod paoftaga atOrtdOrd 8.6
must not be subject to ●n addmu
cbuae 13,5
named in s use dmme 10.5
rmmed in ● with dm,ma 10.1.1;
10.3, 10.6
recompiled
10,3
Scoptt 8.2
subject to an Intedace prs~me 13.9

–.-

14.3,

2.1

LINEJENGTM
(textio
function)
14.3.10
raising en exception 14.4

2.3

Library packa@e body
[see. Iibraw unit, peckage body]
raising an exception 11.4.1,

...

effecter

Line twmirmtor
14.3.9

operator]

Libmry package
bee: h-v
unit, packqpj
having dependent taaks 9.4

1-19

tommt

Line bngttr

Latter 2.3
Iaee 01s0: lower oeee Iottar. uopar caaa fcttorl
e or E in e decimef Iltoml 2.4.1
in e baaed iitoml 2.4,2
in en idtmtffier 2.3

Laxioogmphic

94.3.4

LINE (tex~io function) 14.3.4;
14.3,10
raising an exception 14,4

Loaa than or aqud
compound delimiter 2.2
operator Isee - relational operator]

kical

Limited type 7.4.4; 9.2, 12.3.1, 0
Isee also
assignment.
equality
oporator,
inequality
operetor, predefine
operator, task type]
as a full type 7,4.1
component of a record 3.7
generic formal object 12,1,1
in an object declaration 3,2.1
limited record tVPe 3.7.4
operation 7.4 4; 4.5.2
pammeters for explicitly declared equality opemtora
6.7
Line 94.3,

suppmaej

than
character 2.1
delimiter 2.2
operator Isee: reiatiorwl

bmas.%dgit

unit 10.1.1

*iCal

negation

unit 12,3

operation

4.5.0

Lo@-l
ePwmor 4.S: 4.4, 4.6.1, C
isea also: overloading of an operator, pradofinad oparstor)
●s ●n operatkm
of booban type 3.6.5
for ●n ●rmy type 3.8.2
in an ●xpreasion 4.4
ovodoadad 6.7

LONGJLOAT
LONG-INTEGER

(predeflned

type) 3.597;

(predefinad

C

typo) 3.&4;

C
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Loop nmrw 5.5
dectamtlon 5 1
Implicnly declared 3,1
In on exit statement
5 7
Loop perwrwtor 6.5
[see also constant. object]
as an object 3.2

Lower bound
Isee bound

(prerjef}ned

Matching

comportertta
Of arrrjys 4,5,2:
of records 4.52

input-output

paCka90)

14.6;

Manual

9.4

4.5 1, S,2 1

~neric
forsrtol
and ectual parameters
12.3
access type 123.5
array tvpe 12.34
default subtxogrem
12.3,6: 12.1.3
object 12.3 1 12 1.1
private type 12.3,2
scalar type 12.3.3
subprogram 12.3.6:
12.1.3
type 123.2
123.3,
12.3.4,
12.3,6;

Msttwmatlcally
457

correct

result of a numeric

12.1.2
operetlcm 4.0:

MAX_DIGITS
[see system. ma~digits]
MALINT
Iaee: system. ma~intl

first attribute)
MAX_MANTISSA
[see: system. ma~mantiwt]

Lower ceao letter 2.1
iaee also graphic character]
a to f in a based literal 2.4,2
e in a dectmol literal 2,4.1
in an identifier 2.3

Machine

code insertion

Machine

dependent

astrtbuto

(precfefined

package)

13.8:

MACHINLEMAX

(predefhed

●ttrhutm)

13.73;

attrlbuto)

13.7S;

(predtrfined

MACHINE-MANTISSA
A

(predefine

MACHINE _OVERFLOWS
3.5.8, 3.510,
A
MACHINE_RADIX

attribute)

(predefinod

(predefhed

MACHINE-ROUNDS
351OA

●ttdbutoj

(predefine

C
3.5.8,
3.8.8,
13.7.3;

●ttribute}

13.7.a;

●ttrfbute)

A
A
3.S.8,

13.7.3;

3.5.8,

13.7.3:

A

Makswrr

pew

attribute)

3.8&

of ● fixed point number 3.6.9
of a floating point number 3.5.7:

type_merkl

LOW

nama ● Mode

144

&7

3.8.10;

named

MgMORY_8tZE

~w4

13.7.3

(ptVdO%Od

3.3, 3.6.6,

3.5.0,3.6.10,

number)

1 *7;s

MIN_lNT
{see: system. min_intj
Minirmmtion
of storage
{see pack predefine
pragma]
Mrnus
character [see: hvphon ctwactar]
chamcter in an exponont
d ● nrmartc
12.4.1
delimiter 2.2
operator [see: bina~ ●ddng 0p8MtOr, urtwy ~
operatorj
unaw operation 4,5.4
Mod operator 4.6,S
l-e
also: multiplying
MODE

A

Merrdeae

Merh
[see

lest@t

1A3

MEMORY_SIZE
(predofined
lace: eystem.memowAzel

3.5.8,

Mem program 10.1
execution requiring eisbomtion of llbmry units 10.S
Included m the predefine
pcckage sWndard 8.6
~ncludmg a priority pragma 9.8
raurmg an exception 11.4.1, 11.4.2
termination 9.4
lpredefined

line Iongth

Membership
teat operation 4.6
Iaee also: overloading of...]
SS ● b O Si C
o p e r a tio n
3.3.3;
3.6.2.37.4.
3.8.2, 7.4.2
for a real type 4.5.7

13.7,3

MACHINE-CODE

MACHINE_EMIN

Meaimurn

Membership
mat 4.4, 4.5.2
cannot be overloaded

13.8

Mschine ropmeentation
[see ~ representarlon]

MANTIS8A

(Iask)

contaxt 8.7

Loop stmemerrt 5.5
Isee also statement
as a compound statement !3.1
as a declarative
region 8.1
denoted bv an expanded namo 41.3
including an exit statement 5.7
LCNV_LEVEL_10
14 c

Mmler

Motchmg

Loop pmomoter spocd~cstlon 5.5
Isee also elaboration of,. ]
as an overload resolution
IS a declaration
3, 1

18 15A Ada Rofarmuo

Mode

operator]

(input-output function)
in ● n irtetance d dlrecUo 14.2.1; 14.2.5
in an inatenoe of aaqtmnd.lJO
14.2.1; l&2Jl
in toti
14.2.1; 143.3,
14.3.4, 14.3.10
(of a file) lA1;
14.2.1
of ● direct ●ccoes file 142: 14.2.8
of ● aecwerttid ●cceaa fllc 144: 14.2.3
fllo 14.3.1: 14.3.4
of a tetio

1-20
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Max

Mode
la.-

(of s formal parsmotor) 0.2; &1, D
●Iw- fofmal pofamoteft gonerlc formal pammetml
of e formDl parsmotar of o dodved wbprofpm
3.4
of s form.1 porornetor of ● renamed ●wry or subprogram 8.5
of e generic formal obJect 12.1.1

Mode

in for ● formal pararnetor 0.1,
of a function 6.S
of an Interrupt entry 13.5.1

Mode in for o generic
12.3.1
-

objoct

formal

8.2;

3.2.1

12,1.1;

3.2.1,

12.3,

in out for s formal parwrwt.r
0,1, 6.2; 3.2.1
of ● function is not diowed 6.5
of an intarrupt wttry is not dlowad
13.5.1

M
in out for a gonoric formal object 12.1.1:3.2.1,
12.3.1
Mode

hut-output

14.2.3,
14.3.s.

14.2.S,
14,5

14.2.4,
14.3.10,

Modet

●xoopdort)
14.3.1,

hrtocval of a subtypa

14.3.2,

13.501
14A;
14.3.3,

NAMCERROR
14.2.3,
14.2.5,
14.2.2,
14.3.4,

Operotion

MONTH

(predofined

14.2.1,

14.2.3,

●xoopdon)

(input-output
14.3.10,
14.5

14.2.5,

14.3,

14A: 14.2,1,

Named Ooaoaiotlon 6.420
Isoe aiso: component asaociatiort, diaortmltmnt ~
tion. generic ●sociation,
peremoter OaOO&tlOnl

4.S.7
Mntod block atmwrnertt
Isee: block name]

Modof number (of a real -I
3.S.0; D
1s0s s1s0: real Ome, sofo number]
●ccuracy of a reel operation
4.8.7
of e 6point tvpe 3.6.0; 3.6.10
of ● floating point typg 3.S,7; 3.6A
Modtlks

rotor
symhl.
mnamhg
doohdort,
oolootod wm~
nent, simple name, stico, ~s~,
vislblllty)
as 8 prefix 4.1
as a prima~ 4.4
as the argument of a pragma 2.0
M the expression m a case statomont 6,4
conflicts 8.5
declared by renaming is not ●llowed at proftx of oertain expanded narnos 4.1.3
declared in a gonertc unit 12.3
denoting an entity 4.1
denoting an object designated by on ● ooon valuo
4.1
gonermed bv ●n implomontotion
13.4
starting with a prefix 4.1; 4.1.1, 4,1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4
Nwne string [of a file) 14.1:
14.3.10,
14.4

wt for ● formal pmemctor 6.1, 6.2
of a function Is not snowed 8.5
of ●n interrupt ●ntry Is not ●owed

MOOLERROfl

12.3,

Nom. Iof en entity) 4.1; 2.3, 3,1, D
block nom.,
tluwto,
do@iwww,
lsee aiscu ●ttribute,
evaluation of..., forcing occurrence, function cdl, Idorttiflor,
indexed
component,
Mel,
loop nama, loop pUSMetU,

Nmwd
be:

loop atmoment
loop name]

Named

number 3.2; 3.2.2
as an entity 3.1
● s ● Primaw
4.4
in a static oxpressiori

4.s.s
functlod

0.6

NATURAL

(predeftned

integer

4.9
MtbtvPO)

C

No@lort
wrnwnent
doduation
3,7; 3.2
deferred ~ont
deokottort
7.4; 3.2
discrirninant apecifkation
3.7, 1; 3.2
generic paramotor dechmtion
12.?; 3.2
number declaration 3.2.2; 3.2
obj.ct decoration
3.2
peramotor apecificotion 6.1; 3.2
M~

~

Overtooded
MM

(legality

Mutuotty

NAME

4.8:4,5.5,
c
oporator, ovofloadine

of @n operator]

I-2 1

operation

operation]

(numeric)

4.8A

Negotive
●xponont
in a numeric literal 2.4.1
to m ●xponontiation operator

4.6.6
14.3.6,

14.3.6,

NEW_PAGE
(toxt_io #MOC@dUm) 143A; 14.3.10
raising ●n ●xooption
14,4

6.7

requirement)

No other ●ftoct
[see: ●labomtti

1.S

mewoivotYPOO 3.al;

3.3.1

(input-outputfunti)
in m instmcs of dlmcUo

14.2,1
in ●n instance of oeqwntlalJo
14.2.1
in texcio
14,2.1

NAME

Negotiort

ne9ation

NEW.LINE
(toxLio
pf’OOOdUd
143.4:
14.3,10
raising an ●xoeption 14.4

Opomtkm 4&s
uxumcy
for ● M8[ type 4.6.7

Opomtor
[000 •l~~~mm~ij

bee: togicd

4wP&s:U1’&Pe)
.

has no other .ffectI

NotOquol
compound
delimiter
[eoe: inoqual~
delimiter]
oper8tw
Ieoe: rolationd opomtor)

wmpound

Notin momberafdptoot
hoe: membership

test)

Notunoqopermor
hoe: highest preoedonoe

●

oparotor)
● * ●n operotion of ●n ~
type 3.8A
●s ● n oporattort of booioon tvpo 3.6.S
in s factor 4.4

Mode ● Not urw’y

oPU8fw
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NotyetOhbmti
NM ~
ko8ho:d

cmming

conmrdttUwor

Caudng

11,1

4.1

conetm~

11.7

Null ●way 3.0.1 :3.6
aggmgeto 4.3.2
and relational op.mtion
4,5.2
●s ●n operand of ● oatenotfott
Null cornponont

4.64

list 3.7
~

Null Iotemi 3.3, 42
Iaee also: overloads
of...)
●s a baaic opemtbn
3.3.3; 3.82
●a a primwy 4.4
must notbe theargument of a omvwabn

~.2; 3.2.1, D
[000 sbo: addmea ●trfbuto, atlocmor, colloctlon, componont,
constant,
forrtml
pammotgr,
gonwlc
formal
porametor.
intt)s! vAJ6, loop pammotor, ok. ottrtbum,
~

~m a~wotod. a@comOono m. v@t’iDblol
. . ●n ●ctual porwnotor 6.2
●9 ● gmloric formal pamrwtor
12.1.1
cm.ted by ●n Moomor 4.0
created by oMbomtkn of an objwt doolomtbn
ofon~typo
[aoe:aocwa~objout]
of ● file type [eoe: fib)
ofot*tvpo
laoo:t@9kql
mnuned 0.s
-*M~dmJaa13.5
aU@oct toa mfWoeont@tion Olwee 13.1
~
11.7
-toa~

4.C

Null rang. 3.5
as a choice of ● varhnt part 3.7.3
for s Icmp pammotw
6.S
Nutl record 3.7
●nd rolmionai

opemtkwt

4.S2

Nutl OUCO4.12
{sea ● loo: ● way type)
Nult awtu,mnt

~8ftU8t

not miad
due to optimkatbn
11.6
r0i90dby
onUrnodcopuotor
4.6
r,iaod by 8 fJmdoRnod httogor ~
3.8.4
@OOdbva
rOQlm@lJlt outatrutgoo?tha
*
numbora 4.6,7
rabodbya
~1
~
~~o
r@bodby
htt8gor dhAalon@m@nd0r
Ormdulua
4.6.6
reheal duc to ● convwslon out of mn~ 3.6.4, 3,6.0

3.0

wlua 3A; 3,4, 4.2, 6.2,
afmdtWlttUvQkocfan
aauwa@SUj

not

Ada Rofw8r’tca

AUS//M/LSTD-f8tM

3.2.321
-~
ho do& Bt@ct’m@ct’mdamoJcP@mrnctor dodwmonl

6.1

bee 0100: stmmwnt)
as a simplo statomortt

[ace: booed literal, doclmal

3.2. f

S.1
80 ● full dschmtiott
7.4:3
Implied by ● taak dodtmtbrt
9.1
in ● @mge
~brt
7,1
dut
ormv ~3.6.l
ofar900rd
ob)ut 3.7.2
with 8m
7.4.4
with ● took two 92; S.3

Ihoml]

-~
by an ~

*UO

11.1ha *:
Numerw ktod
2.49 42; 2.2, 2.4.1, 244
Iaee alao unhmreal type ●~)
and an adjacent aopamtof 2.2
8s a basic oparatbn 3.3.3
●s a WtnWV 4.4
89 the parameter & vshta Dttdbto
3.C.C
●S tho mautt of hrtO@a •~
&&$
●stgned 5.2
can be Written in the W
dtomawr
u
2.10
in a conforming oorwtrwt 03.1
in ● ststk eaproaakn 4.,
m pmgttu m.mwy~
13.7
in pmgma atora~.unit
13.7
Numonc

Opomion

of ● Urdwmal

3.2,

3.0.4.8:

byonaoooOa vOt*dWO@@d byamnw
3.@.l
bv ● sotaaas-ttAT8v *
byonmmaMM-dtwa
3.72
by o WWrk bmti
~
WC VdtM

urt&(due tomconM8tJon)

~eaa@ath

in an kimuwa of dkoido

NuMmc_ERmR
bee ●100”~
not rmed

No?

Wf

%2,

9.2,

4.1

12.3.6

103

mw Orlpuwutput
Procodw’e)

typo 410

14.21;

in ●n hatutoe otaoquutwuo

Nuutont m
3.6
Ieeo 8100: oQnvdon.
@nedpOhUtyp@, flWUrtg@Obtt~,
intogor typa. msl typo, ecdar ~)
Opomtkm *.5, 4.6.2, 4,s3,
&u,
U.S.
4M

UtDoworic vtiofsn

4.J.3,

1- Owwt dabnndJ

h tattJo

-ng

●n

14.2.1:

14.1,

●mh

14.3.1.

14.2.1;

14.1, 14.2.8
14.1,14.2.3

IU.1O

14.4

amodnurtbora,a

(Pmtkond mwtbftl
PWm@l
tie to loot Ovunow

@wxMwed

●

o~

19.3
~

*S, US

~
1s.7.$

\rn

●lao:

bmlc

D
opemtlon,

dlmct

vblbllfty,

opamtor,

I-22
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pmdcfinadoperation,

v[olblllty by eoloction, vlalbllhy]
clsooiflcation 3.3.3
Of an access tVIM 3.8,2
of an ●rray typo 3.6.2
of a discrete type 3.5.6
of a fixed point typo 3.5.10
of 8 floating point type 3.5.8
of 8 generic actual typo 12.1.2
of a generic formal typo 12.1.2;
12.3
of a llmlted type 7.4.4
of a private type 7.4.2; 7.4.1
of a record type 3.7.4
of a subtype 3.3
of e subtype of a discrata type 3.5.5
of a type 3.3
of a universal type 4.10
propagating an excootion 11.6
subJect to a suppmse pmgms 11,7

opemtor 4.5:44,
C, D
[see also: Iinaw
adding opemtor, doaignator. ●xponentiatmg operator, function, highest precedence
oparator,
logical operator, multiplying operator, overloading of.,..
predefinad
oparator,
relational
opomtor,
unwy adding
operator]
as an oporation 3.3,3 [00. 0100: oporationl
implicitly declared 3.3.3
in an expmsaion 4.4
in a static expression 4.9
of a derived type 3.4
of a generic actual type 12.1.2
overfoeded 6.7: 6.0
renamed 8.5
-r

declsmtion

6.1:4.5,

19B3

Order of compiMforI
{of compllatiorr
unltal 10.1,
10.1 1, 10.4
cmatmg recompilation
dopendanoc 10.3

10.3;

Order of copying back of out #nd In out formal paramotwa
6.4
Order 01 eidromtton
3.9
Iaae also: incorrect ordar
Unfts) 10.5
10.1 1

dopendonce];

[of compilation

Ofdor of ●vahmion
1.6
[see also: mcormct order deoendenca]
and exceptions 11.6
of conditions in an if watemont
5.3
of default expressions for components 3.2.1
of expressions
and tha nama in an asalgnmont
statement 5.2
of operands in an expression 4,5
of parameter associations in a subroutine call 6,4
of the bounds of ● range 3.5
of the conditions in a selective wait 9.7.1
(hdor of ●mmtion of atatementa S1
Iaee aiso: incorrect order dependence]
~

opam-

4.6;

4.5.2

ordering relation 4.5.2
1s- ●lso: relational operator]
for 8 reel tyoe 4,5.7
of an enumeration type preaewed
tion clauae 13.3
of a scaiar type 3.5

by a repraeenta-

6.7

-or

symbol 6. I
1*:
*act
Waibility. ovedoodh’tg d ... Boopa of..!,
visibiiiry by selection, visibility)
● s a daaignator
6.1
SS ● designator in ● function rfacisratlon 4.5
● s 8 nmno 4,1
before arrow compound dollmitor 8.3
daciered 3.1
declared in ● generic unit 12.3
in a renaming declaration 6.5
in a selector 4 1.3
in ● static expreaeicrn 4.9
not ●lkwved so the deaigrtator of a iibrary unit 10.1
of u generic formal function 12,1.3,
12.3
of hornogmph dociamtions 8.3
overloaded 6,7; 6.6

other ●ffect
bee: elaboration
Othar

apadal

1s00 also:
Otham

has no other effoot]

aharactor 2.1
graphic ctwacwj

3.7.3

as a choice in an awev ●ggregate
●a
●s

es
ma
as

a choice in s
a choice in a
a choice in a
a choice in a
an ●xception

4.3.2
caae atatomont alternative 6.4
cornpormn
●eaoolmfon 4.3
record aggregete 4.3.1
vmlant part 3.7.3
choke 11.2

out mode
iaee: mode out]
OUl_FILE

Optimization
10.6
[ea. ● k:
optimize

●l
~lMUE

oragmal
●xceptbna 11.6

(predefhwd

pragmo)

Ovdiow
B

or Oiea control form
[sea: short circuit

control ftmn]

Or opemtor
ieae: logical operator]

Lexicographic

ordorl

odor not defhod by ttta language
Iaoe: incorrect otior dwond9ncol

I-23

----- ~_

P-

file mode enumeration

of mai ooeretbna

oVufiow_dtaoft
1s00: numaric_error,

495.7;

ilteml)

14,1

13.7.3

auppreU]

Ovarfapfrhl(f eoopoe
[aae: hiding, ovodoeding]
Ovariopping

~
[-a:

(input-output

dicoa

h amay aaaignmertt

62.1

of oMttta w wogmm unka 13.S

Ovwq
8.3: D
[sea alao: designator, homograph dwiwmlort,
b~or,
operator
aymbof,
scope,
elmpie
name,
wbprogr.m,
vhibility]
snd viaibliity 8.3
in wt awignnwrtt
ctaWmOm 6J

Opuator ● 0v8doodh#

r..-,-
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m an expression 4,4
resolution 6.6
resolution context 8,7
resolved by ertpllclt qu.[tficatlon

Ada

Rgfgroncg

Manual

Includfng an inline pragma 6,3.2
Includlng an !nterface pragma 13.9
mcludmg a representation
Ciause 13.1
mcludmg a suppress prngma 11.7

4.7

Owrlosdmg
of
an aggregate 3,4
an allocator 4.8
a declaration 8 3
a rfestgnator 66
67
an entw 9.5
an enumeration
Iiterel 3.5.1: 3.4
a generic formal subprogram 12.3
a generic unit 12.1
an Identifier 6.6
a Iibraw unit by a locally decler.d subprogmm
a Ilbrarv unit by means of renaming 10.1
a Ilteral 3.4
a membership
test 4.5.2
an operalor 4.5. 6.7: 4.4, 6,1
an operator symbol 6,6: 6,7
a subprogram 6.6; 6.7
a subprogram subject to ● n Intoflace pmgms
the expression in a case statement S.4

1815A

Page

14.3.4

14.3

PAGE

~prerlefmed

PAGE

(terrt 10 functlon~ 14.3.4,
143
ralslng a~ ence~l)on J4 4

Page length
Peg.

14.3,

twmmator

praqma)

14.3.3
14.3:

8

14.3.1,

14.3.3,

10

14.34,

14.3.4,

144

14.3.5

10.1
PAGE_ lENGTH

(text_io function) 14.3.3:
an eKc e pllon
14,4

ra wlng

Pamgmphing

13.8

rocornrnendad

14,3,10

for the Iayoul of progmma

1.6

P*rMel ●xecutlon
[see: task]

Pamrnetor
D

PACK

(predefine

pragma)

13.1;

Iaee also actual parameter, default ●xpreuion, ●ntry, formal parameter,
formal pan, function,
generic ●ctual
parameter
generic formal paremeter,
loop parameter,
mode procedure
subprogram]
of a main program 10,1

B

Packq)o 7, 7.1: D
[see also
deferred
constant
declamtkm,
library unit.
predeflned
package,
private port, program unit, vidblo
part]
as a generic instencc 12.3: 12
including a raise stwomont
11.3
named in a use clauee 8.4
renamed 8.5
subjec~ to an addrtrsa ciouaa 13.S
subject to representation
chuaa 13,1
with a eeparatoly cornplled balv 10.2
Peekmge krdy 7.1, 7.3; D
Isee alw: body stub]
as a generic body 12,2
as a proper bodv 3.9
as a secondawy unit 10.1
as a secondarv
unit compihd
after the corresponding libra~ unit 10.3
In another packago body 7.1
Includlng an exception handlw 1 1.2; 11
Including an exit statement S,7
mc[udmg a goto statement 5.9
including en impiicit declaration 6.1
must be tn the aama dcclamtivo
ra~hrr ●s the
declaration 3.9
reising an exception 11.4,1, 11.4.2
recompiled
10.3
subject to e auppreaa pragma ? 1,7
Peckage

?eakge
Package

decimation 7,1, 7.2; D
and body ●a a daclamthte regbrr 8.1
us a basic declaration 3.1
es a later declerathre item 3.9
es a Iibraw unit 1D. 1
determining the visibiltw of ●nether deoiomtbtt
elaboration raising ●n ●xcoptbn 11,4.2
In 8 package specification 7,1
recompiled
10.3
iderrtifkr

8.3

Parameter

●nd

result type proffio 6.6

Pacamotor aaeocxation 6.4, 6.4.1
for a derived subprogram 3.4
named parameter association 6.4
named parameter association for soiective
8.3
omitted for a subprogram cdl 6,4:2
positional parameter aaaociation 6.4
Paramater doclamtion
inee
generic
peramater
specification]
Psmmater pwt
/see: actual paremeter

7.7, 7.2
declwatiort

12,1

p~rameter

pan]

Parsmoter qmdficetion &?
Iaee also loop parameter specification]
as part of a basic declaration 3.1
hawng an extended scopa 8.2
m a formal Dan 6 1
visibility 8.3
Psmrneter

type profile 6,6

Parent

subpr~mrr

Pwerrt

●Jbtvpe

(of a derived

(of a derived

subprogram)

subtype)

Parent

unit (of a body stub) 10~
comDiled before Its subunits

character 2,1
delimiter 2.2

3.4

3.4

Parent type (of a derived type) 3.4; D
Iaee also’ derived two]
declared in a visible pan 3.4
of a generic actuai type 12.1.2
of ● numeric type is predefinod
3.5.4, 3.57.
3,5.9

7.1

epedfbtfort
in a generic

declaration,

viaiblf?ty

10.3

snd

anonymoua
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Pwenthomzod .xpreaslon
8s e primary 44
4.5
in a Wstic expression 4.9
?wt
Isee: actual parameter part, declarmlvo part, dlecrlmlnsnt
port, formal parl, generic actual pen, generic formal part,
variant part]
Pwtlsl

ordoring of compilation

Porcont cheractw 2,1
Isee also string Ilterall
replacing cwoti)tlon
Period chsmcter 2.1
(see DISC: dot character,
physic-l

procoosor

9

10.3

2.10

character

Precedence

4.5

Precision (numerici
(see: delta dlgitsl

point character]

PRED (predefmed

9.8

Predeooeaor
~see: wed

Plus
character 2 1
delimiter 2.2
operator (see: binarv adding operator,
operator]
untq operation 4.5.4

1953

Pmgfna 2.8, 2, D
!see also. predefine
magma]
applicable to tha whole of c complbtbn
10.1
●rgument that is ● n ovortoaded wbprogmm
nom.
6.3.2, S.7, 13.9
for tha specification
of ● wbprogmm
body in
●nether ianguago 13.9
for the specification of program overisya 13.S
in a code procodura body 13,8
recornrmmdmg the representation of ● n ●ntity 13 1
speclf-ytng Immementation
conventions
for cod.
stfrtemeints 13 8

unttry adding

Predefinod

attribute)

3.6.8;

13.3,

A

attribute]
sttribute

[see: eddress, ba~.
callable, constrained.
count, first,
first_bit, image, last. IasLbit, POS, prod, mnge, size, smali,
storage-size,
WCC, terminated, vat, vaiue, width]

point chemctor

2.1
[see also: dot]
in a based literal 2,4,2
in a decimal literal 2.4.1
in a numeric literal 2,4

point detirniter

Preddhod
conatent
aa
C
Isee eiso: svstern.wstonutwne]
for CHARACTER vaiues [sea: ascii]

Pmdofinad ●xception

8.6, 11,1; 11.4.1, C
Isaieo: constrein~mx.
io-ex=fxions,
program_error,
tasking_error,
time_emor]

2.2

Pointer
iaee o access typel
Pormbility 1.1
of programs
POS [pmdefined

using reai types

attribute)

3.5.S;

13.7.3;

13.3,

Predefinod hmction 8.6; c
[sea alw’ attribute
character iitaral,
predefine
generic iibrary function]

3.6.0

Preddinod
gonoricllbmry~
lees ●bo: uncheoktiortvemiort)

A

POSITION
(predefine
attribute) 13.7.2
A
[see @lso: racord representation
dauee]
Pwition

Pmdofined

of an element

tion, generic

aasocietion,

peremeter

discrimin.nt
●saocia●ssociation]
14.3.7,

POWTIVE_COUNT
l&3.10:
14.2.4,

14JL&

Poterttiefty Vidtk

deabmtlon 0.4

Pewtd

Sterling Chemoter

*

operator
●xponsntlating

lees:

I-25

2.1

operator]

integer

wbtwo)

c
S.0: C

Prodefined Ubrary psckege 8.6; C
[see also: pmdefined generic iibrarv peckege, pmddnod
package, ascii, caiendcr, input-output p~ckago, lo_exceptions, lowJevel_io,
machine_code,
●vatom, texLiol

POSITIVE
(pradefined
integer
subtwe)
3.6.3;
14.3.8,
14.3.9,
14.3.10,
c
● s the index type of the string type 3.6.3
(pradefined
14.3, 14.3.4

library wbprogrem

eeqtmtti&io]

Pmdefined iderttifior 8.6: C

in a direct ●cceaa file 14.2

Poehiond aeaodstion 8.4:6.4.2,
0
[see also: component ●ociation,

gonoric

iiterei,

*o: c

Preddined
genedtrl lbmrypmoodummo;
lace also: unchecked_deaiiocstion]

Poeltion of a component within ● record
[see: record representation
cleuse]
Position

●numomtion

Pmdefined gormrtc libr~
peokaoa 8.0; C
[see SISO: direcuio,
input-output packaoo,

number
as parameter to val attributa 3.S.5
of en enumeration
Ilterel 3,5.1
of ● n integer value 3.5.4
of a vaiue of a discrete type 3.5
returned by POS ettrkwte 3.5.5

numedc-error,

Predefirtod

Iibroq
ekrbprogmm

[see:
vdefhd

gawk

Iibmfv wbwogmm]

Prdefind
named numttu
{see: system. flne_dolta, svstom.msufigtta,
av$tom.m@xJnt,
●yatem. max_mantisaa,
system.memory-size,
●yatem.min_int,
system. storege_unit.
eystom.tick]
Pmdofhted oporstiort 3.3, 3.3.3: 8.8
isee aiso: operation, omdeflned opsrotor)
accumcy for ● real type 4,6.7
of @ dbcmto two 3,6.S
of a fixed point type 3.6.10
of a floating point typs 3.5.8
of a universai typo 4.10
propagating an ●xception 11,6

Pmnthwlz8d

expression

● %del%wd

operatkm

—..

.___ . ...__
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Predofmed opsmtor 4.5, 8.0: C
[see also abs arithmetic operetor, binary adding operator,
catenaticm
equality
exponentietlng
operator,
highest
precedence
operator,
inequalhy,
Ilrrdted type, logical
operator multlplwng operator, opsrstor, prodofinod opera
Ilon relmional operator, unary adding operator!
apphed to an undefined value 3.2,1
*S an nperstinn 3 3 3
fcIr an access tv~e 3.8.2
for an arrav type 3.62
for a record type 3 74
Impl!c!tly declared 3.3.3
In a sratlc expression 4 9
Of a derived type 34
of a f~xed point type 3.5.9
of a floattng point type 357
Of an lnteqer tyoe 3.54
raising an exception 1 1.4 1
Predeflrwd
(se e

atso

package
iisc II

8.6
Ilbrary

standard~
for input-output
PradefmaJ

C
unit

pre d efine

Iibra v

of a deferred constant
operation 7.4.2

Reference

Monual

7.4: 3.2.1

Prtvma type dacfsmion
7,4; 74,1,
7,4.2
[see ohm” private part {of a packogo), visible POR (of ●
package!]
as a generic type declaration
12,1
fr~ R ~nrnrm cr~ a rfectarstive region @ 1
Irjcludlng Thu word Iimlted 7 44
Procodure 6.1 6 D
Isee also parametar and reeuit type profiio, parcmeter,
subprogram)
as a mam program 10.1
as a renaming of an entry 9.5
renamed 8.5
Procodure body
/see subprogram body)
~ncludlng code statements

13 8

package,
Procoduro cali 6.4; 6, D
Iaee aiso” subprogram call]

14

pragrna

inline,
controlled,
elaborate,
m~mo~.slz~
optimize,
pack, page,
storage. unit suppress, svstem_namel

interface,
list,
priority,
shsred,

Isee

Predsrfmed subprogram 8.6: C
Isee
also
Input-output
subprogram,
predef ined genenc library suborogra m]

library

unit,

Procedure CM statemartt 6.4
[see also actual parameter, statement]
as a wmple statement 5 1
with
a p ara m eter
of a thrived
type 3.4
procedure specification
[see subprogram specification]
Proussor

Predefmed subtype 8.6: C
bee also field. natural number-bsn,

poalthm, priority)

Predetmed type 8.6: C
character,
count, duration,
ffoct,
Isee also
booiean,
integer long- float kmgJttegef,
priority, SftOrUfOOt. short_
Integer
strlngj, system. addreaa.
system mama,
time,
unwersal-.mteger
univem.aLrerslJ

4.4
In a factor 4.4
in e static expression

PRIORiTY (predefmed integer
[see aJso Task priority)

call,

name

PRIORITY
(predeflned pragma)
Isee aiso Task oriorityl

9.8;

Pnvste part (of a package) 7.2:
Isee also cfeferred constant
declaratlonl

0.8:

137,

13.7,

C

9

74.1,
7.4.3,
cfeciaration,

D
private

Prwate type 3.3, 7.4, 7.4.1: D
Isee a~so ciass of twe. derivad typo of ● privato
Ilmt!ed prwate type, type with discriminonts]
as a generic actual type 12.3.2
as a generic formai type 12.1.2
as a parent type 3.4
corresponding full type declsrotion 3.3.1
t~rmal parameter 6.2

,,

m

and result typo profh,

pwmnotor.

type

Program 10: D
Isee also main program]

Program

legality

1.6

bbrwy 10.1, 10.4; 10.5
creation 10.4: 13.7
manipulation and status 10.4

Program

optwmzatlon

Program

text 2.2.

11.6:

10.1:

10.6

2.10

Program umt 6, 7 9, 12: D
Isee also: addresc ●ttribute. gonoric unit, iibrwy unit.
package
subprogram, task unit]
body separately compiisd lea.: subunit]
including a declaration denoted by on cxp.rtded
name 4.1.3
inciuding a suppress pragma 11,7
subject to an address clause 13.S
wnh a separately compiied body 10.2

4.9
subtype)

9

Profile
!see parameter
profile]

Progrom
Prwfirr 4.1: 0
Isee also acmrowate
for a two
function
selected component, Wiector]
In an attribute 4 1.4
In an Indexed component 4.1.1
In a selected component 4. 1.3
In a slice 4 1.2
that IS a function tail 41
rha! IS ;? name 4 1
Primmy

Ada

PROGRAM_
type

typs,

ERROR

[predefhwd

●xcoption)

11.1

erroneous execution, .upfxees fmgmal
rained by an erroneous program o? incorrect odor
dependence
1.6: 11.1
ra!sect bv a generic instantiation before .iaboradon
of the body 3.9; 12.1, 12.2
raised by a selective wait 9.7.1
raised by a subprogram cafi before ●lSborStiort of
the body 3.9: 7.3
raised by ● task acthmtiort boforo ei@bW@tbl Of the
body 3.9
raised by reaching the end of a function body 6.6

Isee also:

-.
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Prepegatum of ● n ●xcaption
Iaee: exceotion propagation]
PrOper bodv
●S e
in 8
of a

3.0
body 3.9
wbunit
10,2
tibre~ unit aeparatclv

oompikf

PUT (texLlo procedure) 14.3, 14-3.5;
for character and string types
for enumeration
t~ea
14.3.9
for integer types 14,3.7
for real types 14.3.8
raising an exception 14,4

tgnorecl duo to ranga_checa auppr~
m a fixed point corwtralnt 3.5.9
in ● flootlng po+nt oonatralrtt 3.S.7
in an integer two dafhltiort 3,6,4
in a sub~
hdioetion 3.6; 3.3.2
on ● derived subtype 3.4
violatsd 11.1

10.1

14.3.2,
14.3,6

Ranga_check
Iaea constrainLerror,

14.3,10

READ

Ouafified

●xpredon
4.7; D
ss a prime~ 4,4
in ● n sliocator 4.8
in a caae statement 5.4
in ● static ●xpweaion 4.9
qualification of an array aggregate 4.3.2
to reaofve an overloading ●mbl@ulty 6.6

-oformycalb
Iaee: .mrv

queue]

Chugcter 21
in a stdrtg literal 2.6
replacement
bV peromt

utt~otor

2.10

Rabe

etatemartt

point tVPO 3.S.7;

11.1

14.2,

9.11

*

epeden

. .

3.6.7,

modef
unhrat-

4.6.7;
4.6.7

3.8.9

in afxponentktion
by ● rmgotfw int.g.r

4.1,4.

3,3.3:
13.8

3.7.4

-~

-—P---f--l-

RerqJe 3.5; o
Iaee ●lso: discroto rang., null ranoo]
●s a discrete ra~ge 3,6
in a record representation
cfauee 13.4
in a relation 4.4
of an index subtvpa 3,6
of an int~r
typo containing the rasult of wt operation 4.5
of ● prede%ad
integer type 3.5.4
of a mal tVPO contahtlng the mault d ● n oparadon
4.5.7
viblded bv ●n ●tt@buto 4,1.4

1-27

14.2,

baa: component, rocwtl tvtw. oohctod —wof’wmJ

Meirsg of ●n exception 11, 11.3; D
[s.s also: ●xcoptionl
causing a tranafer of control 6.1

RUI,O eormdnt
3.S; D
faaa Sko: elaboration of,,.]

14,1,

Real type 3.6.0; 3.3, 3.5, D
Iaea ●ieo fixed point w,
fltwtfng point w,
number, numerfc tVPO, oaf. number, oudor ~,
aei_rea4 type]
eccuracv of an operat4m 4.8,7
mpmeentatti
attdbute 13.7.3
reauft of ● commraion from ● rtumedc type
4.6
result of an opwetlon out of mnge of the type

Reeerd Oggregote 4S.1 :4.3
Iaee ●kcr: ammgatol
as a basic operation
in ● code etatemeot

11.3;

(preddined
●ttrfbute) 3.6.2;
for ● n ● coeee valuo 3.8.2

14.2,2;

14.1,

13.7.3

11
bee aleo: exception. statement)
●s ● aimpio statement
S, 1
inciuding the name of an ●xception

MNOE

14.2.4;

Roof Word 2.4
Iaae ● iao: univeraaLreal
type]
in baaed notation 2.4.2
in decimal notation 2.4,1
is of type wtivorealnal
3,8.6

,,,

R8dix of ● fioating

tim value of an object 62,

3.6.C; 3.3.1,
Reef type ddwtion
hoe Aeo: eMomtion
of...]

@tewe of intemwm
We: Ontw Queuel
Umt8tiorl

suppreaal

(input-output
procedure)
in an irmtenca of directi
14.2.5
in an instance of sequ.ntiaUo
14.2.3

Rwttng
Owfwication
4.7
as ● basic operation 3.3.3; 3.3, 3.6,5, 3.S.8, 3.6,10,
3,6.2, 3,7,4, 3,6.2, 74.2
using a name of an enum eration
tvpo●s quolifier
3,5.1

1 f.7

A

Iaee dao: matiit ●mm,
●ttribute]
●.

~

a repreaanmtfon

kat-blt

8ttrhto,

Poaltion

dm,taa 13,1

type 3.7:3.3,
D
cornpoafte
tVPO, diacdmirwtt.
elao: component,
matching components, aubcomponartt, typo wtth dlacdrnlnmtts, varfantl
formal pararnetW 6.2
incfud~
a fifnftad ~ponont
7.4.4
operation 3.7,4

[ace

Maordtv$edoabmdm
[Oea. record type defhtth,
two d4dmtkml
8s ● dodarathra rogiort8.1
determining the vialbifitv & another deotamtbn

eoamort X7; 3.3.1
abo: comfmnent daola-1

Ro8udtvpa

he.

M
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Racurawo
cell of a subprogram
genenc instantiation
tvpes 38.1:
3.3.1
Raontrmtt

subprogram

RofwancsI

(parameter

6.1, 12.1;
12.1. 12.3

18 16A

d erive d

f or

a

for

o prtvate

typ e

passing)

ooeratorl

Raww
address of a componont within
Issre record representation
clause]

oparation

R*suft

●

operator]

4.5.S

Rendezvous (of tasks) 9.5; 9, 9.7.1, 9.7.2, 9.7.3,
during which en ●xception is roiaed 11.6
priority 98
prohibited for an abnormal took 9.1O
of charaotera

23

in program

(input-output procedural
In an Instance of dlrec~lo
14.2.1: 14.2.5
In an Instance of sequentiel_io
14.2.1: 14.2.3
In text_lo 142 1° 14.3.1,
14.310

subtype lot a functtonl
of ● return exwes$ion

6.1
5.8

Result type fwofik
Iaee. parameter and...]
Rosuft type ●nd ovortoad

rasoludon

6.0

Raault of s function
Iaee returned valuel
Return
1s08: carriage

returnl

Return statemant S.8
[see also. function, statement]
as a simple statement 5.1
causing a loop to be exited 5.5
causing a transfer of control !$.1
completmg block statement execution 9,4
completing subprogram ●xecution 9.4
expression that is an array ●ggregate 4.3.2
in a function body 6.5

mcofd

Ronam~~
dsclamtion 8.5:4.1,
12.1.3, D
Isee 0190 namel
as a basic declaration 3.1
as a declarative region 8.1
cannot rename a universal-fixed
oporation 4.6,5
for an array object 3.6.1
for an entry 9.5
for a record object 3.7.2
name declared IS not allowod so a proflx of certain
expanded names 4.1.3
to overfoed a library unit 10.1
to overload a subunit 10.2
to resolve an ovorlogding ●mbiguity 6.6

Replacement

2.2,

Resolution of overloading
1s88 overloading]

Rotational opwator 4.S; 4.5.2, C
(see also: equality operator, inequality operator, ordaring
relatlon overloading of an operator, preddh’wcf oporctor]
for en access typo 3.8.2
for an array type 3.6.2
for a private type 74.2
for a record type 3.7.4
for time predeflned type 9.6
m a relation 4.4
overloaded 6.7

Romamd.r

8.7

4.4

Rolstional operation 4.5.2
of a boolean type 3.5.3
of a discrete tvoe 3.5.5
of a fixed ooint type 3.5.10
of a floating point tvpe 3.5.8
of a scalar tvpe 3.5
result for real operands 4.5.7

Rem operator 4.5.5
(see also: multiplying

7.4.1

6.2

RESET
Rolsttonai axprossmn
[see relatlon relational

Manual

34

typ e

Imphd for e derived two 3.4
in an overload resolution contsxt
in a task specification 9.1

6.1

[In an expression)

Referenctt

● s o Portion ot e declwstwo
region 8.1
cannot Include n forcing occurrence 13.1

6.3.2

Rosammd word 2.9’
RoMion

Ada

D

text 2.10

Rotumed value
/see function call)
of a function call 5.8, 6.5; 8.5
of an instance of a generic formel function 12.1.3
of a main program 10.1
of an operation 3.3.3
of a predefine
operator of an integer type 3.6.4
of a predefmed operator of a reef tvpa 3,5.6, 4.6,7
Right Mel

brsckot

compound

dehmiter

22

Right pmonthosis
character 2.1
dellmiter 2.2
Rounding
m a retrl-to-irtteger c0r?v0r810n 4.6
of results of real operations 4.5.7;
Rtm tima cf’mck 11.7:

13.7.3

11 1

Reproaentatlon
(of a tv~e and its objects) 13.1
recommendation
by a prsgma 13,1
Roprcsentstron ●tribute
13.7.2,
13.73
●s a forcing occurrence
13.1
with ● prefix that )taa a null vah,m 4.1
Reproeentation
ckae
13.1; 13.6, D
[see also address clause, ●labormbn
of..., ●numorotlon
representation
clause, fir8t named subtype, length Obuaa,
record representation
d8u8a. MM]
as 8 basic declarative

Item 39

Sefo intetwl

4,5.7

&fe number Iof a real tvw) 3.S.6: 4,S.7
Iaae
01s0
model
number,
foal tvpe roprsoonWtlcwt
●ttribute, real type]
limit to the result of a real @ergtlon 4.6,7
of a fixed point type 3.5.9; 3.5.1O
of a fioating point type 3.5.7: 3,5,8
result of unwersal expression too large 4.10

—
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8AFE_EMAX

(predefine

attribute]

3.6.8;

Mactor
41.3,
D
Isea ●ho: pr.fix,

A

8AFE_lARGE

(predofinad

attribute)

3.6S,

3.6.10;

SAFE_SMALt.

Ipredefined

attdbutol

3.6.6,

3. E.1O; A

SEND-CONTROL
Soporoto

type 3.3, 3.5, D
also class of type, discrete type, onumoratlon typo,
point
tvpe floating point typo, integer typo, numeric
real type static expressi~n]
as a generic parameter
12.1.2,
12.3.3
formal p ara m eter
6.2
of e range in a membership test 4.5,2
operation 3 5.5; 4.5.2
9.8:

{see: iteration

Saqwnce

13.5.1

scheme]

3acondmy unit 10.1
lSOe also: compilation unit, library unit]
compiled after the corroaponding
parent unit 10.3
sub~ect to pregma elaborate 10.5

Watt

(predofined

shommhro

function)

(of a seiective

unit

9.7.1

$dactiva
viaibitity
k‘
visibility by selection]
Mactiva
w8it 9,7.1; 9.7
I-I
81s0: terminate altemmiv.1
●ccepting a conditional ●n~
●ccepting a timed entry cdl
raising
program_ermr
11.1

1-29

14.0

compilation

of ststoments 6.1
m en accept statement 9.5
in a basic loop 5,5
in e block statement 5.6: 9.4
in a case statement alternative 5.4
in a conditional ●ntry call 9.7,2
in an excaptlon hwtcfter 11.2
in an if statement S.3
m a package body 7.1: 7.3
in a aaiective wait statement 9.7,1
in a subprogram body 6.3: 9.4, 13.8
in a task body 9.1 ; 9,4
in a timed en~
call 9.7.3
including a raise atsternont 11.3
of code statements
13.8
rinsing ● n ●xcoptiorr 11.4,1
aeco-

%aQuO@al

11.4,
1 lA1,

proceduro)

W

142:14.1,

14.2.1

kquontiel
●xocution
l-e:
aetauence of statements, amtemont)

Sefactad componant 4.1.3; 8.3, D
Iaae ●lso: direct visibility, prefix, aaloctor, viability
by
selection, visibility]
as a basic operation 3.3.3; 3.3, 3,7,4, 3.8.2, 7.4.2
as a name 4 1
as the name of an entry or ●ntry family 9.6
for aaiective visibiiiw 8,3
in a cortformin~ construct 6.3,1
starting with standard 8,6
using a block name 5,6
using a ioop name 5.5
whoaa prOfiX danotea 0 pati90
803
whose prefix denotes a record object 8.3
whose prefix denotes a taak object 8.3
handler

(low-lavrd-io

or

3ofect atatamutt
9.7; 9.7.1.9.7.2,
9.7.3
(aae aiao: st8terrrent, task. terminate altematlvo)
as a compound statement
5.1
in ● n abnormal task 9.10

SaJaction of an exception

2.8

2.2

~D~
libra~

9.9
wait)

2.1

compilatkm
10, 10.1: 10.5
of a Proper body 3.9
of a proper body declwed in ●nothor
umt 10.2

&par@or

3COP0 8.2; 8.3, D
[see ako: basic operation, character Iitorsl, dociwation,
declaratwe regton, generic instance. identifier, lmmedlata
scope, impilcit declaration, operator symbol, ovcdoading,
visib~lityl
of a use ciauaa 8.4

SECONDS

chmoctar

Samicolon delimiter 2.2
followed by a pragma

Sotkfy (cr cormtramt) 3.3; D
iaae also: constraint, subtype]
a dlscriminant constraint 3.7,2
an index constraint 36,1
B range constraint 3,5

Scheduling

component]

A
Semkoton

Scalar
[see
fixed
type,

aoiocted

1983

f 1.4.2 :11,6

input-output

14.2.2 :14.2.1
gortoric package)

SEC3UENTIAIJ0
(predefine
Input-output
14.2. 14.2.2;
14, 14.1, 14.2.3, C
exceptions 14,4; 14.5
specification
14.2.3
8H-COL

(tOxLiO

pmCOdUfW) 14.3.4;

14.3.10

SET_fNDEX
[input-output procaduro)
in an instance of dirati
14.2.4;
SET_lNPUT
Ite-io
procedure) 14.3.2;
raistng an exception 14.4
8ET_LtNE

(textio

SET-LINE_LENGTM

procedural

14.3.4;

14.3.10

14.3.10

{tem.k)
pf’OCOdUd
lUa;

raising ● n ●xcoptiorr

SET_PAGEJ.EhfGTH
(tetio
raising an exception
(predefine

14.3.10

14,4

SET.OUTPUT
(tewio
procedure) 14,34;
raising an txception
14,4

SHARED

14.2.5

procedure)
14,4

pragma)

14.3,10

14.3.3;

14.3.10

9.11:B

Sfsord vmi.bh (of two tadca) QI 1
[see aim: taak]
call 9,7.2

9.7.3

8RUP chwDctw 2,1
Iaee also: baadd literal]
replacement
by colon chamctw

Safiurnax

●

2.10

Sharp

cheracter
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$hort

ANS1/iUIL-STD-

(prodaflnod

8HORT.INTEC3ER

type) 3.6.7;

(pradeftned

Sign of a fixed point number
Sign of ● floating
$I@fiwnt
Simpia

deatmal

C

bma) 3.84;

3.6.7

dlgtta 3.6.7

Small

of a flxeci point model

6oma

Ordar not

[we incorrect

number

3,5.9

doftnad by th Wtgwgo
order dependonco]

●xpraaaion 4.4
e8 II choice 3.7.3
w a choice In ● ●ggragato 4,3
w a range bound 3.5
for an ●rw hdox In m ●coopt etatonwnt
in ● ●ddr.w
clauae 13.5
in s dalay ststomont 9.6
in ● fixad ●ccuraoy definition 3.5.9
in ● floating ●ccuracy defirtltbn
3.S.7
in J raoord roproaentation dauaa 13.4
in ● rotation 4.4

Wow
[a..

otmrwtor 2.1
•~OO: bwlc wphic
charsctor]
as a separator 2.2
in ● comment 2,7
not aliowed In an Idontlfler 2.3
not allowed In a numeric Ilteral 2,4.1

K

chmaotw

0.6

8&n@a rwrrw 4.1; 2.3, D
lea. .ioo: b~ock Mm@, i~ntlwr.
label, loop name. loop
slmplo nom., nwrw, ovori~dlng,
viaiblllty]
● s choice 3.7.3
w a formal paramotcr 6.4
●6 @ label 6.1
●s s rmmo 4.1
boforo ●ow
compound dollmltor 8.3
in ● n sccopt stmmtmt
9.5
in ● ●ddraaa clauae 13.5
in ●n ●ributo
doaignmw 4.1,4
In o conforming oonuruct 6.3,1
In s dhcrtmlnant
●aooiation
3.72
In ● ●urnorathn
mproaontatlon chuw 13.3
in ● pockaga bodv 7.1
in s package apooifiwtion
7.1
in s rmord roprosentatiort dauaa ?3.4
in s aoioctor 4.1.3
in ● supprws
Prsffma 11.7
in a task body 9.1
in ● variant part 3.7.3
in a with claus.
10.1.1
vorsug idmtifier
3.1

twh

9.1

$12E (input-output function)
In m instance of direti

14.2.4;

14.2.6

SUE (pradafhwd ●tributd
13.72
A
law SIm: Otomoo W
apOCtfiOd by ● Iongth dcuaa 13.2
SKIP-LINE
(toxtio
Pmdum)
rsising ● ●xcoption

l&3A;
14.4

$lbe 4.1.2
1000 Sbo: w-v
WPOI
w o basic operotion
w s nwtto 4.1
. . doatinmion of ●
of a constant 3.2.1

2.6:

2.2

~-

Iaaa: dockratjon.
d~acdmlnant apecMwtion,
●nurnoretion
literal specification, generic apocification, loop porcmoter
specification.
package aoeciflcatlon, paramotor apacification, subprogram specification, task spoclficatlon]

6’TANDARO
(pradeflnad Pwksgo) 8.0; C
[we ●lao: Iibraw unit]
●a ● deciwativa
region 8.1
●ncloairtg tho Iibraw unite of a pqram
10.1.1;
10.1, 10,2
inciucting impllcit decierstions of fixed point cmultiplication
●d omw4vMM
4.5.6
$TANDARO-INPUT
6TANDARD_OUTPU7

(w(texL)o

functionl
function)

14d2:
1U4:

14.3.10
14.3.10

mar
[ea.:

double star]
choracter 2.1
delimiter 2.2

Btotomon tB.l;6,
D
(we ●lao ●bort ●tatornont, ●cwpt
atwm.rtt,
addrasa
saalgnmont
atatomont, biock atetemont,
caaa
attribute,
stcternent, code staternont,
comfwwtd
atatomont,
dohy
atatoment, ●ntry call atatomont, ●xit atatommt, goto atstement. if statement, label, loop atatommt, nuil atatemont,
procedure call ●tatomont, raiaa etstemmt,
rctum atatemorrt, ealoot atatoment, aaquenoo of atat8mmta,
ts~
statommtl

allowed in ● ●xwption hsndlor 11.2
aa ● overioad roaoiutlon oontoxt 8.7
optimized 10.6
raising an ●xccption 11 A.1; 11,4
that cannot be roached 10.6

14.3.10

OKIP-PAOE
itoxt-io P=OdUrO)
14.34;
raising m ●xcoption 14,4

Jltwd

6P-M
Character 2.1
(aoe ●iao: baaic graphic oharacter, othor apocial ohmaotor]
in a dellmitor 2.2

8impia atatomont 6.1
[0.. she: statommtl
9kt@a

12.1.2

8MALL (prodofhd
sttflbuto) 3.6J,
3.8.10; A
le@o also fixed point tvpe]
specified by a length cfauw 13,2

C

3.S.0

point number

Manual

Reforenc.

of o doriwd type 3,4
of ●n objoct w ● object 3.2
of o Voluo of @ generic formal array type
of 8 var}ebk 3.2.1
.twting
with a prefix 4,1, 4.1.2

Ch’euit aontroi &s, &&l;
4.4
w ● basic opomtlon 3.3.3: 3.6.S
in ● cxptoadon 4.4

$HORT_FLOAT

18 15A Ada

14.3.10

8tmamwltdtun,ttve
la-:
3.3.3;

3.6.2,

weignment

3.8.2
6,2.1

8*

case

stat.rnm ●ltsmatlwl

aWtatSm
4.0
on a ●ubcomponont oub)ect to a oomportont ciouae
13.4
on ● type 3.S.4, 3.57,
3.!5.9, 13.2
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Ststic

$tstk

$TOMOE_81ZE(pmdaflnod

dhcrata IWW 4.9
● s a choico of ●
●ggragsto 4.3.2
m ● cholca of s caaa atstamont 5.4
●s a choict of a variant pert 3.7,3

la.a

8TORAQLUN17
(prodaflrwd
la..: avatem.stora9a_wtltl

a bound in art Intogor typa daflnitlon 3.6.4
II cholco in a caaa Ot#t.m.nt
6.4
a choice of a variant pafl 3.7,3
a choice In a racord ●ggrqpt.
4.3.2
a dfscriminant In a r a c ord
aggt.oata
4,3.1
(n an attribute designator
4.1.4
in an enumeration
repro.ontatkn
CIW80 13.3
in a fixed accuracy doflnltlon 3.S.9
in a floating accuracy daflnltlon 3,S.7
in a fpneric unit 12.1
in a length claus. 13.2
in a number declaration 3.2, 3,2.2
in a record ropreaentatlon
clauaa 13.4
in priority pragma 9.8
whoaa type is a universal typo 4.10

aubtvpa 4.0
of a diacriminant 3.7.3
of the ●xpreasion in a

SIATUS_ERROR
14.2.2,
14.2.3,
14.3.6,
14.3.10,

caaa

(input-output
14.2.4,
14.2.6,
14.5

atstomortt

●xcoptlonl
14.3.2,

BTmm
(prodonnad typa) M.3;
c
[a.. alao: prodofinod m.]
● a th. parsmotor of v.Iu.
Qttrfbuto 3.8.6
● s the rawlt
of imoga ●ttdbuto 3.6,6
string

Iwa40t

muatnot
roplacut

5.4

14.4;
14.3.3,

14.2.1,
14.3.4,

13.74

[~

ako:

w a otorogo

untt

Storago dodlocatton
[aaa: unbockod_daallooatlon]

pragmaj

StomW

ropmaontadon

Stow.

4.8

of 8

raoord 13A

unit 13.7
offset to the start of a record cornponont
●izo of ● storago unit In blta 13.7

13.4

--~

[s-: storage-id
to a collection 13.2; 4.8,
to a taak activation 13.2;

11,1, 13.7.2
9.9, 11.1, 13.7.2

storoguhwk
[aaa: program-arm

8TORAOLERROR

oxcaptlon,
(prodofinod

ofaOOnwg&t
4.@
of bode ohwgomm 2,10

4.3.2

wpprosal

●xcoptlon)

3.3:0
la.. afao: compcmont, oompodca typo, dotwdt~,
discrimh’wnt, et]
dopanding on a dkr’WMnt
3.7.1; 8Sa &2,
8.6
ofacxmponontf
orwhkha~
dwao ia
glvon 93.4
rwwmod 8.6
ttWlaata#ta9.2;93
whoaa typa k ● Wnttad typa 7.4.4
who9a typa la a phmto typa 7.4.1

8ubprogran
0: D
[aoa atao: ●ctual paramatw,
oo~
subprogram,
dmrivod ●ubprogmm,
●nw, ~oi
p9mmotor,
tiriotlon,
libr8ry unit, owrltwdng
of..., ~motor
mtd mwtt typa
proflk,
pcromotor,
~
~mj
fm0duf9,
~rsm
unit]
●a ● gonoric Irtamnoa 12.3;
12
● a ● main program
10.1
aa cn oparatlon 3.3.3: 7.4.2
including a ralaa atmmtwtt
11 ~
of ● deriwd typa 3.4
ovorlosdod 6.0
mnamad 8,6
Wbjoct to m addrou olouw 13.s
aub)oct to ● n Inllno pmgrna 0.3S
wbjoet to ● n l~oa
pmgma 13.9
aub)oct to a rapraaenmtfort okoa
13,1
wbjoct to # W~*
Pwnt@
11.7
with a aapwatoly
compllud body 10t2

mrnimlzation

roohmst+on

bothawgumottt
by ● oatmatlon

Iaoa: bodv stub]

bits

8tor8ga

2.8:210

Otrtng Iitoral 2.6, 4.2; 2.2, 3.6.3
[aoe ●lso: overloading of,.., paroont mwk ahmoutor, quote
tlon charactorl
s. ● baaic oparatton 3.3.3, 4.2; 3.&2

~

●llooatad to ●n objoot or tvpa 132;

pack

127; B

13.4

size}
of a racord cemoorunt
mlathm
13,4
ah. of ● stomga unit
13.7

ha:

numbu)

STOBAGLUNIT
Ipradaflnod pmgma)
Iaea alao: aystcm.atorago_unlt]

—WOO-

Utorago

named

aa ●n oporotoraymbd a.1
ss ● prlmsq 4.4

$t~
addmaa of a comporwt
(am atao: ●ckhax clauaal
$toraga

A

●xproaaion 4.9; 8,7
ae
as
m
for
for

8t8ttc

Wtrlbuto) 1~.7S;
unka allooctodl
for an accaaa typo 3.8.2
for a task ob)oct or taok typa 0.9
●paclflod by ● hngth ohuoa 13.2

ako: ●tofag.

~body~3;0,D
(Ooo ●lw: body atubl
●s s ~
body 12.2
● s ● Ibrary unit 10.1
sa ● propor body 3.9
aa ● .000ndw imlt10.1
●a ● aooondary
unh -pMod

11.1

[900 a~ao: wpproaa pragmal
raiaad b~ an allocator
●xoooding tho .l~tod
atorago 4.8; 11.1
raiaad by ●n .Iabomtlon
of a cioclaratlva Item 11,1
raiaod by ● taak ●cthratlon ~ooadlng tho dooot.d
Stomgo 11.1
rai~
by ttto axocutlon of a ou~m
091111.1

mifw

Stotfc

1-31

-..

.

. .

lbrw

8ftor tha *

Urdt 103

tuscmm
range

●

Subpfogfml

~

.----—
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having dependent tasks 9.4
in a peckaf?e body 7 1
including ●n exceptwt
handler 1 1,2; 11
including an exit statement 5.7
including ● goto statamwtt 5.9
including an implicit declaration 5.1
including s return statement
5.8
mcludmg code statements
must be o procodure
body 138
intined m pIace Of each COII 6.3.2
must be m the same declarative
region ●s the
declaration 3.9, 7 1
not allowed for a wbprogram wbject to en intodece
pregma 13.9
not yet elaborated ttl a cell 3.9
retsinq
a n exc e ption
t 1 4 1. 11 .4.2
recompiled
10.3
$ub$mgrcmtf 6.4:6,
8.3, 12,3
(s00 also: actual parameter, entry call statomont, ●ntry cal1, function call, procoduro cell ●tatomont, procedure call]
before elaboration of tho body 3.9 I 11.1
ctstemont replaced by en inlhdno of ?~ body 6.3.2
swtoment with e default ●ctual paramotor 6.4.2
to ● derived subprogram 3.4
to e generic instance 12

?815A

Ada

Manuel

Reference

of a formal parameter or result of ● renamed wbprogram or entrv 8.5
of a generic formal type 12.1.2
of an Index of a genenc formal array type 12.3.4
of an object [see: elaboration of,.. ]
of a private type 7.4, 7.4,1
of B real tvpe 3.57
3.5.9; 3.5.6, 4.5.7
of a record type [see: constrained record type, discrlminant constramtl
of a scalar type 3.5
of a task type 9.2
of a variable 5.2
subject to a representation
clause 13.1
Subtype conversion 4.6
conversion
operation,
explicit
lsee
also
imphclt conversion, type conversion]
in an rnrrav assignment 5.2.1: 5.2
to a real tvpe 4.5.7
SubWpa

conversion,

declaration 3.3.2: 3.1
and forcing occurrences 13.1
● s a basic declaration
3:1
mciudmg the name of a private typo 7.4.1

Subtype definition
Iwo: component wbtype
crimirwnt, index subtype

definition,
definition]

depondonco on ● die-

$ubprogram declaration

0.1:6,
D
end body aIs a declarat~ve region 8.1
● s a basic declaration
3.1
as a leter declarative item 3.9
se a Iibrwy unit 10.1
as an overioacied declaration 8.3
implied by the b o d y 6.3. 10.1
in ● package specification 7.1
mad. directty visibte by a uea aiwea
of ● n operator 6.7
recompiled
10.3

8.4

Subpmgrm
spocrifbtlon 61
and forcing occurrences 13.1
conforming to another 6.3.1
for a function 6.S
in ● body stub 10.2
in a generic declaration
12.1; 12.1.3
in a renaming declaration 8.5
in a subprogram b o d y 6.3
including the name of e private type 7.4,1
of a derived subprogram 3.4
8ubtrectwn
operation A6S
for ● real type 4.5.7
-PO
3.3. 3.3.2; D
sub[see also: attribute of..., base ●ttribute. conatmhd
type. constraint, first named wbtype, operation of..., rewlt
subtype,
satisfv, size attribute.
static wbtvpat
We.
unconstrained subtype]
declared bv a numeric type declaration 3.6,4, 3.5.7.
3.5.9
in a membership
test 4.5.2
name Isee name of a subtype, typa-mark
of a ub
typel
not considered in overftmd raaohnion 8.7
of an ● ccees type3.8
of on ●ctual parametet &4.1
of an arrav type Iaaa: conatrahod ●rmy type, inrkx
constraint]
of a component of ●n ●rmv 3.6
of 8 component of a record 3.7
of e constant in a static ●xpreaaion 4.9
of a discriminant of a generic formal type 12.3.2
of a formal perometar 0,4,1

--11-

I--a

K

A

1

-n-

MM-)1

Subtype indication 3.3.2
Ieee ● lso elaboration of...]
as a component subtypo indication 3.7
● s a dmcrete range 3.6
for a subtyp e
of a generic formal type 12.1.2
in an access type definition 3.8
in an aliocator 4.8
in ● n array type definition 3.6
in a component declaration 3.7
in a constrained wray definition 3.6
in a derived type definition 3.4
in a generic formai part 12.1
in ●n object deceleration 3.2, 3.2.1
in an unconstrained array definition 3.6
including ● fixd point constraint 3.5.9
mcludlng a floating point constraint 3.5.7
with a range constraint 3.5
Subunit 10.2. D
[see aiso Iibrav unit]
as a compilation unit 10.4
as a library unit 10.4
as a secondaw unit 10.1
compiled afier the corresponding parent unit 10.3
not ellowed fors subprogram subject to ●n Intorfaco

pragma

13.9

of a compilation

unit subject

to e contoxt clau..

101.1
raising en exception 11.4.1,
11.4.2
recompiled (does not affect other compilation
10.3
SUCC

(predefine

attribute)

Succeewr
iaee: wcc

attribute~

SUP?RE8S

(predefincd

3.5.5:

13.3,

unlta)

A

pragms) 11.7; 11.1,

9

symbol
Iaea: graphicai

symbol, operator

eymbol]

synchronizationof woks
[see: task synchronization]

.

.

-,

—- x__

-.

.L

-
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Syntoctic

categow

Synt88 notation

1.5

(@tax

E

rtdo

SYSTEM
8ystem

1.5:

T-

1.5

(predefine

Ilbraw

package)

13.7;

C, F

dependent F
attribute 134
constant 137
named number 13.7, 13.7.1
record component
13.4
type 13.7

8YSTEM.ADIMtESS
(prodeflned type) 13.7: 13.S
Isee also: address attribute, addreas clause]
SYSTEM. FlfUE_DELTA

(Predefinad

SYSTEM. MAKDIGITS
limit

on

the

named

(predefine
signific ant

13.7.1

number)

named number) 13.7.1
of a fioating point type

digits

3.5.7

actiwtton
0.3
Ice.
also: Iongth
claus.,
storsgo
units
stotogo~ize
●ttribute]
befora .Iaboration
of the bodv 3.9
causing
aynch0n12Mion
9.10,
9.11
not sta nod for ● abnormal taak 9.10
of a taekwithnotaek
body
11.1

●llocsted,

Tti
body 9.1:9,
D
(see also: body stub, ●lsboratlon of..,]
as a proper bodv 3,9
m a package body 7.1
including on exception hmtdlor 11.2; 11
including an exit stctement
6.7
inciuding a goto statement
5.9
inciuding an impiicit declaration 5.1
must be h the same declarative
@on
●t
deceleration 3.9, 7,1
not yet ●laborated ●t ●n ●ttvation
3.9
raising an exception 11.4.1.
11.4.2
specifying the execution of o task 9.2. 9,3

th.

Took Wmmu

[eea:rendeR2’f”

8YSTEM.MAKINT
3,5.4
exceeded
410

(predtitned
by the value

8YSTEM.MALMAIUTISSA
13.7.1

number)

of e unlveraal

(Prodofhd

13.7.1;

T*

●xprsaslon

narncd

nurn~or)

eompbtbon
!OOO:com~eted

(predoflned
(prodefined

named numb.r)

named

number)

tsak]

Task dacbration
9.1
●nd body es e deohrmhre rogktrt 8.1
SS ● baaic declwetkm 3.1
●s

8YSTEM.MEMORY-SIZE

8YSTEM.MIN_lNT

named

a kter

declarative Item 3.9
raietng wt ●xooption
in ● package apeclfbtion
7.1

●laboration

13-7

11.4.2

13.7.1;

3.5.4
greeter
4.10

then

SYSTEM .NAME

the

WIUO

(predoffnod

~

8Y8TEM.STORA(3E_UNlT
13.7: 134

of

● urdwraal

13.7

~~

Ipredefined

SYSTEM.SYSTEM-NAME
[see also system_name]

(predefinod

SY8TEM.TICK

named

(predofirwd

axpreeeion

nomad

Conatwtt)

number)

d—8——

by ● tormel parameter 8.2
& ● vske of a wok type 9.1;

Taeb priodty 9.S
[sea ●ho: wiorltv pregnw
pdodty
subtype]
of e tsek with ●n intwrupt ●nt~ 13.6,1
tabulation,

ve~ical

Twget

etetomont

(of a goto

statement)

Twgot

type of a conversion

tabulation]
T~~
ke

6.0

46

9.1:9,
D
aiao: ●iobwation of...]
htciuding an ●ntry dedoredon
9.5
inciuding ● priorfty pmgrna 9.8
inciuding

Tack 9: D
Isee .1s0” abnormal task. ●bon statornont
●cept atstement, communication
between...,
compioted tack, dohy
statement
dependent task, ent~ {of ● teak), ●ntry cell
atatementj
rendezvous, @elect stamment.
aelectlve wsit,
shored variable, single task. torrnlrwted teak]
calling rho main program 10.1
raising an exception 11,5
scheduling 9.8
suspension awaiting a renduvoua
9,S
suspension bV a do(oy st8tomutt
9.8
suspension bV ● aelectlve watt 9.7.1
suspension of ● n Artorwwl taok 9.10

● representation

Ullu

Uuuuw

maau

LIELwu

Wltll

Wmbll

13.1

type 9.1,
0.2;D
19ee alao: attribute of..., claaa of type, *rtved
type, limited typ,]
completing

●n incompteta

type

type ofe tad

3.8.1

deflnltbn

formal pammotof 02

e
~Wl*
Wluo ~ung

3.2.1
a tad Oqeat32.1,

cate~ow

Syntectlc

la

ohms

Tab

1-33

Lllwru

9.6

T-k
objut
9.2: 9,1.9.5
Ieee ●lso: ●ttribute of..., taak ●ct}wtlon]
designated by ●n ●ccess vaiue 9.2
determining
tmk dependenoa 9.4
renamed 8.6

rtumbed 13.7.1 :9.6

Tabulation
Isee: horizontal

UUC7UUU.

9.4,

13.7

8Y8TEM-NAME
(predefine
pregma) 13.7;
B
Isee also: svstem.svstem~ame
omtined
conawntl

mru

9.2,

Wlltlv,

=abfi

UAW

UULIUII

VI

otI

CJWUUUS

●

9.1, 0.2

Task twsa

=tObW–
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Took tmlt 9.1:9
1s00 elacr. program unit]
doclwotion
dotormhting
tho vhltdllty of
doc[amtion 8.3
inciudng s raiso motoment
11,3
subject to ● n addreoa clmme 13.6
subject to a roproaentation ciauae 13.1
sub)oct to ● Wpp~
pmgmt
11. ?
with a aeparataly compiled body 10.2

●nothor

4.4

● sdoctivo wait) 9.7.1
[sea ● iao: aolect atotomont]
cousing a tronofor of oontml S. 1
in ● oeloct atotemont oouaing c loop m b. axlted 6.6
ooloctbn 9.4
aolectfon In tho proooof mt ●ooopt ●ltowt8tiw for
●n interrupt entry 13.5.1

●ttdbuto) for

(pm&fined

●

task object 9.0: A

Tumkutod
1...

tsd 9.4; 9.3, S.9
slao: oomplotod took]
not bocomlng abnomml 9.10
objoct or aubcomponont
of an objoct dedgnatod
●
ocooaa valua 4.8
termination of ● took during h actlvatbn
9.3

Tmmhutor
1000: fiio tomtinotor,
Tom input-output

line tormlnotor,

14.3:

Tsxt of ● program

2.2,

Wtcoptiona
~lflc@ort
TICK
1...:

14.2.1
10.1

Iitoml 3.6.3;

mtum

C

nmne 3.3.1
of an ttctuai paramotor 6.4.1
of an ttggrogato 4.3.1, 4,3.2
of an arw
comporwnt of ● ganoric forwmi .rmy
type 12.3.4
of an array index of a generic fornmi ●ay
Wpa
1234
of a case statement expro asion
5.4
of a condition 5.3
of a dectarod objm 3,2, 3.2.1
of a dig crimirwnt
of a gonoric
form al
prhto w
12.3.2
of an expressbn 4.4
of a fiie 14.1
of s formal psramotor of 0 gonotk bat
subprogram 12,1.3
of a generic actuai objoct 12,3.1
of ● gonoric forrmi object 12.1.1; 12.3.1
of an index 4.1,1
of a ioop pammotor 5.5
of a named number 3.2, 3.2.2
of an object dosignatod by a generic formol 0000OS
type 12.3.6
of ● primary in an oxtxosa$on 4.4
of 8 *omd
Voriebfe 9.11
of ● slice 4.1.2
of a string Iitoml 4.2
of a task objoct 9.2
of a univemai ●xproadon4.10
of a value 3.3; 3.2
of discriminants of a gonoric format objwt ●nd @to
matching actuei object 12.3.2
of of the Iitorsl nuli 4.2
of the result of ● gonoric formal functlort 12.1.3
renamed 8,5
subject to a representation
clauaa 13.1; 13.6
subject to a aupproea pmgmo 11.7
yioided bv an attributo 4.1.4

svstom.tick]

TIMLERnOR

T’imod *

(pmdoflnod

d

9.73;

●nd ronamuf
wb)ect

la..:

14s; 14, 14.1,

14.4; 14.6
14,3.10

TIME [pmdefinod typo) 9.6
[... ●lso clock, dot., dov, maka-tlmo,
yowl

T-

by

pago tomninotor]

TEXT.fo (prodofhtod Input-output poolwga)
c
14.3.9, 14.3.10,

.goto Mctomont,

for c tvpo, srroy typo,
attributa of
base sttribute, base tvpe, booloan typo,
character type ciasrs of type, composito typo, oonatrainod
type,
derwed
type, discmto
typo, discrimlrmnt
of...,
anumerauon
type, fixed point type, floating point type,
forcing occurrence, generic actuai typo, gonoric formal
tvpe,integer type, Iimltod pnwte typo, Ilmltod t’vDo,
numeric Type, operation of..., pomnt type, prdeflti
~,
private type real type, record type, represantatbrt
clsua.,
scelar tvpe, size mtribute,
storage allocatsd,
●rbtvpo,
unconstrained
subtype,
unconatrainod
typo, univomsi

Tormkwto ●komotlve (of

TERMINATED

hhtu81

0
[s00 also access tvfw( appropriate

ml

●xpr.ulon

boo$osn ●numorotion

Reference

Typo 3.3.

Tem@oto
boo: gonork unit]
4.4
in s simple

Ada

Tronafor of control 5.1
19.0 also nxcept~on exit ttatemonte
statement,
terminate alternatlvel
TRUE

TASKING_ERROR
(predoflnod ●xcoption) 11.1
ls*e ciao: suppreoa pmgma]
raisad by an entry call to ●n abnormal task 9 10,
11,6
miaod by ● n ontw call to ● comp.loted tOSk 9.6,
9,7.2, 9.7.3
11.5
raiaod b~ ● n ●xccption in tfw taok body 114.2
reiasd by failure of an actlvotlon 9.3: 1 ?.4.2

Tam

l8l5A

●xcoption)

S.0

Typo doehtion
3.X1
[000 she: ●tsborotion

9,7
●ntrka

to on ~

~
rnultipivina

month, watom.tbk,

opomtor]

Typo conversion 4.6
ls.e also: conversion operation, convwalon. ●tpllclt
version, subtype conversion, unchockotbonvorahwt]
w an actual pammetor 6.4, 8.4.1
as a prtmefy 4.4
in a atotic erqwoadon 4.9
to a reel tvpo 4,5,7

0.6
dauoa

priwta

13.6.1

type

of..., ~cm~

con-

tVP9 doobrodorh

dochatbn]

bosic dachmtbn 3.1
aa a fuii doclomtlon 7,4.1

●s a

implichly dociarirtg opemtiona 3.3.3
in a package apacificatiort 7.1
including the name of a pdwto typo 7.4.1
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of
of
of

a fixed point type 3,6,9
a floating potnt tvpe 3,5.7
en integer type 3.5.4
a aubtvpe 13.1

Unconstminad
type 3.3 3.21,
3.6, 3.61
formai parameter 6.2
with discriminants
6.4.1, 12.3.2

Type definition 3.3,1: D
[s00 also: accees tvpe definition, array Npe definition.
derived tvpa definition, elaboration of,.., enumeration type
definmon. generic tvpe definition, integer two definition.
re al

typ e

d ef!nitlon,

re cord

typ e

d efinition]

Type mwk
es
in
in
m
in
m
In

(denoting a type or eubtypo) 322
a genenc actual pemmeter
12.3
an allocator 4.8
a code statement
13.8
a convem)on 4.6
a deferred constant ticlaration
7.4
a discritnirwnt specification 3.7.1
a generic formal part 12.1, 12.3
in a g eneric
parameter declaration
12.3.1
in en index subtvpe definition 3.6
in e parameter specification 6.1; 6,2
in a qultiified expression 4.7
in a relation 4.4
in a renaming declaration 8.5
m a subprogram specification 6.1
of a formai pererneter
of ● gonoric fwmai subprogram 12.1.3
of a generic formal array type 12.1.2
of a static scalar subtype 4.9
of the result of a generic formal function 12.1.3

Tppe with dearimh
mta 3.3; 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.7, 3.7.1, 7.4,
7.4.1
(ace ah:
privmo tvpa, raoord typa]
as an actuai to ● formal private type 12.3,2
as the component
type of ● n array thet is the
operand of a conversion 4.6

UMrV adding OPOMtOr 4.44.5,
C; 4.5.4
hoe ohm: arithmetic opomtor, overioadino of ●n crpamtor.
predefine
operator]
as en operation of e dtecrete type 3.S. S
m a Mmple ex~on
4.4
overloaded 6.7

Unerv

operator

4.5;

3.5.5,

4.5.6,

3.5.8,3.5.10,3.6.2,4.6.4,

c

[we eho:
operetor]

twhest

Precedence

UNCtfECKED_CONVER810N
function)

13.10.2:

13.10,

oporator,

(predefhed

unarv

adding

generic

Iibrew

gOMdC

Ilbrory

C

UNCHECKED.DEAl.LOCATION
{pfOdefhWd
procedure) 13.10.1:4.8,
13.10, C

lkonetreined

●rray

doRnltion

type 12.3.2

Uruonatreined subtvpe 3.3, 3.3.2
(ace aleo: constrained aubtwe, constraint,
indication in a genwic unit 12.3.2

1-35

3,6, 3,7: 12,3,1
[eee: subcomponentj

Undefined velua
of a sc alar
of a scalar

3.2 1

lhtderhne
in

p ara m eter

variable

character

2.1

a b ase d

literal

6.2

2.4.2
a decimal literal 2.4
in an identifier 2,3
In

Unhsndhtf

●xception

372

1

11.4.1

unit
isee: compilation unit. generic
unit, storage unit, task unit]
Universal

unit, library umt, program

●xpression 4.10
aasignad 5.2
in an attribute designator 4.1.4
of a real tvpe implicitly convertod
that is static 4.10

4.5.7

Universal tvp9 4.10
1s00 also. convemion, impiicit conversion]
expression I.s00: exproeeion, numeric
of a named number 32.2;
3,2
result of an ●ttributu (eae: 8ttributs)

Iitemt J

UNIVERSAt-FfXEO
[pmdafinochyptr)
3.6.V
result of fixed point muttiplving operators

4.5.5

UN1VERSAUN7EQER
(predefinad type) 3.6.4, 4.1 O; C
be
●ieo: integer iiterai]
argument of a convemicm 3.3.3, 4.6
●ttribute 3.5.5, 13.7.1, 13.7.2, 13.7.3; 8.9
bounds of a discrete range 3.6.1
bounds of a looP parameter 5.5
codes repceeenting ●rwmomtlon typo veiues 13.3
converted to an intetgor twM 3.5.5
of integer Iiterats 2.4, 4.2
result of ●n operation 4.1 O; 4.6
UNNfERSAl_REAL
(predefine
type) 3.S.6, 4.10
1s00 also: real literal]
argument of a conversion 33.3,
4.6
attribute 13 7.1
convened to a fixed poinl type 3.5.10
converted to a floating point tvpa 3.6.8
of real iiterais 2.4, 4.2
result of an operation 4.1 O; 4.5
Updating

the value of an ob~t

6.2

last attribute)

Upper csee Iottor 2,1
[see also: basic graphic character)
A to F in a based iiteral 2.4.2
E in a decimal literal 2.4,1
in a n id entifier
2,3

3.6

Unconatroirwd ●rray typa 3.0; 3.2,1
as en actual to a formal private
formal parameter 6,2
subject to a iengtti clause 13.2

Urtconstremod variable 3.3,
as a subcomponent

upper bound
[see: bound.

Unconditional
tarrninetion
of a task
[see: abnormal task, abort statement]

37,

U-y
of ● teak
[see: task priority]
subtypa,

typo]

Uee china
(to achieve direct viaibJlhY) 8#
1s0s ahto. context clauaal

Type dethhion

●

8.3.

D

Use chuse
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ANS1/MIL-STO-

●s

s basic daclmatlvo Item 3.S
as a later declarative
Item 3.9
m a cod. procoduro body 134
in c ocmtoxt ciauaa of ● complldon
unit 10.1.1
in a contoxt clause of s subunit 10.2
insartod by the ●nvironmont 10.4

USLERROR
14,2.S,

(input-output

14.3.3,

axccption)
14.3. ~0, 14.5

VAL [prodofinoci attribute)

14A;

14.2.1,

Visibilrtv 8.3: 8.2
Ieee e!qo dlre c?
tlon

14.23,

Vdw

[s09: ●slgnmant. ●vaiuatlon, ●xpmaaion, initial vduc,
roturnod VBIUO, subtype, task dasienatod...,
typo]
in a constant 3.2 1: 3.2
in a took obje ct
9.2
in n variable 3.2.1. 5.2; 3.2
of an acceaa typo [aao: objoct doalgrtstod, taok
objoct dosignatad]
of ●n ●rray tvm 3.6: 3.6.1 [aoa doo: ●rmy, siicol
of a baaed Iitemi 2.4,2
of a boolean type 3.5.3
of a character Iitoral 2.5
of s character tVPO 3.5.2; 2.6. 2.6
of ● dachnat Iltar@ 2.4.1
of a fixed point type 3.S.9, 4.5.7
of a floating point tvpa 3.6,7, 4.6.7
of a record type 3.7
of ● raoord tvpa vvlth dkorimlrtanta
3.7.1
of ● string Iitoral 2.6; 2.10
of a t a sk ty p e l e a .: task doslgnatad]
returned bv ● functkm 0011 [aaa: rotumad
vah$o]
VALUE

(praddinad

sttrfbut.)

3.5.6;

●

OsoWa

ddardon

wait
ISOSI: selective
whMotsKrp
Isa-: loop

7.3

WIDTH

3.21

mcd

WWTE

ddkstbr

Vlotmfon
la..:

of ● conatrakt
constroinLarror

op ara -

opomtion,

suspanslon]

●tatamant)
attribute)

3.3A;

oharaotar

(input+utput
prooadura)
in an instance of dir.ct_lo
an

instanc e

of

A

14.2,4;

14.1,

a e quentid do

14.2.2;

to ● n output

fit.

14.1,

14~.4

2.10
XOr Op.cater
[sea- logical oporatorl

tioctor

Moral,

14,2.3

2.2

Vadad tabdatbrr fcmmt

task

wait,

(pradefined

in

Writing

Vaniaal hr

rromo,

WA

Vadaot pafi 3.7.3; D
1s.. ●lso dopendonco on ● diacriminant]
In a component list 3.7
in e record aggmgato 4.3.1
bar Charaator 2.1
roplacomant bV ●xclamatlon

id entl%r,

With clmma 10.1.1,
D
[sea also: contoxt clause]
determining order of compilation 10.3
determining the impiicit order of ilbrsv unite 8,6
in a context clauso of a compilation unit 10.1.1
in a context clauaa of a aubunlt 10,2
insaflod by the anvlronmwtt
10.4
loading to direct visibility 0.3

Vartamt9.7.3 :4.1.3

Vamical

hiding

A

q

iaao doo: comm.nt
ch-t
in o variant part 3.7.3

visibility

overlo a dmgl

Vlaibla part (of ● package) 7.2; 3.2.1, 7.4, 7,4.1, 7.4.3, D
[we
afao: defemcf
constant dacforatint
@vat.
type
decimation]
cxpandad rw me denoting ● daclarmJon In ● viable
pan 8.2
scope of a dactarotion in c vhittla part 4. \.3
uee clauaa naming the pOCkWO 8.4
visibility of a declaration In a vlaibta pan 8.3

-cl
pafo~
6,2
in ●n ●asignmont ●tatomant 6.2
of an ● rmy tvpe ● - doatlnatlon of ● n maignmant
6.2.1
of ● private tvpc 7.4.1
mrwmed 8.6
that is a slice 4.1.2
Vadabla

M~nuttl

D

Vtaibihty by adsctien 8.3
[see alw: basic operation,
chamctor
operator symbol, selected componont]

VartabIa 3.2.1: D
lea. also: object. aharad vartabh)
u an ●otud ~ma4u
6.2

daclorod In

Ada Reference

8.5
end rena ming
datormining multiple maanlngs of ●n Idantlftar 0.4,
8.7: 8.5
determining order of compllttlon
10.3
due to s us. ciausa 8.4
of a basic operation 8.3
of a character literal 8.3
of a default for a generic formcl subprogram 12.3.6
of a generic formal pmtmetw
12.3
of B library unit due to a with cisuae 8,6 10.1.1
of a name of an cxcoption 11.2
of an operation daclamd in e mck.g. 7.4.2
IV an operator sy m b ol 8.3
of a renaming
declaration 8.5
of a subprogram declared in a pockago 6.3
of declarations In a package bodv 7.3
of declarations in a package apoclflcatlorr 7.2
of declaratiorw in the package ayatom 13.7
within a subunit 10.2

A

3.S.6;

18154

2.1

●xcaptlon)

——————..-—.
-—--—=—-__=_—=-_=__

YEAR (pradefined

______ _

function)

S.0

l&24,

14.2,
14.1,

14.2,6
14.2,
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Postscript

: Submkaion

Aiusl/MIL-sTD”1815A
22 January 1983

of Commorrte

For submission of comments on this standard Ada reference manual,
by Arpanet

to the

do

not

appreciate

them

being sent

at ECLB

Ada-Comment
If you

we would

address

have

accesa,

Arpanet

Ada Joint Program Office
Office of the Under Secreta~
Washington, DC 20301
United Statea of America,
it wiil
For mail comments,
format diskette - but even
with reading
the diskette,

assist

us

please

send

of Defense

the

comments

by mail

Research and Engineering

if you are abie to send them on 8-inch single-sided
single-density
IBM
this, pioaae aieo send us a paper copy, in case of problems

if you can manage

All comments
are sortad and processed
mechanioaiiy
in order to simpiify th.ir ●neiyais end to faciiitat.
ing them proper consideration.
To aid this process you are kindiy rquosted
to praoede each comment
a three iine header

givwith

laection ...
iveraion 1983
!topic ...
The section iine inciudos tho section number, tho paragraph nutnbw oncioeod in parontheaes, your name or
me paragraph number ia the one
affiliation (or both), and the date kt ISO standard fprm (yaar-rnonth+y).
given in the margin of tha paper form of thi. documont (it iO not oontalnod in the ECLB fries); paragraph
numbers are optionai, but vow h.ipfui.
As an ●xampi., here is tho section iine of comment #1 194 on a
pravious version:
iaection 03.02.01(12)
The version

D , Taffa 82-04-26

iine, for comments on the current standard, ahouid oniy contain “ iversion 1983”.

ita purpose iS

to distinguish comments that refer to diff.rent vwaiorw.
The topic iine ahouid contain a one iine summsry of the oommont. This iine is .aaential, and you ● re kindiy
aeked to avoid topics such es “TYPO- or ‘Editorhi commont- which wili not convoy any information when
printed in a tabie of contonts. Aa an exatnpio of ● n informative topic iino consider:
Suboomponents

Itopic
Note

also that nothing

of oonatanta .m

oonstant$

prevents tho topic iine from inciuding ail tho information of a comment, as in tha foi-

iowing topic iine:
Itopic hart:
As a finai exampie

h.re

‘,.. w.

is a oompiote

{implicitly}
oommont

d.fined

by a aubtypo declaration”

roooivod on a prior voraion

of this

mmuai:

isection 0302.01(12)
D, Tafh 82-04-26
IVomlon 10
itopic Subcomponenta of corwtante cm oorwtsnte
Chang.

“componont-

to “wboomponont.

in tho 188t 8ontonca.

Othemvlae the atctomont is incondmont with tho dofinod uae of wbcomponont in 3.3,
saya that mbcornpononts am axcludod when tho term component is ueod irwt..d
of .ubcomponont
which
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our stendudlaetion
documente better, the DoD provtde~ thle form for we In
documents are hwtted to provido
AU uaere of mAllQry etandwdi=tAoa
and suwtiona
for imptovemente.
‘l%h form nmy be detached, folded ●long the Lines indicated, taped ●long the Iooee edge (D() NOT STAPLE),
and

WSTRUCTIW8:
-bmltti~
suggwtiona.

died,

In s continuing ●ffort to make

cammenu

In block 6, be u specific ae poeaible

too rigid, rwtrictiv.,
probleau,

particular

●bout

Eater in block 6 ●ny remarks not rdated

ecktsowlet@nent

problem eremawch u

wording which required interpretation,

●nd give propoeed wording ch~ee
apeciflc p~ph
of the docurne nt.

to

●

wlIl be mailed to you within SO days to let you

know that your commente

wu

which wwdd alleviate tb.
If bkxk 7 ie filled out, ●n

iooee, unbiguoua, or wu incompetibl.,

were received

and

●e

being

eonddered,
‘1’W form mey not be wed to requaet copies of documenti,
nor to request waivera, devietione, or dulf’htkmof
Comments
submitted
on this form do not constitute
or imply ●uthorization
apecifkation requirements on cument contracti.
of the referenced
document(s)
or to amend contractual requirements.
@ wake any portion
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